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The proceedings in the Police Court was only a culmination, 
the final stage of a long orawn-out and Yigorous struggle that had 
first started some years ago in the Legislati'e Council of the Gonrn
ment of Bombay. 

Perhaps no other member in the Council or Public worker 
outside bad devoted so much time, attention and energy on this very 
important subject of the Dt"relot=ment Department as Mr. Nariman. 
Either in the series of the 15earchiog interpelation.s or in his usual 
trenchant sarcastic and logical speeches he disclosed remarkably 
close study of minute details of this intricate subject and supplied a 
wealth of information that has as much astonished his non-official 
''Colleagues" as bewildered the Government benches. 

Even a lawyer could understand and appreciate the difficulties 
of the oefence in a case of this description. 

To gi¥e the reader an idea of the enormous nature of the 
undertaking, we will consider a few out of the multifarious activit
ies in¥olved in such a trial. To collect materials and informations 
treated as confidential and official secrets from the hostile camp, _to 
be prepared to cross examine a technical expert at considerable 
length on points bristling with technical deta.ili, to meet and 
answer the intricate points of law constantly raised by one 
of the ablest Criminal Counsels or by the Court, to inspect 
and study the "roluminous and confusing records official and 
private and at the same time to keep constant and vigilant 
eye upon the mo"rements and attitude of the several merchants 
and contractors in the City and Suburbs, to apply for immediate 
a:;earch warrants &.Iter due care and in"restigation, but the most 
difficult task of all was the collection of witnesses, persuading 
them to step into the box and make startling disclosures, 
often incriminating themsehes, such was the multifarious and 
gigantio task with which lrr. Na.riman was faced singly and simulta
neously and a perusal of this book "Will gi"re the readers an idea of 
the magnitude and enormity of th.i.i great undertaking.· That .Mr. 
~.a.riman faced through this terrible ordeal and came out triumphant 
will eYer redound to his crOOit and glory. 
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By a strange and lucky coincidence the case terminated at a 
critical time in the Political History of the Country and it was a 
lucky coincidence that the Judgment was delivered only a few days 
before the landing of the Parliamentary commission in India who 
had . come to visit this land to investigate and judge about the 
fitness of the Indians to administer in their own affairs ; so far as · 
this Presidency was concerned that fitness and efficieEcy of our foreign 
rulers was amply demonstrated and proved by a single individual in 
t'be course of this long trial and as one of our comrades rightly 
remarked, the proper course, in view of this disclosures would be to 
appoint a Commission of Jndians to inquire into the fitne~s of the 
foreigJ?. rulers to continue their domination in this Country, 

It will not be out of place to mention here that I was very 
lucky in having the opportunity of assisting Mr. N ariman in all 
technical questions in Engineering. For this reason I had to be 
by his side, during almost all the hearings of the case and hence, 
being in possession of nearly all particulars regarding the case, 
!ventured to compile this book. 

'Vith these few words I commend this to the general public 
and assure them that it is ~ work of as great Political importance 
as of legal constitutional interest. 

TnE CoMPILER, 

·-·- :o:--....-



PREFACE. 
--:x:--

Bombay will not for many a year cease to curse the day on 
which the Go-rernment of Sir George Lloyd (Now Lord Llo;rd) 
embarked on that reckless venture of expanding the habitable area 
of the City to provide additional housing accommodation for its 
growing population. 

The Development Department which was instituted to carry 
out the various Development projects, has such a sorry record of 
achievements to present to the Bombay Public in return for the 
lavish expenditure of several crores of hard earned Rupees remorse
les::~ly piled up by the public tax-gatherer that the man who presided 
at the head of this Department has discreetly retired from the scene 
of his achievements to explore the means of easing his conscience 
during the remaining days of his life. One of the remarkable facts 
of English History consists in the traditional policy of sacrificing 
a national hero to right a natiorlal wrong. In the words of 
Voltaire when Admiral Byng was executed "In England it 
is thought necessary to kill an Admiral time to time to 
encourage the others.'' But in the History of the British 
Empire it is a traditional policy that a higher appointment 
usually awaits the a-.1dacious "Mandarin" who distinguishes himself 
in India by riding rough-shod over the expressed wishes and tender 
susceptibilities of its timid peoples. \Yhilst in the 18th Century Warren 
Hastings was impeached for seven long years for looting the Begums 
of Oudh, Lord Lloyd is rewarded with the High Commissionership of 
Egypt for endowing Bombay with a perpetual legacy in the shape of 
increased taxation to meet the interest charges on crores of 
Capital irrevocably lost in the Back Bay Bungle. 

Indians are known as well fur their sensitive as for 
their forgiving nature. The material losses, tremendous 
though they ha\e been, will have to be met and would have 
been met without much agitation if the Government had not 
added in~ult to the injury by challenging the fundamental rights 
of civilized subjects to criticise the doings of the Government 
in the execution of its Dewlopment projects. The Government 
decision to sanction the prosecution of hlr. Nariman-that intrepid 
<:hampion of public liberty and rights-raises gra\e constitutional 
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issues which lie at the very root of the modern conception of 
democracy. Our benign Go'\"ernment is never sick of cryinrr for 
co-operation from the non-official population. In decrying the 
activities of non-co-operators, the Anglo Indian Press never tires of 
appealing to " Sober India , of adopting Constitutional methods in 
criticising Government actions. And now when Mr. N ariman pays 
them the compliment of following up their suggestion and adopts 
rigidly constitutional methods of asking questions and moving 
re~lutions in the Legislative Council, of appearing before a. 
Government-appointed Committee at the latter's request and 
of fearlessly giving replies in unequi'\"ocal terms to questions 
put to him, he is made the victim of a police Court prosecution 
extending over thirteen months and financed by the Government 
Exchequer. Mr. Nariman's strenuous constitutional fight in and 
outside the Legislative Council has placed our Official and Anglo
Indian' friends in the unenviable position of hypocrites who find 
themselves hoisted with their own petard. The successful culmina
tion of the Harvey-Nariman case mnst above all be reckoned as a 
complete vindication of the birth-right of every Indian Citizen to 
criticise fearlessly the doings of the Government of the country and 
its accredited servants in a. perfectly constitutional manner. 

But this is not all. For the ordered progress of the Country, 
it is imperatively essential that in future-God forbid-when Commit
tees like the Mears' Committee are appointed to enquire into the 
working of the Public Departments, witnesses summoned by and 
appearing before such Committees must be deemed as priviledged 
persons having perfect freedom to furnish the Committee with all 
information in their possession without risking the breach of the Law. 

The Harvey-Nariman case has demonstrably proved that out
siders cannot have access to the same sources of documentary infor
mation of which the Departments concerned make a close preserve. 
The information surplied by non official witnesses cannot, therefore, 
be of the nature of legally admissible proofs, but inferences based on 
such information are not necessarily to be dismissed as of no valne. 

If the Mears' Committee had only followed up the lines of in· 
quiry indicated by Mr. Nariman, they would, _assisted bJ: the ''Offi
cial Records," have come to the same conclns10n as arnved at by 
the learned Presidency Magistrate, who remarked in tho 'Judg
ment• "The accused had proved that some officers of the department 
were corrupt and some of the witnesses did state that these officers 
said that they had to charge a high comm~sion as.it had to be s~ar
ed by higher officers." ~hen the Mears comm1ttee were given 
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certain informations to im·estigate, the stereotyped reply to witnesses 
was to the effec-t that they could not go through 'tons and tons 
of papers.' 

In one respect the prosecution of ~r. Nariman ~as a blessin.g 
in disguise. It gave him an opportuwty of exposmg to pnbhc 
view, on the strength of Official records, what passes under t~e 
elusiYe title of efficiency in GoYernment Departments. Thl.i 
'superstition of efficiency' is ~s. re~l and hard to ~e, as tp.at, 
instrument of many an act of IDJnshce done to Ind1a.- Prestige. 
Indians of high accomplishments are often pronounced unfit for high 
official appointments "in the interests of the efficiency of service." 
The powerful searchlight with \lhich Mr. Nariman has reconnoitred 
the field of 'efficient administration' in the DeYelopment Department 
might very well spare Indians wringing their hands in despair for 
want of such 'efficiency'? Let us see what efficiency. meant 
in the DeYelopment Department ? We learn that one of the in
gredients of efficient administration lies in deliberately m.is
leading the Public by telling them that the work of the 
Department is 'progressing steadily' whilst Sir Lawless Hepper had 
the temerity to admit that at the time he made thi~ statement the 
work was not being satisfactorily done. What better standard of 
efficiency could be imagined than that of employing petrol-supply 
Companies to supply building materials, of giving building con
tracts to people unknown to that trade and in preference to long· 
standing firms of experienced contra.ctors? It i3 not inefficient 
to pay Rs. 14,000 for a bill of Rs. 140 and not to detect 
the error for some years. Indian Engineers are not qualified 
for higher executive appointments as they haYe not attained 
that standard of efficiency which enable3 Enropean Engineers, to 
conceive the idea. of buying 20 ton Cranes costing about £ 9,CXX> a 
piece and with nothing so heavy as 8 ton load to pick up and to dispose 
them of as scrap iron ultimately. It i3 a glorious conception of 
efficiency to requisition the services of an elephant's trunk to pick 
up a needle. These few illustrations culled from an endless volume 
of efficiency exhibits, might well be supplemented to "What Britain 
ha.s done for India.?" 

It would not be surprising to imagine that soon after the pro.secu
tion of Mr. Nariman started in the Police Court and Yr. Nariman 
commenced exposing the scandalous activities of the Development 
Department, the.GoY~rnme~t must have_felt.a li~tle unea.:,)' inasmuch 
as tts well advertJ.Sed mtenhon of protoctmg It~hlD'herofficiab against 
unwarranted allegations, proved to be ill-a.dvised.

0 

Instead of remov
ing su~picion from the public mind, the eridenc.e led by Mr. N ari
man SliD ply confirmed the Public opinion and long before the learne<l 
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Presidency Magistrate d~livered his famous judgment, the public 
could not but feel convmced that Mr. Nariman's alle(Tations of 
corruption amongst some high officials of the Depart~ent were 
substantially correct. The unexpected turn which the case took has 
shattered the Government prestige. At several stages durin()' the 
bearing of the case, opinions both in Indian and El~ropean c~rcles 
were freely expressed that the Government could save its face better 
by ~ithd~awi~g the c~se. The General member was certainly 
taUung with hiS tongue m the cheek when he defended sanctionincr 
the prosecution on the ground that Mr.' Nariman would not other~ 
wise have bad such an opportunity for bringing to light the facts 
disclosed in this case. The Development Department had landed 
the Bombay Government into such a desperate situation 
that it has proved to have been impossible . to preserve 
prestige and at the ~ame.time t~ discover. loop hole for escaping 
from the awkward SituatiOn. History teaches us that irresponsible 
Governments never show the weakness of admitting their mistakes 
till they are buried under the ruin wrought by their follies. 
The ill-advised prosecution of Mr. Nariman has not only battered to 
pieces the prestige of Bombay Government, but has justified some of 
the Bombay Public into looking with suspicion on the doings of the high 
paid officials of the Government. If .High officials can be induced by 
free supply of various domestic needs such as tins of ghee and gallons 
of petrol, and motor accessories to allow contractors to bill twice for 
each item of store supplied to the Department if a High official 
could not be expected to accept tender for disposal of surplus 
stores unless his palm is thickly greased it would. be living in 
a fool's paradise to expect the Bombay public to have an iota 
of faith in the honesty and integrity of its public officials. Could 
any impartial man have any doubt as to where Mr. Manekchand 
Jivraj's five thousand rupees went, before he got his tender for 
surplus steel bars accepted ? . Is it possible to reconcile honesty of 
admioistration with a systematic ordering out of unnecessary large 
quantities of materials ? It is for persons placed in high quarters 
to convince the public that the dredgers and plant and machinery 
costing enormous sums of money were not ordered out with the deli
berate intentions of reducing unemployment in Great Britain. These 
orders, fantastic in size and cost, fit in exactly with the then 
pre'\"'ailincr craze of "BUY IMPERIAL· GOODS" and such half
baked schemes like export and trade facilities Acts. 

Will it not be fair for Lord Lloyd to hand over his so-called 
pri'\"'ate files for inspection to an impartial tribunal of judicial men 
so that the public may know under what circumstances the George 
Lloyd Dredger came to be ordered out before the , Scheme was 
sanctioned . 

• 



It is not possible to recall any instance in the whole hbtory 
of British Administration in India in which a single indiYidual has 
shown such 1;nprecedented courage in successfully shouldering an 
almost impossible task of bringing to public know ledge in a con· 
vincing manner, the lack of honesty and systematic corruption 
which is rife in certain Uovernment departments. · Mr. Nariman 
can now claim to stand in a class by himself. 

Mr. Nariman's dauntless fight against the mighty powers and 
resources of a strong Government will ever remain a unique aehiec-e
ment in the history of a people's struggles for the assertion of its 
trne rights. That Mr. N ariman should have carried on this fight to 
a successful end and not be ruined financially and otherwise is really 
a matter of agreeable astonishment to the public in general and hi~ 
nnmerons friends in particular, who have in the past had the sad 
experience of :::;eeing people ruined simply because tbry dared to run 
their head high in exposing the scandalous doings of Government 
departments. This is mainly so because of Mr. Nariman's profession 
which does not for its living depend npon Government patronage or 
the truckling of high placed ofilcials. 'Whilst rejoicing at this happy 
result, we do not at any rate desire to undervalue the enormou~ 
sacrifice of time, energy and money which 1\Ir. N ariman has so 
selflessly made in the sacred cause of defending public rights. 

---:o:---
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P1\RT J. 

Brief history of the Development Department upto the starting o[ 
the Prosecution. 

Although a detailed statement of the inception and the progress 
of the scheme would be out of place in this volume still we think it 
necessary to narrate a few important facts·leading upto the prosecu
tion, so as to enable the readers to appreciate and understand the 
position and follow the proceedings more intelligently and clearly. 

Shortly after the commencement and launching of this gigantiC' 
scheme, a band of critics began to first draw the attention of the 
public to enormous commitments and the doubtful results of the said 
scheme, amongst these critics :Mr. K. F. Nariman, was perhaps the
most prominent from the very start. Although at the time he was 
not a member of the Legislative Council, and hence had not the 
opportunities and the facilities that he got at a later stage as a 
member, still as a spirited public citizen he passed trenchant criticisms 
both in the press and the platform when opportunities occurred 
warning rate-payers not to be deluded or beguiled by the tempting 
promises of huge future profits and great public benefits that were 
supposed to accrue as a result of this undertaking, with a wonderful 
integrity and foresight that turned to be almost prophetic in view of 
the subsequent events. Be was one of the very few that did not 
gulp down and easily swal1ow all tall talk and flattering commen
dations with which the scheme was heralded and which as it were 
enamoured, bewildered, and deluded the public not only into an 
acquiesance but even definite approval and praise. 

At the very early stage he started vigorous correspondence in 
the press particularly in the "Bombay Chronicle'' under the heading 
"Development Scandals'' over his own signature subscribing himself 
as ''Development beandal Monger," wherein he boldly alleged and 
e:s:po:-ed several irregularities and 8hady transactions. Though in 
the beg-inning the authorities concerned pretended to ignore these 
contributions but the persistency and courage of Mr. Nariman ulti
mately succeeded in at last compelling the authorities to break their 
silence, and some chargt:B le,·elled again~:>t the department were so 
8erious and definite that the authorities had to reply as usual in 
vagne, indefinite and non·committal forms Still neither the au
thorities nor e\"'en the public took Mr. Nariman so seriouslv, th·moh 
at tin.~e.s a sensational contribution from him created a littie ~:-tjr b;t 
as nsnal temporary stir subsided with a reply either from the Dir~ctor 

1 (l 
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of Development or publicity Officer. l\Ir. Nariman felt that in 
~:>rder to carry on the campaign ~ore vigoro?sly. and more ~ffectively 
1t was necessary to secure a seat m the Legislative Council, and in 
the Elections of 1922/23 he contested a seat from the most intellectual 
and most intelligent constituency i. e., the Bombay City South. 
In his Election camraign the Development Directorate was the 
principal plank and evidently his pertinacity had .created some im
pression on the Public which was evident from the fact that in spite 
of -the very keen campaign and although very well known veterans 
were in the field, he was returned successfully at the head of the Poll. 
Immediately after his return in the Council, true to his election 
pledges and promises, he seriously turned his attention to the inter
nal affairs and management of the Development Department and 
started the most vigorous and spirited campaign. Even then, so late 
as in 1923/24 people were still deluded with false hopes and promises 
though the authorities concerned were secretly becoming apprehen
sive of the result; still with a view to avoid scare and panic they kept 
up the show by sternly resisting any attempt on the part of the 
public to have a peep behind the veiled screen. As a member of the 
Council Mr. Nariman started the campaign in right earnest and 
that he began to first send in a series of searching and comprehen
sive questions trying to elicit as much information as was possible 
from a reluctant and secret conclave officialdom. Further he also 
sent in resolution from the very start demanding abolition of the 
Directorate as a separate and a special reserve department and also 
demanding transfer of all the activities to the t ublic Works Depart
ment. Curiously enough about four or fiv ... months after that, the 
committee after exa1::qining the questions carefully came to the 
conclusion and made the same recommendations. Mr. N ariman 
contended from the very beginning that the creation of the Develop
ment Department as a special reserve subject was a constitutional 
manamvring on the part of the Government because under the 
ordinary circumstances most of such activities of the Government 
Department would have fallen under the Public Works Department 
and as the Public Works Department is a transferred subject nuder 
the constitution and rules, its activities would have come more 
directly under the Control of the council and all grants of items of 
expenditure would ~ave to pass through .the Vote. of the Co~mcil. 
His further contention was that by creatmg a spec1al and makmg a 
Reserve department by a piece of Legislation the ordinary control, 
ricrht and privileges were sought to be taken away and insinuated 
th

0

at this device on the part of the GoYernment was intentional and 
deliberate with a veiw to remove the supervision and control of the 
Honse. Unfortunately under the n1Ies guiding the proceedings of 
the Legislative Council that Resolution could not be ballotteil and 
hence was not formally mo~ed. Subsequent events show great 
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importance of the first step and mo\e taken by Mr. Nariman at tile 
-early E-tages, for there is no doubt that had he .succeeded in this 
attempt enormous waste of Public Funds extendmg to Lakhs_ and 
Lakhs would certainly have been sa\ed. However, :Mr. Nanman 
was not to be daunted by these small re\erses, he continued his 
efforts unabated and his next step was to get a resolution moved, 
calling for a vigorous and n_on-official Inquiry ~~d in~·estigation 
by a committee of the House mto the whole adm1mstrabon of the 
Development Department. This reso~~tion was mo\ed_ in October 
IU24 and in spite of \ery strong opposition and canyassmg as usual 
from the Government, it was carried. Mr. N ariman maintained 
that the attention of the House as well as Public should not be 
concerted merely upon plans, figures and Estimates presented by the 
authorities but he maintained and contended that serious attention 
should be paid to the internal mis-management, extravagance, job
bery and frauds that resulted in such waste of Public Fnnds. 

Thus this second attempt on the part of :Mr. Nariman in the 
short period of his entry in the Council to prevent wastage of 
Public funds and thus lessen ultimately the burden that was to fall 
not only on the City but the whole Presidency, failed. However 
the Government, conscientious of the fact, that Inquiry or Investiga
tions demanded by Mr. Nariman would lead to disastrous results by 
ruthless exposures of ugly facts, always baulked and evaded non

·O.fficial Public Inquiry and inspite of the resolution passed, at the 
instance of Mr. Nariman did not appoint any non-ofEcial Com
·mittee of Inquiry but with a view to cloud the real issues and to 
create wrong and misleading impression in the mind of the Public, 
Government invited Mr. Nariman and two or three other Council
lors to join the existing Advisory committee, whose function was 
merely to advise the Go\ernment with regard to the future activi
ties as to how far and to what direction the scheme should be con· 
tinned or eliminated, but the said Advisory Committee had no 
power whatever to inquire into the past or present administration 
or internal management. Mr. N ariman even offered to join the 
said committee but only on one condition viz: that the power of 
the said Ad,isory Committee should be extended by Government 
and it should also ha\e the power to joquire and in\estigate, a.s 
required by the other resolution passed at his instance. This, the 
GoYernment would not conceive, naturally Mr. N ariman and other 
Counc~llors refused the invitation to join the impotent and futile 
comtmttee. 

_Subse•1uent events proved that the attitude taken up by ~Ir. 
~ arnnan wa:J perfectly justified and correct as the slighte:::;t attempt 
on the part of any of the member.i of that Advisory Committee to 
try into internal affairs and administration was promptly ruled 011t 
hy Sir Lawle.ss Hepper, the Director of De\elopment, who was Ex-

• 



Officio member of that Committee and some of the members even 
resigned in disgust rather than continue in such a farcical or 
fraudulent Committee. 

That was the situation when the Council assembled in the 
February Session of 1925, which was February Budget Session held 
in Bombay. Mr. Nariman with a view to enter his emphatic protest 
at the attitude of the Government in not giving effect to the resolu
tion of the Council and also to provoke further discussion on this 
subject moved a cut of severallakhs from the total grant demanded 
for the Development Scheme and it was in course of the debate on 
the motion for cut that Mr. Nariman delivered his famous Speech 
which astounded the house and created profound sensation through
out the Presidency. Be openly charged the Department with cor
ruption, fraud and jobbery and every type of mal-administration .. 
He further challenged the Government openly for a non-official In
quiry to enable him to prove his charges against the Department 
and concluded by saying that if the Go"\"'ernment would not accept 
the Challenge that he gave on behalf of the Public and the Rate· 
Payers of the Presidency of Bombay, who have invested and were to 
invest Thirty Crores of Rupees, the verdict of the people would be 
against the Government and the Department would be held to be
guilty of the charges he levelled. 

It was in this speech that Mr. N ariman repeated the allegations.. 
about the incident of "Mild Steel Bars", alleging that higher officers 
were ordering deliberately superfluous stores of wrong sizes and that 
there were ugly rumours in the City and Presidency that such 
orders for superfluous materials were given with a view to earn. 
secret commissions. 

Never before, perhaps in the annals of the history of the Legis
lature either Provincial or Imperial in Bombay or elsewhere had a 
Councillor dared to make such open and specific charges against a 
responsible and important Government Department, nor in this 
country either Government. or people had heard of such bold chal
lenges thrown at the Government. Usually the only charges levelled 
were for incompetency, inefficiency, negligence or even callousness 
but this was perhaps the :first direct charge, levelled in an open 
Council, of Corruption, Jobbery and down-right frauds and 
it is but natural that such a pronouncement ~hould have 
as much upset the minds of the Government Official including 
the heads of the Administration as also caused great stir and sens· 
ation in public throughout the Pres1dency. The Government saw 
that it was not pos~ible for thfm now to remain in their entrenc~ecl 
position but the situation created, forced them to come out with 
a E>Or! of proposal. Bence f,hortly after the said d~b~te :r. .. r. !\ ariman 
receiYed a communication from the Government mhmabng that the-
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Government proposed to appoint a high Official to inquire into the 
said allegations, but curiously enough it also stated that Mr. 
N ariman would be gi,en the same opportunities and facilities that 
is usually afforded to the Government Servants who would be 
incriminated viz : to examine and inl:'pect such documents as the 
investigating Officer desired and thought fit to produce, and with 
the permission of the Government to examine witnesses etc. Mr. 
N ariman strongly resented the Offer describing.it as a serious affront, 
as he could not understand why he was sought to be humiliated as 
a Member of the Council by reducing him to a Public Servant, who 
may be incriminated. He further stated that he had no faith in 
the 'Departmental Inquiry' particularly when discretion to produce 
Documents and adduce evidence was left with the Department con
('erned and he made reasonable counter proposal that three or four 
members of the Council should be associated with the Government 
Officials in the Inquiry and that he should be placed in the position 
of the Prosecutor and not as an Accused and with a right to call for 
and examine all rele,ant documents and evidence on the Subject. 
He appealed to the Government not to cause any delay but to start 
an inquiry as suggested by him forthwith, as delay was prejudicial 
to his case and materials, documents and evidence were disappearing 
on account of this delay. However as was expected the Govern
ment did not accede to this counter proposal and hence he renewed 
his agitation on the subject more vigorously and persistently both in 
.and out of the Council. He succeeded in rousing considerably public 
opinion particularly in the City of Bombay by addressing huge Public 
l.lfetings wherein he openly denounced the Department, giving spe
cific instances of frauds and Jobbery. In the meantime the advisory 
committee had also issued a report '\\hich disclosed a serious state 
of affairs and particularly the exhaustive minutes of dissent by Mr. 
~Ianu Subedar, the representative of the Indian Merchants' 
Chamber, opened the eyes of the Public not to the internal mis
management or frauds but more to the financial losses that would 
accrue due to the miscalculations, errors in judgment and mislead
ing figures given by the Authorities to delude the Public. Thus 
public opinion thickened and Mr. Nariman's agitation also became 
more persistent so that the Go-rernment could no longer refuse 
public demand and ultimately they recommended to the Go-rern
ment of India to appoint a commission of Inquiry known as the 
•· ~Iears' Back-Bay Inquiry Collllllittee." 

Thus after three years of persistent clamourings in public and 
in Council, the Go-rernment, at last, partially ga\e effect to Mr. 
~ ariman's Council Resolution of 1924. 

As soon as the appointment of this committee was announced 
)1 r. N ariman criticised in press, both its personnel, and terms of 
1·e!erences because all along the popular demand had been for an 
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~vesb_gation into _all the affairs of t~e 'Development Department,.. 
mclnding the affaus of the Industnal Housing scheme, whereas 
the Committee appointed was ·with the limited scope to the· 
'Back-Bay' scheme alone. Not being satisfied with the criticisms 
alone, Mr. N ariman got a Resolution moved and adopted in the 
1\lnnicipal Corporation asking the Government of India to extend: 
the terms of references, so as to include the 1Honsing Scheme' also. 

After the appointment of the said Committee, all eyes were· 
turned on Mr. Nariman as they expected that he would stand by 
the allegations made in Council as well as Public criticisms out
side, thereby startling disclosures regarding the Development 
Department would be made. 

' The Committee issued a Public invitation through the press 
requesting some members of the Public and the representatives of the· 
various important Public bodies to submit their written statement 
and to submit to oral examination. To Mr. N ariman, however, 
it must be noted, a written invitation was sent specifically request~ 
ing him to place before the committee all the information at his. 
disposal with regard to the allegations made by him with particular 
reference to his speech in the Council. Before that,· it may also· 
be noted, that the Government through the Secretary to the 
Government to the Development Department, had produced before 
the Committee various Records, including Council debates on the 
subject including Mr. Nariman's speeches in October 1924 and March 
1925, so that the Committee had taken cognizance of this matter 
at the instance of the Governm~nt of Bombay. 

hlr. N ariman, in response to the said invitation, submitted a 
lengthy written statement before the comm1ttee dealing with the 
subject from its very inception ul.lder the -rarious beads such as, 
Constitutional, Financial and Management of internal affairs and 
e.nder the last beading he repeated most of his allegations contained 
in the previous speech including the incident of the 'hlild Steel Bars' 
and several other similar shady transactions and after- submit
ting the same statement, he himself also offered to cross-examina~ 
tion on the written statement. No other Witness before the 
committee, either Official or N on-Officjal bad evoked so much 
Public interest and enthusiasm, as was evidenced by a large cro" d of 
citizens of both sexes and representatives, both Official anc1 Non~ 
Official sides practically filled the Committee's room closely follow
ing the questions and answers in the said cross-examination. 
There was regular tussle between Mr. Nariman and one of the 
members of the Committee, Sir Frederick Hopkinson, wlio bad 
evidently taken up the brief on behalf of the Department and acted 
more as its Advocate than an independent and impartial Judge. He 
persistently made efforts to compel Mr. N ariman to give in his position 
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of deliberate and intentional frauds and desired to ·bring him round 
to his views, trying to explain away all the facts as a series of 
bona-fide mistakes honestly made or the usual excuse of error of 
judgment. Mr. Nariman however, with equal tenacity would not 
budge an inch and maintained his point throughout strongly re· 
sisting tbe efforts to trap him. At one stage a mild sensation was 
created in the Committee's room when the Member referred to 
above rather insolently remarked to Mr. Nariman that he was 
wasting time of the Committee. Mr. Nariman was not the first 
non-official witness thus insulted by the same member, he at once 
flared up and vehemently protested against such insults remarking 
that the whole committee proceedings were not merely waste of 
time but further waste of Public money and remarked that he did not 
care for individual opinion of a member alone but if the Committee 
consisting of the other members were also of the same opinion, he 
would not wait in the Committee's room for a minute more, so say· 
ing he bundled up his papers to depart when however, the Chaiman 
and other members interfered and pacified Mr. Nariman declaring 
that they did not agree with the remarks made by that Member. 

Mr. N ariman's statement both oral and written created a. 
sensation in the Public, and the press also gave importance to it by 
giving it a prominent publicity by attractive headlines and full 
report. 

The Committee Members had given Mr. Nariman to under· 
stand before he left that the allegations and the statements would 
be placed before the Government for necessary action. However, 
instead of contemplated action by Government, two days after, the 
General Member Sir Cowasji Jehangir, the Director, Sir Lawless 
Hepper and the Complainant, Mr. T. Harvey reappeared before the 
said committee although the Official testimony was over and sub· 
mitted lengthy written statements and also gave oral evidence re
ftitting Mr. Nariman's charge and applied for sanction to prosecute 
Ur. N ariman for defamation. How eYer the only member inclined 
to gi\e such a permission was Sir Frederick Hopkinson, the others 
declining to make any definite statement, whereas Sir Grimwood 
~fears, the Chairman, who unfortunately was absent owing to illness 
snb.seqnently in a Press Interview strongly disapproved such an 
a chon. 

Some time after that, the complainant applied to the Govern
~uent of Bombay for sanction to prosecute and subsequently to 
mstitute proce~dings in a .Civil Court. As the incident had happened 
before a Committee appomted by the Government of India, the 
Domhay GoYernment forl.'rarded the application to the Imperial 
Government backed with a strong recommendation and favoul'able 
l~gal opinion !1-nd the Government of India accordingly gave sanc
tion upon wh1ch the Go\ernment of Bombay issued a Hesolution to 
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that effect affording certain facilities including all financial and 
other help. 

After about a month and a half after the said sanction was 
{)btained Mr. Thomas Harvey, Superintending Engineer, Housing
District, on the 4th December 1926, presented a complaint to Mr. S. S. 
Rangnekar, the Chief Presidency Magistrate, through his Solicitor 
Mr. Baker of Messrs. Little & Co. On the same day Mr. K. F. 
N ariman was also ready with his complaint against Sir Lawless 
Hepper, the Director of Development, charging him also with de
famation in respect of certain Defamatory statement made by him 
in the course of his statement in the course of his Evidence before 
the Committee. The Learned Magistrate issued Notices in both the 
cases. At the hearing of the said notices Sir Thomas Strangman with 
Mr. Velinkar, Bar-at-law instructed by Mr. Baker, Solicitor, of 
Messrs. Little and Co. argued the case at great length. As Mr. 
Rangnekar had been transferred to the High Court the Notice 
cases came up for hearing before Mr. H. P. H. Dastoor, the acting 
Chief Presidency Magistrate. After hearing the arguments the 
learned Magistrate issued a Summons ag&inst Sir Lawless Hepper. 
As regards the notice issued against Mr. N ariman he did not argue 
the case but asked the court to issue a summons against·him as he 
desired the case to be proceeded with, and did not want to take a 
protection under a technical point of Law. It was arranged that 
the case against Mr. N ariman should be proceeded first and the 
proceedings in the other case should begin after the tremination of 
the first one. After the issue of the notices Sir Lawless Hepper 
had already departed for England (Europe) leaving instructions with 
his Solicitors to accept service and proceed with the case. 

Thus commenced the memorable trial of the "Harvey-N ariman" 
Case. Mr. S. G. Velinkar, instructed by Mr. Baker Solicitor of 
Messrs. Little & Co., appeared for Mr. Harvey and Mr. Walker, the 
Public Prosecutor watching on behalf of the Government. 
Mr. Nariman conducted his own defence. 

But before commencing with the Prosecution case it will be 
interesting to go through some correspondence which took place 
between the Government of Bombay and Mr. K. F. Nariman in 
consequence of the open charges of Mr. Nariman levelled against 
the Development Department in the course of a debate in the 
Legislative Council. 

l?ress Note (Ex. 27.) 
Subject :-Allegations against Officers of the Development 

Department. 
I. 

Government letter No. S. D.-651 dated 28th April 1925 to 
Mr. K. F. Nariman, M. L. C. 



"I am directed to invite your attention to the debate in 
the Legislative Council on 3rd March last on a. resolution 
moved by you that a total reduction of R~ 61,99,000 be 
made in the total demand for the Development Department 
of Rs. 1,50,00,000," In moving this resolution you stated that you 
openly made charges that there had been 'serious mal-administra
tion of Public funds' and 'serious wasting of public funda'; that 
there had been instances which you 'could go to the length of 
calling frauds'; that if you had sufficient time a~ your disposal,• 
you 'would have given instances after instances which would have 
convinced the House that not only is there a misapplication of 
funds but misapplication of a nature which under ordinary circumst
ances, in the course of a public enquiry, would have resulted in 
proceedinga in the court of law'; and that ) ou might tell the 
Government quite frankly and openly that there are ugly rumours in 
the city and in the whole of the Presidency that the higher s~aff 
of officers had been receiving secret commissions from the manu
facturers. 

2. In referring to these allegations, the Honourable Mr. 
Cowasji J ehangir asked you to give him even one name privately, 
if not publicly, and he promised you that he would give every 
assistence to try and prove any allegations, even privately. 

3. In the absence of any communication from you giving 
more specific information regarding the allegations you made in the 
legislati"re Council, I am directed to inform you that Government 
are prepared to appoint an officer of high judicial attainment to 
investigate any definite charges which you are now prepared to 
make and to advise Government regarding the action which it 
should take on his findings. 

4. In this connection I am to state that Government do not 
ask you to supply information sufficient to prove definitely the 
accusations which you made in the legislative Council but only to 
proYide such definite information regarding (1) the acts which you 
described as frauds, (2) the instances of misapplication of funds 
which in ordinary circumstances would have resulted in proceedings 
in a Court of law and (3) cases of receiving secret com
missions together with information regarding the parties 
believed to be implicated, as V~ill enable the enquiry officer to 
direct his enquiry and to frame definite charges against a particular 
officer or officers. In particular you are requested to inform 
Government of the names of persons who are likely to be in a 
position to substantiate the charges which you make. 

13. Government are prepared to extend to you, in pursuit of 
the enquiry, the same facilities as are gh·e1' to Gorernmeut 
sen·ants, u:ho may ~e i11criminated, t:i:, permission to be present 
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when evidence is recorded, to cross examine witnesses and to see 
documents which are admitted as Exhibits by the enquiring officer. 

6. I am to request that yon will reply to this letter at as. 
early a date as possible. 

IJ. 

Government letter No. S. D-732, dated 13th May 1925 to Mr. 
K. F. Nariman, M. L. C. 

"I am directed to invite your attention to Govt. letter No· 
S. D.-Ci51 dated the 28th April 1925 and to request you 
kindly to inform Government whether you intend to provide th& 
information asked for in paragraph 4 of their letter, and if so,. 
to state when Government may expect to receive the information." 

III· 

Letter dated 19th May 1925 from Mr. K. F. Nariman, M. L. C. 
to the Government of Bombay. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter 
No S. D.-651 dated the 28th April last, regarding alleged charges 
against the Development Department. It is very much to be 
regretted that the Government cave still not deemed it advisable 
to accept my resolution passed by the Legislative Council in 
Octeber 1924 recommending the appointment of a Committee of 
12 non-official and elected members to enquire into the whole 
administration and working of the Development Directorate ........ . 
and further the appointment of an independent officer as expert 
to help the said Committee. 

2. If the Gevernment will refer to the report of the debates on 
the said Resolution, they will find that I had based it on the right 
of non-official elected members, as representatives of investors of 
30 crores of rupees,· to investigate into the administration and work
ing of the said Department. 

3. Since the passing of the said Resolution the Government 
ha'e made Yarious attempts to banlk that non-official independent 
public enquiry and with a \iew to side-track and cloud the real issue, 
ha\e offered, instead, in the first instance, a mere advisory com
mif'tee without any power to investigate and is now offering a one
sided official departmental investigation, which, from a public 
point of "View is more objectionable and unsatisfactory than the 
advisory committee; the public haYe by this time enough experience 
of this sort of hush-hush int·estigations, in,ariably resulting, where 
Government departments are concerned in white-washing reports, 

·and unless non-official and elected representati,es of the people are 
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a.s=-ociated in such investigations, the public have neither confidence· 
nor en~n interest in such proceedings. 

4. Besides, where allegations against a Gover.J.ment Depart
ment are to be investigated, principles of justice, equity and fair
play demand that enquiry should, as far as possible, be non-official 
and independent of the Government, as there would be a natural 
tendency and inclination on the part of any officer connected with 
and subordinate to the same Government to shield his brother· 
officers and protect the reputation of the Go'Vernment Department. 

J. The Government is greatly mistaken if they think that 
a demand for a non-official public enquiry can be satisfactorily met 
with or disposed of by starting a departmental and official investi
gation. Since the necessity of such investigation is now admitted 
by the Government themselves by proposing the appointment of an 
investigating officer, the impropriety of not accepting a Resolution 
of the Council for the same purpose becomes all the more galling 
and insulting. 

<3. The GoverlUllent do not expect the author of the resolution 
who has all along contended and still maintains that non-official 
dected members as representatives of investors have a right to 
investigate into the working of the Department without interfering 
with its internal management, should now accept a most humiliat
ing position, to be merely present with permission of Government 
bdore a Government Officer and as a matter of grace to cross 
examine the witnesses or examine the documents put in as Exhibits 
under the direction of the Government inquiry of:ticer and what is 
mo:'t objectionable, as stated in your letter, to ha\e the same 
facilities as are given to Go\ernment ser\ants who may be incrimi
nated. 

7. I most strongly resent the proposal reducing an elected 
member of the Legislative Council, who is calling for a non·official 
public enquiry, to the position of Go'Vernment servants who may be 
incriminated and I consider it a serious affront to the Council. 

t'. I should ha\e expected, under ordinary circumstances, in a 
fair and imJ:artial and even semi judical enquiry, to be placed in the 
position of a prosecutor, with a right to call for and examine or 
tender all testimony, documentary or othennse, that are considered 
rdatiYe and material to the inwstigation instead of being extended, 
as a matter of favour, a mere right to be present with the permission 
<,f Gonrmnent. The position seems to haye been renrsed by the 
t<xtraordinary procedure suggested in your letter, whereby the 
Denlopmeut DirE'Ctorate is given the rolls both of a prosecutor and 
accused and it seems to be left to the di.scretion of the party charged 
to adduce such eT"idence and disclose such fact and document as it 
dL:.ems sa!e and proper, '\\hereas 1 am to play the part of a dumb 
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spectator to the pantomime show. I am surprised that any res
ponsible Government should seriously put forward such an unfair 
proposal. 

9. If the Government desire to associate a Government officer 
of high judicial attainment with the said non-official Committee 
recommended by the Council, I for one will certainly welcome his 
inclusion in the said committee and if the selection of the gentle
man is happy and satisfactory, I would not mind his presiding over 
and guiding its deliberations or even if the Government consider a 
committee of 12 non-officials as unwieldy and inconvenient, the 
House may even accept a reduction of the number. In short, I 
believe any reasonable modification of the said resolution would be 
acceptable to the majority of the House, provided that the principle 
of the right of non-official elected members to investigate is 
admitted. Their entire exclusion from such an investigation 
betrays a want of confidence and trust on the part of Government 
in constitutionally elected representatives of the people and it is but 
natural that, in view of the attitude I have taken up, I could not 
participate in any proceedin~s that, not only casts reflection and 
slur upon the House by admitting its incapacity to investigate, but 
also directly results in flouting a resolution of the Council passed 
at my own instance. 

10. I hope I have made my position quite clear and have left 
no room for any deliberate misrepresentation as was indulged into 
in the past. I also hope the Government will accept the reasonable 
counter-proposals contained in this letter and take immediate steps 
to appoint such a committee including the said judicial officer, as I 
am most anxious, in the public interest and for the future safety of 
public funds to have this matter thoroughly investigated and 
thrashed out. The Government apparently do not seem to realise 
and appreciate that investigations in such matters, to be effective, 
should be started immediately after allegations are made, otherwise 
in the course of time all available material and evidence may, for one 
reason or other, disappear and thus the investigation may be seriously, 
hampered and prejudiced and the long delay of over a year has 
already considerably damage3. and prejudiced my case. 

Hoping to receive an early and favourable reply. 

IV. 

Government letter Xo. S. D.-845, dated the 4th .June 19:25 to 
:l[r. K. F. ~arima.n, li. L. C.:-

•'I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 
the 19th lfay 19:25, regarding Government's offer of an enquiry by 
a high judicial officer into your allegatiom against the ofricers of 
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the Development Department and of certain facilities to you in 
connection therewith. 

2. At the outset of your letter you refer Government to a 
resolution moved by you in the Legislative Council on 24th October 
1D24 for a committee consisting of 12 non-official and elected 
members to be appointed 'to enquire into the whole administration 
and working of the Development lJirectorate, to suggest ways and 
means of effecting retrenchments, and to report on the advisability 
or otherwise of continuing the schemes taken in hand' and you 
suga€st that this committee, in a modified form, should now be 
appointed to investigate your allegations of fraud and similar offences. 
In reply I am pointing out that the object for which you moved for a 
committee last October is easily distinguishable from the object of 
the investigation now proposed by Government. In October last 
you did not make the allegations which wue quoted in Government'~ 
letter No. 8. D.-051 dated the 28th Aprill$125. It is not necessary 
to refer further to the enquiry suggested by you last October than to
state that you subsequently refused a place on the Advisory Com
mittee of the Development Department in connection with a special 
enquiry into the activities of the Department. The allegations~ 
which are the subject of the present correspondence, were made for 
the first time in the Legislative Council on 3rd :March last. An 
investigation into them is easily separable from an enquiry to· 
ascertain how far departmental activities can be curtailed with 
a view to effecting retrenchments and Government are of 
opinion that the two kinds of enquiry should be kept distinct. 
Further Government consider that an investigation into charges,. 
which you indicate to be of a criminal character cannot suitably 
be undertaken by a committee of the kind which you suggest. · 

3. The arra:ogement proposed by Government was to appoint 
an officer of high judicial attamments to investigate any definite 
charges which you are prepared to make. Your main objection 
to an inve::,tigation by such an officer are that it will be ' one sided 
offi('ial d£partmental investigation ' and that ' there would be a 
natural 'endency 11nd inclination on Ue part of any officer,. 
con nee· ed \\it h and subordinate to the same Government, to. 
~::~hield his bro1 her officers and pr<'tect the reputation of th& 
Goveruu ent Department.' GoHrnment do not propose to discuss 
the~e ba.- eless allegations agaimt the members of the judicial 
department ss a whole. 

4. The c nly other matter in your letter which requires a 
refennce is yonr description of tbe c ffer which was made to you of 
ctr1 a in tacibt ies in pursuit of the enquir}· as 'objectionable' and 
'a f.eJi.,n:- afiront' to the Legisla th·e Council. The only definite 
counter·sngge~tion which yon make does not appear, however, to. 
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be materially different. Yon were offered the right to be present 
when e'\""idence is recorded, the right to cross-examine witnesses, 
and the right to see documents which are admitted as Exhibits 
by the enquiring officer. Yon ask in reply, that you should be 
placed in a position "with a right to call for and examine or tender 
all testimony, documentary or otherwise, that are considered 
relevant and material to the investigation." You ha'"e only to 
indicate such documents or other evidence to the in'\""estigating 

·Officer and if he finds that they are relevant the documents will be open 
to your examination and the witnesses to your examination or cross
examination . .As regards your objection that these facilities are simi
lar to those· accorded to Government servants who may be incrimina
ted, it was assumed that you would understand that any GoYernment 
servant incriminated by the charges which you brought could not 
be condemned unheard and that he would have an opportunity of 
explaining the facts brought in evidence against him. It has 
always been a rule of Government tha.t, in enquiries into charges 
of misoonduct on the part of Government servants, the accused 
serrant should ha'\""e a fair trial. This requires that he shall be 
confronted with the witnesses who incriminate him and be shewn 
the documents used to substantiate the charges against him. He 
is also allowed to cross-examine hostile witnesses and to call in his 

·own for his examination and his explanation has to be reduced to 
writing and carefully considered. These facilities which are based 
on universally recognised canons of fair dealing must be attended 
to and the fact the charges are brought by an elected member of 
the Legislative Council does not affect the facilities to be given 

·either to one side or the other in the conduct of the investigation. 

5. The position is now as follows. In addition to allegations 
of fraud, you have stated in the Legislative Council that if yon had 
sufficient time at your disposal, you. would have given instances 
after instances of misapplication of fund:~ of a nature which under 
ordinary circumstances would have resulted in the proceedings in a 
Court of law. In short, you purport to be in possession of informa
tion relating to numerous criminal offences. The right duty of a 
responsible citizen with such information at hi:~ disposal is to inform 
the authorities in order that the guilty parties may be detected and 
punished. If you offered this information to the authorities, the 
responsibility for an impartial investigation would be shifted to 
them. But you have reiused to din1lge it on the grouud that the 
judicial officer conducting the inwstigation would not be impartial 

· and that the facilities to be afforded to you in pursuit of the enquiry 
are similar. to those allowed to persons incriminated. These 
are extraordinary reasons to be offered by a member of the 
legal profe3sion for withholding infurmation regarding numerotB 
.alleged offences oi a criminal kind. As you made the allegations 
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publicly and as the matter i::~ of public interest, Government 
propose to publish the whole correspondence in order that 
the attitude of Government may be made known and also that 
the public may judge for them~elves ~hether ~he exct:ses gi~en 
in your letter under reply for w1thholdmg the mformahon which 
you profess to possess are reasonable, and how far the conclusion of 
Government, that you are unable to supply any definite information 
sufficient for the investigation of even a single charge, is jnstified. 

v. 
Letter dated the 6th Jnne 1925 from ~Ir. K. F. Xariman B. A., 

LL.B., l\f. L. C., to the Secretary to the Government of .dombay, 
Development Department, referred to in the letter from the Deputy 
Secretary to the Government of Bombay, Development Department 
No. 48/3/S. D. dated the 30th September 1925 :-

" Yonr letter of 4th June in reply to mine of 19th May was 
delivered to me only yesterday. Before I had time to reply I was 
surprised to find it published in the papers on the very next day ; 
the Government has taken over a fortnight to reply to my letter, 
but it is not prepared to wait for a day tu receive my reply and has 
hastened to the Press to enjoy the supposed advantage of ha\ing a 
last say in the matter. 

At the very outset I must at once state that a very clumsy and 
disingenuous effort is made to cloud the real issue by attempting 
to distinguish the object for which I moved for a committee last 
October, and the object of the present investigation. In making a 
desperate but futile attempt to avoid a public non-official inquiry, the 
Go\ernment, I regret to say, has gone to the length of making a 
positively misleading and inaccurate statement to the effect that in 
October last, when moving for a committee, I made no allegations 
of maladministration or frauds but only desired to ascertain how far 
departmental activities can be curtailed with a Yiew to effecting re
trenchment; not only the very wording of the Resolution " to en
quire into the whole administration and working. of the Directorate" 
clearly indicate the nature of the enquiry demanded but the posi~ 
tion was also made clear in my opening speech as well as the final 
reply. I will quote below a few important passages in my speech 
to support my contention:-

• How can they deny ............ the right to inquire as to what 
is going on, if I may be permitted to say, behind the screens, as to 
what is being done with 30 crores of public money. (Official 
Heport 2-1th October l 924, page 85:2). Further at page &55, rderrinO' 
to agreement with lressrs. -lleik Buchanan, a British firm of 
Engineers iu .England, I s~id "I am constrained to call it a jobbery. 
I am constramed to say With full sense of my responsibility that it 
cannot be said to be anything else but jc.bbery. Th{~ frm uf 
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Engineers have been drawing nearly one lao and fifty-thousand 
rupees annually from the Development Department ......... scandal 
of a nature, which apart from any other circumstances, is enouO'h 
to call for a ~ublic enquiry ........ :···on machines and stores pl~r-
chased on theJI own recommendation they are to get a commission 
of 2 per cent ...... " 

"Again on the same page 855, "Unfortunately the time at 
my disposal is too brief to narrate one after another the serious 
scandals of the Development Directorate." And in the. concluding 
remarks at page 856, I said '' I am throwing this challenge on 
behalf of the public. I want an enquiry ; if yon deny that enquiry 
you compel us to suspect you and if you want the suspicions to be 
removed it is in the interests of the Department, not to shirk this 
enquiry ...... and if he i.e. (General Member ) is not prepared to 
accept this suggestion, the inference drawn will be adverse to the 
department and it "ill confirm public suspicion. " 

The position was absolutely made clear in my :final reply 
when I said (page 882) '' I am very anxious that the terms of my 
resolution should remain, because, if yon compare the two re
solutions, the resolution of Mr. },alji Naranji and my resolution 
you will find that the resolution of IJ?.Y friend Mr. Lalji Naranji 
confines itself to one point, namely, to see whether th"' activities 
of the Development Department should continue or not, whereas 
my resolution goes much further. I want a committee to go into 
the "hole administration of the Development Department, such 
as the several public scandals that have been existing about the 
contracts, the establishments, the tenders, the purchase of stores, 
etc ; I desire that all these matters should be enquired into by the 
representatives of this House.'' These clear, definite and positive 
statements, both in the terms of my resolution as well as my 
speeches, could leave no doubt in the mind of any unbiassed and 
fair person that in Octqber last, I demanded an open independent 
enquiry to find out what was passing "behind the screens," to 
investigate into grave public scandals with regard to contracts~ 
establishments, tenders, purchase of stores etc., to expr se the 
jobbery mth a British fum of Engineers; still a responsible 
Go,ernment, regardless of the facts recorded by themselves, makes 
a most irresponsib!e and inaccurate statement that these allegations 
"ere made for the first time iu March last and in October last. I 
only wanted the committee to enquire as to how far the 
activities of the Department could be curtailed to effect 
retrenchment and thus try to create an illusory dis~inction between 
the ~cope and objects of the~;e t"o investigations. The public have 
a ri~ht to expect that howsoever -weak the Government case and 
whatever the nature of the controversy, a responsible GovernmPnt, 
coll.':lbtent -with its supposed dignity and . position will at least 
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scrupulously adhere to the truth and not indulge in inaccurate 
and misleading statements, with a "tiew to create prej•.1dice a.gain~t 
its opponent and to throw dust in public eye. 

Similarly there is no justification, for the insinuation in the 
last paragraph of your letter that I desire the Gonrnment serrants 
to be condemned, unheard, and do not wish to gi"te them any 
opportunity to explain the facts brought against them. I challenge 
the Government to point out a single passage in my letter or 
speeches to justify that charge and I cannot understand how my 
objection to be treated as a Go,ernment sen·ant, who may be 
incriminated, is construed as a desire on my part to condemn the 
Government servants unheard. Thi..i also seems to be another 
unfair attempt to create a public prejudice against me. 

Under the circumstances it would be better for this Department 
to try to learn its right duty as a responsible department of the 
Government, instead of presuming to teach, as it professes to do 
in the last paragraph of your letter, a bumble citizen like me the 
right duty of a re~ponsible citizen. I am glad of the decision of the 
Government to publish the correspondence as it bas sa,ed me the 
tronble of going to the press. 

As regards the public verJ.ict on the attitude of the Goyern· 
ment, I may assure the Government, thi~ policy of hide and seek 
and persistent efforts to baulk and shirk a public non-official 
inquiry, bas naturally made the pnblie mind more su:'picious and 
the intelligent and commercial section of the pnblic has drawn 
its own conclusion, as to why this wasteful and extra.yagaut depart
ment, in spite of so much public clamour, i3 afraid to face 1\ public 
tribunal." Gov£>rnment of India. Committee appointfd.-

So at last, after some years of pnsi.stent clamouring by Mr. 
Nariman and some others to appoint a propH committee to inquire 
into the suspicious affairs of De\elopment Department, the Go\ern-
1\lent of India appointed the Back Bay Reclamation. Committee to 
inquire into the Back Bay Muddle only. 

PERSONNEL AND TERMS OF REFERENCE. 
Simla, July 20.1926. 

The Back Bay Reclamation Committee consists of Sir Grim
wood Mears, Chairman, Sir M. Yisresa.raya, Sir Frederic Thomas 
Hopkinson and Mr. S. B. Billimoria members ; Mr. R. B. Ewbank, 
Secretary. 

'Ihe terms of reference are :-Firstly to enquire into the hi:3tory 
of the inception and conduct of the B!i<:k Bay Reclamation Scheme; 
nnJ St'C,()ndly to make recommendations as regards future operations. 

The Committee meets in EomLa~· on :2nJ .\ngnst-.\. P. 
2 (1. 
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COMMITTEE'S WHO'S WHO. 
8ir Grimwood Mears is the Chief Justice of the Allahabad 

High Court. During the war Sir Grimwood gave up a. considerable 
practice at the Bar and collected evidence for the Bryce Committee 
on the German Atrocities. He was the Secretary to the Royal 
Commission appointed to inquire into the causes of the Irish Rebel
lion of 1916, Secretary to the Dardanelles Commission 1916-17. He 
accompanied Lord Reading to America. and was there during 
Reading's Ambassadorship. 

Sir M. Yisvesaraya. was the Dewan of Mysore State 1912-18 
after retiring from the Public "\Yorks Department Bombay with a 
distinguished record of service. He was the chairman of the Indian 
Economic Inquiry Committee appointed by the Government of 
India. while his work as the Retrenchment Officer of the Bombay 
Municipality is quite fresh in public mind. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson is the Director of Messrs. S. Pearson 
and Son Ltd. He constnwted the Blue Nile Dam and the Gezira
Sudan Irrigation. 

Mr. 8. B. Billimoria, is one of well known auditors and accoun-
tants of Bombay. . . 

Mr. R. B. Ewbank I.C.S., is well-known as the Registrar of the 
Co-operative Societies Bombay Presidency. He worked as the 
Secretary of the Imperial Committee on Co-operation (1914-15). 
He was Deputy Secretary to Government of India successively in 
the Commerce, P. W. D. Revenue and Agriculture, and Education, 
Health and Lands Departments. 

The very next day after the declaration of the appointment of 
B. B. I. Committee in press, we see Mr. Nariman's criticisms about 
the appointment of the same committee in the Bombay Chronicle, 
which is given below :-

AN UNACCEPTED CHALLENGE. 

BAcK Bu CoMMITTEE-A MASK. 

Mr. Nariman's Condemnation. 

22nd July 1926.· 
Mr. K. F~ Nariman, M.L.C., interviewed by our representative 

on the personnel and Terms of Reference o~ the Back Bay Com
mittee appointed by the Gove:rnment of lndia, says:-

"The lona delay in the announcement of the personnel and 
reference of o the proposed Committee had already created a 
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certain amount of apprehension in the public mind, that apprehen· 
sion has now been fully justified. The reference is more 
disappointing than the personnel. The inclusion of Sir Visves· 
varaya, the only independent expert on the Committee, might have 
in the ordinary circumstances inspired some confidence in the public, 
but unfortunately, only very recently he has expressed positive 
views on the subject. That clearly indicates an approval and 
appreciation of these activities and thus betrays a certain amount 
of bias and prejudice in favour of the development schemes. Jn his 
preliminary report on Municipal Retrenchment and Reforms 
publishd in 1924 referring to this scheme, he states : "Whatever 
the defects of particular measures may be, there can be no doubt 
that the Development schemes, as a whole, will 'prove of incalculable 
value to the city.' They have already brought many much 
needed conveniences to the public ................ On the whole the 
city has special reason 'to be grateful' for the forward move 
taken by Government from time to time." Again referring to 
the attitude of the public he states " ......... and remove some 
of the difficulties in the way of development itself, 'due to misapprehen· 
sion of the intentions of Government' and the Municipality in the 
minds of the public." Thus all the public agitation creates difficulties 
in the way of Development according to him "due to misapprehension 
of the intentions of Government ........ .in the minds of that public." 
A gain with certain self-consciousness and pride he refers to the 
speech of Lord Sydenham in 1912 wherein it is represented that Sir 
1\f. Visvesvaraya was the first to impress upon him about the 
question of developing and it was as a result of the impression that 
a special development officer, with an engineering establishment, was 
appointed. 

NOT FAIR. 

Thus he has been taking a kind of interest since 1907 and it 
may be safely suggested that he was the first to promote the idea 
of a separate development establishment since 1912. In view of 
sueh pronounced opinion in favour of the development scheme, I do 
not think it is fair, from the public point of view, to have included 
him in the Committee. And the situation becomes more serious, 
when we consider that he is the only independent expert engineer 
who is supposed to voice the public opinion on the subject. 

As regards the other gentleman, Mr. 8. B. Billimoria, hiB 
abilities so far as accountancy and figures are concerned are unques· 
tionablo. But it is extremely doubtful whether in spite of his 
abilities and best intentions, he will be able to do much from 
the public point of view. It will net be really a question of accounts 
!lnd fisures, but it is more a question of jobberies and jug~leries. 
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But more disappointing than the personnel is the very limited 
reference. It is not only delightfully vague, as " The Chronicle " 
has stated, unfortunately it is very definitely and specifically 
restricted. What the public demanded was not only an enquiry 
into the inception and conduct of the Back Bay Reclamation. 
scheme, but a. thorough and searching enquiry into all its activities 
with the ultimate object of :fixing responsibility and liability on 
individual or individuals primarily concerned, whereas this 
reference, limited as it is, will not promote, I am sure, investiga~ 
tion in that direction, I do not understand what can be the earthly 
use of an elaborate investigation, which is likely to cost a fairly large 
amount to the public, if it does not lead to :fixing the liability on 
certain persons. But what is most objectionable is that whereas 
we have all along demanded an investigation into all the activities 
of the Development Department, the reference is deliberately 
confined only to the Back Bay Reclamation scheme. 

OPEN CHALLENGE UNACCEPTED. 

The public will remember that I have repeatedly and openly 
challenged the Government, both in the Council as well as on the 
public platform, for an open enqtliry with regard to all sorts of 
jobberies and favouritism and patronage that have been going on 
with regard to the various building contracts, and purchasing 
of materials for the Development chawls. I have given instances 
wbuein tenders were accepted for higher rates to favour certain 
contractors costing lakhs of rupees, and I have openly stated that 
some Executive Engineers of the Department had resigned their 
service and ·had entered into the more lucrative activities of build· 
ing contractors and the chawl contracts were given to them in 
preference to other private contractors at higher rates. These and 
several other matters, for which we have sufficient material for a 
public investigation, cannot be brought before this Committee 
because its reference is confined only to the Back Bay Reclamation. 

'Ihus you will see even from a. perfunctory and cursory con
sideration, that the belated announcement is not only most dis
appointing, but is intended only to serve as a. blind for the public, 
so as to silence the public clamour and agitation on this most 
disgraceful affair. I hope the public will not be beguiled by this 
mask, but continue the agitation till their legitimate demand is 
conceded and the real culprit brought to light." 

Mr. Alfred Mackie, Secretary to Government of Bombay, 
Development Department was the first witness examined by the 
Committee and one of the Relevant Documents produced by him 
before the Committee for their informati0n was the ''Press Note 
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publishing correspondence with Mr. K. F. Nariman, :M.L.C. regard· 
mg the charges made by him against the DeYelopment Directorate 
and a copy of the reply of Mr. N ariman to last letter, of the 
Government included in the Press Note." 

Upon this the Committee wrote a letter to :Mr. Nariman which 
is published below, for information. 
COPY. Back·Bay Enquiry Committee, 

Secretariat, 
No. 283. Dated Bombay, the 13th August 1926. 

Dear Sir, 
The Back Bay Enquiry Committee have been hoping to hear 

from you in reply to my letter to your Secretary No. 161 dated 
August 6th, and are awaiting your written statement. The 
Committee invite you to attend at 11.0 a.m. or 3.0 p.m. on Wednes
day or Thursday next (August 17th or 18th). If these days and 
times are not convenient the Committee will re-arrange its pro· 
gramme of witnesses and will examine you on any day and at any 
time during the whole of next week i.e. from August 16th to 2lst 
inclusive which may suit your convenience. 

I am to request you to give me by letter the names of the 
officers of the ·Development Directorate who received secret 
commissions with dates and short particulars of the contracts and 
the names of the manufacturers giving such commissions, the 
amount so given, and any other details in your possession. What 
the Committee want is the information upon which you based your 
::;peech of March 3rd 19:25, in the Legislative Council, and any 
further information of a like nature which you may have obtained 
since that date. 

K. F. Nariman, Esq. M.L.c. 

No. 311. 

Dear Mr. Nariman, 

Yours sincerely, 
(Unsigned). 

Secretariat, 
Bombay dated the 16th August 1926: 

. I am sorry that by some oversight my letter to you of AuQ'Ust 
13th was issued unsigned. 

0 

Yours since;rely, 
(Sd.) EWBA.NKS. 

Bdore we commence with the narration of Mr. Nariman's . 
~ridcn.ee (oral a~d \~'l'it~en) a.s n~cor~ed by the Back Bay Enquiry 
Cvmw1tt~.~, w~ tlunk 1t will be mterestmg and nut ont of place to 
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put before our readers, certain parts of evidence of few other wit~ 
nesses before the above-mentioned Committee) as most of these 
were referred to and put as exhibits in the ·course of proceedings 
o~ this unique, Nariman-Harvey Defamation Case, by both the 
Sides. . · 

First and foremost, it was Mr. vV. W. Mackie, I.C.S., then 
acting as Deputy Director of Development and Secretary to 
Government in the Development Department, who produced before 
the Committee certain documents for inspection, including :-

(a) Council Debates (Nariman's speeches in Debates). 

(b) A Press Note publishing Correspondence with Mr. K. F. 
N ariman, regarding charges made by him against 
Development Directorate. , 

(c) Copy of Reply of Mr. Nariman to the last letter of 
Government included in the Press Note. 

The following is a part of Mr. Mackie's evidence before the 
. Committee on 3rd August 1926 :-

. Q.-These documents have been supplied· by you to Mr. 
Ewbank, the Secretary ? 

A.-Yes, Sir. 
Ohairman.-Are you prepared to give us some information 

about the origin and progress of the scheme? 
A.-No, I am not. 
Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-! take it that this is the complete 

list of all facts and figures ? 

A.-No, it is not a complete statement of all the details by 
a?-y means. Any papers on any .Point-every P.aper i? the posses~ 
s1on of Government, confidential or otherwise-will be produced 
at once. 

Q.-These papers cover all the main points? 
A.-Yes, they go rig~t through from beginning t_o end. These 

are official papers. and will presumably only be pubhsh~d when the 
reports or appendices are published; only the parts reqmred for the 
reports or appendices will be published. 

Mr. Billimoria·.-What position did you hold before taking 
over your appointment in the Development Directorate ? 

A.-I was Collector of Ahmednagar. 
Q.-You had nothing whatever to do with the Development 

Directorate before A pril1926 ? 
.A.-Nothing whatever. 
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Q.-After you had taken over charge, was it ever brought to 
your notice that a report had been made by Mr. Jacob of New York 
which wa3 published in the report of the Bombay Development 
Directorate in 1914 ? 

A.-A witness referred to it in giving evidence before one of 
the committees, in which he said it was a mad project. I forget 
the exact language, but it was strong. 

Q.-Why is it not produced when you have produced other 
documents? 

A.-I do dot know whether we have got this report. I do not 
know the exact year of the committee. Anything that you want 
will be produced. 

Q.-You have been in this Department from April 1926; I 
presume you have read all the papers in connection with this 
scheme? 

A.-No, I have read only those papers in connection with 
mattera with which I had to deal. Regarding most of it I know 
little or nothing; for instance, I have had to deal with the stiffening 
of the 11Colaba". There are many other points which I have not 
gone into at all. 

Q.-So, with regard to the past history, you would not be able 
to throw any light ? 

A.- Not beyond the production of papers. 

Ohairman.-You spoke about the privileged nature of the 
papers. Of course, the documents, which are put into the possession 
of the Members of the Committee, are definitely privileged, and 
could not under any circumstances be communicated to any outsider, 
but every document that is read or referred to in this room will 
naturally be printed in the press and no privilege can attach to it. 

A.-Yes, Sir. 
Q.-However privileged a document is, when the document is a 

matter of discussion in this room, whatever takes place is or can be 
published in the press? 

A.-Yes, Sir. I quite understand it. 

Q.-The discussion, I take it, of any extracts or anything that 
i.'3 di.'3cussed, anything that you say or anything that is read in this 

·room may be publi.'3hed? 
A.-I fully understand it. 
Thus the Goverument itself iutrodu<.:ed these documents 

containing matter whi<:h ulti.U.J.atdy turucd out to be the origin uf 
this fauwus case. 
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The third witness before the Committee was Sir Lawless 
Hepper. '\Y e quote below a few passages from his oral evidence. 

Ex. 2'). Jir. Billimoria.-Sir Lawless I should very much 
like to know what you have to say with regard to the allegations 
made against your Department by Mr. K. F. Nariman. I take 
it that you deny the charges of fraud, jobbery, jugglery, levelled 
against your department by the Honourable Member of Council ? 

A.-I repudiate them absolutely. 

Ex. 2'). Q.-All that information that the public would 
get through the head of the Government of Bombay would be 
through the responsible head of the department ? 

A.-A press note is is:sued over the signature of the Secretary 
to Government or in the alternative the Honourable 1\fember 
makes a statement in Council if it happens to be sitting .. 

Q.-In view of this did you not think it advisable to suspend 
the project until further investigation "Was made? 

A.-\Ye did arrange at once to suspend the work on the sea 
wall and all the storm water drains; except those which were con
cerned with the completion of blocks 1, 2 and 8, everything else 
was stopped. · 

Q.-If you won't take any affront on my· remarks· I will put 
to you a personal question, that you as the administrative bead of 
such a large department were dealing with public finance, would 
it not amount to careless indifference, if not criminal negligence 
to keep the public in the dark as to the true state of affairs ? 

A.-I don't think that it has ever been my business as Direc
tor, as the head of the executive part of the Development, to com
municate to the public on questions which involve matters of 
polil·y. 1 have always understood that· this was a matter for Go
vernment. I would issue any information if Government wished 
me to. I was to keep Government fully supplied with information 
and they would decide what to do-in the way of publication them
selves. My business has always been from the beginning to try and 
get the work done. 

Q.-Ye~, Sir Lawless, but you have i;:~sned, I take it .about 6 
reports~-· _ ·. . · . - : 

A.-'lhese are reports that give information to public.~ _'I hey 
gil'e information about the progress of the work as an engineering 
work only. ·· 

.. ~upposirig- you were a managing director of a Joint Stotk 
Company and kept ba(:k such material information from the kno\Y-
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ledge of the t~hareholders of that company you know that you 
would run the risk of legal proceedings against you. Isn't 
that so? 

Cltairman.-Are you sufficiently acquainted with the section 
of the r:'ompanies Acts? 

A.-I am not. 

Mr. Biilimoria.-I suppose it is every day common know
ledge that if a director misbehaves, does not give material infor
mation to the shareholders he is legally responsible for his action. 
That is I suppose common know ledge of every one ? 

A.-'Vhen Government were in posse~sion of the full infor
mation about what was going on I could not take the responsi
bility myself of giving any information to the public. 

Q.-So you want to throw the entire blame on the Govern
ment of Bombay as far as you are concerned ? 

A.-No. My point is that having given full inforruation to the 
best of my ability, I do not think any information was withheld 
from tho public on the grounds that I had failed to supply it. 

Q.-Taking your reports on the working of the department 
from year end to year end we find the happy phrase" steady prog
ress'' noticeable in every rf1port of yours. '\Vhat do you mean 
by " steady progress " ? Year after year you find statements made 
''steady progress." 1921-22 has been marked by "steady progress!' 
In 1923 you say ''During the year 1922-23 the work of the Direc
torate proceeded smoothly" and according to programme. Gener
ally speaking, the policy adopted is to push the reclamation. This 
was March 1923? 

A.-Yes. 

Ex. !JS. Q.-You have the same in 1924. You say, the 
reclamation and housing schemes made satisfactory progress. In 
1925, in your report you say "work on the Back Bay Recla.ma~ 
tion Scheme and Housing Scheme made steady progress during 
the year''? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-\Yhat do you mean by this "steady progress,. whe~ you 

knew that the work was very unsatisfactory: the dredgers had 
failed, your <'Stim ... te.s had goue up almost double the amount esti
watro. \\'hat do you wean by informing the public that the pro
grc.ss was stea.dy l 



A.-'What we knew was that the progress on the construction 
of the sea wall was going on satisfactorily and the dredgers were 
working, though we knew that in the :first season the output had 
been very much lower than Sir George Buchanan estimated it to 
be. But he satisfied Government that the first year's workin<>' 
should not be taken to be a criterion and that no conclusions should 
be based on it, and Government agreed that the results of the 
season 1923-24 should be awaited. The first season was treated 
more or less as experimental, a sort of trial one, and I do not think 
it would have been a sound proposal to go and issue alarmist re
ports about the state of affairs at that stage. If the directors of 
an industrial concern such as you referred to just now, when they 
were having a trial run of their machinery were to find that things 
were not working smoothly, I do not think they issue alarmist re
ports, I think they would prefer to await a further trial. 

Ohalrman.-They heve got to steer a middle course. ~rhere 
should be no suppression of material points. On the other hand 
they must not create panic by making frightening statements? 

A.-I am quite sure that I could have made statements in 
these reports, but I am quite sure that I should have been taken to 
task by the Government for doing so. and certainly by Sir George 
Buchanan. 

Q.-It was that fear that prompted you of getting blame from 
Sir George Buchanan ? 
. · A.-No question of fear at all, but I felt that the position was 
difficult and that Government had to decide between prematurely, 
if one may put it that way, causing a panic and perhaps unneces
.s_arily~ doing it. There was .no reason to believe t~at Sir George 
Buchanan's expectations might not ba fulfilled, and m the second or 
thud year when the staff had got more into the way of tee working 
of the dredgers that the results might have been very much better. 

Q.-··w o shall accept that explanation of yours. But in the 
light of what has turned out the statements made in your reports 
are not absolutely accurate. Isn't that so ? 

. A.-I would not be prepared to agree with that. It is simply a 
record of the progress of the work. 

Oha-irman.-Wonld you be prepared to agree that so far as your 
statements go they are accurate, but there are material omissions? 

~-Yes. 

.llr. Billimoria.-"7 ou1d such omissions mislead the public? 

a.-It is ju.st a question, that it is quite possible that if inforll.l· 
ation had be~:n given at that ti.J.ue it might ha,·e misled the public. 



Q.-You mean the supplying of correct information? 
' 

A.-It would have misled the public to believe that the output 
would never be better than it was in the first year because my 
statements show that it has very materially improved. . In the first 
year, the actual reclamation done was only 5 lakhs cu~1c yards. If 
the public were informed that that was all that was gomg to be done 
it would certainly have created a false impression. 

Ex. 1J9· Q.-Did any member resign out of resentment ? 

A.-Mr. :Manmohandas Ramji resigned. He was the- repre
sentative of the Indian Merchants' Bureau. I have no information 
a.s to why he resigned. 

Q.-Did you enquire why a representative of a public body 
resigned from the Advisory Committee? - . 

. A.-As a matter of fact, though it is not definite, I under~Stood 
at the time that he resigned because the views that he held did not 
exactly correspond with those of the Chamber he was representing. 

Q.-It was only because of the difference of opinion ? 

A.-That is what I understood at the time. 

Q.-Not because of any treatment or because of suppression of 
facts on the part of Government? 

A.-It was never stated. 

Q.-Now I shall come to your Report for the year ending 3ht 
March 1922. On page 1, as I have already said, there appears that 
happy phrase 'steady progress.' You explained something- this 
morning, but would not anyone reading this report infer that the· 
progress referred to was in accordance with .the {lt5tilllate ·and· that 
everything was all right as far as the works are concerned?_ 

A.-The progress of the work was satisfactory at the time. 

Q.-During the period covered by this report, the dredger and 
plant had not arrived in Bombay ? . ..! 

A.-It arrived on the very last day; 

Q.-But it" had not been worked 2 
A.-No. 

~ 

Ex. SS-50. Q.-The very first page "during the yea.r 102.2-
2~ the work pro~ccded ~:>llloothly ...... " This gives a very rosy 
p1cture tu the pubhc, at the tuJ of the year l!J2;j, third s-ear· tom· 
plcted? _ 
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A.-You realise that the dredgers did not begin dredging until 
December 1923. Up to this date there was no question of dredging. 

Q.-What are the "practical purposes according to programme"? 

A.-The works covered by this were the construction of the 
wall and the opening out of the quarry and the construction of 
railway and it also refers to housing schemes and all schemes of the 
Development Department. 

Q.-Had !OU any definite programme, this in 1921, this in 
1922, 1923? . 

A.-We had a programme which is attached to the sanctioned 
project estimate. There is a programme showing every year how 
much work is going to be done, also a programme for construction 
and for housing scheme. According to this, this programme was 
being worked to .. 

Chairman --=The Back Bay Reclamation was not· worked 
according to this programme. Take one instance.. You SBid that 
you hoped in October 1922 to have an enclosed area for the dredger 
to operate in ? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-In March 1923 you were writing that the work had gone 
" according to programme." There was no enclosed area for the 
dredger to work in. It was lying idle for month after month ? 

A.-Yes. So far it was wrong. 

Mr. Billimoria.-When did you first entertain any doubts as 
to the success of the scheme ? 

A.-After the first year's dredging. . 

Ex • .51. Q.-We shall turn to your report for 1924. · There 
you say, ''.billing commenced in December 1923, and the reclam
ation made satisfactory progress. (The very first paragraph) "The 
reclamation and housing schemes made satisfactory progress." The 
dredger had been pumping in December 1923. Did you find the 
dredger working satisfactorily between December . and March, a 
period of 4 months ? 

A.- The actual output of 5.Iakhs odd in tha£ season. was known 
some time in July and this report was of course drafted before that, 
but still we had the weekly records and we knew at that time that 
tho results were not so satisfactory. · 

Q.-You had known it at that·tirue? 
. . 

A.-·we knew the figures for 1923-24. 
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Q.-That the results were not satisfactory? 

A.-We had not the actual figure until July 

Q.-The report is said to be published "to 31st March"? 

A.-It is generally issued in June. 

Q.-There is no indication as to when it was issU:ed? 

Q.-You mean that when this report went ont yon had no 
knowledge. You knew about it later? 

A.-We knew it was not anything like 5 million cubic yards. 

Q.-For 4 months it was 5 lakhs. So for 12 months it would 
be 15 lakhs as against 50. That would only make 10 lakbs against 
50 Iakhs? (According to layed down programme). . . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-That would not be satisfactory at all from any point of 

view? 

A.-No. I have explained that these reports have been very 
difficult to frame on that account. It would have been quite possi
ble to put in this report that only about 5 lakhs of cubic yards had 
been pumped and that at that rate reclamation would not be com· 
pleted for fifty years and the life of the dredging plant bEing twenty 
years a second dredging plant would have to be bought, and the life 
of the pipe lines being eight years, these would have to be renewed 
several times, and I would have bad to make an alarming story 
about it. 

Chairman.-'\Vhich would have been truer ? 

A.-I think the results of last year would have been more 
correct. -

Q.- But at the date of the report which should have been the 
more correct, to set out all the disappointing features or to conceal 
them ? 

A.-To set them out undoubtedly. But I had to consider the 
1>olicy of the matter. 

Mr. Billimoria .-With regard to that policy, are you prepared 
to shoulder the sole responsibility and not shift it on to Govern
ment? 

A.-I am quite prepared to accept the responsibility for not 
having issued information of that kind.in my report. 

Q-The Honourable Member in charge of the Department had 
nothing to do with that report? He had the full report?· 
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A.-No. He never saw it. The Government had. the inform
ation about the results of the dredger .. That was after full discus· 
sion between Government and Sir George Buchanan. 

Q.-Government did not instruct you to issue any report of 
this nature. As it is in my hands at present, not indicating the 
true results ? 

. A.-This_ is the form in · which it has always been issued and 
Government never drew my attention that it was in any way defici~ 
ent, and I think it was reasonable for me to assume that if Govern
ment considered it desirable to issue any information that was not 
in my report I should be instructed to do so, or Government would 
do it themselves. 

Q.-Is it not always left to the head of the department to draft 
his own report ? It is generally left to the administrative heads of 
~apartments. His Excellency does not go into the details of all the 
work of the presidency. Reports are submitted to him. He takes it 
for granted that the staff, the resronsible officers, are properly carry
ing on their duties? 

A.-My position is, I was in administrative charge of the work. 
Questions of policy of Government I do not think came within my 
scope at all. 

Q.-Do yon want to differentiate between the question of policy 
and the question of fact ? _. 

A.-I think it was a question of policy as to whether at that 
early stage after the very first season and before an opportunity had 
been given to Sir George Buchanan it was wise to express an opin~ 
ion. It is a difficult question I admit. 

Chairman.-In the report of 1924-25 there was a great deal 
that could have been said but was not said ? 

A.-There was, undoubtedly. 

Ex. 52· Q.-In your last report for the period ending 31st 
March 1925, you repeat the same story that the scheme made sa tis~ 
factory and steady progress. It is a very bold statement to make 
at the end of the year 1925 after having known what the actual state 
of affairs was in the Department and with the knowledge first-hand 
that the head of the Department had at his disposal at the time ? 

A.-I have already explained this point. 
(Ohairman.-Sir Lawless has alrady said he could have written 

reports of a very different tenour, but for purposes of policy he 
thought it expedient not to do so. W ~ must consid~r that amon~ 
ourselves.) · 
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Chai1·man.-You agree with me you could have written reports 
of a very different tenour ? 

A.-I could have. 

Chairman.-But as a matter of policy you thought ·it unwis-e 
to do so? 

A.-I thought it was a responsibility which [could not under· 
take without consultation at any rate with Government. In a. 
report that I was simply issuing myself and which Government were 
not going to see before issue, I do not think I could undertake the 
responsibility. 

Some of the above quoted passages go a great length to prove 
:Mr. Nariman's charges against the Development Directorate men· 
tioned in his Council speeches since 1923, that correct and full 
information about the progress and affairs of the Department, was 
withheld from the Council and public in general by the Directorate.· 

It was also alleged by Mr. Nariman in Council that "Stores 
that were not required were ordered out ......... '', This fact is borne 
out in Mr. G. M. Ororke's (Resident Engineer Kandavli Quarries} 
evidence as quoted below :-

Q.-That is good. Now going back to 14Kalu", did you 
estimate on the 25th of August Hl2:?, that the "Kalu" would require 
overhauling to the extent of Rs. 4 lakhs ? 

A.-I do not remember it. 

Q.-Here is your letter of 25th August 1922 to Messrs,; M~ik 
& Buchanan: ''I have also allowed Rs. 4 lakhs for the overhaul 
of the 'Kalu'. We had her surveyed by Mr. McMurray of the Port 
Trust and he estimates this sum will be required to put her in 
proper working order. I send you a. copy of his report herewith." 
Now does the passage which I have read recall to your recollec
tion the action taken upon this. You allowed 4 lakhs for over· 
hauling? 

A.-I think we must have. 

Q.-A.nd was that figure subsequently reduced by a. letter of the 
20th of February 1923 to Rs. 3,65,000 ? · 

A.-I do not know. 

Q.-That appears to be the fact from the letter of Mr. Lewis 
on the 20th February 19:23 in wnich he speaks of repairs necessary 
for "Ka.lu" and estimate.:; them to cost Rs. 3,65,000. Now yon tell 
rue if you can, had the "Kalu'' at that time when you wrote 1our 
ltltter done any work at a.lll 
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A.-No; she had done no work for us since her purchase. 

Q.-The Denlopment Department are debited with £75,000 for 
her purchase, and before she does any work at all, Rs. 3,65,000 have 
to be spent to put her into working order ? 

A .-'-That is it. 

Q.-Can you as a. businessman imagine how she could be given 
any certificate of fitness which would persuade the authorities to 
buy her? 

A.-I take it, it is much the same a buying a. second-hand 
motor car or other machine. Yon may buy the car from a garage 
where it has been thoroughly overhauled, or you may buy it from 
its owner knowing that it requires overhaul. 

Q.-We must look into the facts in each case. But if it was 
reported as fit and ready for work and £7 5,0JO was paid for her, 
somebody must have made a mistake ? . 

A.-Yes. 

Q.- ·We must ascertain the particulars under which· the Deve
lopment Directorate bought her for £75,0CO. We must see the 
correspondence relating to it and if there is anybody in Bom
bay who acted as a principal in that transaction he ought to come 
and give evidence ? · 

J.fr. BilUmoria.-Mr. Neilson mentioned that both 11 Kalu" and 
'• Jinga" were disposed of by tbe Pert Trust for Rs. 8 lakhs. \\'a:~ 
it not for the Development Department? 

Chairman.-As I understand the position, :Mr. Neilson said that 
these two dredgers were sold out and out for 8! lakhs to the Imper
ial Government and thereafter they had no further concern with 
them. The next thing we know is the Government of Bombay 
agreed to pay £75,000 for the "Kalu". 'Vhat we want to know is
we know that Sir George Buchanan advised the purchase-what 
we want to know is whom did the Government of Bombay employ to 
ascertain that for £75,000 they were getting good value? · 

Ohairman.-Coming to another matter, Sir Frederick asked yon 
about cement blocks which were designed to carry the storm water 
drain. Is it not a fact that the use of these was either abandoned 
or greatly curtailed, because it was found that the bed of the sea 
was not suitable for them ? 

A.-No ; I had no trouble about it here. 

Q.-We were definitely told that, they were unsuitable for bed 
of the sea when they came oo rock ? 
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A.-Yes; I apologise; it is so; they found that to be so in 
certain section. 

Q.-So that when they had carefully explored the bed of the sea. 
or when they were actually doing the work they found that these 
blocks were in parts of the work unsuitable for the bed? 

A.-They were unsuitable for the sea in certain places. . ·. 

Q.-About how many blocks do you estimate are lying at 
Kandivlee? 

A.-1,400. 

Q.-How much are they worth each? 

A.-Rs.182. 

Q.-Are they ever going to be used? 

A.-Yes; when the reclamation is completed. 

Q.-So that there are at present .£21,000 worth of block 
lying at Kandivlee? And as Sir Frederick has pointed out, some 
of them have been there since 1923? (There is the date stamp on 
each one of them.) 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Now as regards the 20-ton crane which we saw on the sea. 
wall, was that ever in fact employed to lift 20 tons ? 

A.-Not to my knowledge. 

Q.-The crane was ordered because it was believed that she 
would swing out 20-ton blocks pell mell into the sea ? · 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-In fOint of fact 8 tons is the biggest load that she really 
ever takes? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-And is that a very unusual load? 

A.-It is the maximum. 

Q.-Usually the utmost is 5 tons? 

A.-About that. 

Q.-Tberefore to that extent the money has been . thrown. 
away? 

A.-Yes. 
3 a 
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Q.-Now, with regard to the three navvies that we saw, they 
cost £3,000 each, don't they ? 

A.-I have not the figures. 

Q.-I think you may take that as correct. And the big one 
cost £9,000. Now, the object of the navvy is to shovel up ? 

A.-Yes 

Ohairman.-On the 3rd May, the Chief "Engineer writing says, 
"Sir Law less Hepper agrees with me that it is best to get the cranes 
at present. The cranage at the Quarry was originally allowed on 
the basis of l ,000 tons in a day. I have since re-allocated two 7 -ton 
cranes, one each to Colaba and Marine Lines, and something more 
has to be got for the Quarry. We have to handle large blocks as 
these have to be stored as they are obtained in the course of quarry
ing operations, and in order to do this we must have adequate 
crane power. These three navvies will also enable us to get out 
the moorum which will ultimately be required and it seems to me 
that as they will work as 20-ton cranes at a radius of 23'-6", they 
would be of more use than ordinary plain cranes. In the telegram 
I am asking yon to proceed with the purchase of all the three 
cranes." So that as a result of instructions of the Development 
Directorate three 20-ton navvies were purhased ? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Have they lifted any stone? 

A.-Occasionally they have. 

Q.-You said just now 7 tons was the maximum. 

A.-I forgot. It may have gone up to S or 9. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-That is exceptional? 

A.-Yes, exceptional. 

Chairman.-Have they ever done anything more than a 7-ton 
crane could do ? 

A.-No. 
Q.-You might want three ordinary 10-ton cranes there? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-Yon had work for three? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-In fact, you have also got there the navvy costing £9,000. 
What power has it ? 



A.-I forget at the moment. 

Q.-Has it ever lifted anything ? 

A.-No. 
Q.-It represents £9,000 and is lying idle ? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Has it done any work as a navvy ? 
A.-No. 
Q.-The only ones that have done work are the three Wilson 

navvies? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-As regards the 10-ton cranes, would three 10-ton crnnes 

have cost considerably less than three 20-ton navvies? 

A.-They would cost less, but I cannot possibly say how much. 

Q.-You said an attempt was made to work npon the face of the 
mnrnm by means of steam shovels ? 

A.-Yes, it was not a fair attempt. 

Q.-One of the reasons was that you had not got a sufficiently 
good face? 

A.-'\V e had a good face for a very short area. 

Q.-You have not been able to work the three Wilson Steam 
Shovels at Kandivlee ? 

A.-No. 

Mr. Billimoria.-A crane which cost you about £9,000 is lying 

idle and getting rusty ? 

A.-We take care of it. We keep it as well as we can. We 
clean it and keep it oiled. 

Q.-You do not expect to use it ? 

A.-I do not see any prospect. 

Q.-Is there any possibility of disposing of it ? 

A.-I don't think anybody would buy it. 
Q.-So, this money is gone ? 

A.-'\Ye mi~ht get something. I ~o not ~n_ow what they might 
get; I have no 1dea. I am really not m a pos1hon to give any idea. 
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:llr. Hussainbhoy Lalji was the 30th witness examined and his 
e'idence was published on the morning of the very day when 1\Jr. 
N ariman was examined by the members of the Committee. 

A few passages of this e'idence as referred to by Mr. Nariman 
dnring the proceedings in Court are given below : 

Ex. 31. SiT JI. Vt"shvesvaraya.-Do you know who made the 
indents ? You are referring to it on page 8. 

_-\.,-I do not know. 

Q.-Do you have a copy of them ? 

A.-No, we could not get information. 

Q.-'\thy do you think it was carelessly done ? 

A.-Because many times they invited tenders for the purchase 
of surplus stores. They must have indented for such a large quantity 
that the surplus stores were saleable. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-That is very common thing in 
Government Departments. You and I would not do it. 

A.-The thing is we should be very careful to indent. Once 
it was said in the Council that surplus stores to the value of Rs. 
6,00,000 were sold. 

Q.-Who stated that ? 

A.-I remember that the Director once admitted in the Council 
that certain steel bars valued at Rs. 2,50,000 were indented of a 
wrong size. 

Q.-That might ha'e been the mistake of the dmjtsman. Mis
takes will happen. 

But to the extent of Indent being made of steel bars valued at 
Rs. 2-50,000. That is a big sum ; there is no purchaser and I think 
they are still lying. 

Ex. 32. Mr. Billimo1·ia.-This is a. public inquiry, why 
should names be kept back? If people who have information can
not put it forward be~ore the Committee and simply make allega
tions and accusations against the Government, why should they not 
come boldly and give out the information? 

A.-Yon will find out that name from the files. He is not a 
man of Bombay and he is again not a. big contractor. I am not 
ordered to give that man's name and I cannot do so as I have 
already told yon. I do not blame anybody because the Committee 
i.3 there to attribute the blame to whosoe,er deserving. 
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Q.-But. how is the Committee to find out without materials 
before them? 

A.-I have given you materials namely you have to take out 
the letters of the contractors wherein you will find some 30 to 40 
tenders which were simply invited, while only one man got the 
contracts all the time, in preference to several other well-known 
big contractors though their rates were low. 

8ir F1'erlerick Hopkinson.-That is a very serious charge to 
bring against the department? Is it not? 

A.-I would really poiut on t to the Cumruit tee to find all these 
out. 

Q.-Would you not consider this a very serious charge against 
it? 

A.-It is so and I do maintain that with regard to the Back 
Bay contracts several contracts of higher rates were accepted in 
preference to contracts of big :firms quoting lower rates. 

Q.-·we have no facts in this connection ? 

A.-You have got facts. If you were to make inquiries in 
regard to rates and other factors, you would. 

Q.-Perhaps rates would have gone high? 

A.-You will :find from the tenders. 

Ex. 32. Mr. Billimoria.-Do you expect this Committee to 
go through a mass of papers, tons and tons of papers and :files ? 
'!'here might be some questions on which we require definite aud 
clear information and if nobody were to come forward boldly to give 
all that out, how are we to make out? · 

A.-Sir, I have given you everything, the rates, etc., and I see 
uo justification iu accepting the extraordinary rates. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.- 'Veil, if you don't give us any 
specific instances and names, I conclude that you have based your 
estimates on heresay gossip. 

A.-I think sir, I have not made myself quite clear, but I do 
feel that I haYe given you sufficient data to make inquiries about. 

Q.-No, you related e\erything on gossip. That might be, as 
it's nothing but gossip. You refer to cement sold without much 
care from the surplus, you mean cement was sold to any of the 
contractors? 

(J.lr. lJillimuriu.-His name is not giveu.) . 
. \.-His nawe is !Jr. Balki::;heuda:; Dallludardd.~. 
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Q.-Why did'nt you mention it? 

A.-It's business morality. 

Q.-'Yell I don't call it that, I am very sorry there are no 
facts. There is not a single fact. These are only statements that 
somebody bas told you ? 

A.- What somebody has told me is true, because I am not a 
contractor. There was the case of a contractor who was given 
contracts at a rate 150 per cent. more than the prevailing rate and 
the lucky fellow got contracts to the tune of about 9 lakhs. 

Mr. BillimoTia.-150 per cent. more ? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-You are thereby insinuating that somebody distinctly 
gave this contract to him or was sharing profits with this man ? 

A.-It amounts to that unless he was a. fool. 

Q.-Is this the insinuation ; I want to get at it here ? 

A.-I should certainly insinuate, unless the man who was in 
charge of that work was a big fool. . 

We reproduce before our readers some important parts of Mr. 
Nariman's written statement and Oral Evidence before the Com
mittee as, most of it has a close bearing on the cause and origin 
of this Historic Case. 

EX· 33. When I failed in getting the Directorate abolished, 
my next effort was to get a Resolution passed in the Council in 
October 1924 as under :-

"This Council recommends to Government-

(a) That a Committee consisting of 12 non-official and 
elected members be appointed to inquire into the whole 
administration and working of the Development Directo
rate, to suggest ways and means of effecting retrench
ments and to report on the advisability or otherwise of 
continuing the schemes taken in hand; 

(b) That the Development Directorate be requested to co
operate with the said Committee and afford all facilities 
and help in conducting the said inquiry and in making 
the said report ; 

(c) That an independent officer or expert be appointed to 
help _the said Committee." 



Government ignored this resolution of the Council, and instead 
of appointing an Inquiry Committee as recommended by the Council, 
invited some members only to join the Advisory Committee. I 
was one of the members thus invited but I refused to join till the 
Advisory Committee witS also given the power to investigate in 
accordance with the terms of my resolution. That condition was 
not accepted and the correspondence on this subject between me 
and Government is before the Committee. 

Thus not only would the Government not allow even responsible 
members of the Council to inquire into the administration and 
working of the Department that had cost crores of rupees to the 
public, but every effort on the part ef every one to get correct 
information on important details was also defeated by irresponsible 
and false statements by responsible members of the Government in 
the Council. Numerous instances of such misleading statements 
to the public have been already exposed by the Committee, but I 
will add a few more glaring instances which will satisfy the Com
mittee that a deliberate and persistent method had been adopted 
not only to keep the public entirely in dark but worse still, to mislead, 
by inaccurate and false statements. 

Bx. 3lJ. But the most glaring false statement is contained 
in the Interim Heport of the Advisory Committee published so late 
as 17th February 19:25. Sir Law less Hepper was the Chairman of 
that Committee and is the first signatory to that report. The 
following is an extract from the said report :-

11 It would nppear, therefore, that the Back Bay Reclamation 
Heheme, having reached the stage it now has, should be proceeded 
with unless it can be established that there are serious grounds for 
believing that the scheme is unsound from an engineering point of 
view, or that it is likely to result in an ultimate financial loss 
greater than that which would be entailed by closing it down. As 
regard3 the first point, the work has proceeded smoothly according 
to programme, and its stabildy has been tested by se'veral monsoon&. 
1Vhatever apprehens1'ons, therefore, the publ£c may ltat·e had on this 
scoT' the Comm-ittee see no 'reason to suppose that the Project 
cannot be successfully completed. 

'' In regard to the possibility of financial loss, the expenditure 
h,1s, up to date, approximated closely with the forecast, the total 
including interest charges, to 31st March 1924, being Rs. 412·39 
lakhs, against the forecast figure of Rs. 421·16 lakhs." 

This statement is made and signed by the Head of the Depart· 
ment in February 1925 in an important report for the information 
of the publie and Council and on the strength of that statement, 
t1vera.l members even recomm~nded. completion of the scheme.-
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. lt now transpires that this was a deliberately false statement 
intended to mislead the public and Council with the object of 
hushing up the bungle. 

· According to our information, in a departmental letter to the 
Go-rernment written about the same time, t·iz., 27th January 1925, 
a few days before he signed and published this report, Sir Law less 
Hepper has painted quite a different picture and apprehended a 
serious loss, and even in his evidence before the Committee he has 
admitted that long before this, i.e., in May 1£124, he had first realised 
that the misdescription of clay in Sir George B~1chanan's report 
was one of the mistakes which had proved disastrous ; still in 
:February 1925, as a responsible Chairman of an important Com· 
mittee, he misleads the whole Committee, the Council and the 
public by an absolutely inaccurate statement that the work was 
progressing smoothly, that public apprehensions are false and there 
was no doubt about the success of the project. I submit that he 
myes an explanation to tho Committee and the public for these 
apparently inconsistent statements. Besides these, the Committee 
has already referred to misleading statements in the annual Reports. 
I have only given a few glaring instances, simply to show that 
these misstatements are not the result of mere innocent mistakes 
or ·"error. of judgment, " but only represent part of a policy of 
secrecy maintained by the Government throughout. . 

Ex. 35. But leaving the engineering and technical points 
to be dealt with by competent experts on the Committee, 1 shall 
now endeavour to place before the Committee what I consider the 
proper sphere of a non-official witness, namely, criticism on internal 
administration or rather on maladministration and the internal 
working of the scheme. 

Even before I became _ a member of the Legislative Council, 
I had been directing my attention towards the various objectionable 
methods that were adopted by the administration in working out 
the scheme. The Committee will appreciate the difficulties under 
which a layman like myself had to struggle in order to have a peep 
behind the veiled screen, and my position will now be better app!e
ciated in view of the fact that the Department has all along tned 
to maintain strict secrecy, not allowing what they consider to be 
deparhp.ental secrets to leak out of the happy. family arrangeme_nt. 
Still by various means, by correspondence 1ll press, by resoluhon 
in the Council, and by criticism during budget discussion, I have 
made e\ery endeavour to lay before the public some of the g~ave 
irregularities in the procedure, which I have even charactenz~d 
in_ the. Council as well as on the public platform, as grea~ public 
sca_ndal.s. The Committee will also appreciate that allegatw~s of 
this de-1~ript~on1 -g.nless ¥igilantly in...-estigated into,_ immedi~tely 
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and promptly after they are made, it js not practicable and possible 
to detect the alleged frauds. When allegations are openly made, 
all parties concerned would naturally tuke all the necessary steps 
and precautions to destroy all the valuable materials in shape of 
documents and private records that would, in the case of an 
immediate investigation, throw light on the subject. 

It is a pity that public appeals to the local Government to 
start an investigation immediately after the allegations were 
made, and even a resolution of the Council to the same effect, fell 
absolutely on deaf ears and Go-rerument paid no heed to public 
demands or to the Council resolution. It is now m~arly two years 
since that resolution was passed when these allegations were made 
and most of the officers concerned have left the service, as well as 
some of the firms have also severed connections, and hence it is 
extremely difficult to make an investigation at such a late stage to 
trace the facts. 

In the course of a debate in the Council in :March 19:25, I had 
stated "without any reserve, with all the responsibility that I can 
command, I openly make a charge that there has been a serious mal
administration of public funds and there has been a serious wasting 
of public funds. '!'here have been instances which I can go to the 
length of calling frauds and I make this charge on behalf of the 
public and on behalf of investors of Bombay who have invested 
nearly 30 crores in this work. I say that if Government shirk an 
inquiry, suspicion in the public minds will be confirmed". I further 
stated "I only want to know what is being done of the public funds: 
I want to know whether these funds are honestly and legitimately 
applied or whether they are misapplied. I may tell the Go"Vernment 
quite frankly and openly that there are ugly rumours in the city 
and the whole of the Presidency that higher staff and officers ha"Ve 
been receiving secret commissions from manufacturers and this is 
the reason why in this instance the department has incurred a loss 
of Rs. 3 lakhs. That is the reason why stores are indented in large 
quantities than are necessary and stores that are not required are 
also ordered out. If you go to the Surplus Depot, stores worth 
Rs. 6 lakhs or more are lying undisposed of''. The last statement 
was re-echoing the ugly rumours that were prevalent throucrhout 
the city. As stated abo\e if Government had conceded the public 
demand and started an illl.mediate and prompt enquiry, there and 
then perhaps mo.::;t sensational reYelations might haYe been dis_.:. 
closed. But eYen at t:1i::; late s~age, I can place before the 
Committee all the materials that I have been able to collect not 
with a Yiew or desire to cast any aspersion against any individuals 
of the dc:partment, but primarily with a ,·iew to rnable an indc
ptudc:nt inn:stigation to tind uut the trn.th, and if suiikicnt watc:ria.l.:; 
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are disclosed, to take such action as the Committee thinks p1·oper. 
All along my appeal to Government has always been for an investi
gation of certain allegations to find out the truth and in connection 
with this, as my statements in the Council and in public refer to 
the activities of the whole Development Directorate and not only 
to the Reclamation alone, the Committee will permit me to place all 
the materials before it in order to enable it to judge for itself · 
whether I was justified or not in demanding a public investigation. 
Besides, the Committee is perhaps aware, at my instance the 
Municipal Corporation has passed a resolution requesting the 
Government of India to extend the terms of reference so as to 
bring within the scope and purview of the Committee, the other 
activities of the department also. Thus my statement on this 
subject may be taken in anticipation of this extention; if not the 
Committee may eliminate that part of the statement "hich does not 
come strictly within the purview of the limited reference. 

First and foremost, I wish to bring to the notice of the Com
mittee a serious complaint that with regard to the working of the 
Development Djrectorate, particularly with regard to the works 
extending to lakhs of rupees carried out in connection with the 
reclamation and other activities, tha Department did not observe 
the ordinary procedure of business and up till very recently did not 
invite tenders but favoured a few individual contractors with con
tracts of the said work at rates very exhorbitant and very favourable 
to contractors but causing great financial loss to the public. 

I give yon one important instance with regard to greater 
portion of the work of filling in. One Balkishan Seth al·ias 
Damodar Sheth was the most favourite contractor on this work, and 
as it now transpires, his previous record and history is rather 
interesting. This gentleman was formerly a clerk in a rail'\\ay 
company in Upper India from which he was dismissed after being 
convicted for a very serious offence of fraud and cheating and 
sentenced to a long term of imprisonment. After servir;g his term, 
he came to Bombay to try and make a living as in his own province 
in Upper India, after the stigma it was difficult for him to earn a 
living. Luckily for him, just about the time, this work was started 
and it is not known how, but by some means or other, he got himself 
ingratiated in the good books of the officers who exercised absolute 
d.iscretion of giving tenders or contracts of the work of filling up. 
This gentleman accordingly became a great favourite of all the 
officers from highest to the lowest and in course of time, practically 
enjoyed the monopoly of this particular work and the works con
nected with it at rates which for want of competition were practically 
dictated by him and accepted by the staff. A comparison of the 
rates charged by him in the days no tenders were invited and the 
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rates charged along with the tenders of others will clearly show my 
point. 

As far as information goes this gentleman was once given 
Us. 10 or more per truck of 19 or 20 tons for Colaba. section filling 
in, which was then reduced to Rs. 6 and then to Rs 4-6-Q. But 
after criticism in the Council it appears that circulars were issued in 
the Department directing that public t_ender~ should be invited for 
all this sort of work, as a result of whiCh th1s gentleman reduced 
his rate to the last figure of Rs. 2-8-Q per truck making it at two 
annas per ton. Thus for exactly the same sort of work, and the 
former work was easier as trucks were directly emptied near the rails, 
whereas now it is a bit expensive as the materials had to be carried 
to, a little distance from the rails, the same contractor who had 
offered and obtained the rate of Rs. 10 or more per truck was now 
prepared to wo~:k at the rate of Bs. 2-8-Q per tnwk. 

It was elicited in the last Council that this gentleman had done 
the work to the extent of nearly 9 to 10 lakhs of rupees without 
tender at exorbitant rates and although he was practically a pauper 
when he came to Bombay to start a new life, to-day he is in 
aftluenced circumstances. 

Ex. 36· Similar scandals existed with regard to purchase of 
stores, and I will give some of the instances that have come to my 
know ledge. In the course of proceedings, the Committee has already 
elicited a good deal of information on this subject which supports 
my allegations made in the Council that superfluous stores and 
plants costing lakhs of rupees were ordered out and which were not 
required and not capable of being of use, such as huge and costly 
na vvies, cranes, etc. 

Ex. e 2· In one instance, an Executive Engineer had 
prepared an indent to be forwarded to Manufacturers at Home for 
a large quantity of mild steel bars for concrete piles for the reclama
tion work and the size mentioned in the original indent by the Exe
cutive Engineer was 5/8". rrhis figure was subsequently altered 
afltlr the iudeut was prepared but before it was despatched by the 
Superintending Engineer into 7 /8". rrhe quantity required was about 
l,~l)l) ton~. co.stin~ nearly three lai;:hs of rupees. 'l'he indent thus 
altered was sent by the Superintending Engineer to the Home firm 
and the bars arrived of the size and dimensions of 7/8" which were not 
required for the works. They were deposited in Matunga Surplus 
Depot aud a fresh indent had to be sent with correct specifications and 
fresh consignment arrived, and the amount of nearly Rs.3 lakhs of the 
first consignment was purely wasted. \Vhen a question was raised 
about it in the Council, in the course of debate, the Development 
Director admitted it but stated that the said alteration was due to a 
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trifling error. No effort was made to explain how such "trifling error., 
could have occurred, particularly when the indent was originally 
correctly prepared by one Engineer and deliberately altered by the 
superior and no explanation was forthcoming (Vide Council Report, 
dated 24th October 1924, page 8{31.) 

Further, in order to pacify the Council and to show that this 
trifling error had not cost any loss, the Director stated that there 
was no loss to Government and he gave the Council to under
stand that they were utilised in some other works and had caused 
actually a saving. As I knew that these bars which were reeently 
indented were still lying in the Matunga Depot, I caused enquiries 
to be made some months after the statement was made and sent 
an intending purchaser to make enquiries from the Matunga Depot, 
as the result of which, the Executive Engineer, Housing District, 
wrote back offering these and other steel bars for sale and inviting 
the purchaser to the Depot to have an inspection of the same. 
At the same time, the Stores Department also supplied the said 
purchaser with a list of the bars available for sale and in which 
list.were also included some bars in question of 7 /8". This letter 
of the Executive Engineer inviting the purchaser for an inspection 
is Dated Matunga, 26th January HJ25. Further comments on such 
an attitude are needless, and I leave it to the Committee to draw 
its. own conclusion. 

Ex. 37-It is stated that Mr. Harrey, the Superintending 
Engineer, was formerly getting only about Rs. 900 in Delhi and 
Messrs. Sykes and Lewis and one Mr. Lowe all came from the 
same place at the same time. It seems the whole group was bodily 
transferred from Delhi to Bombay. One Mr. .Mitchel getting 
Rs. 2,000 and hi3 sole business was mostly to test cement, as if this 
work required a special officer of a large salary and could not be 
entrusted to any other Engineer. Deputy Chief Engineer Mr. 
O'Horke, drawing a salary of Rs. 2,100, was stated to be a lieutenant 
Port Trust Officer at Mesopotamia drawing salary of Rs. 700 or 
Rs. 800. Executi\"e Engineer Mr. Gardner, similarly highly paid, 
was a captain in Mesopotamia on a salary of Rs. 500. One Mr. 
Roberts getting a fairly high salary, was stated to be a policeman 
in Wale3 during War time and thereafter engaged in some state 
quarry work on a very low salary. 

· -- These are some of the materials and information that I had 
with" difficulty gathered from \arious sources and considering these 
materials prima facie sufficient merely to start a public investiga· 
tion either to have them \erified or falsified, I moved a resolution 
in the_ Council in October 192-1 demanding a public inquiry; That
rcsoh-rtiun tnongh pa:iscd'by the Con11cil impite--of .'Strong -Go-vern
iuent opposition, -was completely ignored and the Issue wa~ sought 
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to be side-tracked and clouded by inviting some membe.rs to join 
the impotent and powerless advisory Committee. '!'he next · occa
sion to discuss the subject was March 1925, when I etrongly criti
cised the attitude of the Government in not even permitting an 
investigation on behalf of investors who had invested thirty crores 
of rupees and repeated the charges of maladministration and waste 
of public funds and described in some instances as frauds. I also 
frankly warned the Government about ugly rumours that were cur
rent in the city with regard to extravagant waste of public funds by 
ordering out plants, machinery and materials valued at lakhs of 
rupees that were not required and could not be used for the Depart
ment. The letter dated 2Gth January 1926 from Stores Department 
shows that on that date these unused mild steel bars were in the 
Matnnga Surplus Depot of the value of about 4! lakhs of rupees 
for sale. Before that, how many were disposed of is not known. 
This is only one instanc~ with regard to which an admission is 
accidentally obtained from the department. Similarly, other large 
stores of the valne of lakhs of rupees were lying in the Depot nn
nsed and getting rusty. 

The question naturally arises, as to why such large quantities 
of superfluous stores ordered when admittedly they were not 
required and not used? And who ordered them out ? Coupled 
with that, we have one instance where an Indent is altered by a. 
Superintending Engineer. Other grave scandals were, favouritism 
and patronage shown to particular contractors, who were given 
rates five times as much as competitive rates secured by open 
tenders for the same work, and the Yery contractor is subsequently 
prepared to carry out the work at that extremely reduced rates. 

"Thy were such huge profiteering intentionally allowed to 
particular favoured individuals causing enormous loss to public ? 

It could not be merely on account of friendship as no friend
ship conld exist between an Indian convict and high European 
officials. Then what was the other consideration for such favouri
tism? 

The Committee while dealing with these questions will realise 
the graYe financial loss not only to the city but to the whole 
Pre~idency. 'fhis mad and chiD:erical venture has practically 
mortgaged the resources of the Pres1~ency .for at least a generation 
to <:olll:e. All othe~ schem.es of pubhc util1ty, eve~ such as primary 
education and med1cal rehef must be suspended hll the huae gap in 
the Bombay treasury is filled up. 

0 

. .According to the last Budget, three crores are to be funded, 
t.t'., twenty lakhs every year for the next thirty years are going to 
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be set aside for paying the loss on . the Back Bay Reclamation. 
:rhis is no ~oubt ~modest. e~timate to prevent a scare and panic 
m the public; ultunately 1t IS bound to be much more and all this 
on a Province that is already most heavily taxed and most heavily 
burdened with loans. The incidence of taxation per head of this 
province is higher than other provinces and the debt charges are 
more than two or three other provinces put together. 

In connection with this Im-estigation, before closing my 
remarks, I may be permitted to refer to some of the sections and 
rules laid down in the Government of India. Act that appear to me 
to be relevant and useful in fi.::dng the responsibility. Under 
Auditor General's Powers, Part II, Duties and Powers as regards 
Audit, the following canons are laid down (page 141, Government 
of India. Act, 1919) :-

10. (1) Every public officer should exercise the same 'Vigilance 
in respect of expenditure incurred from Government revenues 
as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of 
the expenditure of his own money. 

( 4) Government re"fenues should not be utilized for the bene· 
fit of a particular person or section of the community. 

Thus the standard laid down to be observed by a public officer 
when dealing with public funds is very high. The question is 
whether the officers, from the highest to the lowest, concerned 
ha"fe exercised same vigilance as a person of ordinary pn1dence in 
respect of his own money. In "fiew of the revelations and dis
closures made before the Committee during the last few days, there 
could be only one reply to the above query. 

Further rule 37, Devolution Rules, lays down the function of 
Finance Department :-

37· The Finance Department shall perform the following 
functions, namely :-

(a) It shall be in charge of the account relating to loans 
granted by the local Government and shall advise on the 
financial aspect of all transactions relating to such loans. 

(d) It shall examine and report on all proposals for borrow· 
incr by the local Go"fernment ; shall take all steps necessary for 
th~ purpose of raising such loans as have been duly authorised ; 
and sha.ll be in charge of all materials relating to the service 
of loans; 

(e) It shall be responsible for seeing that proper financial 
rules are framed for the guidance of other departments and 
that suitable accounts are maintained by other departments 
and establishments subordinate to them; 
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(g) (££i) It shall ex.ami_ne .and advise on all schem_e~ of. new 
expenditure for which. It IS prop?s~ to make ~covision m the 
estimates and shall decline to prov1de m the estimates for any 
scheme which has not been so examined. 

Therefore under the circumstances disclosed, the Finance Depart
ment of the Government of these days cannot entirely be exonerated 
and further Section 124 of the same Act (Government of India Act) 
also defines certain Acts which constitute misdemeanours on the 
part of any person holding office under the Crown :-

(2) If (except in case of necessity the burden of proving 
which shall be on him) he wilfully disobeys or wilfully omits, 
forbears or neglects to execute any orders or instructions of the 
Secretary of State ; or 

(3) If he is guilty of any wilful breach of the trust and duty 
of his office. 
If these wholesome provisions of the Imperial Act, introduced 

for the safety of public funds and to secure due discharge of public 
duties, are not merely ornamental dead letters, but are intended 
and meant to be used on proper and fitting occasions, then my 
submission to the Committee is that there never was, nor ever will 
arise a more befitting case for the operation and application of these 
sections to this most cruel act of vandalism on the part of the 
Government of Sir George Lloyd. That course alone will satisfy 
public demand and restore both public confidence and Government's 
prestige. If private trustees had played such havoc with funds 
entrusted to their care, there is no doubt that they would have been 
made to answer in a Court of Law and compelled to make good the 
amount. Public also expect a higher standard of morals, vigilance 
and prudence with regard to public funds. 

Mr. NARIMAN'S Supplementary written statement dated 
23rd August received on 24th August lf)26. 

As desired by the Chairman in course of my oral evidence to 
supply fnrther particulars about irregularities, etc., if within my 
know ledge, I beg to submit the following supplementary statement, 

Besides the instance of dry filling in contract given at page 
19 of my written statement, I had referred at paae 21 towards the 
end that "similar favours were shown to the 

0 

same contractor 
Ba.lkishan Seth, with regard to other contracts of painting etc." 
I bf'g to submit the following further particulars:-

. Last year or year before contract for painting pontoons was 
fWen to the same contractor, Ba.lkishan Seth, and the cost on that 
Jtem came to over a lakh of rupees. This year, tenders were invited 
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for the same work and the cost came to about Rs. 53,000. Thus 
about half a lakh of rupees were paid extra for the same work 
without tenders. 

Again at page 22 of my written statement I have stated that 
"similar favouritism existed in connection with Kandivli quarries 
where one Mr. Patker, a petty contractor of the suburbs, was for-
tunate enough to get monopoly of contract ....... ". With regard 
to that I beg to submit the following further particulars : 

That in or about September 1922, Mr. Patker's tender for 
13 ann as per ton for quarrying rubble, etc., was accepted although 
there were other tenders of lower rates and the lowest of under 
9 annas per ton was rejected. Since then Mr. Patker enjoys the 
monopoly of the work. 

Similarly, in March 1925 Mr. Patker's rate for 6xcavation only 
was Annas 10 per ton and subsequently on account of the agitation 
it was reduced to Annas 8 per ton. The present rate after public 
tenders for excavation as well as freight, is Annas 10-8 pies per ton. 
The freight costs about 50 per cent., hence the excavation alone, 
according to the present tender rate, comes to about Annas 5 per 
ton, whereas Annas 10 were given for the same work to Mr. Patker. 
The total amount of contract work done by him comes toRs. 5 
or 6 lakhs. 

Besides this, the contractor was allowed free use of plants and 
tools of the Department such as Cranes, etc., and according to my 
information the working and maintenance charges, even during the 
period the crane and tools were used by contractor, were paid for by 
the Department. These charges alone came to about Rs. 1~ lakhs. 

This irregularity of giving work to Mr. Patker without tender 
was also brought to the notice of Government, but I am given to 
understand that Government condoned this irregularity on the part 
of the Chief Engineer but issued memorandum in November 11.,25 
directing that tenders should be invited in future. There was a 
memorandom also with regard to the use of plant and tools free of 
charge by the contractor. 

That Mr. Patker has made huge profits on account of this 
monopoly, is evidenced by the fact that recently i.e .. after these 
contracts he has bought several valuable properties at Bandra 
including a bungalow at Bandra Hill worth about a lakh of rupees 
and another for about Rs. 80,000 besides two or three other smaller 
properties. Before that, he was a small contractor in the suburbs. 

I hope you will place these particulars. before the Committee 
~upplementing my written statement. 
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1\lr. Nariman's Oral Evidence before the Back Bay eommittee. 

Q.-You have given us a large number of in_stances of alle~ed 
irregularities and neglect. 'Ve should be glad 1£ you would g1ve 
us some further details with your explanations where necessary. 

A.-Yon want me to confine myself only to the Reclamation 
scheme? 

Q.-'Ve have no instructions to go beyond onr terms of 
reference. 

A.-With regard to that I mnst make my position clear. I 
understand that the Director was questioned with regard to the 
allegations made by me as to what was his opinion about the 
allegation~ and he said that according to his opinion they were false. 
I understood that reference was to my allegation with regard to 
the whole management of the work. I have never made any 
separate allegation with regard to the reclamation. I have always 
dealt with the Directorate as a whole. 

Sir FTederick Hopkinson-You are doing in this statement? 

A.-In this statement I have referred to several irregularities. 

Q.--To the Back Bay ? 

A.-To the Back Bay also. 

Chairman.--We will only ask questions about the Back Bay. 

A.--~Iay I point out the particular irregularities which in my 
opinion relate to reclamation alone, leaving out the rest ? 

Q.--In your statement, you don't devote many paO'es to the 
other irregularities ? o 

A.--There are several instances, particularly with regard to 
chawl contracts and stores ; I suppose I cannot go into them. 

Q.--1 believe the stores are included ? 

A.-Partly. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson-\Ve want to hear nothing but 
what refers to the Back Bay. 

A.-That Ycry much limits my scope, but if that is the ruling 
certainly I have to confine to that alone. 

Jfr. Billimoria,.--That is the scope of the enquiry; we cannot 
go beyond that . 

. Witm·ss.--~ may point out the Corporation has passed a reso
lution, at my mstance, requesting the GoYernment of India to 

4 a 
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extend the scope of your reference. If, in anticipation of the exten· 
sion, you are prepared to take my statement as a whole. 

Chairman-We cannot go into that as a whole. 

Witness.-I must tell you frankly that that very much limits 
my scope so far as the statement is concerned. I must confine 
myself according to the mling of the committee. 

Q.-'Vhat makes you raise this question of constitution at this 
stage when yon did not raise it in the Council? 

A.- I did try to raise it. But this is the first opportunity 
that GoYernment has given us to raise this question at all. Vii. e 
have been clamouring for an opportunity. There was a resolution 
in October 1924. Even that might cover this question also. It 
was as under :-"This Council recommends to Government that a 
committee consisting of 12 non-official and elected members be 
appointed to enquire into the whole administration and working 
of the Development Directorate, to suggest ways and means of 
effecting retrenchments and to report on the advisability or other
wise of continuing the schemes taken in hand; that the Develop~ 
ment Directorate, be requested to .co-operate with the said com
mittee and afford all facilities and help in conducting the said 
enquiry and in making the said report." To my mind, we could 
haYe brought this question even if the Government did not give 
effect to the resolution in spite of the Council passing it by a large 
majority ; that opportunity was also lost. This resolution was 
passed in October 1924 and was not given effect to by Government 
in spite of repeated requests and demands. 

Q.--Yon m-ention certain constitutional irregularities in the 
inception of this scheme. 

A.-Yes; I would like to ask, if it is within the purview of this 
Committee, whether this creation of the department, n~der a 
special act, was not ult1·a vires, if the Government of India. Act 
gives constitutional rights to the council. 

Q.-You could raise that question; we have noted it; we ~an
not say what recommendation we will make on it. Yon th~nk, 
when introducing this bill to create a new department, the obJect 
was to remo'le the trammels and control of the legislative council? 

A.-That was what His Excellency Sir Geor~e Lloyd said 
while introducincr the bill. I think it was referred to m the corp?· 
ration statement~ "that a project of this description in o_rder that It 
may be expedited should be as little hampered by outs1de cont~ol 
as possible, and in order to remo'le that control we want a special 
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department and thus make it a reserved subject." That was in His 
Excellency's first speech. And he has referred to it subsequently 
too. 

Q.-And then you end that recommendation on page 2 of your 
notes, "My aubmission is that the first recommendation should be 
to deprive the executive of these special extraordinary powers and 
transfer the rest of its activities to P. W. D. and thus restore the 
supervision and control of the Council" ? 

A.-That is my first recommendation. I should say now that 
both on constitutional grounds and on point of expediency, and in 
view of the experience we have gained, I do not think that the 
department should be entrusted any more with the conduct of the 
scheme. 

Q.-\Vas there a public demand at the time the scheme was 
originated? Were the public in favour or against it? 

A.-So far as the Council report shows, there was not any 
serious opposition, and that was due to the misleading figures and 
very tempting profits being shown by responsible Government 
officials, and the gentlemen who did not oppose the scheme in the 
Council, when questioned subsequently, explained that their conduct 
was due to the fact that they were misled by very tempting calcula
tions and reports of huge profits that the scheme was going to make, 
and they took it for granted that what was stated by responsible 
officials was correct. If they had doubted it then, they would have 
opposed it. 

Q.-But the scheme was expected to prove a productive under
taking? The public also had great hopes? 

A.-According to the Government statement. On that state
ment the public were taken in, I would say. 

Q.-You are judging the conduct of affairs in a year of boom, 
after years of adversity? 

A.-That is true. 

Q.-The conditions are different from what they were then? 

A.-I make allowan~es for that. 

Q.-The Government also went with the public ? 

. A.-I do not agree ; the public were duped by Government. 
I.f 1t was not for the statement of Government officials and respon
Slble members that after calculation and meditation they have come 
to the conclusion that the scheme was goincr to be a hucre success 
had it not bQen for the statement of these 0°:fficers there ;ould hav; 
been opposition in spite of the boom. 
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Q.-You know people went crazy for land in those days? 

A.-I think that craze came a little later on, not at the time 
the scheme was introduced. 

Q.-There was no inclination on the part of the public to 
disown the scheme ? 

A.-Not at that time, disown in the sense that the public had 
nothing to do with it. It is all a Government affair, the public 
were not consulted, the public were not associated in it. 

Q.-Before the Heforms the public were not consulted? 

A.-Even after that. In 1919 was the Government of India 
Act, and in HJ20 was the scheme introduced. 

Q.-It was discussed informally before ? 

A.-Yes ; after that came the public demand of various associa
tions to be associated in the scheme. 

Q.-You have made a large number of allegations. You ought 
to remember the main causes of failure; in considering the details 
we may forget the main issues. 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-The chief reason according to you was that the usual 
checks, constitutional, financial and technical, were set at nought, 
that is your main contention ? 

A.-Yes; if those checks were allowed to exist, probably this 
disaster might not have happened. 

Q.-Tha.t is your contention. You also say that the responsibili
ty was not definitely fixed : it was not known whether the Develop
ment Directorate or the Consulting Engineer or engineers were 
responsible for it ? 

A.-So far as the Council was concerned, it was disclosed that 
the whole thing rested with the Consulting Engineer till a very 
late stage. 

Q.-You also complain that the technical supervision of the 
regularly constituted department was withdrawn? 

_\.-Yes. 

Q.-That was another drawback and one of the causes of the 
failure or partial failure ? 

A.-Yes .. 
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Q.-You say the chief cause::~ are two, the failure of the dredg~rs 
to give the required output and the fall in land values. If the pnce 
of land \Vere very high now your criticisms would have been in a. 
very different tune? 

A.-Possibly; I do not .agree that the fa~lure was due to t~ese 
two causes. I think the mam cause of the fa1fure was the appomt
ment of what now at least turned out to be an incompetent gentle
man for this post. 'fhat is my first complaint, that the gentleman 
who was responsible for the appointment is responsible for thh 
failure. 

Sir F1'ederick Hopkinson.-Yon are going on the assumption 
that it is a failnre ? 

A.- As the matter stands, I don't think there is any doubt, 
unless things take an entirely different turn in the future. At 
present there is not a ::;iogle indiYidual to say that it is not a failure. 

Sir M. Visvesvamya.-You say, "I will add a few more glaring 
in:stances which will satisfy the Committee that a deliberate and 
persistent method had been ad opted not only to keep the publio 
entirely in the dark but worse still, to mi:slead, by inaccurate and 
false statements." 

A.-I say so. 
Q.-Is it not a strong statement ? 
A.-Perfectly justified. 
Q.-\Ve have not got the facts before us. \Ve are collecting them. 
A.-I '''ill produce my facts, I will particularly refer to one fact. 
Q .-You refer to the dredger " Kalu " in the first place ? 

A.-Yes. It was reported to be 3t good bargain. The actual 
expression used by Sir Lawless Hepper is that u the Government 
of Bombay did not at all make a bad bargain " in October lfJ24. It 
was made with a view to remove scare or panic. 

Q.-It was purchased before the scheme was sanctioned? 

A.-That is admitted now. I may add one thing which is not 
in the statement I submitted. It is, that even the Government of 
Bomba.y through the Director of Information has made a statement 
with regard to the purchase of the'' Kalu '' and given a different 
date. 'fhey say in a letter that the dredger "Kalu" was bouaht by 
the Government of Bombay in direct communication with the 
Government of India., hlarine Dt3partment, iu February 192.0.. That 
is signed by llr .. Clee, Acting Director of Information. It is 
publi~hed ill the Bombay Chrom'cle vf 31st May 19:24 in reply to 1\ 

question raised by me. 
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Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-Just let me have that. What are 
yon reading that from ? 

A.-This is a. letter published by Mr. Clee, Acting Director of 
Information, in reply to a correspondence sent by me. It was a 
Yery short letter: "With reference to Mr. Nariman's letter on the 
DeYelopment Directorate, which appeared in your issue of 27th 
instant, the following facts my be of interest to your readers. 

" Sir Lawless Hepper -relinquished the post of Controller of 
Munitions, Bombay Circle, in August 1918, and did not take up 
the appointment of Director of Development until November 1920. 

" The dredger, ' Kaln 'was purchased by the Government of 
Bombay in direct communication with the Government of India, 
Marine Department, in February 1920." This was the query raised 
by me whether Sir Lawless Hepper, as the Controller of Munitions, 
Bombay Circle, had anything to do with the sale of the " Kalu " as 
it was sold by the Military Department. In reply to that in order 
to show that Sir Lawless Hepper had nothing ._to do, they gave us 
various dates. 

Q.-Are you making any suggestion of anything wrong in the 
sale or purchase of the " Kalu " ? 

A.-I do. 

Q.-What is it ? 

A.-"With regard to the sale of the " Kalu," my contention is 
that according to information obtained, it was sold by the Port 
Trust to the Military Authorities. 

Q.-That was long ago. 

A.-The amount of the purchase is important. 
Q.-We have got all that in your statement. I rather gather 

frum it that you are suggesting something sinister in the actual 
dates about the sale and purchase of the "Kalu." 

A.-Considerable amount of surplus stores were lying unsold 
and the Government did not know what to do with them. It was 
dumped on to the De¥elopment Directorate simfly to dispose of 
them. 

~Q~::-\Y 1!9. aJ?-,YOI).f;) intereste~? 

_ . :A,.:.::.:.. The llilitary Department was ·certainly ilil:erested iii having 
the stores fuposed of, and as there could not be anf other buyer 
available, it was dumped on to the Directorate. -

.•. Q.. _ _'jt_~as a public transaction between two public authorities? 
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A-Of course, it is. 
Q.-And no one individual can be interested in it. '\\.,.hat is it 

you suggest ? 
A.-I suggest that the surplus stores of Government which 

were lying idle and could not be dispos~d of were dumped on. to the 
Development Directorate and the pubhc made to pay . for 1t from 
public funds. 

Q.-Yon suggest it was an improper price ? 
A.-I say it was. 
Q.-\Vho agreed to pay this price? 
A.-Apparently Sir George Lloyd's Government. 
Q.-What you suggest is that the Government made a bad 

bargain? 

A.-Very bad bargain in order to relieve the military stores. 
Q.-In order to relieve solely ? 
A.-I won't say solely, but that was one of the considerations. 

Q.-1 know you make that statement. But it is only a. state-
ment. 

A.-After all it cannot be anything more than that. What 
else do you expect ? 

Q.-I suppose there was a willing seller and a willing buyer. 
A.-Certainly, who would not be willing to get rid of ...... 

Q.-You suggest that the Bombay Government was not a 
willing buyer? 

A.- If the Bombay Government looked to the interests of the 
public and not the military stores, they should not have bought it. 
I don't say they were compelled against their will. 'fhis dredger, 
they knew or had ample means .of knowing, was useless for the 
purpose of rel'lamation and therefore they ~hould not hare bought 
it without due enquiries fvr ~uch a large suru. 

Q.-You are putting yourself in the position of an expert__ 
--

A.-1 gather from the evidence of experts and not from my own 
knowledge. I refer to the statement of Messrs. Jacobs and Davies. 
I have attached a copy of it which clearly shows that long before 
the Goyernment bought this plant or dredger there was matelial. 
which the Government could ha'le consulted which would show that 
this was useless. If you will permit me to refer, Mr. Billimoria. of 
Messrs. Tatas, while giving evidence before the Development 
Committee on 12th December 1913, stated that in the opinion of 
those experts tJ a cobs and Davies) the lile of the Dredgers wa:s not 
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very long and the Port Trust dredger was also coming to the end 
of its usefulness. Messrs. Jacobs and Davies are considered to be a 
reputed firm of Engineers. 

Q.-When were they built, in 1914? This is 1920. 

A.-My position is this that the Bombay Government were in 
a position to know the exact conditions of this dredger because in 
the record of the Development Committee of 1914, at page 321, 
Mr. Billimoria gives evidence. There he says they (Jacobs and 
Davies) said that the life of the dredger was not very long. 

Q.-What was the date of this evidence? The dredgers were 
new in 1914. 

A.-They were bought in 1907 from Simons & Co. and they 
were used by the Port Trust for reclamation till they were sold in 
November 1915. 

Q.-Eight years old. \Vhen the report was made they were 
only 6 years. 

A.-According to the experts they were being used when it 
was said that they were coming to the end of their usefulness and 
Mr. Hewett was of opinion that the Port Trust dredger would not 
last long for the purpose of the reclamation. They should not be 
utilised for the proposed new reclamation scheme. That is the 
definite opinion of an expert, which was available for the Govern
ment before they went in for this dredger. One instance only will 
do to make the Government cautious. 

Sir M. Visvesvaraya.-They transferred it from one Govern
ment department to another. 

A.-That is admitted. If you will permit me to refer to Mr. 
Cowasji Jehangir's statement in the Council; he says that 9 lakht:l 
worth of stores were taken from the military including the 
dredger. This was in reply to the question raised by me as to 
whether the Consulting Engineers earned a commission on that. 

Q.-Are yon sure about that ? 
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Have the Government acknowledged that anywhere? 

A.-I raised the question in the Council, to which the reply 
was given by Mr. Cowasjee J ehangir that .the total amount was 
9 lakhs of which the price of the " Kalu" was part. 

Sir FTeilerick Hopkinson.-! hav~ g?t now t? give you an 
expert's opinion. \Ve have a dredger bmlt m 1898 domg first class 
work,-pump dredger ? ·· 
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A.-May be, there are dredgers and dredgers and experts and 
experts. 

Q.-That is a fact for you ? 

A.-May be. There are exceptions to every rule. 

Si1· ]Jf. Visvesvaraya.- As regards' the " Kalu "you ~aythat the 
Government of India transferred it to the Development Directorate? 

A. That is so. Mr. Cowasji Jehangir was asked whether any 
stores from the Government surplus stores were purchased. He 
said that stores worth about 9 lakhs including the dredger "Kalu " 
were purchased and that the Consulting Engineers earned a com
mission on that although it was transferred from one department 
to another. I raise the question as to whether they were entitled 
to it. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson- Mr. N ariman, perhaps I can help 
you about the value of these things. The " Kalu '' built in 1907 
pre-war was sold after the war. The prices of such dredgers were 
trebled and quadrupled in that period and therefore the price paid 
for the dredger in 1907 would not bear any reasonable comparison 
with its value in 1920 ? 

A.-I quite agree with that. At the tmrne time, I might say 
that when you are going to buy a plant which is to be used for a 
particular purpose, it is no use buying it if it is not useful and 
efficient for that purpose. 

Q.-The prices were very high? 

.\.-I know. 

Sir JJI. Vis·vesvaraya-But it was difficult in those days to get 
makers of machinery to supply plant at short notice. 

A.-They should not have bought it at all, knowing the condi
tion of it, the previous history. It is no use buying it as it would 
be useless. If the public funds were to be properly protected, some 
enquiries should have been made knowing that its previous history 
\vas next door to Government. 

Sir Fredaic!.: Hopkinson.-Unless you give some evidence to 
the contrary the presumption is that the dredger, built in 1907 
which was taken care of for some time ought to be a good dredr1e; . 
in 19:20 ? 

0 

A.-My submi:~sion is that there was evidence to the contrary: 
the Port Trust ha::; working experience and prima facie the state
ment of ~hose experts, that bhould have at least warned the GoYern
ment. 
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Q.-That statement is of no value ? 

A.-To laymen it has very great value. Besides that, there 
is the working experience of it with the Port Trust. 

Q.-We had no complaints about its working ? 

A.-The fact is there. Its output was much less. 

Sir M. Visvesvaray(t.--The output is usually les8, though the 
dredgers work up to maximum outpt1t? 

A.-Is it suggested that the statement given by the manufac
turers as regards the output is usually inaccurate. It does not 
come up to their statement. 

Q.-1£ they work under ideal conditions. 

A.-That is a matter for experts. 

Q.-Next you come to estimates? 

A.- Yes, Mr. Cowasji Jehangir never told us the original 
estimate. In reply to a specific question that I asked, he said that 
the sanctioned estimate was never 4 crores, that it was only the 
estimate made by Sir George Buchanan and that it was never 
accepted by the Government. 

Q.-Was not the 4 crores announced at any time ? 

A.-No, it was never known. When questioned there was a 
misleading statement about it. They only announced that the 
estimate was increased from 4 crores to 7 crores. We wanted to 
know how it took such a big jump without any sanction from the 
authorities. 

Sir F1·ederick Hopkinson.-It has been never mentioned. How 
do you know it was a big jump ? 

.A.-\Yc came tu know that when a statement was made 
by. the . Governor before the Indian Merchants· Chamber wherein 
it was stated that the estimate was raised to 7 crores. It was made. 
long a£rer .. That speech came into my possession and I asked~ a 
question whether that was so, but it was denied. . 

Mr!_Bi~limoria..-:-:-That~:was in 1921. . You are talking of .this 
~J!!~~? . 

A.-The question in the Council was long after. That was · 
after I went into the Council. hly most serious complaint' is 
regarding. the stateme~t in the Ad InteTim Report. That is a 
very serious.ruatter. The Advisory· Committee had· censented to.: 
make false statement in February 1925 when the bubble had·:· 
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absolutely burst, that the project was undoubtedly_ successf~l. As 
a matter of fact, in 1924, Sir Lawless Hepper pamt3 a different 
picture. 

Sir M. Visvesvaraya.-Probably he must have thought that if 
the dredgers had worked some time longer the operators would have 
improved. 

A.-There is no question but it means that he knew in 192-1 
that on account of the different nature of the clay the disaster 
was certain. He says that in evidence, which I read in newspapers. 
In 1924 he knew it was a failure, still in November 1925 he gives a 
false impression. 

Q.-He had hopes of improvement? 

A.-It is not that he said that in the future he expected. He 
might have thought of the future but that was not the case. 

Q.- You consider that 7 crores was excessive? 

A.-From the original figures certainly. They told us that the 
estimate was placed before the Government. I am doubtful if the 
Government would have so meekly sanctioned the scheme. They 
wanted to raise loans which would not have been raised. If money 
was not raised the scheme could not have come into effect, a very 
serious matter. The Advisory Committee has made a false state
ment in February 19:25 when the bubble had absolutely burst. As 
a matter of fact, in 1924, Sir Law less Hepper paints a different 
picture. 

Q.-You refer to incorrect statements of responsible public 
officers? 

A.-Yes. I have given an instance. 

Q.-"'Jll1e work has proceeded smoothly according to pro
gramme"? 

A.-That is what Sir Lawless Hepper says. 

Q.-~~And its stability has been tested by several monsoons. 
Whatever apprehensions therefore, the public may have had on this 
score the Oommittee see no reason to suppose that the Project 
cannot be successfully completed." That was on 17th February 
1925? . . . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-'' In regard to the possibility of financial loss, the expendi· 

~ure h~s up_-to-date approximated closely with the forecast, the total· 
mcludmg _mtere.st charged to 31st March 19:2-1 being Rs. 412·39 
lakh:;, aga1_~:lt th~ furec':lst figure ~i R_s. ~2!'~6 la.k~". It.. !!;lay .. Qe 
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~hat he thou&'~t that the dredgers were being worked under 
Improved conditions. That was probably his idea ? 

A.-That should have been put in if it were so. 

Q.-Upon that statement the members of the Sub-Committee 
recommended the completion of the scheme? 

A.-Some of them. Others were more cautious. The Com
mittee proposed to appoint a Sub-Committee to examine the financial 
prospects of the scheme in detail who recommended that the scheme 
should be proceeded with. 

Sir F1·ederick Hopkinson.- -Have you given a copy of the 
statement to the press ? 

A.-No. 

Q.-1 am wondering whether it would not save time if they 
could deal with it and pick up parts of it to publish. 

A.-I understand it was given just now. I did not think it 
right to give it before I was examined. 

Sir JU. Visvesvaraya.--You say again on page 21 that tenders 
were not open to the public ? 

A.-Well, at first no public tenders were invited but after about 
eighteen months public tenders were invited. Mr. Thomas who 
opened the tenders, was in charge and he asked all the contractors 
to clear out of his room when he opened the tenders. The mer
chants naturally protested and desired that the tenders should be 
opened in their presence but he paid no heed and allowed only one 
contractor to enter the room whenever he liked. 

Mr. Billimoria.-Who was that man ? 

A.-Well, I have already mentioned his name, his name is Mr. 
Balkishendas, a man from upcountry. 

Q.-Is there any proof? 

A.-The fact is there and it is for you to find out. Of course 
you cannot expect where discrepancies of such kind turn up there 
can be regular accounts or passing or exchanging of cheques so that 
proJ;er evidence might be recorded but as ordinary and reasonable 
persons would do taking all the circumstances into account you will 
find out that this man got contracts to the tune of about 9 lakhs. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-Was that the amount of profit he 
carried? 

A.-Not actually profit, because as far as information goes this 
gentleman was once given Rs. 10 or more per tmck of nineteen or 
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twenty tons for Colaba section filling in, which was then reduced 
to Rs. 6 and then toRs. 4-6-0. But after some objections that we 
took in the Council it appears that circulars were issued in the 
department directing that public tenders should be invited for all 
this sort of work, as a result of which this gentleman reduced his 
rate to the last figure of Rs. 2-8·0 per truck making it at two annas 
per ton. Thus for exactly the same sort of work and the former 
work was easier as trucks were directly emptied near the rails 
whereas now it is a bit expensive as the materials had to be carried 
to a little distance from the rails, the same contractor who had 
offered and obtained the rate of Rs. 10 or more per truck was now 
prepared to work at the rate of Rs. 2-8..() per truck. 

Sir].[. Visvesvaraya.-What have you to say in regard to the 
cement contract ? 

A.-\Veil, Sir, I would not repeat that an agreement is made 
by the Development Directorate with four cement companies the 
names of which I have already stated in the statement, and these 
companies were given the monopoly of supplying all the cement 
required up to 60,000 tons per annum for ten years commencing 
from about September 1922 at a rate equivalent to ninety per cent, 
of the actual cost of cement in the financial year of the company 
concerned preceding the season in question plus 15 per cent. 
Acccrding to this term, cost to Government came about to from 
Rs. 60 to Hs. 7u per ton. Shortly after the agreement was executed, 
the price of cement began to fall considerably in 19:23, it came to 
Rs. 40 per ton and in 1921, even from Rs. 40 to Rs. SO per ton and 
the rates were particularly low for large quantities. At a difference 
of Rs. 30 per ton the total difference for 60,000 tons, the full require
ment of the Directorate, would come to Rs. 18 lakhs a year and if 
the rates remain the same or go lower still in the course of 10 years. 
i.e., the fllll period of the agreement, the total loss would be one 
crore and 1~ lakhs. Besides this annas 14 per ton are spent for 
testing the cement supplied. Thus in one transaction alone the 
Directorate would sustain a heavy loss of H crores and to that 
extent the Indian Cement Companies will be benefitted at the 
expense of the public. This agreement binding the Directorate for 
such a long period was made at a time when every shrewd man of 
business in this line knew that there was bound to be a slump in 
trade in this particular commodity and even from the year 1921 
the slump had commenced in Europe and America and the prices 
were rapidly going down. About two years ago, one of the con
tra.cting companies expressed its inability to ·continue the terms of 
agreement and by an arrangement with the Directorate the benefits 
acauing to that company were transferred to another company for 
consideration. Thus the Directorate instead of availing itself of 
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the opportunity ?f reducing the liability, again deliberately renewed 
the agreement w1th another company. Another way of savin(Y loss 
to public fund was to allow the contractors to buy cement 

0
cheap 

fr~m the market as there was nothing in the agreement to compel 
pnvate contractors to buy the cement under that a(Yreement while 
it is reported that the Directorate compelled the ~ontracto~s also 
to buy at these rates from the four Indian Companies alone. 

Sir Frede1ick Hopkinson.-Were these local companies? Do 
you mean to say that they should not make profits, won't yon like 
to make profits ? 

A.-Certainly they should make profits but I should not like it 
to profiteer and allow public funds to suffer. 

Q.-You say that in the establishment department out of 20 
posts of high salaried officials 19 posts were filled up by Europeans 
and only one by Indian ? 

A.-Well, I objected to this high-salaried officials who had no 
knowledge of such work and who were carrying such high salaries 
which showed a clear waste of public money. 

Sir F1·ederick Hopkinson.- Were you ever told of the qualifica-
tions of these officials ? · 

A.- 'Yell, Sir, it won't perhaps be out of place to mention that 
the Development Directorate paid a high salary of Rs. 6,000 to the 
Director Sir Lawless Hepper, a salary next to the Governor in this 
province and who is also provided with a bungalow of the cost of 
about 3 lakhs. We repeatedly protested against this in the Council 
and as a result only about two years ago his pay has been reduced 
to Rs. 4,000. How was he qualified to be the head of the largest 
work of the world? Had he any experience of the reclamation work ? 
A man who has simply worked as an agent to a particular railway 
or as Controller to a Munition Board? From his evidence before 
you, Sirs, he has entirely disowned all engineering responsibilities 
hence his duties were only administrative, i.e., similar to those dis
charged by the Chief Secretary to Public Works Department with 
some additional autocratic powers. My contention is that Secre
tary's salary does not exceed generally Rs. 2,000, then why was he 
favoured with such an extravagant salary of Rs. 6,000 with a 
commodious palatial bungalow worth about two or three lafrhs. 

Sir FTederick Hopkinson.- If they received salaries, do you 
object to it ? Don't you like to receiving one? 

A.-Of course if I deserved it, I would, why should I not, but 
God forbid I would not receive any salary as I have my profession. 
But apart from the above example, there are many I have stated in 
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my statement. Many a man with meagre or no qualifications were 
provided with fat and high salaries either as deputy or assistant 
engineers. Perhaps your Committee, Sir, I submit, will be able to 
find out, with regard to most of the officials getting salaries of 
Rs. 2,000 and upwards as to what appointments they held prior to 
this and what were their salaries. This is not the only carelessness 
and waste of public money but as I have stated already several con· 
signments were also coming in Sir George Lloyd's name. 

]Jf1·. Billimoria.-But Mr. Nariman, I have already made it 
clear that that name perhaps might have been put for the reason 
that these consignments must have been belonging to the said 
dredger 11Sir George Lloyd" ? 

A.-Well, to tell you, it seems to me a very ingenious explana• 
tion. · 

Sir Frederic!' Hopkinson.- We have gone through this item, 
and why should you waste time over discussion of this nature? 

A.-\Vell, if it's a waste of time for the Committee, and if a 
witness is insulted like this, I would clear out of the hall. It's your 
view and not the view of the Chairman and other members of the 
Committee. If they too say so, then I would leave at once and 
waste not a minute of mine here. It's very regrettable that you 
don't appreciate that I am on the contrary helping· you. 

(Mr. B·iUimoria.-!.Ir. Nariman, perhaps you have taken a 
wrong interpretation of Sir Frederick's view.) 

Q.-Finally, you point out that the transactions were conducted 
in opposition to the rules prescribed ? 

A.-That is what I say. That is also the strongest point. I 
have got all the rules and sections of the Government of India Act. 

Q.-You have given us all the criticisms you have to offer. 
Can you tell us what you wish done in future if you had your own 
way? For instance, we had an Advisory Committee. Do you want 
a. Committee or do you want the work to be carried out depart· 
mentally? 

.\.-1 want first of all the Directorate to be abolished immedi
ately, and their activities to be transferred to the Public \Yorks 
Department and brought under the control of the Council, and it 
should be left to the Council to do what they think necessary. If 
they think there onght to be a Committee of citizens to watch this 
or an executive Committee to be associated with the Department, it 
is for them to decide. It is the function of the Council to decide as 
to how they should proceed further with the scheme. 
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Q.-It has been suggested that a board like the Port Trust 01 
the Improvement Trust should be appointed. \\hat opinion have 
you as to a separate board for this ? 

A.-I am not in favour of that. I do not think it is necessary. 
I am more in favour of its being transferred to the Council in its 
ordinary original activity, I mean to the Public W arks Department. 
The Executive Committee members may be associated with the 
Public W arks Department for this particular scheine. It will be a 
matter of arrangement between the Government and the members 
of the Council. Supposing the Council passes a resolution that 
there is to be an Executive Committee and that members of the 
Council as we11 as outside advisors should be associated with this 
particular committee, and they should be advised constantly by the 
Department, that can be done. . 

. Q. -Such a Committee you want to control, and to sanction 
estimates? 

A.-Sanction estimates, internal administration, retrenchment, 
contract, everything. · 

Q.-Do you wish the work to be carried out departmentally or 
by contract or by sections ? · 

A.-I do not want the whole work to be completed at all. 
Certainly not. And as regards the work that is in hand, the military 
land as well as opposite Churchgate, that may be done either by the 
Public Works Department or by contract, whichever is the cheaper 
and efficient method. 

Q.-You want to finish that and leave the other portions 
incomplete ? 

A.-It is impossible to leave them where they are. That must 
be finished as a matter of necessity. There is no choice in the matter. 

t_J.~In your statement you have made certain definite charges 
of corruption against certain individuals in connection with Back 
Bay. There are several of them. 

A.-I adhere to every statement made in that statement. 

Q.-When did you learn about that corruption? 

A.--Some time in the beginning of say 1923 or 1924. 

Q.-Were not you offered in July of last year a judicial inquiry 
into those cases? 

.• A.-No. I was not offered the inquiry which I bad been 
demanding. 
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Q.-Were yon not offered judicial inquiry into cases of 
corruption? 

A.-No, I will tell you what I was offered. The terms which 
were offered to me are not a judicial inquiry. 

Q.-1 am dealing with charges of corruption. You have gone 
further than you did last year. You have g1ven no names. 

A.-I have given instances in my Council debates. In March 
192'1, I have given instances. Names I have not mentioned to-day. 
I have said, "Superintending Engineer" and if I was allowed to be 
associated with the Department and get information officially, I 
would have given all particulars. 

Q.-In the statement you have given names? 

A .-Abont M:r. Thomas you are referring. That was a subse
quent event. 

Q.-About Mr. Balkishan the contractor. That is a definite 
case. You declined to have that inquiry last July ? 

A.--I did not decline. I wanted certain conditions. 

Q.-As a good citizen of Bombay, don't you think it was your 
duty to do anything you oould to prevent such things ? 

A.-Certainly, that was what I tried by having a resolution 
passed by the Council. 

Q.-But you were offered a judicial inquiry. 

A.-It was not a judicial inquiry •. 

Q.-An inquiry presided over by a Judge?. 

A.-With no opportunities given to me. I was asked to stand 
before it as an accused person, and I would be given only the docu
ments which the Department thought it advisable to give me. 

Q.-You did not mention any namf!s last year. You were 
offered an inquiry presided over by a Judge in order that you may 
prove this case. Instead of that, you presumably allowed these 
things to go on ? 

A.-I was quite helpless. 
Q.-You could have stopped it! 
A.-I could not have, when the Government would not have an 

enquiry by the Council members. 

Q.-Don't you think a Judge is better fitted? 
5 a 
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A.-May or may not be. 
Q.-You had made direct charges of fraud, and the Government 

gave you an opportunity to have them proved. 
A.-They did not. 
Mr. Billimo'ria.--There are those letters to Mr. Nariman, letter 

dated 28th Aprill925 and 13th May 1925. 

A.-There are my replies if they are before the Committee. I 
have explained my position there. I adhere to the position to-day. 

Q.-Your statement is full of innuendo. For instance, in the 
middle of page 17, you say, "It is now nearly two years since that 
resolution was passed when these allegations were made and most 
of the·officers concerned have left the service.'' 

A.--Yes. 
Q.-And then at the top of page 17, '' When allegations are 

openly made .•.. ". Allegations are easil~ made, are not they? You 
had made general allegations and yon were asked to convert those 
into specific allegations which yon declined to do. 

A.-No, I did not decline. I wanted the resolution of the Coun
cil to be respected. What was the qbjection to the Council members 
inquiring into the matter ? · · 

Q.-Have you any other cases than have appeared in this 
statement? 

A.-About the corruption with regard to reclamation alone ? 
No. I must make my position clear, that I am placed at a great 
disadvantage on account of the limited reference to this committee. 
I have got instances which ate really fraudulent, if you will allow 
me to go into them. 

Q.--But you see we cannot do. 
A.-I quite realise that. Therefore, I have applied the terms 

should be extended and I hope the Government of India would have 
granted the resolution of the Corporation. 

Q.-Then at page 32, three-quarter of the way down you say, 
"It could not be merely on account of friendship as no friendship 
could exist between an Indian convict and high European officials." 
You tell us who these European officials are. 

A.-Those who had to deal with the contract·to Balkishan 
Seth. How many officers had to do I cannot say. It is a de
partmental secret. I do not know who it was. I only say it conld 
not be merely on account of friendship. 

Q.-Yon suggest there must haye been some other arrangement 
that the gentleman you have been speaking of as a fact has been 
corruptly giving commission to one of the Engineers? 
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A.-That is my submission. I cannot find any other reason for 
this conduct. 

Q.-If that is the case, it is a mat~er for a criminal court to 
investigate far better than we could do 1t. 

A.-Decidedly. 
Q.--I presume Government will take some steps. 

A.-I hope so, although it is too late in the .day. They ought 
to have taken it on my resolution in 1924. 

Q.-Yon did not give names. 

A.-I wanted a committee of investigation. Why should they 
have refused it if their hands were clear. 

Si1· }.[. Visvesvamya.-You see, this Committee is now sitting 
for an enquiry. 

A.-I beg your pardon. I am talking about the Go\ernment of 
Bombay. The Government of Bombay has consistently refused 
investigation in spite of the resolutions of the Council and it is over 
the head of the Government of Bombay that the Government of 
India has appointed this Committee. I am talking of the Govern· 
ment of Bombay and I say they did not allow an investigation. 

Mr. Billimoria.-It was at the instance of the Government of 
Bombay that the Government of India have appointed the Com
mittee. 

A.-The Government has changed. I know the present Gover· 
nor's attitude in the matter. 

Sir F. HCipkinson.-When did the Government change ? 
A.-December 1923. The new Governor took time to study the 

question, and I think his attitude is satisfactory so far as the publio 
are concerned. 

Q.--Have you any other substant~al instance.3 of corruption ? 
A.-I have numeronR, bnt not with regard to the reclama

tion. But unfortunately I baye not been allowed to mention those. 
(Mr. Billimon~a.--"Whatever instances you have quoted will be 

brought to the attention of Government.) 
Sir F. Hopk£n,~on.- \Yith regard to your remarks about the 

"Kaln" you will be interested to hear that in March 1916 the Kalu 
was st:rveyed by the Chief Constructor and the Inspector of 
~Iachmery of the Royal Indian :Marine Dockyard, Bombay and 
the Surveyor to Lloyd's Register and £'ertifieJ by them to' be in 
good working order. 
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We give a few extracts from the evidence given before the 
committee, jointly, by Sir Lawless Hepper and Messrs. Elgee, 
Harvey and Thomas to repudiate the charges made by Mr. Nariman. 

Sir Hopldnson.~-Tnrning to· page 17, he says, "when alleO'a
tiom are openly . rna~& all parties concemed would naturally t~ke 
all the necessary steps and precautions to destroy all the valuable 
materials in the shape of documents and private records that would 
in case of an immediate investigation, throw light on the subject." 

Do you think you and your principal officers would naturally 
take all the necessary steps to do that criminal Act ? 

Sir Hepper--We should certainly do nothing of the sort. 

Q.--Is it the practice in Government departments to destroy 
such documents? 

A.--I have never heard of it; I do not believe it is so. 

Q.--Do you think it possible that Mr. N ariman had in his mind 
somebody whom he had to defend ? 

A.--It is more than likely. 

Q.--In those circumstances, he may consider that all the 
Government employees were all of the same character ? 

A.--I think that corruption of that sort is probably more rife 
in the circles in which he moves and that he is inclined to think 
that the same thing may be done in the Government offices. 

M1·. Billimoria.--You suggest that e:vidence of that nature 
would not be destroyed by any officer in Government departments. 

A.--No ; we have as a matter of fact submitted the whole of 
the original documents. In connection with all these contucts and 
with the steel case, the whole of the documents are in those papers; 
there is not a single case referred to the original documents in con
nection with which have not already been submitted. 

Si1· Frederick Hopkinson.-What I propose to suggest to 
Government is that this committee is not ct mpetent to deal with 
criminal charges, that if the Government think these allegations by 
Mr. Nariman are of a sufficiently definite character, they would take 
up the matter through their legal advisers ? 

A.-· Mr. Harvey, I understand, proposes to ask the Committee 
for a permission to prosecute Mr. Nariman, provided the Govern
ment will give the necessary permission to do so. 

Q.-The strong wish of this Committee is that the truth should 
be brought out, at any cost, by any body ? 
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O!tairman.--About other matters, the Go,emment cau under~ 
take them. 

ltfr. Billimotia.--1 take it, Sir Lawless, that you will have uo 
objection to Government imtituting proper enquiries as to the 
charges levelled against your department, departmE-ntally I mea.n? 

A.·-None wha.tever. 

Q.--This Committee cannot go into that ? 

A.-These cases have already been enquired into by Govern
ment, and Government are satisfied that there is no foundation 
whatever for such allegations. 

Sir F1'ederick Hopkinson.- \Vould yon welcome any further 
enquiry that would go into these matters ? 

A.-Certainly. 

Chairman.-Your reply referred to all the allegations made in 
Mr. Nariman's statements. 

Sir Ji'rederick Hopkinson.-We must take one at a time ; I 
want to take each allegation and deal with it. 

Q.-At the end of the same page 11, he says "I openly make 
a charge that there has been a serious maladministration of the 
public funds and there has been a serious wasting of r:ublic funds. 
rrhere have been instances which I would go the length of calling 
frauds and I make this charge on behalf of the public'' ...... '\\' ... e can
not deal with a general charge of that kind of serious maladmini
stration, but I take it, if he brings any definite charge, the Go"lern
ruent would be only too happy to investigate. Is that so, Mr. 
Harvey? 

A.-M1·. Harvey.-! hope so, Sir. 

Q.-On the top of page 18 he says "There are ugly rumours in 
the city and the whole of the Presidency that the higher staff of 
officers have been re<:ei,ing :secret commissions from manufacturers 
and that is the rea::;on why in this instance the department has 
incurred a loss of 3 lakhs." Do yon know of any one having recein~l.l 
::;ecret commissions l 

A.--I do not. 

·(J.--Then it is merely a statement of :Mr. Nariman repeating 
ugly rnruonrs ? I do not see how you can meet him. 

A.--Sir Lau·less Hepper.--Onr difficulty has always bet:n that 
these charges are of ~uch a general nature that it is extraordinarily 
difficult to m..:-et them. He made these charge::; in Council where he 
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is privileged and he has been repeatedly asked to produce definite 
charges on which Government or I can forr.p. some opinion and start 
some enquiry and he has also been offered by Government a judicial 
enquiry. I I e has been told in that connection that it was not 
necessary for him to produce sufficient evidence to prove what he said, 
but that all that was necessary for him to do was to indicate the 
directions in which the judicial enquiry should proceed. He has been 
told by Government that they will have an enquiry presided over by 
a judge. But he has absolutely declined to come forward and give 
any evidence before any enquiry of any sort or kind. 

Q.-It is really rather in the nature of an anonymous letter ? 
A.--It is very much the same. 

Q ... -He says, " If you go to the Surplus Depot, stores and 
plant worth 6 lakhs of rupees or more are lying undisposed of." 
·what have you to say about that ? 

A.-Mr. Har-vey-We had a good deal of surplus stores which 
was due to the curtailment of the Hou&ing Scheme, most of which 
has been disposed of now. 

Q.-Has it been disposed of wit)l heavy loss? 
A.--No Sir. We reckoned in the project estimate for the 

scheme a credit of 33! per cent. of the original cost of plant. We 
have got up~to-date for the plant disposed of about 40 per cent. 
credit. 

Q.- -So there was considerable loss? 
A.-The plant has done considerable duty. 
Q.--It is only plant ? 
...\.--Yes, it is principally plant. 

Q.--1 think he is referring to his favourite subject of surplus 
stores. Uc has indicated 6 lakhs worth of steel bars disposed of? 

A.-'- There certainly was not 6 lakhs worth of steel bars there, 
but taking the plant and the steel bars together there possibly was. 

Q.-It is largely the plant that has fulfilled its purpose that is 
disposed of ? 

A.--Yes. 
Q.--\Vas it no good keeping it ? 

· ...\.-It is no good keeping it as no further work has to be 
carried on. · 

Q.-Therefore it was a proper businesslike thing to dispose of it. 
A:-Yes. 
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Q.-It is due to the curtailment of programme ? 
A.-It was. 
Q.-Will you P.lease ~ell us, Sir Lawless, one t~ing? He .says 

that an indent was mtentwnally altered. Mr. Narunan has wntten 
a letter to ask whether we would not allow him to discuss these 
things on the ground that they did not come within the terms of 
reference. If these steel bars were not required for the Back Bay 
Reclamation we won't go into it at all? 

A.-Sir Lawless Hepper.-This is the only case in which he 
is making any definite allegation. 

Q.-It does not refer to Back Bay Scheme at all? 

A.-This is his favourite allegation. It is the one in which he 
committed himself to a definite allegation. 

Mr. B£llimoria--I£ you made a general denial that the steel 
bars had nothing whatever to do with Back Bay Reclamation it 
can serve our purpose. You can issue a memorandum and refute 
the charges he makes. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-- \Vhat were the bars required for ? 
A.--For piles for chawls. 
Q.--He is dealing with the whole of the bars. I think it would 

be irregular for us to go into the matter ? 
A.--Mr. Harvey.--He had his say the other day. 

Sir J.I. Visvcljvaraya - \Ve thought the purchases referred to 
the Back Day Scheme. It is quite true that he went into the 
matter. 

A.--Mr. Harvey.--He must have known definitely that it did 
not belong to the Back Bay Scheme. He knew that he was going 
into the Housing Scheme. 

Sir Frcder£ck Hopkinson.--Personally, I should prefer to have 
the allegations answered. 

A.--Sir Latcless Hepper.--I should revert to his oral evidence. 
The question was 1

' I only say it may have been a mistake"? He 
says, " I say it is an intentional alteration. " Then he was asked. 
"\Vhy should man make such an intentional mistake ?" His reply 
was. "In order that the manufacturers might be profitted. There 
is no ~tl~er e~planation that I could see •·. He was then asked by 
Mr. D1lhmona, "Do you sugg~:st that there was an ulterior motive?" 

.A..--" Ye~." He was then asked again by :Mr. Billimoria comioi"'' 
to the question of !nouring a particular contractor, "Do you als~ 
suggest any ultenor moth·e here? 1he witness replied in the 
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affirmative." My submission is that Mr. Nariman having been 
allowed to express these views and to make these definite charges 
before this Committee, it is only fair that the officers of the Direc
torate shonld be given an opportunity of conclusively refuting his 
statements. · 

Q.--If any one of these bars has been used in the reclamation 
work I think we can properly listen to your explanation. 

A.-Mr. Harvey.-! think some of these bars have been passed 
on to the reclamation. 

Q.-Only one will do ? 

A.-S·i1· Lawless Hepper.--You have got it in writing and 
also by Mr. Harvey. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-! want this to go on the notes so 
that I can find it in the future. 

A.-Mr. Harvey.-! have not seen that complete statement. 

Q.-Will you explain to us how this indent was altered by the 
Superintending Engineer ? . 

A.-Hir Lawless Hepper.-The 'indent was originally submitted 
by the Executive ~ngineer who .inadvertentl:y om~tted to enter .in 
it the steel bars reqmred for the piles, and th1s mistake was d1s~ 
covered in the Superintending Engineer's Office. 

Q.-He did not put them in at all ? 

A.-No. This omission was discovered and orders were given 
in consultation with the Executive Engineer that the necessary 
addition should be made to the indent. 

Q.-That is not an alteration. That is a supplementary indent. 

A.-It had been apparently intended to use 5/8'' bars. 

Q. -That did not appear in the indent. 

A.-Not in the original indent. The piles had been designed 
to be maue with 5/8" bars, but by some mistake, either of a drafts
man or a. Supervisor, 7/8'' was entered instead of 5/8". It has not 
been possible to pro-re who made the mistahe, but the Superintend
ing Engineer has always accepted responsibility for the error, 
because it was made in his office. After the bars had been ordered 
the mistake was discovered and an attempt was made to stop the 
supply, but it was too late. It was then decided to redesign the 
piles making use of 7/17J" bars instead of 5/8" and that was done, and 
the 7/8'' bars were used up without any loss to Government and with· 
out any effect on the stability of the buildings. Another point is 
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about the Surplus Stores. Tbat there was a. surplus of steel bars 
does not affect the question. The surplus was dne to the 
curtailment of the housing scheme. It was a question of tonnage. 
The original programme was to build 50,000 tenements in eight 
years commencing with a small number of chawls the first year, 
and as the organisation improved, it was proposed to increase the 
number of chawls to be put in hand annually. The steel bars were 
arranged for through the High Commissioner, because Messrs. 
Tata who make steel informed us that they were unable to supply 
as they were engaged on other works, and the indent had therefore 
to be sent Home about nine months before delivery could be effected 
in India, and when the programme was suddenly curtailed from 
50,0CO to 16,000 tenements the steel supply for that particular year 
had just arrived and it was inevitable that there should be a surplus. 
But it was not due in any way to the alteration of 5/8" to 7/8''. 
That matter did not affect the surplus at all and there was no loss 
whatever to Government on account of the cha.nge of size. 

Q.---1 suppose the reduction in the number of chawls is due to 
circumstances. 

A.--It was due to the fact that as these chawls were completed 
and placed on the market it became evident that there was less 
demand for the tenements than had been expected. The Govern· 
ment decided that having in view that the population had probably 
decreased owing to trade depression, the programme should be 
stopped at 16,000. 

Q.--Is there any difficulty in altering the design of the piles 
in order that the 7/8" may be used ? . 

A.--I should like Mr. Harvey to deal with it in detail. 
Q.--Is Mr. Harvey an Engineer ? · 
A.--Mr. Han,-ey.-I am the Superintending Engineer against 

whom these allegations have been brought. 

Q.--Is there any difficulty in altering the design of the pile~ 
without increasing the tot&l weight of the steel per cubic foot ? 

A.---Not only were the piles altered but the columns and com· 
pression bars of beams and so on. I consider not. 

Q.--lt is, in fact, the ordinary common sense thing to do ? 

A.--How we could do we did it in the best way as far as steei 
was concerned. \Ye reduced the cement by 10 per cent. It reduces 
the strength of the concrete to a certain extent but that was com· 
pensated for by the extra strength of steel. 

Q.--The net result was thl::l.t the total co;:;t of the Government 
was no wore. 
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A.--If you work on that basis, no. 

Mr. Billinwria--The allegation made by Mr. Nariman is that 
the figure 5/8" was altered to 7 /8". That is, in the reply yon say it 
was a mistake. 

A.--An addition was made. I have got the :figure. The 
original document is here. 

Q.--That does not mean an alteration. 
A.--There was no alteration. It was an addition. 

Sir M. Visves'l:araya.-The Exec}ltive Engineer has got that 
here. 

A.- The Executive Engineer forgot the bars for piles and I 
talked to him about the ordering of these bars and he said that he 
had forgotten all about it. I asked him then to work out the number 
of bars required and to let me know, as the indent had got to go to 
the Secretary of State This figure was 80,000 altogetb,er. This 
was divided into two : one for the local indent for steel that was to 
be supplied immediately and the other, 50,000 bars, was included in 
the indent of the Secretary of State. 

Sir Frede1·ick HopX:-inson.- Shortly, now, if the indent can be 
shown not to have been altered, then Mr. N ariman's allegation 
is false. 

A.- It is absolutely false. 
Q.--He can see that indent at any time he likes. 
A.-Yes. 
Q.--You agree with me, that a man who never makes any mis

take never makes any thing ? 
A --I agree. 
Q --I am bound to say that Mr. Nariman is sanctimonious. He 

says, 1
' I can place before the committee all the materials that I 

have been able to collect not with a view or desire to cast any asper
sion against any individuals of the department but primarily to en· 
able an independent investigation to find out the truth ". Would 
you take that as accurate ? 

A.--S.ir Lawless Hepper.--His great desire is to damn the 
Government 

Q -Not to ascertain the truth? 
A. -I don't think he cared whatever whether it was the truth 

or not. 
Q.--Then he goes on somewhere to say abo~ut the officers having 

feft the service. 



A.--May I before fir;ishiJ?-g this ~uest~on of steel bars reler to 
the answers to his questions m Council which I have attached to my 
statement, because it seems to be rather important to show that he 
was given very clearly the whole story about the steel bars ? In 
spite of that he makes these allegations again. I have attached 
copies of questions and answers to my statement. He knew per· 
fectly well what the facts were. 

Q.--1 want every word of this. 

A.--l.Ir. Harvey.-- Before this question is finished may I make 
a request? Well, Sir, you have had the allegations that Mr. Nari
man has made against me. You have the statement of fact in front 
of you of what has actually happened and you can judge best as to 
whether he was justified in making these allegations cr not. My 
legal advisers state that these allegations are malicious and as such 
are calculated to damage my career. I must therefore take a very 
serious view of the case and I request that I may be permitted by 
the members of this Committee subject to the sanction of the Local 
Government to prosecute Mr. Nariman for defamation. 

lllr. 1Jillirnor£a.--It is beyond the scope of this Committee. 
'Ihat is a domestic affair between you and Mr. Nariman. This Com
mittee cannot give you any directions. 

A.--I may take it that he is not protected in any way by the 
Committee. . 

Sir J?redvr·ick Hopkin~;ou.-- \Ye have nothing to do with it. If 
you wish to prosecute Mr. N ariman you can by any means do it. 

Sir Lau·less Hepper.--! was not sure whether what he said was 
prh·ileged or protected. In his oral evidence which was reported 
in the press, ~lr. Nariman appears to have gone further than in his 
written statement. He is reported to haYe stated--

(a) that the alteration from .5/'b'' to 7/8" was ll.iade inten
tionally by the Superintending Engineer -in o1der that the 
manufacturers might be benefitted. 

(b) in regard to the fayouring of a particular contractor 
there was an ulterior motive. 

(c) resulting in a loss of 2,50,000. _ _ 
I submit for the consideration of the Committee that in view of the 
e;Xplanation already ~i~en to Mr. Narima~ ~n Council theEe allega
hons are tlt:~rly mah<:Iuns and that no prrnlege or rrotection should 
be accorded m respect of t heiil. · · · ---

Sir Fn:dt1 ick Ilopl in sou.--l"nfortunatt-ly our Cbair~;~n- -i; ~~t 
here. lie saiJ the other day that anything ginn hue was protect-

. . . - - - . . . ~ . 



ed unless it is malicious, in which case there was no protection here 
for malicious or defamatory statements. 

. Q.--In the middle of page 17 he says, "it is now nearly two 
years since that resolution was passed when these allegations were 
made and most of the Officer::; concemed have left the Service. " 
What Officers have left the Service ? 

A.--We had a separate Superintending Engineer in charge of 
the suburban schemes. 

Q.--Of Back Bay. 

A.--·Mr. Ha'rvey.--One officer has left. Mr. Billingon who was 
in charge of the construction of the sea-wall at Colaba. Most of his 
previous allegations were in connection with the Housing Scheme 
and it is not the officers who left the service of the Department 
within the past 2 years that were responsible but the officers who 
left immediately before he made those allegations that were respon
sible for them, to my mind, some of them. 

--x--
Sir F~rederick Hopkinson.--Can you tell us the number of 

wagons so that we should know if there is any substance in the 
complaint ? Can you give me any idea ? 

(Elgee) A.--'rhere were not more than 200 trucks. 

Q.--Therefore the total cost was about Rs. 2,000 ? 

A.-Yes, about that. 

Q.-N ow the rate is Rs. 2/8 per truck. Can you tell us why it 
has come down to this figure? 

A.--Because the work has now become steady. 

Q.-It is altered in character ? 

A.--It is altered in character. At that time the work was con
fined to small area and with a long lead. When we had to ntilise 
more moorum filling we decided to Qall for further tender::;. These 
were tendered by 4 QOmpanies and the tender which was accepted 
was at the rate of annas 2 per ton with a lead of 100 feet, Re. 0/'2/3 
per ton with a lead of 200 feet and Rs. 0/2/6 a ton with a lead of 
300 feet. That is about Rs. 2/8 a wagon taking 100 feet lead. 

Mr. Billimoria.--Did you invite any tenders when you gave a 
rate of Rs. 10 ? 

· A.--Not at that time because there was not sufficient work and 
it did not keep the contractor employed during the ~bole time. I 
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can put in a letter from the Deputy Chief Engineer explaining the 
reason why the contracts were given on that rate. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.--As I understand what you say is 
that the rate of Rs. 6 was paid for small and intermittent supply 
of material? 

A.--That is so. 
Q.--When you got a regular, steady and larger output you 

arranged it at Bs. 2-8-0. 
A.--Yes. 
Q.- -From my experience, Mr. Elgee, I think I am justified in 

saying that nobody is going to make a big profit out of unloading 
moorum at Bs. 2-8-0 per truck ? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-It seems to me a very low price? 

A.--It is. I have got the total amount at least that was paid 
to I3alkishan Seth on the contract for unlo'!.tding at Bs. 10 per 
wagon. The total amount paid at that rate was Rs. 3,080. 

Q.-What year was that ? 

A.--It was in March 1924. 

Sir llf. Visvesvaraya.--Can you tell me how much money was 
paid to that contractor dnring the whole period he was working 
here? 

A.--It was 9 lakhs. 
Sir Frederick Hop~inson.-1£ he did that. work at 2/8 per truck 

I am quite satisfied that be did not make an unreasonable profit 
out of it? 

A.--The contract was not confined to that, he bad other con· 
tracts also. 

Mr. Billimoria.-- 'Yhat time elapsed between 10 and 6. What 
year it was charged Rs. 10 and wha.t year Rs. 6 and what year 
Us. 2/8? The allegation made is that a very substantial profit was 
made by the contractor because you allowed him very high rates. 
Have you got anything to repudiate that allegation by any state
ment? 

Sir Ft edericlc Hopkinson.-- What Mr. Billimoria means is how 
mnch work he did for Rs. 10 and for Rs. 6 as compared with 
.lis. '2/S. If the information i~ not ready you can send that? 

A.--He did nothing at the rate of Rs. 2/8. 

Q.--His tender was not accepted ; was it higher than othe.rsr 
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A.--There were 3 tenders at the rate. 

Q.--Which of these did you accept? No. 3 seems to be the 
lowest. 

A.--It was not the lowest. When Balkrishna Seth's tender 
was received, the p~tpers were sent to Government. 

Q. -The tender accepted then was actually higher than No. 3 
and the note you give is this ? "Recommended for acceptance. 
Here is a contractor who is at present doing the work and has the 
necessary labour on the spot"? 

A.--Yes. 

Q.-"{N as it brought to yonr notice that he had served long 
terms of imprisonment ? 

A.-I was absolutely unware of that. I think he came with 
very good recommendation to Mr. Lewis as a contractor and I have 
submitted copies of the original recommendations. rrhey are at
tached to the statement. It was 12 years ago that Mr. Balkrishna 
was convicted in the Punjab of fraud and sentenced to years' impri
sonment. But in the meantime he seems to have done a great deal 
to rehabilitate himself and lead an honest life and he came to us 
with very good certificates, one of which was from the Agent, 
Eastern Bengal Railway, a man, whom I have known 30 years, and 
who would never give any man a certificate unless he knew that man 
well and thought him suitable for employment. 

Q.-Can you imagine, Sir Lawless, a right thinking man mak
ing such statements ·to the public abont a man who has been con
victed 12 years before but has done a great deal of rehabilitating 
himself. Uoes not it seem to be a particularly mean and spiteful 
remark? 

A.-It seems to be a very spHefnl and mean remark but Mr. 
N ariman is not a right thinking man. 

Then the Honourable l\fr. Cawasji Jehangir requests the 
Committee to give its opinion whether prosecution should be 
launched against l\fr. N ariman in the evidence narrated herewith :-

A.--Mr. Nariman had a chance to appear before you and he 
made those allegations. The officers of the Department also appear
ed before you this morning and showed yon all the facts, what was 
the result of that, I do not know because I was not present. What 
do you think Go"Vernment ought to do. 

Q.-·1 am stating it as my personal opinion. These charges 
ought to be proved in some legal way ? 
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A.--One or two of the.,;e eharges \.utve been examined by me 
personally when they were made not so openly as they have been 
made now and I found them to be groundless. In one case I had 
to give a reply in Council to ,.1 r. N ariman and he was not satisfied 
with that reply and has repeated them here. I hear that the officers 
have demanded that they should be allowed to prosecute him. I 
wonld like an expression of an opinion whether they should get 
the sanction of the Government if ever they apply? \Yhat is· the 
reply of the Committee ? 

l1fr. Bill£moTia.--Tbe reply we give is that as a Committee we 
have no powers to give any permission to anybody but that any 
officer concerned is at librrty to take any action he chooses. 

A.-That is your opinion, I want the opinion of the Chairman. 

l1fr. Billimoria.--1 think it \Vas my suggestion and the Com· 
tuittee aecepted it. • 

Sir Fredericlt· Hopkinson.-- My opinion is that they ought to 
be proved or disproved by Government in a court of law. I 
believe Government have gone into them and found them to be 
untrue? 

A.-All those that I have examined, I found to be untrue. 

Q.--A large number of allegations seem to be untrue but what 
about the remainder ? They seem to be personal allegations of 
corruption and M such can only be dealt with in a court of law ? 

A.-- We will take down ''hate,er opinion you may give us. 
Yon beard the officers yourself and you heard the allegations. I 
have only read the written statement but one of the charges that 
:Mr. N ariman has rppeated was investigated and proved to be untrue. 
I belie'\"e all the other charges will pro'\"e to be untrue. 

071 at'nnan.--So far the Committee is concerned, it is not our 
bnsiness·. We may make a recommendation after the whole enquiry 
is O'\"er. 

A.--I want to know what I am to take down. 

Q.--If you wish to note down the opinion of Sir Frederick 
Hopkinson, you may do so. 

Sir Frederick lioj·l.iii80n.-\Ye have had no time to discuss these 
but it is my personal opinion that Mr. Nariman should be made 
either to prove or ha'\"e these charges disproved. 

A.-The oftlcers haYe disproved some of the charges. It is 
<·!ear that when <'harges are. made. agaiust officers, it is the duty of 
(JOYernment to haYe them lllH'Stigated. These charges have been 
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made before the Committee in the course of their inquiry. You will 
oblige us by expressing your opinion. Some charges have been made 
on which Mr. N ariman was not examined by you because they related 
to other parts of development, I find that these charges have been 
printed. in newspapers; the whole of Mr. Nariman's statement ap
peared m the press. I want to know from you authoritatively just 
now whether you are going to allow the officers of Government to 
repudiate those charges. 

Chairman.-It does not concern us. 

Honou,rable lt:f1·. Gowasji Jehangir.-They have appeared in the 
press through the instrumentality of thi~ Committee and the officers 
of Government have not been given an opportunity to repudiate 
them. You refuse to do so ? 

Chairman.-We have not refused them the opportunity of repu
diating those charges but we have to attend to our own work. 
We have not asked a single question so far as those charges are con
cerned which do not come under our terms of reference. 

Honourable Mr. Oowasji Jehangir.-Then in your report you 
will delete all those charges which have been made against ·officers 
of Government which do not concerx;t you. 

Ohairman.-That is so. 
Honottrable Mr. Oowasji Jehangir.-And you have definitely 

refused the officers of Government to hear them on those points. 

Chairman.-Yes, and also Mr. Nariman. 

Hono~trabte Mr. Oowasji Jehangir.-Except on one point on 
which you have also heard the officers. 

Chairman.-Yes. 

Honourable Mr. Oowasji Jehangir.-You desire, Sir Frederick 
Hopkinson that Government should proceed further in this matter. 
You say tb'at, after the very full investigation that you have had of 
all these points before you this morning, Government should further 
investigate them. 

Sir F1·ederick Hopkinson.-! think they should proceed against 
the maker if the Government are satisfied that they are untrue. 

Honou1·able Mr. Uowasji J ehangir.--We are satisfied that 
those points are untrue and I am satisfied that the points that I 
have investigated up to now are untrue. Then I take it that you 
express an opinion that Government should allow the officers sanc
tion to prosecute Mr. Nariman. 

Chairman.-That is the opinion of one Memb~r: 
' \ 
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Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jelwngir.--1 want the opinion of the 
Committee. 

Chairman.-\Ve cannot give an opinion on that point but we 
leave the question open for Government and the officials concerned 
to do whatever they like. 

Honourable JJ!r. Cowasji Jehangir.-Then Mr. Nariman had no 
privilege to make those allegations, he was not a privileged party in 
making defamatory statements. 

Chairman.-! believe it is a purely legal matter. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-But that privilege does not cover 
malicious statements. There is a difference between defamatory 
and malicious. 

Honourable Mr. Cowas;'i Jehangir.-Then I want your opinion. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-I am of opinion that if these state--
ments were defamatory, Mr. Nariman should be prosecuted. : 

Mr. Billimoria.-It is open to any officer concerned to take any 
action he chooses against Mr. N ariman. We are not a judicial court 
and therefore we do not want to express an opinion on the legal 
points. That is my opinion. - . 

Chairman.-It will be done by the Committee as a whole-later. 
I express no opinion except that I say we are not concerned. -

Honourable Mr. Cowasji Jehangir.--I ask this because if an 
officer desires to proceed against Mr. N ariman, he has to get the 
sanction of the Government of Bombay and I want your opinion 
since you have been appointed by the Government of India. ~hat 
is of course if a contingency arises. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.--Were the annual reports made by 
the Development Directorate the only means of communication 
with the public ? 

A.--There are other method3 of communication, by press com· 
muniques, by press notes through the Directorate of Information. 

Q.-\\"ere those used to communicate the progress of the Back 
Day Reclamation? _ 

A.--No, I do not think so. 

Q.--So that I may take it that the annual report was the only 
means for communicating the results ? · 

A.--No, also the Legislative Council through questions and 
answers and discussions. 

()a 
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PROSEeUTION 
2\pplication from Mr. T. Harvey, Superin• 

tending Engineer, Housing Suburban 
eircle, for permission to prosecute Mr. 
K. F. Nariman, 8. 1\., LL. 8., for 
defamation. 

GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY. 

Development Department. 
Resolution No. S. B. 1726. 

BoMBAY CASTLE, 29th October 1926. 
Letter from the Superintending Engineer, Housing and 

Suburban Circle, No. 5370 dated the 25th August 1926-requesting 
that, in the chcumstances stated, sanction to the immediate Prose
cution of Mr. K. F. Nariman, B. A., LL. B., criminally for the 
Defamation may be accorded, and that he m,ay be granted all the 
privileges in the matter of Legal advice, etc., which under the rules 
are permitted to Government Servants; and adding at a later date 
he will request further permission to institute further proqeedings to 
claim damages in a civil action. 

Letter to the Government of· India, Department of Industries 
and Labour (Public Works Branch), No. S. B. 1537- dated the 18th 
September 1926:-

" I am directed to forward herewith the copies of papers noted 
in the margin •, and to state that, as the allegations 

*1. Proof copy of the written state- REGARDING the pur-
ment and oral evidence of Mr. K. F. chase of Mild Steel bars 
Nariman before the committee of contained in Mr. Nariman's 
Enquiry on the Back Bay Recla- evidence both written and 
mation Scheme appointed by the oral and marked . by a 
Government of India in their marginal line in ink are de
Industries and Labour Department £amatory and levelled 
Resolution No. Mis. 81, dated the against Mr. T. Harvey 
29th July 1926. Superintending Engineer, 

Housing and Suburban 
Circle of the Development . 
Directorate and as they are 
calculated to damage his 
future career, Mr. l:iarvey 
has applied to this Govern· 
ment for sanction to prose· 
cute Mr. Nariman crimi· 
nally for defamation. This 
application was referred to 

2. Copies of the Oral evidence as 
reported by the Times of India, 
the Bombay Chronicle, and the 
Indian Daily Mail in their issues 
of 22nd and 23rd August 1926. 

3. Written statement of Mr. T. 
Harvey and Proof copy of his 
e\"ideuce on the 24th August H126 
as corrected by him. 
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4. !.Jetter from hlr. T. Harvey, 
Superintending Engineer, Housing 
and Suburban Circle No. 5370, 
dated the 2nd September 1926. 

the Law Officers of this 
Go"t"ernment, who are of 
opinion that Mr. Nariman's 
written statement com
bined with his oral e'\'idence 
about the purchase of mild 
steel bars will sustain a 

· charge of defamation. If 
the statement referred to 

6. Opinion of the Advocate General had been made in any other 
No. 42 dated the lst SeptembE>r place, the Government of 
1926. Bombay would have, with· 

out hesitation, been prepared to sanction the prosecution, which is 

5. Letter from Solicitor to Govern
ment No. 1972, dated the 2nd 
September 19:26. 

within their power; but since the statements were made before a 
committee appointed by the GoYernment of India, the Government 
of Bombay are prepared to abide by the decision of that GoYernment. 

11 2. I am to add that in 1925 this Government offered 
Mr. N ariman in connection with similar statements made by him in 
the Local Legislative Council a judicial enquiry presided over by a 
judge in order to enable him to make good his charges but Mr. 
Nariman failed to avail himself of the offer. He has nevertheless 
repeated the same statement, before the committee, and, now that an 
opportunity has arisen of compelling Mr. N ariman to produce the 
evidence of his allegations, the Governor in Council is requested 
that it should not be missed. The members of the Committee who 
also interested in this question, did not come to an unanimous con· 
elusion. 'Vhile Sir Frederick Hopkinson expressed a definite 
opinion that Ur. Harvey should be given an opportunity of dis· 
proving the charges in a court of law, Mr. S. B. Billimoria. thought 
Ur. Harvey should be free to do what he pleased. The Chairman 
Sir M. Vishvesvaraya. did not desire to express an opinion one way 
or the other. The committee evidently believed that it was not in
cumbent upon them to investigate the charges. If the committee 
had been prepared after mature consideration, to express an authori· 
tative opinion the complexion of the whole question would have 
been different. As the case stands, allegations have been made and 
they have been refuted, but there is no one to express an authori· 
tative opinion except the Bombay Government. That Government 
has a.lrea.dy fully explained the facts in answer to a question in the 
Local Legislative Council, but that explanation has not prevented 
Mr. Nariman from repeating his allegations. In the opinion of the 
Governor in Council, it would be unfair to Mr. Harvey to refuse to 
giYe him the sanction asked for by him and thus enable him to haYe 
these allegations proved or dispro"t"ed in a. court of law. The 
officers of the Directorate have for years been subjected to :Mr. 
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Nariman's undeserved attacks and have shown exemplary patience in 
the face of them. 

"3. In the circumstances, I am directed to say that the 
Governor in Council very strongly recommends that a prosecution 
should take place. I am to request that an answer to this letter 
may be sent by telegram as soon as possible since, as at present 
arranged, Mr. Harvey is to proceed on leave on the 13th October 
1926. The papers accompanying this letter may be returned with 
your reply". 

. Telegram from the Government of India. Department of 
Industries and Labour. (Public Works Branch), No. Mis. 81, dated 
the 11th October 1926,-returning the papers. 

·RmsoLUTION.-The sanction, asked for by the Superintending 
Engineer, Housing and Suburban Circle, to institute a criminal 
prosecfution against Mr. K. F. ~ariman, B. A.,·LL. B.; for defama
tion for certain statements made by him before the Back·Bay 
Enquiry Committee, is accorded. The proceedinga should be insti· 
tuted at the cost of Government but if the complaint is dismissed 
due to Mr. Nariman proving his allegations, the cost should be 
borne by Mr. Harvey. 

2. The Solicitor to Government should be requested to take 
the necessary step3 to institute the proceedings in consultation with 
Mr. Harvey. 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

Secretary to Government. 

----
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Mn. NARIMAN'S CHALLENGE. 

NOT AFRAID OF PROSECUTION. 
--:o:---

ALWAYS PnErAnED To Do Hn DuTY. 
--o--

Mr. K. F. Nariman, M. L. C. was interviewed by a representa· 
tive of the " Chronicle" on 26-8-1926. Asked what his impressions. 
about the Back Bay Committee were, he said :- . 

"When the personnel and t~rms of reference of Committee were 
first announced I had expressed my disappointment at both and 
had apprehended that an effort would be made to white-wash the 
whole affair. Particularly the attitude of one member Sir Frederick 
Hopkinson has fully justified and realised these apprehensions; he 
makes no secret of the role he has assumed. The public impression 
is that he is more an advocate for the Development Department 
and the Government than an impartial judge making an effort to 
find out the truth. Particularly the pantomime ~how that wa:3, 
enacted on the last day between f::lir Lawless Hepper and the officiab 
and Sir Frederick Hopkinson had reduced the Committee's proceed· 
ings to a farce. As if by a happy family arrangement such questions 
were put to which the ready and willing witnesses had only to nod 
and assent. As opposed to that contrast his attitude and behaviour 
towards the non-official witnesses ; to many of them he was 
unusually curt and e\en impertinent, at times he tried to bully~ 
Like Baron Lloyd he too was trying to boss over the whole show 
here, particularly on the last day, in his keen desire to defend the 
Department and the officials~; he evidently forgot his responsibl~ 
position and even indulged in personal abuses and insult that would 
ill become the position of a judge. In)ulting personal remarks about 
me that he dared not ha'e uttered in my presence for fear of receiv
ing a prompt and biting retort, he indulged in safely, in my absence 
and behind my back ; thus it is not I but he who has abused his 
privilege as a member of the Committee . 

. It is rather unfortunate that the other two gentlemen represent .. 
ing public point of view were not strong and powerful enough to 
curb his O\erbearing autocracy, though the courtesy and patience 
displayed by them stands in redeeming contrast with the attitude 
of their colleague." -

UNSATISFACTORY PROCEDURE. 
Heferring to the procedure adopted by the Commit-tee, :Mr. 

N ariman said :-
"The procedure. adopt-~d by the Ccm!nittee seems to me to be 

~a_tisudury.and .~trau.r.din.ary.. 'I.hc Cvllll.Uitt~o--i&- al-'pv.Wtcd.tu 
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de~ide for itself independently on questions coming within the terms 
of 1ts reference. One of the questions, is the manner in which the 
Department was conducted and in this category are included all the 
allegations made against it. It is undoubtedly one of the functions 
and duties of the Committee to go into the matter independently 
and decide for itself after hearing all the evidence on the subject. 
But the Committee has abruptly closed the proceedings after hear
ing allegations on one side and denial on the other, without giving 
an opportunity to other witnesses to have their say and seems to 
have adopted the strange procedure of referring the subject-matter 
of these allegations again to the Government and the Head of the 
Department for further investigation and action, in spite of the 
fact that Mr. Cowasji J ehangir on behalf of the Government declar
ed that the Government, even before the investigations had started, 
had already come to the conclusion that these allegations were 
groundless and, therefore, did not propose to take any action. That 
was the result of an exparte Purdah departmental enquiry. Hence 
so far as the public is concerned it is just where it was two years ago 
when the Government refused to accept the resolution of the Conn
oil to start an independent investigation. If the statement were 
vague Sir Frederick Hopkinson's "sense of justice" was offended 
and he refused to take notice of them on account of their vagueness. 
He called for specific instances and when specific instances were 
given and a demand made to find out the truth on the basis of these 
specific allegations, a threat of a criminal prosecution wa::~ held out 
in the hope that the critic might be scared away by such a threat 
and the department concerned might again be allowed to repose in 
peace. A dozen prosecutions or half a dozen Hopkinsons will not 
deter me from discharging my public duty as the humble representa
tive of the rate-payers. 'fbe bungle has taken place in the consti
tuency that I have the honour to represent and in spite of Hopkin
sons, Heppers and Harveys, every effort would be made to bring the 
truth to light regardless of the consequences either to myself or to 
anybody else. The Government cannot gloss over the whole thin.g 
by permitting their agents to indulge in vile calumny against the1r 
critics. It is not Sir Frederick Hopkinson that is to be satisfie~ or 
whose biassed opinion is worth anything, but it is the pubho of 
Bombay, whose money bas been so ruthlessly and callously squander
ed and who are the real sufferers, that is to be satisfied and 
placated ... 

NOT MALICIOUS. 
Referring to his allegations which were described as ''malicious,'' 

Mr. Nariman said that he did not know the officials concerned 
personally and hence there could be no malice on his part. ~11 that 
he had said was in the public interest. As regards the mild ste~l 
bars, Mr. Nari.man drew attention to the admission made by Su 
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Lawless Hepper regarding "the inadvertance of the Executive 
Engineer omitting to enter into the Indent Steel bars," and to 
his statement that " by some mistake ~ither of the draftsman or t~e 
Superintendent 7 /Sths were entered m place of 5/8ths and that 1t 
is not possible to say who made that mistake." 

:Mr. Nariman said:--" \Vhat a confession of inefficiency and 
neglect of the Department! Further it is admitted that superflu· 
ous bars of large value did arrive and a second indent had to be sent 
with proper specifications." 

With regard to tenders, Mr. N ariman referred to the admission 
of Sir Lawless Hepper. "It will be seen that it is correct that 
when work was first started at Colaba certain work orders were 
given without tenders." Mr. Nariman added:-" Mr. Elgee further 
admits that the rates paid to Balkisonseth was first Rs. 10 per truck 
which were subsequently rednced to Rs. 2! per truck thus making a 
difference of nearly 300 per cent. in the rate, for the same work in 
the course of two or three years, during which period the conditions 
and price of labour practically remained the same, and further it is 
admitted that the total amount of work done by him is nearly 9! 
lakhs. These figures with regard to rate and the total amount are 
almost the same as given in my statement. But what is more 
important is that this gentleman, as alleged by me, is now removed 
from the list of contractors though they are silent as regards the 
causes of his removal, and the important circumstance of other 
contractors coming to the Council Hall and making a complaint to 
Mr. Cowasji Jehangir in connection with this matter and the sub· 
sequent enquiry started by this gentleman are passed over and 
Mr. Thomas was not produced before the Committee at all." 

Mr. Nariman added: as regards the third specific allegation 
regarding Kandivli quarry contract, in respect of which he had also 
submitted a supplementary written statement : " That subject is 
not referred to at all either in the written statement or oral testi· 
mony of any of these officers. The Department evidently thought 
that it was safest to leave it alone and by a lucky ''coincidence" it 
also escaped the vigilant eye3 of Sir Frederick Hopkinson, although 
no circumstance in favour of the Department escaped his attention." 

Mr. Nariman summed up his impressions by saying:-. 
"In spite of my disagreement with Sir Fre~erick on various 

points, I am inclined to agree with his view, when he suaaested to 
several witnesses that their testimony was waste of p;blio time. 
Not onl.y the testim.ony o~ individ.ual witness~s bu~ to my mind the 
whole fiasco of th1s wh1te-washmg Committee 13 both waste of 
public time and further waste of public funds, merely throwing 
away good money after bad ... 

6-8-26 
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IN THE ESPLANADE POLICE COURT. 

Case No. 252/N of 1926. 

Thomas Harvey ... 

Khurshed Framji N ariman ... 
vs 

• .. Complainant 

... Accused. 
The information of Thomas Har"! 

vey Esquire, made on oath before 
His Worship the ehief Presidency 
Magistrate at the Esplanade 
Police eourt, Bombay, 

eharge under Section 500 of the 
Indian Venal eode. 

1. The complainant was at all times material to this complaint 
Superintending Engineer No 1 Housing and Materials Division of 
the Development Directorate, Government of Bombay. Mr. Khur
shed Framji N ariman is a pleader and he was at such times a mem
ber of the Legislative Council of the Government of Bombay and 
also of the Municipal Corporation. He is hereafter referred to as 
Mr. Nariman. 

2. On the 21st August 1926 Mr. Nariman gave evidence before 
the Back Bay Enquiry Committee which was sitting at the Secreta
riat Bombay under the Chairmanship of Sir M. Vishweswaraya. Mr. 
N ariman had already submitted a written statement which was 
read on the day in question. The following are extracts from the 
Written Statement wherein Mr. Nariman referred to statements 
made by him in the Council when dealing with what he charged as 
11a serious maladministration of Public Fund." In his written 
statement he quoted the following extract from his speech in 
Council: 

"I may tell the Government quite frankly and openly that 
there are ugly rumours in the City and the whole of the 
Presidency that higher staff and officers have been 
receiving secret commissions from manufacturers and 
this is the reason why in this instance the department 
has incurred a loss of Rs. 3 lakhs". · 

The complainant was one of "the higher staff" and says that 
this statement of Mr. Narinian suggests that he among other officers 
in his grade were receiving secret commissions. 

3. Mr. Nariman then proceeds to make the following statement:~ 
"In one instance, an Executive Engineer bad prepared an 

indent to be forwarded to manufacturers at Home for 
a large quantity of mild steel bars for concrete piles 
for the reclamation work and the size mentioned in the 
original indent by the Executive -Engineer was 5/8". 
This figure was subsequently altered after the indent 



l{ )) LL YD. 
Sir Lawle . l [epper, 

D evelopment Director. 



Mr T. Harvey. 
Superintendin,:) Engineei·, H ')Using & Suhurbau Circle, 

B. D. D. 
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was prepared but before it was despatched by the Sup
erintending Engineer into 7/8". rrhe quantity required 
was about 1200 tons, costing nearly 3 lakhs of rupees. 
The indent thus altered was sent by the Superintending 
Engineer to the Home firm and the bars arrived of the 
size and dimensions of 7 /0" which were not required for 
the works. They were deposited in :M atunga Surplus 
Depot and a fresh indent had to be sent with correct 
specifications and fresh consignment arrived, and the 
amount of nearly Rs. 3 lakhs of the first consignment was 
purely wasted. When a question was raised about this in 
Council, in the course of debate the Development Direc
tor admitted it but stated that the said alteration was 
dne to a trifling error. No effort was made to explain 
how such "trifling error'' could have occurred, particu
larly when the indent was originally correctly pre
pared by one Engineer and deliberately altered by the 
superior and no explanation was forthcoming. (Vide 
Council Report dated 24th October 1924, page 861). 

''Further in order to pacify the Council and to show that 
this trifling error had not cost any loss, the Director 
stated that there was no loss to Government and he 
gave the Council to understand that they were utilised 
in some other works and had caused actually a saving. 
As I knew that the3e bars which were recently indented 
were still lying in :Matunga Depot, I caused enquiries 
to be made some mouths after the statement was made 
and sent an intending purchaser to make enquiries 
from the :Matunga Depot, as the result of which the 
Executive Engineer, Housing District wrote back 
offering these and other steel bars for sale and inviting 
the purchaser to the Depot to haYe an inspection of 
the same. At the same time, the Stores Department 
also supplied the said purchaser with a. list of the bars 
available for sale and in which list were also included 
~orne bars in question of 7/8''. This letter of the execu .. 
tive Engineer inviting the purchaser for an inspection 
is dated Matunga, 26th January 1925. Further com
ruents un such an attitude are needless and I leave it 
to the Comruittee to draw its own conclusion." · 

The complainant is the Superintending Engineer referred to in 
the above statement and hlr. N ariman referred to him by his name 
in his written stRtement as follows:-''lt i~ stated that Mr. Harvey 
the Superintending Engineer was formerly gettincr only about 
Rs. fXXJ/- in Delhi." o 

X 
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The following questions were put to Mr. Nariman by the Com-
mittee during the enquiry:- · 

" Q. And you are not in a position to give the name of that 
gentleman? 

" A. I have mentioned the name of the Superintending 
. Engineer. 

'' Q. Was be alone or several others were associated with him 
or any particular party? 

" A. Well that is very easy for the Committee to :find out... 
4. The effect of this part of the written statement made before 

the Committee is that an Executive Engineer, (Mr. Abdul Hamid) 
bad prepared an indent for mild steel bars for concrete piles mention
ing the size required as 5/8" and this size was deliberately altered by 
the complainant who sent the Indent thus altered to a Home :firm 
(name not given) in order solely to benefit that :firm although mild 

· steel bars of 7 /8" dimensions were not required. 
5. Mr. N ariman also refers in his written statement to a ques

tion asked by him in the Council on the 24th October 1924. A copy 
of the question and answer is hereto annexed and marked 11 A". In 
the reply given to Mr. N ariman's qu~stion he was informed officially 
in the C~mncil that the Executive Engineer, (as is the fact) had 
omitted from his indent the steel bars necessary for making piles. 
The :first statement therefore made by Mr. N ar1man that the Com4 

plainant had deliberately altered an indent is untrue and was untrue 
to the knowledge of Mr. Nariman at the time that he wrote the 
words complained in para 3 above. Mr. N ariman also knew that 
the addition was made by complainant's Supervisor and not by the 
Complainant although as the head of the office he had to accept 
responsibility. As the true facts are, that a consolidated statement 
dated 5th August 1922 was sent to the Superintending Engineer 
No. IV project, who was the officer whose duty it was to indent for 
the storage required. A letter was thereafter addressed to that 
officer dated the 8th August 1922 a copy of which is hereto annexed 
and marked Ex "B" showing the additional number of steel bars 
which were required for foundation of piles of the Worli Chawls. 

6. Later in his said written statement (Vide line 24 · of pages 
B89 of the proceedings) in referring to quantities of superfluous stores 
having been ordered out which were not required, Mr. Nariman adds 
''coupled with that we have one instance where an Indent is altered 
by a Superintending Engineer" (meaning the complainant.) 

7. The subject of the enquiry before the Committee was · the 
Back Bay Reclamation Scheme and Mr. N ariman in order to defame 
the Complainant incorporated in his written statement matters which 
related to the Housing and Materials Division of which the Com· 
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plaina.nt was the Superintending Engineer in spite of the fact that 
from the reply given to him in the Council by The Hon'ble Mr. 
Cowasji Jehangir, be must have known that those materials or stores 
were purchased for the chaw Is at Worli. The complainant had 
nothing to do at that time with the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. 

8. Mr. Nariman on being questioned by the Committee repeat
ed the defamatory imputations against the Complainant in the 
course of his oral evidence. The complainant craves leave to refer 
to the whole record but hereto annexed and marked Ex ·'U" is an 
extract from this oral evidence, in which Mr. N ariman again states 
that there was an alteration from 5/8'' to 7 /8" made deliberately by the 
Complainant that it was not a mistake but that it was an inten
tional alteration in order that certain manufacturers might make 
some 11earning" out of the order and when it was suggested to Mr. 
Nariman by a member of the Committee that it might have been a. 
mistake he refused to accept this suggestion and said that the alter
ation was made by the Complainant with ''an ulterior motive" and 
that he had mentioned the Complainant's name. 

9. The complainant says that the imputations referred to 
above made against him by Mr. Nariman are false. 

10. In these circumstances the complainant states that Mr. 
N ariman in the month of August 1£126 at Bombay defamed him by 
making and publishing in his written statement and oral evidence 
the imputations hereinbefore set forth concerning him intending to 
harm or knowing or having reason to believe that such imputations 
would harm the Complainant's reputation and prays that process 
may be issued against Mr. N ariman and he may be dealt with 
according to law. 

Drawn by, 
.Messrs. Little & Co. 

Solicitors 
and settled by 

8. G. Velinkar Esqr., 
Barrister~at-law. 

Taken on oath this } 
Day of December 19:26. 

Before me. 
Intd. S. S. R. 
Chief Presidency Magistrate. 
Bombay. 
Notice. 
Intd. S. S. R. 

4-I2-2o. 

Witnesses, 
Mr. Chunilal K. Moree 
, Abdul Hamid 
, P. V. Palnitkar 

Sd. THOMAS HARVEY. 
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Ex. "R" 
Question No. 14 put by !'Jr. K. F. Nariman, M. L. C., (Bombay 

City, South) at the ensuing session of the Legislative Council. '-' 

Mr. K. F. Nariman, M, L. c., The Honourable Mr. Cowasj1 
(Bombay City, South) asked:- Jehangir(Jr)C.I.E.,O.B.E.replied 

14. (a) Will the Honourable the 14. (a) The facts are not as· 
GeneralMemberbepleasedtostate stated but are as follows:
whether it is a fact that about TheExecutive Engineer sent in. 
two years ago an indent for 1,200 his indent for steel which the 
(Indent for mild steel bars, Oeve• Superintending Engineer scruti-

_lopment Directorate). nised. He discovered that the 
mild steel bars for concrete pile3 Executive Engineer had omitted 
of the size 5/8 and of the value of from his indent the bars neces
about Rs. 2,50,000 was made by sary for making piles. 
the Executive Engineer in charge The matter was discussed with 
and that in the said indent the the Executive Engineer with the 
size of the said bars was altered result that the bars required for 
by the Superintending Engineer piles were added to the Execntiv.e 
to 7 /8"? Engineer's indent by the Superin~' 

(b) If so will the Honourable 
General Member in charge be 
pleased to state whether it is a 
fact that on account of this al
teration in the indent mild steel 
bars of the size 7/8'' arrived in 
Bombay, whereas the require
ments of the Directorate was for 
size 5/8" and that the said large 
quantity of bars of the value of 
nearly Rs. 2,l:i0,000 are thus lying 
unserviceable in the stores of the 
Development Directorate, which 
have been unable to resell them 
in spite of the public advertise
ment? 

tending Engineer's office supervi7 
sor apparently on the verbal in:. 
structions of the Superintendin'g 
Engineer who has accepted re-. 
sponsibility in the matter. ,_The 
diameter of bars added to ·the 
Executive Engineer's indent was 
7 /8" whereas bars of 5/8" diameter 
were actually in use at the time. 

(b) It is not a fact that the bars 
are lying unserviceable. When 
the error was discovered, the piles 
and frame-work of chawls at 
Worli were redesigned utilising· 
7 /8" instead of 5/8" bars without 
loss to Government. The _7/811 

bars so far thus used up, amount_ 
to over 800 tons. ·It is not pos
sible at this stage, to state what 
bars if any, will be surplus to· the 
Department as this depends on 
whether the chawl construction 
programme is to proceed after the. 
chawls under construction are 
completed. If any bars remain 
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(c) Will the Honourable Gen
eral Member in charge be pleased 
to state whether it is a fact. that 
a second. indent with the correct 
sil';e required ~amely, 5/8" had to 
be sent? 

(d) If the reply to (a) and (b) 
in the affirmative will the Ron· 
ourable the General Member in 
charge be pleased to state whether 
any action has been taken in the 
matter? 

From 

over, it will be due to the curtail
ment of the original programme 
for which the steel was necessari
ly ordered in advance. If it is 
found necessary to dispose of the 
bars at any time, Government 
anticipate that there will be no 
loss on the transaction. 

(c) This is not a fact.· On the 
other hand only a sufficient num
ber of 5/8'' bars to make an econo
mical re~arrangement of reinforce-: 
ments was ordered in the succeed· 
ing indent for steel. 

(d) No action was considered 
necessary. 

8-5/3371 of 1922. 
BoMBAY, 8th August 1922. 

THE SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER, 

SIB, 

No. 1 Project Division. 

THE SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER., 
No. IV Project Division, 

Matunga.. 

In continuation of this office U. 0. Reference No. 8-5 3329 
d:tted the 5th instant, I have the hon.or to iD;form you that in addi
tion to the number of bars as shown m the hst, sent to yon with the 
letter under reference, I shall require for piles at \Vorli 30,000 
7/8'' x 19' rods up to 31st December 1922, and 50,000 rods of the 
same dimensions between 31st December 1922, and 1st October 1923 
weighing approximately 520. 18 and 866. 96 tons respectively. 

I have etc., 
8d.-

lf. l:NST. Cl.E., 

Superintending Engineer, 
No. I Project Division. 
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Bx ''e" 
"An Extract from the Oral Evidence.'~ 

Q. You refer to "criticism on internal administration or rather 
on maladministration and the internal working of the scheme". 

I believe you mean the administration of the Department? 
A: Yes. 
Q. Are your contentions confined to the Back Bay Scheme? 

A. That would be covered by the three instances I have given. 
I have referred to a number of others but as they do not come 
within the scope of the Committee, they may be left out. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson--You cannot escape from what you 
have put down? 

A. I do not wish to escape. 
Sir M. Vishweswaraya.-·what are the three instance.:~? 
A. First is about favouring a contractor, Balkishan Seth, 

second is about mild steel bars when the indent was changed and 
the third about the cement contract. 

Q. About No.1, do you wish to add any thing to what you 
have already stated in your written s'tatement? 

A. I have nothing more to add to that statement and I have 
drawn my conclusions on that. The second is about the alteration 
in the indent which was also admitted in the Council. · 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-! have read your document and per
haps all it implies is that a mistake was made by somebody in order
ing 5/8" bars instead of 7/8". What would you say? 

A.-I cannot take it as a mistake. I take it as unnecessary 
superfluous order which was not required. 

Q.-What do you suggest it was ordered for? 

A.-They were ordered to be dumped in Matunga Stores Depot. 
Five-eighths bars were required but 5 was changed into 7 by the 
Superintending Engineer and 7/8" bars arrived which were not of 
course required and were dumped into the depot and a fresh indent 
was sent for 5/8'' bars. 

Q.-But I suggest that a mistake was made? 
A.-I do not agree that a mistake was made. It was not made 

in the original preparation of the indent but in a properly prepared 
indent figures were altered subsequently. 

Q.-But even that may be a mistake because it is not a diffi
cult thing to write 7/8'' instead of 5/8" and the Superintending Engin
eer had nothing to do with the indent? 
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A.-The Executive Engineer prepared it and it was submitted 
to the Superintending Engineer who altered it. 

Q.-Again that might have been a mistake? Do you not make 
mistakes? Have yon never made a mistake? 

A.-Not of this description which is unaccountable which has 
cost so much, and I shall never make a mistake of this kind. 

Q.-You do not say it was intentional? 
A.- I say it is intentional. From the circumstances I can 

say that it was not a mistake. 
Q.-"\Ve wish to get at the bottom and would like to know 

why he should make such an intentional mistake ? 
A.-These surplus stores were ordered in order that certain 

manufacturers might make some earning out of this order. As far 
as I can see, there is no other explanation, otherwise these stores 
would not have been ordered to be used as scrap iron. When I 
asked a question in Council they said there was no loss, those bars 
were either disposed of or used otherwise. In order to verify the 
statement I found a bogus purchaser who wrote a letter to the 
Matunga Depot Officer. The Executive Engineer in reply wrote 
on the 25th January 1925. "In reply to your letter of the 24th 
instant, 'I write to inform you that your representative can obtain 
information on any week days from my Assistant Engineer of stores 
whose office is also at Matunga. The mild steel bars can also be 
inspected at Matnnga." He also received a list of mild steel bars 
available for sale to the valne of 4} lakhs and amongst it were 
included these bars which were ordered by mistake and were sup
posed to have been used by the Department and no loss was caused. 

:Mr. Billimoria.-You have stated in your statement that some 
of the mild steel bars were indented for by the Executive Engineer 
to which year do you refer ? 

A.--This was in 1921. 
Sir Frederick Hopkinson.- Perhaps this might be for housing 

contracts ? · 
A.-Well Sir, it was meant for housing contracts or for the 

development directorate, but the instance is there. 
Q.--You say that this was altered, by whom was it altered? 

By the Superintending Engineer? 
A.-That is for the department to answer. 
Sir M. Vishweswaraya.-Will you please give the date of that 

letter ? 
A.--The letter is dated 26th January 1925. 
:Mr. Billimoria.-How do yon know that he altered the indent? 

It might be a slight error? 
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A.--My charge in the Council was that an indent prepared by 
an Executive Engineer to be forwarded to Manufacturers at Homo 
for a large quantity of mild steel bars for concrete piles for the 
reclamation work, and the size mentioned in the original indent 
by the Executive Engineer was 5/8" which was subsequently 
altered after the indent was prepared but before it was despatched 
by the Superintending Engineer into 7/8". The quantity required 
was about 1,200 tons costing nearly three lakhs of rupees. The 
altered indent was sent to the home manufacturers by the Superin
tending Engineer and the bars arrived of the size and dimensions 
of 7 /8'' which were totally useless fo1· the work. 

Q.--But there can't be any dishonest motive, it might be a 
slight error of judgment ? · · -
·· ·: A.-Whatever that might be, Sir, but it is for the Committee 
to decide whether this was a waste of the public's funds or not. 

Q.-By whom was the indent altered? 
A:-.:.The Superintending Engineer. 
Sir Frederick Hopkinson.-Have you seen that altered indent? 
A.-How can we? We were not shown that. 
Mr. Billimoria~-Do you suggest any ulterior motive ? • 
A.--Yes. 
Q.-And you are not in a position to give the name of that 

gentleman? 
A.-I have mentioned the name of the Superintending 

Engineer. 
· Q.--Was he alone or several others were associated with him, 
or. any particular party ? 
'· · ·A.-Well that's very easy for the Committee to find out. If 
you will refer to the Development Department they will tell you. 

Sir M. Vishweswaraya.--Can you give us any idea of the 
magnitude of loss caused by this transaction ? 

A.--This one transaction alone caused according to the infor
mation given to us a loss of abont 2 lakhs as the original indent 
was based for 2,50,000 which we came to know only in January 
1925. 

Q.-This is said to be due to a clerical error ? 
A.-Whether it is due to error or at any body's intention, but 

the public moneys were wasted and it is for you to decide. 
Mr. Billirnoria.-Perhaps they would not have required this 

aft erw a.rds ? 
A,.--Well, it's for them to explain. 
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LODGING OF COMPLAINTS IN COURT. 
We are informed that soon after :Ur. Harvey lodged his 

complaint against Mr. N ariman, the latter did the same against 
Sir Lawless Hepper. This whole complaint, with the hearing in 
Court is narrated below, the contents of which will disclose to our 
reader whether the Accused and Sir Frederick Hopkinson were 
actuated with malicious motives as complained by Mr. Nariman. 

IN THE ESPLANADE POLICE COURT, BOMBAY. 
Case No. of 1926. 

Khnrshed Framji Nariman ••• 

Sir Lawless Hepper ... 

...Complainant. 
vs 

... Accused. 
Charge:-Defamation under Sec. 500 

1. v. e. 
I the Complainant above-named, beg to state on oath as 

follows:--
1. I am a graduate in Arts and Law and have been enrolled 

as a pleader of the High Court of Bombay. My practice is usually 
confined to the Police Courts for the last about sixteen yeaTs. 

2. About three years ago, I was elected a member of the 
Bombay Legislative Council, representing the Non-Mahomedan 
constituency of the City of Bombay (South). I am also a member 
of the Bombay Municipal Corporation and the Improvement Trust 
Committee. 

3. The accused above-named has been the Director of the 
Bombay Development Department and as such has had that 
Department under his management and control. 

4. For several years past, shortly after the inception and 
creation of the Development Directorate and even long before I was 
elected a member of the Council, I have criticised the policy, mana
gement and administration of the Development Directorate and 
had often had occasion to strongly criticise the same in the interests 
of the public, both from the public platform and through the press. 

5. I continued to be an unpleasant critic of the Department, 
even after I became a member of the local Legislative Council. In 
October 1924, a resolution was passed at my instance in the Council, 
demanding an independent inquiry, through a non-official Com· 
mittee, into the management and various other activities of the 
said Department. During the annual Budget discussion also I had 
to refer to several instances, exposing the gross mismanagement 
of the department and consequent waste of publio funds. · 

7 a 
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6. In the due execution of my duty to the Public, and to 
safeguard their interests, I had bona fide to adopt this attitude of 
criticism of and opposition to the said Department, after I bad 
closely studied and thoroughly inquired into the working, control and 
management of the Department which was shown to have been con
ducted in a manner most detrimental to public interests and result-
ing in enormous waste of public funds. . 

7. This uncompromising attitude of mine and particularly my 
persistent demand for a public non-official inquiry, which was not 
granted by the Government in spite of the Council's resolution, 
naturally caused great annoyance to the heads of the Department 
and engendered in them a bitter feeling of ill-will and malice 
towards me. So far as the accused was concerned, this feeling was 
further accentuated by a personal grievance against me, inasmuch 
as his exorbitant salary of Rs. 6,000 a month was reduced to 
Rs. 4,000 as a result of this strong and persistent agitation of mine. 
As an instance of his inveterate ill-will towards me may be cited 
the occasion on which in the course of a debate on the subject in 
the Council, he used a very personal, unparliamentary and highly
offensive expression towards me, but had promptly to be called to 
order by the President and made to withdraw the same in the open 
Council. · 

8. In 1926, the Government of India appointed ·a Committee, 
called the Back Bay Enquiry Committee, which amongst the terms 
of its reference included an inquiry into the administration and 
management of the said Department. The said Committee com
menced its sittings at the Secretariat at Bombay and invited 
members of the public to give evidence. 

9. As I had for several years taken considerable pains to 
study the facts supplied to me and great interest in this matter 
of vital public importance, I felt myself compelled to offer and 
give evidence before the Committee. I received a letter from the 
Committee in reply to my offer to give evidence, asking me to 
submit a written statement at the same time inviting me to give 
oral evidence. Another letter from the Committee called upon me 
to furnish all the particulars with names with regard to certain 
allegations of fraud and mismanagement that I had made in one of 
my Council speeches. 

10. In response to that invitation from the Committee I 
presented on. 't1 Aug:ns.t .19:26, a full and detailed stateme~t .dealing 
with the vanous activities of the Department and spe01fymg the 
charO'es of favouritism, mismanagement, misapplication of public 
fun~ etc. In my oral evidence before the said Committee I 
maintained the position I had taken up in my written statement. 
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11. In my written statement referring to the post held by 
the accused, I had to state as follows :--

11 In this connection, it would not be out of place first and 
foremost to mention about the Director himself who 
carried a salary of Rs. fl,OOO which was the highest 
salary next to the Governor in the Province and is 
provided with a Bungalow which cost 3! lakhs. As a 
result of repeated protests th(} salary was only 
about two years ago reduced to Rs. 400). How was he 
qualified to be at the head of the largest work of reclama
tion in the world ? Had he gained any experience or. 
knowledge on this special subject in the course of his 
duties as an Agent G. I. P. Railway or as Controller of 
Munitions Board? He disowns all engineering res
ponsibility, hence his duties mainly were only administra
tive i.e., similar to those discharged by the Chief Secretary, 
Public Works Department, with some additional auto
cratic powers. The Secretary's salaries usually do not 
exceed Rs. 2,000. Then why was he favoured with such 
an extravagant salary of Rs. 6000, with a Commodious 
palatial bungalow worth 3! lakhs ? Even the General 
Member who was supposed to be the head and controlled 
several other departments besides, got a salary less than 
the Director." 

" These are some of the instances how this Department was 
used as a dumping ground for providing fat salaried 
posts for a number of officers at the cost of public funds. 
Government seems to have treated the Department as 
a convenient asylum for retired gentlemen. Sir George 
Buchanan, retired Port Engineer, Rangoon, is accommo
dated as a. Consulting Engineer. Sir Lawless Hepper, 
retired Agent to a Railway Co. and retired Controller of 
Munitions, becomes Director with a fat salary of 
Rs. 6000 and a bungalow worth Rs. 3llakhs". 

12. Again referring to the same subject in my oral evidence, 
I state as follows :-

"1 objected to these high-salaried officials who had no 
knowledge of such work and who were carrying such high 
salaries which showed a. clear waste of public money ... 

"It won't-perhaps be out of place to mention that the 
Development Directorate paid a. high salary of 
Rs. 6,000 to the Director, Sir Lawless Hepper, a. salary 
next of the Governor in this pro,ince and who is also 
pro\ided with a. bungalow of the cost of about 3 lakhs. 
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We repeatedly protested against this in the Council and 
as a result only about two years ago his pay had been 
reduced to Rs. 4,000. How was he qualified to be the 
head of the largest reclamation work of the world? Had 
he any experience of reclamation work? A man who 
had simply worked aa an Agent to a particular Railway 
or as Controller to a Munition Board? From his evi
dence before you, Sir, he has entirely disowned all 
engineering responsibilities hence his duties were only 
administrative i.e. similar to those discharged by the 
Chief Secretary to Public Works Department with some 
additional autocratic powers. My contention is that 
Secretary's salary does not exceed generally Rs. 2,000 
then why was he favoured with such an extravagant 
salary of Rs. 6,000 with a commodious palatial bungalow 
worth about two or three lakhs?" 

13. Besides this, in public interests and to help the Committee 
to come to a right decision in apportioning the blame for the mis
management of the department to proper persons, I had also to 
cite several instances where the transactions appeared to me to be 
shady or fraudulent, and I request!=ld the Committee to investigate 
into these matters to find out the truth. I may also state that in 
the course of my evidence, I had to take umbrage at an offensive 
remark by one of the members of the Committee-Sir Frederick 
Hopkinson. 

14. Three days thereafter Tuesday the 24th August 1926, as 
though by a previous arrangement, the accused and other officers of 
the development Directorate were specially recalled by the Commit
tee to refute the statements made by me, although the evidence of 
the departmental Officers including the accused, had already been 
taken at the very initial stage of the Committee's proceedings and 
had concluded several days before the 24th August 1926. 

15. Evidently smarting under the unfavourable remarks made 
by me in my evidence and bearing grudge and malice towards me 
for my outspoken criticism of his work and his department, the ac
cused in the course of his oral evidence before the Committee, in
dulged in grossly defamatory and maliciously false allegations against 
me personally, and generally against the profession of pleaders as a 
class. These scandalous remarks were absolutely irrelevant to the 
subject matter of the inquiry and were the outcome of bitter ill-will, 
ma.lice and animosity. 

16. Besides, Sir Frederick Hopkinson, one of the members of 
the Committee, whose insulting remark was strongly resented to by 
me, also tried to avenge himself against me behind my back, by him
sell publicly indulging in personal and grossly offensive remarks and 
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by encouraging the witness repeating them. The proceedings of 
that day appeared on their face to be a pre-arranged affair, when a 
set of leading· questions were put by Sir Frederick Hopkinson to 
which the accused had only to nod an assent or denial, and the 
whole object of this re-examination seemed to be to make a desperate 
effort to restore the credit and prestige of the Department, after its 
adverse criticism by non-official witnesses giving no further oppor
tunity to anybody else to refute these maliciously scandalous and 
grossly defamatory statements, the Committee having closed its 
session in Bombay immediately after this evidence. 

17. The following are some of the questions and answers be
tween Sir Frederick Hopkinson and the accused, making the grossly 
defamatory allegations and insinuations against we personally and 
against my professional brothers :-

,, Sir Frederick : Is Mr. N ariman what is known here as a 
pleader? 

Sir Lawless : He is. 
Sir Frederick : As such it is part of his professional business 

to defend criminals in the Police Courts. 

Sir Lawless : I think he is. 

Sir Frederick : Some of his charges are so extraordinary that 
I venture to suggest that possibly his point of view is 
somewhat clouded by his professional activities particu
larly criminal. 

Sir Lawless: I have always thought so." 

Again little later, in an evidently pre-arranged set of questions 
and answers, the following dialogue took place between Sir Frederick 
and the accused :-

" Sir Frederick : Do you think that your officers would natu
rally take the necessary steps to destroy evidence ? 

Sir Lawless : Certainly not. · 

Q.-Is it a practice in Government Department to destroy valu
able documents ? 

A.-No. I ha-re never known of it. 

Q.-Do you think somebody in the circle in which Mr. Nariman 
is moving would have done it ? 

A.-Quite likely. 

Q.-In that case he may think that all Government employees 
are of the same character. 
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A.-· I think corruption is more rife in circles in which he 
(Nariman) moves and probably he is inclined to think that the same 
class of thing may be done in Government offices." 

18. Thus direct and defamatory imputations are made against 
me and my character and against the circle in which I am moving 
viz., my professional brothers suggesting that I am moving about 
with such low associates who are so criminally disposed as to be 
capable of destroying important evidence. The allegation of 
corruption being rife in the circle in which I am moving about, 
is also grossly defamatory and likely to harm my professional and 
personal reputation. Besides, these scandalous insinuations and 
allegations were absolutely uncalled for, were quite irrelevant to the 
subject matter of the inquiry and under the circumstances mentioned 
above, they were made with an inveterate malice toward me and a 
deliberate intent to damage my reputation and lower me in estima
tion of the public. 

Under the circumstances, I charge the accused as above under 
Sec. 500 I. P. C. and pray for process against him and that be be 
dealt_with ·according to law. 

this 

Sworn at Bombay, } . 

day of November 1926 

Before me· 

Presidency Magistrate. 

We regret to note tba t before Mr. N ariman could issue summons 
against the accused to vindic~te his charader the latter left India 
perhaps for good. 

POLICE COUB'r PROCI~EDINGS. 

Harvey-vs-N arimau. 

When the case was called on Mr. Vasavada, Pleader for Balkisen 
Seth informed the Court that his client was bound for Europe on 
urgent business, that his client had not kept any books of account 
since 1924, and that he should be exemptetl from attending Court. 
He said that his client would be leaving Bombay for Europe on the 
15tli~·Mr. Kanuga on behalf of Mr. Nariman opposed the application 
and said that it was incredible that Balkisen Seth who had such 
extensive business had kept no books of account. At this stage 
the. Magistrate said that he would give a search warrant. 
Mr. Kanuga. said that search warrant wouM be useless and that he 
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should come into the witness box and make a statement to that 
effect. The Magistrate then informed that Balkisen Seth should 
be examined the following day. 

--:o:--

Mr. Kanuga also requested the Magistrate to note that in a 
previous instance a similar application was made in connection 
with Messrs. Shalebhoy Tyabji and Co., and it is significant that 
these important witnesses are not willing to bring forward their 
evidence. 

Mr. Velinkar who appeared on behalf of the Complainant then 
began to open the case for prosecution as follows :-

Mr. Harvey the complainant in the case was the Superintend· 
ing Engineer No. 1. Housing and Materials Division. Mr. 
N ariman the accused needed no introduction except that at the 
time material to this case he was a member of the legislative coun
cil and a municipal corporator. The complaint against the accused 
is that he had defamed the complainant in August 1926, under 
the eircumstances which I am going to relate presently but before 
I do that I want to take a note of the few dates which I am going 
to give and you (Court) will be able to follow them exactly from 
the evidence of Mr. Harvey. On the 24th of October 1924, Mr. 
N ariman asked questions in the Council at Bombay which are 
annextures A to the complaint. These questions bear intimately 
on the case. 

The :first question is :--
A.--(1 Will the Hon'ble the General Member be pleased to 

state whether it is a fact that about 2 years ago an in
dent for 1200 Tons of mild steel bars &c. 

Replying to the said question the Hon'ble General Member 
said:--

,, The facts are not. as stated but are as follows :-:...'l'he Exo· 
outive Engineer (Hamid) sent his indenh for steel bars 
which the Superintending Engineer scrutinised and he 
discovered that the Executive Engineer had omitted &c. 

The second question is ;--

B :-''If so will the Hon'ble the General Member be pleased 
to state whether it is a fact &c. 

. Here I may say that the 5i8'' bars that were ordered were not 
mtended for foundation pile.s but were for colmnns and beams etc. 
However, I do not want to precipitate the matter. TLe auswer 
given by the Hon'ble the General :Memher is as follows;--
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" It is not a fact that the bars are lying unserviceable. The 
error was discovered etc. 

The next question is as follows :--
0.--" Will the Hon'ble General Member be pleased to state 

whether it is a fact that a second indent with the correct 
size required, namely, 5/8" had to be sent." 

The answer is :--
" This is not the fact. On the other hand only a sufficient 

number of bars &c. 
'fhe next question is :--

D :-Whether any action was taken by the Government in 
the matter. 

The answer is :-
No action was considered necessary. 

So far back as the 24th of October 1924 Mr. Nariman was given 
to understand the facts were as they appeared in the answers given 
by the Hon'ble the General Member. 

In March 1925 Mr. Nariman referring to the maladministration 
of funds stated in the Council as follows :-

''I do state without any reserve and with all responsibility." ..... 

Thus in March 1P25 Mr. Nariman stated that public funds 
have been mal-administered and as an instance refers to the mild 
steel bars of the value of Rs. 3lacs and makes a charge with regard 
to thi~:~ that the higher staff and officers have been receiving secret 
commission. 

On the 29th of July 19~6 the Government of India by a resolu
tion appointed a Committee to inquire Re: The Back Bay Reclam· 
ation scheme. On 3rd August the Committee began its sittings in 
Bombay and in response to the invitation of the Committee Mr. 
N ariman submitted a written statement, which begins at page 379 
and from which I have read the passage at page 385. On the 21st 
August 1926 Mr. Nariman's written statement was read before the 
Back Bay Inquiry Committee. As I read to you in this statement 
he recites an extract from the speech made in Council in 1925 (Page 
386 line 50). This is what Mr. Nariman says "In one instance an 
Executive Engineer (Hamid) had prepared an indent &o .............. .. 
no explanation was forthcoming." Mr. Nariman's idea that the ori
ginal figure was 5/8" but was subsequently altered to 7/8 was wrong. 
I am going to open this at considerable length taking Your Worship 
through all the papers so that Mr. N ariman himself will recognise 
that statement is incorrect and will admit it. I am taking a 
chronology from the uates which I will do pl'esently. 
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Mr. Nariman was exam.ined on the same day and he gave his 
evidence. At page 403 Line 56 Mr. Nariman. in answer to Sir 
Frederick Hopkinson with regard to these bars sa1d 

(Read upto. These surplus stores wer~ ordered .in orde~ 
that certain manufacturers make earmngs of this order 
............................ I have mentioned the name of the 
Superintending Engineer." 

Well that is his statement in regard to that. Now briefly put, it 
comes to this that the imputations which Mr. Nariman made against 
my client are at least 7 in number. The first is that the complainant 
is one of the higher staff and is one of those who corruptly received 
secret commissions from the manufacturers. 

(2) That a loss of 3 lacs of rupees to the department was 
the result of such corrupt practice. 

(3) That the complainant deliberately changed with 
corrupt motive the figure 5 into the figute 7 in an indent 
that was prepared by Hamid Executive Engineer and 
ordered 7/8 bars weighing about 70J tons. 

(4) He did so with the ulterior object to enable some 
Home manufacturers to earn monies and thereby secure 
for himself secret commissions. 

(5) That these 7/8 bars were entirely useless and a fresh 
indent had to be sent in with correct specification 
and a fresh consignment arrived. 

(6) 'rhat an amount of nearly 3 lacs of rupees which the 
first consignment had cost was purely a waste. 

Now the prosecution case is that these imputations every one 
of them was defamatory per se and Mr. Nariman intended and 
knew it to be likely that these imputations would more seriously 
affect the complainant's reputation and he made these imputa· 
tions with that intention. It is also the prosecution case that 
he made these imputations on false information knowing them 
to be false. 

(Paper Book No.1 and Paper Book No.2 handed over to 
.Magistrate) 

If you look at the first compilation Paper Book No. 1 you 
will find at page 33 that on the 10th of February 1922 the com
plainant asked the Executive Engineers Districts Nos. 1 and 2 to 
send in statements of their requirements for the years 1922-23. 
(Reads the letter) 

If you look at the next page, on 17th March Mr. Hamid who 
is Executive Engineer No.2 Division sent a. statement of his 
requ~·elllents fur the Worli <:bawls. (Heads the letter). Now 
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in regard to this if you will look at Book 2 you will 
find these statements at pages 1 and 2. At page 1 you will 
find the statement of what materials Mr. Hamid would have 
in stock and at page 2 is a statement of his requirements. 
These statements when they were looked into, it was found out 
that they required certain alterations and revision. So they were 
sent back to 1\fr. Hamid to be revised, and on 23rd May 1922, if 
you look at page 37 Hamid sent his lettH ·forwarding his revised 
statement (Reads the letter). I ask you to see this particular 
statement and of the peculiarity of the statement. You will see 
that in this statement there are columns 11 and 12. These 
columns 11 and 12 show the quantities of bars to be indented from 
England. Column 9 shows the urgent quantity which is required 
and which has to be bought locally. Now below there are remarks 
about the minus quantities in columns 9. This flhows that it 
was the Executive Engineer who decided what quantities were 
to be ordered from England and what quantities were to be ordered 
locally. In this particular instance it was Mr. B amid who decided 
what quantities should be ordered and not Mr. Harvey; this disposes 
of Mr. Hamid's statement. 

Now we will deal with No. 1 ;Engineer. This is paper book 
No. 3. If you will see at page 13 of this paper book you will find 
that the Executive Engineer No. 1 Division Mr. Mehta wrote to 
the complainant forwarding his statement regarding Naigaum and 
De Lisle Road chawls. Page 13 letter dated 31st May 192~ (Read) 
That happens in 31-5-1922. 'The next point to be noted is that 
about the end of June 1922 Wodi Chawl designs were al
tered. On 1st July the complainant sent his memo which 
you will find at page below the last letter (Reads). On lOth 
July reminders were sent to both these Engineers. On tbe 15th 
July, if you will now turn up book No. 1 page 39. Hamid 
sent his letter (reads). So it was further revised and that 
revised statement you will find at page 4 of brief No. 2 and this 
is a Yery important document for several reasons. It shows first 
of all that as corrected in all 10230 cwt. equal to 51H tons 
were to be ordered through the High Commissioner. Then certain 
quantity were to be ordered locally. That you will find in 
previous column and it includes as you will observe 5/8" bars 
19' long- and also these 5/8" bars 19' long were required for 
columns and beams etc., and not for foundation piles. That 5/8" by 
19' requirements for 5 chawls of new designs are under column 4. 
Then you will find here also that there is alteration in the nun:iber of 
3/16" bars (last item). If yo'l look at column No. t5 you will observe 
that 6-4,920 has been increased to 88320 and-in column 8 you will 
obsene that- 4540 is reduced to lb8l: and similarly in column 9 the 
figures have been changed. Some of the 3/16" bars were- in -stor-k 
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with Mr. Sykes who was the Superintending Engineer No. 4 
Division and Mr. Sykes could give these bars from his own stores. 
So the number was reduced in consequence of that. 

Now we are proceeding again to the 24th July 1922 (page 
40 of the 1st brief, Mr. Mehta Executive Engineer No. 1 Division 
wrote this letter to the complainant forwarding his statement of 
requirements for N aigaum chawls only (reads). That is at page 5 
brief 2. Now we have got "Worli statements and we have got the 
Naigaum statement. De Li:sle Road comes in on 31 July 1922. 
(p. 41) (Reads) The statement of Mr. Mehta Re : De Lisle Road 
Chawls in p. 6. You will find that the total of Mr. Mehta's require
ments as per his statement was 14400 cwts. and they had to be 
ordered through the High Commissioner, and certain quantity had 
to be ordered locally. On 1st August there is an unofficial reference 
(page 42) from Mr. Sykes who is the Superintending Engineer No.4 
Division (reads). Below that you will find another unofficial 
reference, that complete information is ready &c. 1 hat is Saturday 
morning 5th August. 'Ihough it is signed by Mr. Harvey on the 
3rd August it was not sent until 5th August. Then on the 3rd of 
August 1922 his office Supervisor Mr. Palnitkar prepared a con
solidated statement in which the requirements of Mr. Mehta No.1 
and the requirements of Mr. Hamid No. 2 have been included 
for Worli, De. Lisle Road ·and ~ aigaum chawls. So far as 
this is concerned the correspondence shows that we have got 
2 revised statements. The consolidated statement prepared by 
.Mr. Palnitkar is at page 8 of the 2nd brief and the total quantity 
of requirements according to this consolidated statement (only for 
columns beams etc., and not for foundation piles) was 1568·62 tons. 

On the 5th of August at page 42 of that brief, an unofficial 
reference from the complainant is sent to Skyes and it was 
sent along with this consolidated statement. (at page 8 of the brief). 
'l'his statement, if you turn up page 7 of the 2nd brief, is the original 
t)tatement prepared by Mr. Palnitker in his own handwriting. You 
will find in this statement that 526.95 tons of steel bad to be bought 
locally and the total required through the High Commissioner at 
Home was 1568·62 tons. 

We ba"'c come so far that this consolidated statement prepared 
by Mr. Palnitker was sent to Mr. Sykes whose duty it was to order 
these goods. Mr. Harvey did not order these goods. It is Mr. 
Sykes' dui:y to send indent or order for these goods. Now the next 
thing that happened is that after the time this consolidated 
statement was prepared and sent Mr. Hamid (whom I will call as a. 
witness in this case) who is Executi"'e Engineer No.2 happened to 
see Mr. Harvey in his office in the course of official duty 
and iu the course of their connrsation they discussed the · questioDs 
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whether bars for foundation piles were ordered in this consolidated 
revised statement which had been sent out to Mr. Sykes for goods to 
be ordered through the High Commissioner. In passing I may say 
that goods were to be ordered through the High Commissioner who 
could place orders with merchants that he thought fit and not 
Mr. Harvey or anybody. In the course of the discussion it was dis
covered that bars required fol fot!-ndation piles had not been order
ed at all. When this was discovered Mr. Hamid and the complain
ant worked out the figures and the probable requirements. I may tell 
you at this juncture that it was necessary to have piles for founda
tion in the commencement of chaw I buildings. Each chaw 1 requir
ed 104 piles and each pile required four bars. Having worked this 
out they had to find out whether any bars were &till in stock and 
so Mr. Hamid went to Worli where he had his own stores to find 
out any of these bars for foundation piles were in stock. Now later 
on, it is the belief of Mr. Harvey that Mr. B amid sent a statement 
of his requirement and in this statement Mr. Hamid put down 7 /8" 
by 19' bars. Hamid put this down and not Mr. Harvey at all. It is 
also the complainant's belief (we will prove by evidence) that 
Mr. Hamid sent in a note of his requirements in which the figure 
7 /8'' by 19' was mentioned. This note is not forthcoming. It is 
a slip of paper which cannot be traced in the large quantity of 
papers which have been stored. Accordingly when the complainant 
Mr. Harvey got this memo from Mr. Hamid of his requirements 
and the size in it was 7 /8" by 19' he told his office Supervisor 
Mr. Palnitkar to write a letter to Mr. Sykes, Superintending 
Engineer No. 4 Division to include 50000 bars which were to be 
ordered through the High Commissioner in London, and 3COOO 
bars of 7/d" by 19' which were to be ordered locally. On the 8th 
of August Mr. Palnitkar wrote the letter (Important document 
page 43). (Reads the letter) On this you will find a note in pencil 
not in the writing of Mr. Harvey- but in the writing of Mr. 
Sykes "add these two amounts." What happened is this, after 
receiving the requirements from these two engineers a consoli
dated statement was prepared by the office Supervisor who· sent 
it to Mr. Sykes whose duty it was to order goods through the High 
Commissioner and thereafter it was discovered that bars for founda
tion piles had been omitted. In fact the bars for foundation 
piles were omitted and a note of that was sent by Mr. Hamid 
to the office. In this note 1\lr. Hamid mentioned the size as 
718'' by 19' On the strength of the note the requirements for these 
chawls so far as the foundation piles were concerned were indented 
by the letter of 8th August to Mr. Sykes and Mr. Sykes put a pencil 
note in the letter saying add this omission. 

Then '''hat happened is this (page 44) On the 9th August 
you have this unofficial reference No. 2609 dated 9-8-22 (reads) sent 
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by Mr. Sykes to the Secretary Government Deveiot'ment 
Department. On lOth August 1922 {page 46) you will find 
indent No. 4. (reads). This is sent by Mr. Sykes Superintending. 
Engineer No. 4 Division and accompanying that you will find on the 
next page (47) this unfortunate indent No.7 7/8" by 19' bars quantity 
866. 9Gt; tons. This item comes in here the history of it being that the 
figure 7/8" was never altered by Mr. Harvey at all and the 7/8" was 
the figure supplied by Mr. Hamid that had been originally ommitted 
in the consolidated statement. 'rhis was brought to the notice of Mr. 
Sykes by a separate letter and it was altered in Mr. Sykes' office and 
in regard to this the necessary indent was prepared on lCth August 
(45). You will also find the forwarding letter (Reads). Therefore 
the points to be noted are first as regards the alteration, the second 
point, the complainant Mr. Harvey had nothing to do with the 
actual preparation of the indent and this was prepared in Mr. Sykes' 
office and thirdly that indent never came into the hands of Mr. 
Harvey at all. Fourthly that Mr. Sykes made this indent and the 
requirements from the original consolidated statement submitted 
by him and also from the contents of tbe letter of the 8th August 
192:~ to which 1 haYe referred more than once in this case. 

On the 17th August 1922 (page 49) a letter was written to 
the Director General of Stores India Office London (Reads). It 
was forwarded by the Ag. Secretary to the Government to the 
Director General of Stores India Office. 

On the 18th August (p. 50) the complainant wrote to Mr. 
Sykes (reads). On 12th September 1922 it appears that Salebhoy 
Tyebji were asked to offer for the purchase locally to be made. 
On 12th September 1922 Salebhoy Tyabji's tender for the 
supply of bars was accepted by resolution No. 1570, of the same 
date. The firm cf Salebhoy 'l1yebji began to deliver these 7/8'' 
by 19' bars. When they began to deliver these bars and these 
bars came into the stock the mistake about 7/8" bars was 
discoYered. 7/8" bars it may be stated, were, as a matter of 
fact, not required for the designs of the foundation piles at 
all. This should have been 5/8" by 19' but :Mr. Hamid for reasons 
which he will be able to explain howeYer made a mistake or it was 
an error of judgment. Mr. Hamid put in 7/8" by 19' bars and it 
is on IIamid's statement that a note was sent. If you look at 
page (.31) as soon as the error was discovered it is Mr. Sykes who 
asks Mr. Harvey what is the best thing to be done and should a 
cable be sent to cancel that portion of the indent or should 5/SH 
bars be substituted for 7i8" which had been indented for. (page 
6) (reads the letter). This happened on Jan nary 3rd. On 4th 
Jan nary he sent letter to Mr. Syke::~ and on the next page yon 
will find an unofficial reference from Mr. Sykes (reads). This 
happened on 5th January 1923. 
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Then the High Commissioner was cabled to make this alter
ation in the indents. It was found too late to cancel the item of 
7 /8" bars as an order had already been placed. 7 /8" bars came and 
they were not at all wasted or dumped down as alleged by Mr. 
Nariman but they were utilised in beams and columns instead of 
5/8" bars, and by so doing Mr. Harvey proposed to utilise them and 
he proposed to reduce the amount of concrete mixture by about 
10 per cent. The beams and columns were redesigned. 46340 bars 
were utilised and 33660 bars were transferred to the surplus stock. 
These became a surplus stock owing to the curtailment of the 
chawls. 

Before I close my part of the case I wish to point out that 
these bars were required for W orli chawls and they had nothing 
whatever to do with the Back Bay Reclamation. The complainant 
himself had nothing whatever to do with the Back Bay l:feclama
tion at all. Be was Superintending Engineer No. 1 Housing and 
materials so that these are the real fact and figures upon which the 
prosecution say that Mr. N ariman, having been informed of the true 
facts deliberately misstated the facts and on such mis-stated 
assumption drew an unwarrantable information about the com
plainant. Mr. N ariman was appraised of the true facts of the case. 
I now propose to call Mr. Harvey. · 

Before Mr. Harvey was called Mr. Kirke Smith stated that he 
was watching the case on behalf of the Government and that Mr. 
N ariman has asked the Government to produce certain documents 
which are irrelevant in the opinion of the Government, and 
he had brought two cartloads of documents and he wanted the 
Court's direction. Mr. Kanuga on behalf of Mr. Nariman stated 
that it is not for the Government to say whether the documents 
asked for are relevant or not but it is for the Court to say so and 
that he will ask for the necessary documents whenever required. 
However he told that he will not be requiring them till Monday. 

EXAMINATION-IN-CHIEF OF PROSECUTION 
WITNESSES. 

(Examination in Chief of Mr. Harvey). 

Thomas Harvey Examined on Oath :-I was the Super· 
intending Engineer No. 1 Project Division (Housing) of the 
Development Directorate. I have heard of Nariman. I have seen 
him in Court and in the inquiry before the Back Bay Committee. 
I am aware that Nariman has been criticising the scheme of the De· 
velopment Department for some time. I had nothing whatever to 
do with the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme prior to the ordering of 
those bars. I subsequently became Superintending Engineer Hous-
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ing and Materials Division. It was about the end of 1923. We 
snpplied such materials as sand, shingle anrl coal to the Back Bay 
Reclama~;ion Scheme, as the Materials Division was tl:e purch!tsing 
Agent of the Uevelopment Department. Annexed to my complaint 
is a copy of the Questions put by N ariman in the Council on 23rd 
October 19~4. In March 192.5 N ariman referred to the Maladmini
stration of the funds of the Development Department in a 
speech made by him in the Council. This shown to me is the 
Official Report. His speech appears at page 5-:15. (Velinker tenders 
it. Pnt in as Ext. B) At page 511 in Ext. B. there appears 
to be a r:tatement made by Sir Lawless Hepper with 
reference to the statrment made by N ariman in regard to the 
titeel-bars in question. (Put in as Ex. Bl) At page 525 there ap
pears another statement with reference to these bars. In July HJ26 
the Government of India by Resolution appointed a Committee of 
inquiry regarding the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme. This shown 
to me is the Official compilation of the evidence, oral and docu
mentary, recorded by the Committee Part I. (Book put in as C.) 
At page 385 line 10 I find a reference of a quotation made by 
N ariman from his speech made in the Council (Lines 10 to 23 put 
in as Ext. Cl). At page 086 line 58 Nariman refers again to the 
steel bars in qne.stion. (Para put in as C2). On the same day 
N ariman gave evidence as appears from this book. 1 Velinkar puts 
in Nariman's evidence appearing at pages 403 to 405. (Put in as 
C3). This is his oral evidence with reference to the steel bars in 
•1nestion. The Superintending Engineer referred to therein is 
myself. (Shown page 388 line 8.) I am mentioned there by name. 
'rhe Executive Engineer referred to in Lines 29 and 44 at page 404 
is Hamid. (Shown Cl). I am one of the higher stafi and officers 
referred to in Cl. At this date I was getting about Rs. :WOO 
a. month. I have never received any commis~ion secretly or 
publicly from any manufacturer or merchant or any body else. It 
is absolutely untrue that the Development Department suffered 
loss of Rs. 3,00,008, because of any commission received by me. 
It is grossly untrue that stores are indented in large quantities than 
are necessary or that stores that are not required are also ordered 
out because I received secrtt commission from manufacturers. 
(Shown Ext. C3). It is not true that I made any intentional 
mistake regarding these 7/8" bars. It is grossly untrue that these 
surplus stores were ordered in order that certain manufacturers 
might. make certain earnings out of that. Hamid was not autho
rised to make an indent. The Superin~ending Engineer No. IV 
Department was the only officer authori;:,ed to make indents for 
store, etc., on behalf of the Department. (Reads lines 40 to 45 
page 404). There is absolutely no truth in that passage. Hamid 
sent in a list to me of the steel bars he required for beams columns 
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flooring etc., for chaw Is at W orli. But this did not contain bars 
required for foundation piles. This list I altered in respect of 3/16" 
bars. I reduced the quantity by about 10 tons which Hamid had 
requested me to order. That is the only alteration I made in 
Hamid's requirements. 

High Commissioner. (Reads lines 45 to 47) It is absolutely 
untrue. I sent no indent of any kind to England. It is untrue 
that the 7/8" bars were totally useless for the work. It is true 
that a certain number of 5/8" bars were ordered subsequently 
through the High Commissioner to make an economic rearrange
ment in the 7 /8"bars for the chawls. The 7/8" bars cost roughly 
about Rs. 2,25,000. It is not true that this whole amount was 
wasted as we used about 46340 bars out of 8J000 bars. The rest 
were transferred to Surplus stores because the number of chaw Is 
that were to be built was curtailed. The decision to curtail the 
number was taken 9 months after the order was placed. (To 
Court) If the original programme had been adhered to we should 
have required about 10000 tons of all kinds of steel bars inclu
ding 7/8" bars by 19. The original programme was for 625 chawls. 
This was curtailed to 207 chawls. On these 207 chawls out of 8.000 
bars we used up 46370 bars. That is to say on l/3 of the pro
gramme. So that the remaining 33000 would easily have been 
used up for the remaining programme. (To Velinker) The 
history of the order for the.3e 7/8" is as follows: -On lOth 
February 1922 I asked the Executive Engineer Districts Nos. 1 
and 2 to send in their statements of requirements of steel for 
1922-23. The official year commences on 1st April. Mehta was 
the Executive Engineer No. 1 Hamid was the Executive Engineer 
No. 2. Mehta was the Executive Engineer in charge of construc
tion of N aigam and DeLisle Road chaw Is. Hamid was in charge of 
the construction of the Worli Chawls. I produce my letter dated 
10/2/22 addressed to Executive Engineers I and II (Put in as 
Ext. D) I produce Hamid's letter dated 17/3/22 addressed to me 
enclosing two statements. (Letter put in as Ext. E) These are the 
2 statements. (Put in as Ext. E & El) These required alteration 
and were sent back to Hamid to be revised. I produce Hamid's letter 
dated 23/5/22 (Put in as Ext. F) I produce the revised statement 
enclosed with Ext . .F). (put in as Ext. Fl) (Shown columns 11 
and 12 ofF 1). These columns contain the quantity to be ordered 
through the High Commissioner. Column 9 shows the bars that 
remained in stock after completing 9 chawls. The minus quan
tities in column 9 show the quantities required to be ordered locally. 
The steel ordered through the B igh Commissioner usually took 6 to 
12 months to arrive. Therefore urgent requirements had to be locally 
purchased. The Executive Engineer Hamid had to decide the 
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quantity to be ordend throngh 1hc High Ccmmissioner. (To Court) 
I was Hamid·s Superior. (To Velinke11 I decided to a. cert nm ex
tent in M mnch no:~ I had to decide the programme. Apart from that 
the Executive Eugineer scut in the •eqnireJnents. .be noted what 
requirements he needed. On 31st :May 'OlJ Mehta. wrote to me this 
Jettu. (' ut in a3 Ext. G) The ;e are the reqnircruents for the 
N nigam & Delisle l\ ond Chawl.-:. 'l'be letter Wl\3 accompanied by 
thc"e -:1 statements. ( nt inns Ext:s. Gl, G2, G3, G-:1.) Abont the 
end or Jnne 102~ the deJign for all chnwl.:J iucluding ~aigam \\'orli 
and l>el...ble was altered. On 1st July HJ:2! I sent a mewo to Exe· 
cntivc Engineer No. 1 for rt:Jviscd :statement. 'l'hi.:i i.:; tho memo. 
(Pnt in as Ext. H) Ueminders were M·nt to both 1ho Executi\"e 
Engineer.:~ on 1t:-7 22. 'l'ha.t appear.; from 1 he endor:;emt>nt on 
15-7-2~. Hamid sent men. letter with hiJ revi,:;cd statement. '1 hi3 is 
the letter. (Put in aJ Ext. IJ Thi:~ the revi3cd statement. t Pnt in as 
Ext. I!) Il as corrected shows that 1112:3') cwt. were to be ordered 
through the High Commissioner. 'J hat aprears from colnum t-;o. 9. 
The alteratiOnS in column Nos. G, 8 & !rare in my handwriting. Some 
of them Jelate to 7/B" bars by 15' and 7(d" bars by 16'. ~J.'he~e are in· 
sertions. Because column 6 showed the stock the Executive Enginf'er 
had at \Vorli at the time, when the list came in from the Executive 
En~o:ineer I ascertained from the bnperintending Engineer No. IV 
that he had 5JO bars of 7/8" by 15' aud 1150 bars of 7/8" x lG'. Also I 
ascertained that he had 23500 bars of 3/16'' x 18'. I therefore re· 
duced the indent for 3/16" x 18' bars from 628 cwt.17lbs. to 210 cwts. 
Those are the only alterations, I made in the indent. The latter 
alteration is in respect of the bar.:~ to be ordered from the High Com· 
missioner with regard to 7/8" x 15' & 16' bars. I showed on this 
statement that they could be had from Sykes at W orli althoPgh the 
Executive Engineer did not ask for any. The object of altering this 
was to bring to light this. stock. I rtduced the 3/16" x 18' Lars 
from 828 cwts. to ~70. In I, there is an item of 5/8'' x 1~' bars. 
They are principally for beams and they could be used for colr:mns 
as well. No mention is made of any bar;; required for foundation piles. 
A chawl ordinarily has 104 l<~onndation piles. In each Pile there 
are 4 vertical bars. According to the de3ign each of the3e barJ was 
5/8" x 19'. I have drawn a rough sket~h of a foundation pile bhow
ing the rod;; and the bars. (Pnt in as Ext. J.) The piles have to be 
cured before they are med for fonndations. In tbe original ue;ign 
it wns contemplated to use only one pile with 7/8" by Hf bu3. The 
dc . .sign wa.~ changed sub.seqnently aud we n.sed two foundation piles 
w1th a. cap for a column nsing h~tlf the qnantity of nrtical rein
forcement in each and for that we n~ed bar3 5/8" x 19'. The oriuina.l 
• . 0 

mtentwn to use 7/'d" bar was H·rapped and the ide!~. of using two 
o/"8 ba.r3 WM sub.stituted. Thi;; ide<\ continued till 7/8" X HJ' bars 
arrived from England and we trau.:iferred the 5/8" bar3 oruered for 

8 a 
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·the beams to the foundation piles and the 7/8" Bars · which were 
ordered we utilised for the beams. 

On 24th July 1922 I received this letter from Mehta, forward
ing a statement of his requirements for Naigam A & B. (Put in as 
Ext. K). I produce the statement. (Put in as Ext. K 1). On 
31-7-22 I received a letter from Mehta enclosing his requirements 
for De Lisle Road Chawl. This is that letter. (Put in as Ext. L). 
I produce the statement accompanying that letter. (Put in as 
Ext. I 1). The total requirements of these two come to 1412 tons. 
The notes and figures in pencil are in the handwriting of Palnitkar. 
They were made on the authority of my red and blue pencil notes 
made on the statement. The notes in Black pencil appear only 
in the Naigam list. These lists sent by Hamid and Mehta were 
checked and consolidated in my office. A consolidated statement of 
the requirements was prepared. This consolidated statement of 
the requirements was for beams columns and floors and walling. 
It was prepared by Palnitkar. This is his statement. It is 
initialled by him. (Put in as Ext. M) Ext. M was kept in my 
office. A typed copy of it was sent to Sykes S. E. IV. I produce 
the fair copy of Ext. M. (Put in as Ext. ll1 1) This had to go 
to the office of Sykes and he had· to make an indent from this. 
On 1-8-22 I received an unofficial reference from Sykes. This is 
that U. 0. R. It was on the subject of the Indent to be sent home. 
(Put in as Ext. N). It was the duty of the Secretary, Govern
ment Development Department to send the indent to the High 
Commissioner. It was the duty of Sykes the S. E. IV to commu
nicate to the Secretary, Government Development Department. 
Below the U. 0. R. from Sykes I found a reference to a U. 0. R. 
from me dated 3-8-2!. It was despatched on the 5th August. 
(Put in as Ext. 0). (Shown Ext. M 1). M 1 is the office fair copy. 
I produce the original sent to Sykes. It is signed by me and is 
dated 5th. (Original put in·as Ext· M 2). I produce a U. 0. R. 
sent by me to Sykes. It is dated 3-S-2z and despatched on the 
5th. Ext. 0 is that U. 0. R. Along with Ext. 0 the consolidated 
statements Ext. M 2 were forwarded to Sykes. (Shown l\I 2). 
It shows that 546 tons were to be ordered locally and 1·.368 
tons through the High Commissioner. Hamid ahrays 
came to my office twice a week. Hamid sa1Y me 
about the time this consolidated statement was prepared. I don't 
recollect the exact date on which I saw him in connection with 
this. _\.t this particular interview I asked Hamid if he had included 
in his list the necessary steel bars for foundation piles. He con
sidered for a. few moments and said he had forgotten to enter in 
his list the requisite bars for the Foundation Piles. Hamid and I 
then proceeded to work out how many bars would be required for 
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the year and for a part of the succeeding year that is roughly npto 
a year i.e. about December 1923. I think we actually worked out 
the number of bars. But the question arose then as to how many 
bars we had in stock at W orli or how many Piles he had mannfac
ttued as these naturally had a bearing in the number of the Piles that 
would have to be ordered. The Department had a store then at 
\V orli. I therefore instructed Hamid to return to \Vorli and after · 
he had seen the stock of the bars and Piles to let me know his 
requirements for bars for Foundation Piles which he had originally 
forgotten. To the best of my recollection Hamid either brought 
in or sent in a slip of paper showing the diameter, the length and 
the number of bars required. When this came to my office I 
handed it over to Palnitkar, the Supervisor who drafted a letter to 
Sykes asking him to order in addition to the bars previon.sly con
tained in the consolidated list, 30,000 bars 7 /8'' x 19' for work upto 
31-12-1922 and 50,000 bars of the same dimension fur work between 
ol-1:2-22 and 1-10-23 weighing approximately 520 and SGG tons. 
'l'his is the draft made by Palnitkar. (Put in as Ext. P). I pro
duce the fair copy sent to Sykes. (Pnt in as Ext. P 1). Ext. P 1 
i:-:; dated 8th Augnst. Ext. P 1 is signed by me. On looking at Ext. P 
atrain I say it is not the draft of Palnitkar's letter of which Ext. 
P 1 is the fair copy. Ext. P 1 bears an endorsement in peneil thus 
''H.C. (Hettd Clerk) add this to the two amounts'' It is in Byke~· 
handwriting and initialled by him and dated 8-8-22. Piles are distin
ctly mentioned in the letter. I had nothing to do with the prfpar
at ion of the actual indent prepared in Sykes' office., The indent 
1m;pared by Sykes and sent to the Secretary to Government 
Devdopment Department neYer came in my hands then. Iu 
oue of my inspections to \Vorli the Ext. E Hamid told me that 
the 7/8'' bars had arrived and that he required 5/8" instead.· Re· 
mcwbering the slip that had been sent by Hamid to my otilce 
I \Yent forth~vith to see his file at \Vorli to see if a· copy of that 
:slip was there. I could not find it there. When it was not to 
be found there I went to my office and looked up at my o1m files 
but \\ithout success. I haYe always accepted the responsibility 
as the head of the office. The slip was not on record. \Vhen 
we contemplated launching this Prosecution I looked np Hamid's 
records. I thonght I might find some clue a.3 to how this mis
t~lke !'.rose. I found nothing. Bnt the next day I took Hamid's 
tile to the :-;olicitor to Government to ask him if it was of 
any use. He opened the file. On the very first page he opened 
there was a pencil note iu Hamid's handwriting, on the back of one 
of the documents of about the date on which the mistake was 
l·~·~~itted. I \Ya~ present when Kirke Smith opened the iile. 
1h.B. 1s that paper and this is the pencil notes in Hamid's b:md
wntmt: on the back of it. (Put in as Ext. Q.) Qn 12/9/:22 Salr-bh1i 
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. Tyabjee's tender for supply of bars of various dimensions includ~ 
ing 30,000 bars 7 /8" x HJ' was accepted by a resolution. I produce 
the Hesolntion. (Put in as Ext.H) In conrse of time Salebhai 
Tyabjee began giving the delivery of these bars. The mistake 
wa:J discovered after they tegan to dclh·er these bars. In due cotuse 
it was bronght to my notice. I spoke to Sykes on the phone if 
the order with Salebhai 'fyabjee for 7/8" bars conld be canre.led 
or if a telegram conld be Eent to the Secretary of State a::.king him 
to substitute 5/'d" bars for ''i/8" ordered. On 3/1/-2.3 Sykes sent me a 
U. 0. H. 'fhi.:~ i.l the U. 0. H.. (Put in as Ext. S) In conse· 
qnence of that l wrote aU. 0. R. On the same ilate bnt it was 
sent on the 4th. 'fhis i; that U. 0. R. (Put in as Fxt. T) It 
was ultimately fonnd impossible to ran eel the order as the 
Secretary of State had already placed t be order. The 7/c/' Bars 
arrived in dnc conr,:;e. They were unsuit.tble for Foundation 
Piles. I· rede.,igned the colnmns, beams and other parts of 
chawls and I snb.:;titnted these 7/8" bars for f:/8" and}" Bars wher
ever possible and nsed the 5/S" bars with Foundation Piles. I rede
signed and proposed to reduce the cement in thEI concrete mixture 
by 10 p<'r cem on account of the additional strength given by 
the 7 18" bars for the 5/8". I went on leave on 7/3(2.3 and Ha nid 
acted as S. E. in my absence and he then used some of the 7/d" bars 
in the Foundation Piles. These 7/8" bars had nothing whatever 
to do with the· Back Bay Reclamation. These 7/8" bars were utilised 
wherever possible. 

CROSS EXAMINATION RESERVED. 
Thomas Harvey Recalled And Examined:-! had never seen 

the man who was examined this morning by the Conrt. I have
had no dealings with him whatsoever. (Witness refers to Bal~ 
krishna Shet who was examined in reference to an application 
made by him). 

(2) Edward Francis Sykes Examined On Oath:-I am a 
member of the Legislative Assembly. 1 am the Manager of the: 
Bundi Agricultural Syndicate. In the year 1922 I was tile Super
intending Engineer in the Development Department in charge 
of No. 1 V Project. I continued to be in that place till N ovem her 
1928. I resigned a~ter that. I practised as a consulting Engineer, 
at Delhi. Jn 1915 I joined the Bundi Syndicate. "\\hen I was 
8 . .E. I was getting Rs. 2CCO. I know Harvey. He was S. E. 
No. 1 Project. When I was S. E. it was my duty to f:end indents 
to the Secretary to Government to order goods throngh Ue Hjgh 
Commissioner These indents were prepan-d by my clerks in my 
office under my supervision. The official channel was to send the 
indents after they were prepared in my office direct to the Secretary 
to lioYernment. lShown ·M 2). This consolidated stattment wa~ 
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received in my office in due conrse from the office of 8. E. No. 1. 
(Shown 0). This is a U. 0. R. from me to H1rvey and uudernea~h 
is his reply. I prodnce a U. 0. R. dated 9-S-22 from me to the 
Secretary to Government, Development Department. (Put in as 
Ext. U). I produce the office copy of the U. v. R. Dated from 11-S-22 
together with the indent addressed to the Secretary to (jovernment, 
Development Department. (ll. 0 R. put in as Ext. V and indent put 
in as V 1). On the 5th Jan nary 23 I sent a. U. 0. R. to 
Secretary to Government Development Department.. 'fhis is the 
office copy. (Put in as Ext. VJ. I prodnce a copy of the cable sent by 
the Secretary Government Development Department to Director 
G~n. Stores India. Office to make the alterations suggested in the 
indent. (Pnt in as Ext. YJ, The date of the cable is 8-1-~3. 
The alteration however could not be made. (Shown P 1) The 
pencil note on it i:i in my handwriting and initialled and dated by 
me. (Shown M 2). 'fhe pencil writing "7/8'' x 19' " i3 in my hand
writing. 'Ihe other pencil fignres are all in my handwriting. I 
made these insertions with regard to 7 /8" bars on account of the 
letter Ext. P. J. A note to that effect is made on .M 2 by lyenger my 
head clerk. The indent I subsequently prepared included the 
7/8" x 19' bars as appears from V 1. 

Abdul Hamid Abdul Kltader Examined on Oafh :-In 1922 I 
was the Executive Engineer No. II divi.3ion. I am out of employ
ment jnst now. There was no work for rue and my service was 
dispensed with in October last by the D. D. As Executive 
Engineer No. II I was in charge of the whole of the Worli Scheme. 
Harvey was my snperior. He used to come to Worli twice and 
I went to his office twice. As a matter of fact we practically used 
to see each other almost every day as the work was going on 
rapidly. Harvey's office was in the old Customs House Yard. My 
stores were in Worli. (Shown Ext. D. E. & E 1). I received E.xt. 
D and in compliance with that I sent E 1 with E. (Shown Ext. F 
& F 1). Ext. F 1 is the revised sta~ement and it was sent with 
Ext. F. Column 9 shows the quantity of steel available in our 
stores. The minus quantity shows the urgent requirements by us. 
'Ve asked to purchase these urgent requirements locally. Ordi
narily if Harvey was not at the site I used to decide about the 
urgency of the requirements. Column 11 & 12 show the bariJ 
which were to be indented from England for completion of 28 
cha.wls. The calculations for these bars w.1ich were to be ordered 
()Ut from England were made in my office. (~hown Ext. I). The 
de::;ign for the \Vorli chawls was altered about the first half of the 
ye:u 192!. I wrote Ext. I to Harvey. (Shown .Ext. I 1). I for
warded Ext. I 1 with the covering letter l:.xt. I. I 1 includes 
o/d" x HI' bar3. 1 cannot say what these bars were for. 
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Q.-In your chawls designs did you use columns and beams. 

Q.-Qnestion objected to. P. C. Objection over-ruled. 

_\..-Yes. 

I do not remember what kinds of bars were used for columns 
and beams but they can be seen from the drawings. Besides other 
sizes, bars of the size 5/8" x 19' were ordered. We cut out of 19 
feet which size was economical for indenting, sizes between 14 & 15 
feet for the use of columns and beams. 

Q.-Was the economical size for indenting 5/8" bars 19 feet 
in length. 

A.-Yes. 

I understand Foundation Piles. Ext. I 1 does not contain any 
order of Bars for Foundation Piles This was an omission. It was 
discovered but I know that when I went to Harvey's office it was 
discussed between Harvey and myself that these bars had been 
omitted and had to be included in the statement. It is a long 
time nearly 5 years· ago so that it is difficult to-remember exactly 
all that took place. \Vhen Harvey asked me to supply the 
omission I said that it was a simple· item, only one item and that 
it could easily be supplied in that office itself. My object was to 
save time and then we discussed about the quantity, for I was not 
sure of the number of chawls for which the material was to be 
altered. As we had 40 more chaw Is in contemplation at \\-r orli and 
similar number in other places, at Raine's Road, it was decided 
to get these bars for more Chaw Is than was actually required at 
"\Vorli at the time. The Raine's Road chawls were also Develop
ment Cha"Wls. Upto then there was no Executive Engineer. The 
scheme was not yet launched. It was only contemplated after that 
I don't remember anything more. 

Q.-Was any calculation made at that interview. 

Question objected to P. C. Objection over-ruled. 

A.-\\" e "Were discussing and calculations were made. 

Q.-1\-as anything written on paper. 

A.-I don't remember that. 

I don't remember if anything was done to find out if anything 
wa;:; in stock or store '\\e were doing all these things but I don't 
remember exactly. 

(Shown Ext. Q). The writing in pencil on the back is in my 
handwriting. I haTe seen this before but I cannot make ant any-
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thing. I was shown this before in the Office of Little & Co. The 
figure 7 /8'' x 19' are in my handwriting. This paper was found in 
my office file. (To Court). I do not remember at what place I 
wrote out these figures on this paper.) (To Velinker). It is signed 
by Storekeeper and in the ordinary course it would be in my office 
in the storekeeper's file. In August 1922 my pay must be about : 
1300. I acted subsequently on 2 occasions as S. E. vice Harvey 
once for 6 months and on the second occasion for 4! months. My 
pay was 1500 when my services were dispensed with. 

-!. PRABHASHANKAR VASUDEO PALNITKAR S. A. 
EXA:\IINED :-Prior to August 19:20 I was employed in the 
P. ,V, D. as Sub-Overseer. I was an overseer there from 1911. In 
1920 my services were lent to the Development Department. I was 
taken up as Supervisor. I was in the office of the S. E. Salsette. 
Later on I became Supervisor in the office of S. E. No. 1. Harvey 
became the Superintending Engineer No. 1 in 1921. As a Supervisor 
my duty was to check places and estimates in the office of the S. E. 
I had other technical work to do also. As a supervisor I was the . 
head of the S. E.'s Office, for technical work. In 1922 the Develop
ment Department was proceeding with the building of the ·worli 
and ~aigam Chawls. It was part of my duty to prepare statement 
for indents for steel required for building purposes. On 10/2/22 
Ext. D. was sent on to the executive engineers Nos. I & II. 
(Sho\Yn Ext. E. & El). Ext. E is the forwarding letter concerning 
Ext. El. It is from Hamid forwarding the revised statement Fl, 
relating to \Vorli Chawls. (Shown G, Gl, to G4). Ext. G is the. 
letter from Executive Engineer No. 1 forwarding Gl to G4. They 
relate to the Naigam and DeLisle Road Chawls. (Shown Ext. H) 
Ext. H was sent from our office to Executive Engineer No. 1 to · 
reYise his statements. (Shown Exts. I & Il). Ext. I is Hamid's 
letter, forwarding revised statement II. (Shown K & Kl) Ext. K is 
a letter from Ex. E. No. 1 forwarding revised statement Kl. This 
relates to the Naigam chawl. (Shown Ext. L & Ll) Ext. L is 
letter from Ex. E. No. 1 forwarding statement Ll relating to 
DeLi:5le Road Chawls. (Shown M.) This is my draft· of the con
solidated statement of requirements of Executive Engineers Nos. 
I & II. It is in my handwriting. I can't say from Ext. M whether. 
it contains any order for Foundation Piles. (Shown 0 & PI) with
out the original draft being before me I can't say by whom the· 
original draft was made. \Yhen the consolidated statement was 
ready in the office Harvey called me and gave me a slip of paper on 
whic-h certain quantity of 7 /S" bars was written. I was asked to 
put that in the consolidated statement. The bars were to be 
sent to Yarious places such as Worli, Naigam etc., and the statement 
was :::ent to Sykes. I put the quantity which was written on the 
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~lip of paper and given to me, in that f;tatement. That statement 
13 not M or MI. (bhown statement dated 18-8-22) This statement 
is prepared by me. It contains the item of 7/8" x 19' bars. 'l'hi.:~ 
particular entry i3 in red ink. ·The rest of the items are in black 
ink. It i:~ the office rule to pnt in additions in red ink. This 
statement was to be sent to S. E. IV. This is a statement of bars 
to b~ pt~rchased locall~ and mention:~ the places where they were to 
be distributed. (Put m as Ext. ZlJ Ext. Pis the forwarding letter 
with .rcgar~ to :r:;xt: Zl. Ext P, is dated J 8/8/22. I put t.he 7/8" x 19' 
bars Items m thiS s,atement hxt. Zl. The date of the preparation 
of tho statement Ext. li is 3/S/22. The date of Ext. Pl is 8/8/'22. It 
was on the 8th day of August thu.t Syke3 was written to make an 
addition of 30,000 bars and 50,000 bars. As this slip of paper 
~as given to me by. Harvey to make the addition I gave 
It back to Harvey With the statement Ext. Ll. I think that 
writing on that slip of paper was in Hamid's handwriting. I 
know Hamid's handwriting. 

Q.-Then why do you say I think it was in Hamid's hand· 
writing. 

A.-I will say then it is in Hamid's handwriting. 

I am on leave at present. I ";ent on leave from November· 
8th 192G. Upto 8th Nover-...1ber I was in Development Department 
I am still on leaYe and I have not got ordrrs for reversion yet. 
(Shown paper in pencil). Jt is in my handwriting. There i~ a 
note made by me at the bottom of the paper. (Put in as Ext. Z2). 
The date is 10/8/22. In Z2 the item of 30000 bars of 7/8" x 19' 
does not appear. I have therefore made the note on 10/8 below to 
show that this item was subsequently put in. 

5. ROBERT DUNCAN BELL EXAMINED ON OATH:
For about 3 months in the middle of 1924 1 acted as Secretary to 
Government Development Department and also as Dy. Director. 
I joined the D. Department in the same capacity, in. December 
1924. I produce the file regarding the sale of surplus bars in 1925. 
In 1924 certain rates were settled for the sale of tbese bars. At 
that time there was very little demand for steel bars of British 
Standard specification at the prices we quoted. I don't think 
continental steel is made to any particular specification. As far 
a.s I know there is a lack of guarantee about the continental steel 
in regard to the steam it will stand. I know Hamid. 1 n or about 
June 1925 I had a. discussion with him in regard to the disposal 
of the surplus. The B ousing programme had been suspended and 
so that caused the surplus. Hamid told rae very few of the bars had 
been sold at the prices we fixed. I hnYe met Caldwell. The bars 
were in his custody. I sugge3ted to Hamid that he should invite 
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tenders for the \thole or parts. Tenders were invited and receh·ed: 
The highest tender for the whole lot wM Rs. 8:) per ton and the 
hi£ hest for any quantity was Rs. 111-4-0 for a. lot of tons of 6 
different sizes. There were some sales of small lots during the 
time Hamid was in charge i.e. to say the time he saw rue and 
the tenders were invited. I remember one Symoor Lynn put 
in an offer. He made an offer for p•uchase at Rs. 100 a. t.on 
excluding the 7/8" bars and subject to a. commission of 2 per 
cent. I remember Trivedi made an offer. He and his brother 
both came and saw me at one time or another. One of the 
brokers G. B. Trivedi was an M. J.J. C. I never met Parakh. 
Hamid told rue that Parakh bad made a. verbal offer of Rs. 100 
per ton for the whole lot less H per cent commission. (He must 
be broker as marked for commission). That offer was accepted by 
the Director :--ir Lawless Hepper. It went to the financial advisor. 
It was finally accepted on 14-10·:.!5. Hamid had to pnt the 
transaction through. I understand Parakh did not come forward to 
complete this transaction. The offer was not in writing. Hamid 
had to bring him to the office to put things through. He did not 
turn up. Haney returned from lea'\'e a few days after. Harvey in
formed me on 2l'/10 that Parakh has not come to the Office by the 
date on which it had bePn arrangr'd he should appear and that a. 
.firm called Manekchand Jivraj and Co., had in the meantime 
submitted an offer at Rs. 10~/8/-net per ton for the whole lot. The 
offer was about Rs. 4 better than Pat akh's offer. Sir L. Hepper 
alEo approved of it. Harvey came to me more or les3 for 
information. He did not know what the state of affairs was. I 
directed my clerk to prepare a minute accepting the offer. That 
was on 21st 1 produce the minute (Velinker tenders the whole file 
Marked Z/18. I remember the offer of Alliance and Co. It is in 
another file. (Shown Ext. 11 G) That is the letter. It was 
received by me on 21st October according to this endorsement. 
The letter was dealt by me and it was not referred to Harvey. 
It is an offer for bar3 12 feet and 36 feet long and H inches and 
one bar of U x l.l The total quantity of surplus good3 was 
240J tons. 

CROSS EXAMINED BY NARIMAN:-I say that the 
programme was suspended not curtailed. I med. the official 
word. I believe there was an order or resolution about snspen
r.ion before I joined in 19:24. There must be a record of it. 
Stock as it became surplus was di.:3posed of. 

Brach Sot·al,Ji. Marker Examined Ol& O.ztl£:-Partner in the 
firm of G agrat Marker & Co. I became a partner of G M. & Co. since 
its starting about 12 or 13 year.:J ago. We were sanitary Engineer3 
and Contractors. I know Purcelle. I know B. C. C. I bought 
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Parcelle's share in the B. C. C. I bought a moiety of his profits in· 
that Co. for 1,70,000. An. agreement was drawn up between us. 
Craigie Blunt & Caroe were our Solicitors. I produce the agree
ment. I paid the amount by instalments. I paid Rs. 29250 on 
19-1-23. 10,000 on 3-2-23, 10,000 about 1--3-23, 10,000 about 
6-4-23, 10,000 about 7-5-23, 10,000 about 8-6 and 10,000 about 14-7; 
That left a balance of 10000. 0£ this 1000 was paid on 23-7; 
3,000 on 5-10, 6,000 on 20-10-23. That made total of 99250/
I paid 750 to the Solicitors in payment of hal£ their costs in
cluding the stamp which alone came to 1500. I was to insure the 
life of Parcelle. I got it insured with the Sun Life Assurance Co. 
of Canada. I received from Parcelle certain sums of money out of 
his share on the agreement. 

He paid on 4-3-24 Rs. 78,188/12/3 

" , " 9-10-24 " 59,660/~ 
" " , 8-12-24 " 47,721/-
, " " 4-7-25 " 30)000/-

In addition to these sums we paid 23000 on 9/12/24 to the Sun Life· 
Ass. Co. The payment was made by him on my behalf at my re
quest. The total of these payments in 2,38, 770/7/9. I received 
these payments by cheques on Lloyd's Bank. I made payments 
by cheques in the Central Bank. I went to England on 21/6/24 
and returned on 21/9/24. I know Gaya & Co. We were their 
sub contractors. On my return large sums were due by them 
to us. They failed to pay the amount. I threatened to take legal 
steps and I stopped supplying fittings for some time till we were 
paid or secured. G aya gave me an assignment of his bill. ( Shown 
Ext. 128 ) This is the first of the assignment for 60000/-. It is 
dated 12-12-24. This other is the later assignment dated 29-5-25 
for 2;3000/- When I got his 1st assignment from him the works 
were not completed. They were in progress. We had to supply 
further goods and so further sums became dne and so we took this 
other assignment. There is no truth in the suggestion that these 
assignments were given in order to secure bribes for officers of the 
D. D. out of this Rs. 1980 was paid on 12-1-25 by the Department 
under these assignments. On 6-2-25 Rs. 14955 were paid. <?n 
31-3-25 Rs. 6293 were paid. On 20-8-25 Rs. 36770 were pa1d. 
Total is 59999/- There is a balance of 25000 due to us· by Gay a & 
Co. There is no truth in the suggestion that any portion of any 
of these amounts was paid to any officer of the D. D. 

CHARGE. 

I, H. P. Dastur, Esquire, Bar-at-Law, charge you K. F. 
N ariman as follows :-
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That yon on or about the 21st August 1926 at Bombay 
defamed Mr. Thomas Han·ey, Superintending Engineer, No. 1 
Project, Development Department by making or publishing to the 
Back Bay Enquiry Committee the imputations hereinafter set forth 
concerning the said Mr. T. Han·ey by means of a writing and 
spoken words intending to harm or knowing or having reason to 
believe that such imputations would harm the reputation of the 
said 1\Ir. T. Harvey to wit:-

That before the Back Bay Enquiry Committee amongst other 
statements you made the following statements : 

1. "I may tell the Government quite frankly and openly that 
there are ugly rumours in the city and the whole of the Presidency 
that higher staff and officers have been receiving secret commissions 
from manufacturers and this is the reason why in this instance the 
Department has incurred a loss of 3 lacs of rupees. That is the 
reason why stores are indented in large quantities than are necessary 
and stores that are not required are also ordered out. 

2. In one instance an Executive Engineer had prepared an 
indent to be forwarded to manufacturers at Home for the large 
quantity of mild steel bars for concrete piles for the reclamation 
work and the size mentioned in the original indent by the Execu
tive Engineer was 5/8". This figure was subsequently altered after 
the indent was prepared, but before it was despatched, by the 
SnperintE>nding Engineer into 7 /8". The quantity required was 
about 1,200 tons costing nearly three lacs of rupees. The indent 
thus altered was sent by the Superintending Engineer to the Home 
Firm and the bars arrived of the size and dimensions of 7 /8" which 
were not required for the works. They were deposited in Matnnga 
Snrplns Depot and a fresh indent had to be sent with correct 
specifications and fresh consignment arrived and the amount 
of nearly 3 lacs of the first consignment was purely wasted. When 
a question was raised about it in the Council in the course of a 
debate the Denlopment Director admitted it but stated that the 
said alteration was dne to a trifling error. No effort was made to 
explain how such ''trifling error" could haYe occurred particularly 
\\hen the indent \\aS originally correctly prepared by the Engineer 
and deliberately altered by the superior and no explanation was 
forthcoming. 

3. Five-eighths bars were required bnt 5 was changed into 7 
by the Superintending Engineer . 

.:!. I do not agree that a mistake was made. It was not 
made in the original preparation of the indent but in a propHly 
prepared indent. figures are altered subsequently. · 
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5. I say it is intentional. From the circumstances I can say 
it was not a mistake. 

G. These snrplus stores were ordered in order that certain 
manufacturers might ma.~ e some earning out of this order. As far 
as. I can see there i.l no other explanation otherwise these stores 
would not have been ordered to be used as scrap iron. 

7. The altered indent was sent to the Home Manufacturers 
by the Superintending Engineer. 

8. The indent was altered by the Superintending Engineer. 

9. Question by Mr. Billimoria :-Do you suggest any ulterior 
motive? · 

Answer :-Yes. 

And you thereby committed an offence under Section 500 
Indian Penal Code aLd within my cognizance. 

And I hereby direct you to be tried by me on the said charge. 

(Sd.) H. P. DASTUR, 
Ag : Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay. 

IMPORTANT DISCUSSIONS AND INTERESTING EXCHAN
GES BETWEE~ THE ACCUSED AND THE COUNSEL FOR 

PROSECUTION DURING CROSS EXAMINATION. 

After the examination-in-chief there followed a very lengthy 
.and searching cross-examination and re-examination of the prosecu
tion witnesses which lasted for about thirty-four days and almost 
.all the important matter referring to the case is included in Mr. 
N ariman's written statement which appears bodily in part II of 
this volume. 

Under the circumstances we omit the cross and re-examina· 
tions as the repetitions will be tiresome to our readers and besides 
it will make this book, very unwieldy. 

However we will not omit from this book the interesting 
passages at arms and arguments between the prosecution counsel 
and llr. Nariman whi~h will show cur readers what a. great task 
it was for Mr. Nariman to face obstructions from the opponents 
t~ingle-handed, agaiust very heavy odds. 

ThA following are a few of the important argumen~s .and hot 
excban~es a volley of retorts between the parties during the cross· 
examinations :-
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I WANT NO LENIENCY. 
When Mr. Nariman again re'ened the wi'ness to his 

(Nnrim~n'~) written statement, Mr. Velinliar rai£cd an objection 
saying that Le could not understand what Mr. ~ ariman was 
trying to do. 

The Magistrate said that he had told Mr. Nnriman so many 
times that if 1he) Mr. Nariman would wy openly tbut hi:j alle
gations did not re'er to 1\1 r. Haney (if j hat \\as \\hat he was. 
trying to proYc), then there would be an tnd of the matter. 

1\fr. Nariman said that he did not whh to make such a statement 
and be did not UI•derstand why the Conrt \\as w nnxiuus to 
extract sncb an admission from him. He said that ho would 
bring it out in his own way in due conrEe. 

MAgistrate:- It was my mistake that I was lenient to yon from 
the beginning. lf I had only taken yonr stat ewent in the begin
ning I would have known exactly what yvur ddence was going 
to be. 

I STAND ON MY RIGHTS. 

Mr. Nariman:-I object to the word "lenient". I want 
no leniency from any court "hat ever. I only wish to stand on 
my own rights. 

Magistrate :-1 am glad to bear that from you. 

u1N FIELDS YET .. JUriGLES TO eCMB.'' 

1\fn. NARIMAN REPLIES TO OBJECTIONS. 

"GovT. WITHHOLDING DocuMENTs'' Sus DEFENDEKT. 

Lively Passages-at-arms in Ccurt. 
Mr. Harvey stated that the sanction of the Secretary of State 

was obtained for the orde~ placed with Me~us Sale bhoy 1 yabji. 

Mr. N ariman asked for the production or the document,i 
Mr. Walker for the Government ~:>tated that he had been 

mstructed by <me of the Secretaries to the Go,·ernment to say that 
unle3s the permission of the Secretary was prerion~ly obtained, the 
document under reference could not be exhibited in court. He 
pointed out that he was seeking t:belter under Section 12:::S of the 
Evidence Act. 

In teply to a qnestion by Mr. Nnriman, 1\Ir. Walker stated that 
the penuission was being obtained. 

Mr. Nnrimnn orew the attenticn of the comt to ibe attitude of 
the GoTernment. It voas the same Gonrnu::.rnt who had sane· 
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tioned prosecution and which again was withholding certain impor
tant documents which were very important to the defence. 

The Magistrate said he had nothing to do with the attitude of 
the Government. 

Resuming witness said that he had nothing to do with the 
accounts. Qualifying his statement witness stated he did not keep 
the accounts but he looked into them every year. 

The :Magistrate remarked that it was :tlways the subordinate 
staff who prepared accounts and the heads of departments signed 

. them. The :Magistrate cited his own case and said that his clerks 
prepared statements, fines etc. received by his office and he merely 
signed it. 

. Mr. N ariman : But in that case your Worship would not dis
. own the responsibility of the statement over your signature. And 
your \Vorship would not dictate a judgment to your clerk and 
·when the High Court called for any explanation in the matter, your 
\V orship would not throw the responsibility on the clerk ? · 

A SNUB TO MR. HARVEY. 
:. 1 · The Magistrate said that an:y way the higher officers had to 
depend upon their subordinates and so Mr. Harvey had to. ''Surely", 
said the Magistrate 11 you do not expect the officers to sit down and 
count two anna and fon:r anna pieces." 

Mr. Harvey: 11 Hear hear." 

llr. N ariman : What is this, f.lr. Harvey ? Do you think 
you are in a theatre? (Loud Laughter.) 

Mr. Velinkar : Who is theatrical, Sir ? Is not Mr. N ariman 
in a theatrical mood? 

::\1r. N ariman : Your client had no business to utter " Hear 
hear" when his \Y orship said something. 

The Magistrate: He ought not to have said that. 

Mr. Nariman: \Vas there any supplier of the name of :JI. JU. 
Baksh? 

l.lr. I1 an·ey : I do not know. 

:\Jr. N ariman : Do you know that he submitted a bill for 
Rs. 16,00J. 

11 r. Harvey : I do not 
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Mr. N ariman : \Vas there an assistant Engineer named Sohoni 
and a Supervisor named Joshi ? 

Mr. Harvey : Yes. 

Mr. N ariman : Do you know that they were dismissed ? 

Mr. Harvey : Joshi was dismissed. I do not know about Sohoni 
but his services were terminated . 

.Mr. r-; ariman : Will you find out whether there was a bill 
from a supplier named M. M. Baksh for Rs. 16,000? 

Mr. Velinkar objected to the question and inquired as to how 
it was relevant. 

1\Ir. N ariman, after :\lr. Harvey was asked to leave the court 
temporarily, explained that in 1923 a bogus bill for a sum of 
Rs. 16,000 was submitted to the Audit Office in the name of one 
J\I. M. Baksh. It was almost passed but suspecting something, the 
Audit Oflice made inquiries in the matter and found that the bill 
was submitted for the work which was already paid for to one Vali 
l\lahomed Hassan. The fraud was detected and Joshi and Sohoni 
the two subordinate officers were dismissed. 1\lr. N ariman wanted to 
know whether either 1\lr. Harvey or 1\fr. Hamid through whose 
hands the bill must ha\e passed detected the bogus nature of the 
bill or not. 

"1lr. Velinkar did not understand how the question was releYant 
at all. He requested the court to see that :Mr. N ariman who was 
"roving round in the jungles " limited his cross-examination within 
the four corners of the Evidence ~-\.ct. 

Mr. N ariman : I want all the Departments under your client 
to go into the jungles. 

1\Ir. Velinkar: As a matter cf fact, Sir, Mr. Nariman has been 
allowed too lllUch latitude in cross-examination. 

::\lr. N ariman : On the contrary my constant complaint is that 
I have not been allowed to 11sk only just and legitimate questions. 
I do not want, howeYer, to be giYen special treatment and no better 
than would be given to Pandu Tnkaram or the meanest man in the 
City. 

The :Jiagistrate remarked that he was in a Yery awkward po3ition. 

His \Yorship, ultimately o,·erruled 1Ir. Velinkar's objectiou 
and allowed ~I r. ~ arimau to ask ::\Ir. Harvey the qnestion he 
\Yanted to. 
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DOCUMENT AND LEDGER ACCOUNTS OF 
CONTRACTORS l\JTSSING. 

Witnf'SS expressed ignorance even nt. the business of l\Tessrs. 
Fnlebhoy Tyabjee and stat£d that be did not ~now whether the 
firm were dealtrs in mild steel bars and were ~hipdU!cdlers. ~ 

1\Ir. Nariman :-\\"hat was the extent oi the ,·alue of the order 
placed with that firm? 

Mr. Harvey :-I don't know. I did not place the oruer. 

1\Ir. Nariman :~You do not know \'\'hat rates '\'\'ere Eettled? 

Mr. Harvey :-No. 

Continuing witneFs said that he knew that the firm was FiUm

moned to produce all the orders they had received from the Deve
lopment Dtpartment and other record3 in connec•ion with the 
trumaction. He did not nmem her whether the solici•ors of the 
firm expressed their im bility to produce the documents called for. 
Witness knew that Me:3sr3. 'rhoma~ Cook and Sons, Bar:~kers of the 
firm were asked to produce their ledger account books fur 192:2-23 
and that the clerk of the bank had ·stated in the Court that the 
particular account book wanted was given away by an accident. 

~Mn. HARVEY'S APOLOGY. 
In reply to a question by Mr. Nariman, witness s11id that he 

knew of Baltdsondas having made a statement to the effect that he 
was unable to produce the account bcoks. 

Re!'erring to the missing documents Mr. N ariman inquired of 
Mr. Harvey whether that was the first time when his (Harvey's) 
documents were missing. On Mr. Harvey'~:~ replying that it was so, 
Mr. Nariman inquired whether he had not missed any documents 
in a case in which the Development Department had taken posses~ 
sion of the plot of a fac~ory belonging to one Unwala some years 
back. 

Mr. Harvey stated that he had allowed Mr. Un~ala the ins~ 
pection of all documents bnt he "kr.cwing a little like you" ihat the 
documents were missing insisted on the production of the same in 
court when the suit for costs of the remo\·al of the factory came up 
for hearing. 

· Mr. Nariman strongly protE>s1ed 11gainst ibe rerfcr.al rcmark 
made by Mr. Ban-ey and nEhed tbe latter v.+e11Hr he was prc:·Fnred 
to withdraw and deplore it or not. Mr. Harvey said that he 
deplored it. 
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Mr. Nariman drew the attention of the court to the fact that 
it was not the first occasion on which such an insinuation had been 
made. He wanted to know whether Mr. Harvey was prepared to 
apologise to the Court for his outburst. 

The Magistrate asked Mr. Harvey to apologise. 

Mr. Velink~r stated that his client had already deplored the 
statement. 

Mr. Harvey at this stage apologised. 
After asking him to be more careful in future, Mr. Nariman 

read out the correspondence between the Land Acquisition Office of 
the Development Department and 1\!r. Unwala, in which allegations 
of a very grave nature were made against 1\!r. Harvey whose 
affidavit was attested. 

They were put in as exhibits. 

"TRYING TO RUIN THEIR P0LITIG:1\L 0PPONBNT." 

MR. NARil\!AN'S CHARGE AGAINST GOVERNMENT. 

"GENERAL MEMBER T:Rt;STING ~1lllTE OFFICEES TOO MCCH." 

Mr. N ariman: There was some difference of opinion between 
your Department and the Audit c,;ffice 1\bout paying the claim 
submitted by the Ferro-Concrete Co. 

The court inquired of Mr. Nariman as to why be was pur
suing the same point over again. 

As Mr. N ariman wanted. to explain the point, Mr. Harvey 
was asked to lea\e the court temporarily. 

Mr. N ariman said thas he had invited the solicitor for the 
Crown to produce the protest letter of the Deputy Finaucial Ad
visor regarding the claim of the Ferro Concrete Co.; but the letter 
was not produced. He would not have referred to the corres
pondence with the Audit Department, had that letter been 
produced. \\"'hat he was trying to do was to prove conclusively 
that the payment of compensation to the Ferro-Concrete Co. was 
practically presenting a purse to them from public funds. Under the 
conditions of the contract, the Company could not have claimed 
any compensation because it was clear to every one that the 
work of constructing the four chawls on the rocky plots conld 
not be commenced bef(lre tbe rocks were blasted out and the 
blasting operation conld not be completed for at least two years. 
In spite of that, the compensation w~ts recommended, and 
bogus bills, pnt forward by the contractors, were sanctioned. 
Exorbitant and fantastic sums were sanctioned and paid to 
ro ntractors. 

9a 
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"TRUSTING TOO MUCH. " 
Mr. Nariman referred to the instance of the Ferro-Concrete 

Co. who had charged Rs. 15,000 for a set of cmterings fc r which 
the Department of Mr. Harvey himself was charging only two 
to three thousand rupees. This, said Mr. N ariman, was the result 
of the General Member's trusting his White officers too much: 

· Before Mr. Narim.an could proceed, Counsel for the complainant 
was on his legs and he appealed to the Court to stop Mr. N ariman 
from talking irrelevant things. 

The Magistrate, however, considered Mr. Nariman's argument 
relevant inasmuch as he was trying to prove his "bonafide, belief 
that Mr. Harvey had sanctioned an amount of compensation to 
which the contractors were not entitled and that he had passed 
exhorbitant and bogus bills. 

Mr. Velinker protested against the court allowing Mr. N ariman 
to continue. 

The Magistrate considered Mr. Nariman's question relevant 
and recalled Mr. Harvey. 

Mr. Nariman told the Court that the General Member was not 
prepared to investigate in the working of the Department by start
ing an independent inquiry with the help of the important material 
in his possession. He had always been clamouring for such an 
inquiry and if the General Member had instituted the inquiry, Mr. 
N ariman was sure that the present prosecution would not have been 
sanctioned. 

Mr. Velinkar: · You are making a scapegoat of the court, 
Mr. N ariman. 

" THE SCAPEGOAT." 
Mr. Nariman: Not I. It is you and the Government who 

are trying to make a scapegoat of the Court. In fact, the General 
Member had actually stated in the Legislative Council that 
Government would sanction an amount to the extent of Rs. five 
lakhs for the prosecution. It is evident that the Government are 
trying to ruin their political opponent. · 

Mr. Nariman: (To Mr. Harvey): Have you got the supple· 
mentary claim of the Ferro-Concrete Co. ? 

Mr. Harvey: Yes. 
Mr. Nariman: One of the claims was for centerings? 
Mr. Harvey: Yes. 
Mr. N ariman : The Company clai~ed Bs. 15,000 f.or a set of 

centerings ? · 
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1\!r. Harvey : They claimed Rs. 20,000 and it inclndoo coo.· 
terings. For flooring, columns, moulds etc.. For outer wallings 
and blocks. 

Mr. N ariman : And you recommended Rs. 15,000 ? · 

Mr. Harvey: Yes. 

Mr. Nariman: And what did the Deputy Financial Advisor 
remark on your recommendation ? 

Mr. Walker, Solicitor for the Crown, objected to the question 
on the ground that it referred to the official records which were not 
published. 

Mr. Velinkar also objected. 

"ATTEMPT TO HIDE UGLY FACTS." 

Mr. Nariman said that it was another attempt to hide the ugly 
facts of the departments, and he contended that it was only for the 
official in whose custody the document might be to object to its pro· 
duction or to any question pertaining to it. He requested the 
Court to note on record the objection. 

Mr. Walker, Solicitor for the Crown, said that no permission 
for any documents had been asked for. 

The Magistrate upheld the objection. 

When Mr. Nariman asked another question, Mr. Walker 
again objected. 

Mr. Nariman, thereupon, said that the public prosecutor could 
not use his discretion, in the matter without definite instructions 
from Government. 

Mr. Walker said that Mr. Nariman could even apply for per· 
mission for the production of the document at that time. 

Mr. N ariman said that he was not prepared to do so particularl;v 
because the Government had more than once turned down hiS 
request. He did not want to entreat the Government whose atti· 
tude, he said, he knew very well. · 

Mr. Harvey, who then resumed his evidence said that the 
r.onstrnction of the chawls at Worli and DeLisle Road were the 
same. 'fhe centerings at Worli and DeLisle Road were of one set 
for flooring, etc., and for different purposes different sets of centering~ 
were req,uired. · 
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SELLING OF CENTERINGS. 

Mr. N ariman : So Ferrow Co.'s claim was for one set of cen· 
terings ? 

Mr. Harvey: No. 

Mr. Nariman: You sold twelve centerings to Mr. Gaya for 
Rs. 37,500? 

Mr. Harvey : Yes. 

Mr. N ariman : Did you sell a set of floor centerings to 
Ga.mmon & Co. ? 

Mr. Harvey: Yes. 

Mr. N ariman : For about Rs. 4,000 

Mr. Harvey: For something like that. 

Mr. Nariman: You recommended Rs. 8,000 for cement blocks. 

Mr. Harvey: I do not remember. 

On Mr. Nariman's saying that he (Mr. Harvey) sanctioned 
Rs. 8000 for cement blocks which would ordinarily not cost Rs. 
l,OCO. Mr. Harvey said that he would look into the files. 

Mr. Harvey then said that he recommended the claim on May 
30, 1925 and it was paid in March, 1926. 

Mr. Nariman :-You allowed them to return the material as 
well as paid the compensation ? 

Mr. Harvey: -No. They had made sufficient centerings for 
16 chawls, so the compensation was for general loss sustained by 
them. 

Continuing witness said that the curtailment in the programme 
was notified to the contractors five or six. months after the decision. 

Mr. Nariman :-But did you get any centerings? 

Mr. Harvey :-No. 

Mr. Vel:i,nkar inquired how the question was relevant. 

1\Ir. Nariman said that it was certainly surprising to find that 
the department did not get anything although they paid a lot of 
com pen sa tion. 

· Mr. Nariman :-And you paid Rs. 1,00,000 for supposed 
additions? 
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Mr. Harvey was not able to say anything. 

The Magistrate asked l\Ir. Nariman to explab ~is question 
and Mr. Harvey withdrew from the Court. 

"A BOG US CLAIM." 
l\fr. N ariman explaining said that for additions which were 

never made, a bogus claim of Rs. 1,00,000 was made and an 
assistant of Mr. Harvey had made a report against it saying that 
it was false and that no work was actually done. Mr. Harvey had, 
however, recommended the claim of Rs. 60,000 later on, inspite of 
his being told that no work was done at all. 

Mr. Harvey was at this stage recalled. 

Mr. Nariman :-Rajadyaksha, your assistant reported in cases 
of disputes? 

Mr. Harvey :-Yes. 
Mr. N ariman :-And he reported against this particular claiw 

of Rs. 1,00,000? 

:Mr. Harvey :-He did but his report was absolutely false. 

l\fr. N ariman :-l::io every report made against the claim which 
you might choose to support is false and incorrect? 

Mr. Harvey :-I do not say so. 

Mr. Narim~An :-'fhe Assistant Engineer reduced the claim 
frum Us. 1,00,000 to Rs. 1,000? 

Mr. Harvey :-He reduced it. I do not know to what amount. 

Mr. Nariruan :-And he said that some of the claims were· 
bogus? 

Mr. Harvey did not reply. 

Next, when Mr. Nariman asked for the production of certain 
documents Mr. Harvey said that the records were mixed up and 
he did not know when and how they were mixed up. 

''HONEST MEN OF DELHI" 
Mr. Nariman :-Do you know Mr. Kala. Sing? 

Mr. Harvey:_-:- ):"e~. 

Mr. Nariman :-He was from Delhi? . 

Mr. Haney :-I don't know. I know that men from Delhi are 
very honest and I would employ them if I ha'e to. -

Mr. Nariman :-I here you won't have to. · 
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TIFLING THB DBFBNeB' 
MB. NARIMAN'S COMPLAINT '£0 THE COURT. 

" I AM PBEP ABED To TAKE THE CoNSEQUENCE." 

"ANOTHER DELHI MAN." 

- Mr. Nariman: Now, Mr. Harvey, have you heard the name of 
'Uttam Singh'? 

Mr. Harvey : I don't remember the name. 

Mr. N ariman : Another Delhi man, who was one of your 
Assistant Engineers? 

Mr. Harvey: I can't recollect the name. 

Mr. Nariman: You may consult your clerk, if you like. 

At this stage, witness was trying to consult his clerk in the 
court, when he was prevented from doing so by Mr. Velinker. The 
latter objected, saying that witness could not consult anybody. 

Mr. N ariman: Counsel must know that witness is before the 
Court. 

Mr. Velinker : I object. 
Mr. Nariman: Very well, let Counsel object. Is there any 

means of reviving your memory by consulting your clerk, or 
'' pattawalla" or anybody else? 

Mr. N ariman : Do you know, Mr. Harvey, that Balki
shandas used to supply to some officers of the Department including 
Sir Lawless Hepper, the Director, daily bazaars (fruits, vegetable, 
fish, etc.). (Laughter.) 

Mr. Velinker: I object. I don't object, because the bazaars 
were bad (Laughter.) 

Mr. N ariman : It is too late for you to object to that because 
the bazaars have been already supplied. 

Mr. Velinker : How 'is this question relevant ? 

Uourt : How is it relevant, Mr. Nariman? 

.. Mr. N ariman : Well, I put it to you whether you were one of 
the lucky officers to receive the bazaars daily· from Balkishanda~? 

"I did not receive anything." · "" 

-.·Mr.- Harvey-: I did not receive anything from anybody. I 
don't know about other officers. I received an orange occasionally. 

Mr. Nariman: Never mind the orange. 
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"SUPPLY OF MOTOR CARS." 
::Mr. N ariman : Do you know whether Balkisondas · Seth 

provided motor cars for some of the officers ? 
Mr. Velinkar objected to the question. 

'l'he Court inquired how the question was relevant. 

Mr. Nariman: In the same way as the Bazar supplies. Secret 
Commission may not be paid only in money. It may be paid also 
in several other ways. 

The Magistrate said that if Mr. Nariman said that Mr. Harvey 
also was supplied with motor cars the question was relevant. 

Mr. Nariman: Do you know if Balkisondas supplied motor cars 
to Mr. Sykes? 

Mr. Velinkar: I object. 

The question was, however allowed by the Court. . 

Mr. Harvey : I know nothing about it. I never knew the man 
Balkisondas before the Back Bay Committee. . 

Mr. N ariman : Did you not hear of Balfour Company either ? 

Mr. Harvey : No. • • 

Mr. Velinkar at tb.is stage inquired whether Mr. N a.riman had 
meant free Bazar supplies by saying that Bazar things were 
supplied ....... . 

Mr. N ariman : Of course ; otherwise where is the fun of the 
Bazar supplies ? 

Mr. Velinkar : I wanted it to be made clear ; because I know a 
dear friend of mine supplies motor cars but charges for it. 

Mr. Nariman: Perhaps he is not as generous as Balkisondas. 

Mr. N ariwan : Do you know one Mr. Owen ? 

Mr. Harvey: Yes. 

Mr. Nariman: Is he related to you? 

Mr. Harvey : No : he is only a frie~~· 

Mr. Nariman: What -was Mr. Owen? 

:Mr. Harvey: He was an engineer to one of our co~tracto;rs. 

Mr. Nariman: Did you ever put up with Mr. Owen? 

Mr. Htu-rey: Yes, for a week:.end in Bombay. 
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1\Ir. N ariman : Had you motor trips together. 

Mr. Harvey: Yes; occasionally. 

SANITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR CHA WLS. 

Mr. N ariman :-You require sanitary requisites for your 
chawl.s? ................. . 

Mr. Harvey :-Yes. According to the Municipal requirements ... 

Mr. Nariman at this stage read section 350 of the P. W. D. code 
which required that all articles required for the works should be pur
chased from local suppliers if available and inquired of Mr. Harvey 
whether he had adhered to that section. 

1\Ir. Harvey :-I did adhere. 

1\lr. Nariman :-So you always ordered out locally the articles 
which were satisfactory? 

. 1\Ir. Harvey :-I did. 

Although 1\lr. Harvey replied to the question, Mr. Velinkar 
objected to it. 

The Magistrate asked Mr. Harvey to go out of Court and 1\Ir. 
Nariman was asked to explain the relevancy of his question. 

APPEAL TO COURT. 

Mr. N ariman said that he was trying to prove that Mr. Har· 
vey had ordered out unnecessary stores inasmuch as he had dis
carded the locally made requisites which were cheaper and were 
approved of by the Municipality and had placed orders with Gan
non Dunkerley and Co., for Adams patent simply to benefit the 
Company and his friend :Mr. Owen. 

Coming to the numerous and frequent objections raised by 
the prosecution in the course of his. cross-examination of .~he 
complainant, Mr. N ariman said: I appeal to the Court. tha~ the 
point of view of the Court should not be the point of view of the 
prosecution which, it is evident> is bent :upon shielding the 
department, by hook or by crook, and to. save the prestige of 
the Government. I can understand the athtnde of the prosecu
tion, whos~. only. aim is to get the conviction and to whitewash 
the whole affair and I was quite prepared for it, but I did 
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not expect and was not prepared for a similar attitude from 
the Court. 

The :Magistrate: So do you suggest that the Court is obstruct
ing the defence? 

:Mr. N ariman: I don't, but my appeal to the Court is that 
the consideration of justice alone and nothing else-neither the 
prestige of a local Government nor of shielding the department 
should weigh with the Court. Now, Sir, I have never heard 
of a case of defamation in which the accused person is not allowed 
to cross-examine the complainant on the question of his reputa
tion and his character and my learned friend the proEecution 
counsel, who is considered the foremost c.ounsel for criminal cases, 
will bear me out when I say this. The one main issue on 
which I am now concentrating my question is the character 
of the complainant and I am prepared to prove that this comp
lainant had nothing to lose by the allegations made against 
by me. 

Apart from the relevancy of the question, Sir, the Court has, to 
look to the state of my mind when I repeatedly made the allegations 
and refused to withdraw them. I am prepared to take the conse
quences of the attitude taken up by me and so far as the conse· 
quences are concerned, I do not want any mercy from anybody. 
This may be considered while the judgment in the case may be 
deliYered, but 1 do certainly want to see that at this stage the 
defence is not stifled with, by rulings which would prevent him from 
bringing forth evidence which would conclusively prove that the 
character of the complainant in his official capacity is such as is not 
at all harmed by the charges I have levelled against him. I am 
concerned with the reputation of the department and the shady 
transactions in which it entered and if I am not allowed to adduce 
evidence regarding the transactions other than those circumscribed 
by the prosecution i. e., the mild steel bars, it would certainly 
amount to stifling the defence. I therefore appeal to the Court once 
again to look at the objection not from the point of view of the 
prosecution but to allow me as an accused person to cross-examine 
the complainant on all issues bearing near or remote relevance: 

Mr. Velinka.r, at this stage, referred to section -146. o! the. 
evidence Act and said that if they were to go by the law, irrelevant 
questions could not be allowed. They had to stick to the charges 
laid out against Mr. N ariman and not to revel into jungles in search 
of mare's nests and running after wild cats schemes as Mr. NarimatJ 
would have them to do. · · · ·. · 
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RULED OUT 

The Magistrate agreed with Mr. Velinkar and ruled out Mr. 
Nariman's question. • 

Mr. N ariman requested the Court to give him time to approach 
the High Court regarding this ruling because he said the subse· 
quent cross examination would be on the line of the question that 
was ruled out and in his opinion it was no use going on putting 
questions and see that they were ruled out, thus wasting the time 
of the Court. 

The Magistrate was prepared to adjourn the case to allow time 
to Mr. Nariman. 

Mr. Velinkar, however, requested the Court to proceed with the 
case and to allow Mr. Nariman, to put the questions he wanted to put. 
If any of them was objectionable, the Court might rule it out, he said. 

The Magistrate agreed and Mr. Harvey was recalled. 
Mr. Nariman: You did not know what was the Municipal 

standard for sanitary requisites ? 
Mr. Harvey: No. 
Mr. Nariman: Do you know .that they approve of· and en

courage local supplies for the last 60 years. 
Mr. Harvey: I am very highly surprised. The local supplies 

are very much inferior and I should never have it again. 
Mr. N ariman : If you are here at all I So you charge the 

Municipality with passing inefficient and inferior materials ? 
Mr. Harvey : I do. 
Mr. Nariman: Would you be surprised to learn that the same 

articles are used in the most busy and crowded streets of the city, 
the Government House and the most aristocratic bungalows ? 

Mr. Harvey : Very much. 
Mr. Nariman: Do you know that the P. W. D. uses the same 

for their chawls ? 
1\Ir. Harvey: No; I don't. 
Mr. Nariman: And the Pol't Trust also? 
Mr. Harvey : It may be. It all depends upon the article a. 
Mr. Na~iman: So you mean that some of the articles are 

good and some are bad ? . 
Mr. Harvey : . I think so. 

Mr. N ariman : So the articles used by ~art Trust, MuniCi:
pality etc., were good and only your small supply _'!'~S bad ? .. 

Mr. Harvey : My supply ·was certainly bad. 
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Un. NARIMAN ON HIS DEFENCE . 

., MY .7\LLEG.t\Tif'NS H.t\VE BEEN FULLY P'R0VED.'' 

ALLEGED COMP~ICITY OF OFFICIALS WITH 
CONTRACTORS. 

MILD STEEL BAHS INDENT "NoT A Bo!u-PIDE MISTAKE." 

A Voluminous Written Statement. 

--x--
When Mr. Nariman cross-examined Mr. Gaikwad, a clerk in 

the Audit Office, who produced certain documents on behalf of the 
prosecution the witness gave a uniform answer that "he did not 
know" to many a questions asked by Mr. Nariman. Witness pro· 
duced the final bill of the Ferro Concrete Construction Co., but 
when asked to produce the specification attached to it he said he 
did not know where it was. 

Mr. N ariman called upon the prosecution to produce the 
specification. 

Mr. Velinker replied that there was no such document in 
existence. If Mr. N a rim an stated precisely what he required he 
would produce it. 

"DELIBERATELY SUPPRESSING DOCUMENT." 
Mr. N ariman submitted to the Court that he had summoned 

the Audit Officer himself to produce those documents, but he was 
not present in the Court. He alleged that the prosecution was 
deliberately suppressing that document as they knew fully well that 
its production would be detrimental to their interests. 

Mr. N ariman then explained why he particularly wanted the 
document. The Ferro Concrete Co. he said, were given a contract 
for painting windows, etc. at Rs. 4 per 100 square feet. But in the 
final bill the rate charged by them was Rs. 4 per square foot which 
made a difference of nearly 14 or 15 thousand in the final bill. He 
alleged that was the reason why the prosecution was reluctant to 
produce the document. Mr. N ariman therefore insisted on the 
Audit Officer producing the document. 

. . 

'fhe Magistrate ruled that the document was quite relevant 
and requested hlr. N ariman to make a '\Tritt en application when the 
Court would direct the Audit Officer to produce all the bills of the 
F. C.Co. 
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Mr. VELINKER EXPLAINS. 
Mr. Velinker got up on his legs and said that he was right in 

maintaining that there was no specification or measurements attached 
to the final bill of F. C. C. produced in the Court. There was however 
a specification attached to the pen-ultimate bill which was 
prepared as a final bill, but subsequently treated as a running 
bill and a fresh· one made later. He produced the pen-ultimate 
bill and the specification attached to it and the whole went in as· 
an exhibit .. 

"FRAUDS ON DEPARTMENT.'' 
Mr. Nariman then called for another document from the 

witness. 
Mr. Velinkar objected and said that Mr. N ariman was putting 

in all sorts of 'rubbish' documents which were quite irrelevant to 
the case. 

The Magistrate assured Mr. Velinker that only relevant docu
ments would go in as exhibits. 

Mr. Nariman explained the relevancy of the document called 
for by him said that they would go a long way· to show that the 
F. C. C. were being paid by Mr. Kalasingh about Rs. 40,000 in 
excess every month. This, he alleged, was done by passing all 
sorts of wrong measurements and rates. Further, 1\lr. N ariman 
submitted, Mr. Kalasingh and Mr. Ibrahim of the F. C. C. were 
working hand in hand. Mr. Colabewala was asked to make an 
enquiry into this and he deputed Rajadhyaksha to take proper 
measurements but he was threatened with violence by the other 
party. The whole matter was brought to the notice of l\Ir. Har· 
vey but he absolutely refused to take any action though the fra.uds 
on the Department were quite transparent and might have been 
the subject for a prosecution. Inspite of these frauds Mr. Nari
man contended, the F. C. C. were allowed to continue the wor~ 
instead of being dismissed. Mr. N ariman submitted the documents 
called for by him would disclose the attitude taken by Mr. Harvey 
in that matter. 

OBJECTION OVERRULED. 
: .. The magistrate overruled Mr. Velinker's objection and· allowed 

:Mr. Nariman to put in the doci.1ments. 
Here Mr. Velinker closed his prosecution ca.ge. 
Mr. Nariman was then asked to enter Upon hiS defence. 
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DEFENCE. 

The Magistrate :-Have you any objection to answer anj· 
questions put by me ? 

Mr. Narimau:-Absolutely not. I am quite pupared. to 
answer any questions outside my statement. I have explamed 
everything in my W!itten statement. · 

S'rATEMENT OF THE ACCUSED. 

Case No. 96/S of the Criminal Register for 1927. 

I state as follows-

My name is Kharsedji. 

Uy father's name is Framji N ariman. 

My age is about 40 years. 

I am by caste Zoroastrian. 

My occupation is Legal Practitioner. 

I am an inhabitant of Bombay. 

Magistrate : What do you wish to say with reference to the 
evidence given and recorded against you? 

N ariman : I have no objection to answer any questions put to 
me by the court of matters not contained in my written statement. 
In order to enable the court to understand my defence I have fully 
set out my case in my written statement. 

I made the statement which forms the subject matter of the 
first charge against me before the Back Bay Inquiry Committee 
under circumstances set out by me in my written statement. 

Q :-Did yon mean Harvey as one of the Higher staff and 
officers? 

A :-So far as my statement before the Back Bay Inquiry 
Committee as well as my statement before the council is concerned 
I had no particular officer in view. At the time I made my 
statemmt before the Back Bay Inquiry Committee I did not know 
that Harvey was concerned with this particular transaction and 
my object in making statement before the committee was to 
enable the committee to find out the person concerned as I made 
~t dear i~ my evidence. I have dealt with this point very clearly 
111 my wntten statement. 
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I made the statement. which forms the subject matter of the 
2nd charge under the circumstances fully set out in my written 
statement. At the time when I made the statement, I did not 
know that Harvey was the Superintending Engineer who altered 
the indent after it was prepared but before it was despatched. 

The rest of the statements which form the subject matter of 
charges three to nine were made by me before the Committee in 
answer to questions put to me by the members of the Committee. 

Q :-Do you suggest that 5 in the figure 5/8 was changed into 
7 by the Superintending Engineer. 

A :-I suggested it then. 
Q :-Do you suggest it now ? 

A :-I now state that an addition was made by the Superin
tending Engineer by means of Ext. P /1. 

I suggest that it was not a mistake but an intentional altera
tion. I do suggest that surplus stores were ordered in order that 
certain manufacturers might make some earning out of this order. 
I now suggest that the surplus stores were ordered for the benefit 
of Local Suppliers as well as Home Manufacturers. I do not wish 
to say anything else except what is set out by me in my written 
statement which I produce. 

Q :-Do you wish to add anything ? 

A :-I have explained this in my statement on pages 246 
and onwards. 

Sd/-K. F. NARIMAN. 

I certify that this examination was taken in my presence and 
hearing and that it contains a full and true account of the statement 
made by the accused. 

Bombay 10/10/27. 

Sd/-H. P. DASTUR, 
Ag : Chief Presidency Magistrate, 

Bombay. 

AN EXTRAORDINARY DOCUMENT. 
Mr. N ariman then submitted his written statement which was 

a voluminous one running to [:,bout 248 foolscap typewritten pages. 

On seeing the volume of the document Mr. Velinker exclaimed : 
"What an extra-ordinary document I Are you going to admit it 
Your Worship?" · -
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Mr. N ariman : Why should the learned Counsel fight shy of 
a written statement ? 

Mr. Velinker : I submit that I want a copy before me so that · 
while it is being read in the court, if there are any scandalous alle
gations I might ask the Court to expunge them and thus prevent 
their publication .. 

Mr. N ariman : There are bound to be alleaations in a case of 
defamation like this, but your Worship has only to see whether 
they are relevant to the case or not. If they are relevant, then 
I submit they mnst be allowed to remain. 

1\fr. Nariman then began reading the statement in the Court. 

UfPORTAN'r PROSECUTION EXHIBITS. 
Now we shall print below certain important Exhibits, for the 

information of our readers, which, Mr. Nariman caused the Prosecu
tion side to produce in Court, after great difficulties, in order to prove 
his allegations. 

These exhibits are Dispatches, notes or Memorandums etc., 
from higher authorities, for the information of officers of the 
Department, which, to say the least, are not complimentary to these 
officers. 

We have selected a few typical instances, as in this limited 
space it will not be possible to reproduce all of them. 

Sm, 

--:o:--

Ex. 87· 
INDIA OFFICE DESPATCH. 

Purchase of Steel Bars for the Bombay Housing Scheme. 

INDIA. OFFICE, 

15th March 1923. 

I have considered in Council the despatch of ~our Excellency's 
Government No. 2 (D. D.) dated 9-12-22 requestmg my approval 
of .your ~ction in accepting the local tender for the supply of 
re-mforcmg steel bars of Eurorean manufacture required in con
nection with the Bombay Housing Scheme. 
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2. I have ascertained that the High Commissioner for India. 
could have supplied these stores promptly at a price considerably 
less than that paid. In the absence of details of the sizes of the 
bars and the proportion of small to large material the exact price 
cannot be calculated, but it is estimated that including freight and 
departmental charges the average rate would not ha'fe exceeded 
£. 10-7 ..() per ton against Rs. 206/-the price paid in India was 
Rs. 215. The saving would have been substantial had it been 
possible to place the order in England. 

3. These stores had in any case to be obtained from outside 
India and although it is represented that the order was placed 
locally for reasons of urgency, it seems doubtful, in view of the 
fact that the materials could have been purchased by the High 
Commissioner and despatched promptly ; whether any delay would 
have been involved had this course been followed. Your Excel
lency's Government, however, would agree that even if in order to 
avoid delay local purchase was necessary, a telegraphic reference 
to the High Commissioner would have been useful, as it might 
have enabled you to place the order locally on more advantage· 
ous terms. 

4. I do not in the present case withhold sanction but I 
request that should it become necessary in similar circumstances 
to ask my sanction, I may be furnished with a clear explanation 
of the necessity of local purchase. I suggest also for consideration 
of your Excellency's Government that in all cases, even though 
for reasons of urgency, local purchase is unavoidable a telegraphic 
reference to the High Commissioner regarding price might usefully 
be made. 

-:o:-

Ex. IC!J. 
Purchase Materials required by 
the Directorate. 

GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY. 

Development Department Circular Memo No. S. B. 1923. 

BoMBAY CASTLE, 7th December 1923. 

<21RelJL1\R MEM0R1lNOUM. 
Officers under this Department are requested to note that 

materia.l8 which are not actually re<!uired for any sanctioned 
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works .shoula not be purchasea, in anticipation of future 
requirements. 

By order of the Governor in Council, 

(Sd.) H. C. SMITH, 

Deputy Secretary to Governmene. 

--:o:---

Besides, exhibit 165 is a £1e produced in Court which contains 
correspondence between tbe off.rers of the Department with 
endorsements, notes etc., which will throw a flood of Eght on the 
internal affairs and administration of this pet Department of the 
Government of Bombay. 

(1) Letter dated 1Oth October 1922 from Audit Officer B. D. D. 
Schemes to S. E. IV (Mr. Sykes). 

" Please, see bills submitted by the Executi're Engineer, 
Mechanical District, ... ... ... • The cost of tyres supplied by 
Dunlop llubber Company is far below that supplied by Messrs. 
V ora & Co., as shown below :-

Dunlop Rubber Company's rates :-

(a) Dunlop 2 solid tyres 

(i) co do d.> 

Vora & Company's rates :

(a) Dunlop 2 solid tyres 

(b) " , ,, 

Size No. Amount. 
••. lCO x 850 = Rs. 450 

... 160 x 720 = Rs. 490/10 

••• 160 x 850 ••• Rs. 865/1317 

••• 160 x 720 ••. Rs. 666/3/0 

Again the latter Company bas allowed discount of 20% in one 
case and 15% only in the o·her case. On the other hand rate of 
discount granted by the Dunlop Rubber Company .•. . .. is 25%. 
I shall be obliged if you will kindly look into the matter and let me 
know the result, for the big difference in the rates." 

(2) A remark in a tetter dated 11th November 1922from Deputy 
Finance Advisor to Secretary, Development Department. 

"No inquiries made from Dunlop Company though they had 
F:tocir ••. ••. . .. 



: (31,-Nqt~~ fr~m·Finance I)eparti:Qent. 

" The papers referred to in para 2 in S. E. IV's note have been 
submitted to ..the ... B. -B,ranch. Secre.tary in regard to the circular 
proposed to· be issued in connection with local pnrcb ases of articles 
of European· l\Ian:rifachirers. Papers ......... have been referred 
tQ the S. E. IV, who has been twice reminded to return them." 

1 ,) • ·~ • • 

(4). U. 0. R. dated 25th November 1922 from 8. E. IV says: 

" After reading this correspondence I cannot see what further 
information A.udit Officer. wants. ·Case proposed to be perfectly 

.·cle.ar .. and straightforward. . .Please see correspondence of 24th 
, N oye:r;nber ·1922 on which one can ·naturally speculate .the result is 
·pure. "·aste of time. I ·therefore suggest ... ask to quote authority 
to challange this payment.'' .. 

8d. 8. E. IV. 

(5) Audit Officer's note of 6·2·23. 

' · · '"T1ie papers are sent herewith, with the remarks that 8. E.'s 
e:iplaination is not satisfactory and it does not explain the point 
.at issue,·l;>i.tt~as 8. E. has promised. to send the indent to the High 
Commissioner for India, for his future requirementg, _it is for 
consideration whether the matter should now be dropped and the 
papers filed after aU. 0. R:to the Deputy Financial Advisor." 

(6) 'Deypnty ~e~retary D. D.'s note dated 12·3-23 . 

. . "The S. E. IY is re.quested to deal in future direct with mann· 
factnring firms rather- than with snb·agents.'' 

(7) U. 0. R. from S. E. IV (Sykes) to A. 0. 

·;.···~~You· have: -qriot£d no authority for your novel doctrine. 
I amtherefdre of opinion" th~t my requir~ments need. no sanction 
from H. C. and unless you are able to quote for your demand, I 
do :not ·propose to apply' for such sanction. · 

- S. l\I. ·L. Been: A'udit Officer's endorsement on the letter:-

~ _:."As th~ ··position is becoming intolerable I w~uld respectfully 
request the Government will kindly t.ake some action.'' -



l\Tr . H. P . H . Dastur Pre idency 

l\Tagistrale, Third Court. 

l\Ir. S. . Yenlinker Bar-at-law . 

• l r. AbJu l IL mtd, Executi e fr. C Jewell Executi\·e Engineer, 

[n ineer. e\·eiGpment • J ter · Is D ist rict. 

Ho tn tstrict . 



5/3" or 7;8" Bar ? 

Pile Inspection on Si te, 

~Jr . ~nrimnn at ~ tu rly . 



1?1\RT II. 

Written statement of Mr. K. F. Nariman. 

( N ariman's activities in public affairs) chiefly B. D. D. 

I, Khurshed F. Nariman, accused in the above case, state as 
follows:-

I am a graduate of Arts and Law, practising as a pleader in 
Bombay. I -am an elected member of the Bombay Corpora· 
tion, Improvement Trust Committee, and representing Bombay 
City South in the Legislative Council of the Government <.;f 
Bombay. 

Since several years past, practically since the initiation of the 
Development Directorate, I was one of its strong critics, criticising 
the scheme as extravagant and wasteful, and likely to result in 
enormous loss to the public which burden would ultimately have t() 
be borne by the rate payers, not only of the city but of the whole
presidency. 

Even before I was elected as a Member of the Legislative Council, 
Bombay City South, I generally criticised this subject whenever it 
came before the Corporation or any other public body and made 
eontributions in the Press, under the heading of Development Scan .. 
dais, wherein I severely criticised the administration of the depart .. 
ment, including the purchase of stores, giving of contracts, &c. To 
some of these criticisms Government at times replied through the
Press. 

Thereafter in 1923, I was elected a Member from the Bombay 
City South. I made Development Directorate a special subject, and 
through further opportunities afforded to me in the Council through 
the records, such as Financial Budgets, Directorate Reports and 
other documents, I closely scrutinised the whole administration of 
the Directorate, and criticised it both in and out of Council .. 
I particularly considered it my duty, as representing the interests of 
the rate payers of the City, because this scheme had been started 
within the constituency I represented, and this enormous expendi
hue was to be incurred in and for the City of Bombay. I was also 
p:.uticnlarly interested, as a Member of the Corporation in the
Housing bcheme, because all the chawls that were to be constructed 
by the Development Directorate were under the particular provision 
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of the Municipal Act, and were, after certain period to be 
transferred to the Bombay Municipality with enormous liabilities. 
Therefore, ultimately the burden was to fall on the rate payers of 
Bombay. Thus, as I considered it to be a matter of great public 
importance, from 1921, I devoted considerable time and attention to 
this subject, and shortly after my joining the Council, I began to make 
every effort to abolish the Development Directorate, because 
. the Council had no financial control over its administration-it was 
made a reserve subject-though under the present constitution ordi
narily its activities particularly of the Housing Scheme, should 
have come under the P. W. D. which is a transferred subject and 
under the financial control of the Legislative Council. I contended 
from the very start that as a result of this removal of financial 
control there was a great deal of laxity and irregularity in the ad
ministration, resulting in enormous waste of public funds. 

· . Hence, my first effort was to abolish this special department, 
namely the Development Directorate which was created by special 
legislation and to have its activities transferred to the P. W. D. so 
that ultimately at least in financial matters, the expenditure on it 
could not be incurred without the sanction of the Council. Hence, 
my first resolution on the subject was to abolish the Development 
Directorate as a special reserve department and to transfer its activi .. 
ties to the P. W. D. Unfortunately, under the rules of the Council 
procedure, this resolution was not ballotted and hence I could not 
get an opportunity to move it. I may be permitted to state that 
about four years after, the Mears' Committee, that was appointed, as 
a result of similar proposal from various representative bodies and 
individuals and witnesses, has made similar recommendations, 
namely to abolish the special department and to transfer its activi
ties to the P. W. D. 

, From the very beginning, I also put various questions regarding 
the details about the administration of the Development Directorate 
including the method of purchase of stores, giving of tenders, rates 
and other matters of detail, and tried to elicit as much information 
from the Government as was possible, but Government was very 
evasive and non-committal in supplying the required information. As· 
it was known that I was taking particular interest in this depart
ment I received various information from various sources, some of 
which were from the circumstances I considered to be reliable and 
authentic, and after confirming this information by independent in
quiries, I tried to elicit an explanation with regard to these matters 
from the Government, but I always found the departmer. t to be 
very cautious and very evasive, never giving direct information to 
the point. Ultimately, in October 1924, after I had collected some 
information and materials and believing in public interest that an 
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investigation into the affairs of the department was necessary and 
may result in saving of enormous waste of public funds-at least 
for the futun:-as still several crores of rupees were to be spent o;n 
these schemes, and as I failed in getting my resolution about the 
abolishing of the Directorate to be ballotted, I succeeded in getting 
a resolution moved in the Council. 

Before this, I may briefly state, the information obtained in 
·connection with the activities of the Development Directorate. 
As the charges against me are particularly with regard to the 
;purchase of stores, I will here confine myself with regard to the 
information I had received on that subject only. The information 
that I had received and had from independent enquiries got 
·confirmed, was that with regard to the purchase of stores, that 
usually stores of all kinds were ordered far in excess of the actual 
requirements, with the result that large amount of public funds 
were wasted and very often with regard to the order the full 
-quantity ordered was not supplied by several dealers, but, some
times only 50 per cent of the actual quantity ordered was sup
:plied, and that there was a sort of arrangement between the officers 
responsible for placing these orders for the supplies, and in pursu
ance of that understanding these excessive orders were placed. I will 
.only, for the present, confine myself to the Housing District, though 
the information was also with regard to the Reclamation Scheme. 
Hence in order to start enquiries, I managed, through the records that 
were supplied to the members of the Council, and after consulting some 
independent friends on technical points, to find out various require
ments for chawl construction. I had first got from these records 
the actual programme for con~truction of chawls for various years 
and particularly for the first year. i. e., 1921-22. I also from enqu
iries ascertained the actual lay out plans for chawl construction for 
the first year and the plots of land available for that construction 
and the actual number of chawls ultimately decided to be con· 
structed for the year. Having gathered that information, I then 
kept a watchful eye on various different materials for that year that 
·were ordered out for that programme, and comparing the quantity 
actually required for the programme chalked out for that year, 
i. e. 1921. I found that the materials ordered were far in excess of the 
.requirements. Not only with regard to mild steel bars but with 
regard to all other materials, such as cement, etc. I found that other 
irregularities, i. e., that although under the P. W. D. rules 
materials that were not manufactured in India were to be or
dered out ordinarily through the High Commissioner in England, 
still I found that a Yery large order of 2000 tons of mild steel bars 
was placed with Geo. Service & Co. when the actual requirements 
for that year was about ":l00 to 500 tons according to the programme 
.and on further scrutinising the indent placed with Geo. Service for 



-the first year with the technical help given by Engineer friends I 
was further able to ascertain that the order was most erratic-that 
various diameters of bars were ordered that would suffice for 
different number of chawls, that the bars were not uniformly ordered, 
supplying the total need for a. ·particular number of chawls. vide 
Ex. 56, Geo. Service's Indent, 1921-22, and Mr. Sykes' cross exami
·nation, page 196-according to him in Ex. 56, 7/8" bars are suffi
cient for 102 chawls, £" for 60 chawls and 5/8" :x: 20' for 2H 
chawls. I also ascertained that for the fhst year several of the 
chawls included in the programme were to be constructed by con
tract and the materials including mild steel bars were to be supp
lied by the contrators, so that the actual necessity of the depart
ment was hardly 300 tons, instead of which one order alone was 
locally placed for 2000 tons. I also could not understand why the 
:order was placed locally, though usually such large orders 
according to the P. W. D. Code, should be placed with the High 

.Commissioner. On making further enquiries, I ascertained that Geo. 
Service & Co., with whom the said order was placed, were connected 
with Messrs. Rich!trdson & Cruddas, it being a branch firm of the 
said Richardson & Cruddas, who were also suppliers of large quanti~ 
:ties of materials to the Delhi Imperial '\Vorks. This led me to fur
ther enquiries which led to the discov:ery that the several officers 
,who were working together at the Delhi Imperial Works, were again 
grouped together in the Development Directorate and what made
matters more suspicious was that the very officer who was in charge 
of the Material District as an Executive Engineer, i.e., Mr. Sykes, 

, came and occupied the same position and function here B.!S in charge 
of the same Material District as Superintending Engineer. The 
officer who was .in charge of construction there, i.e., Mr. Harvey, the 
complainant also came to be in charge of construction works here, 
although as a Superintending Engineer and the most favourite assis
tant of Mr. Harvey, Mr. Abdul .E1 amid as Executive Engineer, also 
-came from the same place. Mr. Hamid brought his favourite, Mr. 
Gazdar, from Hyderabad to be his assistant here, and Mr. Harvey 
brought his favourite, Mr. Krishnaswamy Aiyer, to be his assistant 
here, and it was so arranged that they were kept in the same district 
to renew their previous association. I also learnt that several other 
assistants and subordinate staff as well as various contractors and 
suppliers, who had financial dealings with the same officers in Delhi, 
started new firms in Bombay and began to deal with the same 
officers in their new capacity as officers of the Development Dire
ctorate. Another officer Mr. Lewis, who was the Chief Engineer of 
the Reclamation was also a chief Engineer there. This grouping 
of officers, particularly coming in a body-1\.11 employed simultaneously 
in the same capacity-did not appeal to me as by mere accident, but 
it appeared that they had all assembled by some pre-arrangement,. 



particularly the fact, all of them occupying the same position ancl 
discharging the same functions here as they did. there. 

I beg to attach a list to give Your Worship an idea of this 
·grouping of officers in Development Directorate:- · 

1. :Mr. Lewis, Chief Engineer, Delhi, also Chief Engineer' 
Reclamation. 

2. " 

3. ,, 

4. 
" 

5. 
" 

Sykes, Executive Engineer, Material District, Delhi; 
Superintending Engineer, Material District, Develop· 
ment Department. 
Harvey, Executive Engineer, Constructions,· Delhi; 
Superintending ·Engineer, Constructions, Develop• 
ment Department. . · 
Hamid, Assistant Engineer,· Constructions, Delhi; 
Executive Engineer and Acting Superintending Engi
neer, Development Department. 
Kanayalal, Assistant Engineer under Mr. Sykes at 
Delhi; Assistant Engineer under Mr. Sykes in Deve-
lopment Department. .. 

6. , Gazder, Assistant Engineer, under Mr. Hamid at Hy~ 
derabad; Assistant Engineer, and Acting Executive 
Engineer under Mr. Hamid in Development Depart· 
ment. 

7 , Krishnaswamy, Assistant Engineer, P. W. D. Madras 
when Mr. Harvey wa.s in P. W. D. Madras, also 
Executive Engineer under Mr. Harvey in develop
ment Department. 

I have not referred to several others with similar previous asso~ 
dations, because they refer to the Reclamation Branch. All the 
officers mentioned above, except Mr. Lewis, were in the Housing 
District, closely associated with Mr. Harvey. Besides these, there 
were a number of other subordinates not mentioned here. I will 
.submit hereafter a similar corresponding list showing a group of 
contractors and suppliers so as to reduce the whole affair to a sort 
-of a happy family arrangement. 

George Service Indent (Ex. 56) in 1921. 
Coupled with this, when the first indent for mild steel bars 

happened to be placed with Geo. Service by the same officers who 
were in charge also of the Material works, and who had general 
dealings with the very important branch of the same·:firm-Richard· 
son and Cruddas and the further fact that the order placed with Geo. 
Service was far in excess of the requirements for that year, I 
thought that it was a matter for enquiry as to why orders were 
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placed locally instead of being placed with the High Commissioner 
as required by the P. W. D. Code, why far in excess of the require
ments and thirdly, why was the same firm with whom same officers 
had dealing in connection with the Delhi Imperial works. In 
order to asce1·tain further, whether there was any great urgency in 
this supply, and whether the order was placed with Geo. Service be
cause they had this large quantity in stock, I caused further enquiries 
to be made and ascertained that they had not this quantity in stock, 
but the same was to be ordered out from England by them. Thus 
the excuse for saving time could not also be given for placing this 
order with them as urgent as a cable to the High Commissioner 
would have given the supply in about the same time as through 
the local firm. Further enquiries led to show that the rate origi
nally fixed with Geo. Service was much higher than the prevailing 
nte in the market. If an order were placed in England with the 
High Commissioner, the supply would have arrived in practically 
the same time and at rates about Rs. 160 a ton. Besides, the rate 
which was originally tendered and accepted namely Rs. 212, was 
subsequently enhanced to Rs. 218 on the ground of exchange which 
~vas also unusual, because at the time of tendered rate, exchange is 
taken into consideration, and after fixing the rate in the tender, it 
is very irregular to alter the rate;· as several other tenders are 
rejected because of this tendered rate being considered to be lower, 
and according to my information, other tenders from well known 
firms at lower rates were rejected-the prosecution do not definitely 
state that Geo. Service's was lowest nor have they produced other 
tenders. Other facilities were also given to that firm, namely that 
according to the usual terms in the contract, before taking delivery 
of the. materials a very close inspection is taken of these 
materials and if they do not come up to the required 
standard or test, these materials are rejected at suppliers risk 
and they have to remove them at their cost. This condition is very 
T"igorously imposed in all public works and enormous quantities of 
materials at times have to be taken back by the suppliers at great 
cost and fresh materials of the required standard supplied. This 
condition was also done away with so far as this firm of Geo. Service 
was concerned and they were allowed to supply whatever materials 
on their own manufacturers' test certificates. 

With regard to other materials for the same period similarly 
enormous larger quantities were supplied then actually required and. 
similarly at much higher rates. I had also received some informa
tion that a certain officer in the firm of Richardson and Oruddas, 
namely Mr. Owen, was on friendly terms with certain officers of the 
Development Directorate. Upon this information I then tried to 
ascertain from T"arious sources as to the procedure that was to be 
followed with regard to the placing of these orders. Having ascer-
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tained these facts, as it was the first large order with regard to the 
Housing District, and as I myself was not in the Council at the 
time and had to work through the help of other friends in the 
Council, I could not move in the matter but waited to see if there 
were any further developments in the same matter as I believed that 
it being the first order, it was possible that this erratic excessive 
order may have been through mistake or inexperience, or that there 
must be some explanation about it which may not be within my 
knowledge. Besides, though I had general information about the 
nature of the transaction, still I had not sufficient details to fix. the 
responsibility on particular officers. However, I kept close watch 
on their activities and very closely followed the Council proceedings 
and if possible, also attempted to elicit information on the subject 
through some friends who then were in the Council. 

Besides this, on enquiry it was also ascertained that although 
such enormous excessive quantity was ordered out through Geo. 
Service, far in excess of the actual requirements, still several fairly 
large orders were placed besides that with various other local firms 
for mild steel bars, and I could not understand why such enormously 
excessive quantity of bars were required and what was the necessity 
of placing orders locally over and above the large order placed with 
Geo. Service, of those very diameter bars which were far in excess 
of the reguirements even according to Geo. Service's indent. Further 
enquiries also elicited that these local orders for extra bars were 
plaued without tenders with favourite firms at much· higher rates 
and at times with firms not regularly dealing in the articles, and in 
certain cases, it could not be ascertained satisfactorily that the 
orders were fully complied with i. e., the quantity ordered was not 
supplied in full although the bills for the full amounts were paid. 
Another peculiarity was, that orders were not placed with regular 
dealers but with firms not ordinarily dealing in this material. 

Mr. Salebhoy Tayebji's Indent No. Il-1922-23. 
As stated above, I did not move in the matter so far as the first 

indent was concerned for the reasons stated above, but closely 
watched similar indents for the next financial year, the lay out plans 
-the plots available and the number of chawls that were proposed 
to be constructed during that year in the varioulJ districts. After 
ascertaining that, I waited to see the quantities that were to be 
or.dered for the next financial year, 1922-23. Again "ith the help of 
fnends, I got the quantity that '\\ould be required for the programme 
that was chalked out for that year. In or about August/September 
1~:!2, I r~ceived information that in this indent. too, large quanti
ties of mild steel bars were ordered, but not as m the first indent, 
but according to the information then received by me, an Executive 
Engineer had prepared a proper list of the requirements, in that list 
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alteration was made by a Superintending Engineer, the result of 
which alteration was that very large quantity of partionlar sized 
bars that were not required, to the extent of about 3 lakhs of rupees 
were again ordered. With regard to the rates and other matters 
again similar to the previous indent, rates given here were much 
higher than those prevailing in the market, there being a 
difference of about 30 to 40 rupees per ton, and that this time 
the order was placed locally with Messrs .. Salebhoy Tyebjee 
and Sons, a name which again aroused certain amount of 
suspicion in my mind on account of a certain incident that 
had happened with .the Municipal .Commissioner in connection 
with that firm. . I also felt that on account of the excess of previous 
year there must have been a large stock remaining, and hence local 
order on the grgund of urgency C()Uld not have been necessary at all. 
Thus on two occasions successively, I found that quantities far in ex· 
cess were ordered, and on this occasion, a duly prepared list by the Ex e
. cutive Engineer, ordering out correct quantities was interfered with 
by the Superior, created further suspicion, but as I was not still in 
the Council I had to depend upon friends in the Council to get such 
further information as could be elicited. As stated above; I kept a 
close watch on the Council proceedings, particulary with regard to 
Development Directorate matters, and what further roused my sus
.Picion was the suppression of the information in the Council on the 
subject of purchase of materials. I ascertained through a friend 
and the reply to the questions put by r member of the Council, Mr. 
Trivedi,-information was supplied in February which was intended 
to be placed before the Council and the public-a deliberate attempt 
was made to keep back from the public and the Council the whole order 
for mild steel bars, namely 20::>0 Tons placed with Geo. Service. I 
closely scrutinised that reply, and I could find that practically each 
and every reply was inaccurate and the inaccuracy was only due to the 
fact that the quantity supplied, the rates, etc. by Geo. Service & Co. 
were not taken into account at all whilst giving this reply. The ex
planation now sought to be given ofthat apparent inconsistency is 
not at all convincing. The question as the Court will see in Ex. 149, 
is very plain -information desired is the total quantity of 7 /8" bars 
ordered up to date, i.e., June/July 1923. The rates at which they 
were supplied certainly included the largest order of 2000 tons bars 
placed with Geo. Service & Co. in 1921. There is nothing in the 
question to warrant the conclusion now attempted to be drawn that 
the question wanted information of only recent supplies and not of 
the total supplies, but not only that but further incorrect statement 
in that reply was with regard to the second indent of 1922/4:!3 where~ 
in, in reply to a question whether the record shows any wrong sized 
bars ordered, the reply was in the negative, when, as a matter 
of fact, according to positive information received by me that reply 
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too was not correct. This attitude of suppressing information froni 
public, particularly when questioned by responsible· members of the 
Council and intended to b& given through the Council to the gene
ral public naturally created suspicion not only in my mind but in 
the minds of all, who from the knowledge in their possession knew 
the inaccuracies of these replies. 

This being a second instance in succession of surplus steel be
ing ordered under exactly similar suspicious circumstances, coupled 
with the fact that all other materials were also similarly ordered much 
in excess of requirements, naturally aroused further suspicion and 
I persisted in investigation and received reliable infonnation from 
one closely connected with the firm at the time of the said transac
tion, that the main firm of Salebhoy Tayebjee had opened a branch 
cRlled the Supply Agency or Department; the principal business 
was to try and secure orders, particularly from the Development 
Directorate and other Government departments, and this depart
ment was managed by a particular gentleman connected with the 
firm who was paid certain percentage on orders secured; that the 
said department being a branch of the particular firm rendered an
nual accounts to the main firm of Salebhoy Tayebjee; and whilst 
rendering such accounts for the year ending 1922-23, when the said 
order for mild steel bars was executed, a large amount was shown 
to have been debited and spent for commission for securing the said 
order, and that amount was taken into consideration whilst ren
.dering account to the principal firm and entries were made in the 
books to that effe::~t. It was on account of this definite information 
from one closely connected with that particular department of that 
firm, that I was anxious to secure the books of accounts relating to 
this particular transaction, and I was very much disappointed when 
I found that the firm, under a false pretext and excuse of having 
destroyed such important records, refused to produce the said books. 
I submit that the explanation for this non-production is false and 
the obvious reason is that the production would lead to disclosures of 
incriminating entries. It is increditable that an Indian firm doing 
business for several years on a Yery large scale, should destroy the 
books of account of recent years, relating to transactions of lacs of 
rupees. 

One further circumstance in connection with Salebhoy Tayeb
jee's books that lends support to the inference that they are delibe
rately suppressed to pre\ent disclosure-and the explanation for this 
non-production is not correct-is the fact elicited in the course of fur
ther enquiries that the year following this transaction, this firm did 
not produce their b loks of accounts be;ore the Income Tax authori
ties though called upon to do so in connection with the investigation 
under the Income Tax Act, and I am further informed that it sub-
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mitted only a prepared statement of accounts showing profit an(ll 
loss for the. year, and in that state~ent on the expenditure side, they 
showed an Item of Rs. 25,000 as bemg spent on payment of commi
ssion. But this expenditure was not allowed to them as they would' 
not produce their books to substantiate that item, and rather than 
produce their books before the authorities even under protection, 
they paid whatever amount was assessed against them without in
spection of their books. This conduct, I submit coupled with other 
circumstances in the case, is extremely suspicious and the defence is 
entitled to ask the Court to draw an adverse inference for the non
production of these books of accounts. 

The production of the said books could have also helped in sett-
ling the question of rates, as from the records there is no doubt that 
they were permitted much higher rates than prevailing in the mar· 
ket, and by placing this order locally with them, the department andl 
public had to sustain a loss of over Rs. 40,000/-

I refer Your Worship to Ex. 87, the Secretary of State's des
patch, which expresses disapproval for this local order and gives the· 
rate if the order were placed with the High Commissioner including 
freight and other departmental charges at £. 10/17 Sh. which at the· 
rate of exchange then prevailing, comes to about Rs. 160/- per ton 
as against Rs. 197/8 and Rs. 236/-per ton allowed to Salebhoy Tayeb
jee; Exs. 125, and 126 and 148 contain several applications anCL 
sanctions for local purchase of mild steel bars wherein the rates 
mentioned are even higher than the prevailing market rates and 
Salebhoy Tayebjee were allowed even higher than these rates. Ex .. 
68, their tender, shows that for certain diameters they 
were paid at the rate which in the course of the purchase of 
thousands of tons from numerous dealears was not allowed 
even by the Development Department to any other supplier· 
and the records show that the !ate given to them was the highest 
though the order placed with them was for a very large quantity, 
and hence one would expect a. proportionate reduction in rates. 
Similarly in Ex. Z19 the department discusses the rate for steel before· 
fixing minimum rates for sale of E'Urplus. This was practically the 
first large order for steel they received, as, their businees was not in 
this line and they started a. new branch of business of supplying 
agency with the starting of the Development Department. Accord
ing to the admission of their solicitors, that branch is closed practi
cally with the closing of the Development Department. 

According to the evidence of the complainant as well as of Mr· 
Sykes, the order with Salebhoy Tayebjee was placed because the mild 
steel bars were needed urgently by 31st December 1922 (vide Ex. 
Pl. letter by complainant.) But if Your Worship will refer to Ex. It,. 
Kt, and Lt, statements prepared by Executive Engineers before placing. 
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this order, they show a balance of nearly 1300 tons of bars of various. 
diameters in stock and Ex. 0 shows a further 300 tons, so that 
these lQOO tons could have sufficed for several months and the High 
Commissioner's supply was to begin from January 1923. Thus these
records show that there was no urgency at all and therefore no
necessity for placing this large order with Salebhoy Tayebjee. 

Again, although this order was placed with them on the· 
ground of urgency and though all their deliveries were late and a 
penalty of Rs. 28,000 became due from them under the terms of the· 
contract, still only Rs. 6,000 were deducted and the balance of 
Rs. 22,000 was given up. 

Although the complainant tried to dissociate himself 
from this order by stating he had nothing to do with it, still it 
ultimately turned out in Mr. Sykes' evidence, pages 1£6197 it is clear
that the whole responsibility for the order rested with him and' 
1\fr. Sykes had only to place the order according to instructions 
received from Mr. Harvey; he could decide quantity, size, quality, 
and could have a large order placed locally by simply stating he
wanted them very urgently. Mr. Sykes says, page 196, "I had no
responsibility with the ultimate decision. So far as I am concerned, 
the responsibility for these materials would rest with Harvey." 
Again at page 197. "If Harvey said some of the bars were required' 
'\"ery urgently, I would forward an application for local purchase.'" 
He further says, he had no right to interfere or question Mr. Harvey's 
decisions on these points. Thus, for both these large orders of 
Geo. Service as well as of Salebhoy Tayebji, though the complainant 
denied responsibility, still I submit, on the evidence it transpires 
that he is directly responsible. After that, 1 was anxious to go into the
Council that I might get further particulars and facilities to con
tinue my enquiries and investigation, particularly with regard to
the Development Department and its internal administration. 
Accordingly in 1923 I was elected a member of the Legislative
Council for Bombay City South, and since then, as I stated above, 
I made it a special point to devote particular attention to the· acti
'\"ities of the Development Directorate. - . 
- After my election, I continued to receiYe more inform at ion regard-
ing purchase of stores, contracts, etc. So, after I joined the Council,. 
I put in a question as regards the indent for 1922-23 for mild steel 
bars when according to my information wrong sized bars far in 
excess of requirements, were ordered of the yalue of about Rs. 3 
lakhs, i. e. Ex. ''A." The replies giYen were unsatisfactory and in 
the main, inconsistent with the previous replies given to another 
member, in Ex. 149, Mr. TriYedi, becau~e in Ex. ''A" it was ad
mitted that wrong sized bars were ordered by mistake, but in the
previous reply that was entirely denied. As I was unable to get 
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the department abolished as the Resolution on that subject was not 
ballotted, the next move was a resolution in the Council calling 
for an independent non-official enquiry. I was particularly anxious 
for a non-official enquiry and investigation because from the attitude 
of the Government, particularly in suppressing facts before the 
Council, I had no confidence in an official, one sided investigation, 
because my experience showed .that such investigations always 
resulted in reports whitewashing the whole affairs. Accordingly 
this resolntion was moved in October 1924. Ex. No.2. In the course 
of the debate I generally insinuated about malpractices and irregu
larities existing in the department; I did not lay any specific 
charges because I thought_ that these specific charges would better 
be placed before a committee that I anticipated would be appointed. 
Another objection to my disclosing all the facts in the open 
Council at that stage, was that I was . apprehensive that steps 
might be taken to destroy the ·evidence that may be existing par
ticularly with merchants with regard to these transactions. The 
·resolution moved by me is as follows:-: · 

" This Council recommends to the Government : 

(a) that a committee consisting of 12 non-official and elected 
·members be appointed to inquire into the whole adminis
trations and working of the Development Directorate, to 
suggest ways and means of effecting retrenchments and to 
report on the advisability or otherwise of continuing the 
scheme taken in hand. 

(b) that the Development Directorate be requested to co-ope· 
rate with the said Committee and afford all facilities and 
help in conducting the said inquiry and in making the said 
report. 

(c) that an independent officer or expert be appointed to help 
the said committee. --

I made an earnest appeal to the Government to permit an 
.inquiry as called for as the following extract from my speech, 
.Ex. No. B, Bombay Legislative Council Debates, October 24th 
1924, will show :-

"Will the Honourable the General Member or the Government 
benches deny the right of investors or representatives o 
investors who have invested 30 crores of rupees to make 
enquiries about the working of the department or to suggest 
impro\ements for retrenchments or to find out if there are 
any ways whereby any savings could be effected, apart from 
the merits of the Development Department? Supposing the 
Honourable the General Member is prepared to satisfy the 
House that the De\elopment Department is going to work at 
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a considerable profit, is going to be a very profitable concern 
even commercially (of which I know several members on this: 
side of the House entertain serious doubts), admitted that 
the whole scheme is going to be a profitable one, still how 
can they deny the right of enquiry, not the right of dicta· 
tion, not the right of interference with the internal 
management and the right of even controlling the
finances, but the mere right to enquire as to what is going 
on, if I may be permitted to say so, behind the screens, as. 
to what is being done with 3Q crores of public money which 
has been subscribed or which is to be subscribed." 

I also referred in the same debate to the commission of' 2%. 
given to Messrs. Meik and Buchanan and described it as a scandal 
enough to call for a public enquiry, because they were described as 
special consulting engineers to the Reclamation branch and the 
power of recommending the purchases was given to them, a~d they 
were allowed 2% commission on the purchases made on their own, 
recommendations. 

I could not go into greater details then, because the time given 
to the mover of a resolution, under Rule 6, is only 30 minutes and I 
was constantly reminded by the President that my time was up~ 
pages 853 and f54 of the Report. Hence I had to confine myself 
only to a few general remarks. I concluded my speech. by saying 
Ex. No. 7, page 856 of the same Report :-

"I am throwing this challenge on behalf of the public. I want 
an enquiry. If you deny the enquiry, you compel us t() 
suspect you and if you want the suspicion to be removed, 
it is to the interest of the department not to shirk this 
enquiry. My honourable friend, the General Member, tells 
us that he is prepared to give any information if we would 
go to him. I submit if he is prepared to give any infor
mation to us individually, where is the objection to ~ive 
that information to a group of gentlemen asking for that 
information ·and making suggestions, and if he' is not 
prepared to accept this suggestion, the inference drawn will 
be ad\erse to the department and it will confirm public 
suspicion.,, 

I have quoted only two passages from my speech of October 
1924 to show that even at that time, on the strength of information 
in my possession, I suspected underhand and shady dealings, as my 
reference in Ex. No. 3. "to enquire as to what is going on if I may 
be permitted to say so, behind the screens, what is being done with 
30 crores of public money,, clearly shows and further, the open 
challenge in Ex. No.7, for an inquiry could not have been thrown 
without possessing some materials to substantiate the charger 
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'These instances clearly show that long before I made the allegations 
<lomplained of, in the March Sessions of 1925, I had in my possession 
<lertain materials on which an inquiry was demanded, and the 
.questions and answers, Ex. "A" re 1922 indent, were also in the 
same Sessions of the Council. 

A reference is also made by another member in the said debate, 
Ex. No. 8, about the incident of mild steel bars referred to in the 
-questions and answers, and the only reply of the Director in ex
planation to that reference, was that "This was a trifling mistake 
-of which a gre_at deal has been made. There is no loss to the 
Government, because tb.e use of a larger section of steel enabled the 
.engineers to reduce the quantity of cement in the concrete used in 
making the piles." Ex. 9. 

The point about this explanation is that although in the course 
·Of a. debate on the subject, a specific reference was made about mild 
steel bars and a question was put before that clearly insinuating 
that mild steel bars of a wrong size were deliberately ordered in 
excess of the requirements and a higher officer had altered the indent 
properly prepared· by a subordinate, still the head of the department 
in the course of along debate on the subject, although this incident 
was specially referred to by one of the members, did not choose to 
;give any explanation as to how such a mistake had occurred. The 
.only explanation as given in Ex. No.9 was " This is a trifling 
mistake of which a great deal has been made." That was the 
official version about such a mistake. 

I may also refer Your Worship to my reply at the close of the 
.debate, Ex. 11, page 882, Council Debate, October 1924 :-

"I want a committee to go into the whole administration of the 
Development Department, such as the several public 
scandals that have been existing about the contracts, the 
establishment, the tenders, the purchase of stores, etc., I 
desire that all these matters should be enquired into by 
the representative of this House. • • . • • . • . • • 

By accepting the Resolution, what is most important, the 
appearance of shirking a public inquiry will be removed." 

This resolution of mine, was strongly opposed by the Govern
ment and was taken to a division and was carried. After that for 
several months, I as well a3 other members interested in the subject 
anxiously awaited the appointment of the committee as proposed 
in the said resolution, but the committee was not appointed, but 
myself and two or three other members received an invit:ttion from 
the Government to join an Advisory Committee that was then 
:.sitting, whose admitted fu:o.ctions were merely to advise the Govern
ment with regard to the progress of the schemes, as to how far it 
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$hould be continued or whether it should be curtailed. The said 
committee had no power to investigate, as was demanded, by my 
resolution. I replied offering to join the said committee provided 
its powHs were extended and that it was also given the authority 
to investigate into the past working of the department and that 
its desjgnation was also to be changed from merely advisory into an 
Advisory and. Investigation Committee. This proposal was not 
accepted by the Government, and I as well as other members refused 
to join, as we felt that joining merely an Advisory Committee 
would not serve our object-in having an investigation into the 
working of the department. The Government, however, neither 
-enlarged the powers of that Committee nor appointed another non~ 
-official committee as required by the resolution,. thus creating an 
impression of shirking an enquiry. 

Hence the next opportunity for the members to discuss the 
.subject was in the February/March 1925 Sessions of the Legislative 
Council held in Bombay, which was the Budget Sessions, and 
.according to the practice. and procedure, I moved a large cut of 
Rs. 62 lakhs from the total demand for 1 crore 57 Iakhs for the 
Development Directorate grant. The object of moving this cut 
was to raise a protest against the attitude of the Government in 
not carrying out or giving effect to the resolution of the Council, 
.and also moved a vote of censure against the department for its 
mal~administration. I made that clear in the course of my debate
this cut was intended as a protest agamst the Government for the 
non~acceptance of the resolution of the Council and as a vote of 
censure against the department. I also made it clear that Govern
ment tried to cloud the issue by mixing the two issues, namely 
the advisability or otherwise of proceeding further with the scheme 
and investigation into the inner administration and working of the 
department. As I did not want these issues to be mixed or clouded,
and my demand had all along been for an investigation into the 
working of the whole department- I made it clear in the following 
words, Ex. No. 16 page 544, Council debate Mrach 1925:-

"I want to draw the attention of the House to the fact that 
eHn at the time when my re::.olution was discussed and 
even during the last two or three days when demands for 
the Development Directorate are being discussed, the real 
demand "from the popular side has been evaded. The 
popular demand is not whether the Development Direc~ 
torate is a profitable concern, whether it will end in a 
loss or profit, but the popular demand is to know the 
inner working of the DeYelopment Directorate. Without 
any reserve and with all the responsibility that I can 
command, I openly make a charge that there has been 
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serious mal-administration of public funds, and· there 
has been a. serious. wasting of public funds. There have 
been instances which I could go to the length of calling 
frauds, and I make this charge on behalf of the public 
. and on behalf of the investors of Bombay who . have in
vested Rs. 30 crores in this work. On the occasion when 
I moved my resolution, the Director of Development 
stated that he did not wish to burke a public enquiry and 
that he did not .wish to shirk the enquiry. I said that 
if Government now shirk that enquiry, the suspicion 
in the mind of the public will be confirmed. I say that 
the Government have shirked the enquiry, and the suspi· 
cions of the public have been confirmed, and I am quite 
justified in laying openly. this charge against the Deve
lopment Department befor~ this House." . . 

·Ex .. No. 17,.page 545 of tl:J.e same report:- . 
"I do not want to mix up the two issues.· I do not want an 

enquiry as to :whether the Development scheme is going 
to be 1\ profitable concern or not. That is the way in which 
the issqe which·I have .placed before the House is· sought 
to be .clouded. I want to know what is being done with 
the public funds; I want to· know whether those f'\lnds are 
honestly and legitimately applied, or whether . they are 
misapplied. As the time at my disposal is limited, I want 
to point out only a few instances." 

. Ex. No. 18, page 546 of the same report:-
"As I said, if I had sufficient time at my disposal, I would· have 

given instances after instances which would have convinced 
this House that not only is there a misapplication of funds 
but misapplication of a nature which, under ordinary 
circumstances, in the course of a public enquiry would 
have resulted in proceeding in a court of law. When I 
moved my last resolution, I stated the particular instance 
·of the indent which was sent by an Executive Engineer 
for· steel bars of particular dimensions. I stated that that 
indent was altered by another engineer who changed 
the demensions of the bars. The indent went to the 
manufacturers and· steel bars of the value of Rs. 2,50,000 
or Rs. 3 lakhs were sent up, but they were quite useless for 
the purposes of the Development Department. The result 
was that a second indent for bars of the required dimen
sions had to be sent, and those bars were eventually obtain· 
ed. I still say that those bars of the value of Rs. 2,50,000 
are lying with the Department undisposed of. On the last 
occasion the Director of Development stated that it was 
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not a loss to the Government, but they are still lying 
rusting in the Matunga Depot, and I think they could not 
be disposed of. I should like to ask the Director of Deve· 
lopment whether he can challenge this statement; I am 
quite prepared to go to the Depot, and prove my case. I 
know that up to a recent date advertisements had been 
appearing in the press for the disposal of those bars, but 
they could not be disposed of. This is a mistake which 
has been admitted by the Director of Development in his 
own reply in the course of the debate. He admitted that 
there was a mistake, but it was a 'trifling mistake' of 
which a great deal has been made. But really, can this 
be called a trifling mistake-a deliberate alteration of 
the dimensions of the bars by a responsible officer which 
has resulted in a loss of Rs. 2,50,000 to the department, 
as the bars are lying rusting in the M atunga 
Depot? And yet, the Director of Development, 
with all his responsibility, has told this House that this is 
a trifling mistake of which a great deal has been made. I 
should like to have some further explanations as to how 
such a 'trifling mistake' could have occurred; not a mistake 
in the original indent, but the original indent containing 
certain figures altered by another officer, for bars of dimen
sions which were not required for the Development Depart
ment. How did that trifling mistake occur? '\Vhy was this 
deliberate alteration made in the dimensions of the bars 
when the indent was already prepared by another officer? 
The indent, with the initials of the officer who made the 
alteration is lying in the records of the Development De
partment. That is why I challenge an enquiry. The only 
reply that we have received is that it is a trifling mistake-a 
trifling mistake costing Rs. 3 lakhs. I may tell the Govern
ment quite frankly and openly that there are ugly rumours 
in the City and in the whole of the presidency that the 
higher staff of officers have been receiving secret commis· 
sions from the manufacturers, and that is the reason why 
in this instance the department has incurred a loss of Rs. 3 
lakhs." 

In the same debate, I repeated more specifically about the in
d~nt .of mild steel bars and severely criticised the explana.· 
hon g1v~n by the Director in a previous debate when he tried 
to explam a~·ay by saying that it "Was a trifling mistake and clearly 
~tatcd ~hat 1t really cannot be called a trifling mistake-a deliberate 
alt~ratwn of the diameters of the bars by a. responsible officer 
wh10h has resulted in a loss of Hs. 2,50,000 to the department as 
tht< bars are lying rusting in the .Matunga Depot and not required 

b 
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for the Development Department. How that trifling mistake occur~ 
red, why was this deliberate alteration made in the diameters of the 
bars, when the indent was already prepared by another officer, a loss 
of Rs. 3lakhs, it was in the course of this criticism that remarks 
about rumours of secret commission were made. 

I wish to draw the Court's attention to Ex. No. 18, because the 
allegations about rumours of secreli commission are contained in 
that part of my speech: I have reproduced the whole passage to 
enable the Court to judge from the context· the circumstances under 
which the said remarks were made: it was in course of criticism of a 
reply from the Government, as I refused to accept the Correctness 
of that reply and further criticised the attitude of the Government in 
not granting the inquiry demanded nor giving any satisfactory detai
led explanation as to how such a mistake could have occurred. This 
criticism of the Government reply stands justified today because in 
1927 the complainant who was responsible for giving that reply, 
admits in the witness box that the reply given by the Government 
in October 1924 in several main particulars, was not correct, and 
therefore I was perfectly justified in 1925 in doubting the correct
ness of their replies and exrressing certain opinion thereon, as will 
be seen from Ex. No. 19, page 547 of the Council Report, March 
1925:-

41The Director of Development has to come out with advertise
ments in the press, and ultimately these surplus stores will 
be sold at a considerable loss. I could prove this by facts 
and figures if an investigation of the kind that I call for is 
granted." 

About this time, as it transpires now, surplus steel of the value 
of about Rs. 5 lakhs was lying at the depot, as stated in Ex. 19 in 
March 1925, and six months after this it was sold to Mr. Maneck
chand Jivraj at a considerable loss to the Department. 

I am only pointing out a few instances showing the justification 
and correctness of several allegations made during my Council 
debates on the subject, in order to show that I was not making any 
reckless allegations but took care to see as much as circumstances 
would permit, that they were substantially correct and justified. 

The first part of Ex. 20. at page 547 of the same report:
"There are numerous instances, and I do not wish to weary the 

House with them. I only wish to say that in asking for 
an inquiry, I had particular information at my disposal. I 
tried to get at the Development Department in various 
ways. I first started a campaign in the public press, 
calling for an enquiry in regard to the scandals, but I failed 
to get the necessary information. My next step was to try 
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to get information by means of questions in this Honse, 
but the replies given by Government were unsatisfactory, 
evasive and non~committal. My next step was to move 
a resolution calling for an enquiry of this nature. The 
resolution was moved, was passed by this House, but not 
accepted by the Government. Of course, I am not going 
to give it up, and my next step is the resolution which I 
am going to move, asking for the transfer of the whole 
department to the Public Works Department, so as to 
bring it more under the control and supervision of this 
honourable House." 

I submit it clearly shows that even at the •time I made these 
allegations in the Council, I had know ledge of the several 
instances I adduced in evidence in court but I could not refer to all 
.of them on account of the limited time at my disposal; hence I had 
to confine to general remarks about tenders, purchase of stores, 
contracts, etc. 

Thereafter, I also referred to the several scandals existing with 
regard to the giving of the chaw! contracts and other administrative 
matters including the large salaries of officers and of the Director 
of Development. In order to show that I bore no personal malice 
towards any officer, I made it clear in the course of the debate, Ex. 
No. 20, page 548:-

'1Now coming to the administration of the department, I shall 
first take up the establishments. I would request the 
honourable members to look at pages 155 and 156 of the 
Blue Book, where they will get the figures of the establish
ment. After providing for so much establishment, do the 
Development Directorate seriously maintain that they 
have retrenched according to the demands of this House? 
The very first appointment nnder establishments is that 
of the Director of Development. In this connection I do 
not wish, Sir, to refer to personalities. The Director of 
Development may be a very amiable gentleman, and he 
may be a very desirable gentleman. We are only consi
dering his official capacity and salary. I must say that I 
have nothing to say against him personally. 'I here are some 
other officers on the opposite benches who might emulate 
his .geni~l exam pie. We are considering only his salary, 
whiCh IS Rs. 6,000 a month, or Rs. 72000 a year. We 
have been crying against it from the very day that the 
Development Directorate started. I ask again, is that 
salary justifiable? The Honourable the General Member 
states that we have been gradually reducing our work 
considerably. I dare say that the work of the Director of 
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Development has been curtailed in proportion, but there· 
appears to be no curtailing of his salary. I am sure, even 
up to the last day when there may be only a few feet of the· 
wall left to be finished he will continue to draw this salary 
of Rs. 6,000 a month till then. I ask honourable members 
on both sides, of this House, whether it is fair to· 
the other honourable gentlemen on the opposite benches, 
and to the other officers in the service. Is it fair to them? 
Compare the salaries paid to the executive engineers and 
the superintending engineers and the assistant engineers 
in the public vVorks Depa1·tment, with those which are· 
raid in this Department, and you will find that it is almost 
cent per cerit more than what we pay to the Public Works 
officers. After the Director of Development, come the· 
Deputy Director, the Deputy Secretary, the Assistant 
Secretary, the Chief Engineer, the Deputy Chief Engineer, 
the Executive Engineer, and the Assistant Engineer. I must 
say, Sir, that after all, we ought to be thankful to the Direc
tor of Development for, like his honourable colleague the 
Commissioner in Sind, he does not ask for a steam launch 
for the inspection of his work. we ought to be thankful 
for that generosity on his part. But we would have been 
more thankful if considering our financial position, he· 
had himself come forward and told this House "I really do· 
not think I deserve this salary of Rs. 6,000 a month, and to· 
set an example to my own subordinates, and in order that I 
may compete with them for retrenchment, I shall be prepared 
to accept a lesser salary." As it is, with what face can he go· 
before his subordinate officers and tell them 'I think your 
salaries are too high and they ought to be reduced; 
all the same I shall continue to draw my Rs. 6,000 a 
month"? Unless he makes a substantial reduction in his 
own salary, he cannot ask his subordinates to accept less~ 
Therefore, we have to continue paying high salaries to· 
these officers of the department." 

This clearly shows my attitude towards the department and 
its officers. Th'at I was only concerned with their administration 
and had no malice even against the head of the department who· 
was the only officer who was opposed to us on behalf of the depart
ment in the council debate. Again I particularly referred to the· 
mild steel bars incident, and called upon them (the Government or 
the Department) to explain as to how this '~trifling mistake" occur
red, as I did not believe it was a bona-fide mistake; e-ven then the 
Government did not choose to give any detailed explanation to the· 
Council or to me. as it is sought to be given now in the course of 
these proceedings. The only reference made in the reply with re-
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gard to mild steel bars, was a speech of Sir Lawless Hepper who 
.stated giving his case, Ex. No. 21, page 571 of the Council 
Report :-

"The first case is the old one of the steel reinforcement for the 
foundations of the Worli chawls. This has already been 
discussed in detail on a former occasion and I should have 
thought that my honourable friend was fully aware of the 
position He says that, owing to a mistake of one of the 
Directorate officers, instead of ordering from England .a. 
large quantity of steel bars of 5/Sth of an inch diameter 
the bars were ordered of 7/Sth of an inch diameter, and 
that, as a result of that mistake, a further lot of 5/Sth of an 
inch diameter steel bars had to be ordered and the 7 /8th of 
an inch diameter material is now lying surplus and rus
ting." 

Thus, the real explanation called for is again emded although' 
.a specific charge was made and a challenge was also given a second 
time, whereby it was anticipated and expected that a detailed ex
-planation would be forthcoming to show how such a mistake could 
have occurred, particularly when the mistake was admitted. No ad
mission of letter written by complainant ordering out these bars was 
made. Even then during the course of the debate, I made it clear· 
that I was very anxious to have an independent enquiry, and in my 
-reply I again stated, Ex. No. 22, page 576 of the Report : 

"I have got infcrmation and materials, but if Government are 
not prcparcJ. to gh·e r:: .. o an opportunity to prove them, 
they must take the verdict of the public which is certainly 
against them and which they deserve." 

I again complained in my reply, Ex. No. 23, page 577 of the 
same report :-

" The charges are specific, made in my own person, openly, and 
without any anonymity about them. How have the char
ges been met ? They have not explained how that little, 
trifling error occurred. What is the explanation that we 
want-how the figure in au indent which was already prepa
red by another officer happened to be changed and altered 
by another officer. The facts are admitted that the :flQUre 
was altered perhaps by some method or other, but the

0

loss 
which would undoubtedly occur may have been averted. 
On account of the cleYerness of some (other gentleman) it is 
possible that the loss is averted, but the fact remains that 
an indent figure was deliberately altered, but still the bars 
did arriYe and they were of the size which was not required. 
On account of this serious mistake they did alter their 
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plan. These are facts. No matter the loss. The mistake· 
occurred and the question is, was it a real mistake or was. 
it anything else?" 

Correspondence with Government Ex. 27. 

Thus, in my reply I gave them a further opportunity to render 
whatever explanation they might have with regard to that matter 
and again clearly insinuated that I did not believe it was a mistake 
but was intentional. 'fhe General Member had the last say and he· 
gave a reply to the debate but never alluded or attempted to give 
any explanation about this incident as demanded, although he made· 
vague references about other allegations in my speech. This was 
in March 1925 and the Court will see the circumstances under· 
which the allegations that have been made, namely "ugly rumours in. 
the city and the whole of the presidency, that higher staff of officers 
were receiving secret commission" were made in the Council. As 
detailed explanation was not given, it was not possible to know the· 
part played by various officers in connection with this incident. Jn. 
October 1924 when moving for an enqiry committee I had made it 
clear that shirking such an enquiry was to create public suspicion. 
against the department when it was to the interest of the depart
ment that investigation should be zp.ade so that if the suspicions 
were ill-founded they could be removed. Since that enquiry was. 
not granted, whilst repeating the charges in order to make the same· 
arguments stronger and in order to force the bands of the Govern· 
ment to grant an enquiry I repeated what was public opinion to a. 
large extent and the ugly rumours in the whole presidency, as I had 
gathered from the elected representatives of various districts that 
attended the Council and the object of that quotation was to make· 
the Government to see the advantage of granting an enquiry to re
move such rt1mours. Even after this challenge and demand, the Go
vernment did not think it fit to appoint a non-official enquiry 
committee as demanded but on the other hand started correspondence· 
Ex. No. 27, attached hereto, with me wherein they proposed 
to appoint· an official of judicial attainment to enquire into. 
those allegations and in the same letter suggested that Govern
ment are prepared to extent to me in the pursuit of the· 
enquiry the same facilities as are given to Government ser
vants who may be incriminated, namely permission to be pre
sent when evidence is recorded, cross·examine witnesses, and to· 
see documents which are admitted as exhibits by the enquiring 
officer. That position, after consultation, I refused to accept because· 
I could not understand why Government proposed to reduce me to 
the position. by ginng me facilities, of a public servant who may be· 
incriminated when all along I had been demanding an investigation~ 
I beg to refer to the said correspondence, Ex. No. 27, in which I 
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nave made my position absolutely clear, and I submit that I have 
made very reasonable and moderate counter proposal, viz. that three 
or four members of the Council selected by the Government be 
associated with that officer appointed by Government and that 
officer may be the Chairman, and further I should be given the right 
to call for all documents and records, material and relevant to the 
inquiry and that the inquiry should be started at once as delay w~s 
prejudicial. However, the Government would not accept this 
counter proposal and hence that matter also dropped. 'fhe difficul
ties that the defence has experienced in connection with the 
production of the relevant and material documents even in spite of 
the process from the Court has clearly vindicated and justified my 
apprehension then entertained of documents if the discretion were 
left entirely with the department concerned. 

Another important point about this correspondence that I beg 
to submit, is that certain allegations forming the subject matter of 
the present charge that are taken from my Council speech of 
March 1925, are only partially quoted by the Government in their 
first letter omitting such other portions connected with these 
remarks as to distort the real meaning and the real gist of the 
complaint in these remarks. However, as the Government would 
not accept the counter proposals, I continued my agitation and my 
demand for a public non· official enquiry both in the Council and 
outside, till ultimately, the Government issued a press note infor· 
ming that the Government of India had decided to appoint a 
committee with regard to the Back Bay Reclamation; although the 
terms of reference of that committee included the investigation 
into the allegations complained of, still it was very unsatisfactory 
because all along my allegations were generally against the depart
ment as a whole including the Reclamation and Housing schemes and 
I have never made separate allegations against these two branches 
of the department. I therefore immediately took steps through the 
Municipal Corporation to appeal to the Government of India to 
extend the terms of reference so as to include the activities of the 
Housing scheme also and a resolution was accordingly passed and 
transmitted to the Government of India, but the Government of 
India. could not comply with the said requisition, Exhibits Nos. 43 
and 44, Resolution and Reply. 

The Committee invited certain members to give evidence and 
I was one of them, but the most important point about the Com~ 
mittee so far as this case is concerned, is the evidence of Mr. 
1\lackie, Secretary to Government, Development Directorate, Ex. 
No.2~, who was the first witness examined on behalf of the Govern
ment and who represented views of Government. He produced 
certain documents including the copy of the correspondence that 
passed between me and the Government with regard to these a.llega-
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tions and copy of debates in the Council. I therefore submit that 
in the very first letter of the Government, the Government had 
repeated a part of my speech in March 1925 wherein the 
allegations about the higher officials receiving secret commis
sion was also quoted, but it was not made clear to the com· 
mittee the circumstances which occasioned the said remarks in the 
speech of March 1925, because the previous history leading up to 
it was not mentioned, namely the resolution moved by me in Octo
ber 1924, and though passed by the Council, still not given effect 
to by the Government and such other incidents leading up to the 
debate of March 1925 were omitted, and only a part of my speech 
was quoted in that letter distorting its real meaning and creating 
a wrong idea. I submit that it was the Government who first 
introduced this subject about the allegations by producing the 
correspondence, Ex. 27, through its Secretary, Mr. Mackie, and 
copies of Council debates. Therefore, the publication of these 
alleged defamatory allegations to the Committee was, I submit, 
first made by Mr. Mackie, the Secretary to the Government, and 
whatever effect it was to produce in the minds of the members of 
the Committee with regard to the reputation of the officers 
concerned, was already produced before my written statement was 
submitted or oral evidence was taken· with regard to these allega
tions. It therefore cannot be ·suggested that I made these 
imputations with intention to harm or knowing or having reasons 
to believe that they would harm. 

·. Another point which I wish to submit with regard to Mr. 
Mackie's evidence before the committee, is that he clearly gave the 
public or at least those members who desired to give evidence before 
the Committee to understand that the Government would have no 
objection to the publication of any documents or any discnssion 
that took place before the committee, as Ex. No. 28 shows :-

"Chairman: . You spoke about the privileged nature of the 
papers. Of course the documents which are out into the 
possession of the members of the committee are definitely 
privileged and could not under any circumstances be 
communicated to any outsider, but every document that is 
read or referred to in this room will naturally be printed in 
the press and no privilege can attach to it ? 

"A. Yes, Sir. 
41Q. However privileged a document is, when the document 

is a matter of discussion in this room, whatever takes place 
is or can be published in the press? 

4'A. Yes, Sir, I quite understand it. 
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'Q. The discussion I take it, of any extracts or anything that 
is discussed, anything that you say or anything that is 
read in this room may be published? 

"A. I fully understand it." 
I beg to refer to that portion of the evidence whereby Mr. 

Bell stated that Mr. Mackie represented the Government views. 
I submit the position was that the members of the public could 
-come forward and frankly state their minds before the Committee 
without reserve and that the Government would have no objection 
to any publication on that behalf. If the Government anticipated or 
:any of its officers anticipated any damage to the character or reputa
tion either to the department or to an individual officer on account 
.of any publication of part or discussion of the report of the procee
-dings, at this stage when Mr. :Mackie was questioned, the position 
·Conld have been cleared by stating that part of the evidence should 
be taken in camera or such other arrangement should have been 
made or the Government could have stated that the Government 
would have objection to publicity of that part of the proceedings, 
.but since no such objection was taken the only impression was that 
the Government would have no objection to the pllblicity of any 
statement relevant to the inquiry regardless of the consequences. 

'When considering the question of good faith, the Court will 
nlso consider that so far as l was concerned, I had sent my state
ment, as desired, in the form of a letter to the Members of the Com• 
mittee alone, and after my oral evidence commenced, the copy of it 
was distribuh.'d to the press by the Secretary of the Committee. I 
would refer your Worship to Ex. No. 39 ( Ex. C. pages 400 and 
401) ---

"Sir F. B oph.insun : Have _you gh· en a copy of the statement 
to the l'ress ? 

"A : I understand it was given just now. I did not think it 
right to give before I was examined." 

In au inquiry of this description, wherein the Government it
self by introducing and producing the correspondence specifically 
relating to such allegations indicated a desire to have these matters 
investigated, such statements as are now complained of and object
<>d to, for making which Government has given sanction to prose· 
<'Ute, should have been expected and anticipated, particularly when 
the members of the Committee themselves refused to go into the 
matter unless specific charges were made: if liberty and protection 
to such statements were not granted, then I submit that the refe
rence to. the Committee on that point would have no sense as no 
inquiries on the subject referred to could be started unless some 
party made allegations to that effect. Under these circumstances, 
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I further·submit, that an imputation made before the Committee 
could not be construed as required by Sec. 499, Indian Penal Code, 
to have been made or published with the intenticn of harming or 
knowing or having reason to believe that such imputations will 
harm the reputation of such person: the Frimafacie intention would 
be to have an investigation· to find out the· trut~ or otherwise, and 
the result of that investigation may turn out to as much clear that 
reputation as to harm it, and that was my bona-fide intention, was 
made clear in the following passage in the written Statement 
(Ex. C.) itself:-

"But even at this late stage I can place before the Committee 
all the materials that I have been able to collect, not with 
a view or desire to cast any aspersions against any indivi
dual of the department, but primarily with a view to find 
out the truth, and if sufficient materials are disclosed, to 
take such action as the Committee think proper. All 
along my appeal to Government has always been for an 
investigation of certain allegations to find out the truth ... 
The Committee will permit me to place all materials before 
it in order to enable it to judge for itself whether I was 
justified or not in demanding a public investigation." 

There was no threat or even an' idea .of any prosecution at the 
time I made this statement before the Committee, and it faithfully 
represents my intention and frame of mind, and long before the 
Committee, i.e. in October 1924, in the course of the debate, I had 
stated: 

" J f you w·ant the suspicion to be removed, it is to the interest 
of the department not to shirk this inquiry." 

I further submit, that the allegations complained of were not 
made by me for the first time before the Committee, but that they 

· formed part of a public report of Council proceedings when they 
were widely published in the Press and in the report of proceedings 
published by the Government and distributed to various institutions 
and these Council debates were also produced before the Committee 
by Mr. Mackie. If my object or intention was to harm the 
reputation of an officer or officers, that object was already 
served when these allegations were already published to them 
before I submitted my statement or gave oral evidence; there 
could have been no object in merely repeating what was already 
brought to their notice by Mr. Mackie himself. Ex. 30, letter 
addressed by . the Committee to me inviting me to submit 
my statement, clearly shows that they knew these imputations 
before I was called, because in that letter they make a reference 
to my Council speech in March 11125 and request me to give 
particulars on which that speech was based. I therefore submit that 
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it cannot be suggested that my repeating or requoting statements 
already known to the Con;tittee and the public .can be with th_e 
intention or knowledge of domg harm to the reputation of a parti
cular person, but the real intention and object could only be, as 
stated in V~ritten statement, to start an investigation to find out the 
truth so that if the suspicions are unfounded, the department may 
be cleared, or if well-founded and proved, the officers concerned may 
be properly dealt with. As this prosecution is based and lodged on 
the Penal Code and as the gist of the offence under that Code i~ the 
making or publishing an imputation with a particular intention or 
know ledge I submit the above circumstances to the Court to be 
taken into consideration at the time of deciding that point, that 
under the circumstances stated above, the said publication could not 
have been with that particular intention or knowledge required by 
the Section. 

For these reasons I submit, Mr. Mackie's evidence before the 
Committee and the Chairman's remarks thereon, and Ex. 30 and 
my statement before the Committee, are rather important, because,. 
I submit, these statements and assurances induced witnesses to 
make statements without reserve, and it was breach of faith on the 
part of the Government to have sanctioned proceedings with 
regard to the evidence given by a member before the Committee in 
pursuance of that assurance, conveyed through their Secretary. 

Further, the Committee, on receipt of this information 
through the correspondence and Council reports produced by Mr. 
Mackie evidently came in possession of all the facts, particularly 
with regard to my allegations made in the speech of March 1925 
and they accordingly wrote and requested me-l was the only 
witness to whom such a letter was addressed-specifically to 
give all the detailed information as was conveyed to them in that 
correspondence, Ex. 30. I beg to draw Your Worship's particular 
attention to the request made by the Committee in the said letter~ 
Ex. 30, "Supply the names of the officers of the Development 
Directorate who received secret commission with dates and short 
particulars of the contracts and the names of the manufacturers 
giving such commissions, the amount so given, and any other details . 
in your possession. What the Committee wants is the information 
on which you based your speech of March 1925 in the Legislative 
Council and any further information of a like nature which you 
might have obtained since that date." Thus, the scope given to me 
as a witness before the Committee was very wide and covered all 
~he .subjects included in.my March speech! and the l~tter coming as 
1t d1d from a duly constituted and authonsed committee, appointed 
by the Government of India, naturally encouraged me to state 
without reserve both orally and in my ·written statement what 
information and material I had in my possession. Still, the Court 
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Committee, I have not gone to the length to which I would have 
been justified both in my written statement as well as in the oral 
-evidence, but, as before I confinded myself to the department and its 
officers generally without mentioning specific names with regard to 
the allegations, except in the case of Mr. Thomas, where my 
information was definite and specific. 

One circumstance further which encouraged me more and 
guided my attitude with regard to the nature of the evidence to 
be given before the Committee was the attitude of the Committee 
towards those witnesses who were indirectly referring to mal
administration or dishonesty in the department; certain members 
repeatedly requested those witnesses to speak out boldly their 
.mind without fear, and if they desired an investigation to be 
made, the only way to have an investigation was openly and 
boldly to lay specific charges. I might refer the Court to the 
evidence of Mr. Hussainbhai Lalji, Ex. 31, one of the members of 
the Council, who was examined only a day previous to my evidence 
and whose evidence was printed in the press and read by me on the 
very morning on which I was called to give evidence before the 
·Committee, Ex. 31. :-

"Mr. Billimoria : This is a public enquiry. Why should 
names be kept back. If people who have information can
not put forward before .the committee and simply make 
allegations and accusations against the GoYernment, why 
should they not come boldly and give out the information? 

"A: You will find out that name from the files. He is not a 
man of liombay and he is again not a big contractor. I 
am not ordered to give that man's name, and I cannot do 
so as I have already told you. I do not blame anybody 
because the committee is there to attribute to whosoever 
deserving. 

"~1 r. Billimoria : Do you expect this committee to go through 
a mass of papers, tons and tons of papers and files. There 
might be some questions on which we require definite and 
clear information and if nobody were to come forward 
boldly to give all that out how are we to make out ? 

''A : Sir, I have gh·en you everything, the rate3 etc. and I 
see no justification in accepting the extraordinary rates. 

''Sir F. Hopkinson : Well, if you don't give ns any specific 
instances and names, I conclude that you have based your 
estimates on hearsay gossip. 

"A : I think Sir, I have not made myself quite clear, but I do 
feel that I have given yon sufficient data to make en
quiries about." 
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That this was the view of the Committee appears from the fact 
that the Chairman acquiesced in these· remarks and <lid not rule 
them out. 

Besides other witnesses, Sir D. Petit also referred to dishonesty 
prevailing in the department, and when .being asked for a.ny specific
instances, he referred to me and stated m reply to a question, Ex.. C. 
Page 294:-

11 Q : Can you give us any facts ? 
''A: The remarks that were made by Mr. Nariman in 

Council." 
Another circumstance with regard to the evidence that I wish 

to submit before the Court, is that some time before I was called to
give evidence before the Committee, Sir L . .aepper was examined on 
behalf of the department and the committee being in possession of 
the information, produced by the Secretary, questioned Sir L. 
Hepper in explanation about the said allegations made by me and 
Sir L. Hepper repudiated the allegation and described them as false, 
Ex.. 29 (page 57 of Ex.. C). That was also a sort of challenge to me 
when I was to be examined to state my case before the Committee, 
to leave it to the committee to come to the conclusion whether my 
allegations were false or whether Sir. L. Hepper's statement was 
inaccurate. · 

Still, as stated above, though under the circumstances I would 
have been justified in laying specific charges against individual 
ofiicers by mentioning their names, still I refrained from that course 
and maintained the same attitude that I had aU along maintained 
in the Council debate. In this agitation in the Council debate and 
outside criticism, I confine my remarks against the department 
and its ofiieers in general. Whene\er I was in a position to make 
speeific allegations against an officer, I had stated the name of the 
officer, in connection with that allegation, and I would refer the 
Court to the report, Ex. C at page 386, lines 10 to 25, my written 
statement wherein I had laid a serious charge against one officer 
specifically mentioning his name, namely Mr. Thomas, wherein I 
charged that officer by name, of ha,ing tampered with a tender 
after it was put in, and allowing certain figures to be entered with a 
view to benefit his fa\ourite contractor, Balkisendas Seth. This 
paragraph is only a few lines above the paragraph complained of 
and this dt>arly shows that whene,er I intended and was in a 
position to make a specific allegation against an indi,idual officer, I 
specifically mentioned his name as In the caE.e of Mr. Thomas, and 
that when I was not sure about the names of officers concerned, I 
natnrally wanted an enquiry to find out who the officer or officers 
concerned were in the said transaction. In the whole of my oral 
evidene:P, (·omplainant's name is not mentioned by me. I 
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have . also made my object and motive clear in my written 
statement, "No desire to cast aspersions but my only object is 
to find out the truth." I only made general allegations against 
higher staff of officers and in my oral statement, when being ques
tioned as to whether I knew who the officers concemed weie, my 
reply was that I did not know the names of the officers and it was for 
the Committee to find that out by referring to the Department, 
Ex. C, page 403 : - · 

"Sir F. Hopkinson: I had read your document and perhaps 
all it implies that a mistake was made by somebody in 
ordering 7/8" instead of 5/8" bars; what would you ·say?" 

This shows that even members of Committee after reading my 
statement and documents could not fix it on anybody but said 
''somebody" m .. de mistake, a result of indefinite statement made by 
me.: At page 204 of Ex. C, Ex. 40, lines 34 and 35 :-

"Q : You say that this was altered. By whom was it altered ? 
By the Superintending Engineer? 

11 A: That is for the Department to answer." 
At page 404 of Ex. C, lines 51-52:-
"Q : By whom was it altered ? · 
"A : By the Superintending Engineer." 
At page 404 of Ex. C, lines 56-57 :-
''Q: And you are not in a position to give the name of the 

gentleman? 
"A : I have mentioned the name of the Superintending Engi

neer." 
Obviously, from the context, it is clear that by use of the word 

name, I meant the designation of Superintending Engineer; this 
could have no reference to mention of Mr. Harvey in connection 
with same. If l had the name and wanted to specify, I could have 
done so in reply to the direct question by giving the name of Mr. 
Harvey; but I did not know it at the time. I only knew it was a 
Superintending .b.ngineer and there were four in the District and five 
including Acting. With reference to another allegation, I have 
mentioned the name of Mr. Thomas because I knew it positively. 

I have made my position still clear at page 407 of Ex. C, lines 
41 to 46, Ex. 41 :-

" Q: I am dealing with charges of corn1ption. You have gone 
further than you did last year. You have given no names? 

"A: I have given instance in my Council debates; in March 
1925 I have given instances. Names I have not mentioned 
to-day; I have said " Superintending Engineer" and if I was 
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allowed to be associated with Department and get informa
tion officially, I would ha"re given all particulars. 

In the whole of my oral evidence, complainant's name has not 
been mentioned at all, and in the written statement only once his 
name has been mentioned in connection with his salary, not even 
full description as Superintending Engineer No. 1, Housing District. 

However, in order to have a charge of defamation sustained 
some-how, the complainant has entirely twisted and distorted the 
position in his complaint, and in order to make the allegations appear 
more specific and applicable to himself, he has tried to connect two 
independent paragraphs wherein the name of the complainant is 
mentioned in connection with an entirely different matter, i. e. 
dealing with salaries, Ex. 37, page 388 of Ex. C. That is quite a 
different subject, separately dealt in a separate paragraph and 
disconnected with the paragraph dealing with the allegations wherein 
I have mentioned, as a matter of complaint before the committee, 
that some of the officers, who were receiving much lower salary in 
other places were dumped on to the Development Directorate with 
very high salaries and in that connection I mentioned certain 
names, including Sir Lawless Hepper and Mr. Harvey and others 
including Messrs. Sykes, Lewis, Low, Mitchell, O'horke, Hoberts 
and Gardner. That paragraph is now for the purpose of this case, 
sought to be connected with another disjoined and disconnected 
paragraph containing allegations against the high officers and staff 
in order to sustain a charge of specific allegation. I must frankly 
confess that at the time I made these imputations in the Council a3 
well as outside in the course of criticism and before the Committee, 
although I knew that the officer concerned with this was a Superin
tending Engineer, 1 did not as a matter of fact, know more specifi
cally who was concerned and did not know enough details of the 
transaction and which officer was actually concerned in connection 
with the said alteration at all, as there were four Superintending 
Engineers in this District, and this information that it was Mr. 
Harvey concerned in this was first conveyed to me about two days 
after my evidence when he himself made a sta-~:ement before the 
Committee, wherein he admitted his connection with the said 
transaction. 

As stated clearly before, my allegations were 
general against the department and against higher officers concern~ 
cd and the object of my asking for an enquiry both in the Council 
as well as berore the Committee, was to find out specifically the 
offic~r or officers concerned with this incident in order to fix the res
ponsibility upon them. That is the position which will be found 
clear in my writ ten statement, Ex. 35, pages 385, lines 27 to 34 of 
Ex. C, and,I have stated my object in placing these facts before the 
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Committee was not with a view to cast aspersions against any indi
vidual but with a view to find ont the truth and I maintain the
same position which I have all along taken up for the last several 
years, with the exception of Mr. Thomas, whose incident was dire
ctly brought to my notice by the parties concerned. With regard 
to the rest, I had not sufficient details to know the part played by 
individual officers in connection with the various incidents that 
form the subject matter and referred to by me in the debates in the· 
Council and statements before the Committee. 

The mere perusal of the paragraph in the written statement 
forming the subject matter of the complaint, '"'ill convince Your 
Worship that at the time the statement was made, the complainant 
could not have been in my mind. Mild Steel oars are one of the 
materials connected -with both Reclamation as well as Housing 
scheme; this is admitted by the complainant as well as other witnes
ses, both before the Committee as well as in Court, that piles were· 
also used for sea-wall. As stated above, with regard to the purchase· 
of stores, there were similar scandals in both the schemes. i. e. ac
cording to the information ;received by me surplus and wrong sized 
bars were ordered in both the schemes, and the purchasing agency 
for both the departments was the same, viz. Material District. It 
appears that while first introducing this subject, I had in my mind 
the instance of such surplus and wrong sized bars ordered by a cer
tain officer for the Reclamation. Accordingly, Your Worship will 
find in the written statement, I have stated, " In one instance an 
Executive Engineer had prepared an indent to be forwarded to 
manufacturers at Home for a large quantity of mild steel bars for· 
concrete piles for the Reclamation." 

Your Worship will also find from the correspondence between 
me and the Committee, that I at first was unable to attend on 
account of illness at an earlier date appointed by the Committee, 
and hence my examination was kept practically for the last day for· 
non-official witnesses, two days after which the Committee sittings 
in Bombay were dissolved. I was -very anxious to submit my written 
statement before their departure, and after my illness, had to draw 
up a fairly long statement containing numerous instances in a 
comparati-vely short time; hence, it appears that I mixed up an 
explanation about one incident of mild steel bars in connection with 
the Housing scheme with another instance of mild steel bars in con
nection with the Reclamation, but the fact remains that in my 
statement to the Committee, I had distinctly stated mild steel bars 
for concrete piles for the Reclamation, and as the complainant ad
mits he had nothing to do with the Reclamation, the incident on 
hi.s own admission could not apply to the complainant, and hence the 
complainant not being in my mi_nd at all at the time, ~ could not 
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have made or published the statement with the intention of harmirig 
the complainant and or with the knowledge that the said statement 
would harm his reputation. The wording of the section "of such 
person" shows that a definite person must be in the mind of th'e 
defamer at the time imputation was made or published. 

Before even a notice was issued by Your Worship's Learned 
predecessor, Mr. Rangnekar, this point of identity of person defamed 
struck him and I beg to attach a copy of the note taken by a 
learned pleader at the time:-

11Q : Is there only one Superintending Engineer ? 
"A: No. Mr. Harvey was once named by the Accused. 
"Q : The only statement I find is that he has taken Rs. 900. 
11 A : He has named him in connection with the fact that he 

was drawing a salary of Rs. 900. 
'

1Mr. Baker : The only Superintending Engineer named ia 
Mr. Harvey. The accused says I have named him. If the 
accused says he did not mean Mr. Harvey then it would 
be necessary to put the whole thing in a negative form to 
show that he was meant. · 

"Q : There is a paragraph about a question in Council. Is not 
that privileged ? 

"Mr. Baker : I don't complain about questions and answers 
in Council. I only rely upon them." . 

The statement made by the learned Solicitor, I submit, is in·. 
correct and misleading. A reference to Ex. C, Report of the Com
mittee, will show that about a dozen officers are mentioned in con· 
nection with the salaries and establishment, and Mr. Sykes, the other 
Superintending Engineer, is also mentioned and it is not true as 
stated by Mr. Baker, that the only Superintending Engineer named 
is Mr. Harvey. This only shows a keen desire and anxiety at any 
co.st to start a prosecution. 

If a general enquiry had been directed in accordance with the 
allegations generally against the high officers of the whole depart
ment, I could have also adduced evidence of a general nature a.ffect
ing the department as a whole, but as the complainant by filing 
this complaint and alleging specifically that these allegations 
referred to him definitely in spite of the repeated statements 
by me that I had not specifically mentioned any officer and 
my object in bringing to the notice of the Committee some 
transactions that appeared to me fraudulent and shady, was 
to enable the Committee, after enquiry, to find out the officer 
or officers primarily concerned with ·these transactions so that 
responsibility may be fixed on proper heads. The action of the com-

b 



plainnnt has, in a way,· limited the enquiry to himself ana· his de.' 
partment and the defence was obliged to adduce evidence of such in-· 
stances and transactions alone in which the complainant and his 
department were directly or indirectly connected. If a general en
quiry against the whole department including the Housing Scheme 
and,Re.clamations that I have been demanding in the Council as 
well as .in the correspondence with the Government, in order to 
justify the general allegations, had been conceded, then the mate
rial adduced before that enquiry would have been much wider and 
attention would not have. been concentrated on the activities of the 
complainant and his department alone as happened in this parti
cular case. Whereas the allegations referred to the whole depart
ment, the enquiry is limited more or less, to one particular transac
t:ion out of numerous such transactions and to one particular officer 
and his department. Thus the scope is considerably reduced and 
my position is made more difficult, becau&e lesser facilities and lesser 
opportunities to justify and prove the general allegations are granted 
to-me. 

1 have mentioned this matter only with a view to explain my 
position and also to refute the statement oontained.in the Govern
ment sanction viz., that su,ch a sanction and starting of these 
proceedings in the Police Court would give me an opportunity to 
prove t~e~e allegations. . . 
. , .·.,·Coming more specifically to the charges framed against ·ine, I 
propose to div~de the said charges into two parts, more or less 
statement of facts and expression of opinion, in order to facilitate 
the_ explanations with regard to them . 
. · With regard to the allegations about deliberate alteration in the 

indent, and resulting in loss to Government, with the object that 
aertain· manufacturers ma·y make some earning out of this, contained 
in items "2 to 9 of charges framed against me, come in category 1, 
statement of facts; and to deal separately with item No.1 of the 
charge, namely ugly rumours in the city and the presidency that 
higher staff of officers receiving secret commission etc. as an expres
s~o~ of opinion or inference on the facts stated above. 

But before I come to deal with these specific charges, I wish to 
emphatically repudiate the allegations of malice referred to in the 
complaint. As admitted by the prosecution, complainant's evidence 
page 6, th~re is no question of personal ill-will or malice against the 
complainant:or any other officer. As a matter of fact, at the time I. 
made these statements in the Council a.s well as before the Commit
tee» I did not know Mr. Harvey at all, and had never seen him. I 
was only actuated with the single desire of safeguarding public funds, 
preventing extravagance and waste and as far as possible, lessen the 
bu:rden on th(;l tax-payers which would ultimately result in c9nse-
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quence of the enormous :losses that wonld be entailed on account of: 
the failures, mal-administration and frauds in these schemes. From. 
the very beginning, I had maintained that all the losses sustained 
were not merely due to an error of judgment or miscalculations 
of figures or estimates or otherwise, and as the public and official 
attention was centred on that issue alone, I maintained and tried to 
explain that considerable amount of losses could have been saved 
and could still be saved in the future if more attention were also 
paid to the serious complaints of mal-administration and waste,· 
partly due to irregularities, favouritism leading to corrupt practices, 
and similar other reasons which could be avoided. Whenever an 
issue was raised, as stated above, I always made it clear that my 
criticism was not only directed to the ill-concerned nature of the 
schemes or the preparation of estimates of the original cost, but also 
to the internal mismanagement, which according to my opinion 
would also be a particular cause to the enormous losses, and it was 
mainly with the object of preventing waste in the public funds and 
safeguarding the interest of the rate payers, as I was bound to 
protect as their elected representative in the Council and the 
Corporation that I was constrained to make these statements, both 
in the Council as well as at other places and the Committee.. In 
one of the debates, ~;ts previously stated, I, as a matter of fact, made 
tha~ position clear, and the officer concerned, particularly the 
Director even indulged in personally insulting remarks. The case 
for the prosecution as far as the allegation of malice is concerned, 
rests only upon one circumstance, viz. that I persisted in repeating 
these allegations although I was informed fully of the true facts by· 
the General Member in the Council in reply to my question in 
October 1924, Ex. "A". The complainant at page 27 says, "I say 
there is no good faith on the part of Mr. Nariman because the 
statement was made in spite of explanation of Cowasji Jehangir, 
and in Ex. 47, line 52 at page 455 of Ex. C, same statement is made 
by the complainant. 

I first beg to submit that in the said replies nor on ilny 
other occasion in the course of several debates, the Government 
ever made an attempt to give any kind of detailed explanation 
with regard to this incident as they have for the first 
time done through the Counsel for the prosecution in this case. 
The Court will study the questions and replies and all that 
is stated is one officer-Executive Engineer omitted to include certain 
bars for piles and the Superintending Engineer supplemented that 
omission by putting in those bars but whilst doing so he made 
another mistake in putting in wrong sized bars, i. e. 7/8 instead of 
5/8. That was the gist of the explanation so far as the replies were 
concerned. Thereafter in the course of the debates, I repeatedly 
challenged, specifically stating, that I did not believe that it was ·a. 
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mere mistake and repeatedly called upon them· to explain as ta · bow 
such _extraordinary mistakes could occur, namely . :first that the 
Executive Engineer, a responsible officer, omitted . bars requhed ·for~ 
such an important item. of construction, nearly .the. :first item of 
constmction in chawl building, that is, piles, -when alL the. other 
diameters were included. Those who had elementary knowledge 
of the procedure could not readily believe that such an omission 
could take place because the Executive Engineer only prepared a list. 
of requirements from the plans that were ready for each item of 
constn1ction of work, and further how. the omission was not· 
discovered before the statement was sent to the Material District, 
but was suddenly discovered after. that statement had gone and. 
orders were placed and further even after the extraordinary discovery 
of the omission by the Superintending Engineer how could he make 
further very extraordinary mistake in ordering out wrong sized bars, 
although he himself had decided and had actually used for con
stmction of piles for several months, the particular size-5/8 bars. 
The Council was entitled to an explanation of these matters and in 
spite of repeated challenges in the Council debate, referred to above, 
and _in SFite of definite statement that I refused to believe the 
theory ot bona-fide mistake, the Government did not think it right 
to clear the position by giving a . detailed explanation although 
several opportunities were given to them to give such explana
tion, but _what is more important is that the only circumstance 
on which the prosecution desired the Court to draw an inference. 
of _malice against the defence, does not as a matter· of fact 
exist. It is admitted by the prosecution itself and by the 
complainant in the witness box, that the explanation conveyed in 
the replies, Ex. A, and the statements made therein by the General 
Member were as a matter of fact not correct and were inaccurate, 
he even used the word "false" with regard to material particulars. 
As that is the state of affairs on the· prosecution's own admission, 
the explanation was not correct, and my submission to the Court is 
that their whole case, so far as the question of malice is concerned, 
fall to the ground, and on their own admission, .I was perfectly 
justified in not relying upon the explanation and re-opening the 
question before the duly constituted committee, that was for the 
first time appointed to enquire into the question. I submit that 
was the first occasion given to the public to place their case before a 
supposed independent tribunal, and it is absurd to suggest, that I, 
who had been taking much interest in the matter .from the very 
begin~g, even when calle~ upon . by a specifi.c letter by t~at 
Coillinlttee, should have remamed qmet and reframed from putting 
my ·case before the Committee, when I had openly challenged the 
statements made by the Government on the subject and refused to 
~ee~t them as absolutely true. But besides the admission of the 
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complainant hi:illself that the.said explanatio:Q.' given :in Ex_. A,· was 
not correct, ·and that he himself was responsible; under certain 
circumstances, which conveyed that. inaccurate information, ·I su.b~ 
mit, that there is other evidence, as adduced iri the records of the 
case in support o( my attitude, that I was perfectly justified in not. 
accepting the explanation submitted by the Government, and _I was 
perfectly justified in spite of that explanation by Government, in repea· 
ting that statement and demanding an enquiry. I beg to point out 
that the system followed by Government with regard to the replies 
is not such as would inspire public confidence or trust in these' 
replies.· Whenever any allegations were made against the depart~ 
mentor any complaint of irregularities and explanations sought 
to be elicited by means of these questions, the Gqvernment 
relied only . upon the explanations submitted by the officer or: 
the Depa~'tment concerned. Thus those explanations on which 
the replies were based were given by parties interested in the matter 
without any innependent inquiry, which I submit ·was a very un-. 
satisfactory method of giving explanations and replies. ·It is .but 
natural that the officers directly concerned and referred to in these 
questions would frame their explanations and replies in such a man.;, 
ner as to cast least responsibility and blame upon themselves .. · .. · 
· Besides, as is shown by the records of the proceedings before 

the Committee, and particularly the evidence of Sir L. Hepper pro~· 
duced and put in as Exts.· 48 to 52, pages 61 to 70 of Ex. C, it .is 
clear that particularly at this stage, it was the policy of Government~· 
as shown in the admissions of Sir L. Hepper, not to divulge certain 
facts of Development Directorate. Sir L. Hepper tried to justify. 
that position on the ground of. expediency and policy," but my sub:
mission is that whatever the grounds or excuse there may hav.e been,: 
the result of such policy is bound to create suspicion· and distrust in 
the Government statement, particularly with regard to: this 
department and as is clearly established in the course. of this case{ 
even with regard to this indent incident, I will submit and hope to 
establish to the satisfaction of the Court that five various ex:plana .. , 
tions and replies were sought to be given on five difierent Qccasions ....... 
one quite inc~nsistent· with· the other and all along the tendency: 
and the pers1stent efforts of the officers were to suppress the facts: 
or circumstances which would directly throw -or cast the responsibi-· 
lity or blame on the officers concerned; I will submit .before. thei 
Court the various inconsistent and different explanations that were. 
given with regard: to this mild steel bars incident. First and fore-~ 
most, I beg to refer to the questions and replies given to Mr. G. B.· 
Trivedi, who was a member of the Council in J une-J uly.l92l to· 
February 1923, Ex. 149. I have already dealt with the .other part' 
of the replies showing how a deliberate attempt was made to keep~ 
out of the XE'Jllies the order giwn and the supplies made· .by Messrs.· 
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Geo. Service & Co. for over Rs. 4Iakhs but more glaring than this, 
i~ the reply to a question whether official record shows any wrong 
slZed bars were ordered, the . reply to which was in the negative. 
These questions were submitted in June-July 1923, and although 
there were two Sessions of the Council sitting after that, the replies 
!ere not given in that Council but they were sent in February 1924, 
1 •. e. about 7 or 8 months after the questions were submitted. The 
reply to that question was to the effect that official records did not 
s~~w that wrong sized bars were ordered, which is palpably and on the 
very face of it, as the records of the case will convince Your W or
ship, absolutely false, and it becomes more aggravating when it is 
prepared by the very officer who had sent cable to England attemp
ting to correct . the error of wrong sized bars and had carried out 
correspondence with regard to the wrong sized bars ordered, was 
himself the author of this reply in the negative ; only shortly after 
that cable was sent and correspondence was carried out. And what 
is more important and glaring is that in the very month when this 
reply was given to a member of the Council that official records did 
not show that wrong sized bars were ordered, the Government itself
the Development Directorate-had in that very month issued a· reso
lution on the memorandum sulmitted by the complainant himself, 
Ex. 54, wherein it ·was admitted that too many 7 /8" bars were order· 
ed by mistake, the Government accepted the suggestions contained 
in that memorandum and issued a resolution in February 1924, Ex. 
57, suggesting that certain use should be made of these wrong sized 
bars. It is difficult to understand when the same department of 
Government had issued a resolution on account of wrong sized bars, 
how was it possible to give a reply to a member of the Council, by 
the head of that very department, quite inconsistent with that reso
lution issued in the same month. 

Then coming to the next occasion in October 1924, Ex. A. the 
·position is entirely altered, and it is therein admitted that wrong 
sized bars were ..ordered but by mistake, and a wrong explanation 
sought .to be given as to how such a mistake occurred, and the cir.: 
cumstance under which the replies say bars were ordered; thus, 
between February 1924. and October 1924, in the course of a few 
months two inconsistent replies with regard to the same 
incident of the same department a.re furnished to two 
different members of the Legislative Council. . Further, in the 
course of the debates in the Councils, both in October 1924 and 
March 1925, the same position was sought to be maintained tho·ugh 
there is material difference between the explanations given in Ex. 
"A" and explanation submitted before the Back Bay Committee. 
In Ex.. ~'A'', it was the office supervisor of the Superintending En
gineer~ office; who ~pparently .on .the ve:tb~l-- ins.tructio·ps of: .the 
l:)nperinterid.ing Engineer, entered the wrong· siz-ed bars to the Exe-



cutive Engineer's indent. Whereas coming _before the· Back Bay 
Committee, the statement is changed in as much as " the actual 
subordinate staff who made the mistake is not certain ·~ . and it is 
stated that the mistake might either be a draughtsnian's:. ·or super
visor's, and it was not postdble to know which member of the staff 
committed the mistake, though as stated above, in October 1924 in 
reply, the responsibility was sought to be fixed on the supervisor 
alone. This uncertainty was, 1 submit, deliberately introduced 
before the Back Bay Committee with a view to avoid the supervisor 
being called as it must have been apprehended thatif a . particular 
person was named, the committee or some member of it m.a:v call 
for that individual and the statement may be falsified. The "-bom
plainant himself was present when this varied explanation was given 
in the joint evidence of Sir L. B epper and the complainant,. and 
was supplementing the replies given by Sir L. Hepper, still he did 
not think it right to correct the wrong statements before the Back 
Bay Committee, and he is now trying to explain this conduct by 
suggesting that he is not responsible for the statements by Sir L. 
Hepper and he did not think it right to interfere · when 4e, was 
making statements; but what is more important is that all· along 
either in reply to the Council or the explanation before. the Com
mittee, the real state of affairs so far as this indent ·incident is 
concerned, has deliberately been suppressed so as to ·remove· the 
actual responsibility from the complainant to the subordinates. 
Now it transpires, the actual facts are that there was no" addition 
either by the Supervisor or the draughtsman .or anybody else made 
to the Executive Engineer's indent, but the addition was- made by a 
letter written and signed by the complainant himself, Ex. P. where
in he directed 80,000 extra 7/8" bars to be ordered,· in:addition to 
the bars already mentioned in the original indent. 

I will refer Your Worship to the following exhibits- and refe
rences, to show the different explanations about· this- incident of 
mild steel bc~.rs:- . _ . _,_. -·,. :..~ ·----~ 

(a) .. Mr. G .. B. Trivedi's questions an.d· replie~£ Ex.-~149, June/ 
. . . July ..1.9~3, and Febru_ary_l924, . ~-~r~~(ml dQ~~ _.not .t>bo~ :any 

w.rong Sized bars orde:re_d.'':. · ..-.. -. · 
(b) Questions ·and answers to Mr. Nariman; October 1G24 

· Ex. "A", "wrong sized bars ordered by mistake 5/8~: required 
- : 7/8" ordered by mistake ; St1peryi~r's and: E~ooutive En

gineer's mistake ; ·addition made:to Executiv-e·~ Engineer's 
· · indent." .. ~ : -·-·-· ·- _:: -~- ~- ·:::. :: ;_.~ .:~.::. , ·• 

Council. deb.ates Oct obex_ lt/24. ~Pd .. M.ax_cb 11!25i saiJl~ ;_position 
mamtamed.. ... . · --~ ..: .. : .. :;.·_ :::~.:.:::::.: 

(c) Sir L. Hepper's statement bef(}re-th~ Baok-:Eay \Coinmittee 
in the presence and gh·en jointly with the· complainant Ex. 



C. Record of Committee proceedings, blue book, page 454, 
lines 21-22 "By some mistake either of draftsman or super
visor 7/8" was tendered instead of 5/811 ; it has not been 
possible to prove who made mistake " different from state
ment in October 1924, when it was fixed supervisor made 
mistake. Here draftsman also introduced for the first 
time and uncertainty of person who made mistake. 

(d) Complainant's statement before the Committee, Ex. C, page 
469, lines 29 to 32, "Office Supervisor added to the indent 
under direction of Executive Engineer." 

Again at page 470, complainant's statement, line 22, ''The 
· Superintending Engineer did not make the addition ; it. 

0 
was done by the supervisor of his office." 

. ·Page 470, lines 46 to 50, same statement. Whether Executive 
Engineer or myself intimated the incorrect diameter of 
steel to the supervisor or the supervisor through an error 
entered, I am unable to ascertain as nothing now appears 
on the record." 

Draftsman is dropped, Superintending Engineer, who entered 
· incorrect size uncertain, but the addition was made to 

Executive Engineer's inden;t. 
(e) Complainant before the Court, for the first time disclosed Ex 

P 1., wherein addition was not made to Executive Engineer's 
indent at all either by draftsman or supervisor, but addi
tion made by a letter signed and sent by complainant 
himself, although before the Commitee a. definite incorrect 

. statement is made that Superintending Enginee:t did not 
made the addition. Theory of wrong sized bars 7 18" : 
instead of 5/811 order maintained. · 

Same is the theory maintained in the opening address of Coun
sel and evidence-in-chief . 

.Ex. 64, January 1924, Memorandum of complainant to depart
. ·went, same theory, too many 7/8" bars ordered by mistake. 

U) The whole statement and theory suddenly changed on 12th 
April, 4th day of cross-examination; theory of mistake and 
wrong sized bars "that 518'' were required but 7/8" ordered 
by mistake" entirely given up. The new case is that "7/8" 
·were correctly required and properly ordered'' from 12th 
Aprill9i7 till the close of the prosecution case .. 

{g) Ex. 140, letter from complainant to Mr. Hamid, March 
1927, after Examina.tion-in~chief and before cross-exa
mination had commenced "Cannot find an answer as to 
why so many 5/8 inch. :x 19 feet. bars were ordered in 
your first list unless they were ordered for piles.'' 0 
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· The above summary ·with references, briefly shows the cons;;. 
tantly changing story of the prosecution with regard to the main 
and principal issue involved in this case. No mention is made 
about Mr. Hamid's note in the previous record or Mr. Palnitkar's 
draft, both the documents supposed to be now missing; no mention 
is made about complainant's letter, Ex. P1• till the filing of the ·com
plaint. Thus, various attempts to throw the blame for incorrect 
size on various persons-first supervisor, then supervisor or drafts
man, then the person uncertain, either Superintending Engineer, 
Executive Engineer or Supervisor, then again Executive Engineer 
gave the size by means of a note not found-in fact, everyone is 
sought to be implicated except himself, as ultimately brought in 
court is that the addition, both of the size and number, was made 
by complainant himself by means of the letter, Ex. P 1, addressed to 
the Superintending Engineer No. IV. That fact is most sedulously 
kept back and misleading statement made to Committee that Su~ 
perintending Engineer did not make the addition, or that it is not 
known who made the addition, there being no record, and ultimately 
the whole theory is changed. · 

I submit that this conduct on the part of the complainant, 
namely in suppressing those facts of an actual letter being written 
and sent by himself is extremely suspicious and calls for an explana
tion. I submit that all along a deliberate attempt was made to 
shift the responsibility on the heads of the subordin&.tes-first on 
supervisor, then on the Executive Engineer-and there is no explana
tion why before the Council in the questions as well as in the 
debates and before the Committee this important fact with 
regard to this matter, namely the indent being altered 
by a letter from the complainant himself, is deliberately 
suppressed and a false and misleading statement circulated, 
that the mistake was made by the supervisor or draftsman 
or Executive Engineer and not by a letter. When questiontd and 
asked to explain, the complainant stated that he did not think it a 
matter of great importance. The first time the letter is specifically 
mentioned is in the complaint. 'fhere too it is very vague and 
ambiguously l:ltated. Even in the complaint, the complainant 
repeats the statement that the addition was made by supervisor and 
not by him, that being the sixth different explanation on this sub· 
ject. Then again, the explanation given by the complainant to the 
department in Ex. 54, his memorandum submitted by the com· 
plainant to the Government with regard to the same incident, is in 
January 19:24, wherein he distinctly states that too many 7/f:/' bars 
were ordered by mistake, and he suggests a use that should be made 
of these bars, but the most important point with regard to these 
n:planations is that on or about the 12th .April in . the course of 



cross-examination· the complainant entirely reversed the whole 
theory of mistake-a theory which has been sustained all through 
since October 1924, altered on the 12th April 1927, and he suddenly 
puts forward an entirely difierent case, altering the whole theory of 
the prosecution so far as the question of the alteration of the indent 
is concerned and he tries to maintain that no wrong sized bars were 
ordered, and that all explanations given and statements made to 
that effect by himself and Government previously were false and that 
7/8" bars were actually in use and that they were correctly ordered. 
However, unfortunately for the prosecution in this last theory also 
there is a document from the complainant himself that completely 
gives a lie direct. Ex.140, the letter written by the complainant to 
Mr. Abdul Hamid, wherein it is distinctly stated that the 5/8" bars 
mentioned in the indent cannot be explained on any other theory 
except that they were for piles. Still after that, he deliberately 
comes and repudiates statements on oath in the witness box, directly 
contradicting his own statements in his letter to Mr. Hamid, Ex.140, 
attempting to maintain that 7/8" bars were in use for piles, although 
in his letter he distinctly states that 5/8" were in use. My submission 
to the Court, is that this theory, at this very late stage was designedly 
altered because the complainant came to know, as admitted by Mr. 
Hamid, that. the theory hitherto put forward by him in the case 
for the prosecution, on which the whole case for the prosecution 
was based namely that 5/8" were in use for piles, that these bars 
were omitted from the indent by Mr. Hamid and therefore a sup
plementary indent was necessary for piles. He came to know it at 
very late stage of the prosecution that the defence were in posses
sion of records and facts and :figures which would directly demolish 
the theory of omission of 5/8" bars for piles from the indent, 
because from the plans, Ex. Z, for various items of chawl construc
tion, prepared and signed by the complainant himself, it could be 
~onclusively proved, as it was actually done in the conrse of Mr. 
Hamid's cross-examination, by barely calculating the :figures and 
looking at the itEl1lls in .the plans that 5/8_" bars that were for piles,: 
were as a matte:r of fact ~Qt .op;litted but.complete requirements. 
were included for all items,-Statement, Ex. 135; and hence it was 
found necessary to change the whole_ theory at that late stage. I 
submit that in _ view of the circumstances briefly stated above., 
namely the admission made by Sir L. Hepper, the Government 
suppressing certain facts, various inconsistent replies and explanations 
given by Government with regard to this very incident of mild 
steel bars indent, the conduct of the complainant in suppressing the 
document, namely the letter, directly connecting him _with the 
incident, and making misleading and false statements, trying to 
throw_blal7le upqn_ hisJlubordiP.Bttes,_i. e. _$qpe:rvisor; or_ Dra..ftsman, 
and further th~ b:ansp~ent attempts. which f!;re now ~xposed, even, 
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to alter the statement and theories at this late stage of the prose
cution in the course of cross·examination, clearly show an attempt 
even to deceive the Court by palpably false statements, proved to 
be false on his own letter, my submission is that I was perfectly 
justified in not accepting the explanation given by the Government 
with regard to this incident which explanation now, as a matter of 
fact, on the records and the evidence of the prosecution witness 
Mr. Hamid himself, has proved to be false, and therefore it would 
be futile for the prosecution to argue that maHce should be presum
ed against the defence, merely on the ground of persistency in 
repeating the statements in spite of true explanations and therefore, 
I submit, so far as the case for malice is concerned, the case for the 
prosecution falls to the ground. · 

I further submit that I have conclusively proved and substan
tiated by Mr. Hamid's evidence, supported by plans, Ex. Z, and 
statement, Ex. 135, that the allegations made by me in the Council 
and repeated before the Back Bay Committee on privileged 
occasion, the allegations refer about the alteration of the indent, 
ordering out of surplus bars and the loss caused to the department. 
I therefore submit that the inference under the circumstances, that 
it was not a bona-fide mistake but done with the intention that 
some manufacturer might make some earning, "as perfectly legiti
mate opinion and justified under the circumstances mentioned above, 
I submit, that the complainant's statement on these points should 
not be believed, first because he has repeatedly changed his state
ments,-and at one stage entirely changed the whole case, practically 
admitting that what he had stated in respect of these matters both 
to the Government .as well as in his complaint, and oral evidence on 
oath, is inaccurate. That is his own admission and I submit that 
on that admission, the case for the prosecution should stop, because 
Your Worship was pleased to issue summonses against me, calling 
upon me to meet the particular case for defence as contained in the 
information filed by the complainant on oath. and as soon as the 
prosecution admits a substantial part of the statements contaiiied 
m that information forming the basis of prosecution, are not cor· 
rect, and that at a very late stage he wishes the theory for the 
prosecution to be entirely changed, asking the Court not to rely 
upon what he has stated in his complaint· br his evidence, ig tanta
mount to an application by the prosecution for the withdrawal of 
the complaint as first filed, and the proper procedure would be, 
particularly in case of Defamation, which call.s for a specific com· 
plaint by the party aggrieved, to :tile a fresh complaint, basing his 
charges on the new theory, and a new story as subsequently set up. 
<?n this point I have submitted a separate application fQr -~on.sidera
hon by the Court. 
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. . A~ stated above! it is clear that this change. in the theory 'Was· 
mtent10nal for the s1mple reason that the complamant was apprised, 
of the fact that the theory as set up by him in his coin plaint :was 
no longer sustainable. I submit that the defence is· entitlea ·to: 
adhere to the case as put forward by the complainant in· his first: 
complaint, and it would not be fair to call upon the defence . at ;a· 
later stage to meet an entirely different case, and the case as 
put forward by . the complainant . in his· complaint as· ·well ·aS. 
iii. his evidence-in-chief and part of the cross-examination, T 
submit, entirely ; falls to the ground on the evidence of their: 
~wn importa~t . witn~ss, ¥r. Abdul Hamid .. Without 'going 
mto the details . of h1s evidence, I only subm1t that. Mr. ·:A~ 
Hamid's evidence, pages 152 to ltiO, has entirely :. disproved· 
the case for prosecution, so far as the items-charges 2 to 9 are con: 
(lerned. _ I therefore submit that Mr. Hamid's ·evidence on· these 
points should be believed in preference to the complainant because 
his· evidence is corroborated and supported by the . documents, and 
records, particularly the plans produced by the complainant, Ex.:. Z,. 
and the plans prepared and signed by himself. The Court must· 
have noticed that Mr. Abdul Hamid· was reluctantly forced to· 
these admissions by the production of these plans and he has · only 
stated not what his personal knowledge is, but he has only inter-· 
preted the plans and other decnments as shown to him, by barely 
making calculations of the figures·: and various sizes of bars and 
diameters for.various items as shown in these plans. I therefore, sub..: 
mit that the conduct of the complainant with respect .. to this matter 
was also very suspicious. · When in the course of his cross-examina· 
tion, the complainant was questioned about the plans, he gave: 
evasive replie3, and even went to the length of stating that· he: 
cannot state even by looking at the plans as to what were the sizes 
required for piles and whether they were omitted or not·; all 
along he made an effort not to produce the plans and these < plans 
would not have been produced but for the fact that defence were 
able to get exact copies of these plans from other source3 bearing: 
the signature of the complainant, and it was only when these copies· 
were tendered in the course of Mr. Hamid's cross-examination, that 
the prosecution was compelled to produce the original copies from 
their possession. Even then, the most important plan, namely for 
piles, which according to Mr. Hamid was in existence and according· 
t? all ordinary procedure must be ~n ex.i~tence,;_becau~e i~ is impos_·· 
s1ble to. carry out any constructiOn Without plans-Is still not pro
duced for the simple reason that if the same were produced it would 
completely demolish .· the new case for the prosecutiun and Clearly 
show on the very face of it that 5/8'' bars were in .use for piles and 
the statement that 7/8" were in use would be pro~ed to ·be entirely 
fa.lse. This plan would a.lso show that Mr. Hamid did not omit 
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from his ind£nt bars for piles." I therefore submit that the case .. for 
the defence, so far the statements of facts are concerned, is substan~ 
tially and directly proved by records of the prosecution ·as well as 
by the principal witness for the prosecution, and these statements, as 
now appear, are substantially correct, and it is also proved that the 
previous explanations with regard to this, were incorrect~ and I was 
perfectly justified in repeating them before the Committee with a 
view to start an inquiry. . : . · . . · 

Though I must admit that according to the information receiv~ 
ed by me there is a slight inaccuracy in details with regard to . these 
allegations, namely that my information and the statement based. on 
that information was that the figure in the indent prepared by an 
Executive Engineer was altered by a Superintending Engineer from 
7/8" into 5/8", and the replies given by Government in Ex:. '1A'·' as 
well as in the misleading explanations given in the Council, I was 
persuaded to continuo in that slight inaccuracy because the Govern
ment or the department, in spite of repeated opportunities never cor· 
rected the inaccuracy, although questions were asked with a view to' 
gain correct information, that there was no alteration as suggested 
in the question, but the fact that a separate letter was sent after the· 
indents were sent to the Material District was never disclosed. I 
submit that the information was deliberately kept back because it 
would directly connect the complainant with this incident, and 
instead of that, another wrong impression was sought to be created,' 
that there was no alteration in the indent, but an addition was made 
to the same indent by a subordinate; and I submit, that the 
Government, in spite of the facts in their possession has been more 
guilty of giving an inaccurate statement than myself, who was in a 
position of great disadvantage,· because of this policy of Govern"' 
ment to suppress facts, and not inform the Council of the correct 
state of affairs. I therefore submit that the facts as adduced in the 
evidence, prove even more than my allegations, namely that so far 
as my allegations are concerned, it was made to appear that particular 
sized bars were included in the indent, and that size was scrapped and 
th~ wrong s~ze was ordered; that would be from the official and public 
pomt of v1e"r1 a less senous charge than the other, namely that he 
allowed the diameters mentioned in the indent to remain and in addi·• 
tion to that ordered surplus bars of entirely different diameter. In the 
latter case, the loss to the department would be greater, because it is 
not in substitution of one size bars which were supposed to have been 
scrapped, but that there was an addition to the correct bars that 
were already indented. The imputations in the main in both the 
cases, is the same, 'riz. the intentional ordering of the wrong sized 
b~rs that were not reqD:ired ; it mak~s no di~erence to the impnta
hon as to what method IS employed m carrymg out that object, 
.whether by altering a. figure in the indent, as first alleged by me, or 

' . . 
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by adding· to the indent as subsequently alleged by the complain· 
ant and Government-the fact, as now transpires, is practicably the 
same, that instead of a figure being altered in the indent itself, the 
figure in the indent are altered by a letter written by complainant, 
Ex. Pu i. e. by a supplementary indent. I therefore submit that 
this slight inaccuracy make no difference so far as the main charge 
and . allegation . are concerned, and complainant himself admits, 
page 34, on P1. Mr. Sykes ordering additional bars, in the cross
examination that he caused the figures to be altered by means 
of Ex. P1• Thus on his own admission, the allegation is proved to 
be substantially correct. At page 56, complainant's evidence, "This 
addition is made 1 as per your letter' (i.e. Ex. P1). I caused the 
consolidated statement to be increased. I caused Salebhoy Tyebjee's 
and High Commissioner's indent to be increased. · 

I further submit that the case for the defence has been consider
ably strengthened by the additional suspicious circumstances which 
is also substantiated by the defence and for which too, there is no 
satisfactory explanation by the prosecution. My statements were 
that deliberately wrong sized· and superfluous bars were ordered. 
The above statements have, I submit, proved the case so far as 
wrong size is concerned. Similarly, .it is fairly well established that 
superfluous bars of the approximate value alleged by me, viz. Rs. S 
lacs, were also, it is established, ordered. Even if complainant's 
statements in the original case were correct, that Mr. Hamid had 
omitted bars for piles for Worli chawls, according to their own 
admission and according to calculations from plans and ordinary 
requirements for piles for chawls, the total number of bars required 
for 28 chawls for W orli, mentioned in the indent I 1 and consolidated 
statemeht, M11 would be at the most about 12,000 bars including 
about· ·five per cent extra for emergencies and the subsequent letter 
P11 which is admitted as supplementing an item omitted in Iu and 
Mh and the period mentioned in it is the same as I 11 and M1, should 
have ordered out only 12,000 bars to cover the omission for piles for 
Worli; instead of that such an enormous quantity as 80,000 bars 
have been ordered and their cost, according to the rates given, 
would be about Rs. 8 lakhs, thus substantiating my allegations even 
with regard to the details. 

· Just as with regard to the wrong size, so with regard to this 
enormous excess, I submit, that after this detection, dishonest efforts 
are being ·made to explain them away by false and misleading 
explanations. 

· First I will submit that the statement that 48,000 out of these 
were required for Dharavi and the Flats, is purely an after-thought 
invented with a view to explain away the enon:nous el:cess, 
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I submit the following circumstances to show that Dharavi or Flats 
could not have been intended when this indent was sent. 

(a) In the various explanations submitted to the Council in• 
eluding the principal one in October 1924, Ex. A, Dharavi and Flats 
were never mentioned, nor at any time in the course of the debates, 
though it was repeatedly alleged that bars far in .e:x:ces~ of actual 
requirements were ordered, and the reply, though giVen m October 
1924, states u it is not possible to state at this stage as to what bars 
will remain surplus", though according to complainant some time 
before this, in January 1924, Dharavi programme was given up 
-page 39, complainant's evidence, " I did not definitely know till 
December 1923 or January 1924 that we were not going to get land 
at Dharavi"-and he has produced a letter from Improvement 
Trust to that effect, Ex. 66, dated 1st April 1924. If they were 
intended for Dharavi, the reply, in October 1924, Ex. A. would have 
been that they were intended for Dharavi, but as that programme 
is given up, so many surplus bars are left. 

(b) Exhibits 54 and 57 are the two important documents that 
clearly prove that Dharavi and PJats could not have been thought 
of at the time of indent. Ex. 54 is dated January 1924, a memoran
dum submitted by' complainant himself to the Government in 
connection with these bars, wherein in submitting his explanation, 
he admits that " too many 7 /8" bars are ordered by mistake", and 
he suggests their use for the future,· and Ex. 57, dated February 
1924, is the Government Resolution on that memorandum accepting 
that suggestion. If these bars were for Dharavi or Flats, in January 
1924, they could not have been described as "too many ordered by 
mistakes " because at that time these schemes were still in contem
plation, as per Ex. 66, and other use could not have been suggested for 
them ; but in January 1924 if it was known that Dharavi and 
Flats were to be cancelled, then the explanation would have been 
that they were ordered for these schemes but as they are not likely 
to mature, a surplus is left and that they should be used in that 
particular manner. Complainant being unable to give any expla
nation about this document, tries to get out of it by saying it was a 
" silly statement." I submit the statement is true but described as 
silly because it does not suit his present purpose. 

(c} So many bars could not have been ordered for Dharavi 
or Flats in 192:t, because in this year these schemes were not 
launched at all and there was no prospect of launching them for 
two or three years more and even the land was not acquired. Com
plainant states at page 42, "Dharavi was in programme of March 
19:24." Under P. ,V, D. Code and Audit and other Administrative 
rules, no expenditure could be incurred without previous sanction, 
an<! unless scheme is ready, complainant admits, that no provision 
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is made in the Budget for any expeudit:ure on· these schemes. 
Section 258, P. W. D. Code states," No work shall be commenced 
unless a proper detailed design and estimate is sanctioned and 
orders for its commencement issued by competent authority." 
Section 261 states, "No work to commence on land which has not 
been duly handed over by responsible authority.'' Ex. 104 states, 
" Not to buy beyond actual requirements for sanctioned work." 

Mr. Hamid had nothing to do with these schemes and these 
bars could not be added as a supplement to his indent, nor in the 
letter addressed to Mr. Hamid, Ex. D, is he asked to make any pro
vision ~or thes~ bars for Dharavi or Flats. Ex. 130, report made by 
complamant hunself, states that these plots would not be ready till the 
end of 1925 and it is absurd to suggest that in 1922 bars were ordered 
for piles, though land would not be ready for the foundation till the 
end of 1925, nearly three and half years in advance. Though bars 
were supposed to be ordered for Dharavi and Flats, still complainant 
ori page 39, says·' Not a single pile was manufactured for Dharavi 
or Flats after these bars arrived." Complainant also states these 
bars deteriorate by being kept long; these bars could be had at 
any time, at the most in three or four months' time, and piles, 
according to Mr. Hamid, take only two or three months to mature 
and there could be no conceivable reason to oxder these out more 
than three years in advance. 

·(d) The period mentioned in the letter, Ex. Pu clearly shows 
that they were intended for the same programme as covered in 11, 

K11 L1 and M1• These were the programmes !or 1922 and 1923 for 
W orli, DeLisle Road and N aigaum only-"30,000 bars 7 /8" upto 
December 1922, and 50,000 bars between 31st December 1922 and 
1st October-1923"-the same period as mentioned in the consolidated 
statement M1• If they were intended for Dharavi or Flats they 
could not have been required by October 1923, because these plots 
were to be ready by the end of 1925. Besides, 30,000 by December 
1922, are also an enormous excess for Worli, as Mr. Abdul Hamid 
bas stated that it would have been impossible to use them by that 
time. Thus, this period conclusively shows that Dharavi or Flats 
could not have been thought of then. . 

. (e) Besides the period, the wording of the letter, Ex. P1, is 
also very clear and shows that Dharavi or Flats could not have 
been intended. The letter says "I shall require for piles at Worli", 
and the letter is written to supplement an indent for W orli shortly 
after that indent was sent. This is tried to be explained away 
rather clumsily, that it means piles to be manufactured at W orli 
for Dharavi, another absurd proposition from the engineering 
point of view. ~iles weigh about It tons and there i~ alw~ys the 
risk of breakage m conveyance ; bes1des about three miles distance 
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would entail an enormous extra cost. By 1925, when Dharavi 
construction would commence, the W orli construction would be 
completed some time before, requiring no more pile construction for 
'Vorli and that area would have to be cleared for occupation. 
The simplest thing would be to remove the plants etc. at Dhara.vi 
and construct piles when they are required. 

But this explanation about "Piles at Worli" is an after thought 
and dishonest, is made more clear from the complaint itself where 
the position is made more clear and could leave no doubt at all. Para
graph 5 of the complaint states " A letter was thereafter addressed 
to that officer dated 8th August 1922, a copy of which is hereto 
annexed and marked B. showing the additional number of mild 
steel bars which were required for the foundation of piles of the 
TVorli chawls. '' When confronted with this paragraph coupled 
with the wording of the letter " for piles at W orli", com· 
plainant still maintained a hopeless position and that 
''foundation of piles for the W orli chaw Is" means Dharavi and Flats. 
He further admitted that even to his solicitors, whilst instructing 
to draft the complaint, he never mentioned that 48,<XX> of these 
bars were required for Dharavi or Flats. 

Thus in the complaint not only no mention is made of Dharavi 
or Flats but clear mention is made that all bars were for foundation 
of piles at W orli. 

(f) Then again, with a view to create confusion, he introduced 
the word "equivalent" and stated that equivalent meant 2! times 
the actual. This arbitrary figure of 2! times is introduced simply 
to explain away 30,000 bars by the end of December 1922 for W orli, 
as the actual requirement comes up to about 12,000 (2! times that 
figure would bring the required total of about 82,000), but in his 
letter, Ex. D. to the Executive Engineers he has asked them to pro
vide for complete construction, which means actuals and not equiva
lent, and in order to maintain this position, he even goes to the 
length of saying that 11, K1• and L1, are all wrong and the consoli· 
dated statement M11 based on these, is wrong and wrong figures are 
also provided in High Commissioner's indent, Ex. V11 and Salebhoy 
Tyebjee's indent, Ex. 60, because they make provision for actuals 
and not equivalents, and though these lists were revised by him three 
times for petty corrections, it did not strike him to correct this radi
cal mistake resulting in a universal blunder with regard to all these 
important d.ocuments. 

But Mr. Hamid gives up this theory of equivalent by definitely 
stating, both in cross·examination and re-examination, that he was 
asked to prepare lists for actuals and not for equivalents and he did 
prepare them for actuals according to instructions and it was never 
the practice to prepare for equivalents, page 163. At page 161, 

4 b 
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Mr. Hamid says ~her~ was no possibility of using these bars (i. e. 
30,000). by that perwd, t. e. October 1923. At page 163, Mr. Hamid 
says ~.'Ex. 104 correctly represent~ the rules and procedure followed 
and mdents were prepared accordmg to actual requirements." Exs. 
135 and 137, statements-proved to be correct through Mr. Hrtmid
clearly prove that even without these 80, 000 bars, the chaw! pro
gramme for the period could have been completed and left some 
excess. These statements are prepared from the records produced 
by the prosecution. 

(g) According to Mr. Hamid, page 162, 30,000 bars would 
suffice for 140 ohawls for single piles. Complainant says 7/81' single 
piles were used. That means 80,000 bars would be sufficient for 
about 372 chawls for piles and even including Dharavi and Flats, 
even taking into account the whole period, there never was in con
templation so many chawls requiring piles. 

According to complainant's statement, at page 469, Ex. C. lines 
60 to 63, the total number of chawls requiring piles in the whole 
scheme, was 163 Worli, 25 Flats, and 90 Dharavi. Out of these, 42 
ohawls at Worli were subsequently eliminated. But this program
me, according to Ex. 55, was to be spread out in 8 years, and so far 
as this particular period 19:22 to enq of October 1923 is concerned, 
according to 11• the.re were only 28 ohawls for W orli for this parti
cular year, and similarly the 90 and 25 chawls for Dharavi and Flats, 
would not have been all in one year, but would have been spread, 
according to Ex. 55, to three or four years, beginning from 1923 
to 1924, and materials would have been ordered out according to the 
requirements of that particular year. 

But even if according to complainant's contention that so far 
as these bars are concerned, an unusual procedure was followed and 
bars for all the chawls for Dharavi and Flats were ordered at once at 
the same time three or four years in advance, still the total number 
of ohawls would be 28 for Worli, 90 Dharavi and 25 Flats, i. e 148 
chawls in all, whereas 80,000 bars,--and according to co~plainant's 
own statement 7/811 bars had single pile system and Mr. Hamid's 
calculation-would suffice for 372 chawls. (Mr. Hamid says at page 
162 that 30,000 bars would suffice for 140 chawls single piles). 'Ihus, 
even granting complainant's absurd contention to be correct about 
Dharavi and Flats, even then there was an excess number of bars 
for 224 chawls. 

(h) The explanation attempted to be given by the complaina~t 
in re-examination for the 80,000 bars trying to show that Mr. Hamid 
must have worked up the figures with deadly accuracy, is entirel;v 
false and misleading as admitted by Mr. Hamid in his cross-exa~m
na.tion. He deliberately attempted to· mislead the Court by makmg 
{~e. calculations and including bars admittedly' as his own rians 
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show required for other purposes of beams and columns and these 
were 'attempted to be passed for as if for piles, hoping. that laymen 
would not detect this irregularity. Ex. 135, prepared from the 
plans, Ex. Z, clearly shows the falsity of that explanation and Mr. 
Hamid has stated that it is not correct. 

(i) Similarly, complainant made a dishonest effort to mislead 
the Court and the Committee with regard to enormous surplus bars.. 
for sale as shown in Ex. 67. This surplus was attempted to be 
explained away as if due to sudden.curtailment of the original pro
gramme o£ 625 chawls to 207 chawls and as if this surplus had no~ 
thing to do with the excess orders. It would have been fairer for the 
prosecution to have stated the whole truth to the Court, viz. that 
this original programme for 625 chawls was spread over a period of 
8 years and that for each year there was a particular number of 
chawls and the arrangement was to chalk out a programme of con· 
struction for each financial year, fixing the number of chawls pro-
posed to be constructed for that period and all the materials including 
mild steel bars were ordered annually only sufficient for the require
ment of that particular annual programme i. e. according to Section 
258 of P. W. D. Code and Ex. 104, Government circular, orders 
were to be placed only for the actual sanctioned requirement and 
Mr. Hamid, at page 163, admits that Ex. 104 represents the correct 
procedure and indents were prepared according to actual require
ments. According to the programme for that year, an annual 
budget provision was made which could not be exceeded, and at 
page 166, Mr. Hamid again states that "he never ordered out 
materials to be stocked in excess of actual requirements" and at page 
167, that "if the procedure to order out goods required according to 
the programme was adhered to, there would not have been any 
surplus. There was a large surplus of all materials and if the rule 
mentioned in Ex. 104 was adhered to, there would not have been 
any surplus." Thus, it is clear that curtailment of' the chaw! pro~ 
gramme had nothing to do with the surplus, because according to the 
procedure described above, materials would be ordered only for chaw Is. 
actually to be constructed for a particular year, and on the completion 
of that programme further stock would not be ordered if it is decided to 
curtail the programme. Complainant's misleading statement creates a 
wrong impression as if all the stock was ordered out in advance for 
the total number of 625 chawls which were to be constructed simulta4 

neously, and suddenly it was decided to curtail and reduce the number 
to 207, hence leaving a surplus of the materials for the remaining 
number of cha.wls. That, I submit, was not a correct representation 
and thi~ misleading impression is sought to be created only to 
explain away the enormous surplus of mild steel bars and other 
materials. A close scrutiny of Ex.. 67, the list of surplus bars for 
sale, will at once convince the Court that the St?-rplus could not be 
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due to the sudden curtailment; if the requirements for all 625 
chawls were ordered in advance, then on curtailment, there would 
be a proportionate surplus of all dimensions of bars that are required 
for various constructions. But in Ex. 67, Your Worship will find 
that out of a total tonnage of about 2,400 tons, the largest quantity 
is of 7/8" x 19', of 644 tons, and next to it is of 5/8" of 583 tons, the 
rest eight different sizes ranging to 30, 60, 90, 100 to 200 tuns each. 
Thus, the largest number of surplus bars is 7/8" x 19', viz. 33,710 
and this large surplus was left after making use of these bars as 
suggested in Ex. 57, for which they were originally not intended to 
be nsed. Thus, it is clear that this surplus must have been due to 
excess orders and not merely to the curtailment of chawls; the fact 
of such an enormous surplus of over Rs. 5lacs-in March 1925 in 
Council, I had given the surplus of about Rs. 6 lacs- in spite of the 
fact that materials were only to be ordered for the actual require- · 
ments according to annual programme, is a strong circumstance 
supporting my contention that for certain reasons materials were 
ordered far in excess of the requirements and there was similar 
surplus of other materials, making a total loss of several lacs of 
rupees. 

Thus from the several points and circumstances stated above, 
I submit that I have adduced sufficient materials and circumstances 
justifying the statement before the Council and Committee that 
wrong sized bars far in excess of the actual requirements were 
deliberately ordered, causing loss to the Department of about Rs. 3 
lakhs, and further that the said statements were made in perfect 
good faith and that I was justified in view of constantly changing 
explanations of the Government, not to accept their version given in 
Ex. A and have the question re-opened before the Committee. 

The point contained in paragraph 7 of the complaint remains to 
be disposed of. In Paragraph 7, complainant states "that although 
the subject of the inquiry before the Committee was the Back Bay 
Reclamation, and Mr. Nariman in order to defame him, incorporated 
in his written statement, matters which related to the Housing and 
Materials Division, of which complainant was the Superintending 
Engineer, in spite of the fact that from the reply given in the 
Council, he must have known that these materials and stores were 
purchased for the chawls at W orli; the complainant had nothing to 
do at that time with the Back Bay Reclamation." · 

With reference to this paragraph, I first and foremost, beg to 
submit, as already stated above, that at . that time ~ did not 
know the officer actually concerned or responsible for th1s trans· 
action. The only fact I knew, was tha' a very large quan·tity of 
mild steel bars of a wrong size and in excess, was intentionally 
ordered by a Superintending Engineer, and if the complainant had 



not made his statement two days after my evidence before the 
Committee, I would not have known it even now as to which 
Superintending Engineer was concerned, as I understand, there were 
at least half a dozen. Therefore, it is entirely incorrect to state 
that I introduced this subject in order to defame the complainant. 

Secondly, I knew that very large quantities of mild steel 
bars were also used and required for the foundation piles of 
the Reclamation Sea Wall, and there too wrong sized bars far in 
excess of requirement were ordered. During the course of cons
truction of the Wall, I had visited and seen the bars used. Accor· 
ding to my information,-and that turns out to be the fact-that there 
was only one Material Division or District whose function and 
business was to supply all kinds of stores including mild steel bars 
to the whole Development Department, including Reclamation and 
Housing Schemes, and mild steel bars were one of the materials 
common to both. As I had always dealt with the subject of Devel· 
opment Directorate as a whole and never separated two departments 
of Housing and Reclamation, it was difficult on this occasion to sort 
out and separate transactions that were connected to both. 

At page 26, complainant first tries to make out that mild steel 
bars had nothing to do with the Reclamation, but when reminded 
of the statement made by him before the Committee at page 454, 
Ex. 46:-

" Sir F. Hopkinson: If any of these bars have been used in the 
Reclamation work, I think we can properly listen to your 
explanation? 

"Mr. Harvey: I think some of these bars have been passed 
to the Reclamation. 

"Sir F. Hopkinson: Only one will do." 
Note the reply of Mr. Harvey, '' of these bars " i. e. the bart~ in 

question have been passed to Reclamation. 
It was necessary to make it relevant before the Committee 

hence the statement that some were used then; whereas in the 
Court, it is necessary to say the contrary to strengthen his legal 
case, hence a different statement here that the order for these bars 
had nothing to do with the Reclamation. 

This is one instance, to show how statements are changed to 
suit their present purpose. Upon this admission of complainant 
himself, the Committee held that this matter was relevant and 
agreed to inquire into it. 

It will also be noted that I had got a Resolution passed in the 
Corporation, Ex. 43, applying to the Government oJ India,_ to 
enlarge the scope of the Enquiry, and the reply to that Resoluhon, 



Ex. 44, had not arrived when I gave my evidence, and in 
anticipation of that reply, I had referred to certain matters per~ 
taining to the Housing Scheme. Subsequently, when the reply of 
the Government of India was in the negative, the Committee eli
minated and deleted this matter which they thought did not come 
within the scope of the Enquiry. 

Thus, Your Worship will find several paragraphs in Ex. C of 
my original written statement, Ex. 42, deleted, and the space left 
blank. The committee, on the admission of the complainant that 
some of these bars had passed to the Reclamation, considered this 
subjec~ as properly coming within the scope of the enquiry and 
have not deleted this paragraph accordingly, but has retained it on 
the record, thus holding it to be relevant. I will refer Your Wor· 
ship to pages 386 to 387 of Ex. C, where paragraphs immediately 
above and below the paragraphs in question, have been deleted and 
blank spaces with astericks shown. 

At page 379, before the commencement of my written state· 
ment, the following note is made by the Committee :- · 

"Certain passages from this statement have been omitted on 
~ the ground that they relate to matters outside the 

Committee's terms of reference. The omission has been 
marked by astericks." (Ex. 45). 

The fact of the committee's not omitting the passage in ques
tion but retaining it, clearly shows that it considered this matter, 
on the statement of complainant, to be within the terms of refe
rence. 

Complainant also again sta.tes in his written statement, at page 
470, lines 15 and 16 : 

''The indent had nothing to do with the Reclamation. It was 
prepared for the Housing Scheme. Very few concrete 
piles were used for the Reclamation Scheme." 

And hence in my written statement to the Committee I have 
referred to these bars for Reclamation. It is evident that on these 
statements of the complainant himself, the Committee considered 
and :ruled that this matter came within the terms of reference be· 
cau.se some concrete piles were also made for Reclamation and some 
of these mild steel bars were used there. 

Then again, with reference to this point, I would draw Your 
.. Worship's attention to Mr. Mackie's evidence, pages 2 and 3 of Ex. 

C and Ex. 28, who produced copy of correspondence between 
me and Government, Ex. 27; throughout the discussion in the 
Council on the subject, Exs. 1 to 26, I have referred to the Direc
torate aa a whole including Housing Scheme and Reclamation, and 
the allegations and instances referred to all the officers of the whole 
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Department. In resolution as well as the motion for cut in the 
Budget, I referred to the whole Development Department and the 
complainant himself has admitted that position at page 26. :-

4 So far as discussions in the Councils are concerned, they 
referred to Directorate as a whole. The statement about 
the officers receiving commission presumably refers to the 
officers of the whole department. 'l'he correspondence, 
Ex. 27, was with regard to the whole Department, Sir L. 
Hepper when he repudiated the charges, (Ex. 29) referred 
to the allegations made about the whole department. 
The letter addressed to you (Ex. 30) referred to the 
allegations made in the speech of March 1925." 

Thus the complainant himself admits that all throughout, the 
discussion was never separated for two separate branches · of 
Reclamation and Housing Scheme, but referred to the whole depart· 
ment and I particularly draw Your Worship's attention to the 
terms of the letter, Ex. 30, addressed to me by the Committee 
inviting me to submit my statement requesting me to give the 
particulars on which I based my speech on 3rd March 1925, 
particularly details about secret commission. If Your Worship .will 
refer to this part of the speech, of which details are asked for by the 
Committee, (Ex. 18, page 546, March debate)· it refers to the 
criticism of the reply given by the Government about that particular 
part of the speech directly introducing the subject of mild steel bars 
incident and the Committee's request was again based on documents 
and records produced by Government, and therefore the Govern
ment itself directly introduced this subject. I was fully justified in 
assuming, when the Committee directly requested information on 
the subject of questions and answers on this indent of mild steel 
bars, that this subject must be within the terms of its reference. 
Besides, Sir Lawless Hepper's repudiation of the a1legations, 
Ex.. 29, refers to all my allegations concerning both the Recla
mation as well as Housing Scheme, and it would not be fair 
to me to allow my opponent to refer to the whole subject, and in 
my reply to the repudiation, ask me to confine only to that part of 
allegations referring to the Reclamation. 

The fact that the Committee considered this subject to be 
relevant, is also apparent from the fact that out of several serious 
allegations against the officers, some directly and exclusively 
referring to Reclamation alone, such as allegations against ·Mr. 
Thomas, the Committee in the course of oral evidence, picked out 
this incident alone about mild steel bars for a detailed ctoss-exaini
nation and investigation, and it appears that the complainant knew 
and anticipated this investigation on this pl\rticular point, as he 
was present on this occa::;ion alone at the Committee's proccedint;s. 
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They did not touch about other matters even against complainant 
directly such as chawl construction contracts &c., and it is difficult 
to understand why of all the allegations, Sir F. Hopkinson concen
trated his attention on this one incident alone and made a persistent 
effort either to make me withdraw the statement or create sufficient 
material for a case. The whole trend of cross-examination on this 
point, appears as if done with a set purpose and not a single ques
tion was asked about Mr. Thomas although his name was specifically 
mentioned and more serious charge of tampering with a tender to 
benefit his favourite contractor Balkishen Seth, was made. 

Thus, from the above circumstances, I submit that in view of 
the fact that the Committee considered this matter as coming with
in the terms of reference and specifically requesting me to give 
information on that particular subject, I was perfectly justified 
in referring to it on the assumption that it came within its purview 
and the complainant's allegation that it was introduced simply with 
a view to defame him has no foundation. 

Thus, so far as I could recollect and gather, I have dealt 
with the various important points arising in the case for the 
prosecution, firstly explaining the importance of the subject 
from the public point of view explaining my position in relation 
to this important subject, my close association and various 
attempts to get true information about the inner working 
of the Directorate, my efforts both in and out of the Council, 
interpellations and resolution in the Council and the apathetic and 
hostile attitude of Government towards the legitimate demand of 
the public, the debate of Octoberl924 and March 1925, the appoint
ment of Committee and the circumstances under which I made my 
oral and written statements. Thus, I have tried to explain the 
point particularly arising in the case, such as question of my 
good faith, the allegations about facts made by me being substanti
ally correct and hence my justification in making them, further 
relevant of this matter and the fact that on the rulings and attitude 
and invitation of the Committee I was justified in believing that it 
was within the terms of reference. Further, I have attempted to 
show the motive for altering the case for the prosecution and the 
fact that both 'vrong sized and excess number of bars were ordered 
intentionally as alleged by me and I have also submitted the 
circumstances and reasons which led me to the conclusion and 
opinion that it was not a bona-fide mistake but intentiona~ with 
ulterior object, and I will now submit what I consider to be unpor· 
tant consideration and the real reasons that led me to an adverse 
inference and opinion, such as constituted in item No. 1 of the 
charges. I have also dealt with the point of identity of person 
defamed. and the fact that I conld not have repeated this quotation 
~iR tl_1e_~tentiqn_ and knowledge ot.defaming the complainant. 
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I have also dealt with the important question of the· identity 
of the person defamed and have made an effort to convince Your 
Worship, under the circumstances, in repeating certain allegations 
and remarks already in the possession of the members of the Com
mittee, I could not have made and published the remarks· with the 
intention and knowledge of defaming the complainant and I made 
clear before the Committee that I did not at the time 
know the officer concerned except the fact that he was 
a Superintending Engineer and the complainant's connection 
was only made known to me when he himself admitted it in his 
evidence two days after. I have also stated as to what made me so 
suspicious and how events happened increasing that suspicion, viz. 
suppression of facts and deliberately wrong impression given. by 
Government, shirking of Government to start an independent 
non-official inquiry and different and inconsistent explanation given 
at different times in respect of this very incident. ~rhese are some 
of the circumstances that gradually and naturally made my mind 
suspicious and proportionately increased my desire and efforts to 
have an independent inquiry. 

But in spite of all this material, I must frankly admit that if 
the department were guilty of only this one act of irregularity and 
shady transaction in connection with this incident about 1922 
indent alone and its general record with regard to the other details 
of administration was clear, in spite of so many suspicious and 
inexplicable circumstances attaching to this transaction, I would 
still have hesitated to jump to the adverse conclusion and refrained 
from attributing motives; I might still have been persuaded, though 
in spite of so many adverse circumstances, that it might possibly 
be a mistake as alleged and even if not a mistake, would not have 
persisted in my efforts. But to confess frankly, this particular 
suspicious frame of mind was created not on account of this one 
incident of mild steel bars indent for 1922 alone, but it was the 
result of a series of similar shady and suspicious acts and transac
tio~s in all branches of its. various and mult~pl~ activities showing a 
nmversal system and a sort of unholy associatiOn between· various 
officers concerned. 'l'he Court will appreciate the fact that in spite 
of the closest watch and persistent investigation, all such secret 
and shady transactioDS could not be brought to light; but even a 
few that were divulged was enough to make me feel that unless 
some vigorous steps were taken to stop this enormous waste due .. to 
mal·feasance and mal-practice, favouritism and frauds~ the 
ultimate burden on rate payers would be enormously increased and 
there would be no remedy in future. \Vhether in the dis
tribution of contracts or rurchase of stores, payments of 
Bills or keeping of official records, in each . and every im· 
port ant detail _of adminish::ation, there was . some ·flaw and 



irregularity or fraud; wholesome sections of the P. W. D. 
Code were flagrantly violated ; protests from Finance or 
Audit Departments were not heeded ; large payments were made to 
contractor friends under various pretexts though not legally due ; 
use of foreign materials against the provision of the Code at higher 
cost was made simply to favour friends ; orders were placed 
haphazard without any reference to the requirements, without 
tenders and without observing other rules and formalities of the 
Code ; large surplus stock and ugly rumours with regard to the sale 
of such surplus ; the Court can imagine the cumulative effect of 
such and many other similar matters constantly coming to the 
knowledge of an individual in the course of persistent inquiries of 
four or five years, and on the top of all that, the keen provocation 
and indignation felt at the adamant and unreasonable attitude of 
Government either to suppress facts or mislead public ; with a view. 
to bring these matters, collected after spending enormous labour 
and money, to light, to punish the officials concerned and to stop 
and prevent further waste of public funds, I got a resolution passed 
merely with a view to have a non-official enquiry making my posi
tion clear that there was no dictation or interference with the 
internal management but merely to find out if the crores of rupees 
of public funds were honestly appHed or dishonestly misapplied ; 
Government even refused such a reasonable request of the Legisla
tive Council and the Development Department affairs had become 
a public scandal and when we went to gather votes for elections, 
we were openly told by the rate-payers, particularly the traders and 
dealers who knew a good deal about these shady transactions, that 
if the Bombay members cannot stop this open day-light loot of 
public funds, it was no nse their retaining seats in the Council. 
Such a scandalous and alarming state of affairs is complacently 
described by the complainant when he admits in his evidence, at 
page 63, · " I heard rumours of the officers of the Department 
but I took no notice of it. I took it as Bazar Gup." 
Thus, the fact of such rumours existing, is admitted 
by complainant himself and Mr. Sykes, the only difference 
being that the complainant took no notice of them and I did. 
Mr. Sykes, with equal complacence, says, page 63 "I heard a good 
deal of trouble about lot of ·materials which were not accounted 
for. It was a rumour; it was not my business. The Materials 
quite likely include mild steel bars. It did not concern me because 
materials not accounted for were not in my division but it was in 
another division." Thus shifting the responsibility from one head 
to another, Superintending Engineer No. IV says it is not his duty 
to inquire; Superintending Engineer No. I says it was not his 
concern, and when matters were brought to the notice of higher 
authorities by purely constitutional methods of reports or petitions 
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or Council debates or resolution, same callous indifference to public 
demand is shown by Government. Evidently the ~only anxiety of 
Government and its officials and also of some members of the 
Committee, was to preserve the prestige of a Government depart
ment and its officers at any cost and enormous wastage of public 
funds and the ultimate burden on the rate-payers did not concern 
them at all. The limit of toleration is reached when a citizen 
elected to represent and watch the interests of the rate-payers, in 
discharge of his duty as such representative, only repeats these ru
mours admitted by the officers themselves, in response to a specific 
request and confidential inquiry before a duly constituted Enquiry 
Committee, after an assurance of protection conveyed by a Secretary 
to Government on behalf of the Government and the Chairman of 
the Committee and the same Government that has introduced this 
subject and provoked an inquiry by producing the records in con
nection with the incident and giving their side of the version, 
sanctions the prosecution of a witness who under such special 
circumstances, appears before the Committee, places the other side 
of the case before the tribunal making his position clear in the 
following words, page 385, Ex. C :-

"But even at this late stage, I can place before the Committee 
all the material!J that I have been able to collect 
not with a view or desire to cast aspersions against 
any individuals of the Department, but primarily with a. 
view to enable an independent investigation to :find out the 
truth, and if sufficient materials are disclosed, to take snch 
action as the Committee thinks proper. All along my 
appeal to the Government has always been investigation 
of certain allegations to :find out the truth ... " 

And I never dreamt that an honest appeal to :find out the truth 
would result in a sanction of a prosecution. I could not have made 
my position and object clearer; I did not want any penalties to be 
inflicted, disciplinary or otherwise, or any action to be taken barely 
on these allegations, but I certainly had a right to demand an in
vestigation and to take action only if sufficient materials were found 
as a result of that investigation. I too, in turn, would have will
ingly submitted to any penalty if after due investigation and inquiry 
these statements were proved to be false or without fou.ndation. 

In view of the open declaration of the Committee that no inves· 
tigation woul~ be. made unless witne~ses came !orward a!ld boldly 
s~oko out the1r mmds and made spec1fic allegahons de:fimtely, any 
w1tness who keenly desired an investigation for so many years, 
would naturally be inclined to speak out what he felt so that there 
may be no excuse on the part of the Committee to brush aside this 
matter on the pretext of its being vague, aud a.fter all what was my 
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crime or fault ? Was I not justified in the circumstances disclosed 
in this case and the cumulative effect created in my mind on ac· 
count of series of such suspicious and shady acts in almost every 
branch of the Department, to adhere to my honest opinion that, 
under the circumstances, I did not believe in the theory of bona· 
fide mistake put forward by the prosecution, and I maintain that it 
must be intentional, and no act can be alleged to be done inten· 
tionally except with some object or motive. I believe that this 
prosecution is not bona-fide, but launched at the instance of my in· 
veterate opponent, Sir Lawless Hepper, with a view to silence and 
gag a persistent critic of the Department so as to avoid further ex· 
posures. 

Further, in connection with this part of the case, I beg to sub
mit that the attitude of a particular member of the Committee, 
namely Sir Frederick Hopkinson, was not at all fair and equitable, 
and he appeared to be more an advocate for the department than a 
judge appoint~d to decide impartially. His behaviour towards non
official witnesses, who attempted to make statements against the 
administration of the department, was curt and uncivil, and on more 
than one occasion, non-official witnesses including myself had to 
raise a. protest against his objectionable remarks. Your Worship 
will also note the oral evidence in co~mection with this Indent that 
from the very beginning, the particular member of the Committee 
was determined either to make me relinquish my position and thus 
to clear and white-wash the department, or to make me commit 
to certain statements with a view to prepare grounds for future 
action. I had made several allegations against various officers, 
some mCJre specific and serious, still that particular member concen
trated the whole attention on this particular allegation alone, and 
complainant was the only officer present on the occasion. From the 
very beginning, he started with a threatening attitude by remarking 
to me" that you cannot get out of the position in which you have 
been placed," to which I retorted that 1 never wished to get out of 
it, but on the contrary would like to go beyond it if permitted. 
Further, it appears that he knew certain facts and explanations 
about this incident even before the official witnesses that were 
examined had submitted their statements, because so~e days before 
the official witnesses were examined the second time when another 
witness, Mr. Lalji, also referred to this incident of mild steel bars, 
he gave an hypothetical explanation on behalf of the department, 
that it may have been a mistake of the draftsman, page 365 of Ex. 
C. Ex. 31. It is difficult to understand how a particular member of 
the Committee could have anticipated an explanation on behalf of 
the department which was exactly the same as is given by the de· 
partment some days later, wherein Sir Law less Hepper tried to 
explain away this incident by. a sinrilar ~tatement that· either 
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a reasonable inference that before I was examined and before this 
matter was taken up by the Committee that particular member 
must have been in communication with certain officer of the de
partment and got certain facts from the department in order to be 
prepared to cross-examine, and also be ready to advocate the cause 
of the department. That could also explain his very partial attitude 
towards the department and his persistent efforts to compel 
a witness to give up his view and to adopt a view which 
would be more congenial and to the benefit of the department. 
This view is further supported by the fact that out of several inci
dents mentioned in my statement, this one alone was selected for a 
searching cross-examination, and complainant was present on that 
day alone. My submission is as the member of the committee, his 
business was simply to take the statements of facts or allegations 
as submitted by the witnesses and not to try and play the part of 
an advocate for the department. I mention this because most of 
the items of the charges against me items 2 to 9 have been provoked, 
and as it were, I was rather constrained to give the replies which 
are now made the subject matter of the charges on account of the 
rarticular attitude adopted and questions that were deliberately put 
by the member, Sir F. Hopkinson. It is not fair that only the 
replies should be extracted from the proceedings, in order to form 
the subject matter of the charge, without taking into account the 
pertinent questions that elicited these replies. In view of the 
position that I had already taken up, and in view of the 
statements that I had already made, I could have only given the 
replies which I didgive to the questions that were put to me by 
the member, and if the particular member of the Committee had 
not taken up such an attitude and put these particular questions, it 
would not have been necessary for me to go into these details, and 
give the particular replies that I was compelled to give. For 
instance, when a definite question is asked to me as " what do you 
propose or suggest to be the motive for this conduct", I was in a 
way invited by the committee definitely to give opinion, and when 
in reply to such a question I do express an opinion honestly from 
my point of view, that reply alone is extracted from the whole 
proceedings and sought to be made the subject matter of the charge. 

I \\ill refer Your \\"' orship to oral examination at pages 403 
to 405 of Ex. C, Exs. C 3 and 40. After repeating about six times 
the same question in different forms whereby he was attempting 
to get a reply from me that it was a mistake, be further 
questioneJ, ••You do not say it was intentional?" Havina 
maintained persistently that it was not a mistake, the only reply 
I eould consistently give was that it was intentiona1. 
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a slight error of judgment?" 

Again a positive question "Do you suggest any ulterior motive?" 
and another "This is perhaps due to a clerical error?" 

Thus, the Court will see the trend of cross-examination with 
a set purpose to elicit certain replies favourable to the department, 
and consistently with the position taken up by me, I could have 
given the only replies that I actually did give. 

In order to show justification for the adverse opinion and in· 
ference and good-faith, I have adduced before the Court several 
instances of what I considered to be grave irregularities, favouritism, 
wrongful payments and what appear to be fraudulent and shady 
transactions connected with the complainant directly or his depart
ment. I could have added numerous other similar instances 
connected with the Material Division or the Reclamation, but I 
could not do so as the complainant not being connected directly 
with these transactions, the. Court ruled them out. These instances, 
I submit, strengthen the defence case of justification inasmuch as 
on account of series of such acts, it became impossible for me to 
believe in the theory of innocent bona-fide mistake with regard to 
the indent incident. I will divide these instances into two parts, 
one with regard to the purchase and sale of stores, and the other 
with regard to the giving of contracts. 

First, with regard to stores, the two largest local indents for 
mild steel bars, Geo. Service's in 1921 and Salebhoy Tyebjee's in 
1922, have already been dealt with separately before I will only 
point out in brief some circumstances connected with both, showing 
that they could not have been accidental but that a sort of method 
or system existed with regard to these orders. 

Both orders, Geo. Service's and Salebhoy Tyebjee's were for 
bars far in excess of the requirements. In Geo. Service's order, 
particular diameters and sizes of bars such as 7/8" and 3/4" 
are far in excess and would serve for over a hundred chawls, whereas 
bars of other sizes are far much lesser number of chawls (Mr. Sykes' 
evidence, page 196, "7/8" would be for 102 chawls, 3/4" for lesser 
and one particular diameter for 2H chaw Is "). Geo. Service's order 
is most erratic and the figure 2000 tons is arrived at without any 
method of calculation. Salebhoy Tyebjee's order also contains 
particular size, 7/8 ", same si~e ~ar in exc~ss of act~a~ req~iremen~s. 
In Geo. Service's, excess IS mcludea m the or1gmal mdent; m 
Salebhoy 'l'yebjee's, it is added by a subsequent letter. In both 
cases, attempts are made by the complainant to dissociate himself 
from the transactions. In Geo. Service's, he first said that he 
~ew nothin~ about~ order IIl.USt h~ve been given Ion? before hi~ 
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JOmmg and tried to make Mr. Me~ta and ll ajor J.ohnstone re
sponsible. No documents connected with the order would be pro· 
duced. Copy of Advertisement got from the Press, directly shows 
even advertisement, Ex. 60, given 15 days after he joined, hence 
order must have been placed at least a month after. He tried to 
get out by saying, page 65, " To the best of my recollection, I had 
nothing to do with Geo. Service's order. Mehta must have sent 
direct to S. E. IV." This is directly contradicted by Mr. Sykes, 
who stated that Mr. Mehta, as Executive Engineer, could not 
communicate direct with him and orders must come from Superin
tending Engineer, No. I, and at page 195, "The ultimate decision 
of size, tonnage and quantity rested with S. E. I. This order for 
2000 tons to Geo. Service went through me but the requirements 
came to me from Project Division. At this time Harvey was in 
charge of Project Division. This requirement came from Harvey 
to the best of my recollection. Usually such requirements came in 
the form of consolidated statement with a covering letter signed by 
Harvey ... All instructions and letters from S. E. I. would be filed.'' 
Thus, it is clear, in spite of complainant's denials, that this order 
went from the complainant and there were docnments connected 
with it filed, but are not produced because they would show the 
complainant's connection. 

Exactly similar piece of conduct is exhibited by the com· 
plainant with regard to Salebhoy Tyebjee's order the following 
year. Instead of Mr. Mehta and Major Johnstone, as in the first 
case, here he tries to throw the blame on Executive Engineer 
Hamid and supervisor. Ur. Hamid gave a wrong size on slip, not 
produced, and supervisor added on that slip by a draft, also not 
produced, to the indent. Then it became supervi3or or draftsman. 
Then again the man who made the addition became uncertain, 
supervisor, Executive Engineer or Superintending Engineer; never 
disclosed till the last moment the real fact about letter, Ex. P. 1, 
directly connecting him with the addition. In both cases, correct 
information was suppressed from the Council, first with regard to 
Geo. Service, Mr. '1 rivedi's questions and replies, February 1923 
Ex:. 149, both the indents deliberately kept out. It says no wrong 
size bars were ordered (i. e. with regard to Salebhoy Tyebjee) and 
the replies are so based as to exclude altogether Geo. Service's 
inuent. In both cases, orders were placed with local firms in direct 
Yiolation of P. \V.D. Code, purchase of stores rules, on the ground 
of urgency. Ex:. 87 is a reprimand from higher authorities for this 
irregularity, and after that such large local orders ceased. In both 
cases, according to Mr. Sykes, the complainant responsible 
fo~ these local orders (Mr. Sykes' evidence, page 197) u If Harvey 
s~ud he wanted bars very urgently, then I would forward an applica
tion for sanction to order from local purchase;rs. . • , , One 
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of the grounds for placing orders for the bars locally would be 
urgency. . . . • It would be quite reasonable to suggest that 
in this instance all this quantity was ordered locally and not some 
locally and the rest from the High Commissioner as S.E.I. stated 
that they were urgently needed. . • . " At page 195, he states. 
" The ultimate decision for size, tonnage and quantity rested with 
Harvey • • " 

So according to Mr. Sykes, Mr. Harvey alone was respon· 
sible for all the particulars with regard to the purchase of stores 
including mild steel bars; he decided size, quantity, and tonnage 
and whether the order should be placed locally or with the High 
Commissioner. In both cases, excuse for placing orders was 
urgency, when as a matter of fact, no such urgency existed. This 
is directly contrary to what the Counsel said in his opening address 
and he himself stated in evidence-in-chief, that he had nothing to 
do with the purchase of stores; that was the function of the 
Material Division. 

In both cases, the private records of suppliers-before this not 
regular dealers in steel-are not forthcoming. Geo. Service, when 
asked to produce the original invqices and shipping documents 
showing the quantity ordered out by them from England and the 
rates &c. and the period, stated that they did not keep such records 
for more than five years, and when Salebhoy Tyebjee were asked to 
produce even books of account, they too expressed inability to pro
duce them stating that they were destroyed. 

In both cases, rates were paid much higher than the High 
Commissioner and prevailing market rates. According to Ex. 87, 
High Commissioner's rate in 1922 was £1o-17-D, about Rs. 162/
per ton, including freight and departmental charges, and the market 
rates were about Rs. 10 toRs. 15 more; whereas rate paid to Geo. 
Service was Rs. 218/- and to Salebhoy Tyebjee Rs. 197/8/- and 
Rs. 239/-. The difference in Geo. Service's rate and market rate, 
comes to Rs. 58/- per ton and for 2000 tons, it comes to an enor
mous loss of Rs. 1,16,000. Similarly for Salebhoy Tyebjee, the 
loss comes to Rs. 46,000. Thus, for placing these orders locally 
instead of with the High Commissioner, the total loss on these 
two orders alone comes toRs. 1,62,030 and this amount could have 
been saved if only cables were sent to England as actually proposed 
by Mr. Sykes in Ex U. No explanation is given as to why the 
original proposal to send cables ~as subsequently given up. The 
original proposal in Ex. U, was that stock was to be purchased 
locally only if.stock was available in the local market, if not, urgent 
cable was to be sent. Neither Geo. Service nor Balebhoy Tyebjee 
had stoc~s, still orders placed with them. 
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In both cases, other favours shown to the suppliers. In the 
case of Geo. Service, usual inspection at the place of delivery and 
rejection of bars not coming up to standard requirement was given 
up and manufacturer's test certificates accepted in return, and 
rates once fixed in tenders subsequently enhanced on the ground 
of Exchange which was also a very unusual procedure, and with 
regard to Salebhoy Tyebjee, though orders were placed with them 
on the ground of urgency and their deliveries were late and the total 
amount due from them on account of penalties, came to Rs. 28,000f., 
still only Rs. 6,000/- deducted and the balance given up. 

In both cases, wrong information was given in Council, and in 
both cases all tenders received by the department, were not produced 
to show that they were the lowest. 

This is with regard to the two principal local orders for mild 
steel bars for the years 1921 and 192Z, and the irregularity was 
considered so serious as to call for a despatch frotn the Secretary of 
State, Ex. 87. 

Now, with regard to the other local orders for petty supplies, 
I submit complainant's statement that he knew nothing about them 
and had nothing to do with them is not correct. Here again, he 
tries to shift the w bole responsibility ·on the Executive Engineer 
and says it was his privilege and function to make these purchases 
and he even goes to the length of saying that he only came to know 
that Executive Engineer had bought mild steel bars, against the 
orders, locally, only after the proceedings in this case. At page 55, 
Mr. Harvey says, "There were other petty suppliers. I had noth
ing to do with them at all. I did not settle the quantity for these 
petty supplies. It was Executive Engineer's privilege to do that. 
The Executive Engineers at W orli and N aigaum sent lists of their 
small requirement to the Executive Engineer, Material District, 
and he placed these orders. They could send any of the require
ments direct without consulting me." Mr. Sykes contradicts and 
says. no communication could come except through Superintending 
Engmeer No. 1. 

Further, at page 111, the complainant states "In the case of 
steel, Executive Engineer had orders to indent direct from the 
:Material District. They had no business to go outside. There was 
an order to this effect." 

Again at page 112, " So far as mild steel bars are concerned, 
there were direct orders to the contrary. The purchases of mild steel 
b~rs were not allowed but done direct against my orders. I 
d1d not know anything about this irregularity till this 
c.ase came on and I began looking up the files. Executive 

5 b 
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Engineer may have made purchases unknown to me. He is a man 
of some trust and he is a responsible officer. How can I make 
inquiries if I don't know anything about it." 

Thus, Your Worship will note that so far as the complainant 
is concerned, as usual he entirely dissociates himself from the 
transactions of local purchases of mild steel bars by Executive 
Engineers and even goes to the length of asserting that he did not 
know anything about the purchases till they were disclosed in this 
case. He also denies all knowledge about the Bombay Petrol and 
General Supply Co. 

Now turning to Mr. Hamid's evidence, the real position seems 
to be quite otherwise, and Exs. 125 and 126 clearly show that 
no purchase of mild steel bars of any value could be made without 
not only his knowledge or consent, but without his specific sanction. 
The exhibits clearly show that before making any purchase, Execu
tive Engineers had to make a formal application to Superintending 
Engineer giving all particulars and rates, and it was practically the 
Superintending 'Engineer who decided the firm and the rate at which 

. purchase was to be made. Ex. 126 is one such application for 
Rs. 1,560/-, that is below the limit of Executive Engineer, still it 
was necessary to apply to Superintending Engineer. These exhibits 
bear endorsements of the complaina'nt. Mr. Hamid's evidence on 
the point is as follows : 

· "(Shown 125) This is an application for purchase of mild steel 
bars locally. Ex. 126 gives the details. I give the names 
of different firms and the rates quoted by them. I would 
point out different rates. S. E. would endorse either 
sanctioning or rejecting it. The amount is 1560. . . This 
exhibit shows that even when ordering mild steel bars of 
less than 2000, I had to obtainS. E.'s sanction." 

Again at the next page, 187, referring to three bills of Petrol 
Co., all of same date, same amount and same sized bars, in fact one 
bill repeated three times, Mr. Hamid says:-

"I can't explain how these three bills are for the same amount 
and kind of goods. These bills for mild steel bars must 
have gone to S. E. for sanction." 

These bills were in December 1922, some months after Salebhoy 
"£yebjee's order and even when supplies, according ~o I1, K1 &_ ~u 
of 5/8" bars were already in stock and further ~eqmred qt:aD:tibes 
were ordered from Salebhoy Tyebjee and H1gh CommiSSioner, 
still the complainant sanctions purchases from Petrol Co. of 
these very sized bars at rates much above the market rates. Your 
Worship will see in Ex. 126, Petrol Co.'s rates are Rs. 11-8-0 per 
cwt. whereas others have quoted Rs. 9-12--D, thus there being a 
difference of about Rs. 35 per ton. 
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Another facility afforded by the complainant to, Executive 
Engineers with regard to these local purchases, was that he allowed 
them to place orders with the few favourite firms and did not insist 
upon public tenders being invited, ·thus again violating an important 
provision of P. W. D. Code. Complainant admits that he allowed 
these orders without tenders, and Mr. Hamid on page 186, says, 

" There were no tenders with regard to these purchases. We 
called for quotations but we did not call for public tenders. 
This would be against P. W. D. Code. This procedure 
was adopted with his (8. E.'s) sanction. The same 
procedure was adopted regarding the giving of piece-works 
to contractors without tenders. He did not object to it." 

Thus, thongh the complainant Fersistently stated on oath that 
he did not even know anything about these purchases, till this case 
was launched, and never heard the name of Bombay Petrol Co., his 
own records, Exs. 125 and 126, as well as :Mr. Hamid's evidence 
directly contradicts him and it shows that he sanctioned purchases 
from Petrol and other companies, of bars not required, at rates 
much higher, and further gave actual facilities by doing away with 
the public tenders. If he had insisted upon the P. W. D. rule for 
public tenders, it would not be possible to favour a few firms with 
orders at higher rates. 

Similarly with regard to petty works, and he does not even 
pause to enquire as to how Petrol Co. came to supply mild steel 
bars and act as petty building contractors. As a result of these 
facilities afforded by the complainant, the officers were enabled to 
enter into secret arrangements with the traders, as disclosed by the 
books of account of Petrol Co. 

The result of these facilities afforded by the complainant 
to his subordinates, viz., allowing to place orders without 
tenders, permitting local purchases against orders, permitting 
purchase direct without going through the Material District, 
allowing purchase at much higher rates than prevailing in 
the market, allowing orders to be placed with firm not dealing in 
those particular materials and other similar facilitities led to the 
systematic favouritism and corruption between the officers and the 
regular traders and suppliers. Unfortunately, in the course of 
these proceedings, the scope of the enquiry being limited to the pur
chase of mild steel bars alone, I cannot get the opportunity of 
proving the systematic fraud and corruption and the regular secret 
dealings that existed between the officers of the Department and 
traders iu the market with regard to the supplies of materials to 
the Department. If permitted, I could have conclusively proved 
before the Court, if the books of accounts and other records were 
prodnced, of the kind of secret arrangement existing Lt:twEen the 
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officers and traders resulting in an enormous loss to the public andl 
much profiteering to individuals and such enquiry would have un
duly prolonged the prosecution and protracted the trial. But I 
submit, even with limited scope and placed in a position of extra· 
ordinary difficulty and disadvantage, I have been able to adduce
sufficient materials to entitle me to ask the Court to draw certain. 
general conclusion with regard to the practice prevailing in the· 
department. . 

I beg to draw the attention of the Court to the extensive deal
ings disclosed in the course of the proceedings by inspection of the· 
books of accounts of the Bombay Petrol and General Supply Co. 
The said company ostensibly dealing in Petrol and Motor Uar ac
cessories, was lucky enough to receive orders from the Develop
ment Department, particularly the Housing District of the com
plainant, to the extent of lacs of rupees of every conceivable article· 
or material that were required for the Housing District including 
mild steel bars, furniture, all sorts of petty tools and·plants and build
ing implements, all kinds of building materials, in fact they were the 
jack of all trade so far as the Development Department 
alone was concerned, and not content with this universa~ 
supply, the Petrol and General Supply Co. very often also got 
contract for · the petty work of construction, costing several 
thousands of rupees, such as pile manufacturing, pile driving, 
columns and beams constructions, etc. as is shown in the accounts 
and bill-books of the company produced in the Court. Sometimes,. 
in the course of two or three months, they have received payment 
of over a lac of rupees, thus showing the extent. of dealings and 
orders received from the department. Sometimes the same bills 
for the same items, date and amount, are being repeated three or 
four times, thus apparently, as the records show, they were paid 
three or four times for the same bill. Similarly, Messrs. Gagrat 
and Marker's certain bill was also repeated three times, Ex. No. 158. 
The Petrol Co.'s books also disclose that as they were not regula11 
dealers in the materials supplied, they nlaced these orders with local 
dealers at much lower rates and the dealers supplied the materials 
very often direct to the Department and the Petrol Co. got much 
higher rates and made enormous profits by pocketting the difference. 

I will only quote one or two instances with regard to the 
purchase of mild steel bars alone. About the end of 1922, two 
different officers of the same department-Mr. Colabawalla Execu
tive Engineer of the Mat erial District purchased mild steel bars 
of 5/8" from the Alliance Stores Trading Co., at the rate of Rs. 8-8 
per cwt., i.e. lis. 170 per ton, whereas the Housing District nn~er 
the complainant, purchased the same dimensions, quality and Size, 
about the same time, from the Petrol Co., at the rate of Rs. 10-S 
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()r 11 per cwt., ie. Rs. 210-220 per ton. Thus, there is a. difference 
()f about Rs. 50-60 per ton between the rates of two purchas~ made 
by two different officers of the same department from two different 
firms. The Petrol Co. used to place orders with local dealers and 
the difference of Rs. 50-60 per ton was divided between the officer 
.and the company. 

This is only one instance showing the general practice prevail
ing with regard to the local purchase3 of various kinds of 
materials, thus enabling profiteering to officers and favourite 
firms at·the cost of public. The Petrol Co.'s books of accounts 
show the nature of dealings existing between the purchasing 
<>fficer and the company. An open account in the name of an officer 
appears in the books wherein entries show besides various purchases 
made and expenses incurred on behalf of the officer by the company, 
some amounts are paid in cash and money orders of Rs. 500-600 are 
sent to friends and rela.tives of the officer at Agra and other places on 
his behalf. Bepides, the said company practically maintained all the 
-expenses in connection with motor cars of various officers connected 
with purchase of stores, including payment of salaries to chauffers 
and even petty expenses for their pairs of boots or uniforms. Be
sides, the said Petrol Co. had at their own expense undertaken 
repairs to all cars belonging to several officers and got repairs to 
these cars done by a particular workshop and the Petrol Co. had 
paid the bills on behalf of the officers for these repairs. Any at
tempt to explain away these transactions on any other basis than 
the secret arrangement of commission between the officers and the 
said company, is futile, particularly when it is to be remembered 
that these orders were placed with favourite firms without tenders 
lor all conceivable materials and even for construction work regard
less of the fact whether the firm dealt in that particular material or 

· not, and further suspicious circumstance is that the same bills were 
repeated three or four times, and particularly with regard to mild 
steel bars as well as other materials supplied, it can be proved from 
the records that these materials were not required at all and on a. 
reference to the Material District, they would have supplied these 
materials from the stock, and that these orders were superfluous and 
were only permitted with a view to afford opportunities and facili
ties for profiteering. 

In addition to the numerous orders for miscellaneous supplies, 
'?rders given to the Petrol Co. a~ounted to fifty thousand rupees 
1ll two or three months, all Wlthout tenders. I herewith also 
.attach a statement ~howing a. list of petty building 
contractor's work entrusted to the same firm in the year 
192::>., also without tenders, extending to Rs. 70,CXX> in the 
.course of a. year. Thus, Your Worship will have an idea not only 



0rders for Works to Petrol & General Supplying eo. in 1922. 

HousiNG DISTRICT No. CoNTRACT I DATE. AMOUNT 

I WoRK. 
No. Rs. 

·-------- --------- ---------- ------

II 23 23-5-22 7,000 Making Piles &c. 

I 13-7-22 8,000 Making new beams. 

II 33 1o-7-22 10,000 Making new beams. &c. 

I 11 16-5-22 6,000 Rerroving and fixing partition forms for oute1 
walls, &c. 

II 42 3-8-·22 3,500 Making Piles. 

Materials: Colabawalla. 11-8-22 6,500 Casting, loading and unloading, ~tacking sand 
for .••••.•••••••••••. Works. ~ 

0 
II 48 15-8-22 ~.ooo Work of filling in plinth of chawls. 

II 62 6-9-22 10,000 Making Piles. 

II 64 25·-9-22 9,000 Pile-Making. 

89 16-11-·22 3,000 Erecting and dismantling cement pieces. 

99 29-11-22 4,000 Bill No. B/402 dated 12-12-22. 

Total in one year in t922 ..• Rs. 70,000 

~&ccntive l;ngipeer's limit of sanction uptil Rs. 10,000/- but copies sent to Superintendi!J~ E11gipe~:r· 
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of the extent of the dealings with this so called Petrol Co., but also 
the variety of the orders, both for supplies and construction. I do 
not belie~e there exists any other example in any other department 
of P. W. D. or any public body such as .Municipality or Improve
ment Trust or Railways where an apparently insignificant firm 
dealing in petrol and general motor stores, have acted both as petty 
building contractors and universal suppliers of all conceivable 
materials, and Your Worship will also realise that the dealings 
exposed in this case are not connected with one particular district; 
their books of account and bill-books similarly disclose enormous 
and various dealings with several other officers of different district 
of the same Development Department, and personal accounts of 
other officers also appear simultaneously exactly similar to the 
account of Mr. Abdul Hamid including maintenance of motor cars 
and supplies of all sorts of materials and articles to officers. If that 
was the state of affairs with regard to one apparently small and in
significant firm, I leave it to Your Worship to judge what must have 
been the extent of such dealings with regard to several other similarly 
so-called petty firms, having similar dealings with the department. 
These dealings have not come to light simply because the records 
and books of account are not available. 

With regard to this, the only explanation forthcoming from 
the witness, Mr. Abdul Hamid, is that he used to pay the company 
for their expenses and has produced certain receipts, Ex. 14 7. He 
himself was not willing to produce these receipts, but the defence 
insisted on their production as he had referred to them in his 
evidence. 

With regard to the receipts, I will draw Your Worship's atten
tion, although the transactions are spread over for a period of over 
two or three years, all throughout the years 1922-23, most of these 
receipts show alleged payments in one month only, i. e., November 
1922. There are in all seven receipts produced showing a total 
payment of about Rs. 3,950/-; four of these receipts are:-

{ 
24-11-22 Rs. 298 13 0 
29-11-22 " 619 4 6 

{ 
29-11-22 " 211 0 0 
3o-11-22 " 785 0 0 

{ 
5-5-22 , 706 1 G 
9-5-22 " 1200 0 0 
5-12-23 " 131 0 0 

~hus, showing four payments, making a total of .Rs. 2214/- in six days 
m No,ember 1922, two payments of Rs. 1906/-m four days in May 
1922 and only one payment of Rs. 131/- in December 1923· two 
receipts on the same day 29--11-22 while the expenditure ~n his 
behalf spreads oYer evenly for all the year round. According to 
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·the receipts, payments were made within a few days in November 
and May 1922 and only one payment of Rs. 131/-in December, al
though the total expenditure for that year comes to a much larger 
amount. He admits at page 190, that he had a Bank account, still 
he says that these payments, except one for Rs. 300/-were made in 
cash, it is difficult to understand why ? At page 190, he says "I had 
a current account with a Bank but I paid them in cash. I used to 
pay small amounts from time to time and when the man came to 
make accounts, accounts were made up, balance paid and receipts 
taken for the full amounts." This arrangement is not borne out 
by the dates and amounts in the receipts; besides there are no 
corresponding entries in the Petrol Co.'s books on these dates. 
When he admits all other entries, he is reluctant to admit entries 
showing payments in cash, i.e. in coins, and as regards an entry 
of Rs. 101/-sent by Money Order to Faizally Khan, an acquaintance 
of his, at Agra, his explanation, I submit, is not at all convincing. 
He says, at page 190, "It was sent by Money Order to him to be 
paid to a mechanic who wanted to come here and who was to be 
employed by them ; but he did not come, so it was debited to me. 
I recommended him to them." Why should an amount sent to a 
mechanic to be engaged by the Petrol Co., be debited to him showing 
as if the Money Order was sent on his behalf to Agra ? 

I therefore submit that so far as these entries show, 
the gist of arrangement between dealer and officer is clearly 
established. That is the reason why the Petrol Co. very strongly 
objected to disclose the entries and made every effort to suppress 
them. The same book discloses similar dealings with various other 
officers including Mr. Caldwell, concerned in the sale of surplus 
mild steel bars and the several bills for repairs to cars produced by 
one N arayen also show that the Petrol Uo. paid for repairs to cars 
of officers including Mr. Hamid's. Mr. Narayen has produced 
several such bills and has several others relating to the cars of other 
officers. Your Worship will find in their accounts, large amounts 
for Petrol consumption and also several bills for heavy amounts for 
car repairs within a very short period and it is impossible to believe 
that Mr. Hamid's car alone could have consumed so much petrol or 
needed so much repair in such a short time. Moreover, the dates of 
these entries show that Mr. Hamid had these dealings and payments 
made to him even when he was Acting Superintending Engineer. 

Another method by which public funds were defrauded, was 
that whereas amounts of bills were paid for full supply, the actual 
supply was about 50 per cent less and this excess amount for bogus 
bill was divided between the officer and the traders. The Bill books 
of the Petrol Co. show large quantities of 5/8 " bars ordered about 
the end of 1922 although about the middle of the same year, as is 
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amply proved m the course of this case, that sufficient quantities of 
this very size were ordered and it was not at all necessary to pur· 
-chase these bars of that particular size. The complainant had. 
stated that officers were directed not to purchase mild steel bars 
locally except through the Material District, still apparently he has 
.allowed and sanctioned often the purchase of Mild Steel Bars at 
these excessive rates from vadous local dealers. 

Another important circumstance to which I beg to draw Your 
Worship's attention in connection with the local purchase, is the 
admission made by the complainant in witness box. that no proper 
record was kept with regard to the stock and he further stated that 
<m account of this irregularity an Ex.ecutiYe Engineer was dis
missed. The non-production of this important record has 
considerably handicapped and prejudiced the defence, because 
if the said record were produced, in addition to the books 
of account of local dealers like the Petrol Co., I would 
have been able to prove with greater force the allegations 
and statements contained above, as to how systematically and de· 
iiberately public funds were defrauded, how at times demands far 
in excess of supplies were made, how enormous sums were paid for 
bogus bills for materials never supplied and yarious other irregula
rities. 

I therefore submit that the entries in the books of account of 
the Petrol Co. were, according to the complainant's statement, 
proves a Yery strong foundation for these rumours with regard to 
certain high officers included in the category and also a strong 
justification for bringing such rumours to the notice of the Com
mittee by re-quoting the passage, and the circumstances and passa
ges quoted clearly show that the complainant was not so ignorant 
of these dealings as he pretends to show in his evidence, wherein he 
states that be came to know of it after the filing of this com plaint, 
bnt as Mr. Hamid's eYidence and Exs. 125 and 126 show, these 
transactions were made with his knowledge and sanction, and as a. 
matter of fact, could not haYe taken place if he had not afforded 
certain facilities. 

I submit that if enquiries were started in 1924 on the resolu
tion passed at my instance shortly after these dealings, it would 
have been possible to prove most satisfactorily exactly similar un
derhand dealings with most of the firms who had dealings with the 
Department; but on account of this long delay, the books of ac
counts of other dealers are not a't"aila.ble and the Petrol Co.'s books 
were also made available by a mere accident, as on account of a. 
pending suit between the partners, these books were kept under the 
custody of solicitors with an undertaking to the Court not to part 
with them, hence they became ayailable for this case. 
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· = I intend to submit if sufficient time is permitted a copy of ac
counts showing the nature of dealings with various dealers, to ena
ble the Court to judge for itself and draw its own conclusion after 
perusing the same. 

To give only one instance, in the list of suppliers of mild steel 
bars, Ex. 7 4, also appears the name of B. Balfour and Co .. 
alia~ Bal~ishendas Seth, wh?se records disappeared so my
sterwusly m November 1924, 1. e. a month after the resolution 
in the Council for inquiries. Neither the complaj,nant nor Mr. 
Sykes recollect the name although the firm appears in the list, 
besides mild steel bars, as suppliers of coal and various materials. 
His private dealings with officers of the Development Department 
were most extensive and generous, extending from daily Bazaar 
supplies and supply of cars to the presentation of valuable articles, 
such as carpets, furs and jewellery, and I can adduce evidence to· 
prove that most valuable and costly articles were supplied by 
dealers to some officers and consigned to their address in England,. 
the bills for which were paid by Balkishendas. •rwo cars fully 
equipped were kept by him entirely at the disposal of the officers. 
who sent sHps whenever they wanted a car, and I can adduce· 
evidence to show favours conferred, at the cost of public funds, on. 
him by officers of the Department in return for these considerations,. 
and he in this assumed name of Balfour & Co. supplied various 
materials to the whole department including B ousing District, 
even when the complainant was in charge of Mat erial District and 
took large contracts of lacs of rupees in the name of Balkishendas 
Seth •• 

To give only one instance, a large quantity of Bengal Co'al was. 
once offered for sale by a particular company at a reduced rate but 
that offer was refused, but when the same company offered the same 
coal through Balfour & Co., not only the offer was immediately 
accepted but a much higher rate was paid to them. I have also· 
evidence to prove that most incriminating entries showing payments 
of very large amounts to officers appeared in his book and therefore
he deliberately destroyed all records including slips for cars, shortly 
after my resolution for inquiry was passed in October 1924-he has 
admitted before Your "" orship that his records disappeared in 
November 1924; he even got back the old paid up cheques from 
Banks and destroyed them. 

There is no doubt that if the Government through C. I. D. 
or any other agency, had started a secret and immediate
enquiry immediately after these matters were brought to their
notice, sensational disclosures would have come to light, but no 
action whatever was taken in spite of repeated demands and 
challenges till the parties concerned did take steps, as is proved in 
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this case, and as was apprehended by me three years ago, to destroy 
the records throwing light on the subjects and most of the officers, 
high and low, had severed connection and left the country. Thus 
having placed me at a great disadvantage, by the long delay having 
securely placed records and evidence beyond my reach, the Govern
ment now sanctions this prosecution, calling upon me to prove the 
allegations made three years ago, in the hope that I may not 
succeed on account of these difficulties and thus their object of 
white-washing the department may be served. 

Complainant at page 125 says, "it makes no difference whether 
the allegation is that higher officers and staff received secret com
mission from manufacturers or local dealers". It is not possible to 
prove here the dealings with the manufacturers in England ; all 
that can be proved is dealings with the local suppliers or local 
contractors. 

So far, I have dealt with one local firm with whom local pur
chases of mild steel bars were made. Now I will deal generally 
with regard to the other local purchases. My submission is that 
the complainant with regard to this matter also as regards to all 
other matters, at first tried to minimise the affair and said that 
other local purchases besides the two of Salebhoy Tyebjee and 
Geo. Service & Co., were very insjgnificant and of smaller value 
that he had nothing to do with them ; Executive Engineers 
placed orders direct without consulting him ; " 1 here were other
petty suppliers. I had nothing to do with them at all " (page 55). 
Again at page 63, " I placed no order locally." "'l hey were placed 
principally by Co1abawalla, a few tons by Hamid . . . Hamid, 
I think made one or two purchases of mild steel bars only . . . " 

'fhus, the general trend of his evidence is that his department 
hardly purchased any mild steel bars locally and that too without his 
knowledge. According to him, total purchases could not have 
exceeded 50 tons. At page 111, the total amount of mild steel bars 
locally purchased would not amount to 50 tons. 

Again with the same object of not disclosing to the Court 
the fact that besides the regular big supplies from Geo .. 
Service and Salebhoy '1 yebjee, there was fairly large supply from 
various other dealers to his department. When in Mr. Sykes 
evidence asked to produce all the aplllications for local purchases of 
mild steel bars, the p10secution produced only those applications 
that were made by Material District and only one through the 
complainant's district, keeping back all the applications that were 
made by the complainant. 'This was shown in Mr. Sykes' evidence 
rpferred to abo\e, Ex. 148. Ex. 118 are all applications and resolu
tion~ for local purchases of mild steel bars. Ex. M dated 1-8-22 in 
handwriting of .Mr. Sykes, shows that uptil that date local purchases 
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besides Geo. Service amounted to 300 tons, whereas Mr. Sykes says 
.at page 198 "There are only three sanctions in Ex. 148 for the 
.:purchase of mild steel bars locally for the year 1922 uptil August 
( i. e. date of Ex. M) totalling 114.5 tons. I don't find in this file 
{Ex. 148) applications for sanction for purchase of the balance of 
186 tons, balance of 300 tons." i. e. there should be applica
tions for 300 tons, according to Ex. M, whereas applications for 114 
tons alone are produced. Thus, the applications for the balance 186 
tons are suppressed because these applications would show that the 
.said purchases were made by the complainant and the complainant, 
.according to his previous statement, want-s the Court to believe that 
he made no purchases and had nothing to do with them; again a 
;transparent attempt to dissociate himself from shady transactions 
like the Petrol Co. 

To give one such instance, to contradict complainant's state
ment that he had nothing to do with purchases, I submit the 
following applications and sanctions directly connecting the com
plainant with the local purchase of mild steel bars have been 
.suppressed and I challenge the prosecution to disprove that state
ment:-

Resolution Date. Weight Size. Amount. 
No. Tons. 
3253 8-8-1921 50 at 1/4" Rs. 11,250 

Rs. 11/4 per 
Cwt. 

1858 5-10-1922 37.3 5/8" Rs. 6,501 
(4000 bars) x 19' 

Bought from John 
Fleming & Co. direct 
by S . .l:!.l. I. or his 
district. · 
Bought by S. E. IV. 
at the instance of 
S. E. I. 

"The name of John Fleming & Co. is also omitted from the list of 
local suppliers, Ex. 7 4, given by the complainant. 

The total purchase for that period besides the few principal 
:purchases, were not of 50 tons costing about Rs. 10,000 only, 
as mentioned by the complainant at page 111, but for Rs. 2,01,066, 
i. e. about 500 tons, and I have given two specific details of such 
purchases suppressed from the Court, because the complainant 
himself is directly concerned with the purchase and this purchase 
is ma<ie a few months after Geo. Service's indent when they were 
.actually supplying superfluous bars including very large quantity 
.of 1/4". The question is where was the necessity of this separate 
large order. -The second instance, is more important because it 
shows that in addition to Salebhoy Tyebjee's order, such a large 
.quantity as 4000, 5/8"x19' bars are purchased two months after 
Salebhoy Tyebjee's tender. This instance shows that 5/8"x19' bars 
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were for pile and again why such a large order when full quantity. 
was provided by Mr. Hamid according to I 1 after calculation. 

I give below a total list of local purchases together with the
numbers of Government Resolutions and the value, making a total 
of Rs. 2,01,066, and I challenge the prosecution to disprove this. 
statement :-

G. R. No. 1137 dated 26-5-22 Rs. 12,822 3 9 
II IV 1937 , 22-6-22 " 4, 735 0 0 

" 1936 , , " 4,615 2 0 
" 1394 , 7-7-22 " 10,500 0 0 
" 1501 27-7-22 (whole lot 5/8") , 10,487 8 0 
, IV 2547 1-~-22 , 2,696 4 0 
,, , 2546 23-8-22 (5-8" Rs. 3350) , 8,375 0 0 
., i!733 dated 23-e-22 , 2,280 0 0 
, 1858 " 5-10-22 , 6,501 4 0 
, 1962 ,. 31-10-2Z . ,. 10,031. 4 0 
, 2116 D-15-12-22 (5-8'' Rs. 3340) , 8,395 0 0 
, 54 dated 15-l-2·i , 10,818 2 0 
,, 278 " 1-3-23 ,, 11,607 0 0 
, 3.:9 , 13-3-23 , 2:3,625 0 0 
,, 450 , 18-3-23 , 9,640 2 0 
, 3253 " 8-8-21 , 11 250 0 . 0 
,. 95 of S. E. IV , 1,660 14 0 
, 99 of do. , 3,692 11 0 
, 107 of do. , 1,172 14 0 
,, 1058 dated 8-7-23 , 19,947 5 0 
,, Item 108 , . 4,12!5 1 0 
, " 116 " 4,228 14 0 
,. 1909 dated 21-12-23 ,, 9,088 4 0 

S. E. I. 17-22-17 59 , 12-5-22 , 3,128 2 0 
" 3,128 2 0 

2,0L066 0 0 

This list clearly shows transparent attempt to conceal facts from 
the Court. 

Again the question naturally arises, if according to the official 
routine and procedure, Ex. 51 annually lists were made out after
due ca~cu}ations and materials ordered out eit?er. from the High. 
CommiSSIOner or locally by means of regular b1g mdents sufficient 
for the programme of that year, where "as the necessity of such 
large local purchases over and above these regular indents and 
particularly "hen it is established that eYen in this regular annual 
indents mild steel bars of particular diameter ordered out "ere far
in excess and still these very diameters are again included in the 
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~ocal purch~ses. .The fact of the non~production of proper records 
m connection With the purchases and stock of these materials, 
naturally considerably handicaps investigation and the purchase of 
such large quantities, particularly of mild steel bars, is more in
·explicable because according to the complainant's admission there 
were special Government orders not to buy these direct locally. It 
cannot be suggested that all these were required urgently, because 
·column 9 of l11 K1 and L1 shows nearly 1,300 tons of various dia
meters in stock already, besides 300 tons as per Ex. 0 Mr. Hamid 
says at page 188, "In I1 I have shown 5/8" in stock since 1921." 
·Coupled with this, the admission of Mr. Sykes in cross-examination 
at page 210 becomes rather significant, " I heard a good deal of 
rumours about lot of materials which were not accounted for. The 
materials quite likely included mild steel bars. It did not concern 
me because it was in another division." That other division refers 
to complainant's, and again complainant's own admission at page 
113, ''I cannot say how many tons were taken away in waggons. 
One waggon is equal to 23 tons, and the disappearance of waggons 

<>f mild steel bars without anybody knowing anything about them and 
without the disappearance being noticed or detected by stock records. 
Again at page llH, complainant says, " Articles worth Rs. 30,000 
can be handed over without proper receipt, and orders 
-can be given to any extent on " phone.·~ The question is whether 
:all the materials paid for really arrived or not, and the more 
suspicious circumstance is the dishonest denials of the complainant 
and the equally dishonest suppression of documents and applications 
for sanctions as proved by the evidence of Mr. Sykes at page 198. 
Again according Mr. Sykes' evidence, even for puchases made 
locally, the complainant himself would be responsible because the 
Material District could only on his requisition alone make these 
purchases on the ground of urgency. I have given a list of Govern
ment Resolutions with numbers and details obtained from the 
-authentic source of Council, and I challenge the prosecution to dis
prove a single item of that list. 

In view of such a deplorable state of affa~s as perhaps n~v~r 
-existed in any other Government or even a pnvate department, IS It 
.at all surprising, as both complainant and Mr. Sykes admitted, that 
there were rumours about the officers and stock; was I not justified 
in merely d.J:awing the attention of a duly constituted Committee to 
such rumours with a view to investigate further, and I do appeal to 
Your Worship to appreciate th~ ci?ficulties in t~~ way of ~efen.ce on 
account of the long delay, and It 1s really surpnsmg that m sp1te of 
such drawbacks and difficulties, when the department and dealers 
are both naturally interested in keeping back the materials that the 
defence even after three years was able to place before the Court, so 
much materiaL 
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Such systematic and deliberate purchases of excessive stores 
would naturally result in large surplus, and here again I have 
to confine only to mild steel bars though instances about other 
materials too are equally glaring. Ex. 67 is the list of Surplus left 
about the middle of 19:l5 of the value of about Rs. 5 lacs 
after disposing of in small quantities, after disappearance of 
waggons and Jot of stores not accounted for. One waggon contains 
23 tons and it is not known how many disappeared. As admitted 
by Mr. Hamid, and stated above, if regular procedure was observed, 
there should not have been any surplus. 

With regard to the sale of this surplus, just as with regard to 
the purchases of stores, there are a number of circumstances that 
appear suspicious and call for an explanation. 

In the first place, pursuant to the policy of denial uniformly 
maintained by the complainant throughout, with regard to this 
incident too the very :first statement is again a transparent attempt 
to dissociate himself with this transaction and throw the blame on 
somebody who in this particular matter had nothing whatever to 
do with it. Complainant at page 51, says, "I was on leave at the 
beginning of the sale. I did not make arrangements for the sale. 
I had nothing to do with it. "\Vhen the actual sale was effected, I 
was here. Sykes was not here. Hamid gave the permission. 
Rather it was the Government who gave the permission." 
Subsequently, when it became evident that he had a good deal to 
do with the sale, he admitted his connection though at first he says 
be had nothing to do with it; but the name of Mr. Hamid with 
regard to this sale was dragged in unnecessarily simply to throw off 
the blame from his shoulders. It was conclusively established-and 
the complainant himself admitted at a later stage that Mr. Hamid 
had nothing to do with it, page 119, "Hamid had nothing to do 
with the completion of the sale of these bars." and instefi.d of his 
having nothing to do with it, as previously stated, he ultimately 
narrates the part played by him in this transaction, and at 
page 116, says '' Nothing to do except my taking the letter to the 
Secretary. As a result of that the negotiations were certainly 
completed." 

Thus, both the statements that he had nothing to do and Mr. 
Hamid recommended the sale, are to say the least, very mi-::;leading 
and it is remarkable that this policy of first denying and throwing 
the burden on somebody else and then to admit only when con
fronted "_\·ith records, is uniformly maintained in respect of all the 
trans:.1ctwns he was questioned. Mr. Bell, Secretary to Govdn· 
n:ent. :;tates t.hat the name of Maneckchand Jinaj was first men
tiOned to h1m by the complain:mt. llr. Bell in his evidence at 
})ages 221-2:H says, ''Superintending Engineer had the 
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authority to dispose of at the rates fixed. If the rates offered: 
were lower, Superintending Engineer had the discretion to refer 
such offers as he thought fit. I can only speak of offers which 
came. to my knowledge. 'l'he eame o~ Maneckchand Jivraj was first 
mentioned to me by Harvey. Agam at page 222, " Extension 
(to Maneckchand Jivraj) was on the recommendation of Harvey." 
On page 224, u I relied on Superintending Engineer to make in· 
quiries (about previous offers)." It is further admitted that under 
Sec. 317, P. W. D. Code, Surplus stores could only be sold by 
private sale with the permission of Superintending Engineer 
(page 114). · 

With regard to this sale of surplus bars to Maneckchand Jivraj,. 
the following facts appear from the evidence :-

That these bars became surplus and were for sale from October 
1924, and first minimum rates were settled by the complainant 
himself. These rates ranged from Rs. 168 to 180 per ton. Mr. Bell 
says at page 221, "I think Harvey was here when the minimum 
rates were settled on his recommendation based on existing price 
lists. These minimum rates were subsequently revised and reduced 
i. e. Ex. 109. After the fixing of the rates, advertisements were
issued and public tenders invited, E.x. 106. These tenders are for 
whole or part and 'offers should be addressed to the Director of 
Development ' issued over the signature of Caldwell. Accordingly 
all tenders were addressed to Director of Development. First 
advertisement was given at the end of June and repeated in. 
July 1925." 

The procedure as stated both by Mr. Bell and the complainant, 
was that the offers were referred by the Director to Superintending 
Engineer; if the rates mentioned were according to the minimum 
rates fixed, Superintending Engineer could close the transaction; 
if lower, the discretion was with him to recommend these lower
offers for acceptance (Mr. Bell at pages 221-222), and no private
sale could be effected without his permission, Sec. 317 P. W. D~ 
Code. As the advertisement was issued over the signature of Mr . 

. Caldwell, Executive Engineer. Matunga, several inquiries were
made of him and offers sent to him. His business was to close the 
transaction if the rates were according to minimum fixed ; if not, 
his duty was to refer all such other offers to Superintending 
Engineer. 

Between July and October, when Mr. Hamid was Acting 
Superintending Engineer, several offers were received from various 
parties, and only sales were effected if the rates were according to, 
the minimum fixed, Ex. 109; if not, these offers were rejected. Exs .. 
108 and 110 are offers from the Alliance Trading and Stores Co
ani Ex. 107, letter from Mr. Bell refusing offer because of not; 
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coming up to the minimum rates. Similarly, some sales were effected 
throuuh broker also at the minimum price fixed and offer below that 
reject~d. Ex. 122 dated 21st September 1925, appoints Mr. Ander· 
son as broker with instructions to effect sales at the fixed rates only. 
Certain sales were effected by Mr. Anderson at fixed rates and br~
kerage was paid to him, Ex. 123. Ex. 117 dated 23rd July 1925 IS 
a letter from Alliance Co. proposing to make a reasonable offer for 
entire stock. According to Mr. Bell minimum rates fixed on re· 
commendation of complainant after taking into consideration pre
vailing rates and other data,-file produced by Mr. Bell-page Z 19. 

From these records, it is clear that uptil the arrival of Mr. 
Harvey in October 1925, sales were effected through various sour
ces of small lots only at the rates fixed in Ex. 109, and several 
offers from the Alliance Trading Co. and others mentioned by Mr. 
Bell, were refused though much higher than Rs. 102/-, because 
these were below the fixed rates. There are several instances of 
such rejection including Ex. 107, .letter of Mr. Bell to the Alii· 
ance Trading Co. rejecting their offer. The prosecution has not 
adduced or cannot adduce a single instance of any sale below fixed 
rates before that date, and the defence on the contrary has adduced 
instances of rejection of offers even a few days before Mr. Harvey 
arrived, because they were below the minimnm rates though mnch 
higher than Rs. 102/8/-. 

That was the position till Mr. Harvey arrived on 19th October 
1925. Now coming to Maneckchand Jivraj's transaction, it is ad
mitted that Maneckchand Jivraj was known to him and the depart
ment before; Mr. Harvey admits previous transactions with him 
of waggons. The same firm had the monopoly · to buy surplus 
stores from the same division and as their books disclose, they had 
bought surplus stores before this at very cheap rates. and hence they 
must have known Mr. Caldwell too who was in charge of the stores. 
Ex. 115 is their letter dated 20th October 1925 making an offer for 
the whole lot at Rs. 102;8/-and the letter states that some time 
back they had made a similar offer for the same rates but was not 
accepted. This previous offer, though repeatedly called upon was 
not produced, and it was stated that there was no such offer though 
a specific reference is made in Ex. 115. Mr. Hamid in his evidence 
says that the offer did not come to him though all such offers must 
come to the Superintending Engineer. Mr. Caldwell is in India and 
the prosecution has not chosen to call him to explain. It is clear 
therefore, that the first offer of Mr. Maneckchand Jivraj for the 
same rate, was deliberately suppressed by Mr. Caldwell when 
Mr. Hamid was acting Superintending Engineer, and other 
circumstances lead to a reasonable inference that the object of that 

6 b 
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auppre3sion was that Mr. Caldwell did not want this matter to come 
off before the complainant returned. 'rhe extraordinary circums
tances are the fact that this letter, Ex. 115, of M aneckchand Jivraj 
is dated and delivered the very morning when Mr. Harvey took 
charge, i. e. 20th October, the day after his return from England, 
and is the only offer or letter addressed to him personally by name, 
11T. Harvey," so that it should not by any chance, go in the hands 
of the Ag. Superintending Engineer, although according to Mr. Bell 
all other tenders were addressed to the Director, page 221. There is 
no explanation as to how Mr. M aneckchand Jivraj came to know 
that 1\lr. Harvey was to return and take charge from Mr. Hamid on 
20th October except that he must have got information from Mr. 
Caldwell who had also gone to the Mole to receive him. Mr. Harvey 
immediately takes that letter to Mr. Bell, and according to Mr. 
Bell, he was the first to mention Mr. Maneckchand Jivraj's name 
to him. Mr. Bell, had not heard his name before, page 222. As a 
result of that interview, that transaction was closed, and there 
was much anxiety to close the transaction with him immediately 
that the deposit of Rs. 20,000 was taken late that evening just 
at the closing time.. This is apparent from the fact that it 
was too late for the Audit officer to issue a receipt that day, 
hence the receipt is dated 21st October, because after the deposit 
no other offer could be accepted. The offer from the Alliance 
Trading Co., of Blil. 127-for H" dated 20th October was rejected 
and an endorsement made by the complainant" Inform them that 
the steel has been sold before receipt of the·letter," Ex. 116, i.e. the 
transaction with Maneckchand Jivraj was completed on 20th 
October, on the very day he took charge. 

Then again, there is no explanation as to why a proposal from 
the Alliance Trading Co., for the entire stock at a reasonable offer 
was not accepted or even disclosed, and no reply was even sent to 
them. Their previous letter exhibited, shows that they always 
offered much higher than Rs. 102-8, and if negotiations had been 
opened, on Ex. 117, for the entire stock, there is no doubt that 
better rates could have been obtained. Similarly, Mr. Anderson's 
offer for entire stock in six months at fixed rates was also not con
sidered and not brought to the notice of Mr. Bell, and I have other 
instances where higher offers were suppressed for certain reasons by 
Mr. Caldwell during the absence of Mr. Harvey and no reply sent 
to them at all. 

I submit therefore that such combination of circumstances 
led me to an inevitable conclusion that Mr. Caldwell had delibera
tely and with ulterior motives kept this matter over till Mr. 
Harvey returned and the stock that could not be sold for over .a. 
rQa.r was ~osed of on the day Mr. Harvey took charge on h~s 
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return, and when the records show that several offers before this 
were rejected because rates were lower than those fixed by the 
department. This was the first offer in the courEe of seYeral 
months when a much lower rate was immediately accepted and 
bargain closed, and by another strange coincidence, Mr. Maneck
chand Jivraj happened to be the purchaser, a dealer known to the 
department before, having dealing with the complainant and Mr. 
Caldwell. Further favours were shown to him by giving him an 
extension of time of about a month and not imposing any penalties as 
per the terms of his agreement, Ex. 111, which stated that if there 
was any balance left over after 26th February, it could be sold off 
by Government at purchaser's risk and cost and loss recoYered 
from him. There was a delay of about a month in the removal, still 
no action was suggested or taken under this clause and time was 
extended on the recommendation of the complainant without e\en 
charging the rent. 

It is also in evidence that Mr. Maneckchand Jivraj was able 
to dispose of all these bars in six months at rates higher than those 
paid by him and the lots were removed as he sold, and according 
to information received by me, in fixing the rates for disposing of 
the stock M aneckchand Jivraj calculated a certain percentage as 
paid for commission in securing the order and accordingly fixed the 
rates little higher to cover that expenditure also. l t is difficult to 
understand how a resourceful Go\ernment department with all its 
influential connections and facilities, was not able to effect these sales 
for more than a year when a private individual, a dealer in old and 
second hand iron and steel could effect the sale at higher rates and 
in such a short time. It is evident that Mr. Caldwell, Executive 
Engineer in charge of the Stores, did not place all the offers that he 
received before the Government through Acting Superintending 
Engineer Hamid and there are instances of such suppression-one 
instance being already furnished in Ex. 115-and .Mr. Bell could only 
speak of offers that were placed before him and it was so arranged 
that· the whole lot should go to Mr. llaneckchand Jivraj at extremely 
low rates, and the transaction should be put through only by Mr. 
Harvey immediately after his return. 'Ihe seYeral circumstances 
lead to only these conclusions, particularly when the officer con
cerned though available is not called. 

\\"'"hen the entry in Mr. Maneckchand Jivraj's book showing 
payment of Rs. 5,CXX> on account of "Matunga Mild Steel Bars" with 
no corresponding receipt from the department or entry in the Audit 
F ook of the Department, is considered along with these circums
tances the .inference that a secret commission was paid for pntting 
through th1s transaction is perfectly legitimate and justifiable. All 
other payments to the Department ha.Ye corre.::ponding receipts ex
cept this and all other payments are by cheques except thi.3. The entry 
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i3 dated 30-10-25, i. e. 10 days after the transaction in the rough 
cash book whfl!e t~e e~try is .supposed to be made first. 'l'he entry 
reads 7{t!s~l ~:t(l lllQJ!s~ ~<"tmJ I. e. cash through Maneckchandbhai; 
but in the fair cash book which i3 tran3cribed later, the entry reads 
'f:t~t~ ll~~··U i.e. for sundry labour expenses, both on account of 
'' M atunga Bar account." Thus there are two different explana
tions with regard to this sum and the first entry-cash through 
Maneckchand-is very significant. 

Further, from the accounts it appears that there is a division 
of profits in respect to this transaction and M aneckchand Jivraj had 
paid his share of the total price, the balance coming from other 
partners ; that accounts for the total amount paid to the depart
ment not appearing in his books alone, as the counsel, Mr. Velinkar 
remarked and of which a note is taken by Court. 

When I, accompanied by a Gujrathi pleader who could read 
these books and another Gujrathi gentleman, went with the search 
warrant to the shop of Mr. Maneckchand Jivraj and specifically 
requested him to show the entry in question, he persistently denied 
any such entry and also denied any transaction of mild steel 
bars with the Development Department and referred us to the 
shop of another gentleman, Chotalal K eshavji, stating that the 
bars were purchased by him and he had only brought about 
the transaction and there were no entries in his (Maneckchand's) 
books and entries would appear in his (Chotalal's) books. As 
my information was positive, I pursuaded him to show that 
entry so as to avoid his shop being searched and time and 
trouble being saved, but he persisted in his denials and to 
convince us, for nearly an hour showed several entries, page to 
page, of his other. books of acco~mts, carefully keeping back the 
particular transaction. After havmg thus wasted more than an 
hour, I insisted upon the inspection of cash book of the particular 
period, when after great difficulty this entry was traced, Mr. 
:Ma.neckchand Jivraj became quite confused and before we left the 
shop with boo.ks, he to?k the Gujrathi gentleman asia~ and told 
him to save his reputation as he was a merchant and 1£ the fact 
came to light, his business would be ruined and he would come into 
trouble. 

Besides this, there is other evidence to prove that the particular 
entry relates to the payments of consideration for this transaction 
and some time after that, books of accounts of one Cbotalal 
Keshavji, another dealer, were also brought under a search warrant 
a.s he was a partner with Mr. Maneckchand Jivraj, and between the 
two, according to the books, about Rs. 20,000, more than the actual 
cost of the bars paid to the Department, appears to have been spent 
which can only be accounted for as payment of consideration. 
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One more circumstance that I submit may be considered as 
having a. direct bearing on the question as to how these surplus 
stores were allowed to be accumulated, is in connection with the steps 
taken to cancel orders after the discovery of the error. According 
to the prosecution, this discovery of error was made about the end 
of October or beginning of November, when Salebhoy Tyebjee's 
deliveries commenced. It is admitted that if a cable had been sent 
to England immediately after the discovery, 5/8'' could have been 
substituted for 7/8'', because the cable, Ex. Y, is sent on 8-1-23, 
over two months after the alleged discovery of error, and this delay 
becomes all the more significant when we consider that the High 
Commissioner's supply, according to Ex. P1 and indent, was to 
commence from 31st December 1922, so that the cable goes just a 
week after the period mentioned for commencement of delivery, and 
hence naturally it is too late to have the orginal order cancelled. 
There is no explanation of this long delay in such an urgent matter 
of sending a cable. Even if a letter had been sent to the High 
Commissioner immediately after the discovery of error, the order 
could have been cancelled, and it is admitted by the prosecution 
witnesses themselves, that the order could have been cancelled if 
action had been taken in time. 

Similarly with Salebhoy ~ryebjee's order. It is said that a 
telephone message was sent to cancel the wrong size, not even an 
official letter, confirming the telephone message, to be placed on 
record. It is inconceivable that in a Government depart· 
ment, dealing with lacs of rupees, such important communica· 
tion should be made on telephone without any records, just as 
even large orders for supplies were also communicated through 
phone. 

From such conduct and attitude, the defence is entitled to ask 
the Court to presume in the absence of any explanation that the 
officers concerned and responsible for the alleged error, were not at 
all anxious to get the order cancelled even after the discovery of 
error and they, for reasons explained in the entry in M aneckchand 
Jivraj's books, rather allowed the surpln:OJ to swell. Their conduct 
alsu supports the theory of intentional order for surplus and wrong 
~ized bars, rather than the theory of a bona-fide mistake. 

The books of accounts of Salebhoy Tyebjee, the selling firm are 
not forthcoming under very suspicious circumstances, and the books 
of account of the purchasers of surplus stores show such suspicious 
entrieg and coupled with the numerous other circumstances connect· 
ed, both with purchases and sales of these bars, the allegation, I 
submit, merely stating that there are ugly rumours about secret 
commission, is perfectly justified and in both these transactions, 
thongh the complainant denies connection at tirst, it ultimately 
turns out that he was directly connect£:d with theru. 
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One further circumstance mentioned in connection with the 
purchase of stores, is the connection of one Capt. Griffiths. This 
gentleman was in Supply and Transport Corps during the time of 
War, and as such, had come under certain circumstances, into con
tact with several :firms. He also happened to know some of the 
officers of the Development Department, who were also formerly 
in Military Service. In several cases he acted as an intermediary 
and introduced several suppliers to the Development Department 
and arranged terms between them earning his own commission. 
Mr. Sykes being questioned about him, at first denied all knowledge 
about him, but being pressed, subsequently admitted, at pages 
211-212, 

''I don't remember anybody in Bombay by. the name of Capt. 
Griffiths." 

Then, being given the name of the firm where he was employed, 
he states, 

"I now remember the name of Capt. Griffiths. Be came to 
see me to buy coal from Bird & Co. 

"Q : Did Capt. Griffiths see you in connection with other sup-
pliers or supplies ? 

"A: He may have. 
" Q : ·And large supplies were made through him ? 
"A: I don't remember. 
" Q : Do you remember having seen Capt. Griffiths with regard 

to sand or shingle ? 
"A: He did have some proposals. I think he left Bird & Co. 

and I recollect his seeing me about sand and shingle. I 
cannot recollect whether on his own behalf or on behalf 
of other person. 

"Q : I put it to you, Capt. Griffiths used to see you with regard 
to various supplies and suppliers? · 

"A: My own impression is that he saw me on behalf of himself 
or Bird & Co. 

"Question repeated and witness asked" You cannot contradict 
it ?" 

" A : I cannot contradict you." 
Thus Your Worship will notice, at first there is evl;)n· ·no : re

collection of such a name, till gradually he admits connection with 
regard to coal, sand and shingle, and ultimately he canD:ot contra
dict if he saw him in connection with various other snpphes though 
at the time he was not connected with any :firm. Why, as usual, 
such_ contradictory and halting statements if the dealings -wer~ 
_honest and straightforward? 
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Information about further scandals about stores received by me, 
was to the effect that for some time the officers passed off tons of 
bags as of standard quality of cement for which the department paid 
Rs. 190/- per ton, but these bags did not actually contain cement 
but sometimes saw-dust or seed or other similar stuff and the depart
ment paid for it as cement. This must be in pursuance to an 
arrangement with the officers. This was detected after a long time 
and after the department had sustained heavy losses. The com
plainant being questioned about it, tried to explain away the inci
dent by stating that some bags of cement got torn in the transit 
and whilst re-filling, some seeds accidentally got mixed up in 
cement and thus they were found in cement bags. Mr. Sykes being 
questioned about this incident, as usual, first denied it and then 
being pressed, admitted at page 205, " I don't know that some of the 
cement bags contained seeds. The difficulty was about the empty 
bags. We took deliveries of cement bags at the Bunder. I believe 
it was discovered at the Bunder that some bags got mixed up with 
seeds. Probably there was correspondence on the subject. It i1 not 
likely that I was asked for an explanation; my Executive Engineer 
would be asked. Six months after this I left service.'' The de
partment on account of certain long time agreements, paid Rs. 90/
per ton for cement when the market rate was reduced to Rs. 60/
or 40/- per ton, and as thousands of tons were required, lakhs of 
rupees were wasted over these transactions. The audit department 
also raised a protest for placing order for a large stock of Motor 
tyres with a local firm instead of buying them cheaper direct from 
the local agents of the manufacturers. Mr. Sykes, at page 204, re
ferring to this, says, "It is quite likely I had placed a very large 
order for tyres with some local company. There was correspon· 
dence between my Executive Engineer and Audit. Officer over this. 
I probably did consent to this order being placed with local firm.~ 
These were not mere irregularities due to laxity but with a set pur· 
pose and object. 

The next instance to which I might draw the attention of the 
Court, is that of ~fr. Owen or the firm with which he was connect
ed, viz. Gannon Dunkirley. This Mr. Owen was formerly with 
Richardson and Cruddas (page 68, complainant's evidence) when 
that firm got orders from the same officers for Delhi Imperial Work. 
He was perhaps connected with that firm when the first large order 
for mild steel bars was registered with Geo. Service and Co., which 
was connected with Richardson and Cruddas. Later on, he joined as 
Managing Director of Gannon Dunkirley. This .firm was formerly 
only dealing in sanitary requisites and only supplied sanitary fittings 
&c. Then a strange phenomenon happened, whereby simultan~ 
onsly several innovations took place both in the firm of Gannon 
Dnnkirley and the Development Department, both conneCted with 
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each other. So far as this firm is concerned, when Mr. Owen joined 
as the managing director, the firm begins a new branch of activity, 
viz. takes up also sanitary contracts and they also get agency of 
Adam's Patent for Man-hole covers &c. about the middle of 1923. 
About the same time and so far as the taking of agency is concern
ed, practically the same month the Development Department, on 
the recommendation and requisition of Mr. Harvey, thinks of start
ing a separate Sanitary District and the creation of a new post for Mr. 
Krishnaswamy as the special head over that district, and what is 
more strange, about the same time Mr. Harvey suddenly discovers 
that locally made man-hole covers and other sanitary requisites 
that were hitherto used by the department and that were and are in 
use in the city and elsewhere univer~ally for the last 50 or 60 yea.rs, 
were suddenly at the particular time found to be unfit for further 
use in these labourers' chawls, and therefore it was decided to 
introduce Adam's patent for the department and 0 ann on and 
Dunkirley also began to get sanitary contracts from the Develop~ 
ment Department, th~s being the first contract in their new concern. 
This, the complainant alleges, was all a series of lucky accidents, 
and mere coincidences although they appear rather strange. But, 
I submit, that it is equally reasonable to suppose and assume that 
all these extraordinary events in qu~ck succession in two entirely 
different and independent institutions, could not be mere accidents 
but they were pre-arranged and this inference is further strengthened 
when it is remembered that Mr. Owen who seemed to be the cause of 
all these innovations in Gannon Dunkirley, happened to be a 
friend of Mr. Hatvey so close that he and Mr. Harvey on one 
occasion even stayed together for some time and had trips together 
both before and after business relation started (pages 68 to 72 of 
complainant's evidence). 

J nst as in the case of mild steel bars, one section of the 
P.W,D. Code, Sec. 347, that requires that article of foreign manufac
ture must be indented through the High Commissioner was 
violated, so in the introduction of Adam's patent another corres
ponding provision, Sec. 350, of the same Code, when local manu
facture is available, it should be used,-was set aside and the 
excuses for ~iolating both these important provisions are most 
flimsy and untenable. The fact is that whenever the provisions 
of the Code were not suitable or particular object in view could 
not be attained by adhering to that provision, then these provisions 
were quietly ignored. Ordinarily in all the Government and Public 
Works all over India, P. W. D. Code is strictly followed and Superin
tending Engineers and Executive Engineers came into serious trouble 
for not observing its provisions, but so far as the Development 
Department was c·uncerned, it was the most irrespon:;ible depart· 
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ment and there was no control or supervision by higher authorities 
on the officers concerned. 

It is to be noted that before Mr. Owen and Gannon Dunkirley 
got the agency of Adam's Patent, these appliances were available 
in the city but they were never introduced in the department till 
the agency was transferred to them. Till this, the Executive 
Engineers in all districts used locally made covers and no defect 
was discovered in them till the agency was transferred to Gannon 
Dunkirley. In order to justify his wrongful action, he does not 
hesitate to discredit both Indian manufacturers and also Indian 
talents. At pages 70 and 71, he says, " Before Sanitary District 
was created, Mehta and Hamid looked after sanitary works along 
with other works. It was during that time locally made goods 
were used. They allowed articles which turned out to be unsatis
factory. The reason was both the Executive Engineers knew 
nothing about sanitary works and they allowed contractors to put 
in what class of work they liked. I then had to appoint Krishna
swamy who was a specialist." Thus a serious reflection is cast upon 
the capacity of both his Indian subordinate-Executive Engineers 
though both of them were qualified-and particularly Mr. Mehta held 
one of the highest English Degrees in Engineering and is a gold 
medalist and had varied and long experience of all kinds of construc
tions in various parts of India, and it seems ridiculous that pre
ference was given over such qualified and experienced engineers to 
Mr. Krishnaswamy who had no degree at all and who held a sub
ordinate post in Madras P.'W. D. till the end of his career and he 
was selected when he was on the yerge of retirement. The plain 
fact is that he was preferable because he was more pliant and 
submissive to the wishes of complainant and Mr. Mehta was more 
independent and resisting. 

After Mr. Krishnaswamy is given charge of Sanitary District 
in the department, a cousin of his, a Mr. Aiyer was taken up 
by Gannon Dnnkirley, to be in charge of this work on behalf of 
the firm, so that with Mr. Owen and Mr. Harvey, two friends, 
and Mr. Aiyer and Mr. Krishnaswamy, two cousins completed a. 
nice happy family arrangement between the department and firm, 
and Mr. Krishnaswamy's service to the fum, when in the depart
ment, was duly rewarded, because in spite of his age and retirement 
he was taken up as a Manager by Gannon Dunkirley on a hand~ 
some salary and free use of a car, and some other employees of the 
department who had similarly helped the firm, were also taken up by 
them lifter the termination of their services here. 

Similarly, he discredits the Indian munufacturers in order to 
justify the use of foreign articles and the locally made manhole 
con:rs aud uther avplianccs that have been used in this city as well 
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as all over the country for more than half a century in all the 
important public and private buildings, including Government 
Houses and Palaces of Rajahs and high public officers, for more 
than half a century and have given entire satisfaction toP. W. D., 
Improvement Trust, Municipalities etc. he suddenly discovers them 
to be unfit even for poor labourers' chaw Is, and at one time he 
said almost all of the Indian covers that had been used on the first 
contract chawls, were found broken. On a personal inspection of 
the chawls with an. Engineer friend, I discovered most of these to be 
intact and Indian, and when the complainant was challenged to 
disprove that statement, he began to prevaricate and said some 
were broken and he introduced another excuse that they had no 
locking arrangements If at all it is a defect, it can easily be 
remedied by providing such locks. These sanitary fittings were to 
be used according to the Municipal standard, because they are to be 
passed by the Municipality, and locally made have for years satisfied 
the Municipal standard and are passed by the Municipality. If 
they had ~he defects mentioned by the complainant the Municipa
lity would not accept them as coming up to their standard, and 
there are to-day in certain localities in Bombay locally made covers 
that can be proved to have remained intact for half a century. 

Instead of thus discrediting the Indian subordinates 
and Indian manufacturers, it would have been more frank on the 
part of the complainant to have stated the plain fact that these 
devices were introduced because he wanted his friend Mr. Owen, 
to profiteer at public cost, because there is ample evidence to prove 
it and the complainant himself has admitted at pages 71/72, that 
Adams were more expensive than local and in some instances, the 
rate payers had to pay tw9 or three times as much, and to that 
extent Gannon Dunkirley were benefitted, and the fact that Adam's 
patents were introduced simply with a view to allow profiteering 
to his friend Mr. Owen and not because locally made were unsuita
ble and the Executive Engineers who allowed them were unfit, is 
further corroborated by the partial attitude of the complainant 
towards the company in the distribution of sanitary contracts. The 
defence have quoted a series of instances with facts and figures 
which the complainant has admitted after referring to his file, show 
how in several instances Gannon Dunkirley's tenders for sanitary 
works were accepted though the rates were much higher some
times even though there were four or five other tenders 
lower. In at least two or three cases, work was entrusted to them 
even without tenders, thus openly violating P. W. D. Code, which 
requires that ordinarily lowest tender should be accepted, I have 
also ginn one or two instances to show what devices were resorted 
to give an appearance that their tenders were lower than others, so 
that by some means or other the work should be entrusted to them. 
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They are narrated at pages 68 to 72, 78 to 80 and 96 and 97, and 
some subsequent pages in complainant's evidence, and in order to 
justify this open partiality and favouritism, he had to run down 
Indian manufacturers and Indian engineers. So also in order to 
justify his preference for the firm, in spite of higher rates, he has 
discredited and defamed several Indian firms of Sanitary Engineers 
and Contractors of much higher standing and reputation than 
Gannon Dunkirley. Pallonji Ednlji and Sons, a well known firm 
of several years standing, 'vho have undertaken Government and 
other pubhc contracts for several lacs for the past so many years, 
were not able to satisfy the complainant or hlr. r\rishnaswamy in 
comparatively petty works for these chawls. Your Worship will 
remember the instance of work at Worli in 1923-2! when work 
of about Rs. 3lacs had in the first inlltance to be entrusted to 
Pallonji Edulji because there was a difference of about Rs. 48,000 
between their rate and Gannon Dunkirley's and no excuse could be 
alleged for not giving the work to such a well known firm. So the 
work was entrusted to them in the first instance, but they were so 
harassed by both the complainant and Gannon Dunkireley, who 
were given some other work in the vicinity, that they had to leave 
in a few months as their complaints to the Department were not 
heeded, and although there were four other tenderers whose rates 
were lower, the work was ultimately entrusted to Gannon Dunkirley 
and thus the complainant's object was served. 

Similarly for Naigaum Plot A, work was given to Gannon 
Dunkirley although their rates were much higher than others, on 
the ground that the firm whose tender rate came next to Gannon 
Dunkirley was a petty firm with only one clerk and small establish
ment and will be unable to carry out such large work. This was 
entirely untrue because this firm is also a well known firm run by 
qualified and competent engineer acting also as government con
tractors and the complainant himself has entrusted \o them work 
when they have not competed against his favourite firm of Gannon 
Dnnkirley. 

With regard to N aigaum Plot B, a. trick was resorted to, to 
justify the entrustment of work to Gannon Dunkirley. One of 
the principal item in the specification of tender was a number of 
water tanks, each costing about Rs. 125. Other tenderers quoted 
the ordinary rates for these tanks, i. e. from Rs. 120 to 125, but 
Gannon Dunkirley, for this particular tender, quoted ridiculously 
low rates for this particular item, i. e. about Rs. 90, so that if they 
were to supply the tanks at this rate, they would actually sustain 
loss. This was very surprising to the other tenderers because about 
the same time they had gi,en quotations for these very tanks to the 
same department at the rate of Rs. 125 .. It was a. mystery .. as to 
why the .same firm had gi,en two quotations for the same ta.r.ks to 
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the same department about the same time, there being a difference ol 
about Rs. 35 per tank. Their tender rates were naturally lower than 
the rest on account of this extraordinary low rates for tanks and the 
work was entrustad to them, and the mystery was solved after 
the tender was accepted, because shortly after the acceptance 
and before the commencemet of work, the complainant issued in
structions that the tanks for which Gannon Dunkirley had quoted 
very low, were not required at all and that item was scrapped. The 
trick was transparent. The complainant himself must have known 
at the time of issuing of tenders that tanks would not be required, 
still he included that item and somehow or other, Gannon Dunkir
ley alone knew that secret, that tanks were ultimately. to be dropped 
so that they deliberately quoted very low for that item, even lower 
than the last price, and thus re3orting to such device their tender 
rates are reduced and work entrusted to them. In the other work in 
which they had quoted proper rates for tanks, the tanks were 
retained. There could be no other explanation for the conduct of 
the officer and contractors. Although the complainant tried to get 
out of the awkward situation by alleging that at the time tender 
forms were issued, water pressure from the Municipality for water 
supply was not sufficient, hence tanks were necessary, but shortly 
after, i. e. after the acceptance of Gannon Dunkirley's tender, 
suddenly pressure was increased rendering tanks unnecessary. No 
record from Municipality or anything else is produced to show such 
difference in pressure in such a short time, and to those who know 
about the water supply in the city, the suggestions is ridiculous 
as the pressure is normally the same in particular localities and 
the increase in the pressure is only to be effected after the new 
huge Tansa scheme is completed where new pipes are being laid. It 
is impossible to change so much pressure of water supply in a few 
days and there is no explanation of two different quotations by the 
Gannon Dunkirley. 

Similarly Sewri make-shift and Khar works, were entrusted 
to them even without tender and numerous other instances quoted 
bv the defence and most of them admitted by the complainant 
\\~hen work was entrusted to them in spite of their rates being much 
higher. Marsland & Price, other well known firm of standing, who 
have also undertaken work of lacs of rupees both Government and 
private, were rejected though their rates at times were lower than 
Gannon Dunkirley, because they did not come up to "complainant's 
standard" and they could get work from the department only when 
the complainant was absent on leave. 

Although Adams cover and other requisites were usually always 
insisted npon, still quotations in the original tenders were not asked 
for Adams bnt only of the Municipal standard, i.e. locally made 
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covers were removed and Adams were substituted. This procedure 
was also very irregular, because specifications in the tender could 
not be altered after acceptance of tender and usually Gannon 
Dunkirley quoted low for these articles which they knew were to be 
rejected and Adams to be substituted. 

Besides, this instance of selection of Adams Patent also proves 
that complainant could directly influence the purchase of stores 
not only, as stated by Mr. Sykes at pages 195-196, the quantity, size, 
tonnage and whether they should be locally purchased or through 
the High Commissioner, but also could direct the particular kind or 
nature of materials by specifying particular standard or make to be 
used for the chaw Is. Thus, in spite of his denials, the discretion and 
powers of the complainant even with regard to purchase of stores, 
were very very great and practically be was the officer deciding the 
details so far as his Housing Schemes were concerned and others 
ha.d merely to carry out his instructions. 

For the sake of brevity, I will not refer to other several instances 
where Gannon Dunkirley were given works although their tenders 
were higher than others, ·because they are enumerated at pages 68 
to 100. There was no justification for rejection of lowest tenders on 
the ground of inefficiency or inability of tenderers because tender 
forms were issued to only a few approved contractors after the 
Superintending Engineer was satisfied about their capacity and 
efficiency and the only deciding factor after issuing tender forms to 
a few approved contractors, should have been the rates. The only 
question for consideration is whether all this open favouritism and 
partiality towards a particular firm of his friend was 
merely to oblige and confer benefits on a friend or was it 
for any other reason ? In view of the admitted facts, I submit 
there could be no doubt that both with regard to purchase 
of stores and distribution of work, Gannon Dunkirley were treated 
with special favour and partiality resulting in loss to public funds 
and profiteering to that particular firm. The sequence of particular 
events in the department and the firm coinciding in a particular 
period, is most extraordinary and suspicious, and coupled with other 
circumstances, lead to an adverse inference against the complainant. 

Another circumstance to which I might draw Your Worship's 
attention in connection with this question, is the incident about the 
supply of furniture by a. petty contractor and supplier, Udaisingh 
(page 107, complainant's evidence) to the complainant. This Udai· 
singh who is also an upcountry man, it will be remembered, first came 
as a petty building contractor and used to get petty works from the 
Development Department. He was, however, in expectation of getting 
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larger works. When he was getting petty works, he made some pieces 
of furniture for Mr. Harvey's bungalow which, according to him, were 
worth about Rs. 900/1,000. These pieces were received by Mr. Harvey 
and used by him for several months-nearly 12 months-without any 
demand on the part of Mr. Udaisingh and offer on the part of Mr. 
Harvey to make payment. Shortly after this, Mr. U daisingh did get 
some large work of chaw! construction at Naigaum, but it seems that 
he could not pull on well according to him, because the complainant 
wanted to give the whole work in that district to his greater 
favourite Mr. J. C. Gammon, and hence shortly after the com· 
mencement of the work, the contracts of both Mr. Udaisingh and Mr. 
Vally Mohomed Hussain, both Indian contractors, were found un
satisfactory, and the whole work ultimately was transferred to Mr. 
J. C. Gammon. 

It was after the termination of the contract and unpleasant
ness created between the parties, that about ten months after the 
delivery of the furniture Mr. Udaisingh, for the first time, thought 
of the pieces of furniture and he sent a lawyer's notice amongst 
other matters including this demand, Ex. 133. It was after this 
threat that the complainant made payment, after getting the fur• 
niture valued and much less than \yhat was demanded. 

The fact that the value of the furniture delivered to him was 
known or settled and had to be independently valued for the purpose 
of payment, shows that they could not have been purchased, because 
if they were purchased, then there would be a fixed price and the 
value of the articles presented is not fixed or definitely known. In 
this matter too, the usual attempt of the complainant to shift the 
responsibility on Mr. Mehta is ridiculous. If the complainant 
sincerely and really desired to pay, what could have prevented him 
from offering the money to Mr. Udaisingh when he was on his 
work when he must be seeing him often. Again if he did not want 
to receive these pieces of furniture without paying for them, neither 
1\Ir. Mehta nor anybody else could have forced him to accept. 

From the circumstances, it is clear that had this friction not 
taken place between the complainant and Mr. Udaisingh, Mr. Udai· 
singh would not have demanded and Mr. Harvey would not have 
paid, and it would have been a pure and simple case of illegal 
gratification though perhaps undetected. In this particular instance, 
though the amount is comparatively small when dealings extended 
to lacs of rupees, still the instance is important for the purpose of 
this case as showing the tendencies and views of the complainant on 
such matters and the defence is entitled to ask the Court to draw 
a legitimate inference in other matters, when circumstances seem 
e~tremely suspicious against }lim. At page 107, he says, "If I had 
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known there would be trouble between me and Udaisingh, I would 
never have even ordered the furniture." If an officer is capable ·of 
receiving even such a small consideration from a comparatively 
petty contractor with whom he had apparently no previous associa
tion, we can judge as to what his relations must be with regard to 
much larger contractors on whom he has conferred greater favours 
and with whom he had admittedly previous association and friend
ship. 

Similarly, I will refer Your Worship to another instance 
which, though apparently small and insignificant in comparison 
with other instances adduced in this case, still has an important 
bearing and significance in this caie. That is the instance of 
mysterious disappearance of official records and registers when 
required by the High Court in connection with Mr. Unwalla's 
DeLisle Road Acquisition matter (pages 58/59, complainant's 
evidence). 'rhat can, as stated above, the above pages, show that 
the 1 J evelopment Department acquired certain property in the 
occupation of Mr. Unwalla and the De~artment undertook to 
remove the structure and cotton waste &c. stored on it at the 
coit of the Jessee. An Official register was kept showing the daily 
expenditure incurred in number of lorries employed and trips made, 
and these entries were initialled by lessee. The original estimate 
of the removal by Acquisition Officer was about Rs. 2,000, Ex. 71 
affidavit and papers, but after the completion of works, the depart
ment demanded about Rs. 6,000 which lessee refused to pay and 
demanded inspection of the original register. Several appointments 
were given by the complainant himseU to lessee's solicitors, driving 
him ·from pillar to post, but inspection was not given under one pre
text or another. Ultimately the matter went to the High Court 
when lessee explained the reason for non-payment, viz. non-produc
tion of the Register. When that register was demanded, the com
plainant in an affidavit declared for the first time that the register 
had been stolen or misplaced, for some time, although after the 
alleged theft, the complainant had gi-ren false appointments for 
inspection. Lessee alleged that ~uppression was intentional as the 
actual expenditure incurred was much less than demanded and the 
officer concerned wanted to make illegal profits. This instance is not 
only import ant as illustrating that whenever a court demands docu
ments to pro-re certain facts against the department, the documents 
mysteriously disappear as often happened in this case, but further, 
the allegations of lessee who rightly attributed moti-re of such 
suppressions and complainant's complicity in knowingly giving false 
appointments for its inspection. 

The instance which I now wish to submit to Your Worship, is, 
from the deft.•nce point of view, rather important and in a way illus-
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some of the favourite supplierd and contractors. As stated above 
a.n enquiry of this description initiated by this case, is extremly li
mited and constantly hampered by continuous legal and technical 
objections, and it is not possible for the defence to adduce and place 
before the Court a series of instances illustrating particular facts. 
The defence can only put forward one or two important instances 
illustrating a particular point and a.sk the Court to infer from these 
few instances, the general condition of the state of affairs existing 
in the Department. l submit contractor and supplier Bisham ber
nath Kapoor's instance as one such illustrative example. I would 
refer Your Worship to pages 65 to 68 and 107/l08 of complainant's 
evidence, and pages 205/207 and 209 of Mr. Sykes' evidence and 
Exs. 150 and 151 as relating to this instance. 

From the above references and records produced before Your 
Worship, the following facts are disclosed :-

That Mr. Bishambernath Kapoor is an old resident of Delhi ac
quainted with Mr. Sykes for several years that he was a supplier 
and contractor of bricks under Mr. Sykes in Delhi Imperial Works 
having some kilns on the works and his business relations with Mr. 
Sykes dated so far back as 1913; that after the Development De
partment started the same work in Bombay was given to him be
cause of his previous Delhi acquaintance with some officers; that 
the Department started a Brick factory at Vasind near Kalyan at 
an enormous cost, ordering very expensive plants, which concern 
ultimately resulted in a huge loss; that public tenders were invited 
to prepare bricks in the Departmental factory and supply the said 
bricks to the Department and about 20 persons sent in 
their applications quoting rate for 1000 bricks. These 
applications came to Mr. Sykes, as Superintending Engineer 
No. 1 states, amongst the applicants were two gentlemen 
doing the same work at Delhi Imperial Works under Sykes. They 
somehow came to know that it rested with Sykes to secure the 
job for them, hence they were tempted to put in their application 
even from Delhi. ·Of all the applicants, Mr. Sykes recommended 
his old acquaintance Bishambarnath Kapoor at Rs. 20/- per thou
sand although there were four other tenderers whose rates were lower 
than Kapoor and two of those rates were equal. There was one well 
known local tenderer whose rate was Rs. 13/8, there being a diffe
rence of Rs. 6-8-Q per 1000 and as the requirements of department 
was lacs of bricks, this favouritism to an old acquaintance Kapoor 
meant an enormous loss to the department. There was no question 
of any special skill, knowledge or science, and the bricks were to be 

· accepted. after inspection, the department having a. right to reject 
those not coming n:p to the re<:j.uired standard, and the tender form~ 
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<ts usual were given to only a few approved contractors ; hence lhis 
selection of Mr. Kapoor, an outsider, at much higher rates, could 
only be explained away on the ground of certain understanding 
and favouritism. 1\Iost of these facts appear in Ex. 150, Mr. Sykes, 
note on tenders from bricks manufacturers where he states the 
reason for selection was previous acquaintance. Even after the 
commencement of work, this lucky contractor was treated with 
the same spirit of indulgence and liberalism regardless of the 
interests of the department, one such instance of special favour 
being that he was given a house belonging to Government free 
of rent for occupation, and he occupied it for months free although 
the Government paid for the constructions of this house for re
quisite accommodation. At a later stage, long af~er the termina
tion of contract, \vhen this grave irregularity was discovered and 
an explanation called from :Mr. Harvey, then in charge, who stated 
on 4-D-24 ·' I regret I am unable to make any further report than 
made in No. S. B. 5095 dated 16-8-24, as I cannot trace from the 
records the motive that actuated my predecessor to give this conces
sion. It is not possible to recover rent at this stage," (part of 
Ex. 151). The predecessor whose motive Mr. Harvey is not able to 
discoYer, is Mr. t;ykes, although long after this, he recommended a. 
large amount to be paid to him as compensation, it did not strike 
him to recommend to deduct large amount due as rent to set off 
against that alleged claim of compensation. What motive actuated 
the successor of Mr. Syke3 to grant this concession of foregoing 
rent and state in a Government report "It is not possible t() 
recover rent at this stage'' ? 

This gentleman selected on account of the Delhi experience 
turned out to be an utter failure; the bricks were not good enough 
for the work and Vasind concern started by the ingenuity of these 
officers had to be closed after having entailed enormous loss to the 
department and thousands of brick::~ were left over in the factory. 
One important fact to be remembered in connection . with this 
transaction was that the contract was on K! form and the con
tractor ,..,.as entitled to receive only for the number of bricks 
actually delivered and the Department can put an end to the 
contract at any time witb,out any notice and the contractor would 
not be entitled to any compensation. The contractor had entered 
into this agreement with his eyes wide open and he understood his 
position well, because on the termination of the contract earlier 
than expected, he at first made no complaint or grieYance. The 
accounts were made up by Mr. Colabawalla, Executive Engineer at 
the time, and whateYer was due to him was paid and one Sirdar 
Arjnnsingh, duly constituted attorney with Power of Attorney from 
him and who usually looked after his work, signed a receipt for 
that payment in full settlement of his claim. In spite of all this 

b 7 
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and some time after the receipt in full settlement is passed and 
amount received by him, he puts up a claim for large amount for 
compensation for the termination of contract earlier than expected. 
This was in the beginning of 1924 when luckily Mr. Colabawalla 
was still Executive Engineer and the matter, in the ordinary 
course, came to him and he made a report after investigation, to
tally rejecting his claim. His report dated 13-3-24 is as follows :-

u As the contract was on K2 form, there is nothing 
binding for five years condition. A condition of 
the agreement runs as follows, 'Executive Engineer may 
put an end to the agreement at any time.' Moreover, the 
contractor was not willing to carry on the work longer. 
As regards construction of kiln and c6olie lines, the depart
ment paid for all such expenses, as contract was for mould
ing and burning bricks only." 

And the more important point was that the final bill was ~ignec1 
as in full settlement by his duly constituted attorney Arjunsigh. 
Mr. Harvey had to act on this report and reject his claim, and in 
his letter to Mr. Kapoor rejecting the claim on 13-3-i4, he states 
"Final bill was signed in full settlement and payment was made to 
your accredited agent Sirdar Arjnns.ingh and I regret the matter 
cannot now be re-opened." Further, it states that in accordance to 
his letter of 8th August, 1923, he cannot be permitted to remove 
day and bricks and he is not entitled to anything extra for altera
tion to the House a9 Government had paid for its original construc
tion. 'rhus, on 13-3-24 the matter rested there when Mr. Colaba
waJla was there and the claim was definitely rejected for reasons 
given in the report and the letter. 

Shortly after this, further correspondence shows that 
Mr. Kapoor tried to revive the matter when Mr. Colabawalla was 
there, but he did not succeed, and Mr. Harvey in his further reply 
dated 30th March 1924 again re-iterates the same position that 
Sirdar Arjunsingh's receipt for final settlement was valid and he 
adds, drawing his attention to K2 form, "I may also draw your 
attention that agreement is terminated by the Department and not 
by the contractor and would invite your attention to the terms of 
K, form on which the work was undertaken." Even after that, 
further attempts were made by Mr. Kapoor by his letters dated 24th 
March and 18th April 1924 and reply by Mr. Harvey refusing to 
re-open the question. Tn July 192!, a. further attempt was again 
turned down and Mr. Harvey refused to reconsider. 

I have to trouble Your Worship with some details in this 
matter to point out the definite attitude taken up by the com· 
plainant so long as )Jr. Colabawalla was there, and three or four 
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repeated atteill:pts to re-open the. que3tion were t~rn~d down and 
.contrary to thlS, the reverse· attitude adopted by h1m m· respect of 
the same matter after ~Ir. Colabawalla. had left and Mr. Sykes' 
intervention wa3 sought. ~Ir. Sykes admits at page 205 
"' Kapoor told me about it in Delhi 1923. I made him no promise. 
I may have written to Harvey about Kapoor." Again in the memo
randum signed by Mr. Harvey himself dated 7th June L924, he states 
"the contractor appears to be satisfied with the final settlement 
arrived at and that he was pleased when the work was closed down." 
Thna, being repeatedly foisted in his attempts, Mr. Kapoor turns 
to his old acquaintance and patron, Mr. Sykes, and seeks his 
assistance, and ~1r. Sykes comes down to Bombay to interview his 
old colleague Mr. Harvey, with whom he apparently still has great 
influence, puts in a word on behalf of his favourite contractor, and 
as a result of these two or three interviews and pursuasive agree
ments, he agrees to re-open the question that he hitherto agreeing 
with Mr. Colabawalla, had positively turned down so often. l\lr. 
Harvey then suddenly discovers that Mr. Colabawalla was wrong and 
Mr. Sykes agrees in that view. The advocacy of Mr. Sykes on 
behalf of Mr. Kapoor is so powerful that l\Ir. Harvey takes a. 
complete somersault, goes behind his own decision reversing the 
.attitude and position he had taken up SJ strongly before, and in 
l\Iarch 1925 he recommends a payment of Rs. 16,550/- to Mr. Kapoor. 

Besides the advocacy of Mr. Sykes, the additional circumstance 
that weighed with him in thus suddenly changing his mind, was the 
fact that )fr. Colabawalla was shortly to leave the Department and 
he would not be there to obstruct by the time the claim matured 
for payment and this recommendation too was made shortly before 
his departure to England. 

I would invite Your \Vorship's attention to the changed 
tone of the correspondence showing an entirely different kind 
of relationship that had sprung up between Mr. Harvey and Mr. 
Kapoor. The former correspondence was strictly official and 
formal confined to his claim and business topics only; now the tone 
became more friendly and flattering. Mr. Harvey becomes the great 
patron and benefactor of Mr. Kapoor and Mr. Kapoor is extremely 
anxious that this matter should be settled before he proceeds to 
England and even requests Mr. Harvey to arrange that his sue· 
-cessor should be a3 patronising and kind to him as himself, and the 
pliant successor, Mr. Hamid, agrees that the matter of final 
payment should stand over till :llr. Harvey retum3. 

I will r~fer \'our Worship to a. few extracts from Mr. Kapoor's 
J~tter and wue3, showing the new relationship that had started in 
the altered circumstances:-
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Letter dated 27-3-25 from Mr. Kapoor about a month after the
recommendation : " I learn that you would very shortly be
proceeding home on leave. The news has perplexed me
much. If this is true, will you kindly let me know by 
return post so as to enable me to come from Delhi? I am. 
afraid the occasion should not prove similar to that of Mr~ 
Sykes' departure from Bombay of which I did not know 
and had to suffer heavily after his having left. Hoping to· 
be excused for the trouble, Sd. Kapoor." 

Why should 1\Ir. Harvey's departure have perplexed him S(} 
much or 1\lr. Sykes' departure made him suffer heavily, it is not 
difficult to understand. Mr. Harvey's endorsement to above, "File
I have already written to him." Unfortunately the reply is not 
available. Again on 23-4-25 from Mr. Kapoor to Mr. Harvey:-

" With reference to your letter 27-3-25, I would respectfully 
request you to keep your word and to keep your patronage
on my head for the future." 

Again on 6-2-25, from Delhi, Mr. Kapoor wires to Mr. Harvey:
u Please decide finally before your goodsel£ leaves." Again on-

6-5-25:-
'' I am quite perplexed when I see that the time of your going 

is approaching nearer, and nothing is done for an unfor
tunate man like myself, I hope you will get my case
decided." 

Later, Mr. Kapoor wires. 
"Pray wire when you going, Intend coming to pay respects.''" 

On 22-5-25. 
'' I had intended to come to Bombay to pay respects but 

daughter's illness prevented me. If she is better on 
29th I will come. If I cannot come, request your goodself 
mercifully to grant the following. As you are treating me· 
from the beginning, if the reply is not received from 
.Government before you go, you will very kindly leave· 
instructions to your successor to treat me in the same· 
merciful way in which you are doing and take my bricks 
at the rate you fixed according to the agreement." 

After this, Mr. Harvey goes on leave and some correspondence· 
with l\lr, Hamid, Acting Superintending Engineer, and his endorse
ment on the letter of 3rd September 1925. ''To await till Harvey's 
return" shows his anxiety also to leave this matter in the hands of 
Mr. Harvey as desired by l\Ir. Kapoor. This is some of the typical 
correspondence in Ex. 151, a. file. 

But the most important document in the file is the
report of the Finance Officer in the matter. Departmental Finan-
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cial Advisor desired disciplinary action against officer or officers 
concerned and the Financial Department should be kept aware of 
further developments in the case and also wanted to know. from the 
Director of Development why officers took over bncks from 
-contractor whose dispute was not decided and thus created liability 
and loss to Government. The report further states " The specifica
tion file distinguishes between A and B class of bricks. .B class 
()f bricks are positively inferior ... 8. E. now says that B class 
()£ bricks are as good if not superior to .A class and proposes to pay 
Jfor the same at A class, rates. If they are so good, it is not under
.stood why they are classed B, Development Director may 
please explain. Even with regard to A class, . it is not 
clear whether there is a legal liability to pay, as contrac· 
tor has accepted payment in full settlement." The paper 
was referred to Superintending Engineer No. I for remarks on 
points raised by the Secretary, Financial Department. This shady 
transaction was considered to be grave enough to be brought to 
the notice of the Finance Committee, of the Legislative Council and 
in the report to the Finance Committee, I was surprised to find Mr. 
J. R. Colabawalla, Executive Engineer, mentioned as the officer 
responsible for this, and a further inaccurate statement that no 
disciplinary action could be taken as the officer concerned (Mr. 
Colabawalla) had left Government service, when a.s a matter of fact, 
be is still employed at Sukkur Barrage. From the records and facts 
as adduced in these proceedings, it is clear that Mr. Colabawalla 
had strongly reported against this payment and so long as he was 
here, he had successfully prevented this payment to Mr. Kapoor. On 
the eve of his departure, the question was again revived by Mr. 
Sykes and Mr. Harvey, and he had nothing to do with the revival 
.of the question; still, in a responsible report to the Council by the 
Department his name is mentioned as the officer responsible, and in 
()rder to drop a curtain on this matter, a further false statement is 
made that he is no lQilger in Government service in order to 
prevent any further enquiries being made from him by a member of 
the Committee. This is a transparent attempt to shield a higher 
European officer concerned who is even blamed and from whom an 
<explanation is called for by Finance Department, and most unfairly 
to throw the responsibility on an Indian subordinate after he had 
left the department. 

Similarly, I submit, Mr. Sykes' attitude in Court in connection 
with this matter is positively dishonest. I would draw the Court's 
attention to page 203. "~hen questioned if he knew :Ur. Kapoor, he 
at first stated ''1 do not know Kapoor; but I know Kapoorchand who 
was a supervisor in Punjab." \Yben pressed further and asked 
.about Vasind Brick factory, he admitted "I know Bishambernatb. 



His gotra is Kapoor .. He had kilns at Delhi. He comes from Lnc
k~ow. "It now transpires that his acquaintance and business con
n~ction with Mr. Kapoor began from l913 and all along in corres
pondence as well as in the tenders considered by him, he is known 
a~ Kapoor, and his re!erence to E:apoorchand, supervisor in Punjab, 
was merely to hoodwmk the Conrt aRd the defence. 

Another dishonest statement in connection with the same
matter is at page 204, where he states '' Tq my knowledge I had 
not any conversation with Harvey about Kapoor's bill but I may 
have had some conversation." This false statement he was com
pelled to retract when Mr. Harvey's evidence on the point was read 
to him and h'e cooly stated "If Harvey says, it is correct. 1£ Har
vey says, that I yame to the office and discussed the matter with 
him it must be correct." He also states that he knew Mr. Kapoor 
had come to Bombay. There is no doubt from the circumstances. 
that Mr._Kapoor brought him to Bombay to influence Mr. Harvey 
and succeeded in influencing him, and it is hard to believe that Mr. 
Sykes who was th~n out of service, .took all this trouble for Mr~ 
Kapoor without any· consideration and the .circumstances UD;der. 
which the claim that was so often positively turned down, was re
v.ived after the interview, and the correspondence that followed,. 
also shows Mr. Harvey's close association with Mr. Sykes in this 
transaction. The only explanation given for this revival, viz. that. 
Mr .. Kapoor threatened to file a suit is not at all convincing, be
cause other contractors such as Mr.·Vally Mahomed Hussain and 
Mr. Gaya had not only threatened but actually filed suits, and still 
their claims were not received. Besides, there is nothing adduced 
on record to sho\Y that there was such a threat or why the threat 
was given, not even a solicitor's letter holding out any threat. 

I have dwelt on this subject at some length to point out to
Your.Worship that this incident about the revival of the claim 
happened a few days before·my Council speech in March 1925, and· 
the matter was brought to my notice practically when the Council 
proceedings were going on, and this was one of the fresh instances 
of misapplication of public fund.:J referred to in my speech. As a 
matter of fact, I even attempted to see if the payment could be
prevented, but I found that I was helpless unless an open enquiry 
was granted. 

There are several such instances of r:ayments made in spite of 
Executive Engineers' and Financial Advisor's. prot_ests, but for
brevity's sake, I could select only one or two typiCal mstances that 
led me to a particular inference. EYidently, in this as in several 
other matters, the Financial Advisor's protest has been ignored and 
no disciplinary action taken; on the contrary, a transp~rent 
attE>mpt is made to shield the real wrong-dot-r and expose an nmo-
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cent offict·r, though at page 107, complainant says "I did not report 
that Colubawalla i3 respon~ible for the payment." Complainant at 
pa"e G5 Btates, "There have been many instances in which in spite 
of the report of Executive Engineer, I have made recommendations 
fur p<l.yment. I can gire at this moment cases in which such a. 
thing happened," and the defence has given only a few. instances 
and gone into detail with regard to one to serve as an illustration. 

But more glaring than these instances of purchases and dis 4 

pu.::~al of store3, are the instances about the contracts with regard to 
the construction of chawls, and according to the complainant's own 
~:>taternent, a reference to the Superintending Engineer with regard 
t.o purchase of stores, may mean either Sykes, Hamid or himself, 
hut with regard to the contracts, a reference to Superintending Engi
neer could mean him alone. Your Worship will refer to my written 
statement in Ex. C. wherein I have made more serious alle
gations, that according to the complainant's statement, it 
wonld refer to him more directly, with reference to the distribu
tion of chawl contracts, wherein I have directly insinuated that the 
fayonritism could only be explained on the hypothesis of a sort of 
understanding between Superintending Engineer and th~ con
tractors and as I have frankly stated before, with regard to the 
allegations-purchase of stores-! was not positj.ve or certain about 
the particular part played by various officers, because the procedure 
as i::; disclosed in the proceedings of this case, was rather complicat
ed, never explained in the manner it is done in Court. 

First the list came from Executive Engineer, then it went for 
consultation to the Superintending Engineer, then after certain 
process of checking and scrutinising, it went to the other Superin 4 

tending Engineer, who formally forwarded it to the Secretary to 
Government, and from thence to the E igh Commissioner or the 
local suppliers. Thus, several officers and at least two Superintend
ing Engineers performed different functions·with regard to the pur
chase of stores, although ultimate responsibility, as stated by Mr. 
Syke~ and l\Ir. Hamid, turned out to be on the complainant; but 
with r0gard to the distribution of contracts, there was no such com
plication as the Superintending Engineer, the complainant alone, 
recommended to the Government the arceptance or rejection of the 
tender, as well as decided the several details and specifications of 
construction of work, even with regard to the desims, plans etc., 
and as it is in evidence, the Government invariably acted upon that 
reeonunendation. So that the allegations with regard to contracts 
would go more directly to the complainant than with rerrard to the 
purchas~ uf stores, still, curiously enough, the complaina

0

nt has taken 
no not 1ce of these allegations and remarks, in the same written 
statement, Ex. U, although on the point of relevancy too, this 



subject could be considered less relevant than the other. I only 
draw Your Worship's attention to this, under these circumstances, 
I would be justified in inferring that the complainant did not dare to 
court an inquiry with regard to these allegations, and that is the 
only reason why he has not included these in his complaint ; 
and from this attitude of the complainant, I would be 
justified in asking the Court to draw a certain inference 
with regard to the allegations on this subject· Again 
I also might frankly confess that more than these scandals of 
purchase of stores and instances that I have submitted in the course 
of these proceedings, the complaints and information that came to 
me with regard to the distribution of chawl contracts, naturally 
influenced my mind in a greater degree, to arrive at a particular 
conclusion to which the prosecution now takes an objection. As it 
would affect the question of good faith and justification, that I 
submitted these instances before Your Worship, particularly, most 
of these incidents referred to with regard to the contracts, happened 
long before the remarks complained of in my speech of March 1925, 
and they were constantly brought to my notice, by parties directly 
concerned, either in the Department or outside ; so that I had also 
considered the authenticity of the information and the disclosures 
in these particular proceedings, have proved most of these informa
tion to be substantially correct. I therefore, ask Your Worship, to 
pay particular attention also to this part of the case, because it has 
a strong bearing on the general remarks about the higher officers, 
and it was this conduct on the part of the officers concemed that 
influenced my mind, in not accepting the theory of "bona-fide 
mistakes," even with regard to this. I will :first submit· a few 
general observations and remarks and then refer Your Worship to 
certain particular instances trying to confine myself strictly to the 
evidence of the case. It is not possible to give reference of pagei as 
this matter is scattered over in the evidence of various witnesses, 
but I will try to give reference when citing particular instance. 

The :first point to be noted with regard to the distribution of 
these contracts, is that these works costing crores of rupees to the 
Department, was confined to a few selected firms wherein it could 
be shown that the complainant or some other high officer of the 
Department had some sort of previous association with the principal 
or other partner of these firms, and that practically no firm, how
soever, well reputed and of old standing could .secure any work 
and successfully continue the same unless he had m the sa1d firm 
some gentleman as partner who can claim previous association, 
friendship or acquaintance with the complainant, though all the firms 
who got the large proportion of works with regard to the chaw! con~ 
structions were only started practically with and on account of thi3 
Department, and most of them closed their business with the closing 
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Qf these particular activities of the De,elopment Department. In 
this, as in other matters, the wholesome provisions of the P. W. D. 
Code when they came in the way of the officers gaining 
certain object in view, were entirely discarded and particularly 
in the case of acceptance of tenders, the ordinary mle of usually 
accepting the lowest tender was reversed and in almost all the 
oCases, practically without exception, the tender accepted was either 
highest or fourth or fifth, in point of rate, and in all cases when 
highest tenders accepted, they happened to be of the firm with 
whom friends of Mr. Harvey were connected, and this practice alone 
I could substantiate, is the cause for the loss of lacs of ntpees to the 
Department, and the public. 

I will now generally point out the various firms that managed 
to get the contracts together with a short previous history, 
showing the association and connections with Mr. Harvey leading to 
the conclusions, that some sort of arrangements must be existing with 
all the firms to whom the contracts were given under such peculiar 
-and extraordinary circumstances. There can be no valid reason to 
treject the lowest tenders of well known firms and contractors from 
all over India, particularly, when we remember and realise the fact 
that the tender form in these cases too, were issued only to a few 
·approved contractors, after the Superintending Engineer, Mr. Harvey, 
had thoroughly satisfied himself about their capacity, efficiency, 
:and financial position. l\Iany contractors and firms were not ewn 
supplied with a tender form and even refused an opportunity to tender 
·On the ground of either of their unfitness, inefficiency, incapacity 
or weak financial position. The reason for rejecting the lowest 
tender in P. W. D. and other Public bodies is only one or the other 
of the above causes but since these causes or drawbacks could not 
-exist in the case of approved tenderers, because tender forms were 
only given after close inquiries on these points, the only considera· 
tion in accepting or rejecting the tender would be or should have 
been the rates; whereas we find that ordinarily, in almost all the 
cases the lowest tenderer was rejected, on various flimsy grounds 
-and pretexts which on the face of them appear to be untenable. 

Another thing to be remembered is, with regard to the complain
ant's own statement and admission ; the decision to give contracts, 
instead of Departmental work was taken on his recommendation. 
On page 79, he says, " On my recommendation the Goyernment 
issued a circular or order that it should be done by contract." It 
must probably be some time at the end of 1922. 

Another point to be noted is that as soon as this decision was 
taken and shortly after when the contract work was going on, at 
least three officers, who were well employed before and who belon(red 
to the same profession of :llr. Harvey, and were on friendly te~s 
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with him, thought it :fit to either resign their post or to go on long 
lea"Ve and start a new career of building contractors-all three of 
them succeeded in getting contracts from the complainant-and 
from the circumstances which I will narrate later, it appears that 
they could not have risked on this new venture, giving up their well 
paid posts with prospects, without a sort of assurance from their 
friend, Mr. Harvey, of securing the contracts from the department. 
These three officers are Major Parselle, Executive Engineer in 
1\~ilitary Land Scheme, Development Department, whose resigna
tiOn almost comes in sight and practically falls in the same month 
as the Ad-rertisement for inviting public tenders, Mr. D. R. Vaidya, 
who was Assistant Land Acquisition Officer and Deputy Secretary, 
Development Department, also puts in an application for long leave 
about the same time, and a third friend, Mr. Cervallo resigns a little· 
later from his post in the Improvement Trust, shortly before the
tenders for Sewri chawls are invited. Shortly before this, all three, 
Messrs. Harvey, Cervallo and Maj. Parselle, worked together for 
some time on a committee in connection with building construction 
work undertaken by Mr. J. C. Gammon. 

Now coming to the individual firms, I will first give a list of 
firms that were favoured with these contracts and the names. 
of the principal partners having previous association with 
Mr. Harvey, and thus substantiate, the allegation that, practically 
outside this association, none could get, even a small share out of 
this enormous expenditure of crores of rupees. First firm to be 
thus favoured, in the early stages, practically with the announce
ment of the Housing scheme in 1921, was the Indian Construction 
Company. 

Almost simultaneously with the closing of the Indian Construc
tion Company and the disappearance of Col. Grisewood and his experts 
Pt-terson and King from the scene, there cropped up another company 
to take its place in point of favouritism. That was the Bombay 
Concrete Constmction and Engineering Company. Not that the 
said company did not exist before, but that from this period that is 
from September 1922 by an addition of one member, Major Parselle 
the prospects of this company, so far as the Development Deparment 
was concerned, were entirely changed and considerably improved. 
It is necessary to go briefly into the history of this new company 
and how it came to be formed. As clearly indicated both in the Agree
ment, Ex. 99, as well as in the evidence, that this B.C.C. Co., so far 
as the '\\ork of the Development J>epartment was concerned, was 
entirely managed and controlled by Major Parselle. This gentleman 
was according to the evidence, in the military service at Simla, and 
joined the· DeYelopment Directorate at its inception. Bei~g an Ex
ecutive Engineer in the ::\Iilitary Land Scheme at Colaba, It appears 
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t ha.t he must han• started hi::~ career in the Department some time
}>pfore the complaiuant nntl Mr. Sykes. One point to be noted 
is that he was a uew arrival in this city, and according to the 
(:.vidence, he hrvl no experience whatever about any contract work or 
:111y kind of engineering "·ork in the city beyond what he gained as. 
Executin: Engineer in the Military Land Scheme. It appears ~hat 
n s soon as it was dec·ided that the Departmental work of the chaw Is. 
:-ltnnld be gin·n np, and work :-;honld be given by contract-and that 
r(mnw, it is to be remembered, was adopted according to complai
nant's own statement at page 79 "On my recommendation the 
Gon·nnuent issurd a circular or order that it shonld be by a con
trac·t. It must he sometime at the end of HJ22"-Uajor Parselle
n·signed from the Military Department. Complainant says, '' I 
c·annot say, when l\fajor Parselle resignE>.d from the Military Depart
went." ~rom other records, we are able to fix this date. However, 
b(·fore the actual contract work began, according to l\Ir. Hamid's 
(·,·idence it became known amongst the parties interested that tenders· 
WPre to be called for the chawls contract, and as soon as that infor
mation got wind :!\Iajor Parselle, according to :Mr. Hamid's evidence
hc·gan to show a good deal of interest in reinforced concrete constru
di(m of C'ha.wls that were then going on departmentally at Worli and 
other pla,ces, and even when he was Executive Engineer in the 
l\Iilitary !Jand Scheme at Colaba, he often visited the chawls at 
distant Worli and was taken round sometimes by Mr. Hamid and· 
~ometinws by the complainant himself and shown various items of 
enn::;trnction and he began closely to study this work. :Mr. Hamid 
nt page 170, says " Be (l\Iaj. Parselle) came with complainant to
~et> thl' work. The complainant took him round and explained to. 
him the details. I used to see him often at ".,. orli '' and at page 171, 
•· It was decided to give contracts and we callrd for tenders shortly 
after these visits." Thus, it appears that shortly before the actual 
trnders ·were invited, there must have been some sort of deliberations 
guing on between the complainant and Major Parselle, with regard 
to the future carC'er of l\Iajor Parselle, and as a. result of which, 
ultimately :Major Parselle tendered his resignation in September 
Hl22. The dates are rather interesting and important; according to a. 
le.ttt·r ~ddre~st>d b~ the Chief Eng~neer to Major Parselle, accepting 
Ius TL'Sl,~natwn wnh ~:fleet from o0-8-1922: a copy of which I giYe 
he low . 

.. With n·:t-H·nee tu your letter datHl :Jl-7-22, I am directed to 
aecrpt yonr rE>::,ignation of your appointment as Executive 
Engi1wer "ith tfft>ct from ~:0-8-22." 

, .\nd according to Ex. ·99, practically the Ytry 11txt day, i.L•. ht 
S t·ptt m ber HJ::!:~, his partnership with B. C. C. UJlllll1E'llCed. It appear:; 
that ~Iajor Par~fllr'.s rt-:-ignation was ae('(:.ptfd and his ~enicC'~ termi-
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iiated on the 30th August 1922. This letter is rather important for 
two reasons. First, for the actual date of the termination of his 
services and also the fact that Major Parselle was connected with the 
Development Department, Reclamation Branch, as the letter to the 
oCnief Engineer indicates. This I beg to bring to Your "-orship's 
:attention because though repeatedly called upon, for certain reasons 
the letter of resignation of Major Parselle is not produced, and at one 
time as an excuse for the said nonproduction, it was even snggested 
that Major Parselle belonged to the Military and therefore his employ
ment or ~resignation had nothing to do with the Development Depart
ment or the Government of Bombay. This is an incorrect statement 
.as is disclosed by this letter, but more important than that, if 
Your Worship will turn your attention to Ex. 99, is the 
Agreement of Major Parselle with B. C. C. The said· agreement 
is made on the 17th September 1922; the very first clause says 
that the partnership begins from 1st September 1922; i.e. the 
<lay following the termination of his services, and according to 
other evidence some time before the actual agreement with B. C. C. 
was made, Major Parselle was on the look out for a financial help 
:and he had also indicated his intentions to resign and take contract 
work, both to Mr. Marker and the complainant himself. This I 
beg to bring to Your Worship's notice, because the complainant 
has stated that Major Parselle must have resigned some months 
before tenders for W orli were called. He says at page 79:-

"I believe his reason for coming to Bombay was to get the 
contract ; he told me so ; I don't know how long he was 
in service: he continued to serve for about two years. I 
don't know what was his salary when he resigned. He 
joined the B. C. C. Co. 1 went on leave in 1923, March 
to October, then in 1925, 1st June to October. Major 
Parselle was, I believe, in England in 1923. I never went 
home with l\lajor Parselle. In 1925 Cervallo was on the 
same boat with me." 

Therefore, sometime before he actually joined the B. C. C. Co. 
he was contemplating starting this new career and resigned his job. 
Now turning back to the record, complainant's evidence, that 
tenders for chawls were invited in August 1922, i. e. about the same 
time when .Major Parselle commenced hi~ ~earch for. a financial 
partner. I might also draw Your Worships a~tenhon to o_ne 
important clause in Ex. 99. The Agreement of MaJor Parselle with 
B. C. C., clause 14, runs as follows:-

"If the partnership is unable to secure contracts of the value 
of Rs. 10 lakhs at the least within six months from the 
date of this present .................. or the works in the hands 
of the partnership are found insufficient to engage the 
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said 1\Iajor Parselle, remuneratinly, then in such case
tcither all the parties shall have the right by three months 
notice in writing, to determine the partners .................. : 
Otherwise the Partnership ,yas to run for fire and half 
years." 

Thu~ the continuance of Major Parselle in this company 
depended solely upon his ability to secure the contracts within six: 
months from the 1st September 1022 at least of the value of Rs. 10 
lakhs ; otherwise his connection with the firm would be terminated. 
Now I rer1nest Your Worship to consider whether a gentleman who 
evidently was fairly well established in Gowrmnent service with 
prospects of future increments-and according to the complainant 
his sen·iees were of very long standing--would suddenly make up 
his mind, just at the time when the department is to invite· 
tenders and take the very great risk of being thrown out of 
employment on the mere chance of being able to secure contracts 
of such a large value as Rs. 10 Iakhs and in a short period as six 
months, in a city where he was an absolute stranger and when he 
had never done m his life either in this city or anywhere else, the 
business of a Building Contractor before. Complainant says at 
prtge 86, " '£he advertisement stated only experienced contractors. 
need apply. Experience or no experience, I considered them good 
enough." )fajor Parselle had no experience as contractor at all 
and exception was made in favour of Major Parselle. Even well 
e.stablished firms of contractors possessing good deal of influence and! 
wide acquaintance could not venture to give such hazardous assurance
of securing such large contracts in the city, unless some sort of a posi
tive assurance was conveyed to him or them beforehand ; and; 
I would be perfectly justified from these circumstances alone, although 
there are many other circumstances besides, to ask Your WorshiP' 
to draw a legitimate inference, particularly in connection with the 
closeness of the dates in sequence of events and with the further fact 
of Major Parselle's visits to the works and conference with Mr. 
Harvey and ~Ir. Hamid, and also the admission of Mr. Harvey that 
Ma.j or Parse lie informed him of his intention to resign beforehand·,. 
that this resignation was in pursuance of a previous arranged plan 
and this assurance was in pursuance of a previous arranged plan ancl 
this assnrance to B. C. C. was giYen in pursuance of the same plan,. 
whereby the complainant must have promised Major Parselle the
gh·ing of the contracts even before the tenders were invited, and in 
attordance with that :Major Parselle could have resifrned and 
started the new career. For this inferenc-e, the defence 

0

does not 
reply npun this very strong circumstance alone, but I shall point 
l'Ut to Your Worship several other ciremustances leading to the
~ame inL·Yitable tonclusion, the very first being that Major Parselle-
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was able to fulfil this promise to B. C. C. within the period ns 
stipulated by the favoms and help of Mr. ll arvey alone. The pro
mise was to get contract worth about Rs. 13 lakhs in six months 
from 1st September 1922, and curiously enough the very sixth month 
B.C.C. startedinSeptember 1922, thecontractbegan in February 1923 
-the B. C. C., through Major Parselle, launched itself on one.of the 
largest contract work that ever was entrusted to any firm of Building 
contractors by P. W. D. or by other institutions in the city ; that 
is the largest contract in the whole of the Housing Scheme an<l 
perhaps the largest individual contract in the whole of the Develop
ment Department and also the largest contract in the whole Presidency 
so far as the P. W. D. is concerned and that went to Major Parselle; 
that was for 80 chawls at Worli at the rate of nearly a lac of rupees 
per chawl and with the extra rates, the said work ultimately went 
very near a crore of rupees. The circumstances under which the 
B. C. C. got this particular tender, lead to the said inevitable con
clusion that the whole thing was a pre-arranged plan and in accord
ance with the said rlan the contract was entrusted to Major 
Parselle. As usual, for the sake of mere formalities, that seems to 
be observed in the P. W. D. Code,-public tenders had to be invited 
for this as well as for all other districts. 

I will also submit anothel' coincidence and extraordinary 
circumstance, which also goes to show that a sort of pre-arrange
ment and understanding existed between Major Parselle and M1·. 
Harvey. I would refer Your Worship to page 86 of the complain
ant's evidence, wherein the complainant has stated " We stipulated 
that for the work of 80 chawls, a contractor should have at least 
3 lacs of rupees. I believe it was stipulated in the advertisements." 
I submit the belief expressed in the last sentence, is not correct, and 
the advertisements for W orli, Ex. 139, which were called for 25, 50 
.and 80 chawls, did not mention any capital that could be required; 
why should the capital for t8 chawls alone be stated when advertise
ments were for other batches of :25, and 50 also? I challenge the 
prosecution to produce the said advertisements which will at once 
disprove this statement, and the complainant knowing himself that 
the statement is incorrect, puts in a very guarded language and only 
.says that " I believe." These Advertisements must be about 
August/September 1922, and about a month after tender forms 
were issued only to approved contractors, and again tenders 
were called for the three batches mentioned above. Along 
with the tender forms were attached instructions issued to 
tendering contractors, also containing conditions of contract. 
Neither in the tender form nor in the instructions and 
conditions, is there any mention about the capital reguirt:d 
for each or any batch of chawls. Tenders were according 
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to the complainant, accepted in the beginning of 1923, and in 
tenders, tenderers had given different rates for the different 
number of chawls, that is 25, tO or 80. Nothing was mentioned about 
the capital required in the previous record, but according to the 
complainant's statement, it was a stipulation which the department 
had in mind, before accepting the tenders or entrusting the work for 
88 chawls to the contractors who furnished a capital of Rs. 3 lacs. 
Now I will turn Your Worship's attention to Ex. 99. 'Ihat is the 
Agreement of Major Parselle with B. C. C. The Court will remem
ber that Major Parselle was on the look out for a financing firm 
before he could take the contracts, and he was introduced to B. C. C. 
by Mr. Marker. This must be before the B. C. C. contract, i.e. in 
August Hi22, last month of his service ; according to Mr. MarkH 
at that time he was in urgent need of Rs. 3 lacs for contract work. 
Ultimately, an agreement was entered which is Ex. 99. 'Ihe said 
Exhibit is dated 17th September 1922 and the partnership is to 
commence from the 1st t::leptember 1922. From the terms of the saill 
agreement, it appears that at the time of the agreement, Major 
Parselle knew that he was to get the contract work some months 
after, for 80 chawls at Worli, because the Capital provided for in the 
said agreement, Ex. S:J9, it is exactly the amount, i. e. Rs. 3 lacs, that 
according to the complainant's statement at page 86, was stipulated 
by the Department for 80 chawls. '1 hus Major Parselle makes a. 
provision in September 1922 for 80 chawla contract which he ulti
mately got in the beginning of 1923. Further, according to Mr. 
Marker's evidence, 'Major Parselle was in urgent need of Rs. 3 lacs in 
August. It is indeed very strange that two figures, namely what the 
department had stipulated to have a capital required for 80 chawls, 
should be exactly the same that is provided for by a private company 
in an agreement some months before, and then actually got the said 
contract. The question naturally arises, how did Major Parselle 
know in August or September 1922, even before his resignation, what 
capital the department stipulated for 80 chawls, and further how 
did he know that he was to get the Contract for 80 chawls, so as to 
make a provision for exactly the capital required for it by the 
department, although, as stated above, the tenders called for and 
quoted including Parselle's, were for three different batches of chaw Is. 
'.1'his can be explained away, either as one of those extraordinary 
<>oincidents, that always conwniently happened to explain a~ay cer
tain inconvenient facts or that it establishes previous arrancrement or 
plan between Major Parselle and Mr. Harvey, whereby Major 
Parselle came to know beforehand that he was to get contract for 80 
<:hawls at "'orli and that the capital stipulated for it would be Rs. 
3 lacs and therefore he should arrange first with Mr. lfarker and 
fa~ling him, with B.C.C. for the capital. It is possible some pliant 
mmds may believe in the theory of such coincidence, but at the sam~ 
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time the Court will conceive, that in view of the. other instances 
coming to my knowledge, I would at least be justified in holding and 
maintaining another view, that such things could not be mere acci
dents or coincidence but have the appearance of a preconceived or 
pre-arranged plan. The extraordinary circumstance, under which 
the most lucrative and largest work for 80 chawls at Worli ultimately 
went to ::\lajor Parselle and B.C. C. Co., also lead to the conclusion that 
under any circumstance, it was pre-determined to give this work to 
Major Parselle for which he had made preparation and provided 
capital beforehand. I am also informed that long before the accep
tance of his tender, Major Parselle had constructed huts for coolie~ 
and made other preparations for starting construction at '\V orli. 
Another clause in Ex. 99, w·hich also lends colour to any theory, is 

· clause 20, wherein in September 1922 a provision is made for four 
months' leave for Major Parselle from April 1923 to proceed to 
England. When we realise that this provision made in September 
1922, several months before another strange coincidence is that this 
leave, thus arranged beforehand, long beforehand, long before the 
tender for 80 chawls was offered or accepted, happens to fall due 
about two or three months after the commencement of the work for 
80 chawls at W orli, when, according to the prosecution, the contract 
work commenced about the middle of February 1923. How did the 
contracting parties in September 1922, know that the tender would 
be accepted and Major Parselle would be free in April 1923, and 
that the contract work would by that time have commenced and 
started ·at W orli ? Still another coincidence is that this leave and 
departure to England arranged in September 1922, happens to co
incide with the leave and departure of the complainant also, who 
has stated in his evidence that he also according to the previous 
arrangement went on leave from March 1923, for four months, so 
that both of them were together in England, shortly after the 
commencement of the work. 

Now coming to the question of the entrustment of the work, as 
· stated aboxe, the circumstances show that it was pre-determined to. 
giYe this contract to the B.C.C. Being such a large work, it was. 
formally necessary to invite public tenders and public tenders were 
accordino·Iy invited, and about nine or ten tenderers, including B.C.C. 
Company had tendered on the old established and approved 
and experimented design of the department ; B. C. C. Co.'s 
tender for all the three batches of chawls, was the fourth in point. 
of rates and there was a. difference of Rs. 13,000 per chaw! between 
Gaya's, which was the lowest, and B.C.C. Co's. If the ordinary 
course provided for in the P. W. D. Cod~ was adopted, and work 
entn1sted to the lowest tenderer, on the des1gn appro'Ved and passed 
by the department itself, from ~he v_ery start t~ere would have been 
a saving of nearly Rs. 10! lacs m th1s transaction alone. 
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In connection with this, it is once again necessary to remind 
the Court that according to the usual practice, tender forms were 
issued only to the approved firms of contractors after satisfying with 
regard to their efficiency and capacity, and therefore, as stated 
above, after having taken these precautions, the only deciding factor 
would be the rates, and it might have been excusable if there was 
any insignificant difference in the rates, to give preference to a. 
slightly higher rate than the others. But after having given the 
tender form, thereby admitting that the tenderer was, so far as other 
qualifications were concerned, fit and qualified, and the only point· 
to be decided was the question of rates, there can be no excuse or 
explanation for selecting such a high rate and causing such great 
loss to the department and the public. Besides, as subsequently 
admitted, when questioned, the complainant stated, that Gaya's · 
tender was rejected because it was thought that they 
would not be able to finance such a large job. If that 
was the case, then why were they allowed to tender even for 80 
chawls, when it was known that if the work was entrusted to them 
they would not be able to cope with it financially? Since quotations 
were called for three batches of 25, 50 and 80, they should have been 
permitted to quote only for the number of chawls according to their 
capacity in the judgment of the complainant. I submit, therefore, . 
that this excuse of financial inability is an after thought, and could 
not have been considered by the complainant at the time of rejection. 
Besides, if that was the only ground, why were not the lowest ten
ders of the old design, namely of Chotani and Rai Bahadnr Sardar 
N aransingh preferred to B. C. C., because even Chotani showed a. 
difference of nearly Rs. 9,000 per chaw! and Chotani was a. well 
known contractor already doing the work for the department and 
against him the question of financial difficulty could not have been 
alleged nor against Rai Bahadur Naransingh, because they were 
known to be financially very sound. 

Another point which Your Worship will take into considera
tion in connection with this, is the fact that a few months before 
!his, that is when :Major Parselle had not joined with the B. C.C.Co. 
m 1921, B. C. C. had also tendered for N aigaum Plot A for 10 
chaw Is, and their quotations and their tender too, was third in rates, 
there being a difference of only Rs. 3,000 per chaw! between them 
and the Indian Construction Co. that was selected on the depart
me~tal designs, still their tender was not accepted then, because 
liiaJor Parselle had at that time not joined the B. C. C. and this 
preference, in spite of the rates being much higher than the first 
tender, was shown to them a few months later simply because of the 
presenc~ of Major Parselle. When questioned about this point, the 
complamant stated, at page 8o, "It was not only the personal 

8 I! 
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qualifications of Major Parselle that induced me to give this contract 
to thi~ company; it was one of the reasons. The personal 
experience and qualifications of Major Parselle did, to some 
extent, induce me in deciding the company to have the 
contract. I did .consider the question very · seriously. 
I agree that the greater the cost, the rent would be 
greater. Major Parselle came from Simla. He was a Military 
l'~ngineer at Simla, and I have been informed that previous to his 
joining Military in Simla, he had great experience in reinforced 
concrete construction.': V..' e do not believe of this experience of 
reinforced concrete construction was gained by Major Parselle while 
in Military service, because it is extremely unlikely that such 
experience could have been gained in the Military line; besides, 
it is admitted on record that he had no experience whatever about 
contract business, and it is undoubtedly the personal consideration 
for Major Parselle that decided the selection, so far as W orli 
chawls were concerned, because later on, on the same page, he says, 
.''Experience or no experience, I considered him good." 

However, one more circumstance which further shows the 
·attitude of the complainant and h.is determination, at any cost, 
to give this largest work to Major Parselle, is the excuse or pretext 
under which he seeks to set aside the other lower tenderers and to 
give the work to him. That excuse was that Major Parselle submit
ted an alternative design which was considered by the complainant 
as preferable to the old departmental design. With regard to this 
I have no hesitation in submitting from all the facts and circum
stances of this particular case, that this alternative design was 
mere hoax and excuse or pretext to confer this favour on Major 
Parselle. As said by Mr. Hamid in his cross-examination, ''the 
departmental design was settled after a great deal of expenditure 
and experiments", after some series of chawls were departmentally 
constructed on various plots and difficulties of previous construction 
.were remedied and removed in the subsequent· ones and after 
several members of the public had been invited to give their 
suggestions and criticisms. In 1921, one model departmental chaw! 
:was formally opened, at Worli by the then Governor of Bombay 
and a large public function was performed and several members 
of the public were invited to inspect the chaw!, and after all this 
ceremony and pomp, this particular chawl was declared to be 
the model depertmental chawl and on this design it was decided to 
call for subsequent tenders for the other chawls, and as a matter of 
fact, with the exception of Major Parselle, all the other chawls were 
constructed according to that departmental old design, and the other 
fa,ourite contractor of the complainant, l\Ir. Cervallo, who is con
siderably extoLled by the complainant as a. great expert on thi~ 
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consulted by the complainant, according to his own e,dmission in 
connection with the chaw! design and construction, even that expert 
when the work was given to him for Sewri chawls, preferred the 
same old departmental design and constructed on the same design. 
Therefore, the only gentleman who was permitted on the altered 
design, was this Major Parselle. In the original advertisement, the 
alternative design was not mentioned and tenders were invited on 
the old design and it was even stated in conditions for contract. 

With regard to this altered design, it is important to note the 
condition that was issued in the general instructions to tendering 
contractors: 

" Condition 3. Should contractors have any chaw! structural 
to put forward, which although not reducing the strength 
of the structure, would decrease the cost, they are at liberty 
to do so, as alternative to the present design. In this 
connection, however, the room dimensions, the lay out, all 
the rooms and general exterior parts must not be altered 
materially." 

According to this, there were three conditions precedent to the 
acceptance of an altered design, namely that structural strength 
should not be materially reduced, that cost decreased, and thirdly, 
the room dimensions should not be materially lessened. I beg to 
submit, therefore, with regard to all these three conditions, the 
altered design of Major Parselle do not fulfil them, and on the 
contrary, as even today, it can be proved that structural strength 
was considerably reduced, that the room dimensions were lessened. 
It is already proved in the statement in cross-examination of 
Mr. Hamid and in the examination of plans of altered design 
with the old design ; that the cost was not reducedr is evident . from 
the comparison of rates submitted by Major Parselle for the altered 
design and by Mr. Gaya. and others for the old design. As regards 
the first condition about the structural strength, it is natnra.lly 
difficult to establish from mere records or plans, but the chaw Is as 
constructed by Major Parselle, are still in existence in the same 
c.ondition and any independent and impartial engineer could prove 
ronclnsively that structmal strength of flooring was the .only 
difference in the construction, and is much less than in the old 
design; but the point that c.ould be more firmly established, is 'the 
room dimensions and Mr. Hamid, after making calculations and 
mea.surements in the old plans and comparing the same with the 
altered design, page 172, stated that "the altered design is less by 
319 sq. ft. The area. shown in the departmental plan, i. e. the old 
desi~n, is 5346 s~. ft. per each floor per chawl. The area. shown for 
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the alternative design-plan of B. C. C.-is 5027 ·sq. ft. The B. :C. C. 
chawl was 319 sq. ft. less per :floor than the departmental chaw I. Cor
ridor is 3" narrower than our design, and the room is 3'' less in length 
and 3'' less in breadth. The strength of the structure is not obvious 
from the plans," according to this, 1276 sq. ft. less per chawl and 
hence proportionately lesser cost. This statement is made by look
ing at plans, Ex. 134. Further question with regard to the struc
tttral strength from the plans was objected to and not allowed, but 
as regards the room dimensions, it is clear that each :floor was 319 
sq. ft. less than the departmental chaw!. Thus, admittedly from the 
record, it is one of the most important conditions on which the 
altered design alone was to be permitted, which was not observed, as 
room dimensions were much less. Further, in the advertisement for 
the chawls, Ex. 139, which invited public tenders, there was no 
mention made of any alternative design ; on the contrary, the 
advertisement invited tenders on the plans according to the depart
mental design, copies of wliich were sold to the tenderers at the cost 
of Rs. 250, and the advertisement further stated, clause 3, "Tender 
forms issued only to approved contractors, experienced and capable." 
Application for permission· was to be made to Superintending 
Engineer No. 1, and it was only in the specification that the alter
native design was submitted ; arid Mr. Hamid at page 172, says 
" In the specification, which was issued to the intending tenderers, 
the alternative design is mentioned; the only tenderer who submitted 
the alternative design was the B. C .. C. This alternative design was 
accepted because the S.E. 1. believed that it was a better design than 
the departmental de3ign. He further says," I was in favour d our 
own design which was fixed after so much experience,'' and as stated 
above, as regards the condition that the alternative design would 
cost less, as a. matter of fact, the rates quoted showed the alterna· 
tive design cost about Rs. 101 lacs more, whilst it gave lesser area 
to the tenants and as regards other matters, so far as amenities to 
the tenants were concerned, it made no difference at all, as com
plainant himself admits, at page 87, wherein he says, "The old 
design was settled by the department. The B.C.C. tender was the 
fourth. The old design was approved by the Government. It was 
prepared by Hamid, and that was the design on which, more or less, 
all the other chawls were constructed except these 80 chawls.'' 
He also admits what Mr. Hamid has proved by calculations and 
measurements of Plans, that "the old design gave greater accommo· 
dation in some cases; in others it did not. On the whole, the old 
design gave more area. The cubic contents of the new design was less. 
The number of . rooms, light and air and material convenience from 
the tenants' point of view, were materially the same. The main 
difference wa.s for the methods of constn1ction." And this difference 
was only confined to the method of constmction in the :floor,'3. · In 
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the new design, what was k~own as ."~Ionolythic 'Metho~'' was us~ 
and any engineer of expenence will tell You~ Worship that ~hts 
method of floor construction has pro\ed to be a failure. But the pomt.
I have to urge be~ore Your Worship, is that why was this old design, 
settled by himself, approYed by the GoYemment, accepted by the 
public, allowed to be altered as it co~t Rs. lOi l~cs more than the 
departmental de,,ign, the burden ultnnately fallmg on the poor 
tenants and although the altered design did not comply with condi
tions with regard to area, cost and also structural strength specified 
in the conditions of contract issued to tenderers. The only 
explanation, that one can find for such na attitude, is that under 
the circumstanced coupled with other facts adduced, it would be 
quite reasonable to infer that the altered design was permitted 
merely to serve as an excuse to reject the lower rates tendered 
and to serve as a pretext to confer favour on Major Parselle. Thus, 
I have dealt with circumstances connected with this incident, 
showing reasonable grounds to belie\e that some sort of pre-arrange
ment or plan existed between Major Parselle and Mr. Harrey, and it 
was in pursuance of that plan, that this largest and most lucrative 
work, was, under the extraordinary circumstances, entrusted to· him. 

Now, when we proceed further with the work of B.C.C. and 
consider the numerous cases in which this particular company was 
openly favoured, and large amounts of extra payments made to it in 
spite of protests from the subordinate engineers, and further for the 
sallie item of eonstruction work, higher rates are paid to this com~ 
pany, than those other contractors for exactly similar kind of chawls 
by the same . department, this suspicion and belief is- ·further 
strengthened. It is not possible to go into all the details of such· 
instances, where open partiality and favouritism is· showed· to this· 
particular contractor, but I will submit to Your Worship, only a few 
instances that have been adduced in the course of these proceedings. 

The point that was urged about there being some understanding 
between l\Iajor Parselle and Mr. Harvey, further meets corroboration 
in the evidence of :Mr. :Marker, the last witness for the prosecution. 
According to him, Major Parselle saw him in or about August· 1922 
that ~s some time before the Agreement with B.C. C. (Ex. 99) which 
was m September 1922, and told :Mr. :Marker that he was in ll;rgent 
need of Rs. 3 lac3, that he needed to take the contracts. This date 
or time at which Major Parselle made the statement to Mr. Marker· 
is rather important, because this statement was made nearl~ 
four or five months before the tenders wer~ actually acc~pt
ru aad work for 80 chawls gin•n to ~Ia]Of Parselle. The" 
s~me qu~stion\vould.be asked with greater ell.q)hasis.and force: ·how· 
d1d MaJor Parselle know early in August 1~22 about thfl amount 
that "i onld b0 rl'l}uir(:d for takiug np thw wurk ·for 80 · t:hawh;? 
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Besides, how was he· certain of getting this contract for 80 chawls 
alone,. and not for 25 or 50 ? And this statement also· shows pre
paratiOns _and ~rrangements made by ~ajar Parselle by entering into 
partnership mth B.B.C., and arrangmg for funds, discloses the . 
fact that Major Parselle was assured of this work and therefore these 
preparations in earnest. 
. I give below some of the instances showing special favours and 

e~tra. payments and higher rates to B.C. C. . 
l. Rates for general construction already stated above, where

by B.C.C. were paid about Rs. 10! lacs more than the lowest ten
derer, Mr. Gaya, and about Rs. 7 laos more than the next tenderer 
Messrs. Chotani and Sirdar N aransingh. 

2. Sanitary fittings to all the ohawls were the same aocordiug 
to the department design and specifications, and what is more the 
same sub-contractor Gagrat and .Marker did the work of Sanitary 
f! ttings for all the chawls for various contractors ; therefore, there 
could be no difference either in the construction or in expenditure, 
because all the· chawls were to be exactly alike, and there could be 
no excuse such as of alternative design for a difference in the rate 
for different contractors for this· particular item. Still, if the Comt 
will examine the records, considerable difference appears in the rates 
allowed for Sanitary work. As usu'ally expected, the higher rate is 
paid to B.C.C. According to the evidence of Mr. Marker, the sub
sanitary contractor, who actually did the work and therefore could 
give authentic information on the subject, states, " B.C.C. got sani
tary contract for Hs. 13,000 ; they did some masonry work, then 
transferred other sanitary work to us for 10,500 per chaw!. .Masonry 
must have cost about Rs. 500 to 600." According to this evidence 
B.C.C. made a clear profit of about Rs. 2,000 or total of about R:;. 
1,60,000 for merely transferring the contract from the department to 
a. sub-contractor, that too contrary to the rule~; as the contract 
was for piece work, the department could have tran::~ferred this work 
direct tq the Sanitary contractors and save so much amount. At 
page 110, the complainant says," Our contracts were always based. 
on the condition that the contractor must do his work." In spite 
of- this, sub-conh·act for Sanitary work was allowed all through. And 
if your W. orship ""ill compare their rates with other contractors 
in the· ~aame ·district, also gi1en by Mr. Marker, namely_ that 
Gaya. & Co; were paid Bs. 5,500/- for the same work m t~e 
same district of Worli for their 21 chawls and they transferred th1s 
work to Gagrat and Marker for Rs. 4,000/- per chaw!. ~he com· 
plainant himself states at page 102 that works of the vanons con· 
tractors were the same but the rates were not the same : 

"Q: The rates were about Rs. 2,000 more than those of Gay a 
per chawl '! 
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" A : They were certainly more, but I can't say how much. 
By referring to the papers before me I say the difierenca 
was about Rs. 700. The B. C. C. transferred this chaw! 
contract to the sub-contractor. Gagrat and Marker, were, 
I believe the sub-contractors for all these contracts." 

This statement, trying to minimise the difference in the _rates, 
i~ directly contradicted by the evidence of Mr. Marker ; according to 
him the rates were much higher. 

According to my information, the original departmental 
I'Jeheduled rates for Sanitary fittings per chawl were Rs. 7,400, and 
even with extras and other items, the department's estimate never 
exceeded above Rs. 10,000 ; and though high rates were paid to 
his other favourite contractor, Mr.' Cervallo, viz. Rs. 9,900, still 
to none was paid such a high rate ·as Rs. 13,000. It is difficult to 
understand this enormous difference in the rates for exactly the 
l:iame items of work done by the same sub-contractor, according to 
the ::;ame department<Ll de::;igns and specifications, in tho ·sallie 
district. 

Again, later ou, after the completion, ~:>ollie extra. work was 
decided, namely of providing a '' N ahani " in each room. Even for 
that extra work again, exactly similar and same for all the chawls, 
the B. C. C. were given higher rates than Gaya or Chotani or other 
eontractors, Exs. 100, 101 and 102. 

Windows. Again, as regards this item as well as for all the 
items of construction, it is to be ·remembered that the design, qua
lity, nature and measurement of the works were the same as all 
ehawls of the scheme were to be similar, and hence the windows for 
all tho 207 chawls are exactly similar in size, dimensions and other 
details, still a. special higher rate per window is fixed for B. C. C. 
alone, whereby they are paid at the rate of Rs. 58 for 5 ft. and Rs. 30 
for 3 ft., windows whereas the other contractors were paid much less . 
. \.ccording to measurements not only were B. C. C. paid much highE:r 
per window than the other contractors, but they were also paid more 
than the amount which was actually due to them per measurement 
in spite of the protests of the Engineers. who actually took measure~ 
ments and prepared the bill. As admitted, the size of the w.indo~s 
on the top floor for all the chawls is smaller in height, because of 
the projection of the corners on the roof, and whilst calculating pay.; . 
ments for the windows for all the other contractors this fact of 
lesser size of top floor windows was taken into account and propor
ti?natcly lesser amount paid, B. C. C. were paid at a. flat rate for all-. 
wmdows on all the floors. It came to a fairly large reduction if ~L · 
proportionately lesser rate were paid fur top floor windows, as thtre 
were a. number of such small windows and for the total number 
of chawls, the amount came to senral thousands. This was· the 
arra.ngoment s·o fa.r as all the contr'at:to·ra were concerned, and 
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accordingly, Mr. Dhuria, who was the Acting Executive Engineer, 
made a proportionate reduction in the case of B: C. C.'s · windows 
a.lso. However, Major Parselle raised an objection to this reduction 
and there was some correspondence on the subject, and in spite of a 
very strong prote.:;t from the said engineer, J\fr. Dhuria, who actually 
after detailed and careful measurement, came to the conclusion that 
Rs. 17-11-Q per window should be deducted from B. C. C.'s bill· for 
the top floor windows, full amount was paid to B. C. C. There are 
about 20 windows on the top floor lesser in size and for 80 chawls 
there would be 1600 windows and the total amount thus over paid 
came to Rs. 30,000. The original rate with B. C. C., if Your 
Worship will refer to the specification, is fixed at Rs. 58 and Rs. 30, 
and this rate per window is much higher than the rates paid to the 
other contractors for exactly similar windows. Thus, on the general 
specifications, B. C. C. must have received an. enormously larger 
sum than - that paid to others, under the special arrangement 
all_?.wed by the coi:D:plainant. In addit_io~1 to that, a sum of 
Rs. 30,000 is paid more in spite of a report of a responsible 
engineer protesting_ against such payment and convincing by facts 
and figures that . the said payment would not be in accordance 
with the achta.I-mBasurements. This is practic~lly a payment on a 
fa,J~e bill f()r a?- amount not actually .due. . . . . . :· · 

4. Just as special higher rates were granted to B. C. C. for 
v_arious items of construction, correspondingly special. favours were 
sho:wn and special low ·rates were taken from them for materials 
supplied to them by the department. I will only give one or two 
instances as disclosed in these records, of Ex. 151 in which, Executive 
Engineer Colabawalla complains that bricks are supplied to other 
contractors at the rate of Rs. 35/-per thousand and Rs. -/4/-is paid 
to Messrs; Tat a. ·for unloading and stocking at W orli, still to B. C.C. 
or M~jor.. Parselle a special rate was fixed, which was Rs. 2 less per 
thousand than. the departmental fixed issue rate. Memorandum of 
Mr. Colabawalla, U. 0. R. dated 13-8-24, supply of bricks at Worli, 
"Conversation with l\lajor Parselle gives to understand that you 
have already agreed to allow these bricks, however, . at Worl.i in 
waggons; at Rs. 33/- per thousand. If so,_ kindly favour II?-e with a 
copy of th13 order. · The pr.esent "issue rate for bricks is Rs. 35/~ per 
thousand, and we pay Rs. 0:.:4-0 per thousand to l\les,~rs. T~t_a. for 
unloading and stockiri.g at W orli. " Sd. Colabawalla. This IS a 
memorandum in the file put in as Ex. 151, clearly showing special 
lower rates for B. C. C. and what is more seriou~, after the depart· 
mental fixed rates, at which materials are to be issued to the con
tractor.;, the complainant makes an exception even to that fixed 
departmental rates, in the case of Major Parselle alon~, and 
Executive Engineer Colaba.walla naturally _wants for h1s . own 
silfe.ty.~ a .. written. or.der· from the complainant to that effect. 
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5. Another instance mentioned by the rmrqilainiuit, with 
regard to the materials, is the case of Galvanized binding wires of 17 
or 18 gauge. The usual market rate for this kind of wires is 
Rs. 375, and 12 gauge binding wires were actually supplied to B.C.C. 
by the department at that rate of Rs. 375 per ton. In the calcula
tions of their bills, that rate was taken into consideration which 
was the usual market rate, and accounts settled on that basis cal
culating the binding wire.:~ supplied to B. C. C. at Rs. 375/- per ton. 
However, long after this, B. C. C. put in a claim that they had 
paid Rs. 375 per ton for binding wires under a misapprehension 
and misunderstanding that they 8hould have been charged other 
rate of Rs. 200;- per ton, the same rate at which mild steel bars 
were ::;upplied and therefore they adually applied fur a refund at 
the rate of Rs. 17;j/- per tun paid by them and claimed to set off 
that rate for the future amounts due by them to the department. 
On the face of it, this was the ridiculous claim, set up after several 
months, when they had actually paid the amount at the rate of 
Hs. 375/- per ton and acuounts were ::;ettled and bills paid on 
that basis. As a matter of fact, it was an attempt to re-open the 
question and the claim was more ridiculous, in view of the fact. 
that the actual market rate of this kind of .wire was about Rs. 875 
per ton. No officer with any sense of responsibility, or with the 
slightest regard for public funds, could have entertained such a 
belated claim, still, strangely enough, the complainant, not only 
entertained this claim, because it came from :Major Parselle, but 
eyeu allowed it to its full extent, and on account of this decision, 
actually the accounts were reopened and from the subsequent bills 
due from Major Parselle the amounts ·Of Rs. 175 per ton, supposed 
to haYe been paid by him in excess were refunded. The ·COni· 

plainaut at page 100 says, " we supplied -very fine binding wire of 17 
or 18 gauge ut the rate of Rs. 375 and Rs. 3:25. There was a dispute 
with the ll.C.C. as regarch 12" gauge wires which under the India; 
otlice speeifieation was classified as bars. For a long time in the 
bills this 12 gauge wires were calculated at Rs. 375 per ton. It 
was long before the settlement of the fi:qal bill, they claimed that 
they ::;hould be debited at Rs. 200 per ton. This claim was ·_made 
when the job \Yas half through. I put the D;latt~r up to Governm~nt, 
together with the India office specifications and Go-v_ernment. h_eld 
that their claim ought to be allowed. They paid at the rat~ ot 
Rs. ~00 per ton. They got a credit for the excess they . paid. lt 
amounted to Us. 175 ~.=er ton. No contractors were supplied. 
with this gauge binding wires. It was not binding on . t(lem_ 
to buy. lf they wanted it, they would be ::;upplied at Rs. -375. · 
or 325." This India. office specification was never product'(} · 
and 1 am quite ::,tue that its production would not support ·. th~ 
ab:surJ lulltt•ntivu, wb~reby the departm-ent would be asked to s11pply· 
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a material which would cost in the hazar the rate of Rs. 3'7 5 and 325 
per ton, at a special reduced rate of Rs. 200 per ton, thus causing 
great loss to the department. This specification, fixing the rates 
of issue of the department, is always a little higher than the prevail~ 
ing market rate, as Your Worship will find from the rates fixed for 
several materials supplied by the department. Thus, in this case 
not only special low rates were fixed but special rates were allowed, 
after half the job is done, giving extra credit in the future bills. 

Similarly with regard to other matters, that under various 
pretexts and excuses large sums were paid to Major Parselle and the 
B.C.C., thus increasing their profits. 

Similarly B.C.C. were paid a fairly large sum of money for 
broken cement slabs left over after the completiqn of chawls. Usu
ally, after such large constructions of works are completed, there 
is a lot of broken slabs and cement lying about the area, which the 
contractor is bound to remove on the completion of the works, and 
thus clear the area, but B.C.C., instead of removing the same, 
offered to sell this stuff to the department at ridiculously high rates, 
and Mr. Harvey agreed to buy the same although his subordinates 
reported against it and while making payment for this, the B.C.C. 
included all the broken cement slabs that were left over, not only 
from their own chawls but from the chawls constructed by the de
partment and by the other contractor, Gaya & Co. although it was 
pointed out to the complainant that the chawl stuff for which he 
had directed payment, did not belong to them. The B.C. C. and 
Ferro Concrete Construction Co., another favourite contractors Co. 
headed by :Mr. Cervallo, were the only contractors who were thus 
favoured by the department, and the rest of them had to remove 
this stuff a.t their own cost. 

The financial arrangement between Major Parselle and Mr. 
Marker when detached and isolated, appears to be a business arrange
ment, but when considered in conjunction with sewral uircumstances, 
preceding and succeeding it, I submit, it assumes a different aspect 
and appears to be a cloak to cover some other arrangement. First 
with-regard to time; it is dated 12th Jan. H)23, i. e. a few days 
before the actual commencement of contract work of B.C.C., which 
commenced in the middle of. February 1923, but is about three 
months after the. contract of Major Parselle with B.C.C. is signed 
Ex. 99, dated 22nd September 1922. By this agreement Major 
Parselle's financial position was quite secured, as he was to get Rs. 
2,()(X) a. month without contributing a single pie for capital and also 
large profits .tha.t.. were anticipated. The terms of the agreement 
also suggest that :Major Parselle must have been sure of securing 
large contracts before entering into this agreement, otherwise it is 
not likely that a firm of contractors would agree to engage him on 
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t~Uch favourable terms, particularly when he was unknown in Bom
bay. But with regard to the arrangement with Mr. Marker, the 
point I wish to submit, is that in view of such secure financial 
position, Major I>arselle was not apparently in immediate need of 
such a large sum of a lakh of rupees in cash and the arrangement was 
such that this payment of a lakh of rupees was to be completed 
during the period when both :Major Parselle and Mr. Harvey were in 
England together and the bank account of Major Parselle shows 
that during that period almost the whole of it or larger part of it 
did go to England. Under clause 19 of Ex. 99., B.C. C.'s agreement 
with Major Parselle, Major Parselle was entitled to leave from 1st 
April for a period of four months and under clause 1 of Ex:.l52, agree
ment of Mr. Marker with Major Parselle, a sum of lakh of rupees was 
to be paid to him, Rs. 30,000 on 15th June 1922 and the balance of 
Rs. 70,000 in equal monthly instalments of lls. 10,000 each. Under 
Ex. 131, Major Parselle's account with Lloyds Bank, according to 
an entry for passage money for self and wife, Rs. 2361/- is dated 
~2-5-23, and Mr. Harvey, according to his evidence, goes from March 
1923. According to the same Bank account, Ex. 131, out of 
the al.llount received from Mr. Marker, nearly Rs. 4.0,000 goes to one 
Purbhoodas Jeevandas, a well known Exchange and share broker,· 
8hortly before his departure, i.e. 16-4-23, Its. 34,660/- and 18-~l-23. 
Hs. 4,637, apparently for transmission to England. Again a. further 
sum of Bs. 14,\:141 is remitted on 17-5-23, to H. B. King & Co., 
Bankers in England. This is shortly before his departure. ~ Appa
rently under his instructions, following further amounts artJ 
transmitted : 8-6-23 Rs. 10,<X>O remitted to London Office for 
your credit, £ 609-5-5; again on 20-7-23 remitted to 1\~ est 
Office (England) for your_ c.redit £ 670-11-5 = Rs. 101000; and 
l:lOllle cheques are paid through one Mr. Newman who, according 
to l\Ir. Marker, was a friend of Major Parselle and an assistant in 
the Lloyds Bank. Thcso large amounts out of this lakh of rupee~ 
aro transfened to England when both the complainant and Major 
Parselle were there. Again the most favourable and extraordinary 
terms accepted by Major Parselle from Mr. Marker, also show that 
Major Par::;ello at this particular time must be in urgent noed of this: 
c..:a::lh. l'ur a lakh of rupees' ad:nmce in about seven ll.lonths ill 
1023, he gets back in 1924 and 1925, in the course oi ten ·months,- c:L 

l01.rgo sum of 1\s. 2,38,000, although according to the terms of the 
agreement, Ex.152, Mr. Marker was to get only once a ·year~ aft(:r 
ll.C.C.'s account in April were settled, half the share of profit of Major 
l>arselle in t~e course of 5} ~·ears, t?e periOd of )?artnership, still he 
gets ba.ck th1s large amount m four mstalments m th~ course of- ten 
months. According to Mr. Marker's evidence · aud also Major 
Parsclle's bank account, EL 131, Mr. Marker was paid on 4-3-:U, 
Rs._ 7S,lSS-12..,j .o·n 9-lQ-2i~s: UJ,tro/-, on S-12.:_24 Rs~ 47,721, aJ:J.d . .. -.. . - . . --
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'on 4-7-2.5 Rs. 30,000/-, totalling Rs. 2,38,0:10 in about ten months. 
After the last date, he got nothing from Major Parselle under .the· 
agreement, though B. C. C. continued some time after, according to· 
Ex. 153, till 29th February 1926, when in a meeting of B. C. C. 
shareholders, it was decided to pay Rs. 6,000 to Major Parselle out 
of the profits. If the agreement, Ex. 152, 'vas bona-fide, Mr. Marker 
should not have got Rs. 2,38,000 in 10 months in 1924-25, but ac
cording to the agreement on payment by B. C. C. every year after 
the balance sheet of B. C. C. drawn up in April, till February 1926, 

. and he was· entitled to half of Major Parselle's share till the end. 
Thus, according to Mr. Marker's own admission, the most important 
clause about annual payment of half profits, was not observed. 
Then again the consideration for sueh an agreement seems to be 
extraordinary. The only consideration, according to-Mr. Marker .was 
that he introdueed Major Parselle to B.C.C., though in return for that' 
he got· very lucrative sub-contracts for Sanitary works for all 80 
chawls at very favourable rates and although under clause llE of 
Ex. 99, Major Parselle's agreement with B.C.C., Major Parselle 
could not mortgage or eharge his share in the profits of partnership, 
and if the object was merely to oblige Marker, he could have 
been openly taken as a sub-partner to Major Parselle's share 
under clause 20. When Mr. Marker was questioned as to 
why Major Parselle wanted that large amount at this parti
cular period, and what he did with it, he very properly 
replied that Major Parselle would answer that question. Under the 
circumstances, I am perfectly justified in demanding a thorough 
inquiry into· Major Parselle's financi'al deal in. England at this 
particular period when both the complainant and Major Parselle 
were there, shortly after the commencement of the work, and I 
submit that a decision of this case without conceding this legitimate 
demand of the defence, would be extremely unfair and unsatisfactory. 
· · ·In c.onnection with this financial arrangement in England 

Your Worship will also take into consideration a certain incident that 
happened here when both Major Parselle and Mr. Harvey were in 
England. In 19:23, shortly after the commencement of the work, 
Mr. Hamid, Ag. Superintending Engineer, and his staff came to 
know of this isolated and separate arrangement, from which they 
were left out, and strongly resented it, and hence there was trou?Ie 
as admitted by complainant, during his absence betw~en Ma~or 
Parselle's men and the staff, Mr. Hamid eYen Teported agamst MaJor 
Parselle's work and recommended the cancellation of contract, on 
the ground that they had not kept up to the programme. Major 
Parselle was informed about it by cable and he sent a cable request
in(!' not to take any action till his return, and he hurriedly returned 
followed by M~. Harrey, and after Mr. Harvej's return, this trouble. 
was tided over and no action was tahn as recommended by :Mr. 
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Ihmid. ~Iajor Parselle natnrally re3ented thi3 action of lfr. 
Hamid and the staff, with the result that the complainant reduced 
the supervising staff on B. C. C.'s work and left them to carry. out 
the work as they pleased on Major Parselle's agreeing to remove 
any bad work if subsequently detected. This was a special arran
gement with B. C. C. only ; the result is that of all the cha.wls, the 
B. C. C.'s are the worst constrncted, most of them vacant, as during 
monsoon they are practically uninhabitable on account . of huge 
leakage and the maintenance charges are also very high. Subse
quently the disagreement between 1\Ir. Hamid and ~Iajor Parselle 
wa':l made np. Complainant at page3 88 and 89, says, "There was 
no report made by Hamid in 1925 about the completion of chawls. 
I bc~lieve the report was made in 1923, when I was not in Bombay. 
I helieYe he did report for eertain action against B. C. C." (Mr. 
Nariman calls for telegram by ~Iajor Parselle and for report of Ag. 
Superintending Engineer No. 1. Velinker objects. Objection up
held). I returned here on 1-10-23. I don't know when Major 
Parselle returned." Then again at page 101, " I reduced the sta.ff. 
It was V"ery concentrated and I reduced it. It was made on the 
representation of l\Iajor Parselle that they were harassing him and not 
allowing him to do the work. I asked the Company if they would under· 
take to pull down any column out of plumb. They· ga\e an ·under· 
taking and I removed the staff from this kind of work as it became 
superfluous. . . . . The work then went on smoothly and they 
did the work within time. It did not affect the quality of work." At 
another plac.e, complainant has also stated that during his absence, 
Mr. Hamid and his staff could not pull on with Major Parselle's staff 
and they were harassing the staff for certain reason which he did 
not disclose. This reason, according to my information, I have 
submitted before. · 

If the demand for an inquiry as per my Council Resolution .of 
1024 had been conceded earlier, Major Parselle with his books was 
~ere ti~l 1025 or 1926, and this point co~ld hav~ been cleared_. ThiB 
1s. one mstance to show how long delay m startmg an enqm.ty ·uas 
been prejudicial to the defence. It will, however, be extremely 
unfair and unjust to make the defence suffer because the . available 
materials and evidence ha'e disappeared on account of this delay in 
Pnquiry caused by the GoV"ernment. Similarly, I have served Mr. 
Judah, the Chairman of the Bombay Concrete Construction Co. to 
produce all books of account, but he too has left for England with
out arranging to comply with the Summons, and it is difficult to 
trace the books now. 

The next firm to be considered according to the evidence and 
reeord iu this case, i3 the Ferro Concrete Construction Co., or in 
short F.C.C., in many circnlllStances frimilar to .l3.C.C'l showing·~ 
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system existing in the department. What Major Parselle was to 
B.C.C., one Mr. Cervallo was to F.C.C. He too like Major Parseile 
claimed previous acquaintance and friendship with the complainant' 
belonging to the same profession, often consulted by Mr: 
Harvey in connection with concrete. construction, as he was con
sidered an expert; he too served on a Committee of Enquiry with 
Mr. Harvey and Major Parselle some time before he got contracts · 
in · proper time like Major Parselle, he too resigned 
his post as Engineer from the Improvement Trust, and to complete 
the simile, like Major Parst:lle, he too was lucky enough very 
shortly after the resignation, to get his tender accepted for Sewri 
chawls though his tender too curiously enough, just like Major 
Parselle, fourth in poin ~ of rates, there being three lower tenders re
jected, and the difference between his and lowest tender being 
about Rs. 9,000/· per chaw I. F.C.C. was also a company like B.C. C. 
that was created with the creation of Development Directorate. In 
this case the lowest tender rejected, was of Marsland and Price, a 
firm against whom complainant cannot bring forth the excuse of 
financial stringency; so he had to resort to other excuse of 
inefficiency and incapacity though in point of reinforced concrete 
constn1ction work, there is hardly any other fum that could come 
up to their experience, capacity and efficiency. They were consi
dered unfit by complainant to be entrusted with the construction of 
labourers' chawls although the P.W.D., Tatas, the Central Bank and 
other well known private buildings in Bombay were constructed by 
them, including tbe Bombay House, the Central Bank Building, 
Framji Cawasji Institute, &c. I am simply pointing out to the 
Court the absurd position to which the complainant is driven by 
attempting to support an untenable position; consistently with this 
preference in selecting their tender in spite of its being fourth, 
throughout the .works continuous favours were bestowed on them 
like B.C.C. Tegardless of protests from subordinates or report from 
Audit officer or financial advisor; in point of payment and 
granting· claim under one pretext or another, Mr. Cervallo was 
treated most lavishly and generously by complainant at times such 
payments of very large sums amounting to nothing short of 
presentation of purse from public funds to a private friend. 

First and foremost, the tenders for Sewri chawls were called 
for 16 chawls though it was known to complainant very well that 
the buildinCI' plots available in that area. were only for 12 
chawls the

0

other four plots could not be built upon till the Port 
Trust 'had excavated some rocks and hills and levelled the 
Ql'ound which would have taken some months. ·It is very important 
0 
to remember that all contracts were made on K2 form; under 
P. W. D. Code, the essence and gist of that form is that the con
tr~oto:r is to be va.id accordin~ to the J?iece work actually done by 
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him· he is not entitled to any compensation for any curtailment or 
vari~tion in the programme and it is specifically provided that the 
contract can be terminated at any time by the Department. Under 
the said contract form, se,eral Indian contractors, such as Mr. Va11y 
Mahomed Hussain and Mr. Udaisingh &c. agreements were termin
ated in the course of construction entrusted to them and they were 
not paid a single pie as compensati?n as they were not entitled 
under the agreement; the agreement With Mr. Cervallo and F. C. C. 
was made on that form, but as stated abo,e, although the plots 
available were for 12 chawls only, tenders were invited for 16 
chawls. 

Complainant at page 81 says, 1
' I produce the agreement with 

P. C. C. Vo. One of the clauses was that the Director of Develop· 
ment might put an end to it at any time. Also tender forms were 
Pmhodied in the agreement (Ex. 83)" and at page 80, "Under Kt, 
the contractor is entitled to be paid for actual work done. F. C. C.'s 
<·.ontrart was on K2 form". Thus there is a clear evidence from 
complainant himself of the nature of the agreement with F. C. C. 
(l~x. 82 is a Kt form). " A few months after the commencement of 
the work, it was decided to give np four chawls as the Port Trust 
c·.<mld not blast the hills", and further at page 81, complainant says, 
"We told F. C. C. that the land was ready for 12 chawls and that 
they should work and that by the time they finished them the land 
for four chawls would be ready." Thus, F. C. C. before the com· 
meucement of work, were informed that land for 12 chawls alone 
was ready and work for four chawls was to begin after the com
pletion of 12 chawls. At page 81, "Agreement with F. C. C. was 
made in February 1924," and complainant says at page 84, "I 
sent in my recommendation that the (four) chawls should 
not be started on 3Q-5-25" i. e. about a year after the 
commencement of work, and as they were to commence work 
of the four chawls after completion of 12, at the time when 
curtailment was decided they could not have started any expendi
ture on four chawls because 12 were still under construction. In 
spite of this, on 28th August 1924, less than six months after the 
commencement of construction, complainant as the Superintendina 
Engineer of the Department, first writes to the contractors F.C.C. 
asking them to submit their claim for compensation, Ex. 88. This 
is rather extraordinary ; the officer of the department whose duty 
it was to resist any such claims as against law if submitted by a 
('ontrador, first takes the initiative in the matter althoucrh the con· 
tractors themselves had not hitherto taken any steps, and he distin
ctly incites them to send in their claim against the department. The 
ldt~:>r, Ex. 88, is marked'' Without Prejudice" and "Very Urgent" 
and reads: "'\"Yith reference to my conversation dated 30th ultimo 
will Mr. Cervallo inform us of his additional charges in cas~ oi 
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cnrtailm(\nt, although 1{2 form can be terminated at any time." 
Complainant on page DO says, "I was the first to write to contrac
tors." Being questioned on the point at pages 90 and 91, com
plainant says, "I did make calculations of their profits beforehand, 
............ There was an urgency to get a figure from them. I wrote 
to them to make them commit themselves in writing to some 
figure." The fact that he put the legal phrase "Without Prejudice" 
.on the top shows he did not want to commit them to any statement. 
How was an Engineer concerned with the profits of the contractors, 
and why was he anxious to settle it uvery Urgently," it is difficult 
to understand. To this kind reminder of the Superintending 
Engineer to the contractors to submit their claim, the contractors 
naturally willingly and readily responded, and as directed in Ex. 88, 
they submitted their claim, Ex. 85, on lOth September H>24, 
addressed to Superintending ~ngineer No. 1, and in that they too 
:admit, under the terms of agreement, Department is at liberty to 
terminate work at any time ; still, in accordance with the desire of 
the Superintending Engineer, they submitted a claim for Rs 20,000}
However, from August/September 1924 to Aprill925, nothing trans
pired and the matter rested there and according to complainant, 
at page 92, 11 the matter rested till April 1925," i. e. for eight 
months. However, about that tinie, complainant's leave was 
sanctioned and he was anxious to have the F. C. C. matter settied 
before his departure, hence once again he revived the matter that 
rested for 8 or 9 months from August I September 1924 to May 
1925. Just as his first letter, Ex. 88, he took an initiative in the 
matter asking the contractors to send in their claim, so again as 
the contractors had slept long over it and took no steps beyond 
merely submitting their claim, Ex. 85, so he once again took the 
initiative in reviving that matter, and before proceeding on leave, 
sends a. memorandum. Ex. 91, renewing the claim for compensation 
to F. C. C., which runs as follows:- . 

· " Subiect : . Se"Wri Chawls. ~emo. E. E. I. is requested to report 
.. · after consultation with F. C. C. Co. what compensation 

would be reasonable for limiting the number of chawls 
at Elewri to 12 instead of completing 16, as per 
original agreement. This question should be ready for 
discussion on Wednesday next when the up-to-date bill of 
F. C. e. is being discussed. This has reference to his office 
No; 2582 of 22-9-24." 

I ask the Court to note the language of this memo ; although 
F. C. C. is not entitled in law or on merits to any compensation, 
still Superintending Engineer even before any report is made, has 
already decided to pay compensation, the only question is the 
nmou1;1t to be paid. Again, the urgent matter JDUSt be ready by 
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Wednr;Hlay, :Mernnrnndnm pnt in "'~ Ex. m, nnd at page 91, com
plainant says " On this, the question of compensation was again 
revived and F. C. C. submitted their claim for Rs. 56,000/- In their 
second claim the last item of Rs. 6,000 refers to the loss of stafi. 
The items appear to be the same kind of items . in their original 
letter ; they increased the rates of some items. I recommended 
Rs. 36,000/-. Cervallo and I sailed together some days after." It 
must be stated the circumstances under which complainant was 
forced to admit this memo, Ex. 91; first, Mr. Cervallo who was 
summoned in Court was asked to produce a ·letter from Executive 
Engineer and in that letter, Ex. 90, there was a reference to this 
memo forwarding copy of memo from Superintending Engineer 
No. I. Therefore complainant was asked and forced to produce it ; , 
before that, being questioned, he stated, " I do not remem
ber causing circular to be issued to contractors to put in their 
claims". So as complainant desired, this matter was settled 
before his departure on leave, and a few days after the settle
ment, both of them sailed together in the same boat to Venice, 
and being questioned, he admitted this claim could not be sustained 
in law, but he based it on the ground of equity and justice. The 
first claim, Ex. 85, was only for Rs. 40,000/- of September 1924 and 
was sent to Executive Engineer for inquiry and report, and his 
report after personal inquiries was entirely against it; particularly 
about an item of centering, he reported the claim to be false as 
F.CC. had no extra set of centering as claimed by them Ex. 85, and 
complainant states that he found the Executive Engineer's report 
false, still he never endorsed on that report that it was false. At 
page 93, he states, 11 According to Executive Engineer's report, 
there were only 3! sets of centerings ( F.C.C. said there were five and 
claimed Rs. 20,000 on one extra set), but I personally went and 
actually counted them. I did not report my subordinates. I was 
accustomed to such reports from my subordinates. It is a serious 
matter to make false reports. Shortly after this, I gave him a good 
certificate and recommended him for a post in Sukkur Barrage. He 
got the post." Thus, Executive Engineer Colabawalla's first 
report clearly shows that complainant in allowing compensation, 
even allowed for items and materials which were not in existence 
and thus allowed false claims, and further on, he says "We did not 
take possession of the materials we paid for." At page 94, ''I don't 
know if these materials were entered in the stock book." Their first 
claim in September 1924, Ex. 851 was for Rs. 40,000 only (page 90). 
Subsequently in May, they enhanced it to Rs. 54,000 although the 
subject matter and the consideration for both claims were the same, 
they enh~nced the rates and put in some additional items in the 
second cla1m. Gaya and J. C. Gammon were paid for a similar set 
of centerings hardly Rs. 4,000 when F.C.C. were allowed Rs.l5000/-

q Q 
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·All the circnmstances put together in connection with this 
shady transaction, go to show that this whole affair about payment 
of compensation to F.C.C. was a pre-arranged transaction, and 
the claim put up by contractors was on the face of these 
documents certainly inspired by the complainant. I have never 
heard of an officer in charge of a department first writing to a con
tractor to send in a claim for compensation in a matter in which 
_clearly, legally or equitably, the contractors are not entitled to any 
compensation and when the contractors after the first adverse report 
of Executive Engineer· apparently do not de.:lire to press their claim 
and for nine months make no further mention of it at all again, the 
Superintending Engineer revives that almost forgotten claim, and 
in spite of the positive report of a responsible officer that compensa
tion claimed for certain items did riot exist and claims were bogils, 
the complainant recommends a payment of Rs. 36,000 and now 
describes the report of the officer as false though at that tim_e he 
made no endorsement on it to that effect bnt gave a certificate to 
that officer, and further after having paid that large amount, a 
greater part of it for extra materials supposed to have been bought 
for extra chawls, does not take possession of any materials and no 
entry is made in stock book of any materials having been received 
from F.C.C. for the simple reason that there were no extra materials 
to be taken charge of and the whole claim was bogus and inspired. 
That it must be so appeared from his own statement, according to 
which F.C.C. were not to commence work for 4 chawls till12 chawls 
were completed, and only a few months after the commencement 
curtailment was decided and therefore the work for four chawls could 
not have commenced, and within a few months a claim for Rs. 40,000 
swells to Rs. 54,000. In the first claim, Ex. 84, it is distinctly 
mentioned for cost of construction of extra set of. centerings 
·Rs. 15,0JO were paid and no centering was delivered to the depart
ment. Complainant at page 82 says, II we did not take possession 
of materials for which claim was allowed. The compensation was a 
·general c1aim; they had made sufficient centerings for 16 chawls. 
In Ex. 90, one item is for quoting lower rates for 16 chawls, 
Rs. 16,900, when as a matter of fact the rate quoted by them 
'was very much higher, being nearly .Hs. 9,000 more than the 
lowest. Such flimsy claims were allowed and shortly after, both 
complainant and Mr. Cervallo sail together. In 1923, his 
leave coincided with Major Parselle's and both were together 
in ·EnO'la.nd and in 1925 his leave again coincided with Cervallo 
. 0 

and both of them go together. 

But what is more outrageous is that why this contractor 
friend received a larO'e snm as compensation though no court or 
responsible officer could hav~ allow~d a single pie; on the other 
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hand he does not impose any penalty or take any deduction from the 
deposit though legally penalty and deduction are due from them for. 
being far behind the stipulated agreed time. One of the reasons 
for accepting their tender was that these chawls were required 
urgently and they undertook to :finish them soon ; still they were 
far behind the time and the whole deposit is returned to them 
though one of the terms stipulated was that large deduction from 
the deposit would be made in case of delay. When the question of 
this compensation came before the Deputy Financial Advisor 
appointed by the Government of India, although all the facts were 
not placed before him-and particularly he was not aware that the 
complainant was the first to invite this claim-still on both 
legal and equitable grounds, he very strongly protested against 
this payment and submitted a strong report. When called upon to 
produce that report, the Government solicitor claimed privilege 
nnder Section 123 of the Evidence Act, the only objection to the 
production of that report being that it would considerably damage 
the prosecution case, because in the said report the Deputy 
Financial Advisor has severely criticised the conduct of the Superin· 
tending Engineer who recommended the claim and bas held that 
contractors were not entitled to any compensation at all, and as 
regards the set of centerings stated "that the Department in 1922 
spent Rs. 17,929 for preparing 2! sets of centerings, one of which 
was sold to J. C. Gammon for Rs. 4,865. I cannot therefore under
stand how Rs. 15,000 for one set of centerings,'' and it was also 
questioned why tenders for 16 chawls were invited when plots for 12 
chawls alone were available and threatened to report the matter to 
higher authorities if the contractors' claim was allowed. Complainant 
also admits at page 96, ''I remember one centering supplied to Gam
mon for Rs. 4,000." Such an important and authentic piece of evidence 
for the defence is kept back by Government from the Court on the 
ground of privilege although this matter was partly discussed before 
the Finance Committee and Deputy Financial Advisor's report was 
probably known to the members. The matter was even considered 
so serious that the Accountant General has made a special reference 
in .. t~e A~nual Adminis~rative Report of the .Presidency. and 
cnhciSes thiS payment as Illegal and wrong, and even there 1t is 
openly stated that payment was made in spite of objections by 
Finance Department ; then what objection could there be to the 
production of the same report in Court ? This clearly shows that. 
the Government do not desire to produce documents that consider
ably damage the prosecution case. This case of payment of com
pensation is enough to show the Court the attitude of complainant 
towards his particular friend contractors alone. This is not the 
only instance; besides this, complainant has got very large amounts 
vaid to him on flimsy and bogus claims and pretexts in spite of 
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positive reports of his engineers against such payments. I will only 
mention a few more glaring instances. 

Complainant on page 84 states, "the curtailment of 4 chawls 
was sanctioned on 23-6-25. I sent in my recommendation that 
the chawls should not be started. My recommendation was made 
on 30-5-25. I did not inform the contractors as I did not get 
permission." This statement is made on 24-5-27 ; the very next 
hearing, i. e. on 30-5-27, the production of records and documents 
proves this statement to be false. Ex. 88 produced on 30-5-27, 
is the first letter sent by complainant to F. C. C. asking them to 
send in their claim for compensation for curtailment, and in that 
letter he refers to a previous conversation dated 30th ultimo. 
This letter, Ex:. 88, is dated 28th August 1924 and the conversation 
referred to therein is on 30th July 1924. According to this letter 
he first informed them about it on 30th July and again wrote to 
them on 28th August 1924, still at the previous hearing he makes 
a misleading statement that they were not informed till June 1925 
because he did not get permission. If he admitted the fact 
that F. C. C. were informed in July 1924, their claim for compensa~ 
tion would appear weaker because they commenced work in February 
1924 and were informed about the curtailment in July 1924 and so 
they could not have incurred ex:tra expenditure in four months for 
four chawls. Again if the final curtailment was decided on 23-6-25 
and complainant sent in his recommendation for curtailment on 
30·5-25, still nearly a year before that, i. e. in July and August 
1924 complainant writes to them asking them to submit a claim for 
a contingency that was to occur 10 or 11 months hence. As a 
matter of fact, from the record it appears that complainant was 
more anxious to get this compensation paid to them than the F.C.C. 
themselves, and if complainant had not moved in the matter, they 
would never have thought of claiming any compensation. The 
inference, under the circumstances, is perfectly legitimate that 
complainant's own interest was involved in this payment. 

In addition to this sum of Rs. 36,000 recommended by com· 
plainant and paid to F.C.C. for compensation for chawl curtail~ 
ment, a further sum of Rs. 34,000 was paid to them ?n supJ?lementary 
claims for alleged extra work. Although all conceivable Item~ ,:were 
included in the original specification, still whenever additional 
amounts were to be paid to these favourite contractors some ext~a 
items were always subsequently thought of and large amounts pa1d 
in addition to the original Bill based on original speci:ficatim;s, as 
in this case a sum of Rs. 34,000 was recommended by complamant 
and paid to F.C.C. for supplementary claims for alleged extra items. 

One instance, adduced in evidence, will suffice to show h~w 
su~~lementa.zr claims were allowed to be sw(:)lled, The system Wlth 
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regard to extra items is that no extra item beyond specification in 
original contract, can be carried out without a formal written 
confirmation by Superintending Engineer or sanction by 
Executive Engineer or Superintending Engineer, and there is always 
a record and correspondence with regard to that extra. item 
carried through Assistant Engineer and Executive Engineer. 
F.C.C. put in a claim for extra mild steel bars supposed to have 
been used at some places in partition walls. Mr. Rajadhyaksha. 
being Assistant Engineer, it came in the ordinary course to him 
for investigation, and he desired to have the previous record 
in connection with this claim such as Superintending Engineer's 
sanction in confirmation for this extra item ; no records were 
available either in the office or with the contractors. Upon this he 
became suspicions that the claim must be bogus and so he actually 
bored holes in all the places in partition walls where F.C.C. stated 
they had used mild steel bars and for which they claimed extra 
payment; and to his surprise, he found that with very few excep
tions, this claim was entirely bogus and in most of the places no 
bars were used in partition walls as stated by F.C.C. in this claim. 
This matter was brought to the notice of the complainant, as in the 
ordinary course very serious action would have been taken against 
the contractors for the grave offence of attempting to cheat and 
putting in a bogus bill, but complainant took no action at all but on 
the contrary, allowed a greater part of even this claim, proved to be 
bogus, and a fairly large amount was paid to F.C.C. in spite of an 
adverse report of Assistant Engineer and Executive Engineer. 
Mr. Hamid's evidence on this point is important and supports 
Mr. Rajadhyaksha's report that the claim was false and got up. 
At page 177, be says, "Rajadhyaksha made a report showing in 
how many cases bars were used and in how many cases not used. 
I endorsed the report and sent it to S. E. I went to see the holes 
bored in the walls and checked the place as was mentioned in the 
report. I was satisfied that a greater part of the claim put forward, 
was false. The matter went to S. E. Payments were made. 
There were no papers in office showing that this work was sanc
tioned. This matter is referred to at page 95 by complainant, ''I 
could not find any papers in connection with this claim. Hamid as 
E.E. did not recommend this payment." At page 96, "One part 
wu.s paid, wherever it was found that these reinforcements had 
been put in. I recommended Rs. 15 per chawl." Mr. Rajadhyak
sh~'s ~eport is Ex:. 97. The report says, " Claim is baseless and 
~lDJUSt~able. If these claims are admitted, it would simply mean 
lllYenhon of other claims and there would be no end to them." 

This one ins~ance, quite accidently brought to light, illustrates 
how e:Itra cb.nns were got up resulting in e::dra. bills from 
contractors. 
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•t Another supplementary claim of F.C.C. was for Rs. 48,557, 
!·recommended Rs. 16,069. The supplementary claims came to 
about Rs. 86,000. That was in addition to payments made accord
ing ~orates," complainant's evidence, page 84. 

L; As regards surplus cement blocks for which F.C.C. were paid 
Rs; 10,000, Mr. Hamid says at page 177, "They are still lying at 
Sewri." 

_·. Similar laxity and indulgence was shown by complainant in 
connection with another serious matter of F.C.C. brought to his 
notice. l\Ir. Cervallo had an assistant and looked after his Sewri 
works, and he had ioined hands with one Kalasingh, an Assistant 
Engineer of the Department at Sewri. As a result of this, the 
monthly running bills of F.C.C. swelled to 30 to 40 thousand rupees 
a month and. several bogus items were passed by Mr. Kalasingh. 
There was a measurement book wherein measurements were 
supposed to be taken and signed by both Assistant Engineer and 
contractors, representative, and on these entries payments were 
made. The bogus entries of measurements made in the register by 
Mr. Kalasing and the contractors' representative were found out 
when another Assistant Engineer, Mr. Rajadhyaksha came in the 
place of Mr. Kalasingh, and it became part of his duty to take 
fresh measurements and make fresh entries and he cut down the 
cost per month by about Rs. 40,00). Ex. 96, Mr. Rajadhyaksha's 
report dated 27th May 1925, says 1

' As I have cut down the cost 
per chawl from Rs. 94,000 to Rs. 91,500 (i e. Rs. 3,500 less per chawl; 
for 12 chawls about Rs. 40,000 less), he (i.e. Ebrahim, the con
tractors' representative at Sewri) has made S. E. to change his 
opinion about me. He threatens to do me harm after he leaves his 
job. I have invited Cervallo to show if there is any mistake. I 
want to prove that the complaint of Cervallo that I have made less 
payment is false." He attaches detailed comparative statement and 
requests l\Ir. Colabawalla to place this matter before the Superin
tending Engineer to remove bad impression. Mr. Colabawalla, Exeuu
tive Engineer, also went into this matter carefully and reported 
that Mr, Rajadhyaksha's report was correct. Thus in the time 
of Mr. Kalasing, F.C.C. were paid about Rs. 40,000 more per 
month for the same work which was reduced subsequently by Mr. 
Rajadhyaksha. Mr. Kalasingh was subsequently dismissed and 
F.C.C. at fi:rst held out for a long time and ultimately accepted the 
reduced. amount as per Mr. Rajadhyaksha.'s report, Ex. 96, thus 
admitting that the previous bills prepared on fraudulent measure
ments between Mr. Kalasing and Mr. Ebrahim, were incorrect. It 
is not known for how many months these excess amounts were paid 
causing such enormous loss to the Department .. Ex. 92 i8_ Execn· 
tive ·Engineer Colabawalla'S report upholding Mr. Rajadhyaksha's 
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measurements and report ; it says, "I beg to submit the original 
::\Ir. Rajadhyaksha's letter addressed. to me together with the: 
statement showing quantities and amount of each sub-head as per. 
estimate, paid for by Mr. Kalasingh and those now passed for 
payment ....•..... In justice to Rajadhyaksha., I place on record the 
work measured is quite up-to-date and accurate. :Mr. Rajadhyaksha. 
has no desire to trouble the firm. My impression and honest con· 
viction is that Ibrahim, work manager of the firm, with some ulterior 
object, is trying his best to complicate matters. The account 
maintained by the officer is quite neat and accurate." · Complainant's 
endorsement on it, is more important, 11 E.E. has an idea in his head 
that I have a bad impression about Rajadhyaksha.. I think, how· 
ever, that he writes too much. Sd/- Harvey, S.E.I." 

Thus it is clear from the above report and other evidence in 
the case, that two responsible officers, Assistant Engineer and· 
Executive Engineer, after careful and personal investigation found 
out that 1\Ir. Ebrahim, the work-manager of F.C.C. and :Mr. Kala.
singh, Assistant Engineer of the department, had combined to de· 
fraud the department by swelling the monthly bill of F.C.C. by about 
Rs. 40,000. This was discovered and proved by subsequent measure· 
ments taken by 1\Ir. Rajadhyaksha. Mr. Kalasingh's services were 
terminated and F.C.C. after raising objection for some time, accepted 
:\!r. Rajadhyaksha's measurements as correct and took the 
lesser amount. What is most important for the pnrpose of this 
ca.se, is the attitude of complainant as the head of the 
department in such a serious matter. Ordinarily, this should have 
resulted in a further investigation and a criminal charge of false 
accounts and cheating, but instead of taking any action, com
plainant's attitude was distinctly to shield and encourage F.C.C. 
and its staff and to run down his own subordinates who had 
discovered such fraud and preYented further waste .. Though Mr. 
Hajadhyaksha had complained of threat of violence against llr. 
Ebrahim, still no action was taken and the work-manager was not 
even remoYed as the Superintending Engineer _had the right to get 
an~. staff o.f contractors removed in ~4 hours; _instead of taking 
action agamst the work~ manager, he, as usual, run (J.own his_ own 
staff and expressed open .. displeasure for thus interfering with their 
profits. Referring to this matter at page 92, he_ states,. and tries 
to explain away Mr. Kalasingh's termination of serrices by saying, 
".It was n.ot on any report that Kalasingh's services . were 
dtspensed w1th. He went on leave and he was asked not to return 
owing to the establishmeat being considerably reduced." This is 
not correct as. departmental records, if produced, _ would prove. 
:· Aft.er Kala.singh .another .A.ssist~nt. Engip.eer was_ ~ppointed 
m hl.i place" ( i. e. )fr Rajadhyaksha). Usually contractors sent 
1uontbly bills. The _\.:;sis taut_ Engineer is to ~heck them." ThEI 
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:Executive Engineer made a report on 30-10-24 before Mr. Kalasi.ngh 
left, against his giving excess measurements; complainant says, "I 
found that. Colabawalla had maae the report though he never checked 
the measurements himself .... The Assistant Engineer spent his time 
in writing which was all rubbuish ... There was a very great 
deal of harassment .... He was not fair to the contractors. The 
F.C.C. raised objections against the measurements of the new 
Assistant Engineer. Rajadhyaksha made several reports. I believe 
I made an endorsement on those reports, (Ex. 92 with endorsement) 
(Report of E. E. to S. E. put in as Ex. 93). It is likely that if a 
report comes to me and I don't agree with it, I would make ·an 
endorsement that I don't agree with it or with this or that in this 
particular report. I made only an endorsement that he writes too 
much .... I found that the contractors agreed more or less 
with E.E.'s report. I only made that endorsement. They accepted 
the measurements of the running bill." Thus again, when he finds 
his subordinate engineers either Executive Engineer or Assistant 
Engineer reporting against his favourite contractors although the 
repods are supported by facts and figures and on personal investiga· 
tions, as his endorsement shows, he could not challenge them at the 
time ; now, for the purposes of this case, he has no hesitation in 
running down his own staff charging them with making deliberately 
false reports as he allegea against Mr. Colabawalla's report, regarding 
claim for compensation or describes this report as rubbish, as in the 
present case, although at the time he makes no adverse remarks on 
the report itself and took no action for making false report but on 
the contrary, gives him a certificate. 

· It is such attitude, openly trying to shield and uphold outrage
ous, wrong and fraudulent conduct of his favourite Contractors 
that naturally creates suspicions against him, and when that conduct 
is coupled with such outrageous instances as the payment of 
compensation regardless of legal position or protests from higher 
Financial authorities or reports from his own staff, it further leads 
to an inference of complicity because instances occurred only with 
regard to theae firms of contractors with whom his friends and 
previous associates or colleagues are connected. I will not wear 
out the Court with the details of other similar act of favouritism to 
the particular firm, such as purchase of surplus materials, like 
B. C. C., in spite of the adverse report of subordinates. At page 
93, complainant says, " We took over the blocks and other materials 
that were good. It was not included in the compensation. I think 
whole payment came to Rs. 7,00J," and various other similar 
small items making a total sum of a large amount of extra payment, 
so that ultimately the payments came to a much larger amount 
than the fixed tender rate although the rate too was higher by 
abont Rs. 9,0JO than the lowest tenderer. With regard to sanitary 
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fittings and other special items, these rates were also higher than 
the rest of the contractors and next to B. C. C. 

Compare and contrast this preferential treatment with the 
treatment he meted out to some Indian contractors with whom he 
had no previous association or acquaintance, who had managed 
to make an inroad into the department and secure small con
tracts of a few chawls. With them, he was an entirely different 
officer, over strict, severe, most exacting and so persistently haras
sing that they had to give up the work and leave completely ruined. 
The legitimate claims, though recovered by subordinates, were not 
paid. Mr. Udaisingb left in the middle of the work and had corres
pondence over his claim. Mr. Vally Mahomed Husain similarly 
was compelled to go and forced to file a suit in the High Court and 
to file his petition in Insolvency and unfortunately died before .he 
received his claim. Even such a reputed and well kown firm hke 
Pallonji Edulji & Sons, had to leave the work before completion and 
made bitter complaint of the unfair treatment at the hands of the 
complainant and his assistant, Mr. Krishnaswamy. 

I have dwelt at some length on this question about F.C.C 
because so far as the investigation before the Mears Committee was 
concerned, it was the most recent and in spite of the exposures, 
agitation and criticism, large illegal paymenta were being made to 
them, practically about the time when the appointment of the 
committee was being considered and announced. 

I submit, that I am justified in drawing an adverse inference 
of complicity against the complainant on account of his attitude of 
open partiality and favouritism to the3e contractors who are admit· 
ted to ha1e been his friends before they became contractors. His 
conduct in making large payments to them, payments that could not 
be supported in law and equity, in spite of strong reports of sub
ordinates and protests from the 'Financial Ad¥isor and his refusal to 
take any action against them in spite of serious acts of misconduct 
being brought to his knowledge and his present attempts to shield 
and defend this conduct by criticising the reports of his officers 
against them as rubbish or false and in both cases the leave and 
departure to England so arranged that both these contractors by 
turn meet him in Europe and one of them making arrant:rement to 
transmit a large amount of cash there; all these circum~ances I 
submit, are strong grounds for justifying that inference and c~m
plainant at any rate, could have no reason to complain a(l'ainst such 
an inference, because he himself has drawn exactly ~imilar in
ference against hii own responsible officers for much lesser acts of 
fa1ouritism and partiality towarru a particular contractor. I would 
refer Your ""' orship to complainant's e1idence at pacre 131 where 
he says. " I did suspect that the Executive Engineer 

0
and .A~si::;tant 
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:mngineer were working in complicity with the contractor", and 
what were his grounds for this very serious charge against his 
own officers, one of whom had twice acted as Superintending En
gineer in his own place and on his own recommendation ? The 
grounds . in his own words are u Because another matter came 
forward too when Gaya & Co. submitted their claims, many 
of them backed up by the Executive Engineer contrary to 
the clauses in the ll.greement. I did investigate as far as 
I could. I could not make a report, because I could not prove 
anything . . ." At page 132, he says "The agreement was 
very clear indeed in these particulars and there was no likelihood of 
his taking it and they should not have recommended them." Now 
I would ask the Court to consider the position. The complainant 
draws an inference against his own officers and lays a charge against 
them that they acted in complicity with the contractors on the ground 
that they recommended a claim that according to his opinion, was 
not tenable on the clear clause in the agreement and because they 
backed up a claim which he thought was false. Has not the com
plainant himself backed up a claim of a contractor friend Mr. 
Cervallo of F. C. C. in spite of the terms of the agreement, K2 form 
being quite clear that Director of Development could terminate 
the contract at any time and contractor was not entitled to any 
compensation? Has not the complainant himself not only recom· 
mended but ultimately got his contractor friends large sums of 
money although after personal investigation of two officers, claims 
. were found to be bogus and fraudulent, and in spite of their written 
report against such payments? Although in one case the records 
in respect of such claim (F. C. C.'s claim for mild steel bars used 
in partition walls) were missing just as some documents were found 
missing in Gaya's case ? Has he not backed up not only bogus but 
fraudulent claims and refused to take any action in spite of serious 
misconduct being proved? If Your Worship will carefully consider his 
conduct and attitude in this respect it has been more suspicious and 
shady than that of Mr. Hamid who after all has only once recom
mended after fully discussing and considering certain claims of a 
contractor as against complainant's recommending and _paying ~11ch 
claims not only to one, but to all his favourite contractors, and not. 
only once, but often; can he complain if such conduct and attitude 
on his part lead others to exactly the same inference which he 
himself has drawn against his own officers for much less suspicions 
conduct? It is admitted that complainant, Major Parselle and Mr. 
Cervallo were friends, whereas the previous relationship between 
Mr. Hamid and Mr. Gaya is not known. I submit that my 
position before the Committee was m nch stronger and II1Y allega
tions not so serious nor so specific as the complainant has ventured_ 
tcr make against his own uffice~s from the witness box. He has 
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described them as incompetent and unfit, he has charged them with 
making and submitting false official reports and he has even 
charged them with complicity with contractors, and after such 
grave and serious allegations, he gives some of them certificates of 
good conduct and recommends them for service in other Govern· 
ment departments. 

He has also similarly charged his other subordinate, Mr. Mehta, 
on equally flimsy grounds, with destroying Registers and even of 
stealing waggons of mild steel bars; more reckless charges without 
any grounds for justification-and still he takes exception to a. 
general statement of merely repeating ugly rumours of higher 
officers receiving secret commission. 

I have never gone to the length of levying such specific and 
serious charges against the officer as he has done in the witness bo:r. 

The next dealings in connection with the same matter that I 
wish to submit, are those of Gaya & Co. This was one of the two 
Indian firms that managed to secure and retain comparatively small 
contracts, the other one being Chotani & Co. Though rejected when 
pitched against the greater favourite, Major Parselle, still at Worli, 
next to B.C.C., they managed to get the contract for 26 
chawls. There were no separat~ tenders invited for these works, 
but this was given to them as a sort of consolation prize, partly 
to make up for the injustice done to them by rejecting their lowest 
tender for the larger contract of 80 chaw Is ; but this firm was no 
exception to the usual rule, viz., to continue the dealings with 
the department under Mr. Harvey, one of its partners or one closely 
connected with the firm must claim some previous association or 
acquaintance with him or other higher officer of the department. 
)Ir. D. R. Vaidya, Land Acquisition Officer and Deputy Secretary 
to the department, a gentleman holding a very high and responsible 
post, perhaps not being so sure of his position, would not take the 
rash and risky step of completely resigning his post, but in the 
tirst instance applies for a long leave, Ex. 142, in February 
19~2 for two years, and according to Ex. Z 17, applies for 
permission to do private practice as a surveyor in Bombay during 
the period of his leave. The decision to give contracts for chawls, 
according to Mr. Harvey, was taken about the middle of 1922 on Mr. 
Han·ey's recommendation, and it is. also admitted that parties 
interested knew about this for some time before. That matter must 
have been considered for some time before the final decision was 
taken, and therefore it is reasonable to presume that Mr. Vaidya 
being closely connected with the department, must have been made 
aware of the contemplated decision about the time when he applies 
for !eave and ac.tu~lly takes it, i.e., in February _1922; when .he. 
applws for pcrLnlSSlon to do !Jrh·ate pradic.:e as a· l:lurvej·t~:r. :: EX:: 
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Z17 was produced by the prosecution to create a wrong impression 
on the Court that the said permisl:lion would justify his association 
and interest in Gaya & Co., who were government contractors. A 
permission to a Government servant to do private practice could 
certainly not justify or regularise the grave irregularity and 
official misconduct of that •public servant taking building 
contracts from the very department. in which he occupied a very 
important and responsible post ; on the ground of public policy 
and official morality, no public servant or even a pensioner is 
permitted to have any contractual relations· or business dealings 
either directly or indirectly, under the cloak of a binami, 
with any department of government and least of all, with a 
department in which he occupies a responsible position. As a 
Land Acquisition Officer, it must have been part of his duties to 
decide rates and compensation to be paid to the land-holders for 
the very plots of land acquired for the purposes of chaw 1 construction 
and shortly after the connection with a contractors' firm, he is 
engaged in the construction of chawls on these very plots. The 
first attempt was to show that he himself had nothing to do with 
the firm of Gaya & Co. but his son Chintamani was a partner, but 
when in the course of proceedings it became more and more clear 
that Chintamani was a mere binami ·for his father and the real 
partner was Mr. D. R. Vaidya; the father, the other blind was 
attemt:ted by producing Ex. Zl7, to show that permission to practise 
when on leave was granted to him and he was permitted to take up 
government contracts. On the contrary, this document only shows 
the preparation made by Mr. Vaidya shortly after his leave and shortly 
before it was decided to give contracts, to join the firm of contractors 
and take government contracts. Mr. D. R Vaidya himself has not 
ventured to step into the box although he was all the time in 
Bombay, but has sent his brother to be the carrier of the horoscope 
and School certificate of Chintamani to Court. The brother's 
evidence, if anything, has made the position more clear. Be says 
at page 194, 11 He (Chintamani) was a partner of Gaya. I don't 
know if he had a. real interest or not. I did not make inquiries 
whether he was a nominee of his father or not. His father told me 
he was a partner. He did not bring in any capital. He had just 
left the school then. He was not learning properly, so he was taken 
away. He was in the 5th or 6th Standard. He had no experience 
of contractors' or engineering line. His father was an engineer. I 
don't think he was taking any active interest in Gaya & Co. I don't 
know if he is now employed with some contractors." That is the 
evidence of a gentleman, the brother of Mr. D. R. Vaidya, who was 
brought to prove that Chintamani being older than what he was 
represented to be, was the real partner of Gaya & Co. and his father 
had nothing to do with it. In addition to that, Your \V' orship will 
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find ample evidence on the record to prove that the ::;on wn:i n. men~ 
nominee and the real active partner, looking after the engineering 
part of Gaya & Co., was Mr. D. R Vaidya, the father. 
Exs. 143 and 144, show that he openly carried on correspondence 
with officers of the departmect on behalf of G aya & Co. in connec
tion with the works and signed in his own name, and Exs. X2 to X6, 
correspondence between G aya & Co. and another partner, Mr. 
Sambhoo Bhagoji, also has a reference to Mr. D. R. Vaidya.. As a 
partner, he was constantly consulted not only in engineering but 
also financial matters, and like Major Parselle, even when in 
service, he used to visit and inspect the works and study the chaw} 
construction, thus indicating his inclination to give up his job and 
take up contracts. Mr. Hamid at page 178, says, "Vaidya. was an 
engineer. He used to come to works sometimes when be was in 
service. He used to come when the department work was going on. 
I used to meet him. Harvey did not take him round. I took him 
round. Vaidya's connection with Gaya & Co. was only through 
his son. I often saw him at Gaya's works at Worli. He was 
advising Gaya in engineering points. 8. E. might have seen Vaidya. 
managing Gaya's works." Mr. Hamid gives away the whole show 
by admitting that Mr. Vaidya's connection with Gays. & Co. -was 
through his son. · 

In view of this strong evidence, both oral and documentary, I 
submit that it is fairly well established that Mr. D. R. Vaidya. was 
the real active partner of Gay a & Co. and that his. son Chintamani, 
was a mere nominee, and the fact that the device was resorted to of 
formally puting up the son, goes to show that Mr. D. R. Vaidya. 
and others must have known that he could not be a partner openly. 
Under the circumstances, the age of Chintamani, the school boy, of 
5th or 6th standard, is irrelevant. 

Still, I must admit that howsoever irregular or wrong the piece 
of conduct on the part of Mr. Vaidya. might have been, it would not 
be relevant to the present case unless it is connected with the com
plainant. In all the instances I have submitted to the Court, al
most uniformly and invariably it has been pointed out from the 
records, that complainant at first, either denied all knowledge or 
dissociated himself from the said transaction till ultimately by 
documentary evidence or records, his connection was proved, and 
thus alone he was forced to admit it; so also in this particular case 
of Mr. D. R. Vaidya.. At page 127, being questioned on this point, he 
says, u I don't know what 'C' stood for. I suppose C.A. Gaya. 
means his name was C. A. Gaya. I did not care to inquire who' C' 
was. Subsequently I found out there were three partners. 
Mr. D. R. Vaidva, Mr. Gays., and a t4ird man: that was at the en.=~ 
of 1922." "' · · · · · "! 
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u Q :·-In 1922~23, Vaidya was in government service, holding 
a high post in Development Directorate? 

"A:-1 don't recollect when he left the department. 
"Q :-When this name of D. R. Vaidya came to your notice, 

did you make inquiries if he was in government service? 
''A :-I did not make inquiries as I did not know he was the 

same Vaidya. At the end of the contract, I assumed 
that he was the man who was the partner of the firm. 
I saw him personally at the termination of the contract 
in connection with the contract. I assumed that he was 
the partner. He came on behalf of the company. I 
met him at W orli and I thought he belonged to the 
company and I treated him as acting on behalf of the 
company. It must be at the end of 1925 or in the 
early part of 1926. That was the first time I realised 
that he was the partner of Gaya & Co. I don't know 
definitely when I first came to know he was a partner of 
Gaya & Co." 

Again at page 128 "I don't think D. R. Vaidya saw me till Gaya 
had some dispute." 

Now, I will refer Your Worship to Exs. 143 and 144, directly 
contradicting the above statement and the official records them
selves prove that Mr. Vaidya was taking an active part on behalf of 
Gaya & Co., and by seeing complainant and others, not on the 
completion of the work and contract at the end of 1925, or beginning 
of 1926, as complainant alleges, but about the beginning of 1924, 
when that work was in full swing. Ex. 143, dated March 1924, are 
certain slips on which Assistant Engineer Gazdar has made certain 
remarks about Gaya's works and on which Mr. D.R. Vaidya has 
endorsed noting either compliance with the requirements or that 
" S.E. has allowed them " or some other steps have been taken in 
connection with them. More important than that, is Ex. 144, with 
regard to certain defects in chawls Nos. 89 and 110 of Gayas' in 
February 1924 ; Mr. D.R. Vaidya in his own handwriting has sent 
a letter to complainant as Superintending Engineer, making certain 
alternative suggestions with regard to these chawls, and the 
said letter addressed on behalf of Gaya & Co., is signed by 
Mr. D. R. Vaidya. There are many such vouchers and 
correspondence, but I have only adduced some, enough to show 
the conneotion of Mr. Vaidya with the firm and knowledge of 
complainant of the same at the early stage of construction and to 
prove from their own records, that the complainant's denial could 
not be correct and his ignorance is only pretended. The question 
naturally arises, as to why this studied effort to keep Mr. Vaidya's 
n!Ulle out and why such a delibe~ate attempt to mislead tqe Court~ 
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Again, when repudiating the suggestion that Gaya. and Co. 
were treated less favourably than B. C. C., he gave some mstances 
when similar indulgence and facilitie3 were also given to Gaya and 
Co. At page 12:3, he says, "The department paid him (i.e. Gaya) 
Rs. 3,300 more per superstructure. I treated everyone fairly. I 
made revision in their rates for nahanies. I found their rates were 
not fair and I increased them", i. e. he gave higher rates than were 
fixed and agreed upon under the agreement. Again at page 99, he 
admits he gave them higher rateJ for window.:J. "I subsequently 
gave them the same rate as given to B. C. C. That was in spite of 
their not being entitled to under the contract. I gave them in
creased rates in order to treat them fairly.'' Does the com
plainant wish to suggest that he gave unfair rate3 in the original 
agreement, so in order to treat them fairly, he had to increase the 
rate3 subsequently after the agreements were made and work com· 
meneed or eompletrd ? At page 88, he further admits special 
facilitie3 being given to Gaya & Co. for reronry of amounts. 
Usually one bill is gi"ren to eontrartors e''ery month after monthly 
measurements and calculations, but to Gaya & Co., he said "in 
spite of the fact that we gave them three bills every month, they 
ended up the job by giving trouble to the labour and we had endless 
trouble.'' r.rhe question the Court will have to consider, is why 
was Gaya & Co., so much in financ'al difficulties always in 
spite of so many facilities? \Vh~:~,t was the secret drain on this 
income that caused this trouble in spite of other circumstances 
being fayourable? The entries in the books of account of Gaya. 
& Co. solve this question. These books prove as clearly as a book 
of ac.count can prove, that a secret arrangement existed, whereby 
12! per cent were paid on the amount received on bills. According 
to evidence, the actual contract work commenced in February 1923. 

From Gaya's books, it appears that first a deposit of 
B.s. 40,000 was taken from them for the tender of 80 chaw Is at 
Rs. 500 per chawl, and when that tender was rejected, a sum of 
Rs. 27,000 was returned to them on 12th January 1923 and an entry 
to that effect appears on that date as a part of the deposit returned 
retaining the balance of Hs. 13,000 for 26 chawls at Rs. 500 pe; 
chawl. 'Ihat was the amount of deposit also appears from Ex. liS 
assignment to ~Ir. ~Iarker, which shows that simultaneously with 
the rejection of 80 chawls eoutract, it was decided to give the other 
contract to Gaya and only a part of the first was returned. Seven 
days after that i.e. on 19th January 19:23, two sums of Rs. 5 OOJ 
and Rs ... 1~59-12-9 are . debited to "Miscella?eous Expe~ses 
Account Without any deta1ls-Haste Mr. Gay a (m vernacular)
although for the same period there are various other small amounts 
from Hs~, 7 or ~ to tls: 15 deb.ited to ".\Jiscellaneous Expense.l 
Account for whKh detaili a.re g1ven. The two amoun,ts of Rs. 5

1
(XX) 
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and Rs. 1,859-12-9 are debited A. few days before th€' work <'·Om
menced in February 1923. After that on· 9th March, a sum of 
Rs. 1,34,92£-4-0 is received from the department as the first large 
bill on account of the work and against that Bill, the following 
entries are debited to " Miscellaneous Expenses Account " without 
details:-

Haste Gaya Rs. 1,200 on 2-2-23. 
tl 1,250 " 6-2-i3. 
11 5,000 11 15-2-23, 

' , 9,380 , 11-3-23. 
Thus, the total sum debited to " Miscellaneous Expenses 

Account" is Rs. 16,830, and the total due at 12! per cent. on the bill 
of Rs. 1,34,929 works out at Rs. 16,866. Twenty days after, i.e. on 
29th March, a further sum of Rs. 12,799-9-0 was received on account 
of the second bill and on the same day, a sum of Rs. 1,600 is debited 
to "Miscellaneous Expenses Account" (without any details) with a 
note" at the rate of 121 per cent, Haste (i.e. through self.)" At the 
same time, from that date to five subsequent days, there are small 
sums of Rs. 22 to 39, all separately debited on separate consecutive 
days to "Miscellaneous Expenses Account" with details and parti
culars of the said small miscellaneous expenditure. 121 per cent. on 
Rs. 12,799 of the amount of the bill being worked out in Court, 
came to exactly the amount of Rs. 1,600 debited to "Miscellaneous 
Expenses Account " by the hand of Self (Haste). A day previous, 
on 28th March 1023, there is a sum of .Rs. 3,400 credited on 
account of Bill received and nine days after, i.e. on 6th April, 
another debit entry of Rs. 425, " Miscellaneous Expenses Account " 
Haste (self) with a note 11 This amount goes with the account of 
Rs-, 1,600 of 29-3-23 " is shown. Thus the total amount of bill 
received is Rs. 12,799-9-Q or say, Rs. 12,800 on 29-3-23 and 
Rs. 3,400 on 28-3-23 and total debit entries to "Miscellaneous Ex
penses Account" are Rs. 1,600 on 29-3-23 and Rs. 425 on 6-4-23= 
total Rs. 2,025 ; 121 per cent. on Rs. 16,200 works out exactly at 
Rs. 2,025 ; this being practically the second entry, the arrangement 
is entered, viz. at 121 per cent. but subsequent to this, practically 
all throughout similar arrangement of calculation is carried out, 
viz. large amounts at bills received are credited and corresponding 
amounts at about 12! per cent. are debited to 1

' Miscellaneous Ex
penses Account," mostly by the hand of Mr. Gaya, i.e. self, either on 
the same date or a few days after though the note " at the rate of 
121 per cent." is not repeated each time. 

I have pointed out the first two or three entries in detail to 
illustrate the arrangement, but the most convincing proof is 
towards the end, where a total summary ia drawn of this 11~fis
~ell~neous ExtJenses Account ", which co~es to Jts. 1,561861 fof 
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the Sam vat year 1979 i. e. uptil October 1924, and the said expense 
is debited to the four partners on account of "Contractors' salaries.". 
Instead of puttin(J' 11 Officers ", the word 11 Contractors " is used 
and thus all the four partners are made to bear this burden of 
expenses in proportion to their shares out of the profits. 

There is one entry which needs further explanation. On 12th 
October 1924, being the end of Samvat year before Diwali, the 
account for the year practically closes, but an outstanding amount, 
under the arrangement, of Rs. 2,500 is paid some months later, i. e. · 
on 12th February 1925. At this time, as is brought out in evidence, 
Gaya & Co. were already in monetary difficulties, and hence an. 
amount of Rs. 2,500 was borrowed from :Mr. Marker on 4-2-25, 
Ex. 167B (Pro-note by Sambhu & Gaya for Bs. 2,500 dated 
4-2-25 to :Marker). On the same date, :Mr. Gaya. writes a 
note to his partner, Mr. Sambhu, with the pro-note asking 
him to sign the same. Ur. Gaya. writes in that note, 
Ex. X6, "Our cheque for Rs. 14,955 and some annas 
is ready in the Audit office. I have requested Mr. Marker. He 
agrees this time to give only Rs. 2,500 as the amount is small. The 
W orli office, as usual, has kept back, Rs. 5,600 to our credit. He 
may be persuaded to give some more moneys from the next bill .. 
Please sign the accompanying receipt and send per bearer. I have 
an appointment with Mr. Marker to take the cheque at 4 p.m. to-. 
day." A few days after, i.e. on 12-2-25, an entry appears of Rs. 2,100. 
" Miscellaneous Expenses Account by the hands of Mr. Sambhuji, 
Mr. Marker and Mr. Gaya.." This entry ·is in the handwriting of 
the same Mehta, Mr. Ratilal, who has made the other entries, but 
is written on a slip of printed form of Gay a & Co. and is dated 12-2·25· 
and attached to the cash book page of 12th October 1924,. the 
reason being that as this payment was made on 12th February 1925_ 
and the account for the year was closed on 12th October lfJ2!, the 
slip is attached to this last day's · account, as showing the payment 
pertaining to that year. The Pro-note, Ex. 167B and letter, Ex. 6 
and entry all taken together, support the statement that the amon.nt 
was borrowed from Mr. :Marker for payment on secret ce;mmissioi:1 
account, and Mr. Marker and Mr. Sambhuji were present at the 
time of payment to satisfy themselves that it was propedy paid and 
not spent for any other purposes. Mr. Marker tries to explain 
away this entry by saying that the amount was required to be 
paid to labourers and he further says that at this time their 
work was stopped for want of payment; but according to Ex. 164, 
departmental record shows that according to the contract·, Gaya & 
Co. were to complete the work by August or September 1924 but. 
they were late and they actually completed and handed. over the 
chawls to _departmen.t by the end of January or beginning of. Feb
ruary 19:2). According to official records the work was completed 

lO b 
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and chawls were handed OT"er by this time, hence the statement of 
Mr. Marker-that the amount was wanted in February 1925 for 
payment to labourers and the work was stopped and could not be 
carried. on is absolutely false. But the loan, as a matter of fact, 
was g1ven for payment as secret commission and the wording 
of Ex. 6, letter from Mr. Gaya to Mr. Sambhuji "I have requested 
Mr. Marker. He agrees this time to give only Rs. 2,500 as the 
amount is small," clearly shows that Mr. Marker was acting as 
an intermediary. 

This piece of evidence, I would request the Court also to take 
into consideration whilst considering the nature of the second 
assignment from Gaya & Co. was made to Mr. Marker, Ex. 128, and 
the arrangement between Mr. Marker and Major Parselle, Ex 152. 

As regards Ex. 128, the second assignment of Rs. 25,000 in 
February 1925 from Gaya & Co. to Mr. Marker, I submit that 
sufficient evidence has been adduced to hold that as alleged by the 
defence, it was a bogus assignment, not passed for any actual amount 
due on account, but that this amount was to be held by Mr. Marker 
in trust for the officers for their share of the secret profits of this 
last outstanding final bill when paid and settled. At this time, a 
dispute about the final bill was pending between Messrs. Gaya 
& Co. and the department ; whereas there is ample evidence now in 
support of the first assignment of Rs. 60,000, part of Ex. 128-that 
is not challenged by the defence-Mr. Marker could not produce a 
single document or record, either in the shape of a work-order bill, 
voucher or letter of demand or entry in his books of account to 
show that Rs. 25,000 or any amount was due to him after the final 
settlement of his bill and passing of the first assignment in December 
1924. The only documents he relies upon, are the two hand-written 
memos of account prepared, according to his statement, from memory 
for the purposes of this case, Ex. 161A and Ex. 161B. Ex. 161A, 
produced on the previous day, is not the same in details as the Ex. 
161B produced the next day, and he further admits that these 
memos ·show an amount of Rs. 20,000 in excess of the amounts 
that would be actually due to him according to the tel'}ll~ of 
agreement between him and Gaya & Co., Ex. 154. Ex. 156 IS a 
regular bill on the printed form of Gagrat & Marker to Gaya 
& Co., dated 15th October 1924, according to which the total 
for all three items, i.e. the original work and extra, comes to 
Rs. 1,75,780 and Mr. Marker says in his evidence '' According 
to the terms of agreement, Ex. 154, the total amount due 
wonld be Rs. 1,78,96:2." Out of that, he states, "we received 
about Rs. 1,17,000 from S.aya & Co.," thus leaving a balance of 
abont Rs. 59,000 and according to this account contained in the 
final bill, Ex. 156, deducting the amount received from the total 
amount dne, for the balance of a,bout Rs. 59,000 an assignment of 
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Rs. no,ooo was passed in December 1924, and that final bill bears 
the certificate signed by Mr. Marker certifying the measurements 
as correct. The first endorsement also states that the amount will 
become due after the works are completed. 

In order to support his false contention, Mr. Marker says, that 
after the first assignment was made, extra work continued for 
four or five months, i. e. till about April or May 1925, and hence 
further amounts became due in Aprill925 for which second assign· 
ment for Rs. 25,000 was taken, but as stated above, he cannot pro· 
dnce any document to show that such a large amount became dne 
after that date and the said statement is false is further apparent from 
the officialrecord, Ex. 164, which is the contract and specification of 
Gaya & Co. and includes a letter from Executive Engineer, Sani· 
tary district, to Executive Engineer No.2, which says, "With 
reference to your letter No. 157 of 17-1-:25, I have the honour 
to inform you that 20 chawls Nos. 2G-27 88-89, 93-101 and 110-111 
will be ready for handing over to the department at the end of this 
month of contract of C. A. Gaya" i.e. at the end of January 1925, 
and according to the exhibit and statement of prosecution, a11 
Gayas' chawls were handed over at the end of January,or beginning 
of February 1925 ; how could Mr. Marker have continued the work 
for four or five months after first assignment in December 1924, 
when long before the chawls were already completed and handed 
over to the Department ? 

Thus, I submit there is sufficient material to warrant a. con· 
olnsion that there was no more amount due to Gagrat and Marker 
after the first assignment of Rs. 60,COO and that the second assign· 
ment of Rs. 25,000 was passed for the reasons stated above. The 
amount claimed by Gaya. & Co. on final bill was about Rs. 2 lakhs 
and he has filed a suit for over Rs. 2} lakhs, and this second assign
ment is also dated about the same time when a coa.ference 
was held to settle this claim between Mr. Harvey, Mr. Hamid and 
1\fr. Gaya and others as stated in complainant's evidence. The 
eonference was held shortly before Mr. Harvey left; he went on 
leave in 1\fay or June 1925 and the necessity for this arrange
ment was that Gaya. & Co. were, as admitted, in monetary 
difl1culties and could not be trusted to pay the dues after the 
bill was paid. 

Thus, I submit that the entries in the books of account, the 
cor~espondence between partners of Gaya. & Co., Ex. X6, and the 
asslglllllent to Mr. Marker, part of Ex. 128 and the pro-note 
Ex. 163B, conpled with the other circumstances, lead to a reasonable 
c?ncl~sion that some secret arrangement to pay secret commission 
d1d ex1st between the contractors and all officers concerned with th~ 
sa.iq contract. · · 
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In: this connection, the Court will also consider the two entries 
of Rs. 5,000 and Rs.: 1,859, seven days after acceptance of the 
deposit and before commencement of the work. First and foremost, 
I submit, that this payment, if at all, was in consideration of the 
granting of the con~ract work; the granting of that favour rested 
with the complainant alone, and it was on his recommendation alone 
~hat the work was entrusted to Gay~ & Co. wit~out formally. call
mg for fresh tenders for these 26 chawls. In th1s connection, Mr. 
Hamid, as a subordinate officer, had no discretion, and as the 
granting. of this work was the sole foundation of the arrangement 
with contractors, it is reasonable to presume·· that the officer 
primarily · responsible for granting that work could not have been 
left out of such an arrangement. Howsoever much Mr. Hamid and 
Mr. Gazdar might have desired to confer favour on their· favourites 
or friends, they could not have succeeded without the help and 
co-operation of 1\fr. Harvey, an4 the two debit entries of Rs. 5,000 
and Rs. 1,859 before the commencement of the work, are significant. 
Again, apparent connivance of Mr. Harvey at Mr. Vaidya's inclusion 
in the firm when he was still in Government service and his further 
clumsy attempt to conceal that fact from the Court by arparently 
false and misleading statements make matters more suspicious against 
him, Mr. Vaidya was known to him as an officer of the department, 
arid · according to Mr. Hamid, he used to visit W orli Works like 
1\!ajor Parselle, ·even when he was in service, and before he 
proceeded on leave .. What was the consideration for allowing Mr. 
Vaidya when still in government service, to take this contract, 
I will refer Your Worship to complainant's evidence on this point, 
wherein he admits that he himself suspected his Executive 
Engineer and Assistant Engineer to be in complicity with these 
contractors-and that was before the disclosures of their books
and other evidence; he says at page 131, ''1 did suspect that the Exe
cutive Engineer and Assistant Engineer were working in complicity 
with ·contractors"; still, his attitude towards them, after this suspi
cion is extraordinary. He makes no enquiries in spite of suspicion 
of such grave 'misconduct; makes no report against them, and what 
is more strange, that in his report on the very subject of Gaya & 
Co.'s claim, Ex. 129, he makes no reference to the suspected com
plicity, but on the contrary, states with regard to one claim that it 
cannot be proved or disproved. He states at page 132, "I have 
made no reference to the· condnct of Executive Engmeer in this re
port, but I have made a special report on the subJect"; that alleged 
special report was never produced, and from hi3 ~:~ubseqnent conduct 
toward:J these ofiictrs, it appears that he could not have made any 
such report against them, because, instead of taking any action, very 
shortly after this when he goes on leave, on his recommendation that 
very officer, suspected of complicity with contractors is promoted to 
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be Acting Superintending Engineer, and further more, that the same! 
Assistant Engineer is promoted to Acting Executive Engineer; they . 
are given certificate3 a few months later. J n order to get out 
of this awkward position, complainant makes an absolutely incorrect. 
statement at page 132, u I believe I gave them certificates before 
this incident. I gave a separate certificate after I came back." 
There could not have been any certificates given to them before· 
this incident when the officers were still. in service and were to 
continue for some time after. Mr. Hamid in his evidence, also 
says, "Harvey has never alleged in any of his reports about his 
suspicions .......... No enquiry was made to my knowledge about this 
charge. I was not asked for any explanation. Long after this, he 
gave me a certificate. I never knew that Harvey suspected me to 
be in complicity with Gaya & Co., the contractors. The first time 
I heard suspicion cast on me was in Court when Harvey gave his 
evidence and made that statement." 

· Thus complainant's own admission shows that he had ·sus· 
picions of such an arrangement or complicity, and his subsequent: 
conduct in not taking any action at all but on the contrary 
recommending them for promotion the very officers to be acting 
Superintending Engineer and Ag. Executive Engineer and giving 
them certificate3 and further not making any reference on the report 
on this very subject ; . all these circumstances rather tend to the 
conclusion or inference of a common arrangement between the 
officers and contractors. After this disclosure, he even did not want 
to admit that he was replying to 1\Ir. Hamid's letters, though very 
cordial correspondence had passed between them. · 

Although the appointments were made by Government, the 
allotments of districts and other arrangements rested with 
Mr. Harvey; Mr. Hamid was appointed to the largest district of 
Worli when Major Parselle and Mr. Gaya got contracts, and 
Mr. Hamid's favourite Mr. G azdar brought by him from Hyderabad, 
is throughout the works kept under him in the same district. · 

All the above circumstances as stated before the Court, are to 
be taken into consideration in deciding the 'nature of the arrange
men~ between the officers and the contractors-. Out of several 
contractors who had dealings with the department, the books of 
account of Gaya & Co. ·alone have been available -aD.d produced 
beforo. the Court, and these books were also secured because one of 
the partners had become -an insolvent and these books were in 
possession of the Official Assignee.· An E:fiort to get other books, 
l1:uticularly of B.C.C., .. has failed although- witness-sum..riions was 
1~sued and served. Other contracts were giwn and mafutiined ·under 
l:Ucuwstaucd more suspicious than_ Gaya.:s, aud the non·pr~uctioll 
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of their records on account of this long delay in starting this 
enquiry, has to that extent handicapped and prejudiced the defence. 

The other two minor contracts were with regard to Mazagaon, 
DeLisle Road and N aigaum Plot B. 

With regard to DeLisle Road, J. C. Gammon was accepted 
although his rate was third and though contracts were first decided 
to be divided between V. :M:. Hassan, Udaisingh and J. C. Gammon, 
still in a short time, the first two had to leave and the whole work 
was entrusted and carried out by J. C. Gammon. The same 
company had quoted Rs. 1,24,004 for 25 chawls at W orli for the 
same old departmental design, whereas their quotation for DeLisle 
Road, the same design and about the same time, was Rs. 86,077. It 
is difficult to understand such a great difference in the quotation of 
the same contractors to the same department about the same time 
for similar chawls to be constructed on the same departmental 
design; a difference of nearly Rs. 38,000 per chawl, but apparently 
although contract was given to them on account of their low rate, 
ultimately, by means of extra and supplementary claims, they were 
paid nearly the amount they had quoted for Worli per chawl. 
When questioned about this difference in quotations between W orli 
and DeLisle Road, the complainant· explained it away by saying 
-'That this tender (DeLisle Road) did not include sanitary fittings" 
(page 105.) 

The complainant also submitted a statement to the Advisory 
Committee, and in that statement, he has stated that J. C. 
Gammon's tender for DeLisle Road is quoted with inclusive rates, 
i.e. including sanitary fittings. That was the excuse given to the 
Committee for accepting their tender, although theirs was third, 
because the other two with lower rates, Mr. V. M. Hassan and 
Udaisingh had not quoted with sanitary fittings. The statement, I 
submit, either to the Court or to the Advisory Committee must be 
incorrect and it shows how complainant changes the statement 
\vhen it suits his purpose. · 

Again, for Sewri chawls, which were also according to the same 
departmental design as DeLisle Road and Worli, the tender of 
Marsland Price for Rs. 85,121 per chawl was rejected, and one of the 
reasons stated to the Committee was " Many of their rates were too 
low to be compatible with good work and had reasonable rates been 
tendered their contract would have amounted to over Rs. 95,000 in 
each case," but for DeLisle Road, J. C. Gammon's rate of Rs. 86,077 
per chawl was considered high enough to be compatible with good 
work and their tender for that rate was not rejected on the same 
ground. These instances again show how complainant changes 
his statements and judgments as it suits and serves his purpose. 
The complainant though repeatedly requested to give final figures 
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per chawl for DeLisle Road, did not do so stating at page 105, " It 
is impossible to give the figure per chaw I for DeLisle Road." When 
he can give the figures for other districts, what coul~ be ~he difficul
ly for DeLisle Road, alone? The figure per chaw], 1£ g1ven would 
show the great difference in the original rate on which their tender 
was accepted and the final payment, when they were paid over 
Rs. 30,000 more per chawl. 

Complainant, Major Parselle and Mr. Cervallo and other 
engineers were sitting on a committee together, amon~ other things 
to inquire into the collapse of a concrete construction alleged to 
have been constructed by Gammons. In the course of these pro
ceedings some time before the contract was given, Gammons came 
to know these officers, although complainant denies previous 
acquaintance in his case. 

With the solitary exception of Chothani, who managed to 
secure a small number of chawls at N aigaum Plot B after being 
twice rejected, in every other instance, for all lGO chawls, the 
contract was given to a firm in which either a friend, associate or 
colleague was a principal managing partner. 

The following is the list of contractors with whom Mr. Harvey 
had previous association or friendship before contracts were given : 

Major Parselle (B.C.C.) ... 80 chawls at Worli 
:Mr. Cervallo (F.C. C.) 12 ,, at Sewri 
:Mr. D. R. Vaidya (Gaya & Co.) 26 chawls at Worli 
Col. Grisewood (Indian Con-

struction Co.) ... 
Mr. J. C. Gammon 
Mr. Owen 

20 , at N aigaum Plot A 
20 , at DeLisle Road 

Sanitary contractors and sup
pliers. 

In all cases of chaw 1 contracts, except Gaya & Co., tenders 
were accepted, though the rates quoted were much higher, sometimes 
difference in rate being Rs. 8 to 13 thousand per chaw I. In several 
cases, large payments were made to B. C. C. and F. C. C. in spite 
of reports from subordinates and protests from higher financial 
authorities. Iu some cases, even illegal payments were made· on 
rueasurelllents and claims found to be false and bogus after investi· 
ga.tiou by responsible engineers and officers and reports made to hiw. 
to that effect. 

1 will submit before the Court what 1 had submitted before 
the Committee, the grave financial losses due to the mal-adminis
tration and effect o{ it on the general administration of the Pre· 
sidt'nry, to show that a. subject of suc·h great importance demanded 
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all the efforts, vigilance and care on the part of every citizen, and 
. that it was not a question of petty spite or intention to harm the 
reputation of any officer. 

Ex. 42, page 12:- · 
" The Committee while dealing with these questions will realise 

the grave financial loss not only to the city but to the 
whole Presidency. This mad and chimerical venture has 
practically mortgaged the resources of the Presidency for 
at least a generation to come. All other schemes of public 
utility, even such as primary education and medical relief 
must be suspended till the huge gap in the Bombay trea
sury is filled up. 

" According to the last Budget, three crores are to be funded, 
i. e. twenty lakhs every year for the next thirty years are 
going to be set aside for paying the loss on the Back Bay 
Reclamation. This is no doubt a modest estimate to 
prevent a scare and panic in the public ; ultimately, it is 
bound to be much more and all this on a Province that is 
already most heavily taxed and most heavily burdened 
with loans. The incidence of taxation per head of this 
province is higher than other provinces and the debt 
charges are more than two or three other provinces put 
together." 

The statement refers to the losses on Reclamations, but applied 
with equal force to the equally great losses in the Housing 
Scheme. 

SUPPLEMENTARY WRITTEN STArrEMENT. 
. Ex. 165 is complainant's letter dealing with the mixing of oil
seeds and oil-cags in cement bags referred to at pages 122 and 123, 
and the same exhibit also deals with the case of purchas~ of tyres 
dealt with on page 123. Ex. 165 shows that the incident about 
cement bags happened when complainant was in charge, in March, 
April1924, and the explanation submitted by him is that the cement 
baO's were torn in the boat and whilst refilling, oil-seeds-and oil-cags 
got mixed and they got into the cement bags. 

With. regard to Motor tyres, from Ex.l65 it appears that orders 
for tyres _were placed with a. local firm of Vora & Co., although the 
difference in the rates was very ·great and the manufacturers had a 
direct agency in Bombay.~ · · . . . · 
~ .... Th(dollowing table will-show the rates for two-tyres. :....;_ 

.. · ·-.Tyre .· Dunlop's rate Vora & Co's. rate· Difference. 
· . size. for tyres. for Dunlop tyres. 
i6o x 850 Rs. 450-0-0 Rs. 665-13-7 Rs. 215-13-7 
160; 72Q ... JJ 49Q-10-0 , 566-3-0 , 76-7-0 
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. Audit Officer and Finance Department raised objections but the 
matter was ultimately dropped on an assurance to place future 
orders with the High Commissioner and not locally. 

Ex. 165 also contains two applications and Gonrnment Reso· 
lutions according sanction to the purchase of mild steel bars locally
one of them, for 50 tons 1/4" at Rs. 11-4 per cwt, is from the 
complainant himself, contradictory to his statement at page 63, 
11 I placed no o.rder locally." Ex. 148, produ~ed during. Mr_. Sykes' 
cross-examinatiOn, was supposed to contam all applications for 
sanction ; now it transpires these two at least were kept back till 
I called for them again. Still several applications for sanction are 
kept back, as per full list given by me as mentioned before in this 
Statement. These two included in Ex. 165, are also included in the 
list given by me thus proving the genuineness of my list. 

But the most important part of Ex. 165 is an endorsement to 
the effect that the limit of Reserve Stock for mild llteel bars was 
of Rs. 15,000/-, i. e., mild steel bars could be purchased in advance 
for the future work and kept in stock up to the value of Rs. 15,CXYJ/-. 
Under P. W. D. Code, it is. necessary to have a limit of Reserve 
Stock. 

Complainant, in order to explain away the enormous excess 
of 80,000 7/8"xl9' bars, stated these were ordered out to be kept in 
Reserve Stock for Dharavi and Flats, to be used when required two 
or three years hence. At page 4 7, he says, "These bars were stored 
as Reserve Stock. All that we needed is to have a sanction for a 
stock limit. We got a sanction for Reserve Stock." Ex. 165 is that 
sanction limiting the purchase upto Rs. 15,000/-, hence these 80,000 
bars of the value of about Rs. 3 lacs could not have been ordered for 
Heserve Stock, as they far exceeded the sanctioned limit of 
Rs. 15,000/-. . 

Ex. 170, similarly subsequently produced, is the correspondence 
including India Office specification, justifying the issue 
rate of wire to Bombay Concrete Construction Co., at Rs. 200/- per 
ton although the actual bazaar rate for the same was Rs. 37 5/-. 
About eight months after the commencement of work, Major Par
sella put in this claim that wire should be supplied to him at the rate 
of mild steel bars, i. e., Rs. 200/- per ton, instead of · Rs. · 375/-, al
though he had agreed to that rate in the original specification and 
had beeu payjng at that rate for n_e1trly eight months. Executive 
Engineer Hamid made au endorsement _on it_ opposing fhe claini on 
the ~rannd tha.t the issue rate for wires with all contractors ·was 
Hs. 075/: and to reduce the rate to Hs. 20'J/- would cause· great loss 
to the Department as the actual cost was Rs. 375/· per ton. Com· 
plainant at first agreed with this view of Mr. Hamid and apparently 
rejected the claim but shortly after, changed his view and_ rec9ril-. 
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mended this lower rate claimed by Major Parselle, and on his re~ 
commendation, a rebate at the rate of Rs. 175/· per ton was allowed 
to Major Parselle even on previous bills. This concession to Major 
Parselle was based on the India Office specification produced by 
complainant, Ex. 170, but on going through the same, it appears 
that the said specification directed that " round steel bars of 3/le.'' 
and above, will be supplied as rods " (i.e., at Rs. 200/- per ton) 
'' Rods less than 3/16" in diameter should be demanded as wire.3 " 
i.e. at Rs. 375/- per ton. 12 gauge wire of 1/8" supplied to Maj~r 
Parselle, was less than 3/16" diameter; still complainant treated it 
as rods at Rs. 200/- when proper rate should have been Rs. 375/-, 
and allowed a rebate and subsequent reduction, going against his 
own departmental fixed issue rates. The total amount thus gained 
by Major Parselle was about Rs. 12,0CO/-, incurring that amount 
of loss to the Department, and an official specification is misquoted 
by him in support of his recommendation. 

As regards Ex. 171, I submit that it is a typewritten extract 
and gives no reference to the records from which it is prepared. It 
gives a comparative statement of amount paid to B.C.C., and 
Gaya & Co., for super-structure, and shows that B.C.C., were paid 
Rs. 35,00/- less than Gaya & Co., and ;Rs. 6,000/- less than Chotani. 
The information called for was the total amount paid to each per 
whole chawl, including super-structure, piles, sanitary fittings and 
all extra works. The total amounts paid to B.C.C., and Gaya & 
Co., would show the comparative amounts paid to each, but instead 
of that, a typed statement is presented only showing the amounts 
per super-structure, nor is any reference given to official records 
from which the said statement is prepared to enable the defence 
to get sufficient data. The defence had no opportunity to cross 
examine the complainant on these figures, and this exhibit ·was 
put in along with several other admitted exhibits that went in 
by consent. 

Under these circumstances, I do not admit the accuracy o£ 
these figures, and submit .that they are very misleading and do 
not supply the full information caned for. 

But the most important document produced since the filing of 
the Written Statement, is the Final Bill of F.C.C. along with 
sorue other previous Bills. This Bill is dated 17th :March, 1926. 
One of the items in the Bill-item No. 56-is for painting XPM fixed to 
window shutters or ventilators, with three coats of oil paint and 
the rat-e fixed was Rs. 4/- per 100 sq. ft. The total work of painting 
for 12 cha.wls is 3660 sq. ft .. and according to the fixed rate, at 
previous column, the total amount due would be Rs. 146-8-0 for 
all the chawls. Instead of that, an amount of Rs. 14,642-2-0 was 
paid to F. C. C., on this item and that amount is shown as total 
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paid. Thus on this small item there is an over-payment of 
Hs. 14,400/· practically, a bogus payment not due to them at all. 

According to the procedure, the details of these bills are pre· 
pared by the Housing District from measurement books or sheets 
and these bills are forwarded to the Audit Office for payment. The 
Bill of F. C. C., bears the signature of Mr. A. Hamid, but is closely 
scrutinised by complainant, who has made an endorsement and 
signed ; and the effect of his endorsement is that the bill though, 
prepared on Final Form, should be treated as "running", as. for 
certain items, adjustments are likely to be made for materials. 
Wherever the word "final " appears in the Bill, it is scored out 
by complainant, and the word ' 1rnnning" put instead. 

Complainant in the course of his evidence, stated that he had 
nothing to do with the BillH and they never came to him, whereas 
this endorsement on a Bill with bogus payment, shows that not 
only did the bills go to him but he even closely scrutinised and 
adjusted payments. 

When this document was called for by the defence and a Wit
ness Summons was served on Audit Officer, the first day the officer 
did not even appear, but to mislead the defence, another bill was 
produced by the Audit Officer clerk-,Vitness Gaikwad Ex:. IG6.-That 
bill was for the amount of compensation separately paid to F. C. C. 
and had nothing to do with the Final Bill, and compliance with the 
Summons was attempted to be e~aded under various pretexts. A 
Second Summons again specifying the documents needed, and was 
served, and then alone this Bill was produced, a mere inspection of 
which immediately disclosed the above facts. 

Ex.. 166, the Bill for compensation, is also signed by compla
inant as the disbursing officer, and is for much larger amount than 
stated by complainant in his evidence. This instance clearly shows 
that complainant's statement that he "had nothing to do with the 
bill" page 164, is not correct, and the bogus item in the Final BilJ 
of F.C.C., clearly shows a payment of large amount of 14,400/- to 
F.C.C. not due to them at all and far in excess of the actual amount 
of Rs. 146/- due to them for the actual work done. 

Your Worship will note that this is not an isolated instance of 
such payments only to his favourite contractors, but forms part of a 
series of similar payments to the same firm under .various pretexts, 
noted above. 

THE CONCLUDING APPEAL OF THE WRITTEN 
STATEMENT. 

In view of the several instance:il. submitted to the Court I 
appeal_to Your Worship to consider whether my demand before the 
Counc1l or Committee, for an inquiry with a view to find out truth 
was justified and reasonable or not. The Prosecution with a. view 
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to strengthen its position, has made repeated attempts to mis-. 
represent the Defence, and create a wrong impression about him, 
although, I had made my po~ition clear both in my Written State
ment before the committee, as well as in my Council debates, at 
pages, 7 and 11, namely, that the materials were placed before the 
committee, because they were considered "primafacie " sufficient to 
start a public investigation, either to have them vari:fied or falsified, 
with a view to enable an independent inquiry, to find out the truth 
and to take action, only, after sufficient materials are disclosed, 
against officer or. officer.:~ after such inquiry. Thus it was made 
clear that at that stage there was no question of laying of specific 
charges against Mr. Harvey, or any other individual, but it was the 
initiative stage of a demand for an investigation on general 
allegations with a view to contemplate subsequent action; and 
again, I will refer to Your Worship to the invitation and the 
attitude of the Inquiry Committee, Exs. 30-31. According to 
these the committee wanted from the witnesses all the information 
in their possession and Mr. Bilimoria made it clear, Ex. 31, "If 
people who have information, can put forward .......................... . 
why should they not boldly come forward and give out the infoim
ation; if nobody were to give out c1ear information, how is the 
committee to proceed." Thus the demand of the committee from 
the witnesses was not for any specific proofs and instances submit
ted by in evidence, but merely information in their possession, re
garding the subject with a view to enable them to carry on the 
investigation and prepare for grounds for subsequent action. There· 
fore, it was not necessary, nor was it intended at this stage, to levy 
any specific charges against any officers. · · 

Again, I submit, in judging of a conduct of a public servant 
entrusted with public funds, and acting as a public trustee, the 
Court or the tribunal had not to look only to the Penal Code, and 
sections of bribery or corruption. Under the Government of India 
Act and Audit Rules framed thereunder, a very high standard of 
conduct is laid down for. such officers. I will reproduce the con~ 
eluding para . of- my Written Statement on the subject, Ex. 42, 
page 12. - · 

"-In connection with this Investigation, before closing my 
remarks, I may be permitted to refer to some of the sections 
and rules la.id .down. in .the Government of India Act that 
appear to me to be relevant and useful in fixing the respon·,. 

· sibility. Under Auditor General's. ?otreJ:s, Pau II~ Duties 
. an<lPowera ·as rega~d.s 4,_ud!t_ _the following cannons are laid 
down (page li7, Gov~rnment of India Act, 1919) :~ 

10 (1) Every public officer should exercise the same vigilance in 
respect of expenditure incurrEld. from .GovernPle~t revepu~s 
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as a person of ordinary prudence wonld exercise in respect of 
the expenditure of his own money. · 

( 4) Government revenues should not be utilized for the benefit 
of a particular person or section of the community. 

Thus, the standard laid down to be observed by a. public servant 
when dealing with public funds is very high. The question is 
whether the officers, from the highest to the lowest, concerned have 
exercised same vigilance as a person of ordinary prudence in respect 
of his own money. In view of the revelations and disclosures made 
before the Committee during the last few days, there would be only 
one reply to the above query." 

The breach of either of the rules would be a great misconduct 
on the part of a public servant, and the fact while reproducing them 
before the Committee shows I had this borne in mind while submit
ting the Statement and not the section of the Penal Code. The 
action suggested in the last para of my Written Statement, Ex. 42, 
is not for bribery or corruption, under the particular section of the 
Penal Code, but under section 124, of the Government of India Act, 
for an inditement of misdemeanour, and the nature of that trust and 
duty· of his office is defined in the Audit Rules, framed under the 
Government of India Act, referred to a~ove. · 

· "And further Section 124 of the same Act (Government of 
India Act) also defines certain Acts which constitute mis· 
demeanours on the part of any person holding office under 
the Crown ::-

(2) If (except in case of necessity the burden of proving which 
shall be on him) he wilfully disobeys or wilfully omits, 
forbears or neglects to execute any orders or instructions 
of the ·secretary of State ; or 

(3) If he is guilty of any wilful breach of the trust and duty of 
his office." . · 

Thus it was this section 124 of the Government of India Act, 
that I had desired to be enforced in connection with mal-adminis
tration of the Development Department. It is quite different 
from the section of bribery under the Penal Code. This Section 
is also to be read along with the conduct of public servants rules 
and resolutions on the subject. What may not be sufficient for a. 
charge of bribery under the Penal Code, may still be enough to indite 
a public sen·ant under section 12·J, of the Government of India Act, 
for the good conduct rules, for instances showing favouritism in 
course of official duties, to private friends by accepting thE:ir tenders 
at higher rates or recommending payments to them not legally due 
nuder the &.oCTJ'eements and similar other acts of favouritism which 
resulted in loss of public funds and in Government Revenue being 
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utilised for the benefit of particular persons, may not be covered by 
the section of bribery under the Penal Code, but I submit, would 
come under the other wider section. I have deemed it necessary to 
elaborate this point before closing my Written Statement, because I 
have found in the course of the proceedings, the prosecution repeat
edly requested the court to confine to only one point. The learned 
Counsel often stated ''The only question is, did Mr. Harvey take any 
bribes ? " And on that plea, the court upheld his several objections 
and disallowed many questions. 

Whereas, from the concluding part of my \Vritten Statement 
referred to above, the question with me was much wider. In order 
to prevent further disclosures, the prosecution naturally wanted to 
restrict and narrow down the inquiry to that question alone, as if 
in my Council debates or oral or written evidence, I had laid spe
cific charge of bribery against Mr. Harvey alone and all the agitation 
was confined to that subject. All along, the expression used by me 
with regard to the Department as a whole were, MIS-CONDUCT, 
MAL-ADMINISTRATION, MIS-APPLICATION of Public Funds, 
FAVOURITISM, ETC., such as would constitute mis-demeanour, 
and therefore, I submit, the attempt of the Prosecution to serve its 
present purpose to narrow down the.issue to one officer and one 
offence alone is not justified. 

If a mere attempt on the part of the citizen to see that public 
servants holding high offices of trust and responsibility, observed 
the wholesome rules and sections of the Government of India Act, 
intended to protect and safeguard public funds, is. to be construed as 
the offence under the Penal Code, the result would be to stifle 
public criticism and to gag opposition. I therefore, submit that 
this Prosecution from that point of view has far reaching effect. If 
the prosecution is successful in this case then the whalesome check 
of public criticism of administration of large public funds, will 
disappear, and the public servants will enjoy an immunity from public 
scrutiny, and it would be impossible to have any public inquiry into 
the conduct of public servants in future, as no witness would ven
ture to come forward to give evidence. Such a result from a public 
point of view would be deplorable and apart from the personal 
considerations. It is to avoid such a disastrous result that I have 
stroggled so hard and hope on the merits, to secure a verdict of not~ 
guilty. 

ANSWERS TO THE CHARGE. (Charges see Part I.) 
With regard to the charge framed against me I deny the 

charge and plead not guilty. I deny that I defamed the Complain~ 
ant Mr. Thomas Harvey on or about 21st Aogust 1926 by making 
or publishing to the Back Bay Committee the imputations mention
~ in the charge. I deny that the said imvutations were im'{?Utl\• 
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tions concerning the Complainant Mr. Thomas Harvey as alleged 
in the said charge. I deny that I intended to harm or k~ew or had 
reason to believe that such imputation would harm the reputation of 
the Complainant Mr. Thomas B arvey. I say that all. the imputa
tions and statements made by me and which are referred to in the 
:;aid Charge were made of and concerning the Officers of the Deve· 
Iopment Department in general as above Stated. There is no gra
matical or syllogistic connection between the paragraph forming the 
subject matter of the charge and the previous paragraph in which 
the name of the Complainant is mentioned along with names of other 
Officers on the subject of their salaries. I submit that to sustain 
the charge of defamation under Section 499 of the Indian Penal 
Code, it is necessary to prove mens rea and to prove that the Com~ 
plainant was the person meant or aimed at by the Accused. I sub
mit that the Complainant has failed to prove that he was the person 
aimed at by me or that I intended or knew or had reason to believe 
that the imputation would harm the reputation of the Complainant. 

I submit that the artificial rule of the English law of Torts 
(that in actions for damages for slander or libel, the Court has to 
eonsider, not whether the defendant aimed at the plaintiff, but only 
whether the plaintiff was actually hit) does not apply to prosecutions 
for defamation under the Penal Code, which requires proofs of such 
intention, knowledge or belief on the part of the Accused, as is men
tioned in Section 499 of the Penal Code. 

Without Prejudice to the above defence and in the event of 
Your 'Yorship holding that I intended, knew, or had reason to be
lieve, that the statements should or would harm the reputations of 
the Complainant, I answer the charges contained in items I to 9 of 
the Charge Sheet separately as follows:-

Item No.1: I say that the said statements made by me 
were true. I say that it is true that there were ugly rumours in the 
City and the whole of the Presidency to the effect mentioned in the 
said statement. I submit that it has been sufficiently proved in this 
case that such ugly rumours did exi~t. I submit that I am not 
bound to prove in this case that the statements contained in such 
rumours were also true. I submit that if Your \Yonhip is satisfied 
a::; to the existence of such ugly rumours Your Worship will hold 
that the statements made by me (as to the existence of such ugly 
rumours) were true and will acquit me. I submit that I have in this 
case conclusively proved the existence of the said rumours. I sub
mit that it was for the public good that I should make the state
ments before the Council and before the Committee that such rum
ours did exist. It was for the public good that I should make the 
said statements in order that the truth or otherwise of the said rum
ours misht be inve.5tigated into. If. the rumours were found to bEil 
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true, adequate measures would be taken to protect the public funds 
and punish those who were in fault. If the rumours were found to 
be untrue a public inquiry and an official report declaring such rum
ours to be untrue would dissipate public mistrust and establish pub
lic confidence in the Department. I therefore submit that my 
statement being merely a statement as to the existence of certain 
rumours and that statement being true and being for the public good, 
the case falls within the first exception of Section 499 of the Indian 
Penal Code. 

I beg to draw Your Worship's attention to the wording· of this 
exception and to the Report of the framers of the Act. The words 
'~bonafide'' are advisedly omitted from this Section and it is ex
pressly intended that if a statement is for the public good it should 
be made without fear. Suppose for instance there is a rumour which 
is known to be false which is calculated to do harm to the public or 
to Government. It is the duty of every citizen to bring such rum
ours to the notice of the proper Authorities and to fearlessly state 
the nature and substance of such rumours on all proper occasions 
and before all proper parties, though the person making the state
ment may himself actually believe that the rumours are false. Now it 
cannot be denied that my statements which were made in Council and 
before a Committee specially appointed for the purpose, were made 
on proper occasions and before the proper persons. In the present 
case however I honestly believed in the truth of the said rumours 
and I submit that upon the information I had, any reasonable man 
would have believed in the truth of these rumours. My information 
was of course much vaster than the facts which I was permitted by 
Your Worship to prove in this case, as Your Worship was anxious 
to confine this inquiry to the misdeeds and misconduct of the com
plainant alone, whereas my statements were generally against the 
Officers of the Department. 

Further I- also submit that according to the evidence in this 
case the truth of the imputations contained in the said n1mours is 
also conclusively established, although it is not necessary to prove 
the same for the purpose of my defence. In this case it has been 
proved as stated in the rumours that "higher staff and Officers" were 
receiving secret commissions. I submit that it makes no difference 
whether the secret commission was received from Manufacturers or 
from Contractors or local dealers. I had further evidence to. prove 
iUch secret commissions but owing to the limited scope given to me, 
I was not able to present it to Your Worship. I further submit that, 
although it is not necessary for me to prove receipt of secret com
mission by the complainant Mr. Thomas Harvey himself, I have 
in this case adduced sufficient evidence, if not, to prove the receipt 
Qf secret coiiJAlission by Mr. 'fhoma.~ Harvey, at all event, to justify 
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on the part of a reasonable man · a suspicion, a belief, ·and an 
inference that :Mr. Thomas Harvey did take secret commission.! 
in the cases which I have enumerated. above. No other credible 
explanation or theory has. been put forward t? explain. either the 
proved misconduct and miBdee~s of the com.pla~nant, or hiS at ~empts. 
in this Court to give false versiOns of every mCident. I subm1t that 
the contention which the Complainant's Counsel so often appeared 
to put forward, that for the purpose of my defence it is necessary 
for me to prove such facts as would lead up to the conviction of 
Mr. 'fhomas Harvey for illegal gratification under the Indian Penal 
Code, is entirely untenable. 

Proceeding further with item No. 1 of the Charge, I submit 
that the statement that the department incurred a loss of three 
lacs of rupees has been proved to be true. This statement was also 
a part of the said rumours. 

The sta.tements that stores were indented in large quantities 
than was necessary and that stores that were not required were 
ordered out have also, I submit, been proved to b~ true. These 
statements were also part of the said rumours_. 

I further submit with regard to all the statements mentioned 
in item No. 1 of the charge, as well as all statements mentioned in 
items Nos. 2 to n of the said Charge as follows:-

(a} That they were made by me in good faith respecting the 
conduct of public servants in the discharge of their public 
functions. 

(b) That they were accusations preferred by me in good faith 
against the Officers of the Development Department in 
general to the Mears' Committee which was appointed Ly 
the Government of India to investigate into the said 
stater::~ents and matters and had full authority over such 
Officers with respect to the subject matter of the Accusa
tion. 

(c) That they were made by me in good faith for the protection 
of the interests of the rate-payers and for the public good. 

(d) That they were made by me in good faith by way of con· 
veying a caution for the public good. 

With regard to the question of good faith, I submit that as the, 
occasion was admittedly privileged, good faith will be presumed 
and that the burden of proving want of good faith is on the com~ 
plainant. The prosecution has not even suggested any malice on 
my part nor h3xe they adduced any facts to prove that my action 
was not bonafide. An attempt was made to make out a case of bad 
faith on the gro1md that I persisted in my statements though the 
Government gave me proper and truthful replies and explanationS 
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to my inquiries. This contention has now been dropped as I have 
proved to the hilt that the replies and explanations of Government 
were untrue and misleading. 
· · I therefore su~mit that my case falls within Exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 
and 10 of the Seot10n. 499 of the Indian Penal Code. . · 

· IJurther submit that. under exceptions 2, 8, 9 and 10, it is not 
necessary to prove the truth of the statements, and. that though 
the statements may not be true I am entitled to acquittal. But I 
do also submit that I have established and proved the truth of all 
the statements made by me. 

Item No.2: I submit that these statements are not· defama
tory at all. I further submit that these statements have been con
elusively proved to be true. I submit that it has been proved that 
in one instance an Executive Engineer had prepared an . indent to 
be forwarded to. the Manufacturers at Home for a large q,uantity of 
mild steel bars for concrete piles and the size mentioned in the 
<>riginal indent by the Executive Engineer was 5/8" •. These are 
admitted- facts. · · · .. 

I further submit that my statement that after ·the indent. was 
prepared the figure was subsequently ·altered by the Superintending 
Engineer into 7/8", does not go as far as proved facts of this case 
would justify me in saying. I submit that matters were much 
worse. · Instead of scoring out goods. of 5/8'' size and substituting 
in lieu thereof goods of 7 /8" size, not only goods of 518'' size were 
retained iri the indent but additional large quantity of unnecessary 
bars of 7/8" size was ordered out. 

I submit that the statement that the quantity was about 1,200 
tons costing ·nearly three lacs o( rupees, is substantially true, and 
the said statement does not constitute defamation at all. 

I also submit that the statement that the indent thus prepared 
was sent by the Superintending Engineer to the Home firm and 
that the goods arrived of the size and dimension of 7,8" which were 
not required for the Works, is a. statement which has been proved to 
be true. I further submit that the statement that these bars were 
deposited in the Matunga Surplus Depot, has also been proved ~o 
be true and I submit that the statement of the fact of the said 
deposit, does not constitute defamation. 

· · With reO'ard to the allegation that a fresh indent had to be 
sent With co~ect specifications and fresh consig~ents arrived, . I 
submit the same has not been proved, but I submit that the sa1d 
sta~ement does not constitute defamation. , 

With reO'ard to the statement that the amount of nearly three 
lacs of rupee~ was merely wasted, the statement has ·been proved 
to be frae. 
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With regard to the statement that when a question was raised 
about it in tbe Council in the course of a. debate, the Development 
Director admitted it but stated that the said alteration was due to 
a trifling error, I submit that the said statement is true and has 
been proved to be true. . . . 

With regard to the statement that no effort wa.s made to explain 
how such trifling error could have occurred, I submit that 'the said 
statement is true and has been proved to be true. With regard to 
the statement that the statement had been correctly prepared by 
the Engineer I submit that the statement is true and has been 
proved to be true. · · · ·. 

. . 
With regard to the statement that the indent was deliberately 

.altered by the Superior, I submit that the said statement is true and 
is proved to be true~ The complainant who was the Superior, 
admits that he altered and not by mistake. I submit that there 
was alteration and it is absolutely immaterial whether the altera
tion was by way of erasure of a figure in the indent and substi
tution of a new figure thereon, or by way of addition by means of a. 
separate letter to the indent already prepared. I further submit 
that the alteration was deliberate as it is not contended that the 
alteration was by mistake or error. . 

With regard to the statement that no explanation was forth
coming, I submit that the said statement is true and has been 
proved to be true. In the Council and at the time when this state
ment was made, no explanation whatever was forthcoming. Even 
now after this case was filed the explanation offered by the Complai-
nant is absolutely inconsistent, untrue and incredible. . · 

I further submit that the said statements also fall within 
-exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10 of the Section 499. 

Item No. 3: The statement that the figure "5'' was 
-changed into "7" by the Superintending Engineer, though inaccu
rate, substantially states the facts. The fact that 7 /8" bars were 
.ordered not in substitution of 5/8" but by an additional .order or 
that the bars were ordered not by a change of the size or figure 
in the indent, but by a separate and additional order of 718" 
-does not in any way affect the case. I submit that statement 
No. 3 mentioned in the charge is not defamatory at all. I further 
submit that the said statements also fall within exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 
.and 10 of Section 499. · 

Item, No. 4 : I submit that these statements are not a.t all 
<lefamatory. I further say that it is a.n expression of my opinion in 
reply to questions put by the Committee inYir.ing expression of my 
<>pinion in the manner mentioned by me abo•e. I further say that 
the statement i.s substantially true and is proved to be true. It ha3 
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been proved that there has been no mistake .. It has been proved' 
that it was not. a mistake made in the original preparation of th~ 
Indent bu~ it has also been proved that there was an alteration of 
the Indent, the alteration being by addition of other materials under 
a separate letter. I further submit that these statements also fall 
within the said Exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10. · 

Item No. 5: I submit that the said statement is not at all 
defamatory. I further submit that it was an expression of my 
opinion in reply to question put to me by the .Committee asking me· 
to state my opinion under the circumstances mentioned above. I 
further say that it is true and has been proved to be true that the
alteration was intentional in as much as it was not and is not alleged 
even by the complainant to have been accidental or. by mistake. . I 
beg to point out to lour Worship that the original theory of 
mistake advanced in this case by the Complainant was given up at 
later stage when the Complainant was faced with facts. I further sub· 
mit that the said statements are not at all defamatory and fall 
within exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10. 

Item No. 6 : I say that this sta.tement was an expression 
of my opinion in reply to questions from the Committee inviting 
my opinion on the point. I further submit that no explanation 
having been given by the Government before this case and no 
explanation having been given by the Complainant after this case,. 
except an explanation, wliich has been proved to be false and having 
regard to my information I was justified in expressing the opinion 
which I expressed before the Committee. · 

With regard to the statement " As far as I can see there is no
other explanation, otherwise these stores would not have been 
ordered to be used as scrap iron," I submit that this was also an 
expression of my opinion which under the circumstances of the case 
was perfectly correct. I further submit that these' statements fall 
within exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10. 

Item No. 7 : This statement is admitted by the Complai..:. 
na.nt to be true and it has been proved that the altered indent was 
so sent. I submit that an alteration can be made either by erasure,. 
and inter-lineation in a document or by addition to it by another 
document. It is all the same an alteration. I further submit that 
this sta.tement is not at all defamatory and that it fall:3 within: 
exceptions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10. . 

Item No. 8 : With regard to the statement that the indent 
was altered by the Superintending Engineer, it is now admitted that 
the indent was altered by the Superintending Engineer, namely, the· 
Complainant himself. The letter altering the indent by a further
order was signed by the Complainant himself. I further submit 

.d .. -
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~hat this statement ig not at all defamltory and falls within excep
tions 1, 2, 8, 9 and 10. 

Item No.9: Question by ~Jr. Billimoria :· "Do you suggest 
any ulterior motive? 

Answer : Yes." 
I submit that this is not a statement of fact but statement of 

opinion. A member of the Committee inquired of me whether I 
1vas suggesting any ulterior motive and in truthful response to the 
said question, I answered " Yes," that being my opinion. I further 
submit that I am not bound to prove that there were ulterior 
motives for the alteration of this indent, but I submit that the fact 
that I held the opinion that this was due to ulterior motives, justi
fied me in expressing that opinion before the Committee. I further 
submit that my opinion was also justified, having regard to the 
evasive answers given to inquiries in the Council, the refusal to hold 
inquiry, the inconsistent answers from time to time given, the 
information I had of the misdeeds and the misconduct of the Officers 
of the Development Department in general, and, last but not least, 
the misdeeds and misconduct of the Officer3 including the Com
plainant himself, which have all been proved in. this case. 

I further submit that this statement also falls within exception::! 
1, 2, 8, 9 and 10. 
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"DEFENeE \VITNESSES.'' 

SYNOPSIS OF EviDENCE. 

'rhe most interesting part of the case from the public point of 
view was the 'Defence '. When the case had started the General 
impression was that, though the allegations made be true and the 
department, as was generally believed, may be corrupt, still the 
public apprehended that it would be extremely difficult to prove 
the same in a Court of Law. Charges and offences under the 
Penal Code, that of corruption and or bribery or of offering or 
receiving commissions by the Public Servants are most difficult to 
prove because under the Law, the giver as well as the receiver of a 
bribe, is held to be equally guilty and equally liable for punishment. 

·Fraudulent transactions of this description are not expected to take 
place in a regular form, after preserving ordinary records, as is 
usually done in bona fide transactions. The giver as well as the 
receiver usually takes all precautions in his power, both to prevent 
detection as well as to destroy any trace of it, in case of any subse
quent action. It is therefore, that a case of bribery or corruption 
has never been known to have been successfnlly launched by a 
private prosecution but, wb{'n a rcnvic' ion i:s ob1 ained in such cases 
it is only in the case of the CRO\v·N PROSECUTION where 
Government, assisted by all resources at its disposal and its. power
ful machinery of the C. I D. is employed to collect the necessary 
materials and, above all, after Government issues a Resolution or a 
Press Note, granting indemnity and exemptions to all persons 
coming forward as \Vitnesses or informants, that a Crown pro
secution is able to get con-viction against an individual and that too 
in respect of a particular cha1·ge of specific instance of specific 
payments. 

In this particular case none of these facilities were given to 
Mr. N ariman and moreover, it was not merely a case of proving of 
one specific instance or one particular charge of payment of bribery, 
but as an accused person a heavy burden was thrown on him in 
view of the defiant attitude taken up by him to prove that this 
important department of Government was corrupt not only so far 
as the petty officers were concerned bnt it was nece3sary to prove 
corruption on the part of "higher staff and officers." No doubt, in 
the conrse of his lengthy and pointed cross-examination st;fficient 
materials had been adduced to show very grave irregularities, most 
outrageous neglect of duty, gross breache3 of Rnles and regulations 
and even of Government He.solution.3, a good deal of favouritisms and 
profiteeri 11g of private firms and other individ~1ab and such other 
material:; a.:; could naturally lead to a conclnswn that the Depart
ment wa.:; on the whole corrupt, but in point of Law this was not 
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considered enough to establish the Defence beca:use there was no 
direct proof of bribery adduced in cross-exam.inatioL. The public 
interest was considerably enhanced when that memorable and 
historical written statement of 250 pages, all closely typewritten 
was produced and read by :Mr. N ariman in his usual loud stantoriun 
voice keeping a large crowd of spectators in court for nearly 5 days 
practically spell bound and wonder-struck, as instances after 
instances were read by Mr. Nariman showing the exhaustive nature 
tlf his Inquiry and to what extreme depth and details, his investiga
tion had proceeded, ransacking every remote nook and corner of 
the Department, so much so that even the General Member who 
was supposed to be responsible Head in charge of the Department, 
wa:-J strnck with surprise and had virtually to admit that although 
he had been at the head of the department for the last 5 years, 
several of the instances came to his knowledge only when published 
in the written statement. 

The public had thought that the Defence had reached its 
climax. when the written statement was adduced and that probably 
the case would soon terminate as the Defence was supposed to have 
gone as far as individual human efforts could carry it, and no-body 
had ever expected further bombshells that were flung at the prose
cution, from almost in-exhaustive store in possession of the Defence, 
After about 10 witnesses were examined when Mr. Nariman was 
(1uestioned as to how many more were to come, he in his humorous 
~tyle remarked, that he would continue to produce witnesses for 
Defence till the Court and the Prosecution are compelled to admit 
this point that the Department was corrupt and unless and until 
both of them were satisfied he would go on adducing more and 
more witnesses. Though this statement was taken at the time a.3 
one of the usual jokes of Mr. Nariman but in course of time it 
turnE:>d ont to be literally true and after about 22 or 23 witnesses 
had been examined, the prosecution Counsel practically gave up the 
~ho'i\ by refusing to cross examine the witnesses . any more 
anJ the Court actually declared that it did not want to 
hear fnrther proof of corruption on the part of' Higher Staff 
and Officers' of the Department and some witnesses . sum
lll.OnE>u by lrr. Nariman were not examined by the Court as 
their eYidence was considered superfluous. This performance of the 
Deftnl'e was most marvellous and will ever be remembered as one 
(•f the greatest achievements of an individual, attained in course 
( ·f :\ protracted trial in a Criminal Court ; not only was there no 
·t:::si.:>Lmco or aid of any k-ind from Government or C. I. D. in 
~·,)~lt>c~ing t.hese large materials afiec~ing each and every branch of 
t hB g1gantw Department and covermg a large period of 4 to five 
ye:1rs extending to dealings of crores of Rs. but what appeared as 

11 ~ 
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most wonderful to the ·public was the fact that the Defence had 
been able to achieve all that, in spite of grave obstructions and 
serious oppositions from the Government, as well as officers and 
private individuals such as Contractors, Traders concerned. 

Before, evidence for Defence commenced, Mr. Narimau applied 
for indemnity and exemption to his witnesses from subsequent 
prosecution or harassment in case they made any statement of 
bribery incriminating_ themselves. As stated above where Govern~ 
ment launches prosecution against their Officers such an indemnity 
and guarantee from Prosecution is always given to witnesses and 
it is on that assurance alone that witnesses come forward to make 
incriminating statements. In spite of that in this particular case 
Government under one pretext or another refused to grant the 
usual indemnity and as will be seen from the correspondence on 
this subject hereunder reproduced, made a ridiculous suggestion 
whereby Mr. Nariman was asked to disclose all his evidence before 
Government, and be it said to the credit of Mr. N ariman, that he 
once again showed shrewdness and foresight by refusing to be 
ensnared, because it is not difficult to imagine as to what might 
have happened had Mr. Nariman disclosfd his Defence beforehand 
to the Government. Another serious difficulty that considerably 
handicapped the Defence in collecting ancl adducing evidence was 
inordinately long delay. The allegations were first made in 1924/25 
whereas Mr. Nariman was called upon to prove these in the year 
19-21/~8, when one would naturally expect all parties concerned, 
whether Officials or non-officials, would take all possible precautions 
and saf.-guards so as to prevent production of any such materials 
before any Public Inquiry. 

The first resolution for such an Inquiry was passsed in the 
Council in October 1924, at the instance of Mr. Nariman; that re~ 
solution was very widely publisht:-d as part of proceedings of the 
Council and the public had naturally expected that in course of 
time, pursuant to that resolution the Government would start an 
Inquiry though ultimately the Government did not give effect to 
that resolution. 

The result was that frantic efforts were made by parties con
~erned to baulk the anticipated Inquiry and as far as possible to des
troy all materials and records throwing any light on the subject. 
Mr. Nariman had repeatedly warned the Government both in the 
Council debates as well a9 in the correspondence, that in order 
that his investigation may be effective, it must be started 
immediately after the allegations are made and that delays would 
be prejudicial and detrimental to such inve:;tigation, as was_ amply 
proved in the course of the.3e proceedings, these apprehenswns of 
.Mr. Nariman were fully justified. 
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One characteristic feature of the case was that day after day 
·as Defence proceeded, it w~s suddenl_y discovered that most of the 
material records both OffiCial and pr1vate that would have thrown 
a good deal o! light on the subject had mysteriously, ~isappeared 
for some inexplicable reason or another. In case o£ offiCial records 
;;ometimes most astounding admissions were made about the miss~ 
inrr Documents and it revealed a state of affairs in the Department, 
which cost great reflection on its management and internal affairs. 
Sometimes even such important records as Stock Books or Registers 
or Measurement nooks or Bill Books were admitted to be missin(l' 
a.nd curiously enough sometimes the whole file of a particular subject 
was missing and sometimes particular documents from their file had 
disappeared, and curiously enough all these documents were alleged to 
be missing when required for the Defence, whereas Documents and 
Vouchers required by the Prosecution were forth-coming without 
the slightest difficulty. Similarly private records whon called for 
were not produced under some flimsy pretext or another such as 
in one case particular books of accounts were stolen just after the 
resolution for enquiry was passed: In another case even important 
records of 3 or 4 years such as books of accounts were alleged to be 
destroyed. Even Counter foils of Checkbook& had disappeared 
although all other counter foils of the same period could be produced 
and cheques of very large amounts were withdrawn from the 
Banks and destroyed, but the culminating point to the mysterv 
reached when an Important Bank Clerk, being summoned to pro~ 
·duce the Bank account of a particular Merchant, who had lar(l'e 
dealings, came in and made most astounding statement in the 
Court that a;partioular ledger containing accounts of that gentleman 
of 3-4 years old was missing from Bank and the explanation 
given was that by some error of the Clerk this New Led::rer 
was given away along with other • Old \Yaste Pape~s ' 
to The Salvation Army. Th1s will give an idea to the Reader uf 
the difficulties and obstructio_n b~set on aU sides with whic:h the 
Defence had to struggle and m new of all that, it was naturally 
apprehended that it would be almost superhuman to adduce direct 

.evidence of corruption under such despondent circumstances· 
and any man with lesser calibre, perseverance or tenacity would 
have given up the task as almost impossible. But ~Ir. Nariman 
contrary to the public expectations, rose to the occasion and show~ 
ed himself quite equal to the occasion and the task. 

It must be stated that in S?ch _difficult and impossible t&.sk, 
what mnst be conceded a::!! Prondenhal help, thou(J'h all inter~"steJ 
partiea had conspired to foist the Defence and we~lthy merchants 
:md contractors had made common cau.::;e with Government Official's 
-concerned and spareJ no efforts to tihut out materials and irnpr•r-
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taut evidence, still, by the grace of God as his cause was just, most 
lucky accidents and coincidences happened enabling Mr. N ariman 
to collect necessary materials and thus foisting the combined efforts 
of his opponents. 

Now coming to the defence witnesses, we will divide them 
into separate groups according to the nature of the evidence deposed 
by them. 

(1) The group of Citizens were representing various commer
cial and professional interests and deposed from their personal expe· 
rience as being closely connected with the Commercial circles in 
the City. As for the general reputation of the development Depart
ment and the prevalent ugly rumours in the City as alleged by Mr. 
N ariman in the Council as well as before the Committee. The 
effect of that piece of evidence was that in all the Commercial 
Circles including the Trades Associations as well as the different 
Bazars the impression in the minds of the Traders as well as the 
Merchants was that it was not possible to have any honest or 
straight dealings with the Development Department and no Trader 
or a Merchant had a chance of secnri.ng any orders or making any 
supplies unless he was prepared to accept the Terms laid down by 
the Departmental Officers. Some of the Traders openly complained: 
in the Court that they were not even allowed to enter the Develop
ment Department premises and business could be secured only 
through some individual who acted as go between the Traders and: 
the Department. · 

Another complaint of the Merchants was that although au· 
other Government Department ae well as the Public bodies 
always invited public tenders even for small supplies and 
although. the Public Works Department required that orders 
and contracts should be placed by Public Tenders only, still, 
so far as . the Development Department is concerned this rule 
was never observed and the orders for various articles to the extent of 
lakhs of rupees were placed with the few selected firms at rates 
much higher than those prevailed in the Market and at times 
with firms or shops that were not regular dealers in the particular 
Articles and commodities. Whenever a large supply was needed 
the most common thing would be to inquire about that particular 
article in the special Bazars or "Jathas" for these articles and to 
obtain at competitive rates, but the Development Department never 
made an effort to deal directly with large Traders. One or two 
special and glaring instances &howing how and with whom these 
orders were placed came to light in the course of these proceeding:3 
wh!C"h being interesting and exemplifying may be reproduced here. 
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There was a Company called "The Bombay Petrol and General 
Stores Supplying Company" having a small place of business· at 
Lamington Road having a limited business in Petrol and Motor 
acce:-;sories and supply only received orders from the Development 
Department to the extent of Lakhs of Rupees for about 3 or 4 years 
for all sorts of articles or materials required for building purposes 
and also large contracts and special contracts for constrnctio~al 
works. They practically monopolised all supplies in the Housmg 
Scheme and from the Bill-Books examined, it transpired that at 
times orders to them from only one branch of the Department went 
to the extent of 60000/- to 70000/- Rupees and in the course of 2 or 
3 months they have received payments from the Department of 
nearly two lakhs. The extent of the Supplies could be imagined 
from the fact that this Petrol Campany received orders, without 
public Tenders, for supply of such material as mild steel bars, coal, 
nnts and bolts, timber, piles, screws, Kerosine Oil, Bricks and e-very 
other conceivable articles or materials as well as the contracts for 
various items of construction in Chawl building, such as the supply 
(Jf labour for building purposes, the supply of transport, that is Motor 
Lorries Etc., although the Department itself owns a number of 
costly lorries. 

Fnrther examination of other books revealed extraordinary state 
of affairs as it is disclol:led that simultaneously with the regular 
accounts of the Department for the Supplies made, there were 
private accounts in the names of the Officers placing these orders 
and a number of other veiled accounts, mysteriously numbered, 
"hich also ultimately turned out to be private accounts of the 
Development Department Officers. These accounts showed that the 
8aid Petrol Company most lavishly and generously supplied and 
provided all the requirements of the officers of the Development 
Department including household and domestic articles, motor 
accessories and petrol, presentation articles etc., and a detailed closer 
examination, revealed not only successfully, the state of affairs but 
the state of affairs that-caused also a good deal of excitement and 
interest in the public. Some of the amounts were sent by money 
orders to the relations and friends of some officers in upcountry 
and in two or three instance.:) even Motor Cars were bouaht 
by the said Petrol Company and presented to the said offi.c~rs. 
All the rE-pairs for the Cars of several officers were done at the 
expens~ of this Petrol Company and a Repairer was actually pro
dneeJ m the Court with several such bills for the repairs of the 
~·ars o~ the ~arious officers paid for by the Company. Even uniforms 
1~c ludmg pa1~s of Boots and shoes were supplied to them by the 
l t1mpany at lts own expense perhaps for the officers' servants. 

I:1 shor_t .the officer~ ~ere practically maintained by the Cvill
pauy m aJJ1t10n to rooe1vmg large presents in sums of moneys and 
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valuable articles including Champaign, fruits, wine:) and liquors and! 
othe~ Christmas presents. These books were prodnced after a great deal 
of difficulty, trouble and expense because on account of certain 
dispute3 between partners of this Company the books were lodged 
with a firm of Solicitors with an undertaking given to the Court not 
to part with the same. Mr. N ariman having been able to secure 
this information served a process on the Solicitors to produce these· 
books in the Court and inspite of strenuous efforts by the Petrol 
Company and having instructed expensive Counsels to prevent their 
production, Mr. N ariman ultimately succeeded in securing them, 
revealing the state of affairs as briefly stated above. Mr. N ariman 
rightly contended that this was only a typical instance showing the 
nature of the dealings of the department and if the Books of all the 
other Traders that had dealt with the Company were made avail
able exactly similar state of affairs would be found shown in them 
also, though this unimpeachable documentary evidence consisting 
of book-entries regularly made in the course of business some time· 
ago were sufficient evidence to show the nature of the transactions 
and to prove the corruption in the Department ; still Mr .. 
Nariman did not stop at that alone but went further and even addu
ced oral evidence in corroboration of the documentary evidence al
ready produced. It was really surprising as to how in a matter of such 
description when it is a common experience that it is extremely di
fficult to get evidence of that nature, Mr. N ariman succeeded in 
calling a number of witnesses who testified directly from their per
sonal experience that payments and bribery were made to the vari
ous officers. So far as this Petrol Company was concerned one Mr. 
J al J. Chichgar who was for some time a manager in the Company 
<rnd later on acted as its agent, who had principally to deal with the· 
Development Department officers on behalf of the Petrol Company, 
was produced in the Court as one of the most useful defence witness-· 
es and as his evidence was considered to be very important 
and material, supplying the direct proof of corruption, the· 
prosecution Council devoted a considerable time and labour 
in attempting to smash his evidence, but "Yithout success. 
He was cross examined for nearly three days contmuously but he 
<~dhered firmly to the statements made by him and moreo~er he 
was further strengthened in his position because his. or~l testunony 
receiYed the support and corroboration from the entnes m the books 
of accounts of the Petrol Coy. According to him orders were 
invariably placed for all sorts of materials and ·works, with the 
Petr\)1 Company at >ery high rates and t~e Petrol Comp_any _Placed 
thest> orders with the re!!lllar dealers m these matenals m the 
lfarkt:lt, at much lower rat~s and the margin in the rates between 
the market prices and the rates given by the Development Depart~ 
1nent were to be di>ided between the officers and the Company. He· 
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aJso deposed that Ivery often bills were made in duplic~te or 
triplicate for one supply, so that payments were .made twiCe or 
three times over, for the same order. Sometimes the supply 
was 50 per cent. less than the orders, although the payment was of 
the full indent and the Bill books seized from the Company, also 
supported such various statements as in several cases the same bills 
were found to be repaid twice or three times for which there was no 
explanation forthcoming. 

He further deposed that he himself personally accompanied by 
one or two partners of the firm had paid various amounts to various 
officers and he caused some amusement in the Court by showing the 
measure of devices and the safeguards adopted by these Traders 
whilst making these payments. He said that at the time when the 
amounts were paid he usually carried in his pocket blank promis
sory notes for the amounts that were paid. The object being ~hat 
in case of detection, explanation would be. that the amount g1ven 
was a loan to the officers and the blank promissory notes would be 
shown as support to that explanation. The signature on these 
promissory notes were never taken and they were intended to be 
merely as a precaution for the possible contingencies.. in case 
of detection. These witnesses also deposed of having given Christ
mas presents and other supplies including Cars and household 
requisites as were disclosed from their books of accounts. 

Another evidence of a similar character proving direct payment 
of bribery by Contractors to the Officers and showing that a. syste
matic corruption prevailed in most of the branches of the Develop
ment Department was furnished by the testimony of a. Merchant 
named :Mr. Jusab Hasham Japanwalla. He was the brother and 
partner of one Valli M!ihomed Hasan who had· contracts for some 
Chawl;) at N aigaum. That Contractor was dead, but several books 
of accounts seized under a search warrant from the custody of his 
brother were produced in the Court revealing almost similar state 
of affairs as the Books of accounts of the Petroleum Company, 
except that in the case of Petroleum Company's books of accounts 
several entries showing payments in cash and presentations appear
ed in the n&me of some officers themselves as well as in veiled 
accounts, whereas in these books the accounts were kept in the 
name of" Engineer, without any names. Mr. Jusab Hasam how· 
e~er gave evidence from his personal knowledge about these entries 
a?d '!'C'counts showing that the Officer in Charge of that particular 
dBtnct namely one Captain Carmaichal wa~ practically maintained 
by the Contractor and all his requirements were supplied to him 
a.s .well as several amounts were paid in cash. So in other books 
th1s ~ecount also showed the supply of household requisites such 
as Tms of Ghee, Kerosine .Oil, sil~erware, furniture, pictures, etc., but 
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more scandalous than these regular accounts were inst'anct::5 in 
connection with Bills in respect of supply of certain articles. 
This Mr. Jusab Hasam stated that the nsual practice was 
that IO per cent out of the amounts of the bills paid, were 
to be given to the officers concerned and the accounts disclosed 
by him showed the payments made to that account of 10 per 
cent in excess of materials supplied by their firm. Very 
often, Captain Carmaichal, who was the Executive Engineer in 
charge, altered the amounts in the bills submitted by the firm, by 
enhancing it by large amounts on the understanding that the extra 
amounts paid on these bills should be divided between the officer and 
the Contractors. To illustrate this alterations in the Bills he 
actually produced a counterfoil from his original bill book 
showing that the original amount mentioned in the bill by the firm 

·was about four or five thousand Rupees in that bill but at the in
stance of the officer the amount was enhanced by a thousand Rupees 
and he showed the other bills showing the enhanced amounts and 
also proved from the entries that the bills so enhanced were paid and 
the amounts were divided between them. His evidence further dis
closed th~ heartless manner in which some of officers of the depart
ment were fleecing the Contractors as a result of which, instead of 
showing any profits the contractors always remained under 
a financial strain. He produced small diaries in which en'· 
tries were made in the handwriting of his deceased 
brother, who had died some years ago showing the payments 
made to the officers concerned at the rate of 10 per cent 
on the bills. He further stated that after making such 
payments for about a year and half his brother and himself 
found that, in view of such large payments it was not 
possible to make any profits and on the contrary the 
business would result in loss, hence at the latter stage they 
pleaded with the officers and requested them to discontinue 
this precedent and promising to pay a lump sum at the close of 
the contract before the final bill was paid, but the 
Officers would not agree to any change in the original 
arrangement and insisted upon their receiving their pound of flesh 
so much so that on some occasions even when his brother wa:3 
lying seriously ill the officers demanded the dues from him and the 
witness w a.s so much disgusted, at last, by such heartless con~ net 
that he, in consultation with his brother, decided to discontmne 
further payments. Upon this, the officers concerned, began to 
ha.rass his brother in various ways, refusing to pass his work and 
delayed payments and cut down the bills, thus causing loss in 
various ways. They made complaint to the higher authorities but 
to no purpose. Oltimately the officers gave an ultimatum that 
unless the payments were recontinned his Contracts would be 
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stopped and in course of time actually carried out their threat, 
so that in the midst of the work when the Chawls were in the 
~muse of construction, the contracts were stopped at the instance 
of the Executive Engineer and the Superintending Engineer for 
various reasons, thus placing them in a. very difficult position. 
Even after the stopping of the contract the final bill was not paid 
inspite of repeated demands and ultimately his brother had to file 
a suit in the High Court and was so much worried and broken 
down in health that he died during the pendency of the suit. Such 
was the tragic tale narrated by this witness showing the systematic 
fraud existing in the Department as well as the heartless manner 
in which some of the officers treated the Contractors. 

Another important witness, who similarly testified the direct 
payment of bribery to the various officers of the Department, 
was Mr. Manekshaw Elavia. He was also a Merchant and some 
years ago, during the construction of the Chawl contracts, 
was connected with the firm of Messrs. A. A. Gaya & Co., 
building Contractors who h&d a contract for 21 chawls at W' orli. 
It will be remembered from what has been stated above that accor· 
ding to the defence, this was a firm in which Mr. D. R. Vaid.ra ·the 
exofficer of the department was connected as a partner, though in 
partnership deed, nominally, the name of his minor son; was entered. 
Luckily for the defence the books of accounts of this firm also 
accidentally happened to be produced in the Court for reasons 
similar to the case of the Contractor mentioned above. 
Inspite of receiving such ·apparently lucrative contracts :;till, 
one of its partners had to seek the protection of the 
Insolvency Court and the large final bill was held up and they had to 
tile a suit. On account of this circumstance some of the books of 
accounts of the firm were in the possession of the Official Assignee 
whereas the others were in the custody of a firm of Solicitors with an 
undertaking to the Court. Mr. N ariman having come to know of this, 
got a process of the Court served both on the Official Assignee and the 
firm of Solicitors and had their books produced. .:Ur. Manek.sha 
Elavia, who came as a witness in the Court, was the constituted 
.Attorney of the firm, and was managing the financial affairs on 
behalf of a partner :Mr. Shambhu Bhaguji Hamman who had prin~ 
<·ipally financed the firm. This witness stated that the tirm was 
started because of the assurances of Mr. Vaidya, who was supposetl 
to be iuiluential because of his association with the department that' 
the largest contracts of the 80 chawls of \\.,. orli would be rriven 
to them. It was on that assurance and relyinO' 

0

upon 
Mr. Vaidya. that his principal agreed to finance to the e;tent of a 
lakh and half Rurees, but contrary to their expectation that large 
<.·ontrac:t for the 80 chawls, went to another friend of the Superin~ 
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t&lding Engineer Major Parcelle who had started a similar firm 
namely "The Bombay Concrete Construction Company" and there
fore the tenders of Messrs. Gaya & Co. although lower were reject
ed. Further more Mr. Vaidya exerted his influence and as compen
sation some special Contracts were created for the firm and some 
Cha.wls at W orli, which were originally intended to be constructed 
departmentally, were decided to be given on Contracts. These con
tracts for about 21 chawls, were specially created, were given to· 
1\lessrs. Gaya & Co. This decision was taken on the recommenda
tion of Superintending Engineer Mr. Harvey. According to 1\fr. 
Elavia's evidence the Contracts were given to their firm on the dis
tinct understanding that 50 per cent of the profits should go to the 
Officers concerned and 50 per cent alone to be distributed amongst 
the partners and according to that arrangement payments were· 
regularly made to the officers as soon as the firm received bills from 
the Department, and to corroborate this testimony, numerous en
tries from the books of accounts of Messrs. Gaya & Co. kept in the 
regular course of business were produced and put in evidence, which 
re'\"ealed interesting and curious state of affairs. Almost every 
month or at times twice or three times a month an entry appeared1 

on the credit side showing a large amount received from the Depart
ment on account of their running monthly bills; almost on. 
the same day or at times a day or two later an amount appeared 
on the debit side showing the sums paid out mentioned as. 
to "Miscellaneous expenses" corresponding to the first credit 
entry showing an amount received from the Department on. 
account of the bill, there appeared a debit entry on the same date, 
as follows:- " To 1\liscellaneous Expenses Account" at the rate of 
12} per cent" and these amounts on the debit side worked out exactly 
at the rate of 12t per cent to the total amount of the bill received 
from the Department credited on the other side. Similarly on 
making calculations all the debit entries of the large amounts debited 
as ")liscellaneous Expenses Account" worked out exactly at 12! 
per cent on the total amount of the bill received and credited and 
hlr. :Manakshaw· Elavia explained this by stating that these debit 
entries of 121 per cent of miscellaneous account represented the· 
payments made to the Officers on the Bills received according to the 
arrangements mentioned above, because it was calculated that the· 
profit of 2.j per cent would be made and half of it was to go to the 
Officers. Several such entries both credit and debit were taken as 
illustrations and on calculation they tallied exactly at the rate of 
1~} per cent thus directly corroborating the oral testimony of this 
"itness. The witness further stated that after thus paying regularly 
for about a year and half the Company discovered that payments at 
that rate would not result in any profit to the firm and the· 
firm would on the contrary suffer loss and hence an inter-
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Yiew was arranged between the Executive Engineer in Charge and 
the partners and the Officer was requested to reduce the perce~tag~ 
aud towards the close of the Contract percentage was accordmgly 
reduced to 7 or 8 per cent but some difficulty arose for the final bill 
which came to about two and a half or three lakhs of rupees. The· 
usual system was that as soon as the Department paid the Bills, the 
aecounts were made up and payments made according to 121 per cent 
to the oil:icers, and unless such payments were received the second 
monthly bill would not be passed for payment. Thus the officer had 
control so far as the running monthly bills were concerned but when 
it came to the payment of the final bill, as the Officer would have no 
more control upon the Contractors as there would be no further 
payments to be made, the arrangement was that the amount calcu· 
lated was to be paid in advance to the officers and on such payment 
alone the final bills were passed and paid. However as Messrs. 
Gaya & Co. were in monetary difficulties and could not make the 
rayment in Cash so 'the final bills' payment was withheld for some
time. Ultimately through the intervention of a middle man an 
arrangement was arrh·ed at whereby it was auanged that Messrs. 
Gaya & Co. should pass a bogus assignment for Rupees twenty five 
thonsa.nd rupees to the middle man so that on the payment of the· 
final bill the sum of Hs. 25000/- would go to that middle man on 
behalf of the officers. However after the assignment was prepared 
there was some hitch and the arrangement did not mature and as in 
the meantime the Superintending Engineer went away on leave to
England the final bill remained unpaid and Messrs. Gaya & Ca. had 
to file a :suit for the recovery which is still pending. Not only the 
entries, made above, in the books of accounts but the bogus assign
ment and the other documents connected with and showing these· 
payments were produced and proved in Court and this witness Mr .. 
hlanakshaw Elavia's evidence created a great impression and though 
vigorously attacked by the prosecuting Counsel, was nat shattered 
as luckily for the defence the oral testimony was completely corro
borated by the regularly kept books of accounts and curious entries. 
as sta~d above. 

The defence in order to show that the corruption and fraud was 
practically universal in the whole department and was not common 
to any one branch of the Department also adduced evidence to shaw 
~imilar mal-practices prevailing on equally large scale in the 
H('('lamation branch. 

O:::e witness Mr. Eruch Kapadia formerly a Coal ~Ierchant 
\\as an important witness for the defence showing the universal 
natnr~ uf carl'?ption in the regula~ s.ystematic methods and 
fraud m the vanons Departments. Th1s witness stated that shortly 
r.~~e!' tl.t: l'ommencement of the Department as he had considerable-
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experience in Coal Business, being connected with Collieries in 
Bengal he started a firm in Bombay called " The Pioneer Coal 
Trading Company" in partnership with some well known Merchant. 
After starting the said business he approached the Secretary of the 
Development Department with a view to secure orders for the 
department but according to him, the then Secretary Mr. Moni 
stated that the Department would not have to purchase any Coal 
locally as it had entered into an arrangement with the l\Iining 
Engineer of the Government of India for the supply of all th'e 
Coal required by the Department. It appears that it was the 
function of this Official to arrange for the supply of good 
'luality of coal at reasonable rates to all Departments of the 
Government including Railway by entering into direct arrange
ments with the different Coal Collieries. However as Mr. Kapadia 
came to know that inspite of that arrangement by the Department, 
preparations were being made for local supply also he again 
approached the Executive Engineer of the Material District with 
a view to secure some orders locally. That officer informed Mr. 
Kapadia that although an arrangement, as stated by the Secretary, 

· did exist still, the Officers in charge of the various works insisted 
upon local supplies and very often rejected good quality of coal 
supplied through the Mining Engineer; as such direct arrangement 
would not afford the officers here any facility or opportunity for a 
private and individual profiteering as the local supplies would. 
Hence he was forced to place some such orders locally. 
Shortly after Mr. Kapadia began to receive orders 
for the supplies of Coal. He narrated his experience in 
dealing with the Department and stated that very shortly 
after the commencement of the business he was convinced that 
it was not possible to continue the dealings with the Depart
ment unless the dealers were prepared to carry out the terms 
dictated to by the officers. According to him, he first got 
orders for the supply in the Housing District and the arrangement 
dictated to by the Officers concerned was that 10 or 15 
percent of the profits was to go to them and fnrther they 
would arrange to give higher rates and also to receive 50 
per cent of the supplies lesser than the orders and further they 
would also arrange to receive cheaper quality of coal and make 
the bills for the dearer and the better qualities,· provided 
that illegal profits arising therefrom should be divided 
between the dealers and the officers. He gave several instances 
of such dealings and further stated that in case the dealers refused 
to abide by those terms, difficulties were placed in their \vay and 
practically business was not made possible so they had to submit to 
those terms. He also narr'ated that he similarly approached tlte 
.Executive Engineer Mechanica.l District Mr. Caldwell and offered to 
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snrply a large quality of Co~e and he would agree ~o buy on sim~lar 
nnJerstanding. :Mr. Kapadia stated that he dealt In the Honsmg 
Di~trict for some time and on one occasion when he was harassed 
by the Assistant Engineer because he was not able to satisfy him 
completely, he complained to the Superintending Engineer but he 
took no notice of his complaint and remarked that Mr. Kapadia. 
bting a bniiness man ought to know how to deal with them. 

After some time Mr. Kapadia stated that he became nervous and 
apprehensive that such systematic methods of fraud so openly 
practised were liable to detection, and may launch him into diffi
culty ; so he discontinued the supply in the Housing District and 
reqnested the Executive Engineer in charge of the Material District 
to help him to secure some orders for the Reclamation branch, but 
fonnd that the position there was equally bad and even worse than 
the Housing District. Narrating his·experiences there, he said that 
he once offered to supply a quantity of good quality coal at 
reasonable rates but his supply was rejected by European High 
Officers in Charge, on the ground that it did not come up to the 
reqnired standard, but at the same time he came across one other 
Contractor and Supplier named Mr. nalkissondas Seth who was 
eonsidered to be favourite with the Officials and the said Balkisson
das Seth took over the said quantity of coal from him at reduced 
rates and supplied the same in the same lorries to the same Officers 
at nnwh higher rates than he had offered and were accepted by 
the ::;ame Officers though the rates were higher. In short his 
experience was that if he desired to deal with that branch of the 
Department, namely, Reclamation branch, it was not possible to 
~:~ocure any orders direct except through that favourite Contractor 
and Supplier namely Balkissondas Seth. He accordingly ap
proacheu that gentleman and made a proposal and both himself and 
his other partners in Pioneer Company agreeing to take up 1\fr. 
Dalkissondas Seth as their working partner, started a New firm 
namely B. Balfour and Company, where he and his other partners 
were to finanee and Balkissondas Seth was to secure orders 
from Reclamation Branch. This Company with Mr. Kapadia 
and Ba.lkissondas Seth working as Managing partners continued 
for some time and the witness narrated his experience 
•)f the dealings of this firm and he stated that Balkis
:-m:..J.as Seth monopolised all the supplies as well as large contracts 
both for filling in and other works at the Reclamation branch with
out any tenders at exhorbitant rates; very often he got blank order 
fl1rrus ~igned by the officers and he himself filled in tl1e rates 
:J.lld. the amounts, some times supplying half the quantity and 
rt:ccn in~. full payment, sometimes receiving paymf:nts on merely 
bo~:::: b11l~ and thu::; systematic fraud and corruption w.as 
~om!.!" on m that branch. In return for the:::;e fa"Vours Balkl.S· 
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:Sondas Seth was very · lavish in payments as well as making 
presents to several high European officers of that branch ancl 
he not ~nly made ~arge payments to them, but also gave 
presentatiOns to the w1ves and daughters of the officers snch as 
jewellery, ric·h Carpets & pieces of furniture. Even two or three 
::\Iotor Cars were kept free for the use of these officers aud daily 
Baza.r articles were regularly supplied to them. 

Coupled with this evidence of ~lr. Kapadia on the same subject, 
may be considered the evidence of another witness 1\lr. J. Brooks, 
the only European Witness for the defence, who was formerly ft 

supervisor in the Reclamation Branch of the Development Dep'art
ment, who had to leave the service on account of certain disagree
mt>nts. He also corroborated the ·testimony of Mr. Kapadia 
with regard to the dealings of the Development Department, and 
particularly of Balkissondas Seth. As an instance of the enormous 
profits herein allowed to this favourite contractor it was stated that 
Balkissondas Seth traded in two different names, in the name of 
B. K. Seth as the Contractor and in the name of B. Balfour and 
·Company as the Suppliers. This gentleman Balkissondas Seth had 
first got the contract for filling in the Reclamation branch without 
any Tenders at the rate of Rs. 10-8 per Truck. It was subsequently 
reduced to Rs. 6-8 and on account of the agitation raised by Mr. 
Na.riman it was decided to invite Public Tenders, and the same 
·work was taken up by the same Contractor on account of the com
petitive rates at Rg. :!-8 per Truck. This will give an idea of the 
extent of profit allowed to this favourite contractor. Besides he 
also got contract for painting Pontoon Bridges and he dill 
:the work for over one lakh of knpees when the same work 
and better than the work done by the said Balkissondas Seth . 
. was subsequently done by another firm of Messrs. William Jacks as 
a result of Public Tender, costing only about Rs. 20000 to Rs. 30000. 
These are only a few typical instances showing wastage of Public; 
funds and the profiteering to the private individuals. This 'Vitness 
l\tr. Brooks also corroborated about the payments of the amount:s 

·by Balkissondas Seth to the various officers and he himself also 
·admitted as a. supervisor having received some amounts from him ; 
he also corroborated about the Bazar Supplies Etc. and other 
present.:~ to Officers. Mr. Brooks further gave more interesting 
facts about the practice prevailing amongst the High 
European Officials of having their private supplies for domestic 
purpose;:;. such as Coal, Kerosine Oil Etc., made from the 
Depot of the Department. He stated that the officers used 
to send chit:~ to him when he was iii charge of the Depot asking 
him to supply coal. Kerosine Oil Etc. from the Depot and 
he made such supplies for nearly two yean to some of the officeri'. 
He produced some of the Chits in the handwriting of the officers 
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whkh he had preserved to explain that whenever snpplic::; were 
made from the Depot for the Departmental purpcses they were 
always issued on printed Slip Forms and only private supplies for 
domestic purposes for the oft1cers were made on such handwritten 
slips. He further gave an illustration of the mentality of some of 
the High officers, who according to him punished poor coolies by 
inflicting fines on them for taking away a small piece of coal frotu 
the Depot, whereas they themselves got the free supplies of Mveral 
tons for years together. Besides according to l\Ir. Brook's evidence 
the officers also employed the departmental labour for their 
private domestic purposes and some such services for their 
homes was maintained on Department's Muster Rolls. He stated 
that on one occasion, this fraud of a high officer was detected and 
with a view to prevent detection, that High European Oft1rrr 
directed him to destroy a particular department's Muster-sheets 
wherein private services were maintained on that Muster-Roll. He 
however did not destroy the said Muster Roll Sheets and, curious 
enough though the said documents were not allowed to be produced 
in t.be court and put in, at the time of the examination-in-chief of the 
said witness, they were however produced in the course of the cross 
examination of the prosecuting counsel. The evidence of this 
witness was most interesting and created a good deal of sensation 
and amusement in the court. He gave very clever retorts to 
the prosecuting counsel in the cross examination when beinrr 
questioned about his public morals, as a public servant when he ad~ 
mitted having received bribes from Balkissondas Seth he retorted 
by saying that his morals were high before he joined the Depart
ment and they became debased and low after he joined the Develop
ment Deputment. That he had no compunctions in receiving the 
bribes because he saw every one else around. him iricludincr the 
Barra Sabs were having it, so he thought it was a regular bu~iness 
and there was no objection in this Department. Further bein" 
questioned by the prosecuting counsel whether on account of cer~ 
tain misdeeds he was not af.raid of being prosecuted and sent to jail 
he coolly retorted by saymg that he was not apprehfnsive at 
all bec.tuse he knew that if he were sent to Jail he would 
find his Barra Sabs and the superior officers in the very 
next cells. · Though this witness was severely cross examined 
with regard to his character and it was adduced in cro~.:; 
examina.tion that since the termination of his services he was 
attempting to e:dort monies and nry often succeeded i~ r:rettin,, 
eert ain amounts from his Officers, and he described these a~ husl~ 
moneys paid to him becanse he kr:.ew of this secret fraudulent 
tran:-a.ction. He admitted that on one occasion a hiah officer whose 
('hits were in his po~session had paid him Rs. 100 on° his promising 
to de:;t roy the ch1ts but neverthele:u he did not destroy them 
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because a~ he had admittesl R~ tll.onght that they would be 9f some 
use to h1m some day .. .:.Such ~.was the testimony of this only 
European witness for the defence, who furnished a typical illustra
tion of the nature of the transactions and some idea of the inner 
working of this Department. He also stated that when be was in 
charge of the Depot there .was no account kept about the stock etc. 
In connection with the above testimony showing the dealings 
of Balkissondas Seth it may be stated that Balkissondas Seth 
was summoned to produce his books of accounts and also the 
counter foils· of his cheque Books and other vouchers and 
record showing his dealings with the Department, and two or 
three banks were also summoned to produce the certified copies 
of his Bank accounts. However, Balkissondas Seth appeared 
with his counsel and filed an affidavit in the court to 
the effect that his books of accounts had mysteriously dis· 
appeared ; according to him they were stolen from his 
office or home by some unknown persons and when being 
questioned by the court, he admitted having made no complaint 
of this theft to any body. When q\lestioned about the· 
counter foils of his cheque books he refused to produce them 
under a similar pretext. The Bank being summoned to 
produce the cheques drawn by hi'm which were already cashed 
declared its inability to do so on the ground that the drawer 
had already withdrawn from the Banks, all the cheques which were 
cashed. His bank account showed large payments such as 
Rs. 10,000 Rs. 20,000, or Rs. 30,000 at one time but unfortunately 
there were no details about these cheques and in the absence of the 
counter foils as well as the original cheques and the books of 
accounts and the other records these payments could not be traced 
to particular individuals. However the defence went further and 
Mr. Nariman was able to trace and find out his clerk, named one 
Shankarrao :Mukund who was acting as his correspondence and 
general clerk. He being summoned and questioned about . the 
books of accounts admitted that his master Balkissondas Seth, 
shortly after the Resolution in the council, demanding enquiry, had 
taken away all the books of accounts vouchers documents and files 
at his place at Khar and soaked them in Kerosine Oil and had burnt 
them. He stated that he himself assisted his master in burning and 
destroying these books and documents. Thus although he was able 
to de-stroy the records still the defence managed by direct oral testi
mony to adduce sufficient evidence to throw light both as. to the 
t>xtent and the nature of his dealings with the officers of the 
Dewlopment Department. 

There were other witnesses available such as furniture merchants 
"·ho had supplied valuable pieces of furniture to the various high 
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oftk~r~, fur which the orders were placed ana the bills paid by Bal
kisonda~ Seth but the court did not want any further evidence on 
that point. The defez:ce also t~ndered evi~ence of a. s~il~r corrup
tion and the ::;ystemahc fraud w1th regard to the thrr~ l!llporta?t 
branch of this Development Department namely Kandivh Quarnes 
because so far evidence was led abont Housing District and Reclama
tion Branch. One Mr. Mahomed Umar a graduate of an English Uni
nrsity had tendered to prove similar secret arrangements existing 
between the officers of that Branchandsomecontractors, particularly 
one l\Ir. Drake who was formerly a Foreman in the service of the 
Department, had resigned and became contractor for preparing 
ceruent Llocks and he got orders for cement blocks for the depart
ment at very high rates on the understanding and arrangement 
similar to that mentioned with regard to other branches of the
department but though this witness was tendered in the witness box 
and Mr. N arirnan was prepared to take his evidence, the court did 
not want to hear further evidence on corruption in general in the 
Department. The other witnesses on the same point namely proving 
directly corrupt practices in the Department were Mr. Ardeshir 
Darnwalla, :Mr. Narayan Rao Pai and Mr. :M. A. Dhulla. 

The tirst witness kept a shop for foreign '\Vines and spirits and' 
deposed that at the instance of Contractors like the Bombay Petrol 
Company he supplied foreign wines and liquors including champa
igns to the officers of the department particularly during the Christ
mas, the bills for which were 'paid by the Contractors. 

:Ur. ~ arayanrao Pai was a dealer and repairer in :Motors and 
gave similar evidence of having repaired the cars, overhauled and 
painted cars of the various officers of the Development Department,. 
the bills for which were paid by certain contractors and suppliers. 
He further deposed to the fact of having selected and purchased two 
cars at the instanee of the Bombay Petrol Company to be presented 
by the said company to certain officers of the Department and the 
bills ·for which were paid by the said Petrolium Company ; to 
corroborate the testimony of :Mr. Narayanrao Pai, the defence had 
ulso summoned the Registers of Motor Cars kept by the Motor 
Y ehicle~ Department of the Bombay Police bhowing the transfer 
of c·ertain Motor Cars, the numbers of which were mentioned by 
Mr. Xarayanrao Pai, from the names of the Contractors to the
()fficers. )Jr. Balkisondas Seth had also made a similar present 
of cars to certain officers. 

\Yitness Mr. M. A. Dulla, who was also a supplier, deposed 
to the general practice prevailing of making payments of 5, 10,. 
anJ 15 per C<;nt to the officers on the bills paid by the department. 
:~nd stated having himself made such payments. 

1:2 b 
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The only hostile witness f~fthe defence was one Mr. M anekchand 
Jivraj, who was a dealer in old Iron and Steel and was known to be a 
receiver of Surplus Stores from the Development Department. The 
defence alleged that the department deliberately ordered out certain 
stores with the double objects, namely to earn the secret commission 
from the original sellers and they also made secret profits by disposing 
them off very cheap to the dealers as surplus to the local dealers. 
The defence alleged that a large stock of surplus mild steel bars 
due to the superfluous orders forming the subject matter of charge 
were sold at a very cheap rate to Manakchand Jivraj and the said 
firm of Manekchand Jivraj had paid consideration of a large snm of 
Rs. 5,000 for putting through this transaction. It transpired that 
though the mild steel bars were purchased only .two or three years ago 
at the rate from Rs. 200 to Rs. 220 per ton still they were sold to this 
~itness as surplus at a very low rate, namely Rs. 102/8 per ton ; 
although the Department had fixed minimum rates at which the 
sale should be effected at about Rs. 130 toRs. 140 per Ton. Several 
offers from the various dealers for the purchase of the said mild steel 
bars. at the rates fixed by the department were rejected, whereas the 
offer of this witness though much lower was accepted. As a con
sequence of certain information recei:ved, Mr. Nariman accompanied 
by another lawyer and a Lawyer's clerk suddenly went to the shop 
of the said Manakchand Jivraj with a search warrant and after a 
great difficulty seized his books. On going through the said books 
of accounts he traced an entry of Rs. 5,000 debited to the account 
of the Development Department on account of Mild Steel Bars 
again to " Miscellaneous expenses " and the closer scrutiny showed 
that this entry turned out to be an entry of the payment of 
Rs. 5,000 as a secret commission for putting through this 
transaction. 

From further enquiry it also appeared that, whereas for all the 
other payments to the Development Department, he produced 
official receipts, there was no receipt for this payment of Rs. 5,000/
nor was there a corresponding entry of the receipt even in the 
account book of the Department. Immediately after the books 
were seized Manakchand Jivraj confessed having made this payment 
to certain high officer in the Department and also agreed to come 
and testify to this effect. in the Court provided protection was given to 
him, and he was assured that he himself would not come into ~rouble. 
Mr. Nariman accordingly had written to the Government asking 
for protection to the Witness. The same witness Manak
chand Jivraj had also, whilst disposing off the surplus B~rs 
which he had purchased and whilst fixing the rates of resale w1th 
the dealers, had taken into account certain percentage paid as com
mission, and some respectable dealers had come forward and stated 
to that effect, besides he had also confessed before the other merch-
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ants. about the said payment, stili when h~ was put in the Witness 
box he hesitated and made various conflicting statements about this 
-entry cf Rs. 5,00C!- changing his story ~or about fi-ve times, but 
ultimately he was so cornered that the said entry could not be ex~ 
plained on any other grounds except as stated above. It appeared 
from the examination of his Bank account, that shortly after his 
ofier was accepted, he withdrew a sum of Rs. 5,0001- from the 
Bank, from his account and brought cash to his Pedhi. After 
that withd.ra:wal from the Bank this payment of Rs. 5,000/- was made 
and when he was able to produce the counter foil of the other. 
cheque books he had deliberately withheld the one counter foil in 
respect of this cheque of Rs. 5,00::> alleging that one Counter foil 
was misplaced or missing. Coupled with these various other circum
stances and his own admissions made to the various other respect
able Merchants, the Court was unable to accept his explanation 
about this payment of Rs. 5,000 and upheld the contention of the 
.defence that, that entry of Rs. 5,000 represented payment of the 
secret commission to the officers of DeYelopment Department for· 
putting through this transaction of sale of surplus bars. 

'Vith regard to this witness, Mr. Manakchand Jivraj, the defence 
.further contended that the circumstances were extremely· suspicious 
with regard to the complainant himself because the Transaction of 
sale of surplus Bars was put through by him as the Superintending 
Engineer, and the offer of Manakchand Jivraj was accepted on the 
'Very day on which he returned from England, and the transaction 
that was pending for several months was completed within a few 
honrs after his arrival. Further the offer of .Mr. Manakchand . 
.. Jivraj, for the same amount, was made some time previous, but the 
transaction was kept over by the Executive Engineer till the Com· 
plainant returned; though the evidence showed that the amount of 
Hs. 5,000 was alleged to have been paid to Mr. Caldwell who was 
the immediate assistant to the complainant. ~ 

Another typical witness directly · from Iron J atha was 
oue ~Ir. Vanmalidas Pandya, who had.a Pedhi as well as 
"Jatha" in the Iron )Iarket and traded for several years in 
the name of B. Motiram & Company. He re-echoed the sentiments 
and feelings of the Iron Uerchants principally with regard to the- · 
purchase of )Iild Steel Bars and declared that there was a general 
impression in the Iron Market J atha that no transaction could be 
Joue with D. D. without paying Commission. He stated that he 
himself had purchased the same stock of )1. S. Bars from Manak
chand Jivraj at a much higher rate, and his own offer to the D. D. 
to pnrchase the stock at the rate much higher than )fanakchand 
J inaj's waTs r~jected. He also stated that se-veral merchants approa
clH:d ~Ir. N anman, not only of the Iron )Iarket but various other 
~arkt:ts and appealed to him as their representative in the Council 
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to have their grievances redressed, ancl he eansed some amusement 
in the Court by stating that when 1\Ir. Nariman came for canvass
ing his votes for election he promised his help and support, and he 
actually worked for him and procured votes on the distinct under
standing that he would take ·up this matter in the Council. 

The other witness of some importance was Mr. G. B. Trivedi 
who was formerly a member of the Council and he narrated the com· 
meneement of the agitation against the Development 'Department 
started by a group of critics including the witness and Mr. N ariman, 
and further stated that even before Mr. N ariman joined the Council 
he used to take great deal of interest in the affairs of the Develop
ment Department and go through the literature of the Council 
supplied by him. As a merchant connected with Iron Trade, he 
further deposed to the complaints of the regular Merchants and the 
Iron mongers in the Iron Jatha of Bombay, whose grievance was 
that the Development Depa.rtment did not deal directly with the· 
regular dealers in J atha, although they offered them at lower rates 
but preferred to deal with persons who were not regular Traders in 
this particular line and who did not belong to the Iron Jatha such 
as Messrs. George Service & Co. and Messrs. Salebhoy Tyebji. He
further stated that there was a belief in the Iron Jetha as well as 
in all the other Trading Circles in Bombay that no transactions 
could be put through with the Department unless the dealers were 
prepared to grease the palms of the officers and he also corroborated 
about the admissions made by Manakchand Jivraj to him in the· 
presence of Mr. Nariman about the payment of Rs. 5000/-to the· 
Executive Engineer for putting through the transaction of surpltls. 
Bars. 

Similarly one other Merchant named Mr. Chhotalal Mehta;. 
a brick and Cement Merchant, gave his experience in that line 
and he also stated that Merchants could not deal with the Develop
ment Department's officers and they could not venture to enter· 
its precincts except through the mediums of certain go bet weens,. 
and the orders were not placed directly with them, but in the names 
of those intermediaries, at the rates much higher than Market 
rates. These intermediaries bought stock from the Market from 
the regular dealers at much lower rates and the difference in the 
rates, that is, the lower Market rates and the higher rates given by 
the Department, was shared by the officers and the said in
termediaries, thus showing the regular system prevailing with. 
regard to this Development Department's dealings. 

Thus ample evidence was adduced by the defence to prove 
corruption on the part of high officers so much so, that as stated. 
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above further evidence on thi.i point was not allowed to be led, 
althoucrh J\fr. Nariman had some other witnesses to prove the same, 
as on the evidence produced, particularly with the corroboration 
frmnd from the Books of Accounts, the Court felt fully satisfied on 
that point and though the prosecn ting Counsel at an early stage 
attempted to contest the position by ~everely cross examinin~ ~he 
witnesses but at the latter stage, practically gave up that position 
.and did not even seriously cross examine the defence witnesses on 
this point. 

The other witnesses called by the defence were with regard to 
the general reputation of the Department, and the prevalence of 
the rumours amongst the merchants and others with regard to the 
·corrupt practices prevailing in this Department. It must be re
membered that :Mr. N ariman had stated, both in the Council and 
.before the Committee, of the prevalence of the rumours in the City 
and the whole of the Presidency, and the defence not only established 
the existance of such rumours alone, but by numerous evidence and 
respectable oral testimony also proved the truth of these rumours. 
The very first witness with regard to the prevalence of the rumours 
was one :Mr. B. D. Sethna hold,ing a very high position and a 
respectable citizen and a member of the well known firm in Bombay. 
He deposed to the effect that in the course of his business his firm 
desired to purchase mild steel Bars from the D. D. but were unable 
to do so direct and attempted to buy them from :Mr. llanakchand 
Jivraj who had purchased the surplus stores from the Department 
and whilst settling the rates through a broker, ~Ianakcband Jivraj 
.calculated a large sum, besides the original costs paid, as ha\"ing 
been spent by him for payment of commission. 

Again speaking about the reputation of the Department, he 
also stated that in the Commercial and business circles the 
Development Department bad \"ery bad reputation, and he 
himself had also heard rumours about the corruption in the 
Department, but one important statement made by him 
which was elicited in the cross-examination of the prosecuting 
Counsel, was to the effect that on one occasion a. very high Go\"ern
ment Official, namely the Controller of the Government Stores, had 
also complained that he could not sell the Government Surpln~ 
Store:; direct to the Development Department as the officers of the 
Department desired to deal with the local dealers for certain 
reasons. 

_The defe~ce had tendered only three or four witnesses repre
~H~tmg certam tr~d~ interests and were prepared to tender further 
..:v1Jence on the s1m1lar nature, showing that the system pre\"ailed 
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universal, with regard t·o all the articles and requisites and in an 
the Branches of the Department, but was not permitted to lead· 
further evidence on the subject. 

One more evidence to be noted was that of Mr. K. A. Kulkarni, 
which threw a good deal of light on the manner and method adopt
ed by :Mr. Nariman with regard to his agitation with the Develop· 
ment Department. This Mr. Kulkarni deposed that he acted as a Cap· 
tain of a sma.Il group of Voluntary workers who had offered their free· 
services to Mr. N ariman with regard to his Public activity, parti
cularly with regard to his activity in the Development Department. 
That since 1921-22 from nearly about 2 or 3 years after the 
inception of the Development Department Mr. N ariman 
had started this work with a group of Volunteers, and that 
he narrated the system observed by Mr. Nariman and his 
workers '\'Vith regard to his work. One. day in every week was 
set apart specially for the Development Department work~. 
when 1\fr. N ariman received complaints and informations from 
various quarters including the Merchants, Contractors, Suppliers 
and also members of the Staff. This information was recorded and 
kept in a Confidential File and on that information Mr. N ariman 
with the group of Workers started his own independent investiga· 
tion and at times, visited various places in the suburbs including 
Thana, Kalyan and such other places at late hours in the night, 
carrying on investigation and confirming ·the information received. 
As a result of this· investigation with the good -deal of materials 
collected and after Mr. Nariman went into the Council, an enqniry 
into the affairs of the Development Department was demanded. 

Thus defence had collected in all about over 20 witnesses, and 
when· the defence evidence was being led the public interest was 
kept up at very high pitch as at each hearing, they expected some 
new revelations ·and sensational disclosures throwing new light on 
the dark affairs of the Development" Department. Unfortunately 
owing to the limited time at his disposal Mr. Nariman had not the 
full opportunity of placing all the materials at his disposal, because 
this enquiry was limited according to Law to certain points alone, 
and in order to establish good faith, the Court could permit him to 
lead only some evidence for instance, an Assistant Engineer of the 
DeYelopment. Department one 1\fr; B. G. Joshi who was tendered 
as a witness to depose that when he was in the Department wor~
ing under the Superintending Engineer, 1\fr. Harvey and h1s 
subordinates ~lr. Hamid and Mr. Guzder, he approached and put 
certain facts before the Superintending Engineer with reg~rd to !he 
shady transactions of his subordinates, when the Supermtendmg 
En~ineer instead of taking an action against the subordinates 
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reprimanded him for making a complaint against his superiors and 
removed a hitch from the way by transferring him to another 
Department and ultimately his position was made so difficult that 
he had to leave the department. 

The evidence of such similar description, showing that the 
contention of the defence, that a sort of understanding betwee!l 
certain group of officers existed, was not allowed to be led. Th1s 
completed the list of defence witnesses. 

To, 

Sm, 

APPLICATION FOR GRANTING INDEMNITY 
TO DEFENCE WITNESSES. 

17TH SEPTEMBER 1927. 

The Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 
Legal and Judicial Department. 

As you are aware the Prosecution for Defamation is pending 
against me in the Esplanade Police Court, at · the instance of a 
Superintending Engineer, Development Department, Mr. T. Harvey. 
The said Prosecution is launched after sanction from the Govern
ment. 'rhe case for the Prosecution is nearly over, and shortly the 
Defence witnesses will have to be examined. Some witnesses for 
the Defence, before making their statements in Court, desire to be 
assured that as a result of any incriminating statement made by 
them in the course of their evidence they will not be subsequently 
harassed or troubled by a prosecution from the Government, because, 
in Law, person who offers bribes or illegal gratification is as much 
guilty as one who receives. ln the interest of justice in order that 
the truth may be brought out in the course of proceedings unham· 
pered, it is desirable that the witnesses should be granted that 
indemnity in order that they can speak out their minds freely with
out fear of future prosecution. I understand, under similar circum
~tances, with regard to other prosecutions launched by the 
Government against Public Servants or private individuals for 
offering or receivin~ illegal gratifications, it has been the practice to 
give snch assurances to the witnesses in such cases. I hope that 
the Government will apply the same principle to this case also as, 
though it i:; a case for defamation, endence for the Dt:fence would 
he more or less of a similar nature . 

. I t l.H'refore hope that the Government will consider this appli
~atwn. m t~e !Same light and grant the indemnity required to 
mtendmg Witnesses. Thh course will help the Court to find out 
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the tn1th, otherwise it will be extremely difficult in a case of this 
nature, to persuade the witnesses to come and make statements in 
Court, which might ultimately go to incriminate themselves. 

I might also point out that interested parties are holding out 
threats to intending witnesses that in case of such admissions on 
their part, they themselves would come into trouble as the Govern
ment through the Police would institute proceedings against them, 
and thus the witnesses for the Defence are scared away. You will, 
therefore, please consider this application and issue a necessary 
declaration. 

You will kindly have this matter expedited, as it is expected 
that the Defence witnesses will begin shortly. 

Hoping to be excused for the trouble, 

---

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

(Sd.) K. F. NARIMAN. 

Reply. 
No. T.44. 

HoME DEPARTMENT, 
BoMBAY CASTLE, 10TH OcTOBER 1927. 

J. MONTEATH, Esquire, 
Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 

Home Department. 

K. F. NARIMAN, Esquire, B.A., LL.B., M.L.c., 
Wadia House, Hughes Road, Chowpatty, 

BOMBAY. 

Subject :-Harvey-Nariman Case. 
Application by Mr. Nariman for an indemnity for his witnesses. 

Sm, 

I am directed to reply to your letter dated the 17th September 
19"27, addressed to the Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 
Legal and Judicial Department, in which you ask for an indemnity 
for witnesses, who may be summtned on your behalf in the case in 
which lfr. T. Harvey is prosecuting you for defamation. 
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2. I am to point out that the application is extremely· vague 
and indefinite in its scope. ~Iention is made of illegal gratifications, 
but it is not stated that the evidence to be offered will be confined 
to alleged instances of the:;e. Nor is it stated whether the allega
tions are made against :Mr. Harvey or against other parties. An 
indemnity in the terms suggested by you would enable any person 
appearing for the defence to make, with impunity, any kind of 
allegation against any other person, and it is clearly not in the 
interests of justice that this should be allowed. The granting of 
your application, in the terms in which it is made, would protect 
your witnesses even from the consequences of perjury. 

3. Section 132 of the Indian Evidence Act provides that no 
answer, which a witness shall be compelled to give and which may 

·criminate him, shall subject him to any arrest or prosecution, or be 
proved against him in any criminal proceeding, except a prosecution 
for giving false evidence by such answer. If you consider that the 
protection afforded by this section is insufficient for any one or more 
of your witnesses, Government are prepared to consider your repre
sentation of the circumstances which would justify them in affording 
further protection to any witness, who gives true and relevant evi· 
·dence in good faith, on your behalf in the present prosecution. 

4. Obviously, however, Government cannot give a general 
indemnity to an indefinite number of unnamed persons for offences 
·which are unspecified. The nature of the indemnity in each case 
should be specified. I am, therefore, to inform you that Go,ern· 
.ment are prepared to consider your application if you will gi,·e the 
names of the parties for whom you request an indemnity, together 
with such information regarding the evidence which each is prepa
red to give, as will enable Government to define the indemnity for 
which you a$k. I am to add that any indemnity which Govern
ment may give, will only be in respect of evidence which i3 both 
true and relevant. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient serYant, 

(Sd.) J. ~IOXTEATH. 

Secretary to the Government of Bombay, 
Home Department. 
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Mr. NARIMAN'S DEFENCE ADDRESS. 
"l'RCSBeUTI0N-tt 60D·SBNT CPVCRTUNITY~t" 

HIS AGITATION NOT A POLITICAL STUNT. 

PBOSECUTED FOR DoiNG WHAT GovT. AsKED Hn.r To Do. 

Before addressing the Court, on the evidence adduced in ·the 
case, Mr. Nariman considered it his privilege to discuss one or two
salient points. which influenced the case. 

SERIOUS ALLEGATION AGAINST NARIMAN. 

· He was very sorry the prosecution had introduced merely to 
prejudice the issues in the case a suggestion, which he resented and 
Yery strongly too. The prosecution had attributed that all the 
agitation that was carried on in the Council was to merely gain popu
lar applause, and was a sort of a political stunt. Mr. Nariman took 
the earliest opportunity of repudiating this rather serious suggestion. 
It was a very serious allegation that could be made against a manr 
who had some responsibilities both as a member of the Council and 
as a humble servant of the public. Mr. N ariman repudiated it with 
all the earnestness and vehemence at his command. It was not a 
political stunt. If the Prosecution Counsel would take some little 
trouble to study the situation of that period, he would not fail to 
find that all eyes were rivetted en the development affairs. The 
Development Department agitated the minds not only of one party 
or the other, but it was a universal agitation. The subject had 
assumed very great public importance. The prosecution had level
led the charge that the agitation was the slogan of the Swaraj Party. 
No, it was not so. 

What was it then that brought the subject to the forefront in 
the Council ? 

If anything predominated the minds of the Councillors and 
called for devotion, energy and a keen study, it was the annual 
budcret and the position of the budget brought about by the Deve
lop~e~t Department was this. The Presidency was reduced to a 
state of absolute financial bankruptcy. Every other Government 
Department was starved simply because the white elephant of the 
DeYelopment Department bad to be fed. The m?st heavily t.axed 
Bombay was most heavily burdened with a defic1t. Mr. N ar;man 
wanted the Court to take all this into consideration and Judge 
whether the question was at all a one party question. 
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GOVERNMENT'S MENTALITY. 

1\Ir. N ariman said that the same unfortunate mentality be
trayed by the prosecution counsel on this point was also betray
ed by the Government in the Council. Simply because the cri
ticisms came from a member of the Opposition and a critic of the 
Government, motives were attributed to his criticism. Mr. Nariman 
wanted to take this opportunity to say that the Government went 
to the length of insulting him, and bearing personal hostility to
wards him simply for his crime of wanting the affairs of the DeYe
lopment Department to be merely investigated. That was the 
attitude which the Government took in regard to him. 

All Mr. N ariman then wanted, was fair opportunity to proYe 
his allegation. 

A GOD-SENT OPPORTUNITY. 

He was glad it had come to him though not through an En
quiry Committee, but through a judicial tribunal. He consider
ed it a God-sent opportunity to justify his position not only before 
his opponents and the Court but his electorate also. 

Proceeding, 1\Ir. N ariman said that so far as the merits of the 
case were concerned, he wanted his worship to consider the diffi
culties in the way of the defence. Be did not want any extra. 
sympathy or that tbe rigor of the law should be relaxed in his case._ 
He only appealed to the Court to view the ease as any other ordi
nary case leaving aside all other considerations such as the prestige· 
of the Government or the prestige of the officers concerned. 

Referring to his evidence before the Back Bay Enquiry Com
mittee, 1\Ir. N ariman said that at the conclusion of his examina
tion the Committee proposed placing the allegations made by him 
before the Government with a recommendation that an investiga
tion should be started, and, if found necessary, prosecution should. 
be launched against the officers concerned. 

At that. time there was absolutely no question of malice on hi3 part 
or a defamation case being launched against him. But on the third' 
day the whole position was reversed and the officers concerned applied 
to the committee to sanction the prosecution against Mr. Nariman. 
~r r. N arim~n want.ed his wor£hip t.o consider ilow. this happened. If 
they had gtven lum an opportumty to prove h1s alleaations and 
having <:ome to the conclusion that his allegations we~e false: had. 
s~nc.tioned the pr~secntion he would hne no complaints at all. Mr. 
l\anman complamed that before this prosecution was launched he· 
was never given an opportunity to falsify or verify his allegation. 
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Simply because the officers denied the allegations, the prosecution 
was launched. 

"PROSECUTION TO STIFLE CRITICISM." 
:Ur. Nariman alleged the prosecution was launched against him 

to stifle criticism and as a counterblast to the intended prosecution of 
the officers concerned. He wanted to attribute motives deliberately 
and intentionally that the p1·osecution was not bona-fide. As far as 
the Mears' Committee was concerned, Mr. Nariman said three 

·members of the Committee, were definitely opposed to sanctioning 
the prosecution. Sir Grimwood Mears had in fact declared that 
"it was monstrous to grant sanction in a case of this description." 
Mr. Billimoria and Sir Visvesvaraya had not committed them· 

. selves to the sanction. There was only one member who, 
1\lr. Nariman knew, was sitting on the Committee with a set 
purpose, and that was Sir Frederic Hopkinson. Whenever 

·disclosures were made in regard to the Development Department, 
1\Ir. Nariman alleged, Sir Frederic made most spiteful and even insul
ting remarks to witnesses. 

DIFFICULTIES IN WAY OF DEFENCE. 
1\Ir. N ariman appealed to his Worship to appreciate the various 

·other difficulties in the way of his defence. It was common experi
-ence that it was extremely difficult to persuads parties to give evi
·dence in a Police Court case. And in a case of corruption of this 
description there was an additional difficulty because under the law 

:both the giver and the taker of a bribe were guilty. l\lr. N ariman 
said the lapse of considerable time in launching the prosecution had 
to a great extent prejudiced his case. He was asked to substan
tiate the allegation made in 1924, only in 1927 when the prosecution 
was launched. 

The Government waited for nearly two years and had only now 
·come forward with the prosecution, so much so, that the parties who 
were able to give evidence had as soon as the slightest hint was 
made about the prosecution either destroyed or kept back documents 
.and account books, which were required by the defence to prove its 
allegations. Naturally documents after documents which were 
·called for by the defence from the Government as well as from 
_private individuals, had been reported to be~missing. 

::\IISSING ACCOUNT BOOKS. 

'When the account books of Messrs. Salebhoy Tyebji and Co. 
with Messrs. 'rhos. Cook and Sons were called for by the defence, 
the latter (Thos. Cook) on oath declared in the Court that. th~ 
-particular ledger was missing. Similarly Maneckchand J 1vraJ 
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could not find the counterfoil of a particular cheque for Rs. 5,000: 
while he flung at the Court all cheque books excepting the one that 
was wante::d by the defence. The most amazing and curious thing 
of all was that certain documents which, when called for by the· 
defence, were reported to be missing, were forthcoming when the 
prosecution wanted them for their own purpose. 

As regards good faith, Mr. N ariman requested the Court to 
consider the attitude taken up by him in the Council. Since he 
bad not referred to the details as regards corruptions in his Council 
~peeches, the pro::;ecution might urge that he was not in possession 
of details at the time he had made the allegations. But he wanted 
to make it clear that the time allowed to the moY'er of a resolution 
in the Council was limited to half an hour and it was on account 
of that he did not go into the details at the time. 

Proceeding Mr. Nariman read out a number of his speeches and 
discussion in the Council regarding Lis allegations against the 
Bombay Development Department and his demand for an inquiry. 

MILD STEEL BARS INCIDENT. 

In regard to the mild steel bars incident, Mr. N ariman said that 
his allegations in the Council were that the original indent 
was changed and that the addition of the wrong size bars in it 
was intentional. According to the reply given by the General 
'Mem her in the Council, the omission of 5/8 in. bars was 
found out by the Superintending Engineer, who instructed 
the Supervisor to make the addition, but the Supervisor wrongly 
included 7/8 in. bars. The error according to the General member· 
was a tritiing mistake and it was a ''bona fide" mistake. Mr .. 
Nariman accepted the statement that the addition was made by the 
Snperrisor and not by the Superintending Engineer, but he chal
lenged that part of the reply where it was stated that it was a 
"bona tide" mistake. He still maintained that it was an intention
al addition. Further when the allegation was made by him, the· 
person against whom it was made, was quite indefinite in his mind. 
As the words used by him were "higher staff of officers" it could only 
refer to either Superintending Engineer, Executive Engineer or 
Assistant Engineer. 1\Ir. Nariman added that by the term "higher 
staff of officers" could only mean any one of the three abo-re officers 
and not the Superintending Engineers alone. 

DID WHAT GOVT. ASKED HDI TO DO. 

Continuing Mr. Nariman said in the course of his c.orrespon
dence with GoYernment, in one of their letters, the Go-rernment 
t!\d rebaked him by saying that though he seemed to be in posses-
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:aion of information of tlcriminal offence'' relating to the B. D. D. he 
had not as a good citizen placed it before the proper authorities. 
Mr. Nariman said when he gave evidence before the Back Bay Com
mittee, he had done nothing else but placed according to the advice of 
the Government whatever information he possessed whether true or 
false, before the Committee, leaving the responsibility of finding out 
the truth to them. He had only done what the Government had 
asked him to do and the Government prosecuted him for doing so. 

Referring to the question of malice Mr. Nariman argued, that 
the prosecution had failed to prove any malice on his part, either in 
!act or in law. The case was based only on one circumstance which 
was characterised as malice, that he (.1\fr. Nariman) in spite of the 
-explanation of the General Member in the Council persisted in 
repeating his allegations before the Back Bay Committee. It was 
admitted even by Mr. Harvey that at the time the allegations were 
made Mr. Nariman did not know him or other officer person
ally. Therefore personal malice was out of question. 

In justification of his attitude, in not accepting the explanation 
-of the General Member Mr. N ariman said ''how can I accept them 
to be true when Mr. Harvey himself had admitted in this Court 
that certain replies given by the General Member before the Coun
dl were false and they were based on information given by himself 
(Mr. Harv~y) ? 

MR. N1lRIM1lN JUSTIFIES HIS 1\LLBGl\TieNS. 

NO MALICE AGAINST MR. HARVEY. 

ONLY GE~ERAL ACCUSATION. 

Discussing further on the point of malice, Mr. Nariman said 
that the prosecution was trying to make out that it was not within 
his ( N ariman's ) knowledge at the time he gave evidence before the 
Committee that certain statements made by the General Member 
.and the Director of Development, both in the Council and before 
the Committee, were false. Speaking about mild steel bars, he 
stated, he had declared in the Council even in 1924 that he did not · 
belie\e the reports published by the Development Department and 
<Jirculated among the members of the Council, as they were mis
leading. He was convinced from the very beginning that it was not 
as a matter of policy, as Sir Lawless Hepper had put it, and to pre
\ent a panic among the public, that correct information was with
held from the public, bnt it was with a view to prevent them from 
being put in an a:wkward position and to shirk answering further 
unpleasant questions, that the officers of the B. D. D. had all along 
followed a systematic policy of keeping back correct information. 
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GOVERNMENT'S" FALSE REPLIES." 

It was with this primary object that the Government gave 
.false replies to Mr. Trivedi's questions in the Council. To a ques
tion of Mr. Trivedi as to whether the records showed that any 
wrong size bars were ordered the answer was in the nagative, 
whereas both in the Council and before the Committee, the officers 
of the Development Department had admitted that wrong size bars 
were ordered but that it was through a bona-fide mistake. This be
came more glaring and outrageous owing to the fact that Mr. Sykes 
himself, who was instrumental in giving the false answers to Mr. 
'frivedi's questions has corresponded on the incident of mild steel 
bars and knew·full well when he gave the wrong reply that the wrong 
size bars were ordered in January 1923. 

~• TOO MANY 7 /8" BARS " 
1\Ir. Harvey in a memorandum to Government had asked for 

instructions for the disposal of the "too many 7 /8" bars" ordered by 
mistake. Though Mr. Harvey had later on tried to give explanation 
of the statement as a usilly" one on his part Mr. Nariman submitted 
it was not so silly as Mr. Harvey would have it believed. It was 
only a statement which did not suit Mr. Harvey's purpose at this 
stage and so he was calling it silly. On this ground Mr. Nariman 
sought to justify his attitude in viewing· the statements of the 
General Member in the . Comicil with a suspicious eye: . He there
fore submitted that so far as the ''malice in Jaw" was concerned 
there was absolutely no ground for it and it was the only case made 
.(Hlt by the prosecution. . . 

WHOSE MISTAKE? 
Relating to the :Mild Steel bars incident, llr. Nariman observed 

that four or five explanations had been elicited from officers of the 
B. D. D. As the case was in progress the prosecution had made out 
that it was the mistake of a supervisor. While givhig evidence 
before the Committee, Sir Lawless Hepper and Mr. Harvey had 
attributed the blunder to either a ''draughtsman or supervisor." 
Mr. Harvey's written statement had a different story to say that 
the "office superintendent added to the indent under the direction 
of the Executive Engineer." On another occasion it had been said 
that the addition was not made by the Superintending Engineer 
at all. 

~Ir. Nariman asked the Court to draw its conclusion from all 
the aforesaid conflicting and contradictory statements. "Do these 
~how that the otlicers are making an honest statement of facts'' he 
::!Skl•d. Hitherto ~Ir. Harvey had tried to make out that it wa3 
:mder his \"erbal instructions that the Supervisor had made the 
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addition. Yet this was followed by a flat statement that the 
Superintending Engineer had nothing to do with the alteration at 
all. l\Ir. Nariman quoted another instance when Mr. Harvey said 
"but whether it was the Executive Engineer or myself who 
intimated the incorrect diameter of mild steel bars to the Supervi
sor or whether it was the Supervisor himself who added the wrong 
size bars in the indent, was very difficult to say." 

GENERAL ACCUSATIONS. 

Addressing on the subject matter of the complaint, 1\lr. N ariman· 
repudiated the suggestion made by the prosecution that as 1\Ir. 
Han-ey was one of the higher officers, the allegations referred to· 
him alone. Mr. Nariman read out a passage from Sir Lawless 
Hepper's evidence before the Committee. It said " Our difficulty 
had always been that these charges were always of a general nature, 
that it had been extraordinarily difficult for ns to meet them. , 
This clearly showed that Mr. Nariman had always made general 
allegations against the whole Department not mentioning a single· 
personality. It could not, therefore, be said that the allegations 
he made, applied to Mr. Harvey alone. It would be more correct 
to say that they applied to all higher staff of officers inclusive ot 
Mr. Harvey. 

NO BAZAR G UPS. 
Repudiating the suggestion that he had based all his allegations. 

on mere" hazar gups" Mr. Nariman said, he had adduced sufficient 
evidence to show that he had received various complaints about 
the B. D. D. affairs from merchants, contractors and even emplo
yees of the Department. Several witnesses had confessed that they 
appealed to him, as a Member of the Council to put a stop to this 
" bleeding " and waste of public money by the Department. When 
he ga\e e'Vidence before the Committee he thought that they were 
searching for the tn1th but instead of finding out the truth, they 
had sanctioned this prosecution. Mr. N ariman was convinced 
that this was not a ~'bona fide" prosecution but launched only with a 
view to stifle the charges made against the officers. 

ONLY SUPPLIED INFORMATION. 
Continuing Mr. N ariman said, when giving evidence before 

the Committee he had taken all reasonable care and caution and 
it was in perfect good faith that he placed whatever information Le· 
posse.ssetl at their disposal. He was only anxious to find out t:1e 
truth or otherwise of the allegations and he gave the Commit:.ee 
material to start the investigation. He did not say that they 
were tn1e. Neither did he want that anybody should be taken to. 
task on those allegations. 
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I?ROSE<ZUTION THEORY eH1l:\:GED. 

STORY OF" SUPPRESSED DOCnME~TS." 

MR. NARIMAN ON MILD STEEL BARS TRA'l'SACTION. 

Confining him.;:elf to the main roint of isilne in the case 
namely, the mild steel bar:3 incident, Mr. Narimau went on to dis· 
ClU.i the different posi+ions taken np by the prosecntion at different 
stages of the case. Ever since l ~24 a strong controversy nbo··t the 
l\I. 8. bars had been raging between him and the Government. 
Thi.; wa::J practically from the beginning when he entered the Council. 
Two different po::;itions were taken by the Government and 
Mr. Nariman. 

The Government shifted all the blame for ordering the surplus 
bars on the Supervisor. 

"TO EXONERATE OFFICIALS." 
Mr. Nariman said that the Back Bay Enquiry Committee gave 

snch wide publicity to the development affairs that the Department 
thought that something should be done to exonerate it from blame. 
In view of the startling disclosures made there were only two cour
ses open to the officers. One was to face a departmental enquiry 
and the other was to obtain sanction for the prosecution of 
Mr. Nariman. The Back Bay Committee was appiied to but it did 
not commit itself to launching a prosecution. Ultimately the sanc
tion was obtained from the Government. 

Continuing Mr. Nariman said that the prosecution case rested 
on his declaration that tho mistake was not a' bona fide 'one and 
that it was made with a view that certain manufacturers might 
make profit. He had also stated that there were ugly rumours. 
afloat that the higher staff of officers were receiving commissions. 

Mr. Nariman then went on to prove that the mistake was not 
a trifling one as put by the prosecution but that it was deliberate 
and intentional. 

"NO MYSTERY AT ALL. •· 
He expressed surprise at the rE>mark by the proseo11tion conn· 

sel that it wa.3 .:itill a mystery a; to who ac~nally wa.de the miDtake 
in the indent. The mystery, Mr. Nariruan thought, was of recent 
creation to get out of the plight in which the prosecution found 
th.:mselves. It \\aS indeed regrettable that Mr. Harvey '' the boss 
of the whole show "should have come and told the Court that he 
d1J not kn 'W what. size of b 1r.:1 were req·tired for pile;; and thlt the 
mi ;1 ake in the indent W<H a t riflillg one. Mr. N arima.n dA~h.red 
that the .staterueut wa.J neii.her straightfvrward nor houe.:,t. 

B b 
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THE THEORY OF SLIP. 

Regarding the theory of the slip prepared by Mr. Hamid and 
handed over to the Supervisor 1\lr. N ariman said that evidence did 
not support it. The slip itself had not been produced and B amid 
denied having prepared any such slip. The theory of omission 
therefore was indefenaible. 

The prosecution now offered an explanation that Mr. Harvey 
wrongly thought there "as an omission and made the order. 

1\lr. N ariman next drew the Court's attention to the delay in 
cancelling the order when it was discovered that wrong size bars were 
arriving. The order with Salebhoy Tyebji was said to have been 
cancelled by a phone message. That Mr. N ariman submitted was not 
true. Again the cable to England was sent a few days after the date 
the delivery began. 

Mr. Nariman's submission to the Court was that there was no 
omission at all. · 

The order for 80,000 bars was deliberately sent and the theory 
of omission was raised when the questions were put in the Council 
which showed that the matter about wrong size bar had leaked out. 
The questions could not be avoided and when an answer was neces
sary the theory of omission was advanced. 

That theory appeared to have slightly damaged in view of Mr. 
Hamid's evidence. Mr. Hamid appeared to have written to Mr. 
Harvey that the defence had access to the drawings and plans which 
would weaken the theory of omission. 

Mr. Velinker : What are you referring to ? 

Mr. Nariman: I am referring to something which would be the 
death warrant of the prosecution. 

CHANGED PROSECUTION THEORY! 

Mr. Nariman then referred to the change of tpeory on the part 
of the prosecution at a. stage when the case had long begun. He 
said that the pro~ecntion realised that their original theory, ~amely 
that 7/-:," bar.s were wrongly ordered, could no longer su:;tam, on 
account of the drawings and plam which had come in his possession. 
They therefore substituted the new theory that 7 /8" bars were 
required and correctly ordered. 

~Ir. ~ariman said the eYidence given by Hamid did not snpport 
the al:ered theory. 
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Referring to a letter written by Guzdar to :I;Ia4t,id to the effect 
that he {Guzdar) found that. 6/8 in. bars were unsuitable and asking 
for permission to rise 7/8 in. bars-which, document·: had been put 
iorward by the prosecution to support the new theory-:Mr. ·Nariman 
said this letter was written after the arrival of the indented 7/8 in. 
:bara • and only sought to make use of the bars. · 

.WANTED THE.PLAN FOR PILES. 
From the above· Mr. Nariman said these documents were 

:submitted simply as a blind and as a sort of an excuse. to sho~ that 
there was some justification to change the prosecution theory. 
The only document which·-would throw· light on the subject as ·to 

· ·whether 6/8 in. or 7/8 in. bars were used for piles at that. time was 
the plan for piles. "Why has this document been suppressed by the 
·prosecution?"· asked Mr. Nariman. The few plans which· had been, 
obtained, 1.Ir. Nariman said, were only produced by the prosecution 
:after he hiinself had produced copies. signed by _the complainant" 
·himself. So also the pile manufacturing file . was not produced by 
.the prosecution, and _that ~as an important and rel~vent document.· 

... . . 
Mr. Nariman continuing sai.d that the·· charges· were framed 

•against him on the basis of the first· theory; _which theory. on the 
.admission of the pzoseoution it~elf, had failed. · . · · · · · · · · 

· MILD STEEL' BAR._ BUNGLE. 
1 • l : .. ,. ' } ~ 

'DIFFERENT PBOSE·a·UTION THEORms• 
~ .. "' " ' 

. ' . . ·: . . : i ~ . • • l . 

Mn •. N "nn_uN's Col\"TE!\"TT~N.,_ • 

• ! 

Continuing his ·address on the point of mild steei · bars· incident 
"Mr. Nariman said he relied ori the evidence of Mr. Hamid in re
:gard to the size of bars required for . piles, no~ . bec!lnse .he supported 
.the new or the old theory, but 1 becaus_e his ,.eVIdence practically 
·supported the case, so far as the allegations and charges were con
·cerned. If his evidence was. taken into considerations, l!r; Nari,. 
man practically met the charges against him •. · . · , . ·:, · . ;. 

From his evidence it was clear that the. only si.Z'e, of bars·tbat 
was required for piles was 5/8" and he ·had further sai(l that these 
were fully provided an<l ,1\Ir. Nariman said there was rio need to 
.or~er out the enormous· quantity of SO,COO · bars~ · · What···Hamid 
: sn1d was. merely f1!l interpretation of the drawings and plans· j1laced 
-~cror~ htl_ll and hiS statements wer~ based on facts and not: merely 
tmag_mahon. .Unless the prose.cutlon, challenged J;Iamid's ,.ev;itlence 

.n.s no~ . true, Mr •. Nariman had conclnsiveJy. met q.ll:, th'e .cliarges 
. . .. . .. " .... 
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against him. Mr. Hamid did not support both the theories ana· 
his evidence cut the feet of the prosecntion from under the ground .. 
Mr. Nariman requested His 'Vorship to read and re-read Hamid's 
~vidence before deciding the case, because Hamid's e\idenre was very 
I~ port ant and was corroborated by a letter of the complainant 
hun;;;elf. 

QUESTION OF QU AN'TITY. 
Eqna.lly important was the enormous quantity of bars ordered 

by the Department. It might be aomitted that there was a mis
take about the size, but bow could any one believe that there was 
also a mistake about the quantity. An eno1mons quantity of 
SO,liOu bars wa.:3 ordered which Mr. Nariman said were not required· 
for 'Vorli. The actual requirement of '\Vorli was only 12488 bars 
so that it became very difficult for a critic to understand'\\ hy such 
a large quantity was at all ordered. While the prosecuion had 
tried to explain away the mistake of size by bhrouding it with 
technical mystery, they had not touched the question of quantity 
at all. Mr. Nariman asked His Worship to consider this point 
very seriously because in no other indent either for the Recla
mation or Housing scheme such a lai·ge quantity of bars was ever· 
ordered. The prosecution had not given any explanation in regard 
to this and had not anticipated the question at all. 

Mr. Velinker here said that the 80,000 bars were not required 
for Worli alone but Dharavi and Flats also. 

Mr. Nariman continuing, tried to show that the 80,000 bars·. 
were ordered out for piles at W orli only and that Dharavi and Flats 
were not in view at that time. Be referred to the supplementary 
indent for SO,OOJ bars in which it was statf-d that the bars were 
required '.'for piles at W orli!' Thirty thousand of them wue to be 
delivered between October and December H 22 and the rest by 
Oetober 1P23. At this time, the Dharavi Scheme was not even. 
contemplated. The complainant himself had said in his evidence 
that the Vha.ra.vi programme was considered in March 1924. There
was no meaning in ordering out the bars so as to be delivered by 
October 1923 when the Dharavi scheme was not in existence and1 
was only contemplated in 1924. 

Nu REFERENCE TO DHARA VI SCHEME. 
During the debate in the Council on this quf'stion there was no· 

referenc.e to Dharad or Flats. The replies given to questions 
related only to "W orli. 

When qne3tirned as to what he meant by "for piles at Worli", 
the complainant had explained that what he meant by that was 
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that piles were to be manufactured at Worli and ultimately convey
-ed to Dharavi. Mr. Nariman submitted that explanation was absurd 
from the engineering point of view because of the cost and incon
venience of conveyance from W orli to Dhara\i. 

"But here is a clear proof as to what the complainant meant 
by 'for piles at W orli' said .Mr. N ariman. He then read a passage in 
Mr. Harvey's complaint in which the bar:J were said to be "for 
the foundation of piles of the '\Yorli Chawls." Doe3 the prose
cntion still maintain that the bars were intended for Dbara"Vi and 
Flats? asked ~Ir. Nariman. At least at the time, the complaint 
was made,Dbaravi and Flats were not in the mind :of the prosecu
tion, he contended. 

J\fr. Nariman then went on to show that stocks of mild steel 
bars in excess of the sanctioned limit, were stored by the Executi\e 
Engineer. 

:MR. VEL IN KER EXPLAINS. 
At this stage :Mr. Velinker got up and said that the \Yards 

''for piles at 'Worli" in the complaint were added by himsrlf and 
Mr. Harvey was not responsible for it. \Vhen the plaint as draft
ed by the Solicitors came to him (llr. Velinker) he added the words 
"for piles at Worli" as he understood the case then. .Mr. Velinker 
said the rrsponsibility for that particular statement was his and al
though Mr. Haney was expected to ha"Ve read it, he passed it on 
without properly noticing it. 

llr. Nariman retorted that the words must have been added 
under instructions from the complainant. And as fhe complaint 
had been accepted by him, he could not be absolved from responsi
.bility for it. 

'rbe Court: I suppose the complainant has read and approved 
of the draft complaint. 

:Mr. Velinker: That is one of the legal fictions! 

After relating to the sections of the P. W. D. Code and Go· 
vernment resolutions, etc., relating to the keepina of stock Mr. 
Nariman said that at . the time the 8J,00) bars we~e ordered: they 
w~re not actually reqmred, and at all events, when the question wa;, 
ra1sed before the En~niry Committee, the e1.plaination, that the;:;e 
hars were for Dharav1, and:Flats not given. 

"HOPELESS CONTRADICTION.'' 
~fr: N_arim.an then referred to what he described a.':l a "hoJ?t:le::;.s .. 

·-·on_tradicho? m lrr. Har\'ey's evidence. At one time, the com
l !amant s:ud that the bars were not ordered out by mistake but 
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t~ey were req.uir~d and properly ordered out but when further ques
tioned, he demed It and propounded the theory of mistake. 

All these explanations that were now being advanced, Mr. 
Nariman continued, were not pnt forward before the Committee nor 
when replies were given to questions in the Council. So far as the 
charge of defamation was concerned, those explanations were addu
ced, because the complainant found himself in a nasty corner. In 
considering the case, the Court should look to the state of mind and. 
the circumstances under which the alleged defamatory charges were· 
made by :Mr. Nariman. In the absence of the explanations that 
were now advanced, Mr. N ariman drew the only possible conclusion 
from the materials then at his disposal. 

"ORDERED BY MISTAKE." 

Then again in one of the Government resolutions, the fact had 
been admitted that surplus 7/8" bars were ordered by mistake. Mr. 
Nariman had stated that very same fact before the Committee ur 
said exactly what the Government stated and yet they are charging 
rue with defamation," said .Mr. N ariman. 

~lr. Nariman then referred to what he called the "deliberate and 
intentional suppression of documents" on the part of the prosecution. 
The failure on the part of 1\laneckchand Jivraj to produce certain 
account books and cheque books attached a great deal of suspicion 
to the transaction of the sale of surplus bars. The suspicion be
came all the more greater when a responsible bank like the Thos. 
Cook came forward saying that the ledger containing the accounts 
of Salebhoy Tavbji for the particular period only, wanted by the
defence, had been carried away by the Salvation Army people. This, 
Mr. Nariman submitted, added strength to the defence in regard to 
the allegations of "secret commissions" and very much weakened the· 
prosecution case. These circumstances made one to think that 
there was really something behind the screen. 

SECRET C0:\1:1riSSIONS. 

Referring further tc the allegations of "ugly rumours about 
secret commissions," Mr. Nariman said, these were occasioned by 
the particular replies given by Hon. Cowasji Jehangir in the
Council. It was because the Hon. :Member ga"Ve . false replies, 
which was now admitted by the prosecution-that provoked the 
criticism at the hands of ~Ir. Nariman. Had Sir Cowasji Jehangir 
ginn the true information that 7 /8'' bars were required and correctly 
ordered, Mr. Nariman said such remarks would not have be€n made 
by him. 
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"SHIFTING GROUNDS.'' 
::\fr. Nariman requested the Court to judge the case on the 

charge framed against him. ''\Y ould it be a good precedent to allow 
the complainant to change the prosecution theory when the ca~e 
has developed in a certain direction"? 1\Ir. Nariman hoped H1s 
Worship would seriously consider thi3 aspect of the case keeping in 
mind that he (Mr. Nariman) had maintained the same position and 
attitude throughout the case unlike the prosecution which shifteu 
grounds according to convenience. 

In view of all this, :Mr. Nariman submitted that so far as the 
case of defamation was concerned, he had met all the charges, as 
far as they could be met in the peculiar circumstances he was 
placed, namely, the long delay in launching the case, disappearance 
of documents, disappearance of witnesses and the natural reluctance 
on the part of private merchants to come forward and help the case. 

SRLE OF SURVLUS 81\RS. 

WHY OFFERS WERE KEPT WAITING. 

THEORY OF ALLEGED SECRET CO~BIISSION. 

Heferring to the responsibility of ordering out the surplus bars 
Mr. Nariman after referring to passages in Mr. Haney's evidence, 
maintained that the complainant had himself admitted responsi· 
bility for the size, diameter and quantity ordered. He particularly 
pointed out the following from Mr. Harvey's e-ridence "There was 
no mistake about the quantity. It was deliberately ordered after 
c·aknlation. 

\Yith regard to the prosecution contention that the 80,(X)() 
surplus bars were not only required for \Yorli but also for Dharb.vi 
and Flats, :Mr. N anman said that Dharavi and Flats w~re men~ 
tioned only at this stage. \\'hen the complainant was asked if Sir 
~,owasji i.nclnd.ed in his ~eply Dharavi and Flats his Counsel replied 
m the afi1rmahve. But m reply to another question Mr. Harvey 
had stated that he did not refer to or include Dharavi and Flats in 
tl.1e replic3 supplied by him. 1Ir. Han·ey had clearly stated that he 
dJd not make any mention about Dhara\i and Flats. 

"SECHET COlil!ISSION3.u 
.As regards the allegation of secret commission fxom rnanufac

tn.rers. which was one of the causes of cmnplaint, Mr. Narirnan sub
llllt:oo that the fact had been proved that commissions were receiv
t'?· 1£ not from mann~acturers, at any rate from local suppliers. He 
(hl n)t see what d1fference there was between commi:bion from 
znanniactnrers and local suppliers. 
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Mr. N ariman then went on to show that the complainant· 
could not maintain that he knew nothing of the local purchase of 
mild still bars and came to know of them only after the case was 
launched. 

Mr. N ariman then produced several bills from the Petroleum 
Company for supply of mild steel bars to the Development Depart· 
ment. The bills showed different rates being quoted by the firm for 
the supply of the same material to different branches of the Depart-

. ment. There was found a difference of t s. 40 and odd between the 
rates accepted for Worli and .Matungtt., the former being higher. 
These transactions took place in 1921-22. Sanctions for them were 
asked for by Mr. Harvey and he could by no means deny knowledge 
of local purchase of Mild Steel bars. The applications for some of 
those purchases were endorsed by Mr. Harvey and were gone through 
by him. 

ALLEGATIONS BASED ON FACTS AND NOT BLUFF. 

In regard to the prosecution theory that at the time he made 
the allegations of corruption against the B. D. D. he had actually no 
information on that subject, Mr. Nariman quoted passages from vari
ous defence witnesses who had admitted having seen him (Mr. 
N ariman) and complained to him about the B. D. D. so that the 
prosecution contention that he based all his allegations on mere 
bluff fell to the ground. The evidence, Mr. N ariman thought, did 
not favour prosecution argument and he hoped the Court would 
take the proper view of it. There was the positive evidence of 10 
witnesses who gave evidence with regard to what was going on in 
the B. D. D. and there was no reason why they should have kept 
records of several years and come to the Court to favour the defence 
case. 

Continuing, Mr. N ariman said the local purchase ofthe M. 8. bars, 
at a time when there was sufficient stock of them, had resulted in 
an accumulation of surplus. That surplus was sought to be ex
plained away by bringing in the " curtailment of the programme." 
That explanation, Mr. Nariman held, did not seem satisfactory in 
the light of the evidence adduced inJhe case. 

Then coming to the sale of surplus bars, Mr. N ariman said that 
they were not sold by public auction. The only other way by which 
the sale could be effected was with the sanction or permission of the 
Superintending Engineer. It could therefore be assnmed that the 
sales were effected with the permi:3sion or sanction of Mr. Harvey. 
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SALE OF SURPLUS BARS. 

The sale of the surplus bars was announced and rates invited. 
Several offers were made for purchase in lot or parts, but they were 
all rejected as they did not come up to the minimum rate3 fixed by 
the Government which ranged between R.:~. 117 and R.:~. 141. 
Among such offers was the one made by hlaneckchand Jivraj whose 
figure was Rs. 102-8-0. That offer was kept in abeyance till the 
return of Mr. Harvey, when it was renewed. It was not accepted 
by the Acting Superintending Engineer although he used to tran
sact similar other transactions. 

"Why was thi:i offer put off for consideration till the return 
of Mr. Harvey on October 20, 1925" asked .Mr. Nariman. ''Perhaps 
the prosecution might be able to answer it better. " 

HARVEY'S ''CONTRADICTORY EVIDENCE." 

Ur. Nariman then showed that Maneckchand renewed his 
offrr to Mr. Han·ey on O.::tober 20, 192:5, and that the offer wa'i 
accepted by Mr. IIan·ey. 

Here Mr. N ariman pointed on t a statement of lfr. Harvey in 
which he denied all knowledge of the sale to Maneckchand. Such 
denials of knowledge of transactions which required to be investi
gated were often made by the complainant. The complainant's 
reply to such questions was that he knew nothing of it or bad 
nothing to do with it. In that particular case Mr. Harvey had 
at first said that Hamid recommended the offer of .Maneckchand. 
But when faced with the records and documents relating to the 
transactions he had to admit that he himself completed the sale 
and that Hamid had nothing to do with it. That, Mr. Nariman 
said, was a serious contradiction in the complainant's evidence. 

Mr. Nariman submitted to the Court that from the various 
<locuments he had put in and from the evidence of Maneckchand 
.Jinaj the fact had been proved that hlaneckchand's offer at R.i. 
10~-8-o per ton was accepted by Mr. Harvey in preference to 
offers at higher rates. It was also in the books of . .\1 aneckchand 
that Rs. 5,000 had been paid in October, 1925, in consideration of 
putting through hi.i offer. The transaction with .Maneckchand 
had resulted in a. loss to the Department. ''))hat were the consi
derations that infleunced the acceptance of thii offer which meant 
a loss in preference to offers at much higher rate3," queried Mr. 
Narimao. 
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1\LLEGED 1LLEG1\L GR1\TIFI(21\TION. 

MR. NARIMAN'S CONTENTION. 

WITNEss's SIX EXPLANATiONS. 

--x--
Arguing further on the point of ''secret commissions," Mr. 

Nariman referred to the transaction of M. S. bars with Maneck· 
chand Jivraj. Considering all the circumstances, he had anticipated, 
that the prosecution wonld admit that the payment of Rs. 5,000 
was made to the Department, if not to Mr. Harvey. But since 
they disputed even that, which was clear from the evidence and 
account books of Maneckchand, Mr. Nariman was forced to dwell 
on that .Point at length. 

SIX DIFFERENT EXPLANATIONS. 

Mr. Nariman then read certain passages from the evidence of 
Manekchand Jivraj and said that there could be no doubt at least 
that the sum of Rs. 5,000 was paid as illegal gratification for putting 
through the transaction·. He asked His Worship to consider the 
six different explanations given by Maneckchand in regard to the 
payment. 

The witness in the ·first instance said that the amount was 
taken by him "uplak." Cross-examined farther, he changed his 
s~atemei.tt and said that he took it as profit of M. S. bars transac· 
bon. Asked how he made the profit within 10 days when only 200 
to 300 tons of bars from B. D. D. had been taken delivery of, the 
witness said he took it on account of profits. His fourth explana· 
tion was that he took only Rs. 2,500 out of that amount and the 
other he paid to.Jivraj his partner. 

\\'"hen cross-examined by Mr. Velinker the witness had tried 
to make out a new story by introducing·the word "Pagri" saying it 
was paid to him as "pagri" (gift) by Chotalal Keshavji whom he took 
in to partnership in the M. S. bars transaction. Again at the next 
moment he said, "Call it whatever you like ''pagri or profit." Mr. 
Nariman held by all these different statements, that the witness was 
only trying to conceal from the Court the trne facts about the 
payment of Rs. 5,000. 

REferring to that entry in the book Mr. Nariman said that 
it was shown that the amount was spent "Haste lfaneckchandn 
while the counterfoil of the cheque for Rs. 5,000 which was asked 
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t be b&l'JJe day was not p_rodnced b): the" itnes::i .. A_ll the other counter· 
foils were produced wh1le only th1s one was m1ssmg. All these were· 
snr-:picions circumstances, continued :Mr. N ariman, and went only to 
tmpport, the theory that the amcunt was paid as illegal gratifica· 
tion and tl1e witness did not want to divulge that fact to the 
conrt. 

"AN INTERESTED PARTY." 

Uepudiating the prosecution suggestion that the price of 
Hs. 102/8 per ton obtained from .Maneckehand Jivraj for the U. S. 
bnrs was reasonable, M:r. Nariman said the prosecution could not 
rely on the evidence of 1\Ir. Trivedi iu that respect. No doubt 
1\Ir. Trin,di had said it was a reasonable price, but Mr. 
Trivedi himself was a party in the transaction and was 
an interested party, and therefore his evidence on that point 
~honld be taken at a discount. Perhaps he did not want to tell the· 
court that they made such a good bargain of the transaction. When 
Mr. Harvey came from England the appointment of selling agents, 
to sell the bars at minimum fixed rates was being contemplated and 
no explanation wa.s forthcoming as to why such a reasonable 
arrangement was not carried out. On the other hand, within a day 
or two of Mr. Harvey's arrival, the transaction with Maneckchand 
was pnt through "Where was the necessity of such a hurry in putting 
throngh the transaction when it had already waited for so many 
months" a::;ked Mr. N ariman. 

~Ir. Harvey in his evidence had said that he had nothing to do 
with hlaneckchand. He only took the offer to 1Ir. Bell who already 
knew everything about it, and the offer was accepted, whereas Mr. 
Bell had said that he did not even know :Ur. :Uaneckchand and he· 
ktW\\ him for the first time through Mr. Han·ey. 

There was no doubt that the amount of Rs. 5,000 has been 
paid for putting through the transaction, but to whom it was paid 
1Ir. ~faneckchand would not say. " If it has been paid, am I not 
entitleJ to say it could not have been paid only to an officer who had 
nothing to do with the transaction (~Ir. Caldwell but to the only 
oilit'er who was in a position to put through the transaction. 

"KOT DlUVING AT RANDO~!." 

(\mtinning Mr. Kariman said that if he had known to whom tbe 
Hllll:nnt ,~·as paid, he would hHe directly launcht:d a prosecution 
u,:am~t hnn. It was because he had not sufficiE-nt material at his 
di~po~3.l that he placed the whole matter before the committee with 
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a request to enquire to find out the person concerned. If he had no 
information at all on this point how did he guess that it was Ma
nec~whand Jivnj who paid the commission? Again, how did he 
-obtain a search warrant for seizing the books of Maneckchand and 
how did he point out a particular {m~ ry of Rs. 5,00J in his books ? 
All the3e facts clearly showed that :Mr. N ariman wa9 not driving 
at random but had some definite information in his possession. 

MR. SYKE'S EVIDENCE. 

Then coming to the evidence of Mr. Syke3, 1\Ir. Nariman said, 
it wa9 evident, that this witnesg tried to hoodwink the court, when 
asked whether he knew \Jr. Kapoor, at first he replied that he did 
not know anybody by that name. Then he asked whether it was 
Kapoorchand a supervi:!lor from Punjab, that :\Ir. Nariman was 
que3tioning about. And all the.3e evasive replie.:!l he gave, knowing 
full well that he was being asked about Bishambarnath Kapoor, 
whom he had known for the last 13 years. W a:!l it not quite possi
ble that such a witness might even go to the length of giving false 
repli•s to the Council, when he was the acting S. E. thinking that 
nobody would go further into the matter, asked Mr. Nariman. 
Then again when the quotations were invited for the manufacture 
of bricks why was the lowest tender of Rs. 13/8 not accepted? Be
cause, ~Ir. Sykes knew llr. Kapoor and recommended him though 
he quoted Rs. 20 per thousand. Was that not favouritism? Mr. 
Nariman suggested that there was something more than favour
itism between Mr. ~ykes and Kapoor. When the latter's contract 
wa:!l terminated he put in a claim for Rs. 40,000 which was rejected 
three or four times both by Mr. Colabawalla and Mr. Harvey.- Short
ly afterwards, ~1r. Sykes had three or four interviews with 1\Ir. Har
vey and the whole view of Mr. Harvey was changed and subsequently 
he sanctioned an amount of R:;. 16,500. When the Finance and 
Audit Department protested against this payment they put the 
whole blame on Mr. Colabawalla who had already left the B.D.D. 

MR. BEEN'::; REMARKS. 

Then Mr. N ariman referred to the following remark made by 
Mr. Been, Audit Officer in 19:23 in regard to the finances of the 
B. D. D. ".As the position is becoming intolerable, I would re
spectfully request the Government to take some action in the 
matter." When same kind of remark came from critics like Mr. 
N ariman and others they were accused of perverse mentality, 
obsen·ed Mr. Nariman. Further he said that numerous other 
.rep:>rts were made against the Development by the Financial De
partment but these were not placed before the Enquiry Committee. 
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Snppr·rting his allegati?n that contractor~ c?uld not get orders 
unless commission3 were pa1d to officer~, 1\Ir. Nanman referred to a 
bill of Valimahomed 11 ussein, which he said clearly bhowed that 
a. 10 p. c. commi...;sion wa:3 dedncted from it, meant for officers. "I 
do :-ay I have a legitimate grie~·ance against the Go,·er.nment. 1 hey 
knew that some of my allegat 10ns \Yere t rne and snll llit rely to 
8hield the Depart meut or to :)aYe its pre.-,t ige they have taken t:p an 
attitude not at all justifiaLle'' said Mr. Nariman. 

"SHADY TRANSACTIONS." 

Mr. Narim~n then dealt with what he described as 'sh~tdy tran
sacti•His' of B. D. 11. Bdore Hl23 the firlll of Gannon and Dnukerley 
could not get any cun•rac"s at all from the Deparnue11'". But 
simnlt a11eonsly with the inclusion of 1\Ir. Owen, a personal friend 
o~ 1\fr. Han·ey, ai Managing Director of the firm, tbe B. D. D. 
came to think that the local sanitary fittings were unfit for their· 
chawls and decided to use "Adam's patent" the Agency for which 
had been secured by Gannon. 

Though locally made fittings were nsed largely by the Munici
pality, the Improvement Trust and the P. W. D. and though the;r 
were cheaper, the B. D. D. thought they were unfit for theu· 
purpose. And after having done such things, how could Mr. Harvey 
complain if his critics took such a view of his conduct as reasonable· 
men would do. 

In another instance when quotations were invited for tanks,. 
Messrs. Gannon and Dunkerly quoted the lowest rates Rs. 90 per 
tank which was naturally accepted. If this contract had been put 
through they would have suffered a loss of Rs. 15,000. La.ter on. 
for other tanks their rates of Rs.l25 were accepted and their previous 
contract at Rs. 90 was scrapped as not required. To what conclu
sion could a reasonable man come to except that Gnnnon and Dunk-· 
erley were asked to quote low for the first contract by the officers 
of 13. D. D. on the understanding that they would not be compelled 
to execute their contract. 

PREPARATION OF RECORD ROOM. 

Then again in connection with the construction of the record· 
room at the Head Office given t.., Vali :Mahomed neither the oriO'in
al cont rae' nor any other record.s in connection with the same had 
been pro,1nred. The only paper prodnced was wme calculation 
1Ua,1e Ly V~t~i Mahouud which t-hu\\ed 1hat lU p. c. of the c·ou ract 
ammnut ha.d Le>eu pa1d to an offict:r aud that H.s. 100 had abo Leen 
p:~.id to KGhen S.ngh. 
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In another instance an officer of the Department asl~ed Vali l\Ia
homed to change the rates in one of his bills and increase it by 
about Rs 600 and that amount was taken by the officer. The 
·prosecution however had not challenged but they had suggested that 
the officer concerned must have been Captain Carmichael, that he 
was a "Bengali convert and that he had even absconded with some 
Government money. But he turned out to be not a Bengalee con
vert, continued ~Ir. Nariman, but an Irishman. And even though 
he tried to run away with the Government money he had been 
sheilded by the Department, and when a critic made an allegation 
against the Department he was said to be of perverted mentality. 

--:o:--

Mr. Nariman. traced the "shady" relations which existed 
between Mr. Harvey and the B. C. C. and the F. C. C. in connec
tion w1th cbawl contracts. Major Parcelle, he declared, who was 
working wi'h the complainant in the B. D. D. resigned his job at 
the moment when tenders were to be invited for 80 chawls, and 
joined the B. C. C. as a partner giving an undertaking that he 
would secure for them contracts to the extent of Rs. 80 lakhs with
in a year. The B. C. C. tendered for the 80 chawls and though 
their tender was Rs. 13,000 more per chaw! than that of the lowest 
tenderer, Gaya and Co., it was accepted under the Guise of au 
alternative design. 

The ::;o-called alternative design of B. C. C., far from being 
an improvement on the departmental design, contended l\lr. Nari
man, was lesser in area by 319 square feet per floor and 
consequently the cost of construction per chawl was 
Rs. 5,600 le:;s. 1f the benefit of the alternative design had been 
criven to Gaya and Co.1 their rates would have been much lmver 
than those of B. C. C. Yet in spite of this, the contract was given 
to the H. C. C. This attitude of favouritism. towards the B. C. C. 
continued thronghont their career. For sanitary constructions, 
according to Mr. ~I arker, the B. C. C. were given Rs. 13,000 per 
chawl whereas 'or the same kind of sanitary works Gaya and Uo., 
were given only R;;. 5,600 

OVERCHARGE FOR WIRES. 

For wire snpplied to the B. C. C. by the Department, they 
were charged at the rate of Rs. 375 per ton. For some time they 
paid at this rate but later t n llajor Parcelle wrote a letter comp· 
lainiug that they were overcharged for wire to the extent d R:;; 
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175 per ton. Mr. Hamid held an inquiry into the matter and 
strongly protested against the B. C. C. being charged only Rs. 200 
per ton for wire holding that Bs. 375 was the proper charge. Mr. 
Harvey agreed wlth him. A month later the matter was again 
revived when Mr. Harvey took a complete somersault and made .a 
recommendation which was diametrically opposite to his previous 
attitude, that the B. C. C. should only be charged at Rs. 200 and 
that credit should be given to them for previous overpayments 
Mr. Harvey's reasons for doing thia, l\Ir. N ariman contended, could 
be nothing else than to fill the pockets of l\Iajor Parcelle who was 
his friend. 

Shortly after getting the contract for 80 chawls, Major Par· 
celle required Rs. 1,00,000 and he got it from l\fr. Marker who was 
taken as a partner. The amount was transferred to England and 
Major Parcelle went to England at the same time when the com
plainant also went home. What transpired there between them 
nobody knew. This transaction was shrouded in mystery which 
could uot be lifted simply because the jurisdiction of the Court could 
not reach all the places the defence wished it to reach, said l\Ir. 
N ariman. The attitude adopted by l\fr. Harvey was not only noti~ 
ceable in the case of Major Parcelle but in all contracts in which 
the complainant's friends were concerned. These incidents could 
not be mere mistakes or errors of judgment as the prosecution had 
suggested but they were practices and methods systematically adop
ted right through by Mr. Harvey so that his friends might profit, 

PRESENTATION OP PURSES. 

In the case of the Sewri chawls, the lowest tender of l\Iarsland 
Price and Co. was rejected in favour of F. C. C. with which l\Ir. 
Cervello a friend of hlr. Harvey wa! connected. In this case also 
Mr. Harvey had made several attempts to get large sums of bogus 
claims paid to the P. C. C. l\fr. Nariman characterised this practice 
as uothing short of pres.entation of P.urse~ to his private friends by 
l\lr. Haney ant of public money which d1d not belong to him. 

\Vhen the Sewri programme was curtailed by 4 chawls, thouuh 
the F. C. C. were not entitled to any compensation accordin•f to tl1e 
contract, the complainant himself suggested to them to put in a 
claim. The 11rm accordingly claimed R.s. 42,000 compensation. 
~lr. l\•hb:lwalla, rightly made an adverse report on the claim pro
te~t ing against the payments and there the matter re.:;teJ for t{:ll 

HHmth~. .\fter that the firm submitted a" revbed "claim for Its . 
. ";li,uno and the cowplainant allowtJ. it to the extt:nt of Hs. ;:;f,,U()tJ 
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but at the time of payment they were paid Rs. 42 COO. The most 
in~eresting point of all was, Mr. N a rim an said, th~t shortly after 
th1s Mr. Harvey and Mr. Cervello together sailed for Venice and 
o!her pla,e.s. As usual, ~he rrote.:;t or the Deputy Financial Ad~ 
v1ser to Government agam.st the payment of the claim was a voice 
iri the wilderness. He had in his report even gone to the lencrth of 
saying that he considered it to be a fraudulent and a false 

0 
claim 

calling for an inquiry. That report was withheld from the Court. 

ALLEGED FAVOURITISM. 

Mr. Narimnn then enumerated the dealings of the B. D. D. with 
Gaya a .d Company and commented on the alleged favouritism 
shown to Mr. D. R. Vaidya, by Mr. Harvey and on the cowmidsion 
alleged to have been paid by the firm to the engineers of the B. D. 
D. 1n respect of chawl contracts. 

Concluding his address Mr. N ariman asked the Court to con
sider the insinuations which the com plain ant himself had made 
against his subordinate officers inclu<;ling Mr. Mehta, Mr. Colaba
walla and others without any justification whatever. He expressed 
his sense of gratitude for the patience with which the Court had 
devoted its time and attention in hearing this important case. A . 
conviction or an acquittal so far as he was concerned did not 
matter. He said so in all earnestness without any defiance or 
bluster. The result of a conviction in this case, he concluded, 
apart from personal considerations, was bound to be disastrous so. 
far as the public administration and public morality were concerned~ 

PROSECUTION ADDRESS . 

• CAMPAIGN OF TILIFICATION. 

Mr. 8. G. Velinkar in opening his address on behalf of the pro
secution, declared that the case was an unprecedented one in the 
annals of the Court in so far as it had occupied 6:l hearings, 18 hear
incrs of which were occupied ire. the cross-examination of the com
pl~inant. On behalf of the def~nce 276 exhibits had been pnt in, some 
of them running to 3 I aud 4U pages of which only to ab'Jut 60 Mr. 
Nariman had referred in the course of his address. He had never 
attended a case in which such vilification and vituperation, qn·hbl
incr and sophistry, intense suspicion and mistrt~st of all ofticer.::~ of 
th~ Dev•lopment Department, however high they might be, had. 
been indulged in. 
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'Mr. Velinkar proceeding declared that Mr. Nariman's unbound
ed ·vanity and desire to please his electorate specially) ~nd in~ide~t
ally to play to the gallery, accounted for the fact of h1s havmg In· 

traduced matters which were irrelevant to the issues and points for 
determination in the case. His object was to induce the Court to 
make :1. fishing and roving inquiry into the general administration 
of the Development Department from its very inception, a thing for 
which he had been clamouring. That was the reason for the extra
ordinary protraction of these proceedings. Mr. Nariman having che· 
rished an unquestionable and deep rooted prejudice against the 
Department as a whole suspected corruption everywhere and imput
ed motives of dishonesty, favouritism, misconduct and embezzle· 
ment even in the most innocent acts of higher officers. He had 
magnified and exaggerated the most trivial incidents attributing to 
them corruption and dishonesty. His speeches in the Council and 
his evidence before the Mears Committee breathed the same spirit. 
The mentality which Mr. Nariman had displayed was highly repre· 
hensible and unbecoming of a public citizen. 

VINDICATION OF :MR. HARVEY. 

From his point of Yiew as counsel for Mr. Harvey, Mr. Velin· 
kar thought that although the trial had been so prolonged the trou
ble the Court had taken would not have been wasted if at the end of 
all things, as he hoped his Worship would do, the Court would come 
to the conclusion, that not an iota of evidence had been led against 
.Mr. Harvey personally and that the trial had resulted in a com· 
plete vindication of ~lr. Haryey's honour, character and reputation. 
'Jlhe fact that despite the latitude given to him by the Court Mr. 
N ariman had not succeeded in pointing a single instance of corrup
tion against Ur. Haryey was itself an eloquent testimony to the 
character and honour of Mr. HarYey. 

The purpose of this inquiry, submitted Counsel, was not to go 
into the question of the internal management of the Development 
Department. If the Court did not keep that point in its mind, the 
real issues in the case would be ot>scured and clouded and it would 
find it difficult to go through the bewildering mass of evidence that 
had_ been adduced. This was an inquiry in which the Court was not 
euhtled to jnJge the policy of Government or to sit in judgment 
on the 01~d~rs pa.~sed in yarious matters by Government. The inter· 
nal .adm.mistrahon of the Department was absolutely irrelevant to 
the mqu1ry except the instances on which Mr. N ariman relied for 
the purpo::e of pro ring good faith. 

11 b 
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CHARGES READ. 

Mr. Velinkar then read the first charge namely that Mr. Nariman 
on August 21, 1926 published the following imputation against Mr. 
Harvey. "I may tell the Government quite fr~:mkly and openly that 
there are ugly rumour.:~ in the city and the whole of the Presidency 
that the higher staff of officers have been receiving secret commis
sions from the manufacturers and that is the reason why that in 
this instance the department has incurred a loss of Rs. H lakhs. 
That is also the reason why stores are indented in larger quantities 
than were necessary and stores that were not required were also 
ordered out." 

Counsel framed the following three issues on the above charges:
(!) Did the accused publish these imputations of and concerning 
Mr. Harvey (2) did the accused intend to harm, or know, or had 
reason to believe that they will harm the reputation of Mr. Harvey 
and (3) is the accused protected by any one of the exceptions under 
the relevant section in the Penal Code. Counsel's submission was 
that the words uttered by Mr. NariJD.an and published by him meant 
and would be understood to mean by those who either read or 
heard them that Mr. Harvey received secre~ commissions from 
manufacturers and ordered Rs. 3 lakhs worth of stores which were 
not required at all. In the sweeping allegations that Mr. N ariman 
had made he did not directly or indirectly mean to exclude a single 
one of the higher staff of officers of the Development Department. 

Proceeding Mr. Velinkar said that Mr. Nariman had alleged 
that there had been maladministration of public funds in the 
Department and it was in this connection that he had said that 
there had been ugly rumours that higher staff of officers had been 
receiving secret commission. 

RUMOURS NOT EXCUSABLE. 

Here Mr. Velinkar cited authorities wherein it was held that 
repetition of rumours, however prevalent, was not excusable under 
law. Fnrther counsel stated that Mr. Nariman when he repeated the 
rumour::; before the Committee did not use the words that he did not 
believe them to be true. If he had said so, perhaps he wonld have 
been protected. The defamation in this particular case consis~ed of 
an imputation concerning a collection of persons as such and that 
particular collection of persons wa::; identifiable. The collection was 
narrowed down when he said he did not mean "higher staff and 
officers." There!ore counsel submitted that the imputation was 
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arrainst &. whole class and not against certain unidentifiable persons. It wa9 no excuse that Mr. Nariman after re-echoing the ugly rumour 
qualified his sweeping charge by saying that it was not his desire to 
cast any aspersions against any individuals of the Department, but 
primarily his view was to enable the Committee to start an inde· 
pendent inquiry to find out the truth of the allegations. Counsel 
added that Mr. Nariman's sweeping condemnation involved, by 
nece:Jsary implication, Mr. Han·ey also. To prove that Mr. Nari· 
man had the Superintending Engineer, Mr. Harvey, in mind at the 
time he made hi::~ charge, Mr. Velinkar read portions of his evidence 
before the Committee and quoted the following question and reply:
Mr. Billimoria : And you are not in a position to mention his 
name?" Mr. Nariman replying said: I have already mentioned 
the name of the Superintending Engineer. Mr. Velinkar emphasised 
that "the Snperintending Engineer" could only refer to .Mr. Harvey 
as throughout his evidence Mr. Nariman had referred only to one 
Superintending Engineer and that was Mr. Harvey. Mr. Velinkar 
added that even if the Court held that Mr. Nariman had not 
Mr. Harvey in mind at the time, it did not matter at all in law. 

"PERSISTENT LIBELLOUS ASSERTIONS." 

Counsel for the prosecution, argued that if in making a. defa
matory statement a person used language which was applicable to 
the complainant (in this case Mr. Harvey), he could not escape his 
liability by ~:;aying that he intended the language to apply to some 
one else Counsel's point was that either Mr. Nariman made in
quiries or that he did not make any inquiries. If he made inquiries 
in reg!ird to the surplus bars, hi.-3 informants must have told him 
who was the Executive En~ineer and who was the Superintending 
Engineer responsible for sending the indent. If he did make in
quiries, it must be assumed that he must have received information 
as to who tl e Superintending Engineer was. It was evident from 
the very conduct of the case that Mr. N ariman had repeatedly 
asserted that .Mr. Harvey was corrupt. 

LACK OF GOOD FAITH. 

. He had persisted iu the libel, which indicated a lack of good 
{:.uth ou his part. .More than one opportunity was gi'ren to him of 
stat in~ to the Court openly and publicly that he did not charge 
~r. llarvey a.:; one of the higher staff of officers with having received 
f~crct cowmi:-.:.ious from manufacturers. Not only did he not avail 
lum.self 01 any one of those opportunitie3 but he went a good deal 
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further and stated openly that he was going to prove that Sykes, 
Hamid and Harvey were all "in a conspiracy and had received' 
secret commissions. 

Mr. Nariman, from the very beginning had flouted the warning 
that Counsel gave him that he was aggravating the offence by 
persisting in the allegations and imputations against Mr. Harvey. 
And now that at the end he was quibbling and stated that he 
intended to hit the whole Department . 

. POINT IN A NUTSHELL. 

Mr. Velinkar proceeding stated that the point in a nutshell was. 
this: If the Court was prepared to hold that the imputation made· 
by Mr. Nariman in the first charge concerned the complainant 
-that was the way in which an unprejudiced reader would under
stand it-then the outstanding questions were whether Mr. 
Nariman had proved that imputation was true and whether
he had proved any good faith or had reasons to believe the truth of 
the imputations. As regards the second charge, counsel ~:~ubmitted· 
that it contained 26 statements of facts. The statement the mild 
steel bars were required for foundation piles for the Reclamation 
Scheme was false. Mr. Nariman knew that these bars were required 
not for the Reclamation Scheme but for the Housing scheme, and 
was told so in October 1924 by the General Member in tbe Council. 
Counsel declared that Mr. Nariman deliberately and craftily made 
this false statement in order to reopen the matter and get the Mears. 
Committee to go into it. 

" STING IN THE CHARGE'' 

MR. VELISKER's DETERlliNING PoniTs. 

Mr. Velinker said the charge could be divided into twenty-six:. 
statements of facts, out of which he submitted fourteen were entirely 
false. The statement that the Superintending Engineer changed 
the 5/8 in. into 7/8 in. and that the first consignment of bars to the 
value of Rs. 3 lakhs was purely wasted, were entirely false as the 
figure 5 was never changed into 7, as out of the consignment of 
80,000 bars about 46,000 bars were actually used np in work and 
only the remaining bars were deposited as surplus. 

MR. N ... \RIMAN'S INFERENCE. 

The statement that 5/8 in. were required but 7/8 in. were 
ordered was only Mr. Nariman's contention or inference. The 
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pro::;ecution was still doubtful on that point and was not still sure 
as to whether !5/8 in. or 7/8 in. bars were actually required. If the 
statement that " these surplus stores were ordered in order that 
some manufacturers might make some earnings out of it " was a 
statemenet of fact, then :Mr. Yelinker submitted that the statement 
was false. If on the other hand it was only an inference of Mr. 
N ariman, then it was not justifiable and not drawn in 'good faith'. 
That the altered indent was sent to the Home manufacturers by the 
Superintending Engineer had also been proved to be untrue. That 
the indent was altered with an ulterior motive was equally fal~e 
and unjustifiable. 

EFFEC1' OF STATEMENT. 

Further l\Ir. Velinker submitted that the impression in the 
mind of any render, who read this statement would be that the 
superior of the Executive Engineer, namely, the Superintending 
Engineer, knowing that 7/8 in. bars were not required and that !5/8, 
in. were required, altered the 5 into 7 and sent the indent to a 
home manufacturer who presumably was in league with him in 
order that the manufacturer might benefit and incidentally he 
himself (8. E.) might derive a secret commission from him. 

Construed in that light, it was an imputation against the com
plainant which lowered his character in respect of his calling as 
well as his moral character. The points that arose for determina
tion on this charge were 1. Did :Mr. Nariman make or publish 
these imputa,tions concerning Mr. Harvey ? 2. Are they defama
tory and if so are they protected under any of the exceptions under 
the relevant section? 

CHANGE IN FIRST THEORY. 

Arguing on these two issues, Mr. Yelinker contended, that 
it was perfectly clear that :Mr. Nariman believed wh£n he made 
these statements and he maintained even now as did :Mr. Harvey 
himself on April 0, 1027, when he discovered certain documents, 
that :J/8 in. bars were required but 7/8 in. were ordered. It was 
i>qually true that since discovery of those documents Mr. Harvey had 
:cry candidly stated that there was ground or reason to change hi:3 
fir;-;t theory. From the point of "riew of the prosecution the graYa
Ipcu of t~1e charge was that l!r. Harvey deliberately altered the 
figur~ 5 mto. 7 knowing that 7/8 in. bars were not required with the 
nltcnor motrve that he micrht draw an illicit gain. In otber worw 
t

l . • 0 , 

11e ~tmg m the cl~arge "'as that :Mr. Han·ey who drew a large 
S;1lary ~tnJ helJ h1gh office instead of looking after the interests of 
tbo Dc:'Putment, looked after the interests of his OWll friends, the 
lloille m:mufacturers with a new to line his own purse. 
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NECESSITIES OF REA VY PROGRAMME. 

The programme of the Housing District for a period of 8 years 
from 1921-1929, originally consisted of the constructions of the 625-
chawls or 50,000 tenements. This was both an intensive and a. 
vast programme and the one objective of the officers who were 
concerned with the scheme, including Mr. Harvey, was to get on 
with the work and finish it as early as possible. To carry this pro
gramme through, successfully1 a good deal of prudence and fore
thought were required and it was necessary often to place large
forward orders for bars and other materials in order that sufficient 
stock might be at hand in time of contingencies. Though Mr .. 
Harvey did not get any technical sanction for such order he had 
obtained the general administrative sanction for the whole scheme 
of 50,000 tenements. Out of this programme of 625 chawls only 
207 chawls were completed and the balance of the programme was 
curtailed. Mr. Velinker declared that if the whole programme had 
been carried out, not only all the bars that had been ordered would 
have been used up but an additional12 or 14 thousand tons of bars 
would have been required. 

NATURE OF HAMID'S REPLIES. 

Proceeding counsel . said that evidence for the prosecution was 
led on the basis that 5/8 in. was the correct size and that on account 
of some body's mistake 7/8 in. got to be put in. Mr. Harvey was not 
still in a position to say whether 5/8 in. or 7/8 in. or both were 
being used. 

Magistrate: But against your uncertain statement there is the 
positive statement on oath of Mr. Hamid that 5/8 in. bars were 
used. Why should I not accept it ? 

Mr. Velinker: From his behaviour in the witness box, you will. 
see how cautious Mr. Hamid was and what sort of non-committal 
answers he gave. He did not want to be bound down in any way 
and his whole point in the cross-examination was not to admit 
anything that would reflect carelessness, negligence, inefficiency 
ect., on himself. In other words he did not want to say one word 

. which would implicate him and bring to light his incompetency, 
inefficiency, negligence or general unfitness for the job he held. 

NON-COMMITTAL ANSWERS. 

And this man who had been put down as a witness for the 
prosecution, continued Mr. Velinker, had not denied having 
written the slip containing the size 7!8 in. by 19 ft. to Mr. Harvey. 
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He bad only given a non-committal answer that he did not remem· 
ber anything. And that slip had unfortunately disappeared from 
Mr. HnrYey's £les. But still another. bit of evidence was in the 
possession of the prosecution to 6how that it was Mr. Hamid who 
gaye the si7e as 7/8 in. to Mr. Harvey. And Mr. Harvey's evidence 
on tbi~ point had been corroborated in the main by Mr. Palnitkar, 
the Office Superintendent of Mr. Harvey. The defence had argued 
that such a slip did not exist at all. And it was for the court to 
decide whether according to the sworn testimony of Mr. Harvey: 
and other witnesses, such a slip existed or not and Mr. Velinker 
hoped 1 hat the Court would not come to the unfortunate conclusion 
tba• the slip did not exist and consequently Mr. Harvey had per· 
jured himself in the witness-box. 

Mn. NARIMAN'S LANGUAGE. 

Mr. Velinker continuing, argued that the language used by 
Mr. Nariman implied that 1\Ir. Harvey dishonestly scored out the 
£gore 5 and inserted 7 in its place. He had adhered to such a. 
gross libel which was bound to ruin the career of an administrative 
officer. The mistake should have been admitted and an apology 
tendered and Mr. Nariman's failure to do so was such that his 
defence of good faith had received a rude shock. In October 1924 
no dishonesty or corruption was imputed to the Superintending 
Engineer and Mr. Nariman's aim and object then was to find out· 
whether any action was taken against that officer for intentionally 
ordering out unserviceable goods. The imputation of corruption 
and dishunesty was a later development. 

u L1U2K CF G()()D FAITH." 

PROSECUTION COUNSEL'S CONTENTION. 

DrsurEARANCE OF DocuMENTS Ell'LAINED. 

--
Counsel '\\as '\\illing to concede without hesitation that on the 

facts, ~Ir. Narimau '\\as entitled to come to the conclusion that 7/8 
in. bars were '\\rongly ordered. H~ information at the time was 
.that 5/8 in. bars were being used for piles at the time and hence hi3 
conclu:sion that 7/8 in. bars '\\ere wrongly ordered was perfectly 
corr. ct. But bars could be '\\rongly ordered for various reasons, 
owin~ to incompetency, carelessness, negligence or error of judg· 
ment or even ulterior currupt motives on the part of the man who 
orucreJ. it. These were the four possibilities amongst others which 
would suggest themselves to a man who applied hi3 mind to the study 
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~f .the question. Mr. Nariman lea~ing .aside all the first three possibi
lities chose the last one and m domg so, Counsel submitted Mr. 
N ariman showed lack of good faith on his part. . 

THE ALTERED THEORY. 

Continuing Counsel said that it was in evidence that in Dec· 
ember 1921 3/t in. bars were being used for piles and in September 
1922 5/8 in. bars were used. Later on Mr. Harvey, from some docu
ments he discovered, inferred that 7/8 in. bars were being used and 
that accounted for his altered theory. That was an inference on 
the part of Mr. Harvey which the court was bound to accept. 

The three important documents namely, the pile register for 
the relevant period, Mr. Palnitkar's draft of the letter to Mr. Sykes 
asking him to m~ke the addition in the consolidate(i indent, and Mr. 
Hamid's slip to Harvey, which would have revealed this mystery 
about these bars had disappeared. Mr." Nariman's contention was 
that the prosecution had deliberately suppressed these documents. 
Counsel submitted that it could not be so, as it would not serve any 
purpose to the prosecution to suppress them. 

DISAPPEARANCE OF DOCUMENTS. 

Explaining the prosecution theory about the disappearance of 
these documents, Mr. Velinkar submitted that it appeared that Hamid 
had originally included in his indent his requirement of 5/8 in. bars 
for piles. But when Mr. Harvey pointed out to him that he had 
omitted bars for piles, he at once agreed and by sending a subsequent 
slip included 7/8 in. bars. But later on, to his great disgust he found 
out that he had already included 5/8 in bars for piles and that the 
7/8 in. bars were not required by him. Finding himself faced with 
this situation, Mr. Velinkar suggested, that Mr. Hamid instead of 
going straight to Mr. Harvey and admitting the whole truth, deci
ded to quietly wait and see the developments and allowed time to 
pass. And later on, when an opportunity presented itself, he 
removed most of the documents which would lay the fault 
at his door, and most probably when he was acting as superinten
ding Engineer in Mr. Harvey's absence. That was the only way 
in which the disappearance of the documents could be explained, 
and the defence story that Mr. Harvey deliberately suppressed 
them was not correct. 

GROUPING OF OFFICERS. 

Relating to the suggestion and insinuation made by Mr. 
N ariman in regard to the "grouping of officers" in B. D. D. counsel 
submitted that Mr. Harrey did not apply for the job of Superintend
ing Engineer. 
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Counsel repudiated the suggestion that Mr. Harvey and Mehta. 
could not pull together. 

Counsel here added ''And I am afraid Mr. Mehta has been the 
-evil genious of Mr. Nariman. 

Nariman: There is no evidence to show that. 

Counsel :That is my suggestion. 

N ariman : That is another theory. 

:Mr. Velinkar continuing, argued that Mr. N arimau had built up 
the suggestion of favouritism in regard to the contracts given to 
Gannon and Dunkerley and the sanitary fittings connected with 
the Adam's patent, on slender materials. Mr. Harvey had sworn 
that the local materials were not satisfactory and had repelled Mr. 
Nariman's suggestion that the sanitary District was especially 
created to facilitate Gannon and Company as being libellous. 

On the question of good faith, counsel submitted, the points 
to be borne in mind, were that Sir Cowasji Jehangir had requested 
Mr. N ariman in March 1925 to give him even privately the name 
of one officer who took commissions so that action might be taken. 
Secondly an opportunity was offered to Mr. Nariman to prove his 
allegations through a judicial inquiry. This he declined as being 
abhorrant to his sense of self·respect. It was not within the pro· 
\'ince of the court to pronounce on the action of Government, as 
to whether the inquiry oilered by Government to Nariman was 
proper or not. The outstanding fact so far as Mr. Nariman's con· 
duct was concerned, was that he put considerations of self above 
those of the public for whom he was now crying so loud, 11 and de· 
clined to come out into the open." 

1Ir. Nariman: You mean the department to come out into 
the open? 

tfr. Veliukar: ~o; you declined to come out. 

The inference which counsel drew from this was that it was 
pn.bably due to the fact that at the time Mr. Nariman 
had not in his pos:::ession sufficient materials to substantiate his 
in:;in:1ation,s. l~.nowing full. ~ell that the sco~e of the Back Bay 
Inqmry ( ommtttee was hm1ted to reclamation alone :!~Ir. Nari· 
ll!an Jcli~cratdy and with an ulterior object introduced the ques· 
hon of 1mla stt>el bars, though informed by the General Member 
!hat the bars were fur Housing scheme and not for reclamation. 
Thc·n "by did he try to reopen it ? asked Counsel. 
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Magistrate: Why did the Committee allow it ? 

Counsel : I am not in a position to state that. What I can 
say is this: Mr. Nariman distinctly knew in October 1924 that the 
bars had nothing to do with reclamation. 

A 1'WICKED SUGGESTION.'' 

Mr. Velinkar said that so far back as October 1924, Mr. Harve-y 
took upon himself the responsibility for the mistake in the indent 
for mild steel bars. Counsel submitted it was a wicked suggestion 
made by Mr. Nariman in the court that Mr. Harvey wanted to 
shift the responsibility from his own shoulders to the shoulders of 
his "Indian'' subordinates. That suggestion of racial bias was 
entirely unworthy of Mr. Nariman and was as mean as it was 
reprehensive. 

ALLEGED FAVOURITISM. 

Regarding the alleged favouritism shown to the B. C. C. Counsel 
submitted it was all based on straw .. Major Parcelle was not in the 
service of the B. D. D. at all as suggested by Mr. Nariman. He 
was working with the Military Land Scheme and had much experi· 
ence in R. C. C. works and in order to better his prospects he re· 
signed his job and joined the B. C. C. as a partner. Therefore, Mr. 
Nariman's inference that Major Parcelle resigned his job because 
somebody told him that he would get the contract for 80 chawls 
from the B. D. D. was not correct. Regarding the disbursements 
of large sums of money found in Major Parcelle's Bank account, 
Mr. Velinkar submitted that Marker's evidence was quite clear 
on the point. The amounts were paid to Mr. Marker as share 
of Major Parcelle's profits and not as illegal gratification to officers 
of the B. D. D. as Mr. Nariman insinuated. 

" NE>THING BUT 1\ eLBRH21\L MISTAKE " 

ALLEGED OVERPAYMENT TO F. C. C. 

MB. VELI~KAR CIJA.LLE:SGES. 

MR. ~ARD!A:S'S DO:S.A. FIDES. 

:Mr. Velinker referred to the transactions of the B. D. D. with 
B. C. C. and F. d. C. He contended that no fair-min~ed.man w~uld 
see any dishonesty in them unless he was deeply preJudiced agamst 
the department. 
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Examining the documents that were put in, in connection with 
F. C. C. contracts, Cot1nseleaid that Mr. Ban-ey was on leave when 
Mr. Cervello resigneil from the Iruprovement Trust in June 1923. 
The original contract with F. C. C. was for 16 cbawls but on 
account of the blasting of a bill near the site, the programme bad 
to be reduced to 12 cbawls. '1 be F. C. C. on account of this curtail~ 
ment put in a compensation claim for Rs 56,000 out of \\bich Mr. 
Harvey recommended Rs. 36,(,( 0. The Deputy Financial Adviser 
to Government objected to this recommendation on the ground 
that the contract was on K2 form. Harvey had said in his evi~ 
deuce that the Financial Adviser lost sight of the fact that the 
original contract was for 16 chawls. And the amount of Rs. 36,000 
was paid to the F. C. C. after considerable correspondence in March 
1!)26. In reply as to why the contract was given to F. U. C. Counsel 
said it was common knowledge that 1\fr. Cervello was a. gentleman 
having vast experience in construction work, and his connection 
with the F. C. C. undoubtedly actuated the Department to give the· 
contract to them. 

"NO'rHING BUT A CLERICAL MISTAKE." 

Then referring to the over payment of Rs. 14,()(X) to the F.C.C .. 
for painting of windows, of which (ounsel said Mr. Nariman was 
making so much, the whole thing was nothing but a clerical mistake. 
That it was a 'bona fide' mistake was clear from the fact that' though 
this bill went through the hands of four clerks, it was not discover· 
ed. This was an exceedingly eloquent instance of how mistakes would 
creep in even in the best regulated departments .. When the mistake 
was discovered, Mr. Cervello's attention was drawn to it and the
excess amount was made good to Government. Counsel submitted 
that this mistake could not have any bearing at all on the questions 
or points of determination in this case whatever effect this so-called 
successful discovery of the mistake might create on the reading 
public. 

As to why Mr. Harvey wrote a letter to the F.C.C. asking 
them to snbmit their claim for compensation, Counsel said Mr. 
Harvey had made it clear in his evidence that his object was to 
make them commit to f.Omething in order to prevent them from 
putting in a very exaggerated claim later on. Counsel could see
nothing in thPse things except an honest and straightforward way 
of de:1ling with a claim that had been pending since 1923. Curiously 
enough by a mere accident Mr. Han-ey and Cervello sailed toaether 
and on thi::~ flimsy ground, counsel, added, Mr. Nariman had 

0

based 
all hi.s allegations of favonritL-:m and corruption. 
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SALEBHOY'S TENDEUS. 

In regard to the tender of Salebhoy Tyebji for the supply of 
'30,000 bars, Counsel submitted that six: tenders were received in this 
connection. The order was placed owing to urgency and the 
fact that the firm was fined Rs. 6,000 for late delivery was sufficient 
to show that there could not have been any sort of collusion between 
the Department and Salebhoy's and especially between Mr. Harvey 
:and the firm. The most, one could say about the tender was that it 
was n::>t good judgment to place the order locally before telegraphing 
to the High Commissioner, enquiring the prevailing rates. To read 
into this contract dishonesty or corruption or a desire to earn secret 
·commission, Counsel submitted, clearly proved lack of good faith 
·On the part of the person who did so. 

Relating to the entries found in Gaya and Company's books, 
which Mr. N ariman construed as showing 12! per cent. bribes 
.paid to certain officers, Counsel said Mr. Gaya himself had not 
·come forward to give evidence on that point. If as alleged the 
:bribes were paid, there was nothing ·to show that Harvey was in 
.any way concerned in it and whether Mr. Hamid or Mr. Guzdar 
received the bribe this was not the purpose of the case to unearth. 
The only relevant point was whether Mr. Nariman had this informa
tion at the time he made the sweeping allegations against the 
Department ? Counsel submitted he had not. 

Then Counsel said that some firms in this country kept two sets 
.of account books and who could say that the books of Gaya and 
Co., produced by Mr. Nariman were the duplicate ones or not? 

Mr. N ariman : I don't know what the learned counsel suggests. 
If he thinks that some more books that are with the solicitor.:~ are 
same as produced in the Court he is very much mistaken. They 
refer to a different period. 

SALE OF SURPLUS BARS. 

Mr. Yelinker repudiated the suggestions that Mr. Harvey was 
in league with Mr. Hamid and Mr. Gazdar in receh·ing secret 
commissions. The fact that the :final claim of Rs. 2 lakh:; passed 
by Mr. Hamid was mercilessly cut down to Rs. 35,CJcO and the 
evidence of Jal J. Chichgar, strongly refuted the insinuation. 
Coming then to the sale of surplus bars to Maneckchand Jivraj, 
counsel submitted Mr. N ariman's suggestion wail that it was 
brought about by a payment of secret commission of Ra. 5,090 
to Mr. Caldwell but this did not involve Mr. Harvey's name m 
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that transaction. Again from :Mr. Bell's evidence it was clear
that :Mr. Harvey did not. know what the state of affairs regarding 
the whole transaction was and it was 1\fr. Bell who accepted the 
offer. :Mr N ariman tried to read into this transaction some corrupt 
understanding between Mr. Harvey and Maneckchand Jivraj, but 
the latter in his evidence did not support that theory. Counsel 
t:~ubmitted that the court should not at all concern with this point 
as it was not trying Mr. Caldwell. Counsel declared under the cir· 
cumstances Mr. N ariman had absolutely no justification for making 
a sweeping suggestion as sweeping and as universal as that con
tained in the first charge without indicating that he wanted to ex
clude even a t:~ingle high officer from it. 

In regard to the transactions between the B. D. ·D. and the· 
Petrol Company, Counsel submitted whatever Mr. B amid or Guz
der had to do with them, Mr. Harvey was entirely unconcerned in 
that affair. It might be remarked in fairness to the defence, that 
this mattEr if it was within the knowledge of Mr. Nariman at the 
time he gave evidence before the Committee, would afford some 
ground, and might be taken into consideration in his favour on the· 
question of good faith so far as Hamid and Guzder . were concerned. 
But there was no justification to hold that Mr. Han·ey had any
thing to do with these matters and Counsel submitted that the· 
Court should honourably acquit 1\fr. Harvey on these points so 
that his honour might be vindicated and llis character which had 
been defamed might be rehabilitated. 

Mr. Velinker submitted, that Mr. Trivedi was a sort of a partisan 
witness of rather doubtful Hracity. Being a confirmed critic of the 
D. D. D. he believed anything that was poured in his ears. He had 
admitted he had nothing at all to do directly with the Department 
and as for his statement in regard to what his brother told him in 
connection with the conversation with Maneckchand Jivraj, Counsel 
held such evidence was inadtmssible and, therefore asked the Court 
not to take it into account. 

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST DEFENCE WITNESS. 

Coming to Joseph Brooks, Counsel submitted that no language 
which he could use would be too strong in commenting upon his 
(•vidence. He was a. most disreputable person, a discharged employee 
uf the Department whose one object was to seek vendetta. Be was 
impect~nious and an unrepentant gambler. He misappropriated 
Gonrnment money from the sale of tins, though afterwards he 
ma.Je i~ good under threat of prosecution. He admitted that he 
took bribes and was not ashamed to do so. His evidence, therefore, 
tha~ ~Ir .. \nderson took coal from the Department without paying 
fC'r 1t was utterly untrue and should not be believed. 
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CHICHGAR'S EVIDENCE. 

As for the evidence of Ja.l J. Chichgar, counsel submitted he 
was an insolvent impecunious and at present nnemployed person. 
His demeanour in the witness box showed at times that he was over 
zealous towards Mr. Nariman. His evidence was contradictory at 
-every step. 

Maneckchand Jivraj was thrown overboard by Mr. Nariman, 
whose witness he was and was allowed to be cross-examined by him. 
The real explanation of the entry of Rs. 5,000 found in his books 
seemed still to be shrouded in mystery. But this had nothing to do 
.so far as the issues in this case were concerned. 

THE SUMMING UP. 

Finally, summing up his remarks, counsel said that he 
had no doubt that His Worship in considering the argu
ments that had been urged by both sides would bestow the greatest 
-care on his part. If on the one hand the interest of pnblic citi
zens like Mr. N ariman regarding public matters had to be protected, 
the interests of public servants equally required to be guarded. 
For a public citizen like Mr. Nariman the press was open for 
vindicating his honour, but a public servant was without that 
advantage. If in the heat of the moment, Mr. N ariman carelessly 
made use of language which was far more reaching in its interpreta
tion, he should not complain if a public servant who felt aggrieved by 
.such language came to a Court of Law to get his honour vindicated. 
Counsel felt sure that His Wor:ship would not allow any consider
ation other than the consideration of strict justice according to law 
to prevail on him in the disposal of the case. 

After expressing his thanks to His Worship for the great at ten· 
tion and courtesy shown to all those concerned in the case Mr. 
Velinker concluded his address. 
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JUDGMENT. 
ACCUSED PLEADS NOT GUILTY. 

The facts giving rise to the present case are these :-
In the year 1920, Lord Lloyd (then Sir George Lloyd) an

nounced the decision of the Go,ernment of Bombay to reclaim a 
portion of the Back Bay and created a department, known as the 
Bombay Development Department to carry out this scheme and any 
other reclamation scheme which may be found necessary in or near 
Bombay. 

The idea of reclamation of a portion of Bombay had 
been exercising the mind of the Public and the Government of 
Bombay for a considerable number of years. But it was not tilJ 
after the War, when owing to a rise in the price of all commodities 
there followed a boom in land prices and rents rose so high, that 
there was a general outcry against the laud owners and an insistent 
demand arose for more Jand and cheaper houses particularly for 
the Industrial population of Bombay. 

Government deemed it a fa,ourable opportunity of launching 
this seheme. The object was to reclaim a portion of the Back Bay 
and to erect chawls in and around Bombay to alleviate the distress 
of the poorer class of population. 

The latter scheme known as the Industrial Housing Scheme 
pro,ided for the building or erection of 025 chawls, consisting of 
about 50,000 tenements and was spread owr a period of 8 years. 

It was originally eontemplated, that of the 50,000 tenements 
to be constructed, about 35,000 could be built on land in possession 
of the Improvement Trust at \Vorli, N aigaum, De Lisle Road or 
easily obtainable. 

It was a \ast and intensive programme and if it was to alleviate 
the distress caused by the phenomEnal rise in rents it had to be 
rxecutfd expeditiously and with as little de:lay a.s possible. GovErn· 
mcnt, therdo_re, deemed i~ ad,i.sable to create a special Department 
under a Spec1al Act and 1t was made one of the reserred subjects. 

1 c 
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The scheme did not meet with universal support and was 
bitterly criticised by some. Among them was the accused Mr. 
Nariman. 

He is a B. A., LL.B., and a pleader practising in Bombay. 
He is an M. L. C. and belongs to the Swaraj Party but at the time 
of the formation of the Development Department he was not in 
the Council. He was a member of the Municipal Corporation and 
as such lost no opportunity of criticising the scheme whenever the 
subject came before the Corporation and he also made contributions 
in the Press. He kept himself in touch with certain members of 
the Council and agitated in the Council through his friends, parti· 
cula.rly by Mr. G. B. Trivedi for the abolition of the Directorate 
or to make it a transferred subject and sought to expose certain 
alleged grievances which came to his notice. Mr. Trivedi was then 
a member of the Council and a dealer in Hardware and doing 
Import and Export business. Mr. Trivedi would discuss matters 
with Mr. Nariman and others and try to elicit certain information 
from the Government by putting certain questions in the Council, 
regarding the working, management and administration of the 
Development Directorate. 

In 1923 Mr. Nariman was elected a member of the Council 
and he did not miss any opportunity of attacking the Directorate. 
He moved various Resolutions for the abolition of the Directorate 
as a. Reserved subject and the appointment of a Committee to inquiie 
into the administration and working of the D. D. and made several 
charges of "serious maladministration and wasting of public funds." 

In the October Session of 1924 Mr. Nariman put certain ques
tions with regard to the indent of certain bars or rods used for founda· 
tion piles for the construction of chawls. 

Sir Cowasji Jehangir, the General Member gave certain replies 
to those questions. Mr. Nariman, however, was not satisfied with 
the replies given and in a speech made in the Council on 3rd March 
HJ25 he referred to certain "ugly rumours in the City and in 
the whole of the Presidency that the higher staff of officers had been 
receiving secret commissions from the manufacturers." 

He also moved a Resolution for the appointment of a Commit· 
tee consisting of 12 non-official and elected members to i~quire in~o 
the whole administration and working of the D. D. w1th certam 
powers. 

The Resolution was opposed by the Government but it was car
ried by 39 against 35. 

The Government did not appoint a Committee in. terms of t~is 
Resolution but invited Mr. Nariman and 3 others to jom an·:Advis
ory Committee presided by a high Judicial Officer. : Governm~nt 



intimated that they were prepared to flXlenJ to Mr. Nariman ''the 
Harne facilities as are given to Government servants, who may be 
incriminated, viz. permission to be present when evidence is record
ed, to cross examine witnesses, and to see documents which ar~ ad
mitted as exhibits by the inquiring officer." 

This offer was rejected by Mr. N ariman as he could not under
stand " what Government meant by proposing to reduce his position 
to that of an accused person when all along he had been demanding 
a full investigation into the charges of corruption and fraud and 
general maladministration of pnblic fnnds". He made certain conn· 
ter proposals bnt they were not accepted by Government. 

Agitation continued to be carried on, both in and outside the 
Council, and the Reclamation Scheme far from turning out a huge 
success, as anticipated evoked strongest criticism and was regarded 
by many as a public disaster from a financial point of view. 

There was a great public clamour for an inquiry as to the 
advisability of going on with the sc:herue. On 29th July 1926 the 
Government of India in exercise of the pO\vers of superintendence 
direction and control and with the approval of the Secretary of 
State appointed a Committee consisting of Sir Girmwood Mears, 
Chief J nstice, Allahabad, and 3 others, firstly to enquire into the 
history of the inception and conduct of the Back Bay Reclamation 
Scheme ; and secondly to make recommendations as regards future 
operations. (Vide Ext. Z/77). · 

The Committee commenced its sittings in Bombay in August 
Hl26 and invited the Publio to give evidence befor~ it. 

The Secretary of the Committee wrote to Mr. Nariman request
ing him to give evidence before the Committee and requested him 
to furnish the '' names of officers of the D. D. who received secret 
commissions and short particulars of contracts and the names of 
the manufacturers giving such commissions, the amount so given 
and any other details" in his possession. \Vhat the Committee 
wanted was the information upon which he Lased his speech of 
March 3rd 19!25 in the Legislative Council and any further informa
tion of a like nature which he might have obtained since that 
date (Vide Ext. 30). 

In response to this invitation Mr. N ariman submitted a written 
statement treating the subject under three heads t-iz the constitu
tional aspect, the financial and the general, including administration 
and management. 

In his written statement Mr. N ariman dealt with all the acti
vities of the Development Directorate and did not confine himself 
to the activitiE-s of that body relating only to the Redamatjon of 
the llack Day. 
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The reason for doing so -is alleged by Mr. N ariman to be that he 
got a Resolution passed by the Corporation requesting the Govern
ment of India to enlarge the terms of the scope of the Inquiry. No 
reply. was receive~ by ~he ~orporation to their above request upto 
the hme ~r. Nanman s evidence was recorded by the Committee. 
As a matter of fact the Government of India did not deem it fit to 
enlarge the scope of the inquiry. 

Accordingly. certain passages from the written statement-of Mr. 
Nariman were omitted on the ground that they related to matters 
outside the Committee's terms of reference. This appears from the 
note made at page 379 of Ext. C. and of Nariman's written state
ment page 385 lines 39 to 41. 

This also appears from the questions put to Mr. N ariman by 
Sir M. Visweswaraiya. 

Q :-You refer to " criticism on internal administration or 
rather on maladministration and the internal working of the 
scheme? 

A :-Yes. 
Q :-Are your contentions confined to the Back Bay Scheme ? 
A :-That would be covered by the 3 instances I have given. I 

have referred to a number of others but as they do not come 
within the scope of the Committee they may be left out. 

In the course of his written statement Mr. Nariman quoted a 
passage from his speech made in the Council in March 1925 where 
he said that:-

"Without any reserve, with all the responsibility that I can 
command I openly make a charge that there has been a serious 
mal-administration of public funds and there has been a serious 
wasting of public funds. There have been instances which I can 
go to the length of calling frauds and I make this charge on behalf 
of the public and on behalf of investors of Bombay who have in
vested nearly 30 crores in this work. I say that if Government 
shirk an inquiry, suspicion in the public minds will be confirmed. 
I further stated I only want to know what is being done of 
the Public fund3 : I want to know whether these funds are 
honestly and legitimately applied or whether they are mis
applied. I may tell the Government quite frankly and openly 
that there are ugly rumours in the city and the whole of the Presid
ency that higher staff and officers have been receiving secret com
missions from manufacturers and this is the reason why in this inst
ance the department has incurred a. loss of Rs. 3 lakhs. That is the 
reason why stores are indented in large quantities than are necessary 
and stores the..t are not required are also ordered out. If you go to 
the Surplus Depot, stores worth Rs. 6lakhs or more are lying undis-
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posed of. The last statement was re-echoing the 11gly rumours that 
were prevalent throughout the city. As stated above if Government 
had conceded the public demand and started an immediate and pro
mpt inquiry, there and then perhaps most sensational revelations 
might have been disclosed. But even at this stage I can place before 
the Committee all the materials that I have been able to collect not 
with a view or desire to cast any aspersion against any individuals 
of the department, but primarily with a view to enable an independ
ent investigation to find out the truth, and if sufficient materials are 
disclosed, to take such action as the Committee thinks proper. All 
along my appeal to Government has always been for an investigation 
of certain·allegations to find out the truth and in connection with 
this, as my statements in the Council and in public refer to the acti
vities of the whole Development Directorate and not only to the 
Reclamation alone, the Committee will permit me to place all the 
materials before it in order to enable it to judge for itself whether I 
was justified or not in demanding a public investigation." 

Mr. Nariman then dwelt upon certain alleged scandals and stat· 
ed that 11similar scandals existed with regard to purchase of stores, 
and I will give some of the instances that ha"Ve come to my knowledge. 
In the course of proceedings, the Committee has already elicited 
a good deal of information on this subject which supports my 
allegations made in the Council that superfluous stores and plants 
costing lakhs of rupees were ordered out and which were not 
required and not capable of being of use, :such as huge and costly 
navies, cranes etc. 

''In one instance, an Executive Engineer .had prepared an 
indent to be forwarded to Manufacturers at Home for a large 
quantity of mild steel bars for concrete piles for the reclamation 
work and the size mentioned in the original indent by the Executive 
Engineer was 5/8." This figure was subsequently altered after the 
indent was prepared but before it was despatched by the Super
intending Engineer into 7 /8." The quantity required was .about 
1,200 tons, costing nearly three lakhs of rupees. The indent thus 
altered was sent by the Superintending Engineer to the Horue 
firm and the bars arri"Ved of the size and dimensiuns of 7 /8'' w:hich 
were not required for the works. They were deposited in Matunga. 
Surplus Depot and a fresh indent had to be sent with correct 
8pecifications and fresh consignment arri"Ved, and the amount of 
nearly Tis. 3 lakhs of the first consignment was purely wasted. 
When a question was raised about it in the Council, in the cour::;e 
of debah>, the Dewlopment Director adlllitted it but ~:~tated that 
the said alteration was due to a trifling error. ~o ~tlort was made 
to explain how such " trirling ('!rur ·· could have occur.t:ed, parti· 
cularly wht·n the indent wa.s originally corrtdly .IJ.rt.,pared by one 
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.Engineer and deliberately altered by the superior and no explanation 
was forthcoming. (Vide Council Report dated· 24th October 1924 
page 86.) 

" Further, in order to pacify the Council and to show that 
this trilling error had not cost any loss, the Director stated that 
there was no loss to Government and he gave the Council to under· 
stand that they were utilised in some other works and had caused 
actually a saving. As I knew that these bars which were recently 
indented were still lying in the Matunga Depot I caused enquiries 
to· be made some months after the statement was made 
and sent an intending purchaser to make enquiries from the 
Matunga Depot, as the result of which, the Executive 
Engineer, Housing District, wrote back offering these and other 
steel bars for sale and inviting the purchaser to the Depot 
to have an inspection of the same. At the same time, the Stores 
Department also supplied the said purchaser with a list of the bars 
available for sale and in which list were also included some bars in 
question of 7/8". This letter of the Executive Engineer inviting 
the purchaser for an inspection is dated Matunga 26th January 
1925. Further comments on such an attitude are needless, and I 
leave it to the Committee to draw its own conclusions." 

Mr. Nariman was examined on the sa.me day. The following 
are the Questions put and the answers given by Mr. Nariman. 

Q :-Are your contentions confined to the Back Bay Scheme? 
A :-That would be covered by the 3 instances I have given. 

I have referred to a number of others but as they do not come 
within the scope of the committee they may bo left out. 

Q :-You cannot escape from what yon have put down? 
A :-I do not wish to escape. 
Q :-What are the three instances ? 
A :-First is about favouring a contractor, Balkison Seth, 

second is about mild steel bars when the indent was changed, and the 
third about the cement contract. 

Q :-About No.1, do you wish to add anything to what you 
have already stated in your written statement ? 

A :-I have nothing more to add to that statement and I h~ve 
drawn my conclusions on that. .The ~econd is abo.ut the alteratwn 
in the indent which was also admitted m the Council. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson :-I have read your document a~d 
perhaps all it implies is that a mistake was made by somebody m 
ordering 5/8" bars instead of 716". What would you say ? 

A :-1 cannot take it as mistake, I take it as unnecessary 
snpedluous order which was not required. 
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Q :-What do you suggest it was ordered for? 

A :-They were ordered to be dumped in Uatunga. Stores 
Depot. Five eighths bars were required but 5 was changed into 7 
by the Superintending Engineer and 7/8'' bars arrived which were 
not of course required and were dumped into the depot and a. fresh 
indent was sent for 5/8" bars. 

Q :-But I suggest that a mistake was made? 

A :-I do not agree that a mistake was made. It was not made 
in the original preparation of the indent but in a. properly prepared 
indent figures were altered subsequently. 

Q :-But even that may be a mistake because it is not a 
difficult thing to write 7/8 instead of 5/8 and the Superintending 
Engineer had nothing to do with the indent ? 

A :-The Executive Engineer prepared it and it was submitted 
to the Superintending Engineer who altered it. 

Q :-Again that might have been a mistake? Do not you 
make mistakes ? Have you never made a mistake? 

A :-Not of this description which is unaccountable which has 
cost so much, and I shall never make a mistake of this kind. 

Q :-You do not say it was intentional? 

A :-I say it is intentional. From the circumstances I can 
say that it was not a mistake. 

Q :-We wish to get at the bottom and would like to know 
why he should make such an intentional mistake? 

A :-These surplus stores were ordered in order that certain 
"'manufacturers might make some earning out of this order. As far 
as I can see, there is no other explanation, otherwise these stores 
would not have been ordered to be used as scrap iron. When I 
askoo a question in Council they said there was no loss, those bars 
were either disposed of or used otherwise. In order to verify the 
titatement I found a bogus purchaser who wrote a letter to the 
Matunga Depot officer. The Executive Engineer in reply wrote 
on the 25th January 192-5 "In reply to your letter of the 24th inst. 
I write to inform you that your representative can obtain 
information on any week days from my Asst. Engineer of Stores 
whose office is also at Matunga. The mild steel bars can 
also be inspected at Matunga." He also received a list of 
mihl steel bard available for ::;ale to the value of 41 lakhs 
a~d amongst it were included these bars which were ordered by 
mtstake and were supposed to have been used by the Department and 
no loss was caused. 
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:Mr. Billimoria:-Yon have stated in your statement that some 
of the mild steel bars were indented for by the Executive Engineer 
to which year you refer? 

A:-This was in 1921. 
Sir Frederick Hopkinson :-Perhaps this might be for Housing 

Contracts? 

A:-Well, Sir, it was meant for housing contracts or for the 
Development Directorate, but the instance is there. . 

Q:-Yon say that this was altered, by whom was it altered? 
By the Superintending Engineer? 

A:-That is for the department to answer. 
Sir l\1. Visweswaraya :-\Vill you please give the date of that 

letter? 

A:-The letter is dated 26th January 1925. 
Mr. Billimoria :-How do you know that he altered the indent? 

It might be a slight error? 

A:-My charge in the Council· was that an indent prepared by 
an Executive Engineer to be forwarded to l\fanufacturers at Home 
for a large quantity of mild steel bars for concrete piles for the re
clamation work and size mentioned in the original indent by the 
Executive Engineer was 5/8" which was subsequently altered after 
the indent was prepared but before it was despatched by the Super
intending Engineer into 7 /8''. The quantity reqnired was about 
1200 tons costing nearly three lakhs of rupees. 1'he altered indent 
was sent to the Home manufacturers by the Superintending Engi· 
neer and the bars arrived of the size and dimensions of '7 /8" which 
were totally useless for the work. 

Q:-But there can't be any dishonest motive, it might be a 
slight error of judgment? 

A:- 'Whatever that might be, Sir, but it's for the Committee to 
decide whether this was a waste of the public funds or not. 

Q:-By whom was the indent altered? 

A:-The Superintending Engineer. 
Sir Frederick Hopkinson:-Have you seen that altered indent? 

A:-How can we 1 \Ye were nut ~::~hown tha.t. 
Mr. Billimoria:-Do you sugge.,t any ulterior l!lotive? 

A:-Yes. 
Q:-A.nd you are not in a po;sition to give the name of the 

gentleman ? 
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A:-1 have mentioned the name of the Superintending 
Engineer. 

Q:-\Vas he alone or several others were associated with him, 
or any particular party ? 

A :-\Vel1, that is very easy for the Committee to find out. If 
yon will refer to the Development Department they will tell you. 

Sir M. Viswesvaraya :-Can you give us any idea of the 
magnitude of loss caused by this transaction ? 

A:-This one transaction alone caused according to the 
information given to us a loss of about 2 lakhs as the original indent 
was based fur 2,50,000 which we came to know only in January 
1925 . 

. Q :-This is said to be due to a clerical error ? 
A :-\Vhether it is due to error or at anybody's intention, but 

the public moneys were wasted and it is for you to decide. 
:Mr. Billimoria :-Perhaps they would not have required this 

atterwards ? 
A:-\Veil, it is for them to explain. 
The charges against Mr. Nariman are with reference to the 

above statements made by him both in his written statement and 
during the course of his oral evidence. 

'rhe charges formulated against him are as follows :-
That before the Back Bay Enquiry Committee amongst other 

statements you made the following statements. 
1. "1 may tell Government qnite frankly and openly 

that there are ugly rumours in the city and the whole of 
tho Presidency that higher staff and officers have been receiving 
secret commissions from manufacturers and this is the reason why in 
this instance the Department has incurred a loss of 3 lacs of rupees. 
That is the reason why stores are indented in large quantities than 
are neces:;ary and stores that are not required are also ordered out. 

2. ·In one instance an Executive Engineer had prepared an 
indent to be forwarded to manufacturers at Home for a large quan
tity of mild steel bars for concrete piles for the reclamation work 
and the size mentioned in the original indent by the Executive 
Engineer was 5/8''. This :figure was subsequently altered after the 
indent was prepared but before it was despatc:hed by the Superin
tl'ndiug Euginl'l'r into 7/6''. The quantity required wa3 about 1200 
tuns costing nearly three lacs of rupees. 'The indent thus altered 
was sent by the Superintending Engineer to the Home Firm and 
the bars arrived of the size and dimensions of 7 /8" which were not 
requirt-d for the work. They were deposited in Matunga. Surplus 
lJepot and a fresh indent had to be sent with correct specificahons 
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and fresh consignment arrived and the amount of nearly 3 lacs of 
the first consignment was purely wasted. When a question was 
raised about it in the Council in the course of a debate the Develop
ment Director admitted it but stated that the said alteration was 
due to a trifling error. No effort was made to explain how such a 
11trifling error" could have occurred particularly when the indent 
was originally correctly prepared by the Engineer and deliberately 
altered by the superior and no explanation was forthcoming. 

3. Five-eighths bars were required but 5 was changed into 7 
by the Superintending Engineer. 

4. I do not agree that a mistake was made. It was not made 
in the original preparation of the indent but in a properly prepared 
indent, figures are altered subsequently. 

5. I say it is intentional. From the circumstances I can say 
it was not a mistake. 

6. These surplus stores were ordered in order that certain 
manufacturers might make some earning out of this order. As far 
as I can see there is no other explanation. Otherwise these stores 
would not have been ordered to be used as scrap iron. 

7. The altered indent was sent to the Home Manufacturers 
by the Superintending Engineer. 

8. The indent was altered by 'the Superintending Engineer. 
9. Question by Mr. Billimoria :-Do you suggest any ulterior 

motive? 
A :-Yes. 

and you thereby committed an offence under Section 500 Indian 
Penal Code and within my cognizance. 

The facts leading to the indent of these 7/8" bars are as 
follows:-

The Complainant Mr. Harvey was the Superintending Engineer 
of the Housing Scheme. The original programme provided for the 
building of 625 chaw ls at N aigaon, DeLisle Rd., W orli, Matunga, 
Dharavi Flats at Haines Road and at Sewri '\Vadala. 

In the beginning· of 1921/1922 the only lands available for 
building were the sites at '\Vorli, N aigaon and DeLisle Road. 

There were two Project Divisions Housing Scheme. Project 
Division I, comprised the chaw Is to be erected at De Lisle Road 
and Naigaon. The '\Vorli chawls came under Project Division II. 

One Mr. Mehta was the Executive Engineer in charge of 
Project Division I, while Mr. Hamid was the Executive Engineer 
in charge of Project Division No. II. 

As the financial year commenced from April the complainant 
wrote a letter on 10/2/22 to Hamid and Mehta. asking them to 
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submit a list showing what quantities of steel of all diameters and 
lengths they had in stock and wh~t additional quantities of a~l 
diameters and length would be requrred month by month for thiS 
work during the financial year 1922-23. They were asked to base 
the figures on a construction programme of 25 chawls per district. 
(Vide Ex. D.) Hamid sent 2lists Ext. Ell. These required alterations 
and were sent back to Hamid to be revised. Hamid sent in a revised 
::;tatement (Ext. 1Nl). This was on 23/5/22, giving particulars 
of quantities that were required urgently and which were to be 
ordered locally and those which were to be ordered through the 
High Commissioner. Mehta did not send in his requirements till 
May 1922. 

About the end of June the design for all chawls, including Nai
gaon, DeLisle Hoad and 'Yorli, was altered, and on 1st July a memo 
was sent by the complainant for revised statements. Reminden 
were sent to both the Executh·e Engineers on lOth July. Hamid 
sent in his requirements as per Ext. I/1 on the 15th July. Mehta 
sent in his statements as per Ext. K/1 and L/1 on 24th and 31st 
July 1922. 

The complainant scrutinized these indents and made certain al
terations. He then ordered a consolidated statement to be prepared 
of Ext. I/1, K/1 and L/1 and sent it to Sykes, the Superintending 
Engineer IV Division. Ext. M/1 is that consolidated statement. 

Sykes was the Superintending Engineer in charge of Materials 
Division and it was his duty to order out the goods through the 
High Commissioner and to purchase them locally if urgently requir
..:d. Ext. M/1 bears the date 5th August '22. 

On 8th August the complainant wrote to Sykes requesting him 
to make certain additions to the list sent to him. In that letter he 
writes '' I have the honour to inform you that in addition to the 
number of bars as shown in the list sent to you "With the letter under 
reference I shall require for piles at \Y orli, 30,000.7 /8" X 19' rods upto 
31st December 1922 and 50,000 rods of the same dimensions between 
:Jist December ~922 and 1st _October 1923 wt'i~hing approximately 
520.18 and 8C6.V6 tons respectively." Ext. P/1 IS that letter. It is 
signed by the complainant. 

S. E. IV on receiring this letter made an endorsement on it as 
follows "Add these to the 2 amounts''. 

, , Acc?rdi~gly 30,000 a~d 50,(00 bar~ of 7/8"Xl9' were added by 
S. E. IV s office as shown m Ext. M/2. 30,0CX> were to be purchased 
locally and W,Ct 0 were to be indented frum Encrland through the 
High Commissioner. o 

Tcndt?rs were in'fited from Local dealers for the 30,((() bars and 
othns of c'lht-r sizes. There \\Ere 6 tendE-rs receh·ed for the supf'ly 
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ector to S. E. IV. for remarks. 

S. E. IV submitted his report on those tenders and recommend
ed the acceptance of a tender made by Messrs. Salebhoy Tyabji 
and Sons. 

A resolution was passed accepting their rates and reference was 
made to the Secretary of State in respect of the acceptance of this 
tender asking for his sanction. Ext. R. is that resolution dated 
12th September 1922. 

The bars began to arrive from Salebhoy rryabjee about the 
end of the month of October. It was discovered some time 
after that these bars were not wanted for piles. This was brought 
to the notice of the complainant, who asked S. E. IV to see if he 
could cancel Salebhoy Tyabjee's further supplies and he also asked 
S. E. IV to cable to the High Commissioner to cancel the order for 
7/8". But it was too late to do so and the 7 /8" bars arrived in due 
course. The cost of these 80,000 bars was approximately Rs. 
2,50,000. 

The complainant with a view to rectify the error redesigned 
certain parts of the chawl and substituted 7 /8" bars for 5/8" wher
ever possible. By this manipulation the Department was able to 
make use of 47,370 bars out of the 80,000. The rest were transfer
red to the surplus stores and eventually sold. 

The complainant denies that he ordered out these bars because 
11le received a secret commission" or in order that "certain mann· 
fa.cturers might make some earning out of this order." 

The accused has put in a long written statement, consisting of 
about 250 typed pages wherein he has raised several defences. 

He denies that when he made the statement before the Back 
Bay Enquiry Committee, he intended to defame the complainant. 
He bore the complainant no malice and he did not e\en know him. 
He denies that the complainant is an aggrie-ved person as he never 
mentioned him by name. He further contends that if the state
ments be held to be applicable to the complainant the allegations 
are true in fact. Failing this, he also contends that he preferred 
the charges in good faith and therefore the case falls under one of 
the Exceptions to Section 499 I. P. Code and he is thus entitled to 
an acquittal. 

· 'rhese are the main defences raised by the accused, and though 
some of them appear inconsistent with others he is entitled in Law 
to set up e-very defence available to him. 

The first question for determination is whether the complainant 
is an ac<crrieved person and whether the fact that the accused bore 
no mali'~e to the complainant is a. good defence. 
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There is no doubt that when Mr. N ariman made his speech in 
the Council it was on an absolutely prh·ileged occasion and no 
liability of any kind attached to him. 

He is not charged with regard to any of his statements made 
in the Council. 'rhe charges are in reference to his written state
ment and oral evidence given by him before the Back Bay Enquiry 
Committee. 

The Committee was a duly constituted body authorised by the 
Government of India to hold an Inquiry into the history of the 
inception and conduct of the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme and 
to make recommendations as regards future operations. 

They were inter alia authorised to examine all persons who 
could throw any light on the subject to receive and record evidence 
oral as well as documentary and to report on the conduct of such 
of the officers of Department who in their opinion were deserving 
of censure. It was a quasi judicial body and the accused had thus 
all the rights and privileges attaching to a person making 
statements before such a body. 

In India so far as Criminal Courts are concerned, Law of 
defamation is comprised in Section 499 of the Indian Penal Code. 
Criminal law of defamation with regard to the privileged attaching 
to statements of witnesses and parties depends upon the construction 
of Section 499 and if the statements are defamatory per se it is for 
the accused to establish that the case falls within one of the 
exceptions mentioned in the section. 22 All. 234 ; 28 Bom. L. R. I; 
48 Cal. 388. 

In 28 Born. L. R. it was held that defamatory statements on 
oath or otherwise by a party to a. Judicial Proceeding fall within 
Section 499 of the Indian Penal Code and is not absolutely 
privileged. 

This was a ~'ull Bench Decision of our Courts and is binding 
in this Presidency. 

The decision followed 48 Cal. 388 in which it was held that the 
Civil Law for defamation in India does not stand on the same basis 
as the Criminal Law and a suit for damages for a defamatory state
Hwnt made on oath or oral el"idence by a. party to a. Judicial 
Proceeding, in the absence of Statutory rules on the subject is 
g't>Vl·rtled by principles of Justice, Equity and good conscience 
~' hich according to the large preponderance of judicial opinion are 
Identical with the corresponding rules of English Common Law. 

But the preamble of the Penal Code and Sections 1 and 2 read 
with. ~ection 5 prescribe that all acts or omis•ions contrary to the 
prons10ns of the code or of special or Local Law and none others 
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are punishable n.s offences. The Court must administer the IJaw 
as prescribed by the Legislature and neither enlarge it nor restrict 
its scope. · 

Similarly it was held by the Privy Council in Arnolds Case 
( 41 Cal. 1023) that the Criminal Law of this country depends upon 
the construction of Section 499 I. P. Code and not what may 
be the English Law on the same subject. · 

So that the English cases cited by the accused on the question 
of "malice" are inapplicable to the present case. In Ci·dl Law 
"malice " has to be proved but in criminal cases, eonrts are to be 
guided by the words of Section 499 of the Code. And if the 
statements are defamatory per se or held to be defamatory then 
under the provisions of the Evidence Act_ and of the Penal Code 
the accused has to prove facts which bring his case within one 
of the exceptions. 

The English cases cited by the accused would not, therefore, be 
a proper guide in determining the liability of an accused person un
der Section 499 of the Indian Penal Code. But they may have to 
be considered in deciding the question of "good faith" which is equi
valent to want of -·"malice" required under the English Law and 
which the accused has to prove in order to bring the case under all 
the exceptions to the Section save the first, which seeks to justify 
the libel on the ground of tn1th and for the public good. 

Of course the foregoing observations cannot apply to the allega
tions made by the accused in his speeches in the Council. For they 
are made absolutely privileged by Special Law. The complainant 
does not charge the accused with regard to the allegations made in 
the Council. The subject matter of these proceedings are the state
ments of the accused made by him before the Back Bay Enquiry 
Committee. 

The next question is whether the accused intended to defame 
the complainant or not. He contends that in his speech in the 
Council as well as in his written statement in which he reproduced 
portions of his speech made by him in the Council, the words used 
are "higher staff of officers." 

I may observe here that Mr. Nariman stated that though in the 
Back Bay Enquiry Committee Report the words are 1'Higher staff 
and officers" the words he used in the Council were " Higher staff 
of officers" and that is how it appears in the Report of the Bom
bay Legislative Council Debates. (Vide volume XIV Febrnary· 
March 1925) I will, therefore throughout this judgment treat the 
word..i used as being "Higher Staff of Officers." 

The accused contends that the words " higher staff of officers'' 
are too vague and cannot be deemed to be applicable 
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to the complainant. He also denies that there was any publication 
on his part because his speech in the Council was already before the 
Committee, it being one of the documents produced before the 
Committee by Mr. Mackie, the then Deputy Director, Development 
Department. For this purpose he relies on the evidence of Mr. 
Mackie who produced all the pages and reports of debates in the 
Council. (Vide Ext. 28, page 2, lines 50 to GO of Ext. C.) 

In my opinion there cannot be any doubt on this point. A 
repetition may amount to fresh publication. A man is not justified 
in repPating a rnmonr if it is defamatory. 

A part from this, the very question put by the Chairman shows 
that "there was a fresh publication by Mr. Nariman when he refer· 
red to his written statement and gave evidence. The Chairman says, 
"Of course the documents which are put into the possession of the 
::\Iembers of the Committee are definitely privileged and could not 
under any circumstances be communicated to any outsider, but every 
document that is read or referred to in this room will naturally be 
printed in the press and no privilege can attach to it." 

There was thus a publication by Mr. Nariman to persons other 
than the members of the Committee. 

It is not denied that the allegations made against the 
j(higher staff of officers'' are defamatory and so also are the 
statements, made by the accused in his oral evidence about the 
order of these stores defamatory. 

It cannot be denied that the complainant is one of the members 
of the ''higher staff of officers." The complainant was the S. E. in 
eharge of the Housing Scheme on a salary of Rs. 2,0CXJ/- per month. 

Mr. N ariman did not mention Mr. Harvey's name either in his 
spt>ech made in the Council or in the passage put in as Ext. C/1 in 
which he refers to the ''ugly rumours" about the "higher stafi of 
ofilcers receiving secret commissions.'' 

Bnt in construing a statement or a spt-ech it must be 
borne in mind that the court has to construe the speech or the 
statement as a whole to determine the intention of the writer 
or the speaker and to ascertain whether a particular individual was 
meant to be defamed or not. 

It is not necessary that the individual should be named. It i3 
sufficient if the allegations made are of such a nature that persons 
acquainted with the complainant would take them or understand 
them as being allegations made about the complainant. So also 
when a de~amation is published of a group or class of persons every 
perso_n "ho comes within that group or c·lass is entitled to complain 
proVlJeJ that the class is '' iJentiliable" and not ''too vaQ'Ue." For 
instanc~ if a person alleges that all lawyers are thie,es, the allega-
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tion is too vague and unidentifiable but if the allegation 
be made of a. group of lawyers practisin(J' in a particular court 
it would be open for anyone of suoh lawyers

0 

to make a complaint. ' 
English and Indian Law on this point is the same. 
Explanation 2 to Section 499 I. P. Code enacts that it may 

a.mount to ~ef.amation to n::ake an imputation concerning a company 
or an association or collection of persons as such. But if the libel 
relates.to .a. .general body ?r class of individuals, as distinct from any 
of the mdinduals composmg that body, then nobody falling within 
that class or body has a grievance and the right to complain. 

\Vhen the accused said that Scorton Nunnery was a brothel of 
prostitution it was held "that in doing so the accused was attacking 
the individual characters of the body of whom the Scorton Nunnery 
consisted and that as such his words were indictable". (Per 
Alderson B in Gathercole, Law C. C. 254.) 

So also in the case of Gopabandu (1 Pat. 414) it was held that 
imputation against a class of persons jointly made may amount to 
defamation but it must be an imputation capable of being brought 
home to a. particular individual or collection of individuals as such. 
It is unnecessary that a person whose conduct is called in question 
should be described by name. It is sufficient if on the evidence it 
can be shown that the imputation was directed against a particular 
person or persons who can be identified. 

Reading the passages Ext. C/1, C/2 and C/3 I don't think 
there could be much doubt that the allegations made by the 
accused are definite and can be applicable to the complainant. 

Apart from this a careful reading of the oral evidence and 
Exts. C/1, C/2 and C/3 and Ext. No. 37 shows that the accused 
must have meant Mr. Harvey as" one of those corrupt officers.'' 

In C/1 he speaks about the ugly n1monrs that " higher staff of 
officers" have been receiving secret commissions from the manufac
turers and he says this is the reason why in this instance (viz. the 
indent for these 80,<XX> bars) the department has incurred a loss 
of Rs. 3 lakhs. 

In C/2 he speaks of "similar scandals" existing with regard to 
purchase of stores and gives as an instance the preparation and 
subsequent alt~ration of this ind~nt. I!l C/2 ~e mentions the 
Executive En!!l.Ileer and the Supenntending Engmeer. He refers 
to the preparation of an indent by the Executive Engineer in which 
the :fiQ'Ure 5/8" was altered to 7 /8" by the S. E. and says "no effort 
was ~ade to explain how such a "trifling error" could have 
occurred, particularly -when the indent was ·originally correctly 
prepared by one Engineer and deliberately altered by the superior 
and no explanation -was forthcoming." 
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In C/3 he strenuously maintains that the alteration was not 
due to a mistake and asserts that it was intentional. "The Executive 
Engineer prepared it ; it was submitted to the S. E. who altered it.'' 

11 Q :-But there can't be any dishonest motive in it, might be a. 
l:llight error of judgment ? . 

11 A :-\Vhatever that might be, Sir, but it's for the Committee 
to decide whether this was a public waste of funds or not. 

'' Q :-By whom was the indent altered? 
11 A :-The Superintending Engineer. 
"Q :-Do you suggest any ulterior moth·e? 
"A :-Yes. 
"Q :-And you are not in a position to· give the name of the 

gentleman? 
"A :-1 have mentioned the name of the Superintending Engi

neer. 
The only person named by the accused as the Superintending 

Engineer in his written statement is Mr. Han·ey. It is true that 
the complainant's name occurs along with others in the passage in 
which he deals with the high salaries paid to certain officers. 

He says in Ext. No. 37 "It is stated that Mr. Harvey, the S. 
Engineer, was formerly getting only Rs. 900 at Delhi and Messrs. 
Sykes and Lewis and one Mr. Lowell came from the same place and 
at the same time .................................... Deputy Chief Engineer 
Mr. O'Hooke, ............ Executive Engineer Mr. Gardner ............. .. 
... ... one Mr. Roberts etc." 

From this passage it appears that the accused knows that Mr. 
Harvey is the S. Engineer. He describes him as the S. Engineer. 
None of the other officials except Mr. Sykes was a. Superintending 
Engineer. Mr. Sykes was Superintending Engineer of the Materials 
Department. But Mr. Nariman does not designate him as 
Supt!rintending Engineer. So that when he states "I have men
tioned the name of the Superintending Engineer'' it is clear he 
must have referred to Mr. Harvey. 

In addition to all this it must be remembered that the accused's 
case all along has been that he was in possession of certain facts 
u.nd was prepared to substantiate mo3t of his allegations if an 
opportunity had been given to him. His case is that whenever he 
received complaints against the Department, he took measures to 
investigate into the truth of these allegations and even men from 
the department used to give him certain information and he took 
due c:ue before he made the charges. His defence even: now u 
j usti.t:lcation. All thi3 ca.n hardly be consistent with his contention 
tha.t he did not mea.n Mr. Harvey. 

2o 
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But, as stated above, even if it be held that the accused did not 
then mean the complainant the facts appearing and set out in the 
written statement and in the oral answers given by him to questions 
are sufficient to lead persons acquainted with the complainant and 
his position in the Department to infer that the complainant was 
referred to by the accused, as one of the corrupt members of the 
''higher staff of officers.'' 

The remaining issues on this point are whether the accused has 
proved the plea of justification and secondly failing this, whether he 
made these allegations in good faith. 

The allegations being defamatory per se 
it lies with the accused to prove facts which 

bring his case under one of the exceptions. 
When a plea of justification is set up the accused must prove 

that each and every fact stated by him is true in fact. This he may 
establish by actual proof of facts or by adducing evidence of such a 
nature that the only and irresistible inference which one would 
draw would be that the facts were as stated by the accused. 

From the facts stated by me in the early part of my judgment 
and from the evidence led in the case it is evident that there are 
several inaccurate statements made by the accused. But except 
the statement which forms the subject matter of the 3rd head of 
charge viz 5/8" were required but 5 was changed into 7 by the 
Superintending Engineer" the other inaccuracies are not of vital 
importance. 

The main gravamen of the charge is that the alteration of 5/8" 
into 7/8" was made deliberately by the Superintending Engineer in 
the indent prepared by the Executive Engineer out of corrupt 
and ultetior motives. 

From Exts. I/1, M/1, M/2 and P/1 and from the evidence of 
the complainant and Hamid it is evident that the statement made 
by the accused that "5" was changed into "7" by the Superintending 
Engineer is incorrect. It is not now denied by the accused that 
the statement is incorrect. 

From Ext. P/1 it appears that an addition was subsequently made 
to the indent prepared by Hamid at the instance or at the request of 
the complainant, and orders for the purchase of 80000 bars of 7 /8"x 
19' were placed by S. E. IV locally and through the High Com
missioner. 

The point for consideration, however, is whether the complain
ant did so with a corrupt or dishonest motive. 

Upto the 9th of April of last year the Prosecution case all along 
was that 5/8" bars were required for foundation piles but by mistake 
7/8" bars were ordered. On the 12th April the complainant while 
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he was still under cross examination stated to the Court that he 
wished to give cert.ain explanation as regards. the ordering _out of 
these bars. His ev1dence was as follows:-~~Smce I gave evidence 
on 9th (April) I haYe spent a great deal of time in looking up the 
remaining documents and I have arrh·ed at the correct explanation 
about these bars. My previous information was based on what I 
was told by my establishment and from documents then placed 
before me. I now have got certain documents which show who has 
committed the mistake. He then referred to Exts. Z/3, Z/4, Z/5 and 
Z/6 and stated that his case was that 7 /8" bars should have been 
ordered. So that the ordering of 7/8" bars was not a mistake". 

The only other person who could throw light on this indent is 
Hamid but he does not corroborate the complainant on this point. 

:Mr. Velinker, in commenting on this aspect of the case in his 
final address, frankly admitted that it was a perfect mystery to him, 
even at that stage, whether 7 /8" bars were or were not ordered. He 
did not and could not state as a fact whether 5/8" or 7 /8" or both 
sizes· were used. He could not say which size was then used, for 
the foundation piles. All that he could say was that the com· 
plain ant inferred since 9th April 1927 not that 7 !8" bars were used 
but that 7 /8" bars were required and were rightly ordered and he 
said that it was not necessary for the determination of the case to 
find out \vhether 7/8" bars or 5/8" bars were used for foundation piles. 

In my opinion it is very material to ascertain what bars were 
used for the foundation piles. For il 5/8" bars were used and 7 /8" 
were ordered that would give rise to certain presumptions, while il 
on the other hand 7 /8" bars were used then 7 /8" were rightly used 
and no presumption adverse to the complainant could p.rise. 

If as Mr. Velinker contends it is not possible to state at this 
interval of time what size of bars were used for the foundation piles 
the accused would be entitled to ask the court to presume that 518'' 
bars were used. 

But it does not rest upon mere conjecture or presumption only. 
There is a mass of rele\ant e\idence on the point both oral and 

documentary, which, in my opinion militates against the later sug
gestion made by the comrlainant that 7 /8" bars were used for founda
tion piles and were therefore rightly ordered. 

The fir:;t document bearing on the subject in order of date is 
Z/3. It is dated 6/9/22 and m-itten by H. Gazdar to Hamid who 
wa~ then acting as Superintending Engineer in the place of the com
plamant. 

In that letter he writes ''S. E.'s drawing nnmber 23 of 8/12/21 
wn.s passed on to workshop for Pile lfanufacturinO', This provided 
3l1" rods for piles. The result is that 3/4" rods ha~e been used all 
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along ~ 16' piles manufactured till date absorbing all our balances 
shown m the statement of rods sent to S. E. This was found out 
when I was checking balance stock sheet of stores. 

"I have given orders to use only 5/8" in future. This is for 
your information and orders if any". 

Noted. Filed. Sd/-H. Gazdar. 
Sd/-A. H. 6/9/22. 6/9/22. 

From this letter it appears that 8/4" rods were provided for 
the nse of piles in the complainant's drawing No. 23 of 8/12/21. 
Upto September 1922 these bars were used and since then 5/8" 
were used. Hamid notes it and orders the letter to be filed. 

The indents of Hamid and Mehta were in July-August and 
the letter Ext. P/1 written by the complainant to Sykes ordering 
out the 80000 bars of 7/8" is dated 8th August. The order was 
placed with Salebhoy Tyabji on 12th September and the bars 
began to arrive at the end of October or in the beginning of 
November. 

If 7/8" bars were required as s.tated by the complainant Gazdar 
would not have issued orders" to use only 5/8" bars in future." 

Hamid's endorsement on it shows that he was aware of the 
contents of the documents. If 7/8" bars were ordered by him for piles 
he would have written to Gazdar about it. · 

The next document in order of date is Ext. S dated 8/l/23. 
The complainant says that when the bars began to arrive from 
Salebhoy Tyabji "the mistake (i. e. of wrong sized bars) was 
discovered. In due course it was brought to his notice. He spoke 
to Sykes on the phone and asked him if the order with Shalebhoy 
Tyabji for 7/8" bars could be cancelled or if a telegram could be 
sent to the Secretary of State asking him to substitute 5/8" bars 
for 718" ordered. On 8rd January Sykes sent a U. 0. R. viz Ext. S. 
In that U. 0. R. Sykes writes "Please refer to your 837' of 8/8/2~. 
The 80000 of 7/8" bars have already been arranged for. As regards 
the 50000 I propose to ask the Director to cable to the High Com
missioner either (1) to cancel this portion of the Indent (2) to 
substitute for 7/8", 5/8" which of these alternatives would be right ? 
I should be glad of an early reply." On the same date the com
plainant writes" Kindly arrange to have the order for 5QC()0 Nos. 
7 /8" altered to 50000 nos. of 5/8." 

So that within two or three months of the ordering of 
these 7/8" bars the mistake was discovered and attempts made 
to rectify the mistake by ~ancelling the. order pl.ac~d with 
Salebhoy Tya.bji and by cabling to the H1gh CommiSSlOner to 
substitute 5/S" for 7/8". If 718" were reaJly required there would 
have been no reason for getting the order cancelled or cabling 
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to the High Commissioner to substitute 5/8" for 7 /S". Ext. ·w ~ 
the cable to the High Commissioner and the reply from him stating 
that the order for 7 /8" had been completed. 

We then have Ext. Z/5 dated 28/6/1923. It is a letter from 
Gazdar to Hamid, who was then the Ag. 8. Engineer. In that 
letter Gazdar writes that the first proposal was to manufacture 
piles with 7 /8'' bars but subsequently it was changed to 5/8" diameter 
bars for the sake of economy but as these bars were not found strong 
and during the handling cracks were developed he requested Hamid 
to grant permission to use 7/8" bars. Hamid writes on 9/7/23 that 
he saw the Director and the latter had agreed to allow 7 /8" bars/' 
in the piles now to be made'', There is a note attached to it which 
reads thus: "To note :-Current ·indents have been corrected by 
elimination of 5/8". 

These letters are relied upon by Harvey for his latter theory 
Eet up by him that 7 /8" bars were required. I fail to see how it 
supports the complainant's suggestion that 7 /8" bars were rightly 
ordered. Exts. 8. & W. are absolutely inconsistent with this part 
of his case and even Gazdar's letter shows that 5/8" were used upto 
then. Gazdar found 5/8" not strong and he requests permission to 
use 7 /8". If 7 /8" bars were used or required for foundation piles there 
would be no necessity to obtain such permission. Hamid too has 
to obtain the permission for the use of o/8" bars from the Director 
and he gets the permission on 9th July 1923. · And the letter and 
the note also show that current indents were corrected by elimina
tion of 5/8'', So that even in the current indent at first 5/8" were 
ordered for the use of the piles. 

Gazdar's letter only shows that there was "first a p1·oposat to 
manufacture piles with 7/8". But that was only a proposal. It 
does not mean that 7 /8" bars were actually used for piles. 'l'he 
letter does not say when that proposal was. But from 
his own letter Z/3 dated 6/9/22 it is clear that 3/4'' bars were 
used for piles first as per 8. E.'s drawing· of 8/12/21 and from 
that date 5/8" were used. If there was an order to use and a 
drawing proYiding for the use of 7/8" bars prior l/9/22 and after 
8/12/21 Gazdar would not ha\e "aero motu" "given orders to nse 
only 5/8" in future.'' He would have had to obtain 8. E.'s permis
sion just as he does so in Z/5. Z/3 mentions not a word of request 
for permission to use 5/8.'' On the contrary Gazdar writes in Z/3 
"This is for your information and orders if any Hamid endorses 
noted l:'ile.'' 

Raney admits he has no document to show that 7/8" were in 
use for foundation piles in 1922 when the indents were sent. Z/5 ia 
in 19:23. 



.. The next document .we have is Harvey's letter to the Deputy 
Duector dated 25/1/24 (Ext. No. 54). It is headed "Excess of 7/8" 
ordered for W orli." It opens with this sentence. 

11By a. mistake when last ordering steel from the High Com· 
missioner too many 'l/8" diameter bars were ordered with the result 
that in the ordinary course they cannot be used tip in the work for 
some years and consequently might depreciate to some extent. The 
question of using up these bars has been gone into and it is found 
that by substituting them for the!/ 5/8" and 3/4" of main beams 
and columns and by reducing the proportion of cemt!nt in the 
concrete no loss will occur etc. 

This also shows that the complainant in January 1924 con· 
sidered the ordering of these bars a mistake. 

The next document is Ext. A. It contains Questions put by 
N ariman in the Council in the October 1924 session. It is import
ant to note the language used in the replies given to N ariman by 
Sir Cowasji J ehangir. Ext. A. is as follows :-
Mr. K.F. Nariman M.L.C. (Bom- The Hon'ble Mr. Cowasji Jehan-

ba.y City South) asked :- gir (Jr) C.J.E., O.B.E. 

14. (a} Will the Hon'ble the 
General Member be . pleased to 
state whether it is a. fact that 

Indent for mild 
steel bars, 
Development 
Directorate 

about two 
years ago an 
indent for 
1,200 tons 
mild steel 
bars for con-
crete piles 

for the size 5/8" and of the value 
of about Rs. 2,50,000 was made 
by the Executive Engineer in 
charge and that in the said in
dent the size of the said bars was 
altered by the Superintending 
Engineer to 7 /8"? 

14. (a). The facts are not as 
stated but are as follows :-

The Executive Engineer sent 
in his indent for steel which the 
Superintending Engineer scruti
nized. He discovered that the 
Executive Engineer had omitted 
from his indent the bars neces
sary for making piles. 

The matter was discussed with 
the Executive Engineer with the 
result that the bars required for 
piles were added to the Executive 
Engineer's indent by the Super~ 
intending Engineer's office super· 
visor apparently on the -verbal 
instructions of the Superintending 
Engineer who has accepted res· 
ponsibility in the matter. 

The diameter of bars added to 
the Executive Engineer's indent 
was 7 !8'' whereas bars of 5/8'' dia.· 
meter were actually in use at the 
time. 



(~)·If so, will the Honourable 
the General Member in charge 
be pleased to state whether it is 
a fact that on account of this al
teration in the indent mild steel 
bars of the size 7 /8" arrived in 
Bombay, whereas the require
ment of the Directorate was for 
5/8'' and that the said large 
quantity of bars of the value of 
nearly Rs. 2,!50,000 are thus lying 
unserviceable in the stores of the 
Development Directorate, which 
they have been unable to re-sell 
in spite of public advertisement? 

(c) \Vill the Hon'ble the Ge
neral Member in charge be pleas
ed to state whether it is a fact 
that a second indent with the 
(·.orreet size required namely 5/8'' 
had to be sent? 

(d) If the reply to (a) and (b) 
be in the affirmative, will the 
IIon'ble the General Member in 
chargo be pleased to stato whe-
ther any aution has been taken 
in tho matter? 
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(b) It is not a. fact that the 
bars are lying unserviceable. 

When the error was dis
covered, the piles and frame
work of chawls at W orli were re
designed utilising 7 /8" instead of 
5!8" bars without loss to Govern
ment. The 7 /8'' bars so far thus 
used up amount to over 800 tons. 
It is not possible at this stage to 
state what bars, if any, will be sur
plus to the Department as this de
pends on whether the chawl con
struction programme is to proceed 
after the chawls now under con
struction are completed. If any 
bars remain over, it will be due 
to the curtailment of the origi
nal programme for which the steel 
was necessarily ordered in ad
vance. If it is found necessary 
to dispose of the bars at any 
time, Government anticipate that 
there will be no loss on the tran
saction. 

(c) This is not a fact. On the 
other hand only-a. sufficient num
ber of 5/8" bars to make an econ· 
omical re-arrangement of re
inforcements was ordered in the 
succeeding indent for steel. 

(d) No action was considered 
necessary. 

It is admit.ted that the re.plie~ ~.ere furnished by Harvey. The 
reply to qneshon (a) makes 1t d1stmctly dear that the 8. Enr:rineer 
scrutinized the indent sent in by the Exe<.:utive Enc•ineer anl that 
the Superintending Engineer di..:;coHred that the Ex~cuth:e Enuineer 
h,aJ omitted from .his indent. the. bars necessary for making

0 
piles. 

'I he matter was discussed w1th the Executive Ennineer with the 
result that the bars required for piles were added to the Executive 
Engineer's indent by Superintending Engineer's supt:rvi.sor apparent
ly on the 'crbal in.:structions of the tiuptrinttndiug Engineer. 7he 
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diameter of the bars added to the Executive Engineer's indent was 
7/8" whereas bars of 5/8" were actually in use at the time." 

Nothing could be more definite than the words "actually in 
use at the time." When questions are put in the Council the 
questions are sent to the individual or the Head of the Deptt. 
concerned, who has to give careful and truthful replies after making 
all proper and due inquiries, and after going through all the relevant 
documents in the case. If any plans and drawings were then 
available the complainant must have gone through them. He 
admits that there is a great duty attached to the Head of the 
Deptt. to supply correct information to the Council. It was his 
duty, he says, as the Head of the Deptt. when information was 
called for by the General Member to examine all records and give 
correct information. He admits his case was then and at the 
beginning of this trial that Hamid made an omission in his indent. 

Next documentary evidence in order of date bearing on this 
subject are the speeches of Sir Lawless Hepper and Sir Cowasji 
Jehangir in the CounQil debates of October 1924 and March 1925. 
They call it a "trifling mistake'' made much of by the accused. 
The trifling mistake was the writing of the figure 7/8" instead of 
F)/8" in ordering out the bars for piles. 

\Ve then have the evidence given by Sir Lawless Hepper before 
the Back Bay E_:quiry Committee on the 24th August 1926. The 
complainant was present then and the Chairman of the Committee 
intimated to Sir Lawless Hepper that the officers (meaning Harvey, 
Eilgee and Thomas) who were present then "will be giving evidence 
along , with him. 

Sir Lawless Hepper at page 4~4 of Ext. C explains how the 
bars of 7/8" diameter came to be ordered. It is true that that is 
a statement made by Sir Lawless Hepper and not by the com
plainant. But the complainant was present and he does not 
contradict or try to correct any of the statement made by Sir 
Lawless Hepper. The lines 20 to 22 of page 454 Sir Lawless 
Hepper states "The piles had been designed to be made with ~/8" 
bars/' but by some mistake, either 'Of the draftsman or supervisor 
7 /8" was entered instead of 5/8." It has not been possible 
to prove who made the mistake ............ after the bars were 
ordered the mistake was discovered and an attempt was made 
to stop the supply but it was too late. It was then decided to 
redesign the piles making use of ·7 /8" bars instead of 5/6" and that 
was done". 

Harvey in his written statement at Page 469 of Ext. C. at lines 
24 to 32 says that after the consolidated statement bad been sent 
to S. E. IY it was disco-rered that the Executive Engineer's indent 
di~ not include bars required for foundation piles. 



11The matter was verbally discussed in this (8. E.'s) office with 
the Executive Engineer whereupon that officer worked: out the 
number of bars required and on his statement this office supervisor 
was directed to add the bars required to the consolidated statement, 
which he did, but unfortunately 7 /8'' bars were entered instead of 
5!8" bars. The Superintending Engineer IV was notified of the 
addition under the letter (Ext. P/1). 

Then comes his complaint and his oral evidence before the 
court, where the same explanation about the mistake is adhered to. 
These are all statements made on oath. Hamid's oral evidence is 
also to the effect that 5/8" bars \vere used for piles and that there 
was no omission of bars for piles in his indent. 

Lastly there is a letter (Ext. 140) written by Harvey to Hamid 
sometime between 18th :March and 4th Aprill927. 

Therein he writes thus :-11I have been looking up all papers 
about the reinforcements and cannot find an answer as to why so 
many 5/8'' X 19' bars were ordered in your first list unless they 
were ordered for the pilt-s. A certain number of 19' would have 
been economical but not all that were ordered." 

In view of all these documentary and oral evidence I can not 
accept the complainant's later suggestion or inference as :Mr. 
Velinker puts it that 7 /8'' bars were used for piles or were required. 

rrhe reasons and documents referred to by the complainant in 
support of this theory are not convincing by any means. 
rrhe complainant relies on documents Z/3 to Z/6 and Q. in support 
of his statement. 

I have already commented on these documents and shown 
that they do not imply that 7 /8" bars were in use. Z/3 shows that 
3/4" rods were mentioned in the drawing of the Superintending 
Engineer of 8/12/21 and that after using up all the 3/4" rods up to 
date, Gazdar proposed to use 5/8." 

Z/5 is Long after the indent Ext. I/1 was prepared. It is dated 
:.!8th June 1923 and in that letter Gazdar requests Hamid's permis
sion to use 7 /8." It does not mean that 7 /8" were in use. On the 
contrary it distinctly implies that it was proposed at one time it is 
not mentioned when, to use 7 /8" but that proposal was scrapped and 
it was changed to 5/S." It cannot be regarded as any kind of proof 
that about August 192:2 7/8" were in use. Hamid in hi3 cross 
examination says ''From looking at the plans (Ext. Z) I now say 
that the bars for pile were included in my indent Ext. I/1. I don't 
remember whether the original idea. was to use 7 /8'' bars for piles. 
There was· some talk of single pile system in the beginning, but I 
don't remember of what diameter. Thii was changed into double 
pile system. I believe it was in early 19:2:2. '\Ye actually began 
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constructing on doubie pile system. I believe it was in early 1922 
that we started preparing the double pile system. We were using 
5/8" for double piles ......... I was always under the impression that 
5/8" bars were omitted from the indent. It turns out to be a wrong 
impression now ............ 5/8" X 19' are not for beams and columns 
but for piles ............ '\Ve took no action on the idea of using 7 /8" for 
single piles. We did not prepare any single pile. I don't exactly 
remember whether the original idea was to use 7/8" or 3/4." When 
we decided to use double pile system we proposed to use 5/8." And 
then he says that when the 7 /8" bars arrived Colabawalla told him 
about them and said that he was not receiving any indents for them. 
"He told me this sometime after the bars arrived. I told him that 
I did not require them. I told him I wanted 5/8" for piles. I took 
it that they must have ordered them for sqme other work and not for 
my work'' ... "These 80,000 bars were not required for the foundation 
of the piles at '\Vorli. 5/8" were required for foundation piles and so 7 /8'' 
would not be required for W orli chawls'', "When asked about the later 
theory of Harvey he says "The present theory I understand, as put 
forward by the complainant is that 5/8" bars ordered by me in Ext. 
I/1 was a mistake and that 7/8" were required and they were (rightly) 
ordered. It is not my statement. I don't agree with it. I do not 
know as to how they came to be ordered. I had nothing to do 
with the ordering of the 80,000 bars of 7 /8". I came to know of 
it only from Colabawalla after they arrived" and speaking of Z/3 
he says "Z/3 does not show that 7/8" bars were used for piles Z/4 
shows that 3/4" bars were used for piles. Z/3 shows that 5/8" were 
to be used for piles." 

And as to Z/5 he says "The date (of it) is some time after the 
wrong size 7/8'' arrived ......... With a view to utilise these bars and 
to make the piles stronger. 

"Q:-Do you agreee that Exts. Z/3, Z/5, Z/6 and 54 support the 
present altered theory? 

"A:-No. I don't think they support it. On the contrary they 
support the first theory that 5/8'' bttrs were used for piles." 

The only other document which refers to 7 /8'' is Ext. Q. On 
the back of it are certain figures in pencil. They read thus 

50 x 30 is equal to 1500 
4 

6,000 
6,QQQ X 19 X 7 /8" 

18,000 

60,000. 
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These figures are in Hamid's handwriting. Hamid admits 
they are in his handwriting but he cannot make out anything of it. 

It cannot mean that 7 /8" bars were used for piles. If 7 /8" bars 
were really used for piles there would be no reason for Harvey to 
phone to Sykes and to write to him to cancel the orders placed with 
Halebhoy Tyabji and through the High Commissioner. Even if as 
he alleges, we found Hamid's slip missing still there was no necessity 
to cancel these orders. If 7/8" bars were used why should Hamid 
tell Colabawalla, he did not want them, and why should Harvey try 
to get the orders cancelled. It can't be alleged that he would not be 
able to find out if 7/8" were really wanted or not. This was a. very 
large order costing about 2! lacs of rupees placed with Salebhoy 
Tyabji and through the High Commissioner. Harvey's duty was to 
ask Hamid about the slip and if the slip was missing or even if 
Hamid had given some false or unsatisfactory explanation his clear 
duty was to go and inspect the pile manufacturing register, or go to 
the place and make inquiries or ask Hamid's subordinates about it. 
Any one of these persons, or even a casual visit to the place would 
have shown him whether 7/8" were used for piles or not. 

Again if 7 /8" were used there would be absolutely no reason for 
anyone whether it be Hamid or his subordinates to say that he did 
not want 7 /8" bars. If they were used there is no reason why they 
should not have been indented by the '\Vorli office. The subse
quent conduct of Harvey and his explanations in the Council and 
before the Back Bay Inquiry Committee as well as Ext. 140 are ab
solutely inconsistent with this theory. If 7 /8" were used Harvey 
has misled the General Member and the Council, he misled the 
Director and he misled the Committee and his statements on oath 
made before me in his complaint and in his examination in chief are 
also untrue. 

His evidence before me on 12th of April when he propounded 
this new theory is so vague and halting and inconsistent with the 
facts proved that I cannot accept it as true. 

Ilo says ''l\Iy previous information was bused on what I was 
told by my establishment and from the documents placed before rue." 

Pausing here for a moment can this statement be true:? Hamid 
denies that Ila.rvey asked any explanation from him and he says 
that he was not even consulted when replies wtre furnished to the 
General !Uember. Harvey does not say that he asked Hamid 
about these bars or whether 7 /8" or 5/8'' were in use. But supposinO' 
that Hamid's statement be untrue and he was asked by HarveY. 
If 7/'f?'' were really in u~e would Hamid have told B arvey that 518" 
'' ~·re 1n u~e and 7/S" were wrongly ordtrfd or ordt-red by mistake? 
\\ hy l:lhould llamid or any of 1ili e:::;taLlbhment have done so? 
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There would be no reason nor any motive for any one to state that 
7/S" were wrongly ordered or were not required. Harvey then 
speaks of the documents "what documents would be before me., 

Z/5 could not have been before him then. The only document 
would be the Indents and Ext. P/1. Hamid's slip he admits was 
not before him. If he had Ext. P./1 and if he recollected the con
versation he had with Hamid and if Hamid's slip was then in 
existence it could not have led him to suppose that 7/8" were 
wrongly ordered. He would not have tried to cancel the orders for 
7/8" on these documents alone, without asking Hamid and others 
about it. If he did not ask Hamid but merely relied on these 
documents one would infer that he would come to the conclusion 
that 7/8" were rightly ordered. For according to his own statement 
he says that the reason for asking Hamid if he had included orders 
for piles was the fact that he found Mehta's and Hamid's indents 
contained exactly the same number of identical sizes of bars of all 
diameter for their respective chawls. And Mehta did not require 
bars for foundation piles. 

As Mehta's indent and Hamid's indent both showed 5/8" x 19' 
bars the complainant inferred that these bars could not be for piles. 
And he states in his evidence that "They were principally for beams 
and that they could be used for columns as well'. If then he did 
not consult Hamid the documents would lead him to infer that 7 /8" 
were the correct size of bars for foundation piles and not 5/8". 
If so he would not have attempted to get the orders cancelled. 

_ The complainant is thus on the horns of dilemma. Either he 
asked his subordinates or he did not ask his subordinates. If he 
asked his subordinates including Hamid, and if 7/8" were rightly 
ordered there would be no reason for the establishment to tell him 
that 7 /8'' were wrongly ordered. If he did not ask· his subordinates 
the documents especially Ext. P/1 and the identical indents of 
Mehta and Hamid would lead him to infer that 5/811 were not used 
for piles but 7/8." If so he would not have asked Sykes to wire to 
the High Commissioner to try and get 5/8" substituted for 7/8" 
bars ordered by mistake. 

If the Register of Pile Manufacturers was before him then he 
would have definitely known what size was needed for piles. Harvey 
does not say whether this document was then before him. E e does 
not even know what bars were used for piles. The most important 
documents bearing on this point are missing and nobody has given 
any evidence or is in a po:3ition to state as to what they contained 
and how they came to be missing. 

He then say:i "The information giten to the Council turns 
out to. be inaccurate. My case in the beginning was that Hamid 
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had made an omission in his indent when asking for. bars for piles. 
I don't adhere to that statement now." 

Q :-Did Hamid omit from his indent bars for piles or did he 
not? 

A :-There are sufficient 5/8" bars in the indent to cover the 
bars required for piles. 

Q :-In other words be did not omit? 

A :-I don't know what was in his mind. I don't know 
whether Hamid included or omitted bars for piles in his indent ...... ! 
also stated that 5/8"x.l9' bars which are provided in Hamid's indent 
are not for piles. u/8" bars are required for beams column and 
piles. At the time of the indent 5!8'' bars were not necessary for 
piles ............ ! did not say that 7 /8" bars were in use before the 
date of the indent but I say that 7 /8" bars were required for piles 
and there was no mistake in ordering them out." 

This is somewhat different statement from the first statement 
made. But even this statement cannot be true. 

In his evidence in chief he says "In Ext. I/1 there is an item of 
5/8"Xl9' bars. They are principally for beams and they could be 
used for columns as well. No mention is made of any bars required 
for foundation piles. A chawl ordinarily has 104 foundation piles. 
In each pile there are 4 vertical bars. According to the then design 
each of these bars was 5/8''Xl9' ......... In the original design it was 
contemplated to use only one pile with 7 /8"X19'. bars. The design 
was changed subsequently and we used two foundation piles with 
a cap for a column using half the quantity for vertical reinforce· 
ment in each and for that we used bars 5/8"Xl9.' The original in
tention to use 7/8" was scrapped and the idea of using two o/8'' bars 
was substituted. This idea continued till 7/8"Xl9' bars arrived 
from England ............ and the 7/8" bars which were ordered we 
utilised for the beams ............... The 7 /8" bars arrived in due course. 
They were unsuitable for foundation piles. I redesigned the columns 
beams and other parts of the chawl and I substituted these 7/8" bars 
for 5/8'' and 1/2'' bars wherever possible and used the 5/8" bars with 
foundation piles." 

Thus on the evidence of the complainant himself 7 /8" bars 
were unsuitable for piles and 5/8" bars were used till the 7 /8" bars 
a• rived from England when he redesigned and other parts of the 
chawl and substituted 7/S" for 5/S" wherever possible. 

llamid in his cross examinations says ''The omission of 718" 
bars in Ext. I/1 w-as intentionally made by me after calculation. 
•\ccording to him 7/S"Xl9' bars were not reC}uired. 
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Harvey's later suggestion or theory is in my opmwn not 
warranted by the facts deposed to in the oral evidence of the wit
nesses both before me and the Committee, and is inconsistent with his 
subsequent conduct and the documents, already referred to by me. 

It is equally untrue to say that these wrong size bars were 
ordered on account of the mistake of the draftsman or supervisor or 
of some other person in putting down 7 /8'' instead of 5/8". The 
orders for these bars were placed by Sykes on his receiving instruc
tion from Harvey as per Ext. P/1. The statement of Nariman that 
the original indent was altered by changing 5 into 7 is not correct. 
There was no alteration in the indent itself but there was an addition 
made to Hamid's indent by Harvey subsequent to the sending in of 
the consolidated statement by means of the letter Ext. P/1 dated 
8/8/22. 

The next question for decision is whether this alteration or 
addition to the indent was made by Harvey deliberately out of cor
rupt or ulterior motives. 

The accused's contention on this point is that these bars were 
wrongly ordered, and far in excess of any actual requirement for any 
purpose and with a view that manufacturers should make a profit in 
order that Harvey may get secret commission. It is also accused's 
case that Harvey and other officers formed a group or an association 
of persons who took secret commissions from merchants and con
tractors. 

In order to arrive at a decision on the above point it will have 
to be determined whether the number of bars ordered were in excess, 
and whether the complainant in asking Sykes to place orders for 
these bars for their purchase locally and from Home Manufacturers 
did it out of com1pt motive. In other words whether the accused 
has proved the truth of the allegations made by him against the 
complainant. 

Where in a case of defamation the accused pleads justification 
the onus lies heavily on the accused to prove the truth of the facts 
as set out by him. The truth must extend to the entire libel. It is 
not sufficient if only a part of the libel is true. But the truth of all 
allegation need not be literally proved if they are proved in subs
tance. (Labouchere 14 Cal 4 19; 'Vakely v Cooke and Healy 19 L 
J Ex. 91, Bishop v Latuner 4 L. T. 775 and Arnolds case 4 Cal1Q2:i) 

Existence of a rumonr is not a proof at all. The exception 
contemplates the truth of a statement and not its persistency. The 
fact that there is or was a n1mour to that effect is no proof of the 
truth of it. (Rassan v Budge 1893 I. Q. B. 571 Mcpherson a 
D::~,niea.ls 10 B & C 263; Bn1mridge v Latimer 12 ,Y.R. 878.) 
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The allegation by N ariman that there were ngly n1mours in the 
city as well as in the Presidency that higher staff of ofi~ic.ers have been 
receiving secret commission has been preYed by N anman and the 
complainant admits that he.too had heard ?f such ~umours. I do 
not think that the Prosecution counsel demed the existence of such 
rumours. The evidence of the se-reral defence witnesses· and parti
cularly of Sethna and Trivedi, prove that such rumours did exist. 

That, however, can not entitle the accused to repeat it, though 
it will have to be considered hereafter in discussing the question of 
"good faith". The existence of rumour is no proof at all of the truth 
of the statement contained therein. 

It cannot be denied that 7/8" bars were not required for piles 
and yet they were ordered. The allegation therefore that stores 
not needed were ordered is proved, though it may be that subse
quently, owing to the skill of the complainant a great portion of it 
was utilised by redesigning certain plans for beams columns etc. 

\Vhether the order for these bars was due to an ulterior motive 
or because the complainant received secret commission depends on 
the question whether the bars were ordered in excessive quantity 
and whether that was done on purpose; and if so by whom. 

The complainant's narrative is that after he discovered that 
there was an omission of the bars for piles in the Indent of Hamid, 
after the consolidated statement was sent. That is to say, between 
5th and 8th August 1922, as appears from Ext. M/1 and Ext. P/1. 

He inferred that there was an omission from the fact that 
Hamid's indent was identical with the indent sent by Mehta. 
per chaw!. It is a fact that Mehta did not require bars for 
piles. 

It is not possible to say how Mehta's and Hamid's indents 
came to be identical as regard bars of various diameters per chawl 
nor can one say whether Hamid's office copied it from Mehta's or 
vice versa. The complainant therefore asked Hamid at one of the 
interviews if he had included the necessary steel bars for piles in 
his indent. He considered for a few moments and said he had 
forgotten to enter the bars for piles. The complainant and Hamid 
then proceeded to work out how many bars would be required for 
the year and for a part of the succeeding year i.e., np to about 
December 1923. The question then arose as to how many bars 
he had in stock at W orli or how many piles he had manufactured. 
Hamid was instructed to go to \Yorli and inspect the stock and 
then to let the complainant know of his requirements. Hamid 
t'ither brought in or sent a slip of paper containing the number of 
the bars the length, and diameter. The complainant gave it to 
ralnitkar the supervisor who drafted a letter and a typed copy of 
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that Jetter which is Ext. P/1 was sent to Sykes. The com
plainant thus acted on Hamid's repre3entation as contained in that 
slip of paper. 

Nariman contends that the story of the slip of paper written 
by Hamid. is not true. On the evidence before me I must hold 
that this part of the Complainant's statement is true. Hamid does 
not in his examination in chief state anything about this slip of 
paper. In his cross examination however, he gives very evasive 
replies. ' 1My statement is that I do not remember whether I gave 
the slip or whether I made any calculations in this case. I say I 
don't remember if I went and calculated the stock and gave the 
slip. I cannot say if the complainant's statement on this point is 
correct or not. The complainant's statement may be correct. It is 
possible for us both to be correct." 

At a later stage he says, "I have a hazy recollection that we 
discussed something about making a provision for mild steel 
bars with regard to other schemes at that interview. In the 
interview when Harvey told me there was an omission I told him 
if there was an omission it might be added ............... ! believe 
Harvey told me that my indent did not contain bars for piles." 

Ext. Q bears the figure in pencil'6000x7/8" x 19'. The paper is 
sent by the store keeper and bears the date 3117. That is to say 
just 5 to 8 days before the interview. It shows that Hamid had 
at least something in his mind about bars of 7/8"x19' and made some 
calculations with regard to these bars. 

The evidence of Pa1nitkar is that when the consolidated state
ment was ready Harvey called him and gave him a slip of paper on 
which certain quantity of 7 /8" bars was written. He was asked to 
put that in the consolidated statement and the statement was to be 
sent to Sykes. He gave back the statement ( i. e. slip of paper) 
to Harvey. He then says 11 I think that writing on the slip of 
paper was in Hamid's handwriting. I know Hamid's handwriting. 

Q :-Then why do you say I think it was in Hamid's hand
writing? 

A :-I will say then it is in Hamid's handwriting." 
In his cross examination he says " when the consolidated 

statement was ready Harvey gave me a note received from Hamid 
and asked me to put in 30,000 bars of 7 /8" diameter." 

There is no reason why Palnitkar should say that he was given 
a. slip of paper written by Hamid if that be not so, nor is there any 
reason for the complainant to say so if it be not a fact. This story 
of the slip of paper could not be an afterthought. For Hamid 
admits that he was asked by the Solicitor before he gave his evid
ence in court about the slip of pal?er. He did, not mention anything 
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about the slip in his fi~st statement nor w~en he went to S~licitor's 
office. His answers m court were evasrve and noncommittal. I 
accept the evidence of Harvey and Palnitkar on this point and I 
hold that Hamid did write the note and that Harvey therefore, in 
ordering out the number of bars, acted on Hamid's note. 

As to the question whether the bars ordered out were in 
excess, even if 7 /8" were believed to be required, it requires careful 
consideration. 

According to Harvey in ordering out bars for chaw Is, the 
quantity ordered out would be for "equivalent" of the number of 
chawls required to be built for a particular period. That equivalent 
would be roughly about 2! times the actual number. Hamid seems 
to be blissfully ignorant of this. If the number of bars were arrived at 
by Hamid then the theory of c: equivalent" can not be support· 
ed. For Hamid has always ordered for "actuals" and not for 
11 equivalents." Even if Harvey had to admit that indents I/1, K/1 
and the consolidated statements M/1 and M/2 being for actuals 
were wrong. 

If the calculation of the number of bars were made by Harvey 
himself or in conjunction with Hamid, Harvey might have taken 
the equivalents. 

Harvey denies that snperfluous bars in excess were ordered. 
According to him the bars ordered were for "equivalents" and not 
for "actnals" and says that they were wanted also for the Dharavi 
chawls and for chawls and the Flats. 

If the bars were actually ordered out for Dharavi and the Flats 
they would not have been in excess. The reason why so many bars 
became surplus according to Harvey was due to the curtailment of 
the programme. 

This is a possible explanation, but in my opinion there was 
then no necessity at all for ordering out these bars. According to 
Harvey about 48,<X>O bars would be required for Dharavi and the 
Flats. The Dharavi scheme was ne'Ver launched at all. The ori
ginal programme was to build 625 chawls in all. It was spread 
over a period of 8 years 1921-1929. Ext. 55 gi'Ves the programme 
for each financial year. 

According to Hamid and Harvey the procedure was as follows. 
There has first to be acquisition of land, then the general 
plans and the lay out scheme is drawn up. From the general 
pla?s detailed plans and drawings are made out with a. view to 
eshmate the requirements and ascertain the approximate cost. 
Then the estimates are prepared and sanction obtained. For 
ea.ch y€a.r there was a definite programme. There was a budaet 
amount fixed for the year's programme. The idea was not to e:x:c~ 
the amount provided for. 

3 c 
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Harvey admits that the provisions of the P. W. D. Code are 
binding on him. Section 258 provides : " It is a fundamental rule 
that no work shall be commenced unless a properly detailed design 
and estimate have been sanctioned, allotment of funds made, 
and orders for its commencement issued by competent authority. 
Permission granted by Government in orders on a budget 
estimate for the retention of an entry of proposed expenditure 
during the year on a work conveys no authority for the commence
ment of an outlay. Such permission is granted· on the implied 
understanding that, before any expenditure is incurred the above 
conditions will have been fulfilled. No liability may be incurred in 
connection with any work until an assurance has been received from 
the authority competent to provide funds that such funds will be al
lotted before the liability matures. Ext. 104 which is a Government 
circular also states that materials which are not actually required 
for any sanctioned works should not be purchased in anticipation of 
future requirements." 

Section 261 provides that no work should be commenced on 
land which has not been duly made over by the responsible civil 
officers. 

These indents were for the year .1922 upto October 1923. The 
Dharavi scheme was not launched that year at all. According to 
the complainant "Dharavi was in programme of March 1924 assum
ing that to be so the complainant violated the clear and distinct 
provision of the P. "\V. D. Code. 

Exts. I/1, K/1, L/1, and M/1 are only for W orli, DeLisle Road 
and Naigaum chawls. Harvey admits that not a single pile was 
manufactured for Dharavi. ""\Vith the moulds at their disposal all 
their time was absorbed in making piles for the chawls 121 built at 
Worli and they used these bars at "\Vorli." 

Then again Ext. 54 is a U. 0. R. dated 25-1-24 addressed 
by Harvey to the Deputy Director. In that U. 0. R. he writes, 
11 By mistake when I last ordered steel from the High Commissioner 
too ma.ny 7/8" diameter bars were ordered with the result that they 
cannot be used up in the work for some years and consequently 
might depreciate to some extent." He then propose!:! to utilise the 
bars by redesigning columns etc., and asks for Government sanction. 

In reply (Ext. 57) Government give him the sanction to alter 
the specification of concrete ........................ " till such time as the 
excess of bars of 7/8'' diameter are completely used up." 

If the excess resulted owing to a. curtailment of the programme 
one would hardly expect the complainant to write as he does in 
Ext. 54. 
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When questioned about this statement in Ext. 54. he says it 
was " silly !I of him to have written that too many bars were order• 
ed by mistake. 

I will leave it at that. 
In none of the other documents is there any mention or re

ference made that these bars were required for Dharavi and the 
l;l'lats. 

Ext. P/1 supplemented the stores mentioned in Exts. Ill, K/1 
and :M/1, Ext. I /1 is for Worli chawls, while K/1, L/1 refer to the 
chawls under Executive Engineer No.1. Ext. P/1 purports to fill 
in an omission by Hamid in Ext. I/1. In Ext. P/1 Harvey distinct
ly mentions ' I shall require for piles at \Vorli.' 

In the reply given to Nariman in Ext. A "Dharavi and Flats" 
are not mentioned. In October 1924 the reply is 11 It is not possible 
to state at this stage what bars if any will be surplus to the Depart· 
ment as this depends on whether the chawl construction programme 
is to proceed after the chawls now under construction are com· 
pleted." According to the complainant it was definitely known in 
January 1924 that Dharavi programme was to be given np. 

In Ext. u6 the Deputy Director wrote to the Chairman of the 
Bombay Impro\ement Trust on 1/4/'24 that Go\ernment had decided 
that no new industrial housing scheme was to be taken up ...... and 
the land in the Trusts Dhara\i scheme will not be taken up. 

If the bars were indented for Dharavi one would expect the 
reply to state that and give it as one of the reasons why the bars 
would be in excess. 

The complainant admits that piles can•t be made by using only 
5/8'' or 7 /8''. Bars for wiring would be needed. That also would 
have to be ordered out and in proportionate quantity. Then there 
would also be the bars for hoops and cappings. 

There is no corresponding provision made for them. Hamid 
says he provided for actuals and not for ~~equivalent" and the com· 
plainant had to say that Ext. I/1 and the indents submitted by 
)Iehta were not correctly drawn up as they were for actuals and did 
not provide for equh·alent. "The consolidated statement also was 
not correct. The orders placed by Sykes based on the consolidated 
statement would also not be correct... And yet Harvey says he 
i>crutinised these indents, made certain alterations and discussed the 
indents with Hamid. 

The evidence and the documents put in as Ex:ts. also prove that 
there was no necessity of ordering out so many bars in excess at 
that period. 

E'en the placing of order for the 300X) bars locally was not 
vroper. 
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The complainant contends that it is for the Executive Engineer 
to state how many he wishes to be purchased locally. That may be 
true still where a large quantity is ordered it is his duty as the head 
to scrutinise it carefully. 

According to Hamid his indent I/1 was for 28 chawls and it was 
for actuals. He provided upto October l 923. E amid admits that 
it would be impossible to use 30000 bars by December 1922. 

To meet this the complainant contends thi:Lt the orders were for 
equivalent and not actual and equivalent means 2~ times the 
actual. The actual requirements would come upto about 12000 bars 
and 21 times that would be 30,000. 

Mr. Nariman does not accept the value that equivalent is 2! 
the actual 

Whether this be so or not is mm·e than I can say. For there 
is no expert testimony called by Mr. Nariman to rebut the state
ment of the complainant, on this point. 

But we have these facts to go upon. According to the com· 
plainant Hamid in the slip of paper suggested 80,000 bars out of 
which 30,000 were to be purchased locally and 50,000 to be placed 
through the High Commissioner. . 

So far as Hamid is concerned he admits he only ordered for 
actuals. So did Mehta. Exts. I/1, K/1, L/l,.M/1 are all for actuals. 
The complainant in order to support his theory of equivalent had 
to say they are all wrong as they ought to have provided for equi-
valent and not actuals. · 

The point, however, is that if Hamid asked for them he could 
never have asked for equivalent. It follows then that 30COO bars 
would be far in excess. 

According to Hamid, the 30,000 bars if used for double pile 
would suffice for about 70 chawls and if used for single pile they 
would suffice for 140 chawls. According to the complainant 7 /8" 
would be for single pile. Therefore the 30,000 bars would suffice 
for 140 chawls. Hamid also accepts the statements prepared by 
Mr. Nariman Exts. 135 and 137 as correct; he admits that be does 
not see the urgency of putting orders for 30,0CO bars locally and 
concludes by saying that the complainant's explanation could not 
be correct. 

"Ext. D" says Hamid 11does not mention the word (leqt1ivalent" 
Ext. E is my reply. This shows that my list shows materials for 
complete 25 chawls, not equivalent. Complete means actual and 
not equivalent. If I had received any letter from Harvey asking 
me to correct my list and give for equivalent, I would surely have 
done so. Ext. I/1 gives a list for actuals and not for equivalent 
etc." 
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In short Hamid's statement on this point is absolutely irre-
concilable witli that of Harvey's. . . . 

This order was also contrary to the proVIsions of Rule 347 
of the P. W. D. Code \\hioh lays down that articles of European 
.Manufacture must be indented for in England. And Salebhoy 
Tyabjee, too, had not these bars ready in stock but ordered it 
out from England. 

That the placing of order with Salebhoy Tyabjee was irregular, 
is also the opinion of the Secretary of State as appears from the 
despatch dated 15/3/23 (Ext. 87). rrhe India Office write that the 
"High Commissioner for India could have supplied these stores 
promptly at a price considerably less than that paid ............ and 
tho saving would have been substantial had it been possible to place 
the order in England. These stores had in any case to be obtained 
from outside India, and although it is represented that the order 
was placed locally for reasons of urgency it seems doubtful in view 
of tho fact that the materials could have been purchased by the 
High Commissioner and despatched promptly whether any delay 
would have been involved had this course been followed. Even if, 
in order to avoid delay, local purchase was necessary a telegraphic 
reference to the High Commissioner would have been useful, as it 
might have enabled the authority here to place the order locally on 
more advantageous terms." 

This is a pretty strong condemnatory letter, and if Hamid's 
statement is accepted there seems to be no excuse at all for placing 
the order locally. 

\Vhether Harvey did it on account of Hamid writing in the 
slip of paper or not, does not matter much. There seems to have 
been no justification for such a large order, and particularly so, as 
not a single pile of 7 /8'' was manufactured. If there was such an . 
emergency the urgency could not have disappeared within a few 
mouths. 

The placing of the orders locally depended upon the complain· 
aut to this extent that if he wrote to Sykes that so many bars were 
urgently needed Sykes would ha-re to place the order locally. 
Sykes says <~ If Harvey said he wanted bars -rery urgently then I 
would forward an apflication for sanction to order from local pur
chasers ...... the ultimate decision for size tonnage and quantity 
rested with Harvey." 

The accused also alleges that the rates paid were excessive. 
According to Ext. 87 the High Commissioner could have got the 
bars for £. 10/17 or about Rs. 162 per ton, whereas the rate paid to 
Salt:bhoy Tyabjee was lls. 197/8 and Rs. 239. Sykes admits in h~ 
cross examination that on the figures given by the Seaetary vf 
State there would ha-re been substantial saving if the order was 



placed by cable than placing it locally ...... The fact ~hat the order 
was placed locally was because Harvey suggested that it was urgent
ly needed. He adds, however, that Harvey had nothing to do with 
the placing of the order ... If the order had been placed with the 
High Commissioner instead of locally there might have been a sav
ing of approximately Rs. 46,000. 

It is not my purpose to go into the question of rates etc. very 
deeply for the simple reason that Harvey had nothing whatever to 
do with the rates given to or with the acceptance of the tender of 
Salebhoy Tyabjee. 

I allude to it to show the circumstances which go to show that 
Mr. Nariman's suspicions were not ill-founded. 

There can be no doubt, however, that the order of these bars 
was a blunder on the part of the Department and we have not yet 
got the correct or true departmental explanation. 'rhe answers 
given by Sir Cowasji J ehangir on materials furnished by Harvey are 
found to be wrong. Harvey admits this. It is indeed, a very serious 
matter for a department to furnish erroneous or incorrect explanation 
to the General Member, knowing that the latter is bound to act 
upon it and make statements in the Council fully relying on these 
representations. 

Though I hold that the complainant ordered excessive number 
of bars and of a wrong size it does not necessarily follow that he 
did it out of corrupt or dishonest motive. It may have been due to 
error of judgment, incompetency, carelessness, or negligence or 
wrong calculation or he acted on the slip of Hamid. 

Only if the proposition advanced by the accused that there was 
. a. combination or conspiracy on the part of these higher officers viz. 

Sykes, Harvey and Hamid, could it be held that it was done_out of 
corrupt or dishonest motives. 

The evidence before me is not sufficient to warrant such a con· 
elusion. There may be suspicious circumstances but they could only 
be matters of vague suspicion, not entitled to any serious con
sideration. 

. The theory rests practically on the broad fact tb~t certa:in 
group of officers who were working together at the Delh1 Imperial 
Works, came to occupy the practically same position here. 

It is a mere coincidence, for the appointments of these officers. 
did not rest with, and were not made by, any one of these officers. 
Apart from this, it is a matter of common knowledge and sound 
policy to engage men who are experts in a particular branch or have 
sound practical experience of a. particular kind of work, to do that 
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work. These men were employed at Delhi on this kind of work and 
it is natural for the Bombay Government to give them preference 
over others. ~ 

The second suspicious circumstance pointed out by the accused 
is that in some cases certain officers were influenced or guided in 
certain matters by some of the other officers. There is nothing de· 
finite about this. But assuming it to be so, it is not a matter of any 
surprise. It is but natural for one officer to trust his colleague or 
his immediate subordinate and rely on his judgment or recommen· 
dation to a. certain extent. 

I find nothing adduced before me to show that there was a com· 
bination or group of officers who took secret commissions from mer· 
chants and shared in the secret profits. 

N ariman has proved that some officers of the department were 
corrupt, and some of the witnesses do state that these officers said 
that they had to charge a high commission as it had to be shared 
by higher officers. -

The latter statement if believed, would be only hearsay evi· 
deuce against the higher officers. At the same time it is also u 
matter of common knowledge that a. corrupt subordinate often rui· 
signs . this reason as a motive for extorting a higher commission. 
Apart from this, not one of the several witnesses called by N ariman 
make any allegation of corruption against the complainant person~ 
ally. 

On the contrary, J al Chichgar says that when he and his 
master went to give bribes to Hamid or others they used to carry 
a promissory note form. The object in carrying these forms was, 
in case, they were detected "giving the money, by a superior officer, 
to enable them to say that they had gone there to make a loan. 

"Our object " he says, "in carrying such a note was to protect 
ourselves against Burra. Sahebs like Harrey or such other person 
coming down upon us!' 

This would show that Han·ey at any rate had nothing to do 
with Hamid in the matter of bribes in regard to transactions 
referred to by this witness. 

I hold, therefore, that there is no evidence to prove any such 
conspiracy or combination or association of higher officers including 
Harvey. · . 

The accused's next suggestion is that if wrong sized bars aro 
ordered and ordered in excess, it could only be so because the offictr 
receives secret commission. It may be one of the reasons but that 
is not the only reason for doing so. As I have already stated it 
lllay be due to error of judc,"'lllent, incompetency, carelessness, 
negligence, wrong calculation or absolute reliance on a stl'bordinat~.:;· 
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The facts proved in connection with this indent for 80,000 bars 
~how that before the 5th August there could not have been any 
dishonest or corrupt motive on the part of either Hamid or of 
Harvey. The indents prepared by Hamid and Mehta went to 
Sykes. It was only between the 5th and 8th August that it struck 
Harvey that Hamid had not indented for piles. The reason he 
gives for that inference is quite· probable. Mehta did not want bars 
for piles and yet his indent contained the identical sizes of bars as 
Hamid's indent. It would appear then to be a reasonable inference 
that Hamid had omitted bars for the foundation piles. He ques
tioned Hamid, and Hamid admitted that there was an omission in 
his indent. 

I have already held that there is no evidence to show that 
Hamid and Harvey conspired in this matter to get a secret 
commission. If Hamid be innocent there was no motive for him 
to say that there was an omission, if he knew that he had indented 
for piles. 

The evidence of Hamid and Palnitkar and the Exhibits show 
that the preparation of an indent is really done by the office staff. 
It would be the duty of the Executive Engineer to go over it care
fully. But duty is one thing and actuality another. 

It is not urged that Mehta was in the conspiracy. And yet 
Mehta's indent contained orders for 5/8" x 191 bars which were used 
for foundation piles. Mehta did not want bars for foundation piles 
a:p.d yet they are in his indent. 

So that Hamid's answer to Harvey that he should add the 
necessary number of bars might be due to carelessness or incom
petency or want of definite knowledge. 

Hamid is then asked to go and find out what stock he had and 
that number he wanted. He goes and then send in the slip of paper 
asking for 30,000 bars to be purchased locally and 50,000 through 
the High Commissioner. 

The question is why did he do so ? In view ?f the evasive a_nd 
noncommittal answers given by him it is not poss1ble for me to give 
any reason. 

It cannot be due to a corrupt motive. For Hamid never con
templated this order. It was Harvey's suggestion that he had 
omitted bars for piles and that was between 5th and 8th August 
and what is Hamid's first answer " It is a simple matter of calcula
tion, " Calculate it and put it." He gave this answer then and 
there. So that he could not have seen Salebhoy or anybody ~lse 
and his answer does not suggest that he wanted to have anythmg 
to do with it. It is Harvey, who tells him that he should ~o and 
ascertain the stock. He goes away and ~ends or returns with the 
slip of paper. 
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lt is possible that Hamid :rp.igh~ . have asked some of. his 
subordinates to go and make ·mqmrws and that subordmate 
might have thought that 7/8" bars were required for piles, 
as .Mehta had also indented for 5/8". And 7 18" were at one time 
actually contemplated. It is possible I say, that the subordinate 
might have made a mistake. 

According to Z/3 the 8/4" bars were exhausted and if according 
to the erroneous impression of some one bars were needed, they 
would be needed very urgently so that orders would have to be 
rlaced locally also, as well as through the High Commissioner. 
Ext. Q. also suggests that Hamid had something to do with 7 /d"x 
19' bars. 

But once it is held that Hamid did not act dishonestly in this 
matter the whole theory of Harvey acting from corrupt motives 
falls to the ground. 

There is also another obstacle to the acceptance of the accused's 
suggestion of corruption and that is the procedure observed in the 
ordering of the bars. That did not rest with Harvey at all. 

The evidence shows that tenders were invited by advertisement 
for these bars and 6 tenders were received. (Ext. U. & R.) These 
tenders were sumitted to Sykes for report, and it was on Sykes' 
report that Salebhoy Tyabjee's tender was accepted (Ext. R) and 
it was Sykes who ordered out the bars from England through the 
High Commissioner. 

Harvey had thus nothing to do with the acceptance of 
Salebhoy Tyabjee's tender or of the placing of order with English 
manufacturers. 

In addition to this we have in evidence that the orders placed 
with the English manufacturers are placed through the High Com· 
missioner and the names of manufacturers with whom the orders are 
placed are not made known to people here. The people here would 
not come to know of their names till the test certificates came 
through with the steel. 

'Vhy should then Harvey order out 50,000 bars from England. 
He would have nothing to do with the placing of that order. He 
would not even know the name of the manufacturers. And if 
Harvey wanted to earn secret commission from them why did he 
attempt to cancel that order. 

It is not for a. court of Law to go on theorising and speculating. 
The court cannot constitute itself into a sort of Detective Agency, 
or. act the part of Sherlock Holmes. A court's duty is to weigh the 
cnd~ned before it and decide on the e\idence lt:d in the case by the 
p:utll'S. If there be any deficiency in it, it is not the duty c,f the 



court to SJ!eculate and try to ~11 in that gap. A court may infer 
from certam facts. But that Inference must be compatible with all 
the other facts adduced in the case. 

. In a plea. of justification. the complainant's position is somewhat 
different f~om that of an ordmary complainant. The plea in this 
case pr~ct1eal~y amounts to a charge of corruption on the part of the 
complamant. And a court would only be justified in upholding the 
plea. if the evidence before it is of such a nature that the court would 
have no reasonable doubt in coming to the conclusion that the 
complainant was guilty of the charge. 

I have already held that there is no evidence before me to show 
that Sykes and Harvey formed a group of persons who took secret 
commissions. A bare suggestion is no proof at all. 

On the other hand we have in evidence that Salebhoy Tyabjee's 
were fined Rs. 6000 for late delivery. If the higher staff had received 
commission from them they wou]d !lot go to the length of penalising 
them·to such an extent for late dehvery. 

On the evidence, therefore I must hold that the plea of justi
fication fails. 

As regard the other instances on· which the complainant was 
examined it is not necessary for the purpose of this case to go into 
them. The charge against N ariman is only with regard to his state~ 
ments made in connection with the ordering out of these bars. So 
that even if the accused proved the truth of his other allegations 
that cannot be any defence to the charges framed against him. It 
might go to mitigate the sentence. 

At the 2ame time I had to allow Nariman to go with all 
these matters as his defence was that there was a group or associa· 
tion of these High Officers who took bribes and the allegations he 
sought to prove thereby would be relevant in determining his "good 
faith'' which is the next point that remains to be considered. 

The 8th exception to Section 499 provides that it is not de· 
famation to prefer in good faith an accusation against any person 
to. any of those who have lawful authority over that person with 
respect to the subject matter of accusation. 

9th exception is that it is not defamation to make an imputa· 
tion on the character of another, provided that the imputation be 
made in good faith for the protection of the interest of the person 
making it or of any other person or for the Public good. 

"Good faith" implies acting with due care and caution. 

In order to consider the question whether N ariman, when he 
inferred corruption on the part of the higher stnfl of officers acte~ 
in good faith it is necessary to determine what was the state of his 
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knowledge when he gave his evidence before the Back Bay Enquiry 
Committee. 

Mr. N ariman was always a keen critic of the department and 
even when he was not in the Council he seemed to have used his 
influence with some of the members particularly with :Mr. Trivedi to 
agitate in the Council. · 

The evidence called by the defence also proves that there 
were rumours that there was corruption in the department and 
particularly in the Iron Trade Market known as the "Lokhundno . 
Jatha." 11he merchants of that Jatha. were very much dissatis
fied with the manner in which tenders for the supply of steel 
were accepted and orders placed. Some of these merchants com
plained both to :Mr. Trivedi and to Mr. Nariman that no orders 
could be secured unless commission was paid to the officers 
of the department and those that got orders were not even 
people of the Jatha. This belief not only prevailed among 
thoso who owued Jathas but it was also common to other mer· 
chauts and contractors. Doth Trivedi and Nariman worked toge
ther in this matter and when they received such complaints they 
made it a point to investigate it as far as they could. 

Therefore, Trivedi put certain questions in the Council in July 
1923. A reply was sent to him in February 1924. Ext. 149 shows 
the questions put and the replies given. In the meantime Trivedi 
and N ariman also came to know of this order fo.r 80,000 bars. 

'l,he answers given in Ext. 149 were based on materials or facts 
furnished by Sykes, who was then the Acting S. Engineer, Harvey 
being on leave. 

One of the questions put was "Do official records show that 
wrong size bars were ordered?" This question (B) dealt with 7 /8'' 
bars. 1,he reply was "No." 

Though by November-December Harvey, Sykes, and Hamid 
were aware that 7 /8" bars were ordered by mistake yet Sykes replies 
''No'' to the question put. I cannot accept hi~ statement that he 
(lid not know that wrong size bars wue ordered in 1922 by mistake. 
Ha.rwy communicated with him both on the phone and by letter and 
bykes himself sent the cable to the High CollliD..issioner trying to 
cancel the order. Then again a question was put as to what quan .. 
tity of 718" round steel bars were ordered for Project No. l of the 
l>.D. The answer was '' 1552 tons of 7 IS" round steel bars were 
ordereJ !or 1 Project of the D.D." 

This again was an incorrect answer. 

Sykes ad.mits that the result of thii reply would be to keep out 
the ind~.:nt ord12r of :200J tons pla.ct;J with Geo. Service & ·Go. He 
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assigns as a. reason for so doing by stating that the question did no t 
relate to this period. 

Q:-Why did you keep out order placed with Goo. Service & 
Co.? 

A:-Because obviously the question would deal with current 
matter and not to what happened before. Geo. Service's tender 
was on 23-12-21. Supplies were made in the course of the year 
1921 upto December. I adopted the period August to April 1923 
because it appeared to be reasonable. It is not correct that I pur
posely or deliberately did not put in the order placed with Geo. 
Service & Co. The answer to question (/) is a correct answer. 
Ext. Y does not show that a wrong size was ordered but a differ
ent size was ordered. The cablegram means:-" remove 7/8" and 
put in 5/8"." 

I do not think these answers need any comment. The question 
put by Mr. Trivedi is not for any particular period. It was asked in 
July 1923 and the natural interpretation one would put upon it is 
what was the quantity ordered for Project 1 upto that date. 

Nariman had certain information and knew that the answers 
given to questions(/) and (a) put by. Mr. Trivedi were false. 

When he was elected a member of the Council he had gathered 
certain other information as well. Merchants and Contractors com
plained to him and urged him to bring their grievances before the 
Council. He received certain information about the Company 
called the Bombay Petrol and General Supply Agency. He also 
came to know that the quantity ordered viz. 80,000 bars was far in 
excess of the actual requirements. He therefore, again put certain 
questions in the Council (Ext. A). 

It is not necessary to gd over it again at this stage. But the 
main fact to be observed is that while in Ex. 149 the Department 
denied that any wrong sized bars were ordered, in Ex. A. the De· 
partment admitted that by mistake wrong size bars were ordered. 
The mistake was suggested to be due to the Superintending En
gineer's Office Supervisor. 

It was alleged by Nariman that the bars were lying unser
viceable in the Stores of the Development Department which had 
been unable to sell them in spite of public advertisement. This was 
denied by Government; but the information of Government was 
again not accurate as Nariman got up a. bogus purchaser to put 
in an offer for their purchase and the Department wrote to the 
bogus purchaser offering him the bars. 

Mr. Nariman continued rece1vmg information from 
various persons including some of the staff in the Department 
about the corruption of certain officers. 
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It is impoRsible to say what exactly was the information 
available to Mr. Nariman when he was examined by the Back Bay 
Inquiry Committee. 

But most of the witnesses called by him in defence had seen 
him in connection with their alleged grievances ; and he had 
received information about the dealings of the Department with the 
Bombay Petrol and General Supply Agency, the contracts given to 
B.C.C. Co. and F.C.C. Coy. and to Gannon and Dunkerley, con~ 
tract of Gaya and Co., sale of these bars to Maneckchand Jivraj 
and certain other matters. 

Armed with all this information he gave his evidence before the 
Committee. 

The Committee was a properly constituted body having power 
to deal with all the quAstions relating to the Reclamation Scheme 
and of hearing of complaints or charges made against officers of the 
Development Department. 

N ariman does not himself ask the Committee to hear him. He 
is invited by the Committee to give his written statement and to 
appear, if convenient, on any day from August 16th to 21st 
(Ex. 30). 

He is also requested to give the names of the Officers of the 
Development Department who received secret commissions with 
any other details in his possession. What the Committee wanted 
was the information "Upon which he based his speech of March 
3rd 19~5 in the LegislatiYe Council." 

His speech was already before the Committee. In consequence 
of the request he attended the Committee. 

Mr. Velinkar says that the Committee was only concerned with 
the Back Bay Reclamation Scheme ; while these charges were 
craftily put in by Nariman. 

I do not think that N ariman put it in craftily. His attention 
could not have been drawn to this fact if the charge had nothing 
to do with the Reclamation Scheme. 

In his written statement before the Committee he had men
tioned several other particulars which had nothing to do with the 
Beclamation Scheme. He did so, as he had moved a. resolution in 
the Corporation requesting the Goyernment of India. to enlarge the 
scope and powers of the Committee particularly with regard to 
contracts for building chawls, purchase of stores materials, etc., and 
he expected Goyernment would grant this request. 

The GoYernment, however, did not think it advisable to enlarge 
the scope of the Committee. 
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Owing to this the Committee deleted or omitted certain 
passages from his written statement. N ariman did not give a copy 
of the statement to the Press. 

He was asked about his "criticisms on internal administration 
or rather on maladministration and the internal working of the 
Scheme.'' 

Q : Are your contentions confined to the Back Bay Scheme ? 

A : They would be covered by the three instances I have given. 
I have referred to a number of others but as they do not come 
within the scope of the Committee they may be left out. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson: You cannot escape from what yon 
have put down ? 

A: I do not wish to escape. 
Sir :M. Vishweshwaraya: \Yhat are the three instances? 
A: First about favouring a contractor Balkrishnaseth, second 

is about mild steel bars when the indent was changed and the third 
about cement contract. 

Sir F. Hopkinson: I have read your document and perhaps all 
it implies is that a mistake was maqe by somebody in ordering 5/8" 
bars instead of 7 /8". What would you say. 

A: I cannot take it as a mistake. I take it as an unnecessary 
superfluous order which was not required. 

Q: What do you suggest it was ordered for. 
A: They were ordered to be dumped in Matunga Store Depot. 

5/8" bars were required but 5 was changed into 7 by the Superin
tending Engineer. 

Sir Frederick Hopkinson : Perhaps this might be for Housing 
Contracts. 

A: \\""ell, Sir, it was meant for housing contracts or for the 
Development Directorate but the instance is there. (Ext. 40 & C 3). 

This shows that N ariman did not then know whether it related 
to the Housing Contract or to the Development Directorate; as 
both Departments used pile for foundations. 

No doubt a careful study of answers given in Ex. A and the 
speech of Sir Lawless Hepper (Ex. 21) and Ex. 149 would have 
shown that the order did not relate to the Back Bay Scheme. 

Though Sir Frederick Hopkinson seemed to have been aware of 
it, it is really he who started these questions. He told Nariman 
that he could not escape from what he had put down. 

N ariman replied he did not wish to escape. He was there 
read!/ to answer any questions put to him by the Committee. 
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Besides the evidence shows that at first they took piles from 
the Reclamation .. 

Even Husseinbhai Lalji was allowed by the Committee to refer 
to it in Ext. 31. 

That the Committee thought it referred to the Back Bay 
Scheme appears also at page 453 of Ex. C .. Sir Lawless Heppe.r was 
anxious to report the charges made by N ar1man and the Chairman 
at line 45 says, ''We thought the purchase3 referred to the Back 
Day Scheme." 

There was then some discussion over the relevancy and even
bally the Committee held it to be relevant. Sir Frederick 
Hopkinson puts this question at page 451 of Ext. C. 

Q :-If any one of these bar3 has been used in the Reclamation 
work I think we can listen to your (Harvey's) explanation. 

A :-Mr. Harvey; I think some of these bars have been passed 
on to the Reclamation. 

Q ;-Only one will ·do ? 
Sir Lawless Hepper: You have got it in writing and also by 

Mr. Harvey. (Ext. 46). 

I do not think, therefore, that Nariman put in this craftily. 
Besides the defamatory imputations were made by N B.riman in the 
course of 7'eplies gi'ren by him to questions put by the members of 
the Committee. 

The statements were thus made on a privileged occasion before 
a properly constituted body authorise:t to receive such complaints 
and in answers to questions put to him by that body and not 
irrelevant altogether. (Seaman vs. Nethercliff, 2 C. P. D. 53 at 59 
and 3 All. 815). 

It is not of the essence of "good faith" that truth of the imput
ation shall be proved. The imputation conYeyed must be expressed 
in ' 1good faith'' although it may turn out to be erroneous. But 
it does not mean that the imputation may be based on nothing. If 
it is based on certain facts, these facts must be proved, or if jt is 
a matter of inferenc-e it must be a fair and reasonable inference. 
Though it may be that certain matters in which the accused relied 
turn out to be untrue, it will still be a good defence if the accused 
sncceeru in proving that he did not and could not have known with 
due diligence that the matters on which he relied were untrue. 

I ha\'e already held that the ordering out of the bars was not 
due to a ''trifling mistake." The bars were ordered out deliberately 
and that larger number of bars were ordered out than nece.iSary. 
On the bets as now proYed I h&Ye held that they werl;) not ordered 
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out from corrupt motives. Bnt all these facts were not before the 
accused. 

He did not know that the Superintending Engineer had nothing 
to do with the ordering out of these bars. He did not know that 
orders were placed in England through the High Commissioner and 
that the names of Manufacturers are not made known to people here. 
He did not know of the existence of the slip of paper written by Hamid. 
All that he knew then was that a large and extensive order was placed 
and that there was an alteration made in the indent of the E. E. He 
further had the replies given to Trivedi in mind. There a false 
reply was given both as to quantity, and also to the ordering out of 
these wrong size bars. He had heard of the ugly rumours about 
corruption of certain officers. People concerned with some of the firms 
of contractors told him about actual bribes being given. He could 
not, therefore, be said to have not acted in good faith when he 
inferred that excessive quantity of bars of a size not wanted were 
ordered out of corrupt motive or with a view that Manufacturers 
should earn profits. Eyen Harvey admits that if superfluous stores 
are ordered that would result in a profit to manufacturers. 

Mr. Narima~ has all along comp~ained, and rightly complained, 
that he has been severely handicapped by the institution of this 
case long after the alleged transaction. 

Most important documents which could have thrown a flood 
of light, are missing. The slip of paper of Hamid is missing, the 
pile Manufacture Register which would show the size of bars used 
for piles is missing, Palnitkar's original draft is missing, Interme· 
diate statement prepared by Hamid is missing, the Stock Book of 
Material District is missing, Salebhoy Tyebjee's books are not forth
coming and the oounterfoil of cheque drawn by Maneckchand Jivraj 
for Rs. 5000/- is missing. 

Coupled with this was the fact that incorrect explanations 
were given in the Council. If a false explanation is given by a 
party, he cannot have much of a. grievance if his conduct and action 
are misconstrued particularly when " ugly rumours " are afloat. 

Not only had he heard about these ugly rumours but actual 
complaints were received by him from merchants and others, who 
complained to him of actual extortion and bribes paid by them to 
certain officers. 

In a case where corruption is alleged it is well nigh impossible 
in 99 out of 100 cases to prove it as a matter of absolute certainty. 
It could only be a. matter of inference from certain facts and m 
generality of cases it rests up in the reliance placed on the oral 
testimony of people who make those allegations. 
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I 11 tl1is ca~e, lwweYer, ~Ir. Nariman has been able to get cer
tain book~ of accounts of certain firms who had dealings with the 
l>eYelopment Department. 1\Ir. N ariman has put in entrie:i after 
~.-ntries, which can only lead to the.one conclusion that bribes were 
actnally paid to some of these officers. 

But apart from that, the facts stated aboYe are in my opinion 
:milicient to establish the "good faith" of the accused when he made 
certain :-tatements before the Committee. 

It has to be borne in mind that Mr. Nariman did not openly 
prefer a charge of corruption against Harvey. In his written state
ment all that he does is that he alludes to the "ugly rumours" and 
:-~ays that no effort was made to explain how snch a "trifling error'' 
rould have occurred particularly when the indent was originally cor
rPdly prepared by one Engineer and deliberately altered by the 
Supervisor. 

He allude.;; to it again in speaking of the large surplus !Stores 
rxil'>ting. 

Husseinbhai Lalji al~o allnded to it. In Ex. 3L he says "Once 
it was stated in Conneil that snrplus stores to the '\'alue of G lakhs 
\Yere sold. " 

Q: \Vho tstated that? 
A: I remember that the Director once admitted in Council 

that certain steel bars valned at Rs. 2:)0.000 were indented of a 
wrong size. 

It is only when Sir Frederick tells Mr. Nariman that he cannot 
e.::<eape from what he had put down, the latter says that he did not 
wi~h to e.scape. And it is to questions put to him by the Committee 
that lw gives the replies (Ex. C-3) which form the subject matter of 
th('se charges. · 

Ewry one owes a duty to his fellow man to state what he 
l"nows abont a person when an inquiry is made in a proper case. 
Hoh::-;haw vs. Rmith 88 Law Times 4~3. 

Wlwn it comes to the knowledge of any one that a crime has 
been committed, a dnty is laid on that person as a citizen of the 
country to state to the proper authorities what he knows and if he 
:-tatl':-\ only what he knows and honestly ~elieres he cannot be 
~">nbj<'ch·d to an action merely because it turns out that the person 
'l:i to whom he has gi\'en information is after all not guilty of the
chargP, (H. 934). 

~:at~meuts before Quasi Judicial Body &nch as Commis~ions 
lvr l:n_qmry are equally protected though it has no authority to 
:hlrmm~t('r an oath or compulsorily snmmon witnesse~. I.K.B. 611; 
1'-~Hl Q.B, Jj!); :!4, Q,B. ·Uland 447. 

4 c 
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I will now deal with the question of corruption of some of the 
officers in the Department. 

The prevUence of these rumours is proYed by :Mr. Trivedi, l.Ir. 
Sethna and the Merchant Vanmalidas and Dr. Cooper. 

Nothing was urged against Mr. Sethna and Dr. Cooper. 1\lr. 
Sethna is Deputy Manager of 4 firms of Tata Hydro Co., Dr. Cooper 
is a Dentist D.D.S. while ::\lr. Trivedi was at one time a member 
of the Council. 

It is not my purpose to go into the evidenc:e of these witnesses 
as the prevalence or existence of these rmnonrs is even admitted 
by the complainant. 

But ::\lr. Nariwan does not rest satisfied with the prevalence of 
these rumours. He has called certain evidence and put in certain 
documents which in my opinion are sufficient evidence to ~how that 
certain officers were corn1pt. 

So far as oral evidence goes the ·witnesses 0hicbgar, Kapadia, 
Elavia. and Joosab Hassan state about the corruption of certain 
officers of their mvn knowledge. 1'hey h!l.ve been severely or, ss· 
examined and criticised too. 

Apart from any other consideration there is no reason why 
these witnesses should give false evidence. rrhey have nothing to 
gain by it. On the contrary by proclaiming to the world that they 
were instrumental in givin~ bribes they expose themselves to a cer
tain amount of opprobrium. 

It is a ma.tter of common knowledge th:tt witnesses are unwill· 
ing to come forwdl'd in such cases and proclaim their dishonest con
duct. 

These witnesses have nothing to do with )lr. Nariman and 
have no favours to seek of him and no expectation of any rewa1 <1 
from him.. On the contrary they know that as business men they 
will have to suffer to a certain extent by proclaiming to the world 
that they gave bribes to certain officers . 

. Had the evidence rested on their bare word it might have been 
urged that a Court should not attach much weight to such ''tainted" 
testimony and condemn officers of such grave charges. 

I fully realise the gravity of the charges made by these witnes
ses, a.nd as stated before, this Comt will not readily impute corrup~ion 
on mere vague allegation, or surmise or suspicions, however well 
founded they be. 

But the statements uf these witnesses are borne out by certain 
entries appearing in the regular books of account of certain firms. 

The witness Chichgar was for some time a )Ianager of a firm 
known as the Bombay Petrol Supply and General .\gency Co. 
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This Company managed to secure contracts for the supply of 
several articles to the Department. These contracts and the rates 
!-(iven to the Company and their bills haYe been ::;ubject matter of 
~reat controversy in the case .. 

I do not propose to enter into the lllerits of those questions. 

Chichgar alleges that the Company ·was a favourite of certain 
.(Jflicers and got contracts at any favourable rates and that these 
fa Yours were the result of an understanding between certain partners 
·of the tirm and the officers. 

The partner.i of the ti.rm were Bhagwat, N anchand and Chiman
la.l. .As .:\lanager Chiehgar had to go to the Department to obtain 
·orders and he used to see Hamid, Gazdar, Mehta and Caldwell. "So 
far as I know fnr :small oruers no rates were given. The rates were 
t~cttleu by Hamid afterwards when N anch:md saw him. For very 
large orders Bhagwat used to arrange the rates in the Head Office 
in the Old Customs House. .. . . . . The arrangement between our 
Colllpany and the officers was not maue distinct to me but from the 
transactions that passed through my hands I came to ]mow there 
\Yas such an arrangement viz. that a certain amount was to be sent 
to the party giving the order. .\t times I myself used to hanll 
·owr the amounts to the Officers.'' 

This witness then points out certain entries appearing in the 
.Looks of the firm to proYe payments to officers. 

Ext. 182-B is an entry dated 13-5-22 of Rs. 503. Chichgar 
s.:tys that he accompanied Nanchand when this amount was paid. 
The entry reads Rs. 500 debited to the Stores Department Account 

.:tnd there are sub-entries of Rs. 400, 50, and 50 making up the total 
of 500. The sub-entry of Rs. 400/- reads thus ".Mr.' Caldwell by 
the hand of Nanchand, 50 Mr. Caldwell's clerk etc. and 50 Worli'd 
Storekeeper" etc. 

Ex. 182-C is dated 23/5/n. this is an entry of Rs. 340. It 
·consists of 2 sub-entries 30.) and 213/4 and U/1. The sub-entry of 300 
t·eads thus. "To Mr. Gazdar by the hand o~ Nanchandbhai in 
sdtlemt'nt upto the end of .May." 

The sub-entry of :213/4 reads B. D. ::\latunga Tarpauline by tht: 
hand of Chichgar. 

This connects Chichgar with the tinu and this itt-m is a. ~:;ubt:n
try of Hs. 3!0/-

Ex. 18:!/D is an entry of Rs. :WO/-and read., ''Paid in ca;;h t,) 
.\Ir. Gazd,u.'' 

Ex. 182 'E is fur UOJ./- It rt:ads "Paid cash for the purcha::e d 
:t l!lotor cyclt.> from H. C. Ball through Bhagwat:• C'hichgar ~ayi 
this eye le was gi' en to Hamid's cou~in. 
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Ex. 182/F is an entry of Rs. 300/-for Christmas frnits and· 
cigarettes. 

Ex. 1~2/G is an entry of Rs. 100/-paid to Overseer Kamat. 

Ex. 186/A is an item of Rs. 750/-paid .to Ga7.dar on 2-12-22. 
Similarly Ex. lt:G/B relates to an item of Rs. 500/- paid to Gazdar 
on 20/12/22. Ex.l86/C is payment of Rs. 5CO/-.to Gazdar on 10·1-23. 

Ex. l 86/D relates to payment of Rs. 500/- to Hamid. Ex. 186/X 
relates to payment of Rs. 500/- debited to account No. 3 

Chichgar says that the firm kept 4 or 5% accounts to which only 
numbers were given. Payments made to certain officers were entered 
in these accounts, the detailed particulars of which were with 
Bhagwat. When payments were made to these officers they 
would be debited to "Shah Khate." These accounts were all "veiled 
accounts". 

The entry 186/X is for Rs. 250. Nanchand and Chichgar went 
to Zaveri Bazar and purchased a silver vase. Chichgar gave the 
'Vase to Bhagwat and he gave a chit to Chnnilal, the Mehta who 
made this entry. 

An attempt was made by the 'Prosecution to prove that these 
accounts were kept merely in order to ascertain the pro:fi t and loss 
made by the company with regard to its dealings with a particular· 
department. The goods, it was alleged, purchased by Co. for being 
supplied to the Departments would appear debited in these accounts 
and the amount of bills recovered would be credited. 

This explanation cannot be correct for some of the entries 
appearing therein could not ha'Ve been debited in the accounts_ 
Ex. 180/B is a list of some of these entries. I will only cite a few. 

Rs. 15/- for lottery tickets on motor cycle. 
Rs. 300/- Paid to Gazdar. 
Rs. 10/- Paid to Abdul Hamid's man. 
Rs. 140/- Paid to Worli Store-keeper. 
Rs. 168/4- Paid for Rafal's salary for October. 
Rs. 100/- Paid to Supervisor Colardo etc. etc. 

The sucwestion of the accused is that these 'Veiled accounts of 
large sums ~f money represent payment of Commission to certain 
officers on bills recovered. 

Ext. 180/A is an account of Abdul Hamid. 
Hamid was cross-examined at some length on c·ertain entries 

appearing in this account. He said he. had made payme~ts to the 
Comp~'my and produced certain receipts. Bnt the receipts do ll(Jt 
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-cover the entire amount. I can't accept his statement~ Some of the 
items in his account refer to · payment made to H-a~'s c4auffeur. 

· \Vhy should the Co. pay his chauffeur ? '.rhe company was no~ a. 
Banking Company and besides Hamid had . a banking accoun~. 
·':rhere iii no reason why this· firm should make such payments as 
.supplying boot and shoe~ to the driver or pay Rs. lOU- tQ Fiaznli 
Khan; nor is there any reason why they should pay· for blankets a:Q.d 
·cloth t,;upplied 'to Hamid. Hamid does not · produc·e. any cheque 
.showing payments. · · 

But what absolutely militates against his story that he repaid 
·these amounts subsequently on· presentation of bills, are payments 
.made in cash to Hamid. · · . . . 

·. He says that he did not receive any cash from them. If so _how 
•came the entry of Rs~ 500 on 11-1-23. · S~milarly there is no reason 
for this Co. buying a motor. cycle for Bs .. l,200 and debi.t ~o Hamid's 
.account. · Ext. 180JA and the other entr1es of cash payments mad~ 
to Hamid clearly prove that this Co. did make secret payments to 
Hatnid just as they made to Gazdar a1;1d qther <:>fficers~ . . 

'£he entries it). the books of account of this firm clearly show 
that bribes were paid to some of the Officers. 
· Chichga.r ~as severely. handled and <?riticised by ¥r." Velinkar. 
It is true that certain statements made by this 'V:itriess were ~Qt 
•coneot. But I do not think his evidence can be impugn~d in _this 
1>oint. · The books of account corroborate his statements and· . the 
·only inference one can dr~w froni ·all the ep.~i~s therein is that 
the Co;, did pay illegal gratification to certain 'officers. · · It 
·would be absurd to suggest that this witness is a got up witness. 
He complained to Mr. Narim.an about the corruption. of officers long 
~befo1·e this case was launched and when such a contingency· was riot 
·even thought of. I see no reason whatev~r to disbelieye . hi$ · testi-
nlony iu this point. It is not . that he makes., allegations against 
·everybody. ·On the contrary the evidence of this witness iS to some 
•OXteut in oomplainau,t's favour. For he says_ that when . they we:q.t 
to ·Jnake payments to officers they carried promissory. note for~s · as 
they were afraid of Burrasabs like Harvey and . others. The objeqt 

·of carrying these promissory note forms was. to enable. them to say, 
if caugh~ in the· act of making paynients ·that they went there to 
.1nake loans~ · · · · · 

· . Tho ·ues:t witness·· who speaks about the corruption of the 
·officers is Kapadia~ His evidence implicates Gazdar· ·and CaldwelL 
Ho struck me as an honest witness and I accept his testimony. He 
too says that wheu certain proposals were made to him by Gazdar 
·of sharing half and half he refused to agree to· those proposals as he 
·was afraid of being detected by superior officers like'Ha!:Tey,. He 
;:.tlso :;peaks of the ·favours shown· to BalkiSan py . t4q_ .9~cers. at 

• J. • • . -. . . • . 
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Colaba. and of presents made by Balkisan to some of ihe oftlcers and 
thei.r wives, consisting gold emerald anklets, furs, carpets, cushions,. 
cham1 etc. 

N arayanrao Mahadeo Pai, the proprietor of the motor agency 
8peaks of his overhauling, painting and repairing motor cars c;f 
Hamid, :Nandkishore and others and says that his bills were paid by 
the B. P. and G. S. Co. Be also speaks of Chunilal going with 
Abdul Hamid and Gazdar and bringing two Bnicks from Pratt 
& Co. 

Dr. Cooper says that he had a client called Vali Mahomed who 
had some contract work from the Development Department. Vali
mahomed is now dead. He complained to Dr. Cooper about the
officers taking bribes and asked Dr. Cooper to introduce him to Mr. 
Nariman. And introduction was brought about. Vali Mahomed 
mentioned the names of Mehta, Gazdar and 2 other Indians. 

Vali ~f ahomed's brother J oosab produces the books of his brother 
Ext. 202 and 202/A is an aecount bearing no name but the worcl 
"'Engineer" is written at the top. It shows cash payment of 100, 325t 
500, 719, 20l,, 400, 800, 125, 200, 200, 235 and various other small 
cash payments or for purchase of Qertain articles. The total sum 
debited to the "Engineer" is 5064/5/-. J oosab says the Engineer re
ferred to in this a/c is Captain Carmicheal. Carmicheal was nnder 
Mehta. Ext. 204 shows payments of 10 per cent as secret commission 
to the officer of the Development Department who gave some work 
in connection with the record room. This is deposed to by Doola 
also. 

Elavia also speaks about actual payments made to some of the 
officers. He held a. Power of Attorney from one Samboo Bhagoji, a 
partner of Gaya & Co. Bamboo was the financing partner. He
says that before the contract for 80 chawls was actually given to the 
B.C.C. Co., it was arranged between the officers of the Development 
Department and Gaya & Co. that they had to share half and half. 
Subsequently the arrangement was to pay 12! per cent profit. This. 
12! per cent was paid to the officers. He is supported by the entries 
in the books of Gaya & Co. Ext. 208, D/1, 208 DF2, 2C8 D/3, 2C8 D/4, 
208 E/1, 208/F, 208 F/1, 208 G/1, 208 G/l, 208 G/3, etc. All re
present payments made to officers accoraing to the share in the
profits at 12! per cent which was subsequently reduced to 5 or 7 
per cent on the amounts received on the bills. At the end of 
Ext. 208 there is a summary made of all such payments. 

I do not think any se~ious attempt was made to challenge the
testimony of this witness as to the arrangement of pa~ing 121 per cent 
comm:is£ion. I accept his eYidence as true and he IS borne ont by 
tl:e entries in the- books. 
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The la5t piece of e-ridenee I propose to consider un this point 
i; that of Manekchand .Jivraj who purchased the surplus iron bar~ 
in question. I allowed 1\Ir. Nariman to cross examine him as I 
(·t m~idered him to be a hostile witness. 

\Vhen tbe 80,000 bars arrived and it was discoYered that they 
w(:.l'c' of the wrong size an attempt was made to use them where>er 
t•o.-;sible by altering- certain designs. Still a good nnmber was left 
<•Yer as snrplns. 

Tt is unnecessary for me at present to state how and undt'r 
\\-hat tunditions these came to be sold to .:\Ianekchand Jivraj. They 
were snld on the day that Harvey arrived from England and took 
c·harge. It is alleged by the defence that a secret commission of 
lJ,OOO was paid by :Manekchand .J i>raj as a consideration for bringing 
abnnt this transaction. 

I may state that there is no evidence to show that Mr. Han-ey 
was paid Hs. 5,000. Bnt the e>idence led is in my opinion of such 
a nature as would lead to the inference that Rs. 5000/- was paid to 
:-:c>llH' one for bringing about this transaction. 

From the eYidence it appears that Manekchand Jinaj had put 
iu a preYinns offer for the tenders but he was told by Caldwell that 
hE' had no authority to put the transaction through and that 
the 'Bnrrah Sab' meaning :Mr. Harrey will put it through 
ttfter his return. He waited till !\fr. Harvey returns and wrote to 
him a letter dated 20th October. He went with the letter to 
Haryey direct and the transaction was put through and completed on 
that day. The terms of the agreement were approwd of by Mr. 
Bt>ll bnt ::\Ir. Har>ey tightened some of the clauses. 

On the 29th October .Maneckchand .Jiuaj drew a cheque for 
It~. 3,000. He was asked to produce the counterfoil of that cheque. 
lie has preserved all the other counterfoil books exeept this one. 
lie sai.l he mnst ha>e mislaid it somev. here and he would look for 
it. Ht> was asked by the Court to produce it wheneYer he found it. 
He was examined at the t>nd of Nowmber but he has not yet 
l'wdnct·d the ronnterfoil. 

. ~Ir. X ariman !eceiwd certain information and he applied to 
t~u~. runrt fnr ~t'I~nre of the b~ok of ~Ianeckchand Jiuaj. :Mr. 
:\anmau acl'Omp~lmed by one :Mo~1lal went to lfanekchand Ji..-raj's 
~hop and asked lum to produce h1s books of account. :llanekchand 
.1 inaj appeart'd to be unwilling to do so but ewntualh· produced 
t ~lt·JJ~ J n going t hrongh. the books of acc·ounts the t:ntry of 
ld .. ,J))) was. fl•nnd dt'b1ted to the Den·lopment Departmt-nt 
'· Ila::,!" ~I. J. (I.e. by the hand of Mant-kchand Jinaj.) \Yht-n this 
'\ :~~ dbCOY.ered. Manekch.and J.inaj said "it was nece:s:;ary to d.) 
~ll(·h a thmg "hen dealmg with the department" and he ashd 
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N ariman not to harass him. He took M otilal aside and asked him 
to speak to N ariman requesting him not to trouble him (Manek
chand Jivraj) saying "such a thing is usual with m€\rr.hants." 

Subsequently Manekchand Jivraj saw 1\fr. Trivedi and <Lsked 
him to intervene and 1\lr. Trivedi called Mr. N arirnan to his office. 
At that time Maneckchand Jivraj was present and Mr. Trivedi's 
younger brother who is now in Enrope was also present. 

Manekchand Jivraj referred to the entry of Rs. 5,000 and 
said that the matter should not be disclosed in court as 
they (i.e. his firm) being contractors they had dealing:; with 
Government and Railway Departments and it would prejudice 
their business. He "Was pressed by Mr. N ariman to speak the 
truth about the entry. Manekchand Jivraj was taken by J\lr. 
Trivedi's younger brother to an inner room and they returned 
after some minutes. The brother stated in the presence of Manak
chand that he would only ::;tate about the entry, if protection was 
given. Nariman assured him that as a lawyer he knew the court 
would give protection. Still Manekchand Jivraj did not say anything. 
The brother stated that Manekchand Jivraj told him that the 
amount was paid to Caldwell for bringing about the 'rransaction. 
l\Ianekchand Jivraj did not contradict this statement but he statecl 
would consult his legal advisers. A week later he told 1\lr. Trivedi 
that he had consulted his legal adviser and Mr. Trivedi told him to 
l'lpeak the truth if protection was given. 

Manekchand Jivraj admits that he had an interview with N ari
man in Trivedi's office. He admits he came out of the inner room 
and the brother made a statement. But he does not remember what 
he said. He however, admits he consulted Mr. Kanuga pleader. 

I cannot accept the testimony of Manekchand Jivraj when he 
says he did not make the above statements. 

There is no reason for Motilal who has got nothing to do with 
the accused and l\lr. Trivedi to make false statements on oath ancl 
concoct a story against Manekchand Jivraj who never did them any 
harm and against whom they bore no grudge or spite. ·what is 
more i\fanekchand Jivraj and Mr. Trivedi's firm and another formed 
syndicate and bought these surplus stores. :Mr. Trivedi would have 
no reason to make any statement adverse to his copartner in this ven
ttue. Besides if this entry of Rs. 5,000 was a harmless entry there 
was no necessity of consulting Mr. Kanuga nor was there a?y neces
sity of asking ~lr. Trivedi to intervene in the matter and brmg abont 
the interview. · 

What is more, the entry it~elf supports the contention of the 
defence and coupled with non-production of the counterfoil it shows 
that his pre:Sent statement about the entry conld not be correct. 
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JTe once ~ays that Us .. :J,OOO was the :sum n·prtseuting his ~l1<tre m 
the profit. ·He then changes his statement and sayE he tcoc·k this 
~111n of money on a.ccount. 

~(:itlwr of these statements can Le tnw. Ex. 179 is the l1ebit 
eutry of tbe 1'\Uill of Bs. 5,000 in his fair cash book. It read~ thu::, 
Hs. ~,000 Kartik sud 15th, 30/10,':2-5 debited to the Bombay l>t>,·elop
lllent ])epartment ~Iatunga Bar Tis. 5,000 paid for sundr~- labonr 
(charges) with regard to the bars by the hand of :\I. J. 

Ex. 220 is his rough cash book and the entry in that bl•t•k re~llls 
thus :-Rs . .3.000 debited to the ac~'onnt of Bomba~· Den·l••pment 
D(•partmeut, Matunga Bar Account hy the hand of ~Ianeckbll1i. 

Balubhai is scored and ~Ianeckbhai written. If the :.uuount 
was taken as his share of his profit or on account how c·amf• the two 
entries to be debited to the Bombay DeYelopment Department Mat
nnga Bar .\ecount and how eonld the words "for sundry lab"nr 
·dlarg(•S "occur. 

It is a matter of common experience to find that when l'litri..::s 
showing bribes are entered in books of account and if the object is 
11ot to mention the name of the person to whom it is paid, the 
words ··~nndry expense account" or "sundry labour char;.:t-s" are 
pnt in. 

Tht> e\·idence also shows that abont this time a. represtntation 
was madt• to ~Ir. St"thna by :1\I. J's agl'nt or rtpresentatiw c•nt• :\Jr. 
Yora that eummission was paid to the Dt>partment. 

Taking into eonsidt:·ration all the above facts t·t".r. the t-::s:.i:-tt-Ht:e 
of ngly rumours, complaints of indiYiduals to Nariman abont thtir 
heing made to pay bribes, the ordering out of "\TI'ong size Lars. the 
~~XCt:"Ssin: quantity, the wrong and contradictory explauation:s 
.~in•n in the Council in Ex. A. and Ex. 149, the sale of the~c 
bars at <L Yery lower price than that fixed by Gon·rlllilent, 
:\Ianekchand Jiuaj's representation that he had paid ec•LillLli:Osion 
to the Dt·Ydopment Department and the actual payment of Culll

missit~n to ~:ertaiu ofikers could it Le said that the accused did not 
act in 'good faith' when he inferrro that the ··higher ~tatl of 
(•tlicials'' was corrupt. -

It is true that all the facts uuw brun~ht unt were llf•t ku ·\\U to 
the acTnsed \\ht::n he 1uade his statt-mt-nt before the h•luwittee. 
Hut lllu::;t of thest• facts were knuwu to hiltl. Besides the.::,e facts :-huw 
that ~r. Xarilllau \\aS jnstitled in accepting the stattrntnb d tho:: 
:--cYtr~l 1x:rsuns who maJe :such eowplaints at:d the it1fcrt11ee Le 
,lrcw lll t:Llllllection with the tran:-;:.H:tiun uf thbe bars e.,,:J.l w.ot 
tll_H~~-:>rt• Le !Sai,l to haYe bet:ll drawn 'wali<:iuusly or withv:a ";:0~..J 
f<uth . 
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Desiues these facts Mr. Nariman had received complaints about 
favours shown to certain contractors and about the acceptances of 
tenders and the favourable rates given to them. 

These form the subject matter of the long cross examination 
c1f the complainant and Hamid. 

I do not propose to go into them, in view of my finding on the 
above points. I may state, however, that even as regard those 
instances the plea. of justification fails so far as Mr. Harvey is 
eoncerned. 

At the same time they are very relevant in considering the 
question of "good faith" on the part of the accused. 'Without the 
knowledge of the full facts as now disclosed in the evidence some 
of the incidents are of such a nature as would lead an ordinary man 
to infer corruption on the part of the officers concerned. 

It is trne that the final decision of the acceptance of tenders 
and the giving of contracts rested with the Development Director. 
But it is admitted that Mr. Harvey's recommendation was in 
every ease approved of by the higher authorities. So that in the 
absence of facts now disclosed in the evidence, I am of opinion 
that it would not be unreasonable for a man in the accused's 
position then to have believed in the corruption of the complainant .. 

Some of the suggestions made in reference to the contract given 
to certain persons are puerile and too ridiculous hut there are others 
which are much more serious. 

To discuss all the points pro and con would involve an expendi~ 
hue of good deal of time, which in my opinion is unnecessary as I 
have decided in favour of the accused on the plea of "good faith' . 

I may state, however, that on a careful consideration of the eYi
dence before me I hold that the complainant did:uot act corruptly 
with regard to the placing of these contracts with the several firms 
referred to by the accused in the latter part of the cross examina· 
tion of the complainant. 

For reasons stated above I hold that the first head of charge 
about the "urrly rumours" is tn1e, but as the complainant is also one 
of the memb~rs of the higher staff of officers the plea of justification 
fails. I hold, however, that the accused preferred the charge in 
"good faith" before a competent authority. 

Besides in his written statement though he alludes to the "ugly 
rumours'' at the same time he says that he can place before the Com· 
mittee all the materials that he has been able to collect not with a 
Yiew or desire to cast any aspersions against any individnah of the 
department but primarily with a view to enable an independent in4 

yestic'atiou to find out the tn1th and if sufficient materials were dis
closed to take such action as the Committee thinks proper. 
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This shows that he bona fide believed in the existence of thes& 
"ngly rumours" and he had ~;a.in materials befor~ him which he 
wished to place. before the . Co~ttee in order that the Committe& 
might take such. action as it may think proper. · The attitude of . 

· lir. Nariman here is like that of an ordinary citizen, who has rea· 
sons to believe in the commission of a crime by some one and who 
lays such information before a Court or Police or some competent . 
bOdy with 8 view to its investigating iq t~e matter: ·: · ·. ~ . 

On the facts now proved.it . cannot be held. that he ~id · not 
vrefer the charge in good faith. • 1 . ' . • . : , •. , . .. l • , 

. The other 8 charges re&uy form one charge containing several 
inaccurate statements. .. . .. · . · • · · . , · . · . . · 

The 2nd . eharge by itseU is not defamatory~ . At ·first the
prosecution case was that . it was due to 8 '' tri1ling error" .or ·. 
"m.istake ".of the supervisor or some staff that" 5" was· changed 
into" '1." If that had been proved it might have been argued that . 
the aocusOO. in denying that .it was' due to a ~ tpjling mistake .. 
suggested corruption. But I have already . held that it was not an 
alteration made by mistake in writing the· figure 1518." The order 
for '1 18' bars was a Cieliberate · addition made in the . indent sent in 
by Hamid &net that it was a blunder for which a· true explanation 
is not forthcoming. The · inaocurate statements made by the-· 
accused in this part of his statement are first :that the bars cost 3 .· 
lacs wherea.s they were of the value of · 21· lacs or so ; the other 
inaccuracies are the suggestions that all these '1/8" bars were deposi· . 
ted in the l!&tunga Depot,, that the amount .of nearly 3 lacs was. . 
purely wast~ and that fresh·· indent had to be prepared. By 
themSelves these statements eannot be said to be defamatory~ 

. In the Srd charge the statement made by· the aeensed cannot 
be said to be false. In one sense ·~ 5 • could not be said to have
been e'hanged into • 'l" by the Superintending Engineer but the
addition was made at the instance of .the Superintending Engineer. · · 
· · This statement also sta.ncling by it~ carin~t be said to be- · 
defamatory and besides Yr. Nariman was not aware of the real' · 
facts. The ~Jtatement was made by him on information received· · 
by him and which ·he had no reasons to disbelieve. • Desides the
complainant himself changed his story from time to time in trying · 
to explain how the figure" '118 • came to he written as appears from~ 
Ft&tements made in the Council and before the Committee. 

Charges 4 and G are· statements: made by Yr. · N.:nm~ to- · 
q~estions put to him by the ~ttee.· They are repetitions of 
Ius statements referred to by Yr. N anman that the alteration conld 

·llot be due to a" tri1UJur mistake. • Standing by themselves they · 
could not be held to be Clefamatory in Tiew of my· finding that th& · 

. . 
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order of. 7/8'' bars that was not due to a "trifling error" on the part 
of a scribe or some staff. . 

Charge X o. 6 is an inference drawn by Mr. N ariman. It is a 
bona fide inference and the complainant himself admit::; that it 
would be a legitimate inference to draw if wrong ::;ize bars \rere 
ordered. rrhe statement that the stores were u::~ed as scrap 
iron is not true. A portion of this quantity was made nse of by 
redesigning certain parts of the chawl. 

The statement in charge No 7 is inaccurate if the Sn perintenc1-
ing Engineer referred to is Mr. Harvey, but it would be a eorrert 
statement if the Superintending Engineer referred to is Mr. 8yke3. 
For it was he who had to place orders with the Home 1\Ianufacturers 
through the High Commissioner. Standing by itself it could hardly 
be considered as defamatory. 

The statement made in charge 8 is inaccurate to this extent 
that the alteration was made by the S.E. The indent was altered 
at the instance of S.E. and that by adding the quantity of 7/8" bars 
to the original indent. 

Charge 9 is a matter of inference. 
I Therefore Acquit the Accused. · 
Before I part, I would like to refer to certain attacks made by 

l\lr. Nariman against the Public Prosecutor. Iu my opinion they 
were absolutely baseless and uncalled for. Mr. Walker, as representing 
the Government and watching the case on behalf of the Govem
ment took no part in the proceedings. He took up a very correct 
attitude and produced whatever documents the Court called npon 
him to do so. 

(Sd.) H. P. Dastur. 

Presidency Magistrate, 
Third Court, Bombay. 

27-1-28 
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VRESS 1\ND VUBLie eOMMENTS ON THE eASE. 
(1) TIMES OF INDIA. 

14-2-28. 
1\ ease and a Moral. 

Recently a speaker denounced on the platform a certain notori
()llS book, and admitted afterwards that she had not read it. That 
is a c·haracteristic illustration of the levity with "hich statements 
are made in Modern India. "e make bold to say that of e-rery 
hnudred persons who have pronounced dogmatic opinions on the 
Harvey-N ariman case, not one has read the eighty closely t~ ped 
pages in which the Magistrate embodied his careful judgment. 
Having discharged that task not once, but several times, we propose, 
l'Ven at this comparatively late stage, to try and extract the essen
tials from this very tangled skein. Mr. N ariman a-rerred that there 
had been '' serious maladministration and wasting of public fund~·· 
in the work of the De-velopment Department; further "that the 
ltig<'r staff of officers has been receiving secret commissions from 
t hr manufacturers". Now if we are to form a correct judgment, it 
is t•ssential to reconstruct the conditions which existed when the 
Dt:>partment was formed. There was unparalleled and desperate oYer
crowding in Bombay. If it were to be quickly corrected, exceptional 
expedition WRS necessary. In such circumstances it is unreasonable 
to expect the same meticulous care as accrues from the laborious 
and very slow methods of the Pnblic Works Department; a certain 
measnre of irregularity, a certain amount of waste is the price which 
generally has to be paid for very rapid organisation and constmc
tiou. '!'his is especially the case when in the middle of operations 
where speed was the paramount consideration, the programme is 
~nddenly interrupted and the works cut down because in changed 
conditions the original scheme no longer stands. That was the 
fate of the Development Directorate. When the chawl programme 
'ras in fnll swing, we heard some criticism of the design, but little 
saH' praise of the rapidity with which the work was being pn&hed 
forward. It is easy to be wise after the event: it i~ most unjust to 
jndgt· the activities of the boom in the painful agonies of the slump. 

Xow the chargt~ of maladministration really centered 
on tiu' order for sewn-eighths in inc·h steel bars for use 
in. ~·t-infor~ed. c·oucret~ whell: five-eighths inch were really required. 
\\ 1t h tlus, 1s associated m part the general charge of corn1ptiou. 
A('('ording- to the Magistrate's decision, ''the main gra-ramen of t11e 
<·h:nge is that the alteration of fi-re-eighths into sewn-eighths was 
tr:ade ddiherately by the Superintending EnginE:er in the indent 
prrp:·m:tl by the hxecutive Engineer out of corrupt and ulterior 
111 t•t i\t•!')", That <·barge was not substantiated. Aftfr all tLe 
hb(•ri•ll;~ }H'aring- of tlH.~ case, and the dbpt'rate att('mpts to ('luci-
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-date the truth, the mystery of these seven-eighths bars is as com· 
plete as that of The l\fan in the Iron :Mask. What is clear is that 
the Superintending Engineer did not alter the tigures in the indent, 
but after certain inquiries added an indent. Also that these seven
-eighth~ bars were not wanted for the work in hand. Very soon 
after they began to arrive it was discovered that an error had been 
committed, and efforts were made to cancel the contract in Bombay 
and the indent made on the High Commissioner. The explanation::; 
.given from time to time were at complete variance with each other ; 
the information furnished to Government for their replies in the 
Legislative Council was inaccurate. There was no such need for 
haste as to justify the placing of an order for thirty thousand of 
these bars locally ; the figures show that if the whole indent haJ. 
been placed through the High Commissioner there would have been 
a saving of Rs. 46,000. On this point the charge of maladministra
tion was established, and in circumstances so obscure as to give 
reasonable ground for concluding that there was something worse 
behind it. But that was not the real gravamen of the charge; we 

· are all likely to err, even the youngest. The essential part of the 
-case was that the bars were wrongly ordered, with the view that 
the manufacturers should make a profit and :Mr. Harvey get a secret 
·commission. The Magistrate's conclusions on this point are clear. 
There was no evidence that Mr. Sykes who placed the order and 
)Ir. Harvey who gave it formed a group of persons who took secret 
-commissions; there was much evidence to the contrary, for the 
local contractor was fined for late delivery and the balance of the 
<>rder went through the High Commissioner ; and therefore the 
.plea of justification failed. 

Now let us turn to the general allegation, ·that the higher staff 
-of officers had been receiving secret commissions. The Magistrate 
found that the allegationt~ made by Mr. Nariman were definite and 
-could be applicable to. :llr. Harvey. In defining the obligations 
which fall on anyone who sets up a plea. of justification, the ~Iagis
trate said " When a plea of justification is set up the accused 
must prove that each and every fact stated by him is true in 
fact." The Magistrate decided that the allegation that :Jir. 
Harvey changed the figure of five in the indent for bars into seven 
was not correct, and ::Ur. N ariman admitted that it was not correct. 
The Magistrate found that the plea that this was done from corrupt. 
motives was not established by evidence. He found that nothing 
was adduced before him to show that there was a combination or 
.srroup of officers who took secret commissions from merchants and 
shared in the secret profits. " On the evidence therefore I must 
hold that the plea of justification fails." That there was corrup
tion amongst others the :Jiagistrate was satisfied. The curious will 
naturally inquire how it came about that, allegations having been 
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made which were not proved, and a plea of justification set np 
which failed, the ~I agist rate acquitted Mr. X ariman. The :\1 agis
t rate :;eems to haYe been powerfully influenced in his decision by 
the judgment which laid do"n "when it comes to the kno"·ledge 
of anyone that a crime has been committed a duty is laid on 
that person as a citizen of the country to state to the propl'r 
authorities what he knows and hone;;;tly believes ; he cannot b~ 
subjected to an action merely because it turns ont that the persou 
H.s to whom he has given information i:;; after all not guilty of the 
<·harges." As Mr. N arirnan acted in good faith he was acquitted. 
~o one who knows him would charge Mr. :Nariman with bad faith. 
His zeal for the public welfare is unquestioned; the only criticism 
is that it sometimes outruns his discretion. He had ample groun<l 
for his detnand for iw1uiry into these matters. The evidence of 
rnal-administration was serious, and has not been cleared np even 
now. The nature of the transactions, and aLoYe all the inaccurate 
statements put into the month of the spokesman fur Gonrmnent, 
justif1ably rah>eJ. unfayourable conclusions. Therefore :mbstantial 
justice has been done. Looking back on the cheqnered hbtory of 
this case we cannot acquit the GoHrument uf Bombay of a !amen· 
table mi::;handling of the matter. True, they \Yere misled by 
inaccurate information supplied to them. But, a serious charge 
having been made in the Legislature, the wise course would han~ 
:Lecn at once to institute careful inquiry; if that had been done all 
these te:licus and exaeerbated proceedings would have been aYoided. 

·--o--

(:2) HARVEY-NARHIAN C_\.SE. 

18-2-:28. 

To the Editur, the ' Indian Daily :llail ' 

Sir,-1 send a r-opy of my lt-ttt:"I of 14th instant to the'; Tiwes 
(){ India." in reply to its critici:slll cf this ca::,e in its i~sne of the 
l4tl~. iu~taut. As the ~Jitur ha~ not shown ~be usual courte.;y of 
puL.1slung a reply to 1ts own news, I send It to yon for hvonr 
uf publishing it in yonr n.:xt issne. 

Yuurs faithfully, 

G. B. THIYEDI. 
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To the Editor the " Times of India., 

Sir,-In your leading article in to-day's issue, you blame 
people for not reading carefully the bulky judgment of the Magis
trate before pronouncing their opinions. The responsibility for this 
blame lies on you and your contemporaries for not making that 
judgment ayailable in full to the reading public. 

J .. s regards the charge of maladministration and wasting of 
pnblic funds leYelled against the department, the present case~ 
as yon state, referred to one incident only. Even the :Mears Com
mittee'::;. report had reference to only Back Bay Reclamation and 
so if an inquiry is instituted even now, many instances of malad~ 
ministration and wastage of public funds will come to light. For 
instance, the Development Bill came before the old pre~reform 
Council on 3rd August, 1920. The Secretary of State's sanction 
was obtained only a few days ago and yet it was stated in reply tn 
my qne:;tion in the Council that orders for dredgers and other 
plants worth Rs. 95 lakhs were placed in l\Iay, 1920, 3 months 
before the Secretary of State sanctioned the Scheme of Develop
ment. Speed may be a paramount.consideration but Government 
are not able to explain the need of such hurry, when dredgers and 
pipe lines remained idle in the Bombay Harbour for 18 months 
after arrival. The appointment of Meik and Buchanan as con~ 
suiting Engineers was made in 1920 but the agreement was not put 
before the Finance Committee till late in 1923. Everything impor
tant was hurried up before the new reformed council could study 
th& schemes and offer any criticism. The first Development Budget 
was put before the Council to be discussed and passed in 10 minutes 
only. The Director's services were obtained on extra liberal terms. 
His pay was next to the Governor himself more than that of hi8 
superior member Sir Chimanlal Setalwad. Besides he was promised 
a bnnga.low worth .Hs. 2 lakhs. On the Reclamation 5 superior 
expert European Engineers were engaged and for housing and 
suburban schemes four Superintending Engineers, all Europeans 
were engaged on double their previous pay whereas the P.W.D. has 
only four such officers for the whole Presidency work. Bungalow~ 
for officers were built at I\.andivli and Ambernath long before the 
schem-::s were in progress. All this was done before Council could 
grasp the position and offer constructive criticism. · Warnings 
gin:n by experienced Council Members like Dewan Bahadur Godbole 
retired P. \V. D. Engineer, Dewan Bahadur Haribhai Desai, the 
present :llinister of Education and Merchants like Sir Pnrshottam~ 
das, Lalji Naranji, Jehangir Petit and experienced Corporators like 
Dr. Dadarhanji were ignored and ridiculed. There was som,ething 
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mysterious about the whole thing more than mere consideration of 
~.'peed. Even the Accountant General was loud in his protests against 
irregularities of finance. If this is not maladministration and 
wastage of public funds, one fails to understand what else it can be 
called. 

There was no doubt shortage of houses in the City due to 
wrong method of the Improvement Trust of demolishing unfit 
houses and not providing for new buildings, but the recommenda
tion of the Development Committee appointed by Lord Sydenham 
in 1913 to compel millowners to build houses for mill hands was set 
aside by Sir George Lloyd in 1919. He was for direct action by 
Government, thus relieving millowners of their duty by promising 
to subscribe to the Development Loan. He was a man of great 
ambitions, who wanted to leave a name in the History of Bombay 
Presidency by two big schemes costing Rs. 30 crorcs each, one in 
Bombay, and the other in Sindh, and he was in a hurry to see his 
ambition fulfilled before he left Bombay. He set aside ordinary· 
red tape rules and created a special department with special experts. He
ordered, it is reported, work to be started without definite estimate3 
and sanctions. A general notification of acquisition of 3,500 acres 
of land in the suburbs was issued with a view to profiteer. His Go
vernment consulted no public bodies in the suburbs as to the best 
method of development there. They ignored the advice of expert 
engineers to de\elop suburbs from Baudra to Boriv li and poured 
money in developing Trombay. Housing schemes for mill-hands 
similarly were pushed on without ccnsulting labour leaders and the
costs went up and rents were fixed high. Everywhere he asserted 
his autocracy and what wonder that Government resented even 
constmctive criticism and went ahead? 

Thus all this autocratic working e\en in reform days led to 
maladministration and wastage of public funds for which Sir George 
Lloyd and his councillors are primarily responsible. If the Council 
insists on appointing its own elected Committee, real truth will 
come out and there will be no whitewashing. Mr. N ariman has. 
exposed th~ rot~en state of affairs. Let .the press and the public 
demand an mqmry to find out how far this autocracy was responsi
ble for this criminal waste of public money. If this is done, the 
Harvey Nariman Case will not be considered as waste of public 
time auJ money. 

G. B. TRIVEDI •. 
5c 
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( 3) THE BOMBAY CHRONICLE. 

Saturday January 28, 1928. 

REWARD OF DARING. 

It was evidently with a view to avoid a popular demonstration 
that ::\lr. H. P. H. Dastur, Presidency Magistrate, Third Court, 
sprang a surprise on the public of Bombay by suddenly deciding to 
deliver judgment in the Harvey-Nariman case on Friday. In arriving 
at this decision the Magistrate deprived the public of Bombay of 
the satisfaction that was due to them of expressing to Mr. K. ] 1

, 

Nariman their spontaneous and unbounded joy at his honourable 
acquittal. But unfortunate as this decision was, the judgment 
which 'llr. Dastur delivered is one on which he may well be congra
tulated. For he has brought to bear on the performance of his task 
the ability and independence which is expected from one who has 
to administer justice and has thus considerably enhanced the repu
tation of Courts of justice. In vi~w of the startling disclosures 
made during the hearing of the case, its outcome was, of course, a 
foregone conclusion. Nevertheless Mr. Dastur's judgment will send 
a thrill of joy throughout the City and even throughout the coun
try. For the case against Mr. N ariman has been an unparalleled one 
in many respects and as such has engaged the anxious and interes
ted attention of the public in the remotest parts of the country. 
Concluding his defence address Mr. Nariman said: "A conviction 
or an acquittal, so far as I am concerned does not matter. I say so 
in all earnestness without any defiance or bluster. The result of a 
conviction in this case, apart from personal considerations is bound 
to be disastrous so far as the public administration and public mo
rality are concerned." Mr. Nariman when he made this declara· 
tion was uttering but the simplest truth. For the public followed 
the hearing of the case with anxious interest because they realised 
that it involved an issue of vital importance to public life and public 
morality. The issue was, in short, whether a publicist who had 
dared to ventilate a public grievance by exposing the ways of a 
public department was to be punished for his courageous attempt to 
serve the cause of truth and justice. If the issue had been decided 
against him the sufferer would not have been Mr. Nariman himself 
but the public because not only would it have removed the whole
some check of vigilant public criticisms on the work of 
departments entrusted with the expenditure of public money 
but it would have also made it impossible for any public 
enquiry into the working of such departments in future in as mnch 
as it would have deterred witnesses from coming forward to give 
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-evidence. Mr. ~a rim an was thus fighting not a prh·ate defamation 
case but vindicating the right of citizens to call public servants to 
render account of their stewardship whenever things went wrong. 

If the case was an unparalleled one, because of the vital issue 
thaA: it involved, it was unique in the history of criminal courts in 
many other ways also. It lasted for nearly a year, occupied G2 
hearings, 18 of which were deYoted to the cross-examination of the 
-complainant. Mr. Nariman had put in 276 exhibits some of them 
running to 30 to 40 pages. Amazing reYelations were made about 
contracts and bribes to some officers of the DeYelopment Depart
ment which have come as a rude shock to the citizens who pay for 
the maintenance of public departments. The last but not the least 
remarkable feature of the case was the bold, fearless and masterly 
manner in which Mr. Nariman conducted his defence. As regards 
the indent of mild bars, which was the main issue, the ~Iagistrate 
found that :Mr. !\ ariman's allegation that stores not required were 
ordered was true, but he held that the evidence before him was not 
sufticient to warrant the conclusion that Mr. Harvey, acted with 
dishonest motive or that there was a combination or conspiracy on 
the part of the officers and that there was no evidence to show that 
)Jr. Sykes and Mr. Harvey formed a group of persons who took 
secret commissions. But the allegations, Mr. Dastur held, ''were 
made on a privileged occasion before a properly constituted body 
authorised to receive such complaints and in answer to questions 
put to him (Mr. Nariman) by that body and not irrelevant 
altogether." ::\Ir. Dastur comes to this decision after pointing out 
that Mr. Xariman himself did not ask the Mears Committee to hear 
him. "lie was invited to give hii! written statement and to appear 
if convenient in person. He was also requested to give the names 
of officers who received secret commissions. His speech was already 
before the Committee. He was asked about his criticisms on 
internal a.dministration or rather maladministration and internal 
working of the scheme." In fact, the Committee wanted from the 
''itnesses all the information in their possession and Mr. S. B. 
Billimoria, one of the members of the Committee, declared: "If 
people have information, why should they not boldly come forward 
and give out the information? If nobouy were to gire out clear in
formation, how is the Committee to proceed ?" Mr. N ariman came 
forward with the information in his possession. And what was his 
reward by Government ? A sanction for criminal prosecution in 
~pite of the fact that the members of the Committee when appro
ached on this matter had giren no countenance to the idea of pro· 
sccntion and that Sir Grim\\ood ~ears had declared himself a,..,ain:>t 
it. .\thl the decision of the Government was the 

0 

more 
amazing and deplorable in Yie\\ of the fact that ~Ir. 
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Nariman had made his position clear . both in his statement 
before the Committee and during the' Council debates that 
the materials were placed by him before the Committee because· 
they were considered "prima facie" sufficient to start an independent 
public investigation to have them either verified or falsified, 
and to take action, only after sufficient evidence was disclosed, 
against any officer or officers. Whatever the motive that inspired 
the Government in sanctioning the prosecution, their action was. 
calculated to rouse the suspicion of the public that they did not 
want an enquiry and 'vere determined to punish an inconvenient 
critic who could not be silenced. The result of the action, however, 
has been to make the need for an independent and even judicial 
enquiry into the working of the Development Department more 
imperative than ever. 

The revelations made in the N a rim an case do not redound to· 
the credit either of the Government or the Department. Mr. Dastur 
says in the course of his judgment: "After examining all the evidence
on the point no doubt was left in his mind that the order of the bars 
was a blunder on the part of the Department and the Court had not 
got the true explanation. The answers given by Sir Cowasji 
Jehangir on materials given by Mr. Harvey were found to be wrong. 
It was indeed a very serious matter for a department to furnish 
erroneous explanations to a General Member knowing that the 
latter was bound to act upon them." "The accused had", the 
Magistrate said, " proved that some officers of the Department were 
corrupt and some of the witnesses did state that these officers said 
that they had to charge a high commission as it had to 
be shared by higher officers." Again : '' Mr. N ariman had 
all along complained that he had been severely handi
capped by the institution of this case long after the· 
alleged transaction. Most important documents which could have 
thrown a flood of light were missing. The slip of paper of Hamid 
was missing, so were the pile manufacture register, Palnitkar's 
original draft, intermediate statement of Hamid, the Stock Book of 
Materials District, Shalebhoy's books and the counterfoil of the. 
cheque drawn by Maneckchand Jivraj for Rs. 5,000. Coupled with 
this was the fact that incorrect explanations were given in the 
Council. If a false explanation was given by a party be could not 
have much of a grievance if his conduct and action were misunder
stood particularly when ugly rumours were afloat." Incidentally 
the case has proved that the investigation by the Mears Committee 
was most inadequate and that ''Lloyd's Folly" and the Department 
created to perpetrate it have not only mortgaged the resources of 
the Presidency for a generation and more, making development of 
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.;haken the confidence of the public in the efficiency and integrity 
.of public departments. The best interests of the Presidency, 
including the good name of our many honest and efficient public 
servants, demand that the affairs of the Development Department 
be examined de novo by a Committee commanding the confidence 
of the people. If the citizens of Bombay and the tax-payers of the 
Presidency are anxious adequately to appreciate the services of ::\Ir. 
N ariman they cannot do so better than by not resting content until 
such an enquiry is made. It is impossible to exaggerate the value of 
the services that :Mr. N ariman has rendered in bringing home the 
enormity of the wrong done to the City and the Presidency by the 
Lloyd's Folly. They will be rememhered by generations of 
Bombay's citizens. But he has not merely served the Presidency; 
he has also served the whole country by demonstrating to its sons 
and daughters that the cause of Indian Freedom cannot be won 
.except bJ those who. in serving her, are fearless and daring enough 
to face the might of a resourceful and powerful Government without 
counting the cost to themselves. 'Ve heartily congratulate :Mr. 
N ariman on his unforgetable triumph, and we have no doubt the fact 
that the whole country shares in the joy of that triumph will be 
compensation enough to him for the anxiety and strain of a prolon
ged case. That his intrerid fight will be an abiding inspiration to 
.the younger generation will be his best reward. 

( 4) INDI1\N N1\ TIONAL HER1\L D. 

SUNDAY JANUARY 29, 1928. 

Public Issues in Nariman Case. 

The Back Bay Libel Case invoh-ed more than one i.:;;;ue of the;, 
c·ountry and the position of the public men who criticise it. The 
~Iears Committee, which was appointed after a ceaseless agitation 
by the public-spirited citizens of Bombay against the doings of the 
Bombay Development, demanding a. thorough investigation into its 
worbing by an impartial body, approached .Mr. Nariman with a. re
quest to disclose all the facts he had in his possession about corrup
tion in the DeHlopment Department. The Committee also wrote to 
him to give evidence and to furnish the name.s of officers who recei
'Yed fl'Crt>t commissions, the nan:tt;.s of the manufacturers giving such 
cornmi~~ions, the amounts so given and any other details in his 
11osst:ssit111. It was in response to this, that :llr. N ariman submit
ted his written statement exposing the Den-lopmt:nt Department. 
Tht' Committee wanted every available information and ~r. S. B. 
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Billimoria. one of the members of the Committee openly asked: ''If 
people have information, why should they not boldly come forward 
~nd give .out that information ? . If nobody were to give out clear· 
mformatwn how were the Committee to proceed?" Mr. Nariman 
took up the challenge and disclosed some startling evidence of 
corruption. It is a recognised custom in cases where public men 
are requested to help a committee of investigation that they will 
get full protection from any kind of persecution or general harass 4 

ment. This is such a common practice that witnesses take it for 
granted and do I}.Ot even care to ask for protection before tendering 
e·vidence. 

AN EVIL PRECEDENT. 

The prosecution of Mr. Nariman was a blow directed' 
against this very healthy practice. It is a thoroughly per
nicious precedent which is calculated to deter impartial witnesses 
from coming before similar committees in future. Malpractices 
in Government departments would in such circumstances run riot. 
The Bombay Government went even beyond this. They not only 
gave permission to Mr. Harvey to institute the prosecution, but 
also sanctioned the money for the purpose. This was one more 
departure from the usual practice. The Harvey-Nariman case 
even from the legal point of view is a private case in which Govern
ment were not connected. When Mr. Nariman protested repeatedly 
that Government had identified themselves with the case, the 
Government solicitor stoutly denied it. He may deny it as much 
as he likes but he cannot explain how Government can finance a 
private prosecution without identifying itself with the case. As 
Mr. Nariman stated in the Court, in matters where Government 
officers are concerned, Section 1244 A (sedition) and Section 
500 (defamation) of the I. P. C. are identical to them. The money 
was sanctioned on the understanding that if Mr. Harvey lost the 
case he would have to pay the cost. '!'his again is extraordinary. 
Either the case was private or Governmental. If it was the former
no money could be advanced on any condition ; if it was the latter,. 
Government should have frankly and openly identified themselves. 
with it and taken upon themselves its entire cost and blame. 

SPOKESMAN OF GOVERNMENT. 

Moreover, the whole attitude of the prosecution counsel, Mr~ 
Velinker, was such as to convey the impression that he was a 
::;pokesman of GoYernment. He ridiculed the Swarajist witness, 
talked sarcastically of the "citizens of Bombay," "public interests ,. 
and "public duty," had fine flings at anybody who criticised 
Government, i.!lcluding the Herald. These surely could have bee11 
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the methods of a purely private counsel ! With all these plain 
indications Government cannot wriggle out of it. The Bombay 
public will have to demand that on future occasions these practices 
t:>hall cease in the interest of good administration and free criticism. 

T\VO IMPORTANT FACTS. 

The Court proceedings further revealed two important facts; 
One that the :findings of any committee, however impartial can 
never fully disclose official misdeeds. The Mears Committee could 
not get at the grave instances of rampant corruption which were 
brought to light in the Esplanade Police Court. The Magistrate 
admitted that Mr. N ariman had proved that some of the officers of 
the Department were corrupt and that some of the witnesses did 
state that they charged higher rates to the Department as they had 
to pay high commission to the higher staff of officers. These things 
were not known to the Mears Committee and the public did not 
know of them from the Committee's Report. The reason is clear. 
The malpractices are best known to the officers themselves. They 
have in their custody all the documents, papers etc. 'l1he official 
witness cannot be expected to bring them before a committee of in
vestigation. And the people who know abo•1t them cannot bring 
forward any such proofs, with the result that the reports of these 
committees can never do full justice to popular grievances. Secondly, 
the court proceedings brought to light that many of the replies 
given by Mr. Cawasji Jehangir in the Legislative Council to ques
tions put by Mr. Nariman and Mr. Trivedi on the subject were, to 
put it very mildly, false and misleading. The replies were no doubt 
supplied by the heads of the Department. The publio will now know 
the worth of the information supplied to the Legislative Counoil, 
for there is no guarantee that the same is not the case with many 
other Government departments. Information can be supplied, with
held or misrepresented and distorted according to the wishes and 
desires of officers. There is nothing to prevent them from saying 
anything. We hope those people who have a. mania for asking 
questions and moving resolutions will bear this huge fact in mind. 

EVIDENCE DISBELIEVED. 

Lastly, about the prosecution case itself. It was based on the 
order for mild steel bars. There were various theories advanced 
about the " mistakes " in the size of bars ordered. As the :Magis
trate rightly pointed out, the various theories advanced by Mr. 
IIarvey were "conflicting and inconvincing." Mr. Han·ey changed 
his original theory at a very late stage. The Magistrate says, ''Mr. 
Haney's evidence when he propounded his new theory about the 
ordt'ring of bars was so vague and halting and inconsistent with the 
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fa~ts. proved that. ~e coul~ not accept it as true." 1t is wrong in 
pnnCiple and unfair m practice to allow the prosecution case to 
be changed at a late stage. The defence is put to a serious dis
advantage. But in the present case even the altered theory of Mr. 
Harvey was not accepted by the Magistrate. This is a very 
grievous reflection on the doings of the officers. But of their doings 
-the public know what they are. The regulations of the P. W. D. 
Code, which contains very beneficial provisions for the conduct .of 
officers dealing with contractors, engineers and building works, were 
ruthlessly flouted by the officers of the Bombay Development 
Department. The regulations were treated with absolute contempt 
because Lord Lloyd gave the Department powers to override all 
usage, custom and law in his vain conceit of his own wisdom. 

ANOTHER ENQUIRY NEEDED 

The sanctioning of the prosecution, its financing by Govern
ment, the attitude of prosecution counsel, the misleading an
swers given in the Council, the documents missing from Govern
ment offices, the inefficiency and shameless breach of the Government 
Code, make up a tragic tale. The City and the Presidency will 
have to mortgage their future progress for years to come for this 
great: Lloyd's Folly. But we hope public opinion will be organised 
to pre\ent its repetition in future. Above all, however, it is essen
tial that there should now be a further enquiry in the light of the 
revelations of the N ariman Case. Every case of corruption proved 
or alleged, must be subject of searching investigation and the whole 
business dragged into the light of day. 

CS) "SllNJ V1\RT1lM11N." 

RE : LIBEL CASE. 

30th January 1928. 

TBE HERO A~D AFTER. 

The outburst of extreme public jubilation over the result of the 
Ha:rrey-Nariman Case, is the measure of the tense anxiety the whole 
of the public felt and the interest they all took in what is likely to be 
the crreatest cause celebre in the annals of Bombay's public life. For 
weeks and months the public has been on the tanter hooks of 
anxiety not unmixed with fear. For weeks and months every 
minutest detail of the Police Court proceeding was followed with 
the deepest interest, and as the Case dragged on its course, the ad
miration of the public for little Da'\'id increased as he fought 
Ta.liently with big Goliath, and at the same time came to the con
clusion that whate-rer the outcome of the Case may be on mere 
technical legal ground.'i, the accused had rendered a signal service 
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to the City by thoroughly exposing the nauseating filth of the 
Augean Stable, otherwise called the Bombay DeYelopment Depart· 
ment. The public has been right all throughout and the decision 
of the learned Magistrate sets its hall mark of approYal on the 
public verdict. The services that Mr. Nariman has rendered in thi:; 
Case cannot be measured in words. He has exposed not only 
the internal rotten heart of the DeYelopment Department but he 
has also made the public extremely anxious and suspicions about 
the internal working of other GoYernmental Departments. It i~ 
shrewdly surmised that the DeYelopment Department is not 
the only department of the Goyernment where irregularity (we use 
a very mild word) is rampant, and that what was so boldly exposed 
by Mr. Nariman in one case might be similarly expo~ed in any 
other case (more or less), if the Back Bay hero or some other 
public-spirited citizen would but come forward and tackle it with 
equal boldness. But one thing is certain. The decision in the 
Harrey-Nariman Case does not end the part played by the GoYern
ment in the DeYelopment business. Indeed, the Government's 
work really comme~ces now. The GoYernment cannot now plead 
ignorance. Their eyes ha.Ye been opened as they ne¥er were open
ed in the past, and for the sake of public morality, for the sake of 
the Government themselws and for the sake of the same Gowrn
ment's much-Yaunted prestige, they cannot now sit quietly with 
folded hands. If the GoYernment possesses sporting spirit-and 
Englishmen are supposed to prize it most-they ooght to thank 
Mr. Nariman for the sen-ices he has rendered not only to the 
public but to the GoYernment themsel¥es. The Goyernment mnst 
now commence where ~Ir. Nariman left the Case in the Police 
Court. They must proYe to the hilt their own bonafide:~ to the 
public by demonstrating fully that they have no heart or hand in 
the filthy work done by their serYants, and that they too are equally 
solicitous for the good name and purity of their public sen-ants 
This is the least thing that they could do in the matter. Indeed, 
there is not the least doubt that what was considered to be a. great 
blunder on the part of·the GoYernment when they sanctioned the 
prosecution against Mr. N ariman, has, after all, turned out to 
be a great blessing in disgui:se. But for this ~;upposeJ blnnder, 
the de,astating mysteries of the DeYelopment Department wot:ld 
newr ha¥e seen the lightof day, and the public and the Gonrnment 
tht'msches newr ha'e realised the wide extent of the mismanage
ment that perraded the whole Department, costing the public in 
the waste of millions of their ill-spared money. So much for the 
Uovernment and the part they are e:qected by the public to play 
in the future. The whole of the Yocabulary i3 exha.usted in sin_!:.,'.ing 
his prai.:-e anJ belanding his public spirit. His conduct has been 
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put forward as an example for all public men, whether old or young 
to emulate. Without fear and without fa·rotir to work for the 
public and to fight for that which one considers to be the right, is 
the highest sign manuel of citizenship. 1\Ir. N ariman is the 
shining example of such a citizenship. His was an uphill 
fight. He knew perfectly well that a mighty machinery was 
set to work behind the hands that prosecuted him. He knew. 
t:erfectly well that if defeated, he was surely to be crushed by 
those whose full resentment he had won by his outspokenness. 
Defeat for him meant extinction from public life and even 
loss and defeat in his own profession, for he knew that the 
arms of those who were behind the Case were long and that no· 
scruples would be felt, no pains would be spared to wipe him out of 
the public life of this City. All these dangers and all these possi· 
bilities, aye probabilities, 1\Ir. N ariman faced with his eyes open 
and knowing all, he risked all. Thus, when the whole Case is seen 
in its true perspective, his debt on public gratitude is immeasurably 
increased. He was virtually staking his all when with lion-hearted 
courage he was hurling his thunderbolts from the Legislative Coun
cil, from public platforms, and last but not the least, when he ten
dered his evidence before the 1\Iear's .Committee Mr. Nariman has 
done his part and that part has now been written in letters of gold 
in the history of Bombay's public life. Now, the part to be played 
by Bombay, remains. This part ought to be worthy of Bombay 
and worthy of the hero, who dared so much and has achieved 
so much. 

(6) HINDI GRAPHIC. 

The hero of the most protracted trial in the annals of the 
Bombay Police Oourts, a fearless critic, a man of stern indepen
dence, a strenuous politician, Mr. K. F. Nariman has carved out a 
niche for himself in the Temple of India's devoted sons. 

(7) INDIAN DAILY MAIL. 

27th January 1928. 

The Harvey--Nariman Case. 

The decision of the Magistrate who tried the case of defama
tion brought by the late Superintending Engineer of the Develop
ment Department, Mr. T. Har-vey, against .Mr. K. F. Nariman, has 
been received with mueh relief by the public. Those who have 
tried to expose the mistakes of a Government Department know 
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how difficult and risky the task is. Mr. Nariman himself, we are
!'ure, had. he known that his attempt to bring public opinion to bear 
npon the working of the Development Department, would land him 
in a protracted libel action, would have hesitated to undertake the 
taslr. His charges against the Department so long as they were
made within the four walls of the Legislative Council, were pri
Yileged. But when at the invitation of the Mears' Committee, he 
re-iterated them or some of them in his eYidence before that Com
mittee, he enjoyed no similar privilege though the Chairman, Sir· 
Grimwood Mears. we think, has declared that witnesses before the 
Committee would be protected. Government undertook to pay the 
legal expenses in the case if Mr. Harvey won it. Mr. Harvey has 
not won the case, but the Magistrate has held that no corruption 
has been proved against him. Mr. Nariman has been acquitted on 
the ground that his charges were made in good faith, and that the· 
facts regarding the malpractices in the Department, which he has 
been able to establish to the satisfaction of the Court, justified• 
him in entertaining a reasonable suspicion that they w~re not con
fined to the particular occasions or indiYiduals concerned in them. 
The judgment will strike all those who haYe followed the evidence 
in the case as just and proper one, and :Mr. Dastur, the :Magistrate, 
has exhibited rare qualities of clear analysis, cogent reasoning and 
dispassionate judgment in handling the vast mass of material which 
bad accumulated in the course of the proceedings extending over 
several months. From the first it was clear that Government had 
<·ommitted a great blunder in sanctioning the institution of this case. 
The judgment of the Magistrate shows that the public were right in 
their opinion. It is not too much to say that the result of this case· 
is not such as to redound to the credit of GoYernment in the 
Development Department. The proceedings have reyealed an 
amount of incompetence and neglect on the part of men placed 
in responsible positions, which would be discreditable eYen in the
worst goYerned Indian State. :Mr. N ariman has earned the gratitude 
of the public by his courageous and persistent endeayour to bring to. 
light the shortcomings of the De\elopment Department. 

(8) THE STATESMAN. 

Calcutta, Sunday, January 29th 1928. 

)fr. N ariman has been acquitted by a Presidency ~Iagi.~trate
nt Bombay on the charge of defaming the Superintending Engineer 
Cof the DeYelopment Department. Hi.s opposition to the Back Ba,· 
Scheme has been \igorous and hi3 criticisms open; he ha.3 maintained 
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that he could substantiate what he S!J.id if given.'"the opportunity. 
During the case he was proved inaccurate in one major matter. 
He had accused the complainant of altering an indent for iron bars ; 
what happened was that in his official capacity he had added to the 
indent. The- complainant's explanation was not accepted by the 
Magistrate, who found it vagu.e and halting and inconsistent. 
·stores were ordered that were not required; why, the Court could 
not find out. The evidence did not warrant the conclusion that 
there had been dishonesty ; nevertheless the Magistrate decided that 
Mr. N ariman had acted in good faith and acquitted him. The 
public will still want to know what did happen. The only satis
faction to be got out of the unpleasant business lies in the know· 
ledge that there are vjgilant watchers for the public interest. 

\9) HINOUST1\N TIMES (DELHI) 

HARVEY NARIMAN SUIT COSTS. 

If after the judgment delivered in the Harvey Nariman Case, 
Government on the advice of the Advocate General of Bombay 
decides to bear any part of the expenses of Mr. Harvey, the public 
will be forced to the conclusion that Government does not only 
desire to protect the honour of its officers but wants to place them 
at an unfair advantage against those who have the courage to 
.question their conduct. While there may be some justification for 
Government bearing the expenses of a suit to help an officer to 
vindicate his honour, there can be absolutely no sense in Govern
ment sharing any of the costs when the good faith of the other 
party has been absolutely proved. On the other hand we think 
it is the clear duty of the Government to make further inquiries 
into the conduct of the various officers of the Development Depart
ment to verify the allegations made by 1\fr. Nariman. If any party 
in this case deserves to be compensated it is Mr. Nariman who has 
.done such a great public service by making at great personal sacri· 
fice, serious disclosures about the administration of a very important 
department of the Bombay Government. It is he and not Mr. 
B arvey who should be fully compensated for this case. Mr. N ariman 
.should be further helped by personal funds to aid Government in 
knowing more about the corruption that was rampant in the 
De,elopment Department. 
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(10) AMRITA BAZAR PATRIKA, CALCUTTA. 

31st January 192g. 

\Ve congratulate :Mr. K. F. Kariman on his acquittal of the 
c·harge of defamation brought against him by Mr. T. Harvey, 
Superintending Engineer of the Bombay Development Department. 
It may be remembered that Mr. Nariman in his evidence before the 
Committee to enquire into what is known as Back Bay scandal made 
certain very grave allegations against the Bombay De-velopment 
Department and its Superintending Engineer. Even though ~Ir. 
N ariman understood that his statements were to be regarded as privi
leged, the Gorernment of India in the Department of Industries and 
Labour ordered the Superintendent to prosecute 1\Ir. N ariman. The 
cross-examination by 1\Ir. Nariman brought out certain very ugly 
disclosures damaging the reputation of this department. Iu the· 
absence of the full text of the judgment we are not in a position to 
know how far the finding of the Magistrate, that Mr. N ariman bad 
failed to prove "justification," is justified by the evidence adduced. 
'I' he Magistrate acquitted Mr. N ariman because he found that :\Ir. 
N ariman had adduced ample evidence to prove that he acted in 
good faith. 

It seems that of late corruption in some of the Government 
Departments has assumed such proportions as to necessitate the
washing of much dirty linen in public. The Calcutta Medical Hos
pital case involved a few lacs but the Back Bay scandal invoh·ed 
millions of rupees. Naturally there is great misgiving in the public
mind that there may be more instances than meet the eye of scan
dalous inefficiency and dishonesty involving immense loss of public
money. Rightly or wrongly the impression one gets from the atti
tude the Government takes up in these matters that it is concerned 
more in the maintenance of its prestige than for a thorough re-han
ling of the department inYolved and punishment of the guilty. This. 
ili indeed unfortunate. 

In the case under review the superintendent was ordered t() 
prosecute Mr. N ariman. All the expenses of the case were of 
course borne by the tax-payer. And Mr. N ariman, but for whose 
allegations, some of which were very strongly supported by the 
t:Yidence he adduced, the public would perhaps have been in the 
dark as to the extent of corruption prevailing in the Department, 
had to suffer in~onvenience, pecuniary loss and loss of time for 
hi.:i public spirit and courage. Moreover the Government whick 
~hould a.lways welcome criticism prompted by good intentions. 
and Last'd on· authenticated information ignores it altogether till 
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matters come to such a pass that to maintain an indifferent attitude 
becomes impossible. But instead of setting about to enquire . 
into the truth of the allegations or· charcres made, it compels· 
the officer criticised to bring in a case agit~st the critics at its 
<>wn expense, thus giving the case the dignity more or less of a 
Government case. Thi~ means a gteat deal in a country where 
the judiciary is not often so independent as one should wish. But 
.subsequently even if the critic is completely vindicated, we have 
not yet heard that the money spent in prosecution is recovered, 
from the Government servant. In most of the instances, however 
the Government servants win as the critics need have to be 
very rich to compete with the Government in engaging the best 
lawyers. 

In England when an allegation is made against a civil servant 
it is he who has got to vindicate his character in a court of law 
like any ordinary man. And if he succeeds in the case and if the 
al!egations mado relate to his conduct as a public servant in the 
ordinary course of his duties it is then and then only that he is 
entitled to have his costs paid by the State, if it is not decreed by 
the court, the case being fought out in a criminal court. But 
usually it is a civil suit that is brought and there is a jury which 
Jecides whether the complainant is entitled to damages. 

3l-1-28 

(11) SWARAJYA OF MADRAS. 
30-1-28. 

The Nariman Case. 

Few prosecutions in recent times have aroused such sensational 
·public interest as the case against Mr. N ariman. As the proceed
ings unfolded, it became clear that Mr. Nariman was but a nominal 
accused. Whatever the technical form of the case, the real 
accused was the complainant Mr. Harvey himself and his colleagues 
in the executive of the Back Bay scheme. These latter have 
.emerged out of the hearing with their credit utterly blown to 
smithereens. As for Mr. Nariman, his acquittal takes away 
nothing from the intrepid courage with which he faced the con· 
sequences of a public exposure of the working of a notoriously 
corrupt and ill-conducted department. It will be interesting to 
note, in view of the startling disclosures brought to light by the 
prosecution, what action the Government propose to take to in
wstigate matters further. 
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(12) " JUSTieE OF MJ\ORJ\S. " 

THE .ACQUITTAL OF :MR. NARIM.AN . ..... 

'rhe Indian Public has been following with vivid interest for 
the last several months the Han·ey Nariman libel suit. No other 
criminal prosecution has during recent time attracted such wide 
publicity. rrhe position of the parties, the nature of the charges 
made, and the manner in which the case was conducted-all added 
to the interest of the case. It was learnt at a very early stage 
that Government was assisting the complainant in diverse ways. 
The Back-Bay Scheme was the subject of discussion and criticism 
among those who have understood the colossal blunder of the 
Scheme. The Committee appointed to investigate the Scheme 
had virtually condemned the Scheme, and though it fought shy 
of throwing the blame on Lord Lloyd, the gentleman who pushed 
through the Scheme, it is obvious how his Lordship's active 
association and interest in it was responsible for the sinking of 
crores of rupees in the Back Bay. It was in connection wjth the 
investigation by the Committee that Mr. N ariman gave evidence 
making certain charges against Mr. Harvey, a very prominent 
€ngineer associated with the work of the Back Bay reclamation. 
"\V e offer no opinions on the merits of the evidence of Mr. N ariman, 
but it is obvious that commissions of enquiry would be a farce, if 
witnesses before such Commissions were not fully and adequately 
protected against any prosecution for statements made by them 
to such Commissions. If the threat of prosecutions at the 
hand of private individuals were to be perpetually before 
such witnesses the Commissions are bound to prove futile, and 
would merely result in white-washing reports. That this aspect 
should not have been appreciated by Mr. Harvey is only natural. 
But that the Bombay Government should have, not merely allowed 
him to carry on a prosecution in a Criminal Court against the 
witness Mr. Nariman, but should have helped and aided him, shows 
how unjustiliable is the conduct of that Government. It also 
pwres the undue interest which that Go'Vernment took in the case. 
~Ir. Nariman has fortunately the means and capacity to carry on 
his own defence and was ably assisted by sympathetic friends. But 
there are few witnesses who can command the advantage.:; which he 
commanded. The moral 0f the prosecution is obvious. 
The law ought to be re·rised so as to give the same 
immunity to witnesses before such Commissions as is now 
cnjoyeJ by those who appear in regularly constituted 
-<.·onrts of law. The judgment of the ~Iagistrate i3 a. thorough 
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Yindication of Mr. N ariman. It i:::J true that he does not find the·· 
plea of justification established. It is also true that he makes the. 
statement that no charge of corruption against Mr. Harvey can be-· 
accepted. But Mr. Harvey is not the accused before the· 
Magistrate and hisconduct was not directly in question except to 
the extent of substantiating the plea of justification. The more
important finding of the Magistrate is his emphatic statement that 
Mr. Nariman made his charges in perfect good faith coupled with 
this is the statement by the Magistrate that he accepts the charge 
of corruption against some high officials. This is a most serious 
and damaging finding. We await the result of this finding and the 
action that the Bombay Government will take on this finding. It 
cannot ignore such a definite statement from so responsible an 
authority. It is unfortunate that at the present juncture there 
should have been in the two most important capital~ of India two 
such cases like the Calcutta Medical College Case and the Harvey 
N ariman Case. We hope that Madras will not produce its sensa· 
tion next. It is such cases that destroy the prestige of the Govern
ment. We congratulate Mr. N ariman on his acquittal and on the, 
exceptionally able manner in which he conducted his case. 

(13) NEW TIMES. 

MR. NARIMAN'S ACQUITTAL. 

Karachi-Monday, 30th January 1928. 

The victory of Mr .. Nariman in his acquittal in the famous 
Harvey-Nariman defamation case in Bombay is no end to that 
episode, at any rate not to the matter under investigation. Though 
Mr. N ariman's acquittal was a foregone conclusion in view of the 
exposures made and the substantial evidence which disclosed a 
rotton state of afiairs in the development department, the press. 
and the public could not comment on the case because of its being 
Sub Judice. Now that the case has been decided we are free to
comment. We ha.ve·no hesitation in saying.thattheHarvey-Nariman 
case was one of the most glaring exposures of corruption in British 
India. in a department of Government. 

Indeed, so thorough and so complete was the exposure that the
Government cannot, with any sense of decency, now plead the: 
purity of the conduct of Back Bay afiairs. Indeed, they must con
fess that the manner in which the affairs ofthe Development Depart
ment have been conducted for the last few years reflects on the so
called efficiency of the government. The government cannot now 
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f::iia.ce the impression on the pnblic mind that publie money was 
. ruthlessly spent in an extravagant manner and that there was a. 
.. great deal of leakage in corruption through some subordinate officers. 
'Ve earuestly hope the question will not be allowed to rest there and 
the government will be heckled in the Bombay Council. 

A case of such flagrant mismanagement needs to be pressed 
home upon the British Parliament and we hope an attempt will be 
made to interest some labour members who may put questions in 
Parliament. 

The Lloyd administration in Bombay blundered so badly that 
in a democratic government Sir (now Lord) Lloyd would have been 
severely censured. In India he was lifted to the category of im
perial statesmen. Mr. Nariman conducted the case at great person
al sacrifice and risk and no doubt he deser"res the thanks of the 
people of the presidency and the Bombay Council in exposing the 
Back Bay muddle. 

(14) THE TRIBUNE, ALLAHABAD. 

I( HARVEY-NARIMAN CASE." 

11th Dec. 1923. 

After a protracted trial, the Harvey-N ariman case has come 
to a close. The case had attracted more than ordinary interest for 
three reasons, '\"iz., the position of the parties, the seriousness of the 
allegations made by the accused, which formed the basis of the 
prosecution, and the fact that it was the Government who had 
initiated the expensive legal proceedings. Mr. Nariman, the 
accused, is a prominent Swarajist member of the Bombay Legisla
ti"re Council, who has always been an uncompromising critic of 
the Back Bay scheme. \\.,.hen the seheme was launched in 1920, 
Mr. Nariman as a member of the Municipal Corporation lost no 
opportunity of criticising the scheme there as well as in the press 
and sought to expose certain alleged defects which came to his 
notice. After his election to the Bombay Legislative Council 
he moved various resolutions for abolition of the Department and 
the appointment of an Enqniry Committee into its administration 
and the wasting of public funds. Agitation continued to be carried 
on outside the Council and the Reclamation scheme, far from 
turning out a huge success a.s anticipated, evoked the stronaest 
criticism and was regarded by many as a public disaster from 

0
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financial point of view. 
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After the Mears Committee was appointed, Mr. N ariman 
appeared before it and made grave allegations against the Develop· 
ment Directorate and its high officers. The revelations were so 
scandalous that Mr. Harvey, the Superintending Engineer, suppor
ted by Government, prosecuted Mr. Nariman for defamation. 
The proceedings lasted for several months, and Mr. Nariman 
has proved to the hilt some of the most serious charges brought 
by him against the Department. According to the trying Magistrate, 
the accused in conjunction with Mr. Trivedi had collected sufficient 
material to convince them that officers were in the habit of receiv
ing secret commissions. His Worship held that the accused acted 
in good faith. As to the specific allegation about bars, after exa
mining all the evidence no doubt was left in the mind of th,e Magis
trate that "the ordering of bars was a blunder on the part of the 
Department and the court had not got a true explanation. Ans
wers given by Sir Cowasji J ehangir on the materials given by Har
vey," said the Magistrate, "were found to be wrong. It was indeed a 
very serious matter for the Department to furnish erroneous ex
planation to the General Member knowing that the latter was 
bound to act on them." Though His Worship held that the bars 
were ordered in excess of requirements and were of wrong size it 
did not in his opinion necessarily follow that Mr. Harvey did it 
out of corrupt or dishonest motives. It might have been due to 
error of judgment, incompetency, carelessness, negligence or wrong 
calculations. 

The net result of the proceedings is that Mr. N ariman has 
substantially vindicated his position and neither the Government 
nor Mr. Harvey has come out unscathed from the litigation which 
could not have been started or prolonged to such tremendous length 
but for the large amount of money spent by Government to finance 
it. The result of this case once again proves the unwisdom of the 
Government financing defamation cases against private individuals 
or newspapers. In the present, as in similar cases in the past, it is 
the clear and imperative duty of the Government to make the com
plainant pay up the entire sum of money spent by Government 
from the public revenues to vindicate his honour particularly when 
the case has been dismissed on the merits and not on any technical 
or legal grounds. · 

(IS) l'lE>NEER. 
THE BOMBAY DEFAMATION CASE. 

The result of the Bombay defamation case which, in a manner 
too characteristic unhappily of trials in this country, was dragged 
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out to an unconscionable length, is most satisfactory from the point 
of view of :Mr. N ariman. His pertinacious criticism of the Bombay 
Development administration has its reward. Mr. Harvey has the 
satisfaction of being personally cleared of the charges which :Ur. 
Nariman made against his Department. The Provincial Govern· 
ment, however, cannot be particularly happy over the Court's finding. 
We imagine that an enquiry into the allegations which :Mr. Nariman 
is now considered to have justly made will have to be instituted. 
It is most unfortunate that an enterprise which was designed for 
the greater prosperity of Bombay, should have been marred by 
regrettable laxity in administration. It must be confessed that in 
the face of experiences in allied undertakings, the Government 
of Bombay seem to have exercised undue caution in accepting the 
need for examining the charges made by the successful litigant. 
rrhe joy which the court's finding must bring to a certain camp is 
obvious, but it should not evoke reluctance to take suitable 
action. 

Indian Daily Telegraph Lucknow, 2-2-1928. 

(16) TilE BACK BAY HERO. 

\Ve hasten to congratulate Mr. K. F. Nariman the Back Bay 
hero for having come ont unscathed through the ordeal of the sen
sational Back Bay Defamation Case. The enthusiasm and perseve
rance with which 1\Ir. Nariman boldly braved the cross-fire of pro· 
secution and the remarkable shrewdness and courage which he 
displayed in his fight against the heavy odds deserve more than a 
passing note. It is to be hoped the Government would institute 
inquiries on the basis of the startling revelations made in this 
remarkable case. 

(17) INDIAN MERCHANTS CHAMBER 

Mr. \VALCBAND HIRACHAND'S ADDRESS AT ITS 

ANNUAL GE~ERAL MEETING 1927 

liB. N ABDIAN Co!'GBATt:LATED. 

Be! ore I close, I should like to congratulate Mr. K. F. N ariman 
on the result of the defamation <:ase against him. Your Committee 
have been taking great interest on the working of the Depart
ment from the very beginning and have time after time 
protested against the method and manner of its working. It was a 
matter of derpest regret that the Gonrnment of Bombay sanctioned 
the ddamatiou proceeJiug~ against hlr. Nariman as it was tant· 
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amount to putting restrictions upon the freedom of speech before 
any investigating Committee or Commissiop. The proceedings 
against Mr. Nariman have, however, proved of ·~:\·alue in this that a 
full exposure has been made of the Development Department-an 
exposure which was not even made by the Mear's Committee. The 
country as a whole is indebted to Mr. Nariman for the public spirit 
with which he has fought the issue and you will all join me in 
congratulating him. 

The appointment of the Mear's Committee was brought about 
through the efforts of your Committee who may feel happy that 
they have been proved right in this as in several other important 
questions. Your new Committee will have to consider what steps 
to take to protect witnesses giving evidence before public Commit
tees. 

Sir Sha purji B. Billimoria (a member of Mear's Committee) 
supported the proposition. 

MR. N1\RIMAN'S. TRIUMPH. 

(18) SUGGESTION TO PARS! LADIES. 

14-2-28 

To the Editor of The Chronicle. 

Sir,-The heroic clear sailing of Mr. Nariman through the 
Harvey-Nariman Case, may be deemed a triumph not only of Mr. 
N ariman himself, but also as that of the Parsi community; while 
the splendid spirit of undaunted courage displayed throughout the 
great ordeal in defence of right against might, must be a signal 
service done to Truth itself. 

Side by side with the men-folk then, we, who have followed 
this brave conflict ·closely through the press, might well consider 
ourselves honoured, through this grand achievement, for what 
are men but what their women folk have made them? By the 
influence that begins with the cradle and ends with grave ~ · 

\\"'omen are admirers of truth and bravery, and thongh Mr. 
Nariman may not be the first sample of a pioneer spirit in the 
community, there may have been in the past an element of homage, 
for mature experience, rather than the enthusiastic admiration that 
at present is stirred up in responRB to the resolute soul-courage of 
an immature career, which attracts, and holds. · 
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Deservedly, therefore, Mr. Nariwan may be considered the 
head of the Youth 1\f ovement a.t the present memorable period of 
history, and this being so, a suggestion through your sympathetic 
columns towards an early meeting of Parsi ladies of Bombay, to be 
convened by public-spirited personages such as Bai 
Shirinbai M. Cursetji, Mrs. Shirinbai Cama, Mrs. F. S. Taleyar
khan and :Mrs. Patuck of the Stri Zarthoshti Mandai, also 
those belonging to other public bodies, to offer congratulations to 
:M:r. N ariman on his well-earned success may not be out of place. 
Not that there would have been any very great difference, bad the 
learned magistrate's decision been less than what it was, yet, the 
judgment accorded by the Court, though perhaFS of a guarded 
nature, not the less plainly says-~' Truth is after all Truth . ., 

Let us devoutly hope there are, in embryo amidst us, many 
more of the Khurshed N ariman spirit who in due time may shine 
forth as true sons and daughters of Mother India, to console her 
in her sorrows, and cheer, when these have ended-Yours, etc. 

ROSHAN. 

Bombay, February 6. 
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CONGRATULATORY MESSAGES. 

A few of about 700 Congratulatory messages received from 
public bodies and institutions by Mr. K. F. Nariman, on the 
successful termination of the Harvey-Nariman Case. 

Kurla Residents' Association, Kurla. 
Mazdyasni Mandai, Bombay. 
Bombay Vakils' Association. Bombay. 
National Boarders' Union, Benares Hindu University, Benares. 
Bombay Shroff Association, Bombay. 
Shri Guru Singh Sabha, Bombay. 
Shri Saraswati Vidyalaya, Poona. 
National Medical College Students, Bombay. 
Bombay Hack Victoria Owners' Association, Bombay. 
Maharashtra Provincial Congress Committee, Bombay. 
B. B. and C. I. Railway Employees' Union, Bombay. 
Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay. 
Sarswat Club, Santa Cmz. 
Maharashtra Chamber of Commerce, Bombay. 
Youngmen's Non-Brahmins' Assocation, Kurla. 
Lokmanya Seva Sangh, Villa Parla. 
Bombay Municipal Corporation, Bombay. 
Pleaders of Appellate Court, Bombay High Court, Bombay. 
Bombay Presidency Association, Bombay. 
Villa Parla Friends' Union, Villa Parla. 
Staff of Bombay Baroda Assurance Co., Ltd., Bombay. 
Wardha. Bar Association, Wardha. 
Mahad Congress Committee, 1\Iahad. 
Rajputana. Congress Committee, Ajmer. 
Young Men's Parsee Association, Broach. 
Pa.rsee Residents of Lahore. 
Sholapur .A.rogya. Mandai, Sholapur. 
Esplanade Police Court, Bar, Bombay. 
Dharwar Bar Association, DP.carwar. 
·Akob :Ba.r A::Jsociation, Bombay. 
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Barsi Bar Association, Amnlncr. 
Ratnagiri Bar Association, Ratnagiri. 
Baroda Bar Association, Baroda. 
Amalner Bar Association, Amalner. 
Hoshangabad Bar Association, Hoshangabad. 
Thana Bar Association, Thana. 
Chiplun Bar Association, Bombay. 
Alibag Bar Association, Alibag. 
Poena Bar Association, Poona. 
Belgaum Bar Association, Belgaum. 
Parsee Residents of Ootacamund. 
Salsette Taluka Congress Committee, Thana. 
Khar Youth League, Khar. 
Bombay Council Responsivist Party Poona. 
Bombay Presidency Youth League, Bombay. 
Public, of Wai, 'Vai. 
Residents of Andheri and Vesava. 
Bombay Small Causes Court Bar Association, Bombay. 
Telugu Community of Bombay. 
Arya Niti Natak Samaj, Bombay. 
The Bombay Grain Dealers' Association. 
Tarm Rashtriya Mandai, Sholapur. 
Priests and Parsee community of Ilong·Kong, Canton, Macao, 

China etc. 
Comrade Shapurji Saklatwalla, M.P. (London). 
Dr. :M. A. Ansari, President, Indian National Congress, (Delhi). 
Mr. Muknndi Lal, Deputy President, U. P. Legislative Council, 

( Lucknow ). 
Rao l3ahadnr Chunilal H. Setalwad, M.A., LL.B., Bar-at-Law, 

(Bombay). 

Mr. Shantaram Narayan Dabholkar, ( Sangli ). 

Mr. DavidS. Ernlkar, Manager, Scindia Stea.m Navigation Co., 
Calcutta. 

Mr. M. D. Karki, ll. L. U. ( Kanara ). 
Prof. K. U. ~aik, M.A, D.Sc., (Land), F.I.C. Prof. of Chem~

try, Baroda. 
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Dr~ B. H. Gore, M.D. (Berlin ), Delhi. 

Mr. Ruttonchand l\Iaster, Share, Stock,· Bullion, Finance & 
Exchange Broker, Bombay. 

'llr. J. K. ~Iehta, M.A., Secretary, Indian Merchants' Chamber,. 
Bombay. 

:\Ir. A. Rangswamy Iyenger, Editor, Hindu, Madras. 
Maharaja of N abha, Dera Dun. 
Mr. H. B. Shivdasani, M.A., (Can tab) M.L.C., (Ex. I.C.B.) 
Mr. G. 'J;. Garrett, (Ex. I.C.S .) 

Mr. N. S. R. Iyengar, Agricnltural & Industrial Technologist, 
l\Iysore. 

Mr. S. A. Brelvi, Editor, Bombay Chronicle, Bombay. 
Mr. B. G. Horniman, Editor, Indian National Herald, Bombay. 

Mr. Frank Oliveira, Advocate, {Retired Presidency Magr 
strate ), Bombay. 

Mr. Sureshchandra., Jinga ( Uganda). 

Mr. R. F. Munshi, London. 

Mr. Chinoy, Jinga (Uganda.) 

---


